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CIVIL ENGINEERING.

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

Grand Trunk Raihvay of Canada.

We have been favored bj Captain L. A. Huguct-Latour, of Mon-
treal, Canada, Avith a copy of the official statements, reports, and ac-

counts of the raihvay aforesaid, laid before the Legislative Assembly,
of Canada, in 1857, by Hon. W. Cayley, Inspector General.

Some points in this official document are well worthy of the notice

of the cnfiineering readers of our Journal.CO
This great Avork (now nearly completed) will stretch in a continu-

ous line and with unbroken gauge, (T)?, feet,) from Port Sarnia, at the

outlet of Lake Huron, to the Harbor of Portland, in the State of

Maine, forming with its Quebec brancli, a connected railway of 1112
miles in h-ngth, all uiuler an undivided management, and worked by a

single corporation, with an investment already exceeding ^ify millions

of dollars.

We now invite attention to a few interesting items of detail.

1. Itencwal of Ilaih. L^pon the sections opened but recently, the

replacement of l^roken and injured rails has already reached a ratio of

1 in 500

—

wliilst upon those portions of the eastern section which have
been in operation for six or seven j'cars, the present annual ratio of

replacement of rails is 1 in 30. The rails for renewals have been ob-

tained under contract with a Boston rail-mill at <£5 sterling (say $25,)
per ton, the contractor supplying a ton of new for every ton of old

sent to the mill, and the conijiany bearing the transportation to and fro.

Vol. XXXVI.—Third Skuik8.—No. 1.—July, 1858. 1
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.

The Chief Engineer, (A. McKenzie Ross, Esq.,) thinks for the pre-

sent, this arrangement cannot be improved, as far as concerns the

Porthind section ; but for the 750 miles in Canada, where the ordinary

wear and tear will require the re-rolling of GO tons per week, or 3000
tons per annum,* he recommends the establishment of a company
rail-mill, which, in his estimation, will save $75,000 annually.

2. Lighting of tlie Central Workshop.—The gas for the 700 lights

now required at the establishment at Point St. Charles, is furnished

by the Montreal Gas Company, at, say $3 per 1000. The Chief En-
gineer considers this exorbitant, and recommends the Company to

make their own gas, which he is confident they can do at ^1-80 per

1000, or forty per cent, reduction, and that the cost of the necessary

works would not exceed $20,000.

3. Repairs of the Permanent Way—Have been contracted for upon
856 miles of line, in eight contracts, to run three years each, at an

average of something less than $500 per mile per annum, exclusive of

iron, and in effect of bridges also—these being of a permanent char-

acter.

The above items are gathered chiefly from the Report of the Chief

Engineer, and they indicate on,the part of that skilful officer, a gene-

ral opinion, that great railway corporations like the Grand Trunk of

Canada, would find it to their interest to supply themselves with ma-
terials from manufactories of their own to a great extent.

We come now to notice a Report by Messrs. Keefer & Shanly, (en-

gineers of the Grand Trunk Railway,) deputed to examine specially,

the bridges of the eastern section, and, as it is almost wholly devoted

to the ivooden bridges of the Montreal and Portland Division, con-

structed chiefly by American engineers, it is valuable to us as a shrewd

criticism, by two skilful Canadian engineers, (familiar with English

works,) upon a certain mode of bridge construction, in common use

on very many of the railways of the United States, and while we ad-

mit generally, the propriety of the observations made by these able

officers, we will note for the consideration of our readers a few ex-

ceptions.

Of Wooden Bridges.—Upon the Montreal and Portland Division,

(says this Report,) there are now 55 wooden bridges, in all, 9355 feet

long—all, with a single exception, "Howe Trusses without arches."

These bridges at the date of this Report were from four to eleven

years old—the earliest having been built in 1846, the latest in 1853.

"The old or first set of bridges are in various conditions of safety, or of insecurity,

and demand constant and careful inspection to maintain them in a reliable manner.

"Those which were covered in shortly after they were built, are in a pretty good state

of preservation. The painting and decking of others, without covering the sides, has

been but an imperfect protection; but all of them were too lightly timbered in the first

instance to endure for any length of time the great strain to which they are continually

subjected, and for this reason, and in some instances from inferior workmanship and

materials, have given indications of premature decay and failure.

* Experience in the United States on railways of active trade conclusively proves, that the above is an
under-tstimate, and that the quantity required for the annual replacement of 700 miles of railway, would,

at an average,/ar exceed the amount stated.

f



(rrand Trunk Railway of Canada. 3

"The unprotected ones have failed more rapidly, and some of them are now propped

up on bents.

" The large bridt^e over the Richelieu, at St. Hilaire, was only painted and decked

—

not covered in—and althoui^ strengthened by an arc* two years since it is now in an

unsafe condition, and should be replaced without delay. It was built in 1846, and had

it been properly protected at that time, would have lasted many years longer.

"Several other bridges are in the same unsatisfactory condition, and must be re-built

this season, ( 1857,J without loss of time. There are others, again, that must be re-

placed in one, two, three and ten years, and none of the old bridges, however well pro-

tected, can be expected to last more than five or six years longer, under the very heavy

traffic which they will have to sustain.

"The condition of these bridges may be taken as a sufficient proof, that for the pur-

poses of a first class railway—such as the Grand Trunk

—

wooden bridges are hut a

temporary adaptation, and should never be replaced with wood, except in cases of ne-

cessity, when, as in the present instance, (with regard to some of these,) it will be im-

possible to procure and put up iron, within the time they are absolutely required, l/n-

protected bridges submitted to heavy traffic, especially where coupled engines are used,

will not last out more than five or six ?/eur.v,t and those which are covered and properly
caredfor may last twenty years \\. but they are all liable to be burned up, and so for a

time put a stop to business—which might cause more damage to the company on that

account, than the entire cost of the bridge itself.

The Report goes on

—

"V/c therefore consider it the interest of the company, and strongly recommend that

arrangements should be made for having all the wooden bridges replaced by iron tubes

or girders.

"Taking the whole line through, the cost of iron bridges will be (on 7835 feet run,)

a little more than double that of wood, but in the single instance of the Richelieu bridge

the coft will be a little less than three times.

"There are some bridges, however, which must be rebuilt at once in wood, and for

these, we consider the best form for strength and durability is the 'Burr arch and truss

bridge.^ It is a form which has stood the test of time, and is generally acknowledged
to be the most reliable and satisfactory. No (wooden^ truss of large span is suited for

railway jiurposes, unless combined with the arch, and the condition of the bridges on
this line may be considered as confirmatory of this statement."

In concluding these extracts from the brief but able Report of

Messrs. Kecfer & Shanly, (Canadian engineers of reputation,) we de-

sire to add a few remarks upon the last paragraph, in -which we fully

concur.

While a majority of our American engineers will undoubtedly en-

dorse the "Burr Bridge," and nearly all allow the utility of arches^

yet we see very many of these gentlemen admitting in their works,

flimsy rectangular trusses (without arches,) under various patents,

which their judgment can hardly approve, and which we hope may be
more generally condemned in future, by the body of our engineers

—

as they have already been by many of the most enlightened members
of that honorable and useful profession. M.

•It id a RiiiRular Cict, that altlioii^h the Amerionn cnKinoprs have nlvrays promptly rosort 'il to "-archeii"

to BustHJii a failiiic brul;;i'. niiiiiy nf tlicm Imvi- nmnifiittod an iiiconct'ivablo ropugnauci' to tho use of
"arelifs" as au integral purlion u( orijiiiial .strurturi>8.

fTo this otxiTvation, we rejrrot we rannot assent—a properly ronstructrd bridRo of suitable materinlo,
even if iinproUritd, except by ivhiir-waxli, may lie fully relied on fur Irn ynirs, and wo could point to a
lipht "Howe TrusR," built of Susfiuehanna white pine, lin use upou a railway,) now twelve years old, and
yet in fair condition.

JThiTo are so many instances of much frreater durability of covered brideeg in the United States, that
this propdHition cannot be acquiesci'd in. '•Jiiirr Jlridi/fs," properly constructed ami carefully covered, have
keen in une with double track railways and heavy trade for twflve years, and show not the least symptom
of failure—while the famous liriilp; at Trentoii, on the Delaware, (in S|)ans of 'JlO feet,) was built fifty

yearg ago, is still iu excellent order, and for a dozen years has borne a railway track I



For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

On the Absolute Power of Steam, and the most Convenient Method

of Ascertaining it; more Particularly in Reference to its Effective

Working, when applied Differentially in the Steam Engine, and
Condensed ivith Hot Water.'* By Thomas Prosseh, Civil Engi-

neer, New York.

The power of steam is to the multitude like that of some mythic
gnome, unlimited ; Avhile, in the books, it is so overlaid with formula, as

to be little better than a myth to ordinary engineers, who are seldom
familiar with mathematical calculations, and have not the patience to

await the unravelment of a long string of x's, y's, and z's. How else

are we to account for the numerous inventions, even of tolerably well

educated men, which promise impossibilities in the way of using steam,

which promise to obtain from it more mechanical power than exists in

it? There are innumerable instances of such inventions, which, had
the inventors been aware of the absolute power of steam—beyond
which it is impossible to go—would never have been heard of.

That the knowledge required, is in the books, may be true, but it is

not made manifest, and the elaborate tables are more calculated to

mystify than to place the fact in bold relief.

We are supposed to know something about the weight of water which
one pound of coal will evaporate—that is something—it varies, per-

haps, between 5 and 9 Sbs.—not very definite truly, but according to

Mr. McElroy, Vol. xxxv, p. 239, of this Journal, it is questionable

if the range is wide enough, for, coal used for experimental purposes,

appears not unfrequently to have been taken by the harroiv full, for

a bushel, and again transposed, and called so many pounds. 84 lbs.,

according to Farey, was usually considered a bushel ; then it got to be
88 ibs. in calculations, and now it is 94 ft)S., or somewhere between
80 and 112 lbs. Again, the evaporation of the water has usually been
calculated from the capacity of the cylinder of a steam engine, which
gives no record of the steam which is condensed therein. And this,

then, is the practical way of testing the power of a steam engine and
boiler—the steam being measured by the cylinder full, and the coals

by the harrow full.

NoAv, it appears to me, that what is required is a ''standard," which
readily conveys to the mind something definite, so far as our present

knowledge extends of the absolute power of steam. For instance, one

pound of water converted into steam under a certain weight, expands
and lifts that Aveight so many times its own height. Here we have the

absolute power put into the water to convert it into steam, and of

course we can obtain no more out of it. If the height of the pound
of water is one foot, then the product of the weight lifted in pounds
on that "Standard Base," by the height which it is carried in feet,

(being equivalent to the volumes of steam which one volume of water

is converted into,) gives the "Standard Power." Mr. McElroy, before

*Morc fully explained in Volumes xxxi, xxxiii, xxxiv, and xxxv, of this Journal.
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referred to, has shown how little reliance can be placed upon the Cor-

nish punipio^ engine's returns of the duties of the coal. He has

omitted, however, to state the expansion with which the Brooklyn
pumping engine is intended to work, to give a duty of " 000,000 ft)S.

raised one foot with one pound of coal." That knowledge is neces-

sar}', because the Avhole mechanical power in the steam, deducting the

ordinary back pressure in the condenser, is but about equal to the

effective power guaranteed, ])roviding that one pound of coal evapo-

rates 10 lbs. of water, which is very improbal>le. Even this amount
of duty is but about the average reported of the Cornish engines, and

some reports have even exceeded twice as much. Without knoAving

with what expansion the engines are worked, it is not possible to tell

whether the duty reported exceeds the power of the steam or not. The
tables now in use are not sufficiently correct for the purpose to which

I have intimated a desire to apply them, as more than fifty years have

elapsed since the experiments were made, which constitute the basis

of our calculations of the density of steam. Since that time, other

experimentalists have entered the same field of science, and foremost

among them we place M. Regnault,* who has proved, beyond any
reasonable doubt, that tlic whole basis is very considerably in error as

regards the relations which the temperature bears to the elastic force

of steam ; and also, that the dilatation of dry gaseous bodies, and by
inferences of dry steam also, varies from the received standard suffi-

ciently to require the compilation of a new table, which is here pre-

sented.

The ratio of the pressure as compared with the temperature of steam,

will be found to increase considerably more than the tables now in use

assign, and the correctness of this position is confirmed by the experi-

ments of Magnus. On the other hand, the dilatation is reduced by the

experiments of M. Regnault. And this, together with the weight of a litre

of dry air, is all the additional data which we have on which to base the

new calculations. We have, therefore, nothing but the old and well-known

formula, f —i-- I to go by. By this the tables at present in use have

been calculated, and the value of a*, as obtained from the experiments

of M. Gay Lussac, is 480° F., hence, (^7^^;) 480 being the num-

ber of degrees above 32° F., to which dry air is required to be heated
to double its volume.

The same formula becomes (^
i tqTTt ^J i*C'taining the original

basis (the centigradi') of calculation. The new table extends to the
limit of M. Kegiiaults at the end of his ninth Memoir, ajul embraces
each decade of the centigrade from 0° to 230°.

In addition to the temperature by the centigrade, the pressure in

atmospheres, and the total heat above 0° C, I have shown the cor-

* Memoirs of tho French lostitnto, Vol. xxi, 1845.
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responding temperature, and the total heat by the Falirenlieit scale,

the pressure in Ihs. per square inch, and in inches of mercury.

I have also calculated by the formula before mentioned, the expan-
sion of a A'olume of water at G2° F.,* by vaporization under the differ-

ent pressures ; also the number of cubic feet of steam required to weigh
one pound.

But the most important addition, I consider to be the 8th column,
which represents the duty of one pound of water just as the duty of

one bushel of coal is represented by the returns of the Cornish engi-

neers.

The "conclusion" which M. Regnault arrived at from his experi-

ments on the dilatation of the elastic fluids, is, that, when the co-effi-

cient of dilatation is derived from their expansion between 0° to 100°,

while the elastic force remains constant, it is 0-3670, or 1 in 272-47905t
for each degree above 0° C, corresponding with 1 in 490-463 for each
degree above 32° F.

The same authority informs us that a litre of dry air under the or-

dinary pressure of the atmosphere, and at 0° C, (32° F.,) weighs

1-293187J grammes, which gives -08063563 lbs. per cubic foot. There-
fore, by calculating the decreased density of air by the laAV of Bogle
and Marriattc, we have -0589873 lbs. as the weight of one cubic foot

of air at 100° C, under the ordinary pressure of the atmosphere.

There are no reliable experiments that I know of, which give the

absolute weight of steam, for although M. Regnault promised to inves-

tigate the subject, I believe that he has not yet done so ; and therefore

we have to resort to M. Gay Lussac's ratio of -62349, air being 1, and
both at 100° C, (212° F.,) at which temperature one cubic foot of

steam weighs -036778 lbs.

Finally, taking the weight of 1 cubic foot of water at 62° F., at

62-321 lbs., we have 1694-48 cubic feet of steam at 212° F., produced
therefrom.

And 100 cubic inches of steam at 212° will w^eigh 14-89849§ grains,

while at 32° it will weigh -123269 grains instead of, as formerly

assumed, 14-96 and -13716 grains respectively.

If this table is favorably received, I hope at some future time to ex-

tend it to every degree of the centigrade, and I cannot forbear express-

ing the hope that ere long no other thermometer will be in use.

If engineers, instead of taking the square inch, will take 2-31162||

square inches for the base on which the pressure of steam is measured,

call it the " Standard Base,'' and say so many pounds pressure per

"Standard," i. g., a base of water which at 62° F. weighs one pound
for one foot in height, it will very much simplify calculations, and tend

to give a clearer conception of some of the most important properties

of steam.

*In case the new system of condensation becomes universal, and of which the writer has not the slight-

est doubt, the temperature of the water should be taken at 212° F., as it will always enter the boiler at

about that temperature or rather above it. In this case, one cubic foot of water will weigh exactly sixty

pounds, and the '-standard base'' will be 2-4 square inches, (=144" -^60.)

f'rhe experiments ofM. Ga3' Lussac which have heretofore been accepted and relied upon, give '365, or 1

in 266'6f;6 for each degree above 0° C, corresponding with 1 in 4S0 for each degree above 32° F.

JM. M. Boit and Arago caleulatcd this at 1-299641 grammes.
2 Troy grains, of which there are 7000 to the pound avoirdupois.

I But see a previous note, wherein 24 square inches is proposed.
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Table

Of Ihe Temperature, Elastic Force, Weli^hf, Volume, Mechanical Power, and Total

Heal of Steam for every decade of the Thermometer from. 0° to 230° Centigrade.

One pound of water at 62°

force equal to lifting it

F., resists conversion into steam with a }

in height. 1

It is the abso-

lute mechan-
ical power

! lorced into

One volume of water at 62° P., converted into steam occupies in S thewaterdu-
ring its con-

version intoOne pound of steam in

l^
steam.

Tempera- Elastic "orce
ture.

C
o
i.

o
a.

03

S
2

Total heat
above.

1

lbs. per ii

/Centigrade. Fahrenheit.

Square

inch.

Standard

Base.

'

o
£

o

c

'^

<Si

in*
o
S

<

o

3
o

to

a
3

>

Fahrenheit

32°. o'o
"3
a
W)

B
V
O

32 •089 •20.542 •1811 •006 3286- 204802^ {42071 1091-70 G06-5

10 50 •177 •40906 •3606 •012 1711- 106622- 43615 1097-10 609-5

20 68 •336 •77659 •6847 •023 933^ 58150- 45160 1102-08 612-6

30 86 •610 1-4089 1-2421 •042 532^ 33148- 4 6703 1108-26 615-7

40 104 1^06

1

2-4521 2-1618 •072 316^ 19676- 48247 1113-66 618-7

50 122 1-778 4-1076 3-6213 •121 195- 12122- 49792 1119-06 621-7

60 140 2876 6-6446 5-8580 •196 124- 7726- 51336 1124-64 624-8

70 158 4-505 10-409 9-1769 •306 82^ 5080- 52880 1130 04 627-8

80 176 6-854 1.0-837 13-962 •466 55- 3436- 54424 1135-62 630-9]

90 194 10-155 23-465 20687 •691 38^ 2385- 55968 1141-02 633-9

100 212 14^689 33-940 29-922 1-000 27-19 1694-48 57510 1146-60 637-Oi

110 230 20-784 48-023 42-338 1^415 19-73 1229-72 159056 1152-00 640-0l

120 248 28-822 66-597 58-713 1-962 14-60 909-95
J60600

1157-58 643-1

130 266 39-239 90-667 79-934 2-671 11-00 68.5-40 i62l44 1162-98 646-1

1140 284 52-530 121 363 106-995 3-576 8-420 524-77 63688 1168 56 649-2

|150 302 69-215 159-929 140-996 4-712 6-545 407-88 ,65232 1173-96 652 2

'l60 320 89-902 207-730 183-138 6-120 5-158 321-45 ,66776 1179-51 655-3

170 338 115-222 266-233 234-715 7-844 4-1176 256-62 68320 1184-94 658-3

180 356 145-850 337-003 297- 107 9-920 3-3266 207-31 69864 1190-52 661-4}

190 374 182-500 421-088 371-706 12-425 2-71713 169-35 71408 1195-92 664-4

200 392 225914 522001 460-204 15 380 2-24249 139-754 1729.52 1201-50 667-5

210 410 276-857 639-711 563-978 18-484 1-86859 116452 74496 1206-90 670-5

220 428 336^106 77G612 684-672 22-882 1-57110 97-9124 76040 1212-48 673-6

230 446 404-447 934-523 823-887 27-535 1-33213 83-0198 77584
I

1217-88,676-6

012 3 456 789 10

NoTK.—Columns 8, 0, and 8, are new features in the table ; the first

(3) representing the pressure in pounds upon a base coincident with

that of a column of water one foot hi<i;h, which will weifjh one pound.
Tliis base it is proposed to call the "•Standard Base," to be used in-

stead of the '^ Sijuarc inch'' now used for that purpose. Multiplying

the pounds of pressure per " Standard Base," by the volumes into

whicli the heat will expand the water in converting it into steam
; (7)

trives the next column, (S) representing the Avhole mechanical power of
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the steam or the ^'Standard Poioer" whicli may be converted into

horse poAver by being divided by 83,000,* Column 6 gives the number
of cubic feet of steam which -will weigh one pound. Columns 0, 5. and
10, arc identical Avith M. Kegnault's table at the end of his ninth Me-
moir, before referred to.

In applying this table to calculating the power of a steam engine
working "differentially," according to the '•'new method of apjAying
and condensing steam," I shall premise tliat any good oscillating en-

gine will give out 82*5 "^ cent, of the power of the unbalanced steam.

In the "Memoir," vol. xxxi, p. 343, of this Journal, I have men-
tioned a back pressure in the " difierential " method of applying the

power of steam, as if it formed a necessary part of the system, that

such back pressure should greatly exceed that of the atmosphere,
which is not the fact, indeed it is just the reverse; Avhen steam from a

high pressure steam engine exhausts into the atmosphere, the back
pressure on the piston must necessarily be greater than is due to the

mere steam itself, because it is constantly surging to and fro at every

stroke with the whole weight of the atmosphere, whereas, in my method,
the back pressure is that of the steam in the condenser onlg, which is

always leaving the piston, and the quantity of the condensing water
being properly regulated, the pressure in the condenser may be kept

at the pressure of the atmosphere to the greatest nicety, and thus pre-

vent any of that surging into the exhaust pipe by the atmospheric air,

and the bellowing of the steam to get it out again.

The one is a mere statical pressure, while the other is a dynamic
force of the very worst kind for the steady working of the engine.

In comparing the new or "differential" method of applying and
condensing steam, with the ordinary high pressure mode of exhausting-

into the atmosphere, (irrespective of the recuperative power of the

former method,) Ave have to consider the amount of the back pressure

of the latter over and above that of the atmosphere, to which (viz : the

pressure of the atmosphere,) the differential method may be confined

with a certain economy, to the extent of that difference, whatever it

may be.

If this simple but incontroA'crtible fact is established, viz : that the

"differential" method gets rid of the surging back pressure of the at-

mosphere as a dynamic force, and con\'erts that pressure into a mere
static one equal to that of the atmosphere only, then the consequences

are ine\'itable, for, say that there is no loss merely, and is it not clear

that the economy of bringing into operation the recuperative power of

the "differential" method must inevitably cause its adoption? Firstly,

because any increase of back pressuref AA'hich may be required, causes

the feed-Avater to become so much hotter, as to fully compensate there-

for, and the boiler is supplied AA'ith hot distilled water at no cost what-

*In calculating the eflfective power at 75 ^, cent of the total power in the unbalanced Bteam, this divisor

becomes 44,000 {= 33, 00 ^ ""o, ; at 82-5 f, cent., it is 40.000 (= 33,000 -r -825.)

j-Tlie back pres.'sure is only necen.oary when distilled water i.s required, to obtain which, by any other

means, involves the necessity of another boiler, to all intents and purpo.ses as objectionable as those which
it is the object of the surface condi'n.scr to remove, only, instead of having four boiler to blow off, but one
is required, and hence, to that extent., there is a saving of engineer, but none of fuel, and none of boiler

either, where copper tubes are used for the condenser while the boiler is of iron. See the February num-
ber of this Journal, vol. xxv. page 94.
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ever, by means of which, its evaporative power and durability* are

increased to an enormous extent. This consideration alone should

settle the matter, for the known inefficiency of the air pump surface

condensing steam engine, makes it entirely unnecessary to establish any
comparison with it, but we may do so by way of making an example
of the culprit.

Kule 1, for the "differential" method.

To ascertain the weight of steam required per minute for a steam
engine of a given power, multiply the '' Standard Power,''' {i. e., the

whole power in one pound of working steam in the cylinder,) by the

pounds per '' Standard Base" of unbalanced steam pressure, and di-

vide the product by the pounds per '-' Standard Base'' of working
steam, and with it as a divisor, divide 40,000 times the horse power
(II. P.,) required, and the product is the number of pounds of water
per minute which must be converted into steam to furnish it.

To find the cubical contents of the cylinder in feet.

Rule 2. Multiply the number of pounds of steam as found by Rule
1, by the cubic feet in one pound of it by the table, and divide by the

number of single strokes of the engine per minute, and the product is

the capacity of the cylinder in cubic feet.

Example I.—Required an engine of 3 H. P. to be Avorked with full

steam of 160 lbs. per "Standard Base" of pressure of the working
side, and 34 lbs. on the exhaust side of the piston= 126 lbs. of un-
l)alanced steam, and making 400 single strokes per minute. Here we
have 65,232 as the "Standard Power," corresponding with 160 lbs.

per "Standard Base" of working steam, and 126 lbs. of unbalanced
steam pressure.

Now, by Rule 1, (65,232 X 136)-^ 160= 51,370-2, which represents

the power of the unbalanced steam with one pound of working steam
in pounds raised one foot.

Also, (40,000 X 3) = 120,000. And, (120,000 -51,370)= 2-336 fts.

of water required to be converted into steam to supply 3 H. P. for one
minute.

Again, by Rule 2, (2-336 X 6-545) -^400= -382228 cubic feet, or
66-05 cul)ic inches in the cylinder.

Therefore, if the length of the stroke be taken at 6", the area of the
piston must be 11 ins. or 3*6 ins. diameter.

We may calculate, that 50 Itis. of feed water, pumped into the boiler

of a steam engine at the full boiling point, may be evaporated from
10 feet of recipient heating surface in one hour, by 5 ibs. of coal

burned on ^-th of a square foot of grate surface, and shall constitute

one II. P., the unbalanced steam being ecjual to lifting 40,000 lt)s.,

one foot high per minute. The steam shall be well dried and worked
at full jiressure throughout the stroke. The condensing water nnist

be 200 lbs. or (4 times the weight of the feed water) of which 20 ibs.

•Tlip duraWlity of iron boilers is nfTi-ct^d in » most oxtraordinnry mannor hy cold wator. Ilot puro
watrr npppnrs to linvo but little or no rIToot upon it, cxropt dlssolvinc n littlo of the rxido, wliilorold water
Rives it ilie rhouniiitisni. (tels iiisiil>> of it, nnd causes larp- flakes to peel ufT. whole lainina in fact. I have
reason to believe that these remarks apply to some extent to Bca water also, aa they arc wuU-kuowu to
apply to ordinary boiler water.
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or '10 of tlie whole, or 4 times the weight of the fuel consumed, shall

be evaporated from the hot-well for the following purposes,viz :

—

fts.

p , , J 2 to make up for the waste from the boiler.
Condensed,

| g ^^^ .^^^ purpose that it may be required for.

Uncondensed, 15 to improve the draft of the chimney.

20

Here we have 50 Bbs. of steam to condense, and 200 Bbs. of water

to do it with, but of the 50 lbs. of steam, 2 ibs. are allowed for waste,

and 15 ibs. more is transferred to the 200 lbs. of condensing water,

and crocs off by the blast pipe in the shape of vapor, leaving but 33 ibs.,

(= 50—(2 + 15) of steam to be condensed by 185 ibs.,= (200—15) of

water, for the 15 ft)S. is equally lost, both as to the latent heat of the

steam, and as condensing water. The 3 ibs. of vapor which is taken

from the hot-well, and is to be condensed by the same stream of water

which it is taken from, is practically the same as taking so much of

the hot water itself.

And so we have 5*606 ibs. = (185 -^ 33) of the condensing water to

condense 1 lb. of steam, and as the waste hot water which carries off

the surplus heat runs away at 100° C, and the working steam at

150° C, has a total heat of 652-2°, we have, 552-2° (=652-2-100)
to run to waste, and 552-2-^-5-606 = 98-5° gives the increase of tem-

perature of the condensing water, which must therefore enter at 1-5°

C, {= 100—98-5) to effect the condensation if no allowance is made
for radiation.

Now, let us analyze the whole of these productions and ascertain

what we have got of available property in them, premising 1st. That

we obtain one H. P. from the combustion of 5 ibs. of coal per hour,

the engine working without expansion.

That is all we bargained for and the rest is surplusage—therefore

:

2d. An abundance of distilled water to make up for the waste from

the boiler, the importance of which is not fully appreciated, or no mere
subterfuore would be tolerated for one moment, and that is a mere sub-

terfuge which does not effect its whole object.

3d. Distilled water for the use of a ship, &c.

(Note.—Altogether 5 ibs. or |-th gallon per hour for each H. P.,

is available for the above two purposes in ordinary cases.)

4th. 15 ibs. of vapor to improve the draft of the chimney, but if

that is not needed, then it may be applied to the working of another

steam engine, of the air pump condensing kind, and will give out 1-875

H. P.

(Note.—Taking the whole 20 ibs. of uncondensed vapor, the power

obtainable from it is -25 H. P., so that in point of fact, we can obtain

1 H. P. from the combustion of 4 ibs. of coal per hour, the engine

working without expansion. Taking this statement as including all the

advantages obtainable from the steam, there is still something left in.)

5th. 22| gallons per hour per H. P. of boiling hot water.
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As to the areas of the condensing surfaces, my experience fhus far

assigns to the

Main condenser, . 3*00 feet supl.

Heater " . 0-75 "

Condensing surface, . 3-7o feet per H. P.

Distilling condenser, 0*75

Condensing and distilling surfaces, 4-50 "

Finally. If the working steam is 100 ibs. per square inch of pres-

sure above the atmosphere, and the back pressure is 6 tbs. above it,

we shall have 1 H, P. from 43 lbs. of feed water evaporated by 4-3

Itjs. of coal, or with an auxiliary air pump condensing engine to use

up the whole of the low pressure steam, we shall obtain one horse

power from the combustion of 3*44 ibs. of coal, and cutting off the

steam at one-fourth of tlie length of its stroke will give one horse

power from the combustion of 1*5 lbs., according to the usual mode of

calculation, which, however, involves a great fallacy, for in this case,

the advantage of cutting off at one-fourth of the length of the stroke

will scarcely effect a saving of more than one-third of the fuel, and
therefore 2-3 fcs. per hour per horse power is as low as can be calcu-

lated upon. The fallacious results usually arrived at in such calcula-

tions, arises from neglecting the space necessary for the clearance of

the piston, as well as the steam in the passages, which even with such

moderate expansion as allowed above is nearly half as much as the

steam admitted.

I risk notliing in asserting that without expansion, the air-pump

surface condensing engine will require upon the average not less than

90 Itis. of feed water per hour per horse power, and that, owing to the

low temperature at wliicli it must necessarily be pumped in, together

with the ordinary scale upon the boilers, from having one-fourth of

sea water in them, and the blowing off continually necessary, not more
tlian 7*5 tbs. of such water can be evaporated with 1 ft), of coal, which
shows that 12 ft)s. of coal per hour is necessary on such a system,
whih' T) lbs. is suflicient on tiie new one.

Tlie investigation which I have courted, will doubtless prove very
tedious to any one who will take it up, but surely its importance should
command some attention, if not as a mere theory even, at least as a
successful result of several years' practical experience, both with salt

and fresli water as the condensing medium.
In my next, I hope to be permitted, by tlie aid of a pictorial illus-

tration, to show the modus operandi which I have adopted in carrying
out the system, and also what becomes of the total heat in the exhaust
steam, in such a manner as to defy all cavil, and assure the unbelievers

that not only can steam be condensed witli boiling hot water, but also

that more distilU'il Avater ''can be returned into the l)oiler than it eva-

porates." And, furthermore, that both are done daily, and the method
by which it is done is simple in the extreme, and open to the inspection
of all.
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For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

The High Pressure Jonval Turbine.

To the Committee on ruUieations.

Gentlemen:—I take the liberty of laying before the Committee,

some facts relating to a High Pressure Jonval Turbine, planned by Mr.
Emile Geyelin, of your city ; which, owing to the great fall under which

the turbine operates, Avill no doubt be interesting to the scientific readers

of your Journal.

In the hitter part of the year 1853, a company was formed near

Saltillo, Mexico, for the purpose of building and putting into opera-

tion a cotton mill of 10,000 spindles, proposing to manufacture coarse

cotton goods for the home market.

The water power which is used for driving the mill was recommended
by my brother, Mr. James Prince, who was employed as the engineer.

It is IGO feet between the upper and lower levels of Avater, and the

stream is capable of furnishing 600 cubic feet of water per minute.

After selecting this site, it was at first proposed to use as a motor

an iron over-shot Avater Avheel of 100 feet diameter, thus losing over

one-third of the total fall. But, in consideration of the great cost of

such a motor, and the cost of its transportation by land from the Rio
Grande to Saltillo, the company deemed it adAusable to secure, if pos-

sible, some other system of hydraulic machinery.

About this time an estimate was received from Mr. Emile Geyelin,

who proposed applying as a motor a double Jonval Turbine, using the

whole 160 feet fall, and the full capacity of the stream, (600 cubic feet

of water per minute.) The price asked by Mr. Geyelin for the machine
was $3300. The small cost—the ease Avith which the parts could be

'

carried over land, and the opinion of the engineer of its adaptability to

the locality, determined the company to accept Mr. Geyelin's proposal.

It has now been in constant use as a motor for over three years, and
tas, I am happy to say, surpassed our most sanguine expectations. Its

full capacity is 126 horse poAver, all of Avhich poAver is, however, not yet

required by the machinery in the mill.

The folloAving description of its dimensions and manner of construc-

tion, I have obtained from Mr. Geyelin :

—

High pressure double Jonval Turbine with horizontal shaft, built for

a cotton factory, near Saltillo, Mexico, during the summer of 1854.

Fall, 160 feet; quantity of Avater, 600 cubic feet per minute. In order

to suit the arrangement of the mill buildings, the turbines are placed

18 feet above the lower level of water, and the Avater Avhich passes

through the Avheels, is carried from them to the loAver level, through
air-tight pipes. An iron conduit pipe, 450 feet long, and 20 inches

diameter, serves to lead the Avater to the Avheels. There are tAvo Avheels

used, which are placed on a horizontal shaft, in order that they may
balance each other, thus preventing the enormous thrust on the step,

or suspension arrangement, which Avould have been the case if only one

wheel had been used. The shaft is of steel, 2^ inches diameter. The
outer ends of the guides, and of the buckets of the turbines, haA'e

wrought iron bands shrunk around them, both guide wheels, and tur-
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bines proper, being encased in cast iron chambers. Each moving -wheel

or turbine proper has 15 buckets of polished steel, 2 inches high, and

1| inches radial length. The total area of orifices of discharge in each

wheel, being 18 square inches. The external diameter of the moving

wheels is 11 inches. The velocity of tlic wheels is 1860 revolutions

per minute. Capacity of the motor 12G horse power.

Gearing.—Wrought iron pinion on the tui'bine shaft, 7 inches di-

ameter at the pitch line ; 1^ inches pitch ; 9 inches face ; which runs at

a speed of 18G0 revolutions per minute. This pinion gears into a

mortise wheel on the counter sliaft, of 56 inches diameter at the pitch

lino; 1^ inches pitch and 9 inches face; the cogs are of hickory wood,

soaked in warm linseed oil ; this wheel runs at a speed of 2-32 revolu-

tions per minute. The power is transmitted to the line shaft in the

mill by a belt 24 inches wide, running over a pulley on the counter-

shaft, of 3 feet diameter.

The pedestals which support the turbine and counter shafts, and
also the iron chambers in which the turbines revolve, are all fastened

to a strong iron bed-plate, 15 feet long and 4 feet wide.

Hoping the above may prove interesting, and find a place in your

Journal^ I remain, very truly yours,

Stewart Prince.
Paterson, New Jersey, April 16, 1858.

Consumption of Coals and Rate of Evaporationfrom Engine Boilers.*

Mr. Graham read a Paper at the Manchester Philosophical Society,

in which he described the results of experiments which he had made
with a series of small vessels of equal size, the fire being under the
first, and the flame bed alone passing under the others. The evapora-
tive power of the first was found to be equal to 100, the second to 27,
the third to 13, and the fourth to 8. A second set of experiments with
larger vessels, in the shape of boilers, corroborate these results. The
third series of experiments were made with the view of determining
tiie value of a supplementary boiler as heating surface, placed under
the most favorable circumstances ; the result sliowod an advantage of
15 "^ cent.

Mr. Graham then detailed the results of a numerous set of experi-

ments on evaporation, on the large scale, with reference to engine
boilers. These experiments have extended over a period of several

years, observations being made daily, and the results deduced from
several hundred recorded observations.

Before beginning to register his results, the boilers were in each
case re-set, and, by careful and continuous experiments, were put into

wiiat was found to be their best condition for giving the best work-
ing result, as regards the admission of air, the draft of the chimney,
the size of the fire-place, the distance of the bars from the boiler,

the thickness of the fire-bars, and of the fire itself, the form of tiic

From tho London Mininir Journal, No. 1177. .

Vol. XXXVI.—TuiuD Sbbies.—No. 1 July, 1858. 2
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flame bed, flues, and bridges. Mr. Graham stated that in the case of

one boiler, the alterations had been repeated at least 30 times for this

purpose. The experiments with the boilers were of 12 hours duration

each, and number from 30 to 40 for each boiler. A perfect command
was maintained of the draft, which varied from 0-5 to 0*7 in. pressure

of water, and the temperature of the draft at the bottom of the chim-

ney was generally sufficient to melt lead (612° F.), but never zinc

(773° F). The conclusions which Mr. Graham arrived at by means of

these experiments were the following :

—

1. That the boiler usually called the " Buttcrley, or Fishmouth
boiler," 25 feet long and 7 feet diameter, will, under favorable, but
what may be called ordinary circumstances, give with the Worsley coal,

for each pound of coal burnt, 8-29 ibs. of steam ; or, not including the

heating of the feed water from 60° to 212° F., 9-67 ibs.

2. The boiler usually known as James Watt's "wagon-shaped boiler,"

25 ft. 6 ins. long, and 6 ft. 6 ins. diameter, will, under similar circum-

stances, give 8*80 ibs. of steam ; or, not including the heating of the

feed-water from 60° F. to 212° F., 10-26 ibs. of steam for each pound
of coal burnt.

3. The plain cylindrical boiler, with fire-place underneath, 42 feet

long and 6 feet diameter, will, under similar circumstances, give 6*20

ibs. of steam; or, not including the heating of the feed-water from 60°

F. to 212° F., 7-23 ibs. of steam for each pound of coal burnt.

4. The boiler with two internal fire-places joined into one internal

flue, known in the neighborhood of Manchester as the "breeches boil-

er," 23 ft. long and 8 ft. diameter, will, under similar circumstances,

give 5'90 ibs. of steam ; or, not including the heating of the feed-water

from 60° F. to 212° F., 6-88 ibs. of steam for each pound of coal

burnt.

5. That a supplementary boiler, under very favorable circumstances,

gives a saving of 15 '^ cent.

6. That flues round a boiler, when cleaned out, and the sides of the

boiler scraped once a week, will give a saving of about 2 ^ cent.

7. That a difi"erence in the setting alone of the same boiler may pro-

duce a difference in the result amounting to 21 '^ cent.

8. That the diff'erence between a good shaped boiler, properly set,

and a bad shaped boiler, improperly set, but both clean and in good

order, may amount to as much as 42 '^ cent.

9. That a difference in firing only will produce a diff'erence in the

result of 13 "^ cent.

10. That the smallest loss by smoke burning, or by the admission of

cold air, either over the furnace door or in front of the bridge, or at

the back of the bridge, has been 1*7 ^ cent.

11. That the loss arising from a scale of sulphate of lime, of not

more than one-sixteenth of an inch, amounted to 14-7 "^ cent.

12. That neither wet coal, nor coal which had been out of the pit

three years, nor wet weather, nor a variation of temperature in the

atmosphere from 40° F. to 70° F., produced any appreciable diff'er-

ence of result.
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13. That windy weather invariably gave a good result.

14. That a comparatively thick and hot fire, with a good draft, uni-

formly gave the best results.

15. That the difference in the results obtained witli different coals,

all from tlie immediate neighborhood, amounted to a loss of 11 '^ ct.

IG. That the same coals, reported to be from the same pits, will vary

in their results to the extent of 6 '^ cent.

17. That when a boiler is worked solely for the purpose of heating,

by means of its steam, dye vessels, soap cisterns, &c., if its available

power, with the steam at a pressure of 2 J ibs., be taken as equal to 100,

then at 7 fts. pressure its available power will be 120, and at 10 ibs.

pressure it ^fill be 130 ; the same quantity of coal being consumed in

each case. This surprising result, at present unaccounted for, may be

thus stated :—That the same weight of coal consumed in the same
number of hours will work ten cisterns at 2^ ibs. pressure, twelve cis-

terns at 7 ibs. pressure, and thirteen cisterns at 10 ibs. pressure.

18- That while we may reasonably look for improvements in the con-

struction of the fire-place, in the form of boiler, in the addition of se-

parate supplementary heating surface, and in cleanliness, and may
thereby effect a great saving in the consumption of coal, we cannot, at

the same time, expect much saving from extension of flue space, when
coated with soot, or for greater length of boiler than four times the

length of the fire-place.

Mr. Graham stated in addition, that in consequence of the uniform

low results obtained by evaporation from boilers and flues open to the

atmosphere, which, according to his experience, never rise higher than

from 5*5 to 6-0 ibs. of steam for each pound of coal burnt, also from
the increased results obtained with increase of pressure, and apparently

due to that condition, he is disposed to suggest that the rate of eva-

poration of water per pound of coal increases with, and bears some
ratio to, increase of pressure.

With regard to the deposition of sulphate and carbonate of lime and
mud in boilers, Mr. Graham stated that he had experimented, with more
or less success, with caustic soda, quick-lime, muriatic acid, soap liquor,

saAvdust, spent madder, and logwood chips. Two facts in particular

were noticed as regards the tendency of hard water to "scale"—1.

That the sulphate of lime separates from the water when in contact

with the bottom of the boiler, or with other substances, such as saw-

dust or other materials floating in the water ; but that no precipitation

takes place until the water has been concentrated, by continued eva-

poration, down to the state of a saturated solution, or to that point

which may be termed the "salting point."—2. That carbonate of lime

and mud are principally liberated in the body of the water, and have
but little disposition to adhere to the boiler, unless cemented by the

.sulphate of lime.

Practically, therefore, it has been found that no scale of any conse-

quence will be produced on engine boilers, even with such hard water
and hard firing as Mr. Graham has been accustomed to, if 100 gallons

of the concentrated li(|uor of the boiler, equal to 4 '{^ cent, of the
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amount of feed water used daily, and 300 gallons, or 12 '^ cent., be

run away on Saturday through the usual mud machine, and if the

boiler be run empty every sixth Saturday and brushed out. The water

used was so hard as to require from 35 to 40 measures of Clark's test

liquid to soften it. There is little loss incurred 1)y this mode of work-

ing, since the chief discharge may take place at the close of each day's

work ; and there is an incredible advantage gained by the saving of

coal, the reduced wear and tear of the boiler, and the gi'eater safety

of all persons concerned with-it.

Railway Accidents in Crreat Britain during the Year 1857^

The Board of Trade Report by Captain Galton, on railway acci-

dents for the year 1857, has just been issued, and from it we learn

that in the year 25 passengers were killed, and 631 injured, " from
causes beyond their own control."

These are all the real railway accidents in the year. There were
others, such as from suicide, trespassing, &c., but they cannot properly

be placed against the account of railways.

The 25 fatal railway accidents in 1857, occurred mostly on English

railways. Of the 25, as many as 24 occui-red in England, and of these

24, exactl}' half, 12, were killed in one accident, namely, the Lewis-

ham accident on the South Eastern railway. One passenger was killed

on Scotch railways. " In L'eland, (reports Captain Galton,) there

were no passengers killed or injui-ed from causes beyond their own
control." On most of our railways in England no fatal accidents have

occurred.

The following is Captain Galton's account of the 25 fatal accidents,

specifying the railways on which they occui'red :

—

In England,

—

"One passenger was killed at the London bride^e station of the London, Brighton, and
South Coast railway, in consequence of a passenger train leaving the rails at some facing

points.

"Twelve passengers were killed at the Lewisham station of the South Eastern railway,

in consequence of a collision between two passenger trains.

"Five passengers were killed on the Great Northern railway, near Tuxford, in con-

sequence of the train leaving the rails.

"A female passenger who had got upon the step of a carriage in a train which was
thrown off the vails near the Collingham station, on the Lincoln Branch of the Midland
railwa)', cither fell or jumped ofl', and was killed.

"One passenger was killed near Hull on the North Eastern railway, in consequence

of a collision between a passenger train and a goods train.

"Three passengers were killed on Morgans Moor, near Pjie, on the South Wales
railway, in consequence of a collision between two passenger' trains proceeding from
opposite directions.

"One passenger was killed on the South Devon railway, by his head coming in con-

tact with a bridge."

In Scotland,

—

"One passenger was killed near Lossiemouth on the Morashire railway, by falling frona

a truck w hich had been imperfectly fitted up to convey excursionists, and the railing of

which gave way."

From Herapath's Journal, No. 982.
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Thus, three accidents on three railways supply almost all (20) of the

25 unhappy occurrences

—

12 South Eastern railwny, Lewisham accident.

5 (ircat IVortliein 'I'uxfbnl accident.

3 Soutli Wales, Pyle accident.

20

The South Eastern have had to pay a pretty penny for the Lewis-

ham accident, for Captain Galton informs us that " the compensation

alone in tlie case of the Lewisham accident on the South Eastern rail-

way amounted to £25,000." i:25,000 in compensation for one acci-

dent !

The figures folloAving will show how infinitesimally small is the num-

ber of fatal accidents to passengers in relation to the number of pas-

sengers carried :

—

No. of miles 1
No. of passengers No. of Proportion of killed to

Year. of railway

open.
!

conveyed. passengers

killed.

carried.

1850 632r, 72.85 4,422 12 1 in 0,071,202

1851 6755 85,391,095 19 1 in 4,494,208

1852 7113 69,135,729 10 1 in 8,913,572

1853 7488
]

102,280,600 36 1 in 2,841,296

1854 7812 114,358,888 12 1 in 9,529,907

1855 8175 118.595,134 10 1 in 11,859,513

1856 8499 129,347,592 8 1 in 16,168,449

1857 8900 1 returns not complete. 25 cannot be calculated.

The proportion of passengers killed to passengers carried will pro-

bably bo found to be, when the calculation can be made, about one in

5,200,000 in last year ; one passenger killed for every 5,200,000 car-

ried.

. Bad, therefore, as 1857 has been for accidents, it is better than

1851 and 1853. We have seen how it is that the number killed is so

high as 25 persons. We might say that one casualty causes the excess.

Nearly all the accidents occurred "from accidents which happened

to trains."

The suggestion of Captain Galton contained in the paragraphs we
now ({uote, is worthy of consideration

—

"Having regard to all the circumstances of this intricate question, it appears that the

only praclicalile mode of obtaining a diminution of railway accidents would be to endea-

vor, by means of a more satisfactory investigation into the causes of the accidents, to

obtain a more sure and just action of the law by which compensation is awarded. This
would, probably, be best ellbcted by causing a jinblic inquiry to be made into the cir-

cumstances connected with every accident attended with injury to passengers or loss of

life, and by an immediate publication of the report, showing the causes of accident. The
necessary tribunal mitjlit be constituted in a similar manner to those which imiuire into

accidents to ships under tin? Merchant's Sliippint; Act, viz: by two justices or a stipen-

diary magistrate, and an inspecting ollicer of this department as assessor.

"The clear knowledge of the cause of accidents would save much useless litigation

by claimants for compensation ; and the shareholders and the public would obtain an
impartial account of the circumstances which led to the accidents, immediately after

their occurrence, which would tend materially to diminish mismanagement."
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Remarhs h>/ the Editor of Ilerapatlts Journal on Elhvood Morris'

Fish Splice for Raihvay Joints.—A^vW lOtb, 1858, No. 983.

We offer no objection to this modification of tlie usual mode of fish

jointing; but it appears to us, if it be found in practice to have any

advantage, it Avill lie chiefly in the length of the chair ; and any defect

will probably be found to lie in the possible want of a close fit of the

foot of the rail to the bottom of the chair, through, in part, the thrust-

ing upwards of the rails by the method of keying the chair to them.

On a new Water Connexion between Locomotive Engines and Tenders.

By Mr. James Fentox.

Since the first introduction of the locomotive engine, now more than

a quarter of a century ago, several plans have been adopted for con-

necting the feed-pipes of the engine and tender, capable of resisting

for a time, without leakage, the great wear that takes place in the

ordinary course of running, which is accelerated by blowing steam from

the boiler of the engine into the tender tank. All these plans how-

ever have been expensive either in first cost, or to keep in repair, or

both. Those most generally in use are the ball and socket pipes, and

the flexible tubes or hose-pipes. Other and more recent inventions

have been tried, but the author believes they have not been attended

with an amount of success sufficient to ensure their general adoption.

With the view of meeting an acknowledged want, the author's atten-

tion was directed to the subject, and the water connexion described in

the present paper is the result.

Two cylinders of brass or iron, bored out smooth and parallel, are

bolted in the usual manner, the one to the feed-pipe of the engine, and

the other to that of the tender. These cylinders are connected together

by a tube of brass or iron, having the ends turned, and fitted with two

collars, between which elastic rings of vulcanized india-rubber are

placed. These rings, when at work, roll between the cylinders and the

connecting tube. Light chains passing from the cylinders to the con-

necting tube, are used for keeping the tube in its proper position; they

are each left slack to an extent of one-half the greatest amount of

tre^vel required between the engine and tender.

The advantages which this arrangement appears to possess are its

extreme simjDlicity, and consequent cheapness, both in first cost and

current repair, and the great dui'ability of the only wearing parts; the

motion of the elastic rings, when at work, being a rolling instead of a

rubbing action.

The india rubber rings are made slightly larger than the space into

which they fit, for the purpose of ensuring a thoroughly water-tight

joint. The cylinders are Oj'g inches inside diameter, and the tube 2

inches outside diameter: the ring is made 3|^ inches outside diameter,

and 1| inches inside diameter,—the section of the ring being a circle

f-inch diameter.
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Should either of the tender valves get out of order on the journey,

and it becomes necessary to stop the feed by other means, it is only
requisite to slack back the bolts of the coupling flanches, and intro-

duce a piece of sheet iron or zinc between them, of sufficient width to

cover the orifice of the feed pipe. This simple and effectual mode of

stopping the feed was suggested and adopted by Mr. llamsbottom, of

the London and North Western Kailway, on which, as well as on several

other lines of railway, this water connexion has been in successful

operation for several months.

Mr. Fenton showed a specimen of the new coupling pipe, partly cut

open, in order to show the action of the india rubber rings; also sepa-

rate specimens of the rings.

Mr. Kamsbottom said he had had one of these coupling pipes in use
rather more than two months on a locomotive, and it had worked so far

very satisfactorily; the india rubber rings showed no signs of wearing
out at present. He thought it decidedly a good plan, and likely to

prove advantageous in use.

Mr. CliAia had had one of them at work about three months, applied

to a stationary force pump, working under 300 lbs. per inch pressure,

and it had proved quite successful, lie had now applied them to seve-

ral locomotives, and was well satisfied with the results; he considered
they would be much less expense to keep in order than either the hose
pipes or the ball and socket couplings, and the economy of first cost

was also in their favor.

Mr. W. B. Joiixsox had found india rubber valves last many years
in steam engine air pumps, where they were exposed to a considerable

temperature, sometimes 150°, but the material was subjected only to

simple bending.

In answer to an inquiry of the Chairman, Mr. Fenton said, the cost

of the cou])ling was jj2 per set as compared with about £V1 Vis. for

the brass ball and socket couplings,—being only about one-sixth in

first cost ; and there was also a considerable saving in the cost of main-
tenance. The rolling action to Avhich the packing rings Avere subjected
did not appear to be injurious to their material, as they had already
run upwards of 8000 miles without any sign of injury, although exposed
to the heat of blowing steam into the tender in the ordinary manner.

I'roc. lusti. Meih. EugineiTs, Loudon.

Description of a Valve Guard against Excess of Steam Pressure and
JDcficiency of Water. "^ By Jamks Clark.-^ox Kay.

[Kxtractt'd from u I'npor read at tbu IiiHtitutiou of Mocbanicol Entriuecr^, Uirniiugham.]

A is a pipe fixed to the boiler, upon which the valve case B is placed.

In the valve case u, is the valve seating c, constructed in the form of
a cup, at the bottom of which the valve D is seated ; the seating por-
tion of the valve is of a spherical form, and above the valve and form-

* From tUc Loud. Civ. Kng. aud Arcb. Jouru., April, ISoS.
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ing part of it, is placed a disk E, of larger diameter than the valve.

The valve is placed on a spindle F, to which is attached a weight G,

w^hich loads the valve. The weight G may be made in any form conve-

nient when acting simply for a steam pressure safety valve ; but in this

case, when the valve is intended to act also as a low water safety valve,

the weight is made in the form of a lever, at the end of which is placed

a stone float ii, the combined weight of the lever, float, rods, &c., less

by the weight of water displaced, being the load of the valve.

When the steam-pressure in the boiler acting on the underside of the

valve D exceeds the load, the valve is raised ; and the steam then acting

on the enlarged area of the disk E, and being partially confined by the

cup C, the valve continues to rise until a discharge of steam takes place

through the pipe i, equal to the area of the pipe or valve seating.

In the case of low water in the boiler, the float sinks as the water
lowers : and the increased weight at the end of the lever G brino-s the

brass centre pm l to rest on the fulcrum or stirrup M, and raising the

pin N, in the loop of the valve rod, vmloads the valve, leaving it free

to the action of the steam ; the discharge of steam then takes place

irrespective of the pressure of steam at the time or the size of the

valve.

On an Improved Construction of Upright Steam Boilers.

By Mr. Thomas Dunn.

The early forms of upright boilers, with chimney placed through the

crown of the boiler, or in the side near the top, allowed a great portion

of the heat to pass into the chimney flues. An attempt was made some
years ago to retain this heat, by placing tubes of small diameter in the

i
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crown of those boilers ; this, however, rendered it liable for dirt and
sediment to collect on the top of the tube plates next the fire, causing

them to burn away, as also the ends of the tubes.

These objections led the writer to contrive a boiler which should re-

tain the heat without the use of tubes, and should also cause a mixture
of the gases for the purpose of burning the smoke.

This improved upright boiler has two furnaces, the heat and gases

from each rising into the crown of the boiler, in which they meet and
combine; the alternate working of the fires causing the flame from one
fire to burn the smoke formed in the other, and vice versa; the heated
current then turns down tlirough a central sp.icc, passing again through
the water before entering into the chimney flue. Several of these boil-

ers have been made and tested, and have worked very satisfactorily.

One, which has been at work nine months at the writer's works,, is of

the following dimensions:—diameter of outer shell, 4 feet 6 inches;

height from ground line to top of croAvn, 10 feet; diameter of inner

fire-box, 3 feet 11 inches; width of down draft flue, 5 inches. The
whole of the fire-box and boiler is of Staff"ords]iirc iron, the outer shell

being §-inch thick, and the inner fire-box and flue y'^g-inch thick. The
heating surface measures 145 square feet, and the fire-grate is 7| sq.

feet area. The flat water spaces, forming the down draft, are 3 inches

wide, and stayed with screw stays 5 inches apart, similarly to a loco-

motive fire-box.

The following general results were obtained in a set of experiments
made with this boiler, taking the mean of three days' working with

each description of coal ; the steam pressure being maintained at 65
fljs. per square inch throughout, and the temperature of the feed water
at C2° F. :—5-00 lbs. of water were evaporated per ft), of coal, Avith

best Lancashire coal, at lOs. per ton delivered, burning 16-48 lbs. per
square foot of grate per hour; 4-38 lbs. of water were evaporated per
ft), of coal with Burgy or the refuse of coal pits, at 5s. Gd. per ton de-

livered, burning 20-O0 ft)s. per square foot of grate per hour. The outer

shell of the boiler was not clothed, which caused a considerable loss of
heat by radiation in the experiments.

After trying several of these boilers, the writer constructed one with
a circular down draft flue, for the purpose of saving tlie expense of

stays: this plan did not give quite so much heating surface, but allowed
rather more grate area; and the results of this boiler were found very
similar to those of the former experiiiK-nts. Tlie fire in this boiler is

not divided, but the gases are allowed to combine in the fire-box.

This phm of boiler is well adapted for the interior of buildings,

where dust and dirt from ordinary boilers would l)e an annoyance, as

the ash-pits are below the surface of the floor, and are made to hold the

accumulation of a week's ashes. No external iron chimneys or pipes

being re([uired, there is also less risk of accident by fire. The expense
is not more than that of the ordinary upright boilers. These boilers

have been proved with water pressure to 150 ft)s. per square inch.

Troc. luiW. Mccb. Engineers, London.
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List op American Patents wnicn issued from March 30 to April 27, 1858,

ClXCLUSIVE,j WITH EXEMPLIFICATIONS.

MARCH 30.

2GS. Cultivators; Joseph Banks, Dadovillp, Alaljunia.

Claim—The construction, arrangement, and coniliination of tlie body of the implement and its moralile
teeth, wliereby it is readily adapted to properly receive, in turn, the several scrapers employed for perfoniiing
the various modes of cultivation.

269. Sugar Mould Carriages; Cliarles E. Bertrand, Williamsburgh, New York.

Claim—The sugar mould carriage, constructed and arranged to operate as described—that is to say, the plat-

form, in combination with stationary pins, sujjported by two wheels and a Ciwter, the standard of which bears
against, and pivots in the upper or brace plate, the latter being composed of semicircular arms, holding, iu
cuunexion with guard chains or bars, the conical moulds.

270 Regulator for Time Keepers; Dana Bickford, 'Westerly, Rhode Island.

Claim—Fitting the compensating curb to a curved giocjve, or its equivalent, furnished with a number of set

ssrews which operate to secure the curb in its j)lace, and to adjust or vary the effective length thereof, and thus
constitute a means of correcting its comijensation.

271. Machines for Hulling and Cleaning Clover Seed; I. V. Blackwell, Ovid, New York.

Claim—The application of the gravitating curtain at the point of the eduction of the blast, for the pur-
pose of modifying and diffusing the same, and ])reventing the waste of seed. Also, the combination and ar.

rangement of the overshot grating cylinder and feed roller, the blast generator, and blast legulating curtain.

272. Cigars; Thomas Blanchard, Boston, Massachusetts.

My invention consists in making the cigaretta with a hollow tube through its centre, the tube being formed
out of the wrapper itself.

Claim—As a new article of manufacture the cigaretta or paper cigar.

273. Staples for Blind Slats ; BjTon Boardman, Norwich, Connecticut.

Claim—Constructing nire staples (such as are used for connecting the semi-revolving slats of window
blinds and screens to a rod governing their positions.) by giving them a rounded edge, and an acute or sharp

edge as viewed crosswise, in combination mth transverse indentations across the wire, the whole being formed
by compression between dies.

274. Paper Files ; W. Z. W. Chapman, City of New York.

Claim—The combination and arr.angement of two or more wire.?, or their equivalent, on a rod, or its equiva-

lent. Also, the combination of the ring or rings, and lock plate, for securing the ends of the wires.

275. Harvesters ; George E. Chenoweth, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim—Compensating for the wear of the worm or groove in the driving cylinder by making the parts of

that cylinder adjustable, thus giving increased certainty to the action of the cutters.

276. Ludeicators for R.ulro.ad Axles ; Wm. Clough, Madison, Indiana.

Claim—The combination of the oiling finger sleeve or hub, slotted arm, and wrist. Also, making the oil-

ing finger sleeve and slotted arm, from the same piece of wire.

277. Opening ant) Closing Outside Blinds ; John E. Clokey, Washington, D. C.

Claim—The combination of the bent levers with the bars.

278. Screw Cutting Machine ; Richard H. Cole, St. Louis, Missouri.

Claim—Arranging a set of vibrating chasers in a revolving chuck, in such a manner that the said chasers

may be openiil and shut while the chuck is in motion, and of so constructing and adjusting the said chasers

that they shall turn the bolt blank to a given size, and chase the thread on it in one and the same operation.

Also, the combination of the two plates and the cam with the cross-head. Also, combining the turning lathe

with the screw cutting machine, whereby the heads of the bolts are turned at the same time the chasers cut

the thread on their points. Also, combining a universal chuck in the opposite end of the same shaft on which
the chasing chuck is fixed, whereby the nut can be tapped at the same time the thread is cut on the bolt, and
with the same power and motion.

279. Horse Hay Rakes ; Asahel Cowley, Ilarpersfleld, New York.

Claim—The combination of a separator with a wheel rake.

280. Manufacture of Soap ; Dah-ymple Crawford, Toronto, Canada.

Claim—Mixing with soaj) the refuse from Indian corn after it has been subjected to the action of alkali

in extracting the starch.

281. Folding Billiard Table ; Charles Ci-oley, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—Tlie arrangement of certain devices for folding and moving the frame of the table, and swinging
the beil of the table, consisting of the pieces, hinges, the levers, leg pieces, and rollers, and the links and rollers.

282. Compositions for Tanning Leather; Clinton Daniels, Elk Horn, AViscongin.

Claim—The combination and use of cream of tartar and bi-carbonate of soda with catechu in making a

liquor, and using the same for tanning hides and skins.

283. Balance Steam Trap ; Wm. M. Davis, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The construction of a balanced lever through which a passage to discharge the excess of condcn-

Bation is opened by the weight of such excess.

28-1. Printing Presses; G. W. Davis, Seneca Falls, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of the double-armed lever, plate, bed, and the adjustable upright frisket.
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285. Prevextixo Corrosion of the Bixdino Screws ix Oalvaxic Batteries; George Doyle, Ottawa, Illinoig.

Cliiim—MHking the connexions of tlic battory liy fitting the jars with covers of placs. plazi-il or cimnu-led
i-artlK-nware, gutta-pc-rclia, or otlur insulating sulwtance, with holes in tlieni to receive the thanks of the bind-
ing screw 80<kets, and screwing the said sockets through the said holes into the claiupa for the phites with in-
terposed washers of india rubber, leather, or similar jnotecting material.

'

Jbti. Rotary Kecipbocatino Knives foe Smoothi.nu Staves; M'm B. Dunning, Geneva, Xew York.
Claim—The arrangement and enii>loynient of the oscilUiting cutting tools for smootliing the stave, Ac.

2S7. Self-looseni.no IIobse ant) Cattle Tie; John J. Ksbleman, LiinciLster, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The bolt in two sections, connected by the sliding scarf-joint, for the purpfwe of instantly loosen-
ing the horse. Also, the devices of the bolt, spiral spring, and casing, all in combination.

2SS. AsLE Boxes; AVni. B. Fahncstock, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The ronibination of the axle and boxes, for the purpose of allowing the axle to turn and accom-
modate the wheel to tlic direction of the rail.

2S9. Car Wheels; Wm. B. Falinestock, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The wheel with the hub outside of the tread or rim, and the lioaring on the axle within the tread
or rim, or at the balancing jioint. Also, the combination of the independent wheel, bearing, and pivot, with
the short axle, for the purpose of preventing the sliding and friction of the wheels on or against the rail.

290. P.VEUMATic Spri.vos; Wm. K. Fee, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—The pneumatic spring having a hollow metallic jiiston working closely in a hollow metallic cj-lin-
der, and paek(?d by leather and oil, for the purpose of increasing the elasticity of the spring aud preventing
explosions and leakage.

291. Ca.ve for Pavixo Omnibi'S Fares; Samuel W. Francis, City of New York.

Claim—Inserting ])ieces of money in a cane for the purpose of handing omnibus fares.

292. LKiiiTi.vo Gas by Electricity; Samuel Gaidiner, Jr., City of New York.

Claim—Placing a coil of platinum wire, or its equivalent, in the relative position of the jet qf gas, for the
piiriM)se of lighting the jet by electricity, and for re-igniting it when blown out.

293. Testinu and Measuring the Strength of Car Springs; Perry G. Gardiner, City of New York.
Claim—The combination ami arranKcmeiit of the plunger with the adjustable spindle, and adjustable knife

edge pivot, and the guide plate, arrant^ccl and opi rating in connexion with lialance beam, so as to test the power
of the spring, and at the same time measure with gnat facility and rapidity the exact weight or pressure to
which the sjtring has been subjected, the whole being acljustable to any leijuired size or power of spring.

294. Machines for Slating Coal ; T. Garretson, Pottsville, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The construction of the sides of the screen and the openings, to bring the said openings ontside
of the guard bars, and give to the said openings a tangential direction, and to form tangential, or nearly tan-
gi'Utial, couiluctors leading to the said openings.

290. Horse Power Machines; James Grant, Rochester, New York.

Claim—Making iron horse jmwers with an open centre to the caps, and an adjustable or a fixed bridge
piece, and making a double length or reversible iiinion.

296. Constructing Dolls' Heads; Ludwig Greiner, I'hiladelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Strengthening the seams .and ])rojecting or exposed parts of dolls' heads, by cementing or pasting
on those ])arts muslin, linen, silk, or other eijuivaleiit material.

297. Apparatus for .Manufacturing White Lead; Henry Ilannen, Dubuque, Iowa.

Claim—The pijie with its branch pipes and stojMiocks, the jjijies and the diffusing pipes, and their respec-
tive sto|)-cocks, in combination with the valves or stoppers, the whole being arranged and operated for the pur-
pose of exposing the metal to the action of the (litTerent agents empU'yed alternately and successively.

2U'H. Clothes' Dryer; James J. Hamilton, New Castle, Indiana.

Claim—The ajiplication of the ryller and pulleys to the arms, and the folding of the arms to the post.

299. Self-waitino Table; George W. Ilagi-y, Sniithland, Kentucky.

Claim—The handle for the purpose of turning the table, and to which a table cloth may be buttoned.

.'JOO. Sawing Mill; Wm. Hawkins and Wm. C. Clary, Milwaukie, Wisconsin.

Claim—The manner of autouiatically changing the saws after each cut, alternately from an oblique posi-
tion in one direction to an oblii|u<- position in a contrary direction, to the line of the log carriage, by means of
the stu<ls, slide, double lever, connecting rods, in combination with the frame and the guides. Also, the use of
the two wedge rollers or wedges to keep the bojird clear of the sjiw while cutting in either diii-ction. Al.so,

the comliiiiation of pini(mH and their i)ins entering into reces.ses of jilates, the ratchet wheels, the ailjustablp
Mfgnieiits, the wheels, tlie screws, and the nxls. with their clutches, for the pur|K>se of aiitomutically setting
the log to the sa%v, and stopping the setting when the log fnmio advances lisi close to the saw. Also, the notched
jilate, ill combination with the latch, lever,and link, for the luii'iKwe of oiieratiug the bolt shifter without turn-
ing the lever.

3ul. Heating Apparatus; Francis L. Uedenberg, City of New York.

Claim—The arrangement within the case of the firi'-box. s]>ark or draft chamber, and the fliio and air-

pipes, the whole being surrounded by water s|iace.

3(i2. Railroad Car Wheels; Wm. W. Hubbell, Pliiliulel]ihia, Pennsylvania, and lUchard H. HubbcU, Dela-
ware Co., Pi'iinsylvaniii.

Claim—The circular vertical flanchesof the rim and pinte, cast si'iwrately, turned <>frsmi»th,nn>l fitted to-

Kellier. Also, the central plate strengthened with ribs and made thicker around its outer edge where it is

Hirured to the rim, in combination with the vertical tianches on tlie rim luid plate.

•'103. (iAS Generators; John G. ll<"k, Newark. New Jersey,
Claim—The arrangement together of the niiu retort, chnmlieni, and open space,

304 Composition for Covtixo TKi.KiiRAPii Wiiu;.'<; J. II. lly<le. City of New York.

Claim— All insiiliiiiiig compounil for telegraphic wires, formed by mixing boile<l linscetl, cotton 80e<L or
rosin oil with gcKid natural orartilicial a-'phaltiiiii.
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306. Straw CnxTERS ; W. W. Hallman, Eddyville, Kentucky.

Claim—The combiimtimi of the movable bottom witli the cam shaft, cams, and connocting rod, for giving
a projection of straw iiiuler the knife by raising the lever, said iirojection being gauged and furnished by the
upward and downward motion of the lever.

306. Coffee and Tea Pots ; .James SI. Ingraham, City of New York

Claim—The steam tight coffee pot, the lilterer, with the conical chamber and the siphon combined.

307 Am Heating Furnaces; T. D. Ingorsoll, Monroe, Michigan.

Claim—Constructing tiio radiator and arranging the daiupcrs within it, so that the dampers may perform
the double function of dampers and scrapers.

308. CuuRN ; John A. Jordan, Shelbyville, Tennessee.

Claim—The employment of the revolving wheel and stationary wheel, constructed and operating in the

chuTH, the bottom of the same being fitted in a stove casing.

309. Combination of Lead Pencil and Kraser; II. L. Lipman, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The combination of the lead and iu(Ua rubber, or other erasing substance, in the holder of a draw-
ing pencil.

310. Scissors' Sharpener; J. C. Loveland, Springfield, Vermont.
Claim—As a new article of manutatture, the instrument for sharpening scissors, consisting essentially of

the revolving file and guiJe.

311. Diving Bells ; Benjamin Maillefert, Astoria, New York.

Claim—The combination of the reservoir with the bell and tube.

oli Lathe Chuck ; John L. Mason, City of New York.

Claim—The chuck for spinning screw caps, having a flanch, a rounded thread, and a rounded groove, and
the thread vaiiishiiig gradu;iJly at the flanch.

313. Windlasses; Joseph P. Manton, Providence, Rhode IslancL

Claim—The arrangement of the pawls, wheel, hub, ratchets, and gearing.

314. Washing Machine j James MoVickcr, Green Co., Pennsylvania.

Claim—Forming a receptacle within the wash-box for containing the clothes to be steamed, preparatory

to their being washed, by means of the ribs or slats attached to the wiish-box, and the ribs or slats attached

to the lid, so that upon opening the lid of the wash-box the receptacle is also opened for the introduction or

removal of the clothes.

315. Ticket-holders for Railroad Cars; M. L. Mickles and L. S. Olmstead, Aurora, Illinois.

Claim—A ticket-holder composed of two chambers or compartments, into the upper one of which the ticket

is placed and exhibited, and thence transferred to the lower one in the act of closing and opening the door of

said upper compartment, by means of the movable floor and ledge or projection.

316. Wrench; Archibald Murray, Troy, New York.

Claim—My improved adjustable wrench, in which the movable jaw is fiistened to the fixed one, by means
of a ring or collar whidi surrounds and slides upon the shanks of both jaws together,

317. Desk Seats for Schools; Charles Perley, City of New York.

Claim—Supporting the seat by a bradcet extending from the pedestal or column of the desk, whether said

seat be a ])ermanent fixture or fitted to swing around, whereby the floor is unobstructed by the separate legs

or pedestal of the seat, and greater facility afforded for clearing the room and moi'e space given for the feet of

the scholars.

318. Brick Machine; J. L. Ransom, Charleston, South Carolina.

Claim—The box provided with the follower, in combination ^Nith the roller frame, feeding bar, and scraper.

Also, the adjustable roller, arranged as shown, and operated by means of the cams on shaft.

319. Sewing Machines; O. L. Reynolds, Dover, New Hampshire.
Claim—The loop disteiider, operated by, and operating in combination with, the shouldered looper.

320. Railroad Car Couplings; John W. Rice, Springfield, Massachusetts.

Claim—The fulcrum-drop and notches on the under side of the hook link and the rod, when used in com-
liination with eiich other.

321. Railroad Brakes ; John C. F. Salomon, Baltimore, Maryland.
Claim—1st, The employment of small auxiliary wheels between the main wheels of the locomotive and

several cars of the train, said wheels being adjustable up and down. 2d, The combination Ycith. the said auxi-

liary suspending and compensating wheels of a brake.

322. Stoves ; Silas T. Savage, Albany, New York.

Claim—In ftirnaces or stoves the employment of a receptacle for the fiiel, closed at front and partiallj- at

bottom, with open grate bars for a part of its bottom and for the rear, opening into an air or draft chamber
between them and the back plate of the fire chamber.

323. Casting Types for Printing ; George Schaub, Hamburgh.

Claim—Manufacturing types for printing by casting the stems or bodies of the types at the back of a sheet

of type heads, and finishing the same ; also, the manufacture of spaces used in setting up printing tj-jjes by
the use of the movable frame,

324. Applying Pendulum Power ; Andrew Slevin, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Claim—The peculiar combination of the pendulum, bevel wheels, pawls, and ratchets, for the purpose of

obtaining a rotary motion from the reciprocating motion of the pendulum.

325. Manufacture of Tubular Wrouoht Iron Shafts; AV. A. Stephens and Richard .Jenkins, Covington, Ky.
Claim—The manufacture of \\Tought iron bars for tubular axles, shafting, or other purposes, by rolling

from a solid pile in a system of grooves, by which the pile is first flattened, then grooved longitudinally, and
afterwards has the sides of its groove closed together and welded.

326. BlACniNE FOR Shelling Peas ; William J. Stevenson, City of New York.
Claim—The combination of the rollers and endless cords.

327. Cross-cut Sawing Machine ; George Telford, Pike, New York.
Claim—The bar with the saw attached, the arm, connecting rod, and wheel, when arranged relatively.

Also, the bar and saw, in combination with the log carriage and cylinder, grooved and armed with spikes.
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328. Mastic Composition ; Joseph Tliompson, North Wrcntham, Massachusetts.

Claim—The right of u»ing tlic naturally finely divided remains of silicious rocks which hayo an alkaline
action on test pai«;r, an fullers' cartli, iiLsteail of siind, gravel, or other solid material.

329. IIarvestem; Wm. Van Amlcn, I'Diighkeepi-ie, New York.

Claim—The use of a rectilinfar sprintr, in combination with the detent cam, having piiidcfl on the face

thereof, for the purpose of actuating the cutter of a harvester machine endwit^e in opp<jeite directions from a
Htate of rest, liy the impulsive stroke of the spring, which stiid spring is charged by its opp<x<ite curvatures,
while the cutter remains at rest. Also, the employment and use of the cam wheel, having on its lace guides,
in combination with a crank shaft, f )r the purpose of giving two vibrations to the cutter to one revolution of
the cam wheel. Also, the combination of the spring (or «|(ring3 as may be u.-ied.> with the cam wheel, crank
shaft, and vibrating lever, attached to the cutters, for the purpose of operating the same.

C30. TEMFEniNo AND IIardemxg Steel anbIeox; Horace Vaughan, Providence, Khode Island; patented in Eng-
lan'l, December "29. 1856.

Claim—The use of a bath of chloride of sodium with or without ferro^yanide or bi-chromate of potaaV
or either of them, or of other ingredients possessing similar chemic.il properties, combined with aniuutl>
vegetable charccNil and ground Isjiie, when the foregoing substances are in a state of igneous fusion.

S31. Wood Screws; James M. Whiting, New Bedford, Massachusetts, and Geo. F. Wilson, Providence, R. I.

Claim—The making of wood screws with the ujjijer side of the thread of greater depth than the under
eide of the thread.

302. RoTART Cutter for Tosfoo.vo and Grooving; James A. Woo<lbury, Winchester, Massachusetts.

Claim—The combination of the chisel cutter or cutters with the lij) cutter or cutters.

333. Mills; Joel Woodward, I'hiladelphia, Penns}-lvania.

Claim—1st. The mode of the bush on the plate running up inside of the balance ryne. 2d, The mode of
the lower stone working on a loose or balance ryne, that lias a nut or breaker resting on, or fastened to, the
top of it, and may work with or without a balance or upper luaring 3d, The manner of the inside |K)t or
tieth made to raise and lower, to o\>v\\ and close the a|)erture, by means of the lever (or screw) to regulate ths
feed of the stones and grinding of the crusher or breaker.

334 Seed Drills; George S. Ball, Assignor to Benjamin Kuhns, Dayton, Ohio.

Claim—The slide with the attachment of the clips in combination with the slides.

330. Corn Suellers; IV-ter Bergen, Assignor to Jane Ann Bergen, City of New York.

Claim—The combination of the delivery flap ci bottom of the hoi>per, the piece, the pin.'? on the shelling
cylinder, the cradle and tlie springs.

336. Railroad Car Wheels; Henry C. Bulkley, Assignor to James M. Ross, Springfield, Massachusetts.

Claim—1st, My mode of constructing the hub, viz : liy reducing the iron around the outer periphery of the
hub and to give tluf rcijuisite strength, I substitut<' aflanch or ring on the eml of the hub, when used in com-
bination with a railroad car wheel with one or more plates. 2d, Increasing the thickness of the disk as it re-
cwles from the hub to the thread of the wheel.

337. Presses; Simon Ingersoll, Assignor to self, S. B. Turner, and George W. Kimball, Brooklyn, N. York.

Claim—The levers, chain i, shieve j, when arranged on the beams.

338. Manufacture op Hoes; Jud.son Knight, Newark, N. Jersey, As.signor to R. W. Booth, Providence. R. T.

Claim—The welding of a wrought iron plate between the steel bl.-ide and the malleable cast iron eye, or
in other words, I claim the hoe constructed of the three pieces, arranged relatively to each other and welded
together.

339. Steering Apparatus; Isaac Moore, Assignor to self and Francis N. Grove, Bnxiklyn, New York.

Claim—Tlie manner of relieving the rudder stock of any sudden strain or ccncussion by the endwisp mo-
tion allowed to the scrcw.s, in combination with the springs, or equivalent yielding pressure.

340. Hand Exerciser for Musicians; Jules Monestier, St. Denis, near Paris, France, Assignor to R. F. Span-
genberg, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—Giving agility and suppleness to the fingers, hand, and wrist of musicians, by the exerciae induced
by the application of my •' agili main."

This invention consists in applying weights to the wrist or fingers, or both.

341. PER.MITATION |X)CK ; John H. Morse, Assignor to self and Lester Patee, Peoria, Illinois.

Claim—The " blind " or shallow slots, or their equivalents, in the circular plates, made and arrnngo-l 3-i aa
to receive the points of projections on the bar.

342. MAOlliNtUi FOR BuRRiNo Wooi.; T. Musgrave. I^eeds, As.tignor to Anna Mu.sgrave. Northampton, Miws.

Claim—The combination of the second burring cylinders ami its beaters with the first burring cylinder
with its bejilers, by means of an interposed stripiier, or an ei|uivaJont therefor.

343. Attaciiino the Plumb Line to a Plumb and Level Indicator; John L. Rowe, Assignor to Fredoriok^
Stevens, City of New York.

Claim—The attachment to a plumb and level indicator of the reel and cord.

344. Seed Planters; Sitmuel Thompson, Assignor to self and A. W. Taggart, Hopedale, Ohio.

Claim—The cutter attached to the wheel of the framing, in combination with the seed distributing slidaa,
operated liy the cams attju-lird to the cutter wheels.

'Mt\. LiiiMTXiNo Conductors; Oren White, Assignor to Henry C. Janes, Racine, Wisconsin.

Claim— 1st, The ll^htnitig conductor consisting of iron win's enwnipi>eil by sheet cop|)er. for the purix^t**
of increasing the strength ami the conducting power of Ibe roil without materially lessening its flexibility or
greatly increjising the expense of manufacture. 2d, The sheet metal joint ur clutch for connecting additional
rods or points to the main rod.

340. Hubs op ('arria(ir Wheels; .Tames M. Wliiting. New Bedfonl, Mass., Assignor to self, Geo. P. Wilaom
and .\irreil .\ntliony. Providence Co., Rhode Island.

Claim—Till- making of the hub an elastic compound cylin<lric<vlever, each end of which rests for « ful-

, rum on vulcanizeil india rublK-r or gutta-percha, or other elastic sul>stanoe, in combination with the oouplinf
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nut by wLich the pressure thereon may be regulated. Also, the gi-ooves in the bodj' of the hub, or their

equivalents, and the projections on the outside of the box, or their equivalents, in combination with the said

clii«tic substance.

347. Cotton Presses; Henry Shradcr, Burnsville, Alabama.

Claim—The construction and combination of the double racks with tlie toggle joints. Also, the hinge

connecting' tin.- lower ends of the toggle lovers with the follower, in combination with the operation of the

levers by^vhich both followers are operated at the same time and with the same application of power.

Additional Improvements.

1 Ste\m Ploughs; Pierre Klingle, AVashington City, D. C; patented February 23, 1858 ; additional dated

March 9, 1858.

Q\axa\ The placing of lUarers in nmnoxion with the off bearing wheel of my steam plough, in such a

manner that the one will till back the liirrow that the other has opened.

2 Cutting Flour SIills ; Jonathan Burdge, Cincinnati, Ohio ;
patented June 10, 1856 ; additional dated March

9, lS.ei8.

Claim—The doubly conical concavity in, and cutting ridges on, the face of the cutter head, arranged and

actin^'-'in combination with the concavity and ridges of the counter plate. Also, extending the ridges inward

beneath the fecdina; apertuie uf the counter plate, in combination with the inner conical concavity of the cut-

ter head, and with the counter plate.

3 Clasps foe JIetallic Hoops ; James R. Speer, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania ; patented Dec. 1, 1857 ; additional

dated March 23, 1858.

Claim—Beniling the ends of the clasp across the apertures, so as to present an opening in the clasp for the

insertion of the bent ends of the bands at right angles, or nearly so, to the direction in which the bands are

inserted in the cliisp.

4 HANGING Carriage Bodies; J. M. Jones, Palmyra, New York; patented July 22, 1857; additional dated

March 30, 1858.

Claim—The combination and arrangement of the dL«k or fifth wheel, attached to the front axle, the cm-

briuun''' circularly flanched annular cUsk, with its laterally projecting arms or trunnions, to which are attached

the bars or spring levers, so as to preserve the horizontal position of the tilth wheel while allowing the neces-

sary play of the said bars.

5 Automatic Railroad Car Brake; W. R. Jackson, Baltimore, Marj-land; patented September 8, 1S57; ad-

ditional dated March 30, 1858.

Qj^jjj fj^e arrano-ement of parts, or its equivalent, for the simultaneous compression of the foi-ward and

rear spi-in°-K, and'the consequent operation of the brakes, the same consisting in the combination of the lever

with the slide bar and pushing rods.

Extension.

1. Suspending, Opening, and Closing Lock Gates; Henry McCarty, Pittsburgh, Penna.; patented March 16,

1

* 1844; extended Mai-ch 16, 1858.

pjj^jjjj Tije mode of suspending, and opening, and closing gates for locks, and other places, by means of

the combination and arrangement of the inclined post, rod, swivel, stirrup, and hog chains, and the triangu-

lar hino-ed kver, segment way, cord, pulleys, and windlass, by which the expense of construction is reduced,

and the' old railway and rollers at the bottom of the lock, and the chains for opening and closing the gates

placed in the water, where they are subject to constant oxidation and breaking, and where they cannot bo

reached without much difficulty when out of order, are entirely dispensed with.

Re-Issues.

1. Machine foe Making Barrels and other, Casks; Isaac Crossett, Bennington, Vermont; patented July 1,

1844; re-issued March 2, 1858.

Clium—The vibratory block or bed, adjustable gauge, and knife or cutter, aiTanged relatively with each

other so as to operate.

2. Running Gear for Locomotive Engines; Septimus Norris, Philadelphia, Penna.; patented Sept. 28, 1854;

re-issued March 2, 1858.

QXaixa So arranging the running gear of a locomotive engine, as to make the driver support its outer

weight, in comliination with a pilot truck vibrating freely to guide the engine.

3. Life-preserving Rafts; Lorenzo Taggart, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; patented Jan. 26, 1858; re-issued

March 2, 1858.

Claim—A life-preserving raft formed by the ordinary water casks or tanks of ships, having eyes secured

thereto so as to be air-tight, and connected by spring stay-rods, in combination with a rope net work and can-

vas sheet.

4. Gas Tube Joint; Charles Monson, New Haven, Connecticut; patented January 19,4858; re-i.ssued March
9, 1858.

Claim—A conduit universiU joint made with the armed branches, o n, .and their connexion, cross-jointed

together, and provided with one or more passages, so arranged in them as to open a communication from one

leading tube. A, to the other, B, with which such conduit joint may be connected. Also, the combination of the

relief ring, c, or its equivalent, with the armed branches and the connexion cross, the same being arranged

therewith.

5. Lard Lamps; Isa.ic A. Coffin, Washington City. D. C; patented March 17, 1857; re-issued March 16, 1858.

Claim—The combination of the hot air chamber which is formed by the arrangement of flat inclined wick

tubes. Also, the combination of the flat inclined wick tubes with the concave reflector; my invention having

special reference to a lard lamp.

6. Machine for Making Hat Bodies; Wm. Pasket, Meriden, Connecticut; patented Jan. 23, 1846; re-issued

March 23, 1858.

Claim—The automatic method of forming hat bodies, having the required variation in thickness at their
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different parts, by supplying picked fibres to an exhausted former of the Bize and sbnpe required, in such manner
that a larger portion of picked flbres is supplied to that part of the former which corresiwnds with the thick<-:.t

]>orti'in of thii liat bojy. and a loss portion to the other parts of the former. Also, the combination of a pickiu;;

a|i|iaratus, a hat body I'oruicr, an air exhausting apparatus, and a conductor. Also, a bow string picking ai»-

paratu-", coiLStructf(| and operating to pick fur presented to it by a suitable ftH>ding and nipping apjaratus.

7. EMPtoyixo CEJfTKTFUOAL KoRCK i.v CASTING IRON l'iPE8; Thomas J. Lovegrove, BiUtimore, MarvUnd ; pa-
tented Dec. 26, 1848; ro-issued March 23, 1858.

Claim—Forming pi|>e8 or other castings by centrifugal force, by causing the mould into which the liquid

material is poured to revolve.

S. U.ivix iJKPARATORs; John K. Moffit, St. Louis, Missouri; patented Nov. 30, 1852; re-issued March 23,18.^8-

Claim—1st, The endless chains, composed of mefcillic links provided with prntulierances or depressions*

when used in combination with suitable driving pinions to im|mrt a positive motion to the straw currier of a
threshing or separating nuu'hine. 2d, In combination with a receptacle in which the tJiilings are deposited by
the winnowing apparatus; also, the arrangement of the screw elevator iu relation to the threshing cylinder,

for tlio purjiuse of returning the tailing to be re-threshed.

9. ItjuLROAD Car Wheels ; Wm. B. Treadwell, Albany, Xew York ; patented January 0, 1849 : re-issued March
30, 1858.

Claim—Tlje forming of such wheels with a hollow concentric annnlus or ring, the plates forming a curro
to yi''l>l by bending to tlic unequal contraction, in combination with the connexion theretif. with the rim at or
near the midiUe of its width, by means of the solid ring to give the re(iuired support to that part of the rim
which is most expos<-d to fracture in use. Also, in combination with the hollow annulus or ring connected
with the rim by a sulid ring, the inner hollow annulus or ring next to. and connected with, the hub, and con-

nected with another hollow annulus or ring by a solid ring, whereby ample provision for yiekUng to the un-
fcpial contraction is obtained, while at the Siime time the metal composing the wheel is so disposed as to pre-

vent in a great meiisun- the injurious effects of Tibrations, and to resist the jars and concussions to which thw
niilroad wheels are exposed iu use.

Designs.

L Carriage Uub Sa.vd Ba.nds; James Ives, Mount Carmel, Cannecticut; dated March 9, ISoS.

Claim—The curved form or ornamental configuration of carriage hub sand bands.

2. Copvixo Press Stand; Charles IL Clayton, City of New York; dated March 23, 1858.

Claim—The press stand foot, consisting of the harp or vase-shaped figure formeil by the two reverse curve<l

bands, with the shell, the two figures, and the joining scrolls, all nupporting and connected with each other,

and forming one harmonious design,

;j. Legs a.nd Posts op Iron Bedsteads ; John P. Kock, City of New York ; diited March 23, 1858.

Claim—My design for feet and posts for iron bedsteads, consisting of the scroll work, stand an<l brace. Avith

a i)raying angel kneeling between the latter, for the posts of iron l)cdsteads, and the figure of an eagle, with
<iutsprea<l wings, n-sting ujion arabestjue scroll work, and carrying acorresi)oudiu{; capital ou its head, aud tha
fuds of the wings for the centre feeL

APRIL 6.

1. Corn Harvesters; Isaac Y. .^.dair, Yarick, New Jersey..

Claim—Attaching the cuttT to the rods, the roils being provided with arms, and the rmls and arms opo-
ratiil fmm the wIkm-Is through the medium of the gearing and arms, \\\wn the above parts are usi-d in combi-
uatiou with the stationary cutters, at the inner parts of the recesses. Further, the bar provided with thearm.s,
in combination with the gate, the above jiarts lieing attached to the i>latfurin, and used in connexion with a
railing or guariL Also, the cutting device formed of the cutters connected with rakes or teetli, in combinatiou
vith the disi'hiu'ging device furmed of the gate and bar.

2. Sewing Maciuses; Abraham Bartholf, City of New York.

Claim—The construction of the taper portion of the shuttle, and the forked portion of the shuttle driver
uhirli acts upon it to drive it back, sd tliat the said portion of the driver bears upon the topantl bottom of the
xhutlle with a tenilency to draw it away from or prevent it hugging the side of the race way. Also, giving
the two claws which j)roduce the bsick ward motion of the shuttle, a relative form, by which tlie shuttle is pre-
vented hugging till- bottom of the race way.

3. SvRl'P Casterj; Kdmnnd Bigelow, Springfield, Ma«s.ichusetts.

Claim—The measuring Cuicet or register, in combinatiou with the revolving symp fountain or ivservoir.

4. Traps por .Animals; Jnhn !>' Brid>yn, City of New York.

Cl.dm—A tiltiag platfurm, in ronibination with the enclosed recess, when the plat fvjrm is comprised of
the inclined plane aud horizontal Ibnir.

b. liiiiNDi.NO Mills; D. E. Breinig, I'hihulelphia, 1'enn.sylvania.

Claim—1st, The npper portion of the grinding surfiice of the shell and buhr rnn"->liiipi'cl. with incline*!
nideM liTniinating in a liorizoiifjd ciirveil grinding snrliu-e. in cumbinatioti with the diUcvtiug arms. 2d, Tile
(ihell aud buhr f jriHiMl, in combination with the scraper, sliding segmenU, and pinions.

«. Ai'PARATls FOR KoASTiNG CoKPLK; Uobert Brown, Ashtabula, Ohio.

Claim—'file vi'ssci, provided with the ndjufltablo rotating 8era]>ers or bKules attached to rods of rarvin"
h-nuths, which riMls are pivoted to ihe shaft. " '

7. CiiURKS; llarrey Brown, City of .\ew York.

Claim—The nrrangement of the trailing inddles, wheels, and gearing.

8. ATTAcniMi ExPANSiiiLK CumNc I.ips TO Aloer.s, Ac. ; Ni.holaa Qaro and John Qulglcy, Maiden, N. Y.
Claim—Till' detachable and adjustable ivamer or ping lH>rer.

0. Clasps for Fastkmno Bags; Wm. II Cloud, A. L. Hatfield, and C. IT. Burdirk. Fremont, Oliio.

Claim-The peculiar construction of semicircle with thin edge to i)reTent slipping, and hing.- at one mMo.
clasp and c«tch on the other side; the pi-culiar construction of lever, so as to be ojuruted upon by tlie protwuro
of the bag when fastening, and thumlHpiece, by which it id easily oi>cned.
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10. Pen axd Pencil Cases: John Cockbiirn, City of New York.

Claim—Tlie arrangement and combination of a pen-slide, which girdles its tube with a boss, which latter

girdles its tubu.

11. Securi.n'o Pocket-books, &c.; Oliver Cox, Alexandria Co., Virginia.

Cliiiin
—

^Tlie lock constructed and attached to the pocket-book, &e., in combination with the button, for
the iiurpo-fc of attiichiug pocket-books, porte-niounaies, and purses to the pocket of the wearer.

12. Hand Corn Planters; Baniel C. Coppin, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—The combined arrangement of the concave plate, lever, and seed rod, arranged with the i^ipes and
spring.

13. Portable Pump; Wm. Dougla.s and Benjamin Douglas, Middletown, Connecticut.

Claim—^The pipes and the chamber, i)rovided with the flexible cover and lever, and the cajx* ; the parts
being constructed and arranged relatively with each other.

14. SawGummer; M. Ernsberger, Bremen, Ohio.

Claim—The stock provided mth the screws, also provided with the tube, collar, pin, and tlie shaft, witli

cutter formed on it.

15. Uardening Iron and Steel; George James Farmer, Birmingliam, England; patented in England, August
23, 1856.

Claim—The hardening of articles formed of iron or steel, by plunging them into a solution of pniseiate

of potash, sal-ammonia, and saltpetre, after they have been heated red hot, and rolled in a powdered mixture
of the same materials.

10. Refrigerators ; Wm. Ferris, Philip Garrett, and James Megratten, Wilmington, Delaware.

Claim—The combining the third or inner box or frame with the interior of a refrigerator, so that a per-
fect circulation of cold air may be kept up in the interior of the box or case.

17. Cotton Presses; Wm. Field, Providence, Rhode Island.

Claim—^Ist, The arrangement of the chains connecting the followers, so that by appljing power and mo-
tion to one follower it is transmitted to the other; and also, the followers retain their parallelism to each other,

however unequal the resistance at either end. 2d, The combination of the screw for raising the Bjqwr follower

with the chains for raising the lower. 3d, The guiird plates, in combination with the followers.

18. Seeding Machines; Joseph Fry, Battle Creek, Michigan.

Claim—The device of using a screw with double thread, coarse and fine, alternately, in the bottom of the

seed hopper, in combination with the oscillating hand lever and the eccentric pivot, to force the seed through
the holes in the perforated bottom of said seed hopper, by means of the compound oscillating motioa of tlio

screw.

19. Box-cases and Lubricators tor Railroaii Car Axles ; G. W. and J. C. Geisendorff, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—The employment of the divided packing, in combination with the springs.

20. Protecting Tiller Ropes op Vessels from Fire; W. Y. Gill, Henderson, Kentucky.

Claim—Enclosing the tiller ropes of steam vessels, by a double tubing connected with double boxes to

form the necessary elbows, the spaces between the tubes and boxes being filled with a proper non-conducting

material.

21. Pipe Tongs; Henry H. Gilmore, Boston, Massachustts.

Claim—The combination of an inclined plane or planes, or the equivalent thereof, with the slotted jaw.

22. Puddling Furnaces; John P. and John Grove, Montour County, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The employment of a revolving bottom for a puddling furnace, arranged -with water tubes
for cooling it, and with the peculiar aii-tight joint. 2d, The employment in a puddling furnace of a revolving

tool.

23. Boot-jack and Burglars' Alarm Combined ; F . C. Goffin, Newark, New Jersey.

Claim—The bed, jaws, treadle, pendant, slide, and spring, whereby the aiticle serves the double purpose

of a boot-jack and door alarm.

24. Lanterns ; A. H. Golden, Lafayette, Indiana.

Claim—The bow or ball pivoted to the upper jjart of the lantern, and pro\-ided with the plate or shieM
and clamp, whereby the lantern may be reacUly secured to the arm of the i)erson desiring its use, and the per-

son have the control of both arms and hands, and at the s;ime time have the full beiKifit of the light.

25. Horse Coll.\r Blocks ; E D. Gould, Darien, New York.

Claim—A collar block so constructed as to shape the interior of the front of the collar, and the interior

of the rear of the collar next to the front, and the interior only, and stretch them at the same time, and hold

them firmly in the form required, while the rear or belly of the collar is manipulated by hand, and worked
and beat into the form required vdih. a mallet, and other suitable tools.

26. Railroad Station Indicator; N. J. Becker, Florida, and J. M. Harvey, Amsterdam, New York.

Claim—^Ist, The an-angement of a series of separated, printed, indicating cards, plates, or boards, on a flex-

ible endless belt or chain, and having the same revolve over a flat, square, or many-sided revolving shaft withfa

a case which luis a transparent front. 2d, The emplojnnent of a self-adjusting forked rod leading down to the

railroad rails, and furnished with a catch on each prong, in combination with projections on the corners of the

square or many-sided shaft, a reversing cam, and double inclines or bevel stops, arranged along she track at

the different stations or streets. 3d, The combination of a spring, self-adjusting bell hammer, and bell, with

the square or many-sided shaft and its projections.

27. Converting Reciprocating into Rotary Motion; Forest H. Harwood, Rushville, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of a revolving eccentric ring or band, with edge clips of a reciprocating rod, or

its equivalent, for operation together to produce a revolving motion from a reciprocating one, and the reverse.

Further, the combination with the reciprocating clips of the rod having a radial action to the ring shaft of the

endless bixyd, arranged eccentrically to its shaft, when said band is made of diminishing thickness in opposite

direction? from its dead points or portions, for operation with the clips. Also, connecting the revoUing eccen-

tric ring or band that reciprocates the clips, or is revolved by them with its shaft, by or through the fly-wheel

whiclr aids the ring in passing its dead ]>oints or centres, whereby the fly-wheel is braced by the ring, and more
immediate relief is given to, and generally diffused over, the latter.
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28. Potato Diooebs; Lewis W. Harris, Waterville, New York.

Cliiim—Tlie employment or use of a share and drag. Further, in combination with the sliure and drag,

the supplfiiK'iitary shcitrH.

29. Kkefi.ng i>AiL8; Ix'wiH Ili^i^us, Jersey City, New Jersey, and Alexander Brown, City of New York.

Cliiim—1st, The tnin.s frame, con.itriict<'cl and fitted with a series of rollers, which embrace the yard and
rolIed-iip piirtion of the sail to hold the yard to the iiuwt, biit to permit the rollinf< of the sjiil thereon witliout

the necessity of ilividing the sail down the centre, '.id. The ccnibinati<m of the rings which cjirry the travel-

ing h-ails with the yard and with the tru.is, by means of tlic collared bands and the rolling stays, to prevent

longitiiilinal movement of the yard, ami the roMiug of the traveling leads witli the yard.

30. How Locks; James II. Hills, Burlington, Vermont.

Claim—The arrangcnicnt and combination of half rings and set or adjusting screws, and the su.'pension

and oiH/nitioii of thf oar at point.

31. Cofl'Li.NG I'iPKs; \V. liudgin, M'ashington City, D. C.

Claim—Effecting the combination of the main and brancli pipes, by means of an open coupling, which is

fnrnished with an enlarged psissagc to receive the main l)ipe, a psLS-siige to receive or communicate with the
branch pipe, and a set-screw or wedge and key, and suitable packing to make a tight joint, and always main-
tain tlie same.

32. Holding a.nd Feeding the Bolt in Stave JlAcruNEs; A. Hupp, Lancjister, Ohio.

Claim—The combined arrangement of the levers, catch rod. and slides, amtnged with the lever and pawl,
ratchet wheel, coril and plate, all for holding and feeding the timber to the cutter.

33. Machine for Cutting Files; J. N. Jacobs, Worcester, Massuchusetts.

Claim—Ist, The wedge at the top of the toggle, by which the cutter is oi)eratod and conibineil with a foot-

]>iece. \rith its shoe resting vipon the file blank or file, by niean.^ of mechanism, and with a loaded lever, for

the jMirpose of controlling the depth of cut throughout tlie whole length of the file. 2d, Supporting the fib-

blank or file upon a rolling bed fitted to a carriage with rollers iiiteriiosed, for the purpose of insuring an uni-

loriu depth of cut all across the file. 3d, The combination of the rocking shoe of the fo<jt-piece with the rolling
bed. 4th, The cam combined with the wedge foot-piece and shoe, by mechanism, for the pnri)ose of raising
the cutter anil the shoe of the foot-piece from the file or blank, to prevent injury during its return.

34. IcEl'lTCHKH; Krnest Kauffman, I'hiladelidiia, Pennsylvania.

Cl.iim
—

'file ice ])itcher, having the inner portion or liin'ng fitted to the outer portion or casing with .ecrcw

threads, which make a tight joint, but provide for its ready removal and replacement or renewal.

35. Machine for Crimi'ino Tobacco; K. Kinsley, Springfiebl, Massachusetts.

« Claim—The employment of one or more pairs of rollers for eijiudizing and crimping rolls in the manu-
facture of lump tobacco.

36. PlANO-FOKTE ACTION; Henry \. Leaman. City of New York.

Cliu'in—1st, The attachment of the hammer of an uj)right piano-forte action to the rear extremity of the
key, and the arrangement of the notch in the back side of the butt of such hammer, so that the working fsice

of the notch is in contiict with the edge of a stationary bar, and by such ojienition cause the hammer to

move back to strike tlie string, when the front end of the key is deinessed. 2d, In combination with the at-

tachment of the hammer to the rear extremity of the key, the attachment of the damper to the hammer butt
below the pivot, which attaches the hammer to the key. whereby it is made to serve iw a stop to the hammer,
or means of re(.nilating the length of stroke of the hammer, and dejith of level of the key. 3d, The appli-
cation of the regulating screw in the rear end of the key, to operate in combination with a portion of the ham-
mer butt, exteiidrd lielow the jiivot which attaches the butt to the key. 4tli, Tlie arrangement of the danijier
lever, behind the downwardly extended portion of the hammer butt.

37. Atmospheric Pressure Dental Plates; M. Levett, City of New York.

Claim—Attaching plates of artificial teeth by means of sepamte cells or cavities acting upon the alveolar
ridge.

38. Seeding Machines; Isjuic B. Lutz, Lafayette, Indiana.

Claim—The rotating nsls ]>rovided with two screw threads j placed In reverse positions, and so arranged
ns to discharge the seed at both ends of their seed boxes. Further, the seeil lioxes attached respi-ctively to the
luyustable bars and beam, and jn-ovided with seed distributing scrcw-rotls, operated from the driving wheel
through the medium of the gearing.

39. S.MUT >L4Ciiines; Samuel B. Manning, Alleghany City, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The use of a cone |)laced above the distributing cup to prevent any eddy or interruption of the
draft i'i air, which cause the deposit of the screenings and dirt in the cup.

40. VisE-ANViL FOR Uei'airi.no T-rails; Sanford Maxon and K. M. Davis, Michigan City, Indiana.

Claim—The combination of the guard on the lever jaw, and the gr(M)ve in the lied-piece, with n raising
mechanism for raising up said lever jaw. Al.so, in combination, the jirojection on the lever jaw. and the groove
on the l(K-king jaw, so that when the jaws are raised up they will open to receive the rail, and when released
will catch and firmly hold themselves and the rail to the bed-jiiece.

41. Corn Siielleus; Thomas W. AlcFarlan, Salem, Ohio, anil Levis H. Davis, VTest Cliester, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The giitter-shajied guard, arrangi'd between and underneath thelK-vel picker wli(H'ls,n nil over-
lapping the head of the vibrating ridille. 2d, Having the ln-ad end of the riddle rest u|H>n a liorizontHl pro-
jection of an inclined board. 3d, Lining the spouts or chutes of the head with a thin, pivoted, or yielding
metal lining.

42. Fence Post; R. Merrill, Elmira, Now York.

Claim—The shoe or fisit plate with deflected parts and slotteil openings, in combination with the skeleton
post and tianches.

43. HARVKSTERii; W. K. Miller. Canton, Ohio.

Claim—The combination of the draw bar and cutter bar, when the same are balanced upon the sustaining
shoe, and hinged to the axle of the driving wheel, distinct from the hounds of the dnift tongue, with the
toiimu> HO attached that the line of its draft will be ei|ui-<listant from the ccntnd longitudinal lines of the driv-
ing wheel nud sustaining shoe, the several porta being constructed and arninged with respect to each other.

3»
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41. Threshing Machines; John R. Moffit, St. Louis, Missouri.

Claim—Tlio construction and arrangement of the metallic gearing frame, provided with arras and attached
to the niaohino.

.45. Coated Metal Plates; Edmund Morewood andOeorge Rogers, Enfield, England ; patented in England,
July 27, 1855.

Claim—The new article of manufacture, termed coated metal plates, consisting of sheet metal prepared
and coated with a mixture of repellant and preservative coating, the waid coated sheet metal being intended as
a substitute for many purposes for tin platc'S, galvanized iron, or other articles of that description, produced
Iiy dipjiiug sheets of metal into melted metals.

40. Machine for Splitting Wood; Kranz Noette, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—The interniittingly rotating table or bed, in combination with the vertical reeiitrocating cutter
sliaft.

47. Removadle Rammer of Revolving Fire Arms; Henry S. North, Middletown, Connecticut.

Claim—Having the rack and passiige or cliamber made in the head of the base pin, thus rendering the
ramuKir iudepeudeut of every other part and facilitating its removal.
i'i. Machines for Planting roiATOEs; Jesse W. Pelletrean, East Moriches, New York.

Claim—The general arrangement of the hopper and automatic dropping apparatus, consisting of the spouts,
clappers, wheels, and blocks, in connexion witli tlie oijeiiiiig ami covering ploughs, wheri-by the potatoes or
pieces of potato being fed into the machine by hand aie not injured, and all the advantages of hand planting
are attained, without the laborious work connected therewith.

4y. Cross-cut Sawing Machines ; H. II. Potter, Carthage, New York.

Claim—Operating tlje saw by means of the bent lever, in connexion with the feeding device fonned of the
levers and guide.

50. Seeding Machines; Thomas A. Ki.'iher, Circleville, Ohir).

Claim—The peculiar arrangement of the bars, with the right and left screws, slides, with its stirrer, for
the purjjose of regulating the quantity of grain with uneven slides.

51. Seeding Machines; Thomas A. Risher, Circleville, Ohio.

Claim—The peculiar arrangement of the bottom, as constructed, with the rock slides, handles, rods, set-

screw, and bottom.

52. 1'ield-Fence ; Benning Rowells, Ossian, New York.

Claim—The method of connecting the panels and the braces with each other, by interlocking the upper
and lower rails with the brace post, whereby the panels are firmly connected with each other, and interlock
with the posts, without the aid of independent connecting devices.

5.3. Cotton Seed Planters ; James Ross, Midway, Alabama.

Claim—The combination of the hollow shaft and arms, flanches, shaft, dischai'go plate, and mechanism
vibrating the same.

54. Wallet Fastener ; Jacob T. Sargent, Carlinville, Illinois.

Claim—The combination of the spring catch and the attachment plate, the same constituting a safety ap-

I^aratus. Also, arranging the spring catch and attachment jdate, and making the said catch with a bend or
recess, disposed with respect to the attachment plate.

55. Sewing MAcniNTis ; Elliot Savage, Berlin, Connecticut.

Claim—Forming a chain-stitch seam by the loopir, when operating in combination with an eye-pointed

needle, so that the looper shall enter the open loop as the needle rises, and while resting on the bed ]»late se-

curely hold the first loop open in the path of the needle, and release the loop when the uee<lle shall have en-

tered to form a new stitch. Also, the specific device for regulating the tension of the thread in sewng machines,
consisting in a spool supporting bracket, in relation to, and operating in, connexion with a screw-threaded
standard, in such a manner as to ascend or descend when rotated around and upon said standard, for the pur-
pose of causing the thi'ead to be wound around said screw until the requisite degi-ee of tension is obtained.

56. Grain Separators ; Francis Schunks, York, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The screens, placed in adjustable frames, operated by the cam, levers, and springs, and arranged
relatively with each other and the fan, spout or passage, and board.

57. Ploughs ; Thaddeus S. Scoville, Elmira, New Y'ork.

Claim—The combined arrangement of the loosely turning spur wheels, the separating washers, and the
clearing teeth, acting ujion, or close to, said washers, so that the eccentric movements of the said spur wheels,
together with the said closely fitting washers and dealing teeth, will eflectually keep the implement free from
impediment.

58. Lock ; E. M. Shaw, Baltimore, Maryland.
Claim—The plate, spring plates, pins, and hollow stem.

59. Railro.^d Station Indicator; Chailes J. Smith, North Prairie, Wisconsin.

Claim—The shifting lever or bar, and the mode of adjusting it by means of the index finger at the end
of the crank shaft, In such manner as to cause the rollers or cylinders to revolve in oi)posite directions, by
means of the same application of jiower, in combination with the pin or stops upon the lever, and the slots
or openings in the aforesaid shifting lever or bai\

60. Hant) Printing Stamp ; Benjamin B. Stanton, City of New York.

Claim—Aloving the die from the inking pad to the printing pad and backwards, by means of the spool
•through which the stami)ing rod passes, operating in a straight line between parallel guides, arranged for that
purpose upon a stationary arm over the inking and printing pads. Also, in combination with the sliding spool,

the catch.

61. C.URPET Holder; Horace Thayer, Warsaw, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of the spring, tube, cla.sp, and slide, forming a carpet holder.

62. Ironing T.able; Wm. A'andcnburg, City of New York.

Claim—The ironing table composed of a board rigidly attached at one end to a stand, which is provided
with a movable support for the other end of the board.
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63. Harvesters; Inaac Van Doren, Sonicrville, New York.

Cluim—Tlio arniiigemeiit ami connexion of tlic niovalile part with the fixed part, by means of the two
connecting cuivch, to m-cuic imjin-i' umtioii to the purt, without any necessary ijUiiiKirt or connexion from the
centre. Ainu, the piirtrt, ami the »ecomiaiy movable part, to bring the sickle, whatever its iM>8itiun on the curve,

level with the cutting surliice. Aluo, in combination with the parts, the use and apjilication of the universal

joint in connecting the sickle lever to the machine to allow of the change in the position of the sickle.

C4. Lamp Attachment; Wm. \V. Wade, Long Meadow, and Charles Uurnham, Springfield, Majwachusctts.

Claim—Securing the dellector into the groove of the chimney band, the eaid band being hinged to the
lamp caj).

C5. Ploughs; J. C. Williamson, Washington, Georgia.

Claim—The combination of the plough iron, brace, and cutter or share, when formed and united together,

and to the be^ni.

66. CouPLi.Nu OF SnAFTi.NG FOR PROPELLERS ; Seth Wilmartli, Charleston, Mass., Samuel L. Hay, Reading, Penn-
sylvania, and David .N. B. Collin, Jr., Newton, Jlaesachusetts.

Claim—The combination of plated, or its eijuivalent, with the head plates of the shaft, so that the coupling
nia3' uccouimodate itself to the angular and transverse variation between the driving and driven parts of the
ehutl, whether that variation be variable or iiernianent.

07. Pistons fob Steam Kngi.nes; Koss Winans, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim—The combination of self-setting packing, that, unaided bj- the skill of the enginer, will adjnst itself

into clo.se contttct with the cylinder, and bear against the same with the proper force; of means for bind-
ing this packing firmly in i)lace when it has set itself out, and lor sliickening it agsiin when uecessiiry to allow
it to rest itself; and of means by which the p;icking win be easily loosened ami tighteneil, without removing
the cylinder head, wiiereby the packing of the jjiston of a locomotive can be adjusted better and in less time
than by any combination jireviou.sly invented.

tJS. Locomotive E.vgi.ves; Koss Winans, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim—The combination of a foot-board, located below the usual level of the platform of the tender and
the surtiice of the grate, with a fire-box and grate adapted to tiie burning of coal as fuel, whereby the interior

of such a fire-lxjx, and the grate thereof, can be more readily reached by the fireman, and his duties be per-

formed with greater e.vjiedition, convenience, and eliect. Also,lhu combination of an ii.--h pan, open at its hinder
end, with a l. ot-board located below the grate and the usual level of the platform of the tender, whereby the
lower side of the grate, and the space beneath, can be iusi)ccted and reached by the liremuu while the engine
is in motion.

09. Orates por Steam Engines; Ross Winans, Baltimore, Maryland.

Clium—The grate of a locomotive engine, composed of a series of narrow sections, each containing two or
more bars and suiiporls therefor, the sections and their supports to permit each section to be rocked independ-

ently of the others, by means of a hand lever api)lied outside of the fire-box. Also, the construction of the
Maries of bars of the grate and the bearers for supporting the same, so that any iuember of the series may bo
ro<kcd ujion two a.xes, without contracting the narrowest part of the spaces between it and the adjacent sta-

tionary members of the series.

70. Door Bolts; John Woolnian, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The arrangement of the flat or elliptical bolt, contained and moving within suitable straps or cas-

ings, with an eccentric motion when ojierated and moved by means of tlie handle or lever.

71. JLtciiiNEBY FOR BoLTiNO, DusTiso, AND SEPARATING THE GROUND Mai£RL\l; Jocl Woodward, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.
Chum—1st, The stationary brush or distributor. 2d, The brush, so arranged as to carry the meal or

bran to or from the centre, whereby the siil)>tance can be secured or brushed as much as de.-ired. 3«1, The
manner of making any numl)er of separations, or any nuKle of combining more than two separations in the

duster or s<-parator. 4th, The manner of the corre.-iponding bottom or platform below, with sweeps or scrapers

to carry the flour to spouts. 5th, The nioile of regiilating tlie brushes on the wire or cloth by the bolts or set-

screws, and the screw at the bottom of the shaft, and to be used as in the specification.

7i.'. Guiding Keciprocatinq Scroll Saws; John C. Cline, Assignor to self and Samuel Rhodes, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.

Claim—The eniiiloymcnt of a cap, in combination with a tubular guide.

73. Cutting Device for Reaping ant) Mowi.no Machines; Thomas Harding, Assignor to Warden. Brokaw &
Child, Springfield, Ohio.

Claim—The arrangement of the end of the sickle bar next the divider of a cutting and clearing section.

74. Straw Cutters; Josejih B. 0. Key, Indianajioli.s, Assignor to self and W. Y. Wiley, Marion Co.. Indiana.

Chum—The combination and arrangement of the box, gauge, and knive.s, upon the drum or wheels.

75. Lamps; Pa.scal Plant, Assignor to self ami Peter Ilannay, Washington City, D. C.

Claim—Korciiig a current of air through the lower or blue part of the flame, by moans of a cajvpioco con-

stnicted and arranged in relation to the wick tube.

70. Lanterns; Jacob H. RIghard, Assignor to self, John Bird, and David Challiner, Birmingham, Penna.

Claim—Making a circular convex projection in the side of the globe of a lantern, cast or moulded in one
jiiece with the globe (which is to be silvered externally as a reflector), the edge ol which circular projection is

slightly raised from the siirroumling surfiice of the globe, so as to permit of the convenient attiuhiueut of a
cap or covering to protect the silvered surface of the reflector from iiyury.

77. Lamps; Robert Steinnnian, Assignor to self and N. P. Wax, Boston, Ma^yicIuLsetts.

Claim—Isf, The arniiigement of the elevated reservoir with its filter ami imssages of communication. 2d,

In oonibination with the reservoir, the iiassages. and the oil chamber, the bent tube, .'id. In combination with
the elevated hot air reservoir, the plate, for the purpose of regulating the temperature of the fat or oil.

78. Grain Separators; Josiah Turner, Sunapee, Assignor to wif and Kilmund Burke, Newiniit, N. H.

Claim—The upward, inclined, revolving straw carrier, in combination wth the vibratory lattice and the
ailjUHtable lattice.

7'.i. Portable (Ias Retorts; Davis L. Weatherheail and James T. Henry, Assignor to selves, John M. Smith,
and Win. P. Campbell, Philadel|ihia. Pi'iiiisylvania.

CliUui—The exterior horizontal cylinder in combination with the interior horizontal, perforated cylindeo
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charged with inimice, whcii the cj-linder is so constructed and arranged tliat tlie material from which the
giw is to he mode shall flow into the unuular space between the two cylinders, and the gas, when generated,
shall jiass througli tlie body of porous material for the jjurpose of jruritication.

APRIL 13.

80. Awls and Tools; Ilerrick Aiken, Franklin, New Hampshire.

Claim—The form, shape, construction, coml)ination, and arrangement of the set of awls and tools (twenty
in number), for the purpose of connecting tliem with a handle having a receptacle in the large end to contain

the said awls and tools, and a socket and grii)e seemed in the other end to confine and hold the several awls
and tools fur use, as occasion may reijuire. Also, making the shanlvs of the awls and tools square, with paral-

lel sides serrated and equal in size, for the purjiose of inserting them into a gripe connected with a handle,

the shanks Ijeing seri'ated so that the gripe will hold them mure firmly for use than if the shanks were made
jdane without the serrating; and these improvements in awls and tools when used in any kind of socket and
gripe for liolding and changing them.

51. Seeding Machines; Charles F. Anderson, Charlestown, New Hampshire.

Claim—1st, Actuating the seed slides by means of the shaft operated from the wheel by the gpur-whcel,

pinion, beveled or made of double obliiiue form on its outer side, the tube or cullar provided with the pin, and
tlie zig-zag groove in the shaft, and tlie s])ring. iid, The latch or catch connected with the slides, and used in

connexion with the sliding collar, and the boss or shell on shaft. 3d, The blade or scraper attached to the rod,

and actuated when desired, by means of the spindle, shaft, link, and spring. 4th, Kaising and lowering the

frame of the machine, by means of the eccentrics attached to the axle, in connexion with the strajis and clutch.

52. Sewing Machines ; J. E., J. C, and 0. Atwood, Mansfield Centre, Connecticut.

Claim—The arrangement of the needle die, the looper, and the stationary finger, in such relation to each

other, for the purpose of extending the loops in a position for the needle to enter them without failure.

83. Reaping and Mowing Machines; Charles Beach, Penn Yan, New York.

Claim—The cutters, and with the separator of a harvesting machine.

S4. Chaff Screens for Winnowing Machines; Alfred Bekhamber, Ripley, Ohio.

Claim—Constructing the screen of sheet metal plates or strips, bent or turned over at one edge and slitted

or cut at the opposite edge, so tliat portions may be bent up ; the j^lates being secured in the frame or between

the sides, so as to overlap each other.

85. Sawing Machine; John L. Beadle, Marengo, New York.

Claim—The combination, embraced in the manner of raising the table, with the manner of adjusting the

cross-head and dogs.

86. Double-acting Force Pumps ; Eugene Bellamy, St. Louis, Missouri.

Claim—1st, The division piece, as constructed with top and bottom grooves, fitting on corresponding

flanches on the lower chamber, and on the adjustable piece. 2d, The cylinder, as constructed with flanches

fitting into gi'ooves in cylinder, as a removable cyhnder easily removed, so that another can be replaced in

case of breakage.

87. Dredging Machine; E. B. Bishop, Shreveport, Louisiana.

Claim—The combination ^vith the bow of the boat of two spirally flanchcd shafts, for the purpose of

dredging or deepening the chambers of rivers, <S:c.

88. Ploughs ; Thomas E. C. Brinly, Simpsonville, Kentucky.

Claim—Grass hook and its plate with relation to the beam and mould-board of the plough.

89. Railroad Car Seat ; David Buzzell, Charlestown, Massachusetts.

Claim—An improved railway chain or combination of a stationary seat, a reversible back, two swinging
foot-rests, and mechanism, so connecting the said foot-rests and the reversible back as to enable the foot-rests

to be operated by the back. Also, making tlie reversible back in three parts. Also, the application of the

springs to the head-rests, such head-rests being provided with latches.

90. Washing Machine; Henry Cassell, Fredericktown, Ohio.

Claim—The arrangement of the spring pawls and grooves on the shaft, and these arranged with the hooks
for elevating the pounders and the spring.

91. Trimming the Edges of Circular Boot Tops; Perez C. Crapp, Stoughton, Massachusetts.

Claim—The arrangement of the boot board, the movable frame, the slide, and the boot form, for turning
the edges of circular and other shaped boot-tops.

92. Mowing Machines ; Wm. Crook, New Hope, Pennsylvania,

Claim—Securing the driver's seat to the hinged cutter frame of a mowing machine, in such a position as
regards the centre of vibration of said frame, that the weight of the driver may act as a counterbalance, or
nearly so, to the cutting apparatus.

93. Truss Pads; Wm. F. Daily, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim—1st, Constiiicting a hollow truss pad or supporter for hernia, with a series of small perforations
in its front plate, in combination with enlarged openings in its back plate, so as to allow of some heahng sub-
stance being brought in contact with the body, and also ventilation, or a perfect and healthful circulation of
air through it, and over or about that part of the body covered by and with which the pad or supporter comes
directly and constantly in contact. 2(1, Attaching the pad to tlie main spring of the truss or body strap, by
means of the combined agency of a recess or groove in the back of the pad, an oblong slot in the main spring,
and a single set-screw, whereby every facility of adjusting the pad siiecdily by simply operating one screw is
afforded, and at the same time a liability of the pad twisting rouud and rubbing avoided.

94. Corn Shellers ; A. B. Davis, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Tlie endless band or endless chain of toothed plates, in combination with the angular barred grat-
ing, when the same are aiTanged for joint operation.

95. Bases for Artificial Teeth ; George Dieffenbach, City of New York.

Claim—Making the base fur artificiiU teeth of a composition of matter in which amber forms the princi-
pal ingredient.
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90. Railroad Car Brakrs; Gidnon Dorsch, Schcnc-ctatly, New York.

Claim—Coiiibiuing the ends of the levers with un endless chain, when said levers are hnng.

97. Cop Tubes; James Eaton, Town.send Harbor, Massachusetts.

Claim—A metallic cop tube having comigiitiims or gr(j<jve8 upon its surface, fonued by corrf.sponding

knife edges upon tlie liice of the die in which the tube is made.

98. Harvesters; D. W. Entrikin and Lewis II. Davis, West Cheater, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Ist, The combination of shaft, curveil attachment, lever, iiulley, tongue, and ratchet. 2d, Tim
combination of the slotted i)iece upon the main axle with the crank working in said slot. 3d, The combina-
tion of the rollers above and below the tongue with the vertical plates.

99. CUTTIN'O Device for Harvesters; D. W. Entrikin and Lewis II. Davis, 'NVest Chester, Pennsylvania.

Claim—In combination with the roughness upon the surface of cutter bar and euftei-s, arching the finger

and e.vteiiding it back upon the bar, and the hollowing out of the finger under the cutter Ijar.

100. Hay Knives; John Fasig, Jackson, Ohio.

Claim—The angular knife, it being attached to the shank.

lUl. Spring Ued Botto-m: Elbridge Foster, Hartfoiil, Connecticut.

Claim—The arrangement of the side and end springs, that is, so that while one set of springs shall lx»

attached to the middle part.s of each to the frame, and be made to bear at their ends against the bars, the other

sot shall be attached at their middle parts to the bars, and be made to bear at their ends on the baiue.

102. Water a.nd Fire-proof Safe; John T. Oarlick, City of Xew York.

Claim—Ist, Combining a series of air cells or spaces with a filling of non-conducting material in a safe

having a door or doors closing water-tight, to render the same suHiciently buoyant to float in the water, anil

also to resist the action of heat and prevent the heat communicating to the articles stored in the safe. 2d,

The combination of the safe with the the loose bed or button piece.

103. Seed Drills; John Harris, Shippensburgh, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Having the spring bar attached fiust to the upper part of main relief connecting bar of the drill

tooth by one end, l(X>sely connected at its other end to the ujjpcr end of the drill tooth, by means of a curred
ho<jk on the tooth and a slot in itself.

104. Railroad Car Couplings; Albert Hebbard, Galesbnrgh, Illinois.

Claim—The combination of the round or oval ring or clevis attached to the bumper, the hook of the bumpen
the same to act as a self-coupling, the latch, and the clutches, so as to enable any one to use the bumper auti

ring as a self-coupling.

105. Alarm Lock; Horace L. Ilorvey, Windsor, Connecticut.

Claim—1st. The pin-wheel. 2d, The slotted dial, either plane, pointed, or corrugated on its lace, in com-
bination with dial holder. 3d, The piece on the rear end of knob shaft, and working on the fijce of thai, or
through the slot on dial, for operating the pin-wheel. 4th, The dial, illuminated or not, and index hand, when
arranged and operating in connexion with inside dial. 5th, The manner of changing the lock into a common
spring lock, by means of pin.

106. Chronometric Lock; A. Ilolbrook, Milford, Massachusetts.

Claim—1st, Tlie use in the construction of automatic and chronometric locks of jointed release levers, so
arranged that their action when relea.sed shall be from tlic time work, and so that the releasing of either lever

from its rest or the time work shall release one end of the crescent. 2<1, The retaining of relea.se levers while
the lock renuiins locked U|)on fi.xed or adjustable rests, which shall receive all pressure neces-sary to insure the
action of the levers when relea.ied by the time work. 3d, The use of a crescent, so arranged that the relwising

of either end of it shall also ndease the unlocking spring or springs unlocking the liKk. 4th. The use of li

spiral grooved cylinder (operated by time work,) with the base on bottom of the spiral grotivesfull and entire,

without notch or cavity. 5th, The use of a hollow cj'Iinder bx-king bolt, revolving lotwely in the l)ed when
locked. Olh, The ailjiiMting springs. 7th, Tho arrangement of a guide, or its eiiuivalent, with its guides and
unlocking springs between the unlocking bolts. 8th, The spiral spring bolt, operated from the outside of tho

lock plate, for the jjurjiose of retaining the locking spring compressed till closing the door.

107. Wiieelwriohts' Machine; Samuel IIoll,*Keading, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Tho sliding feed rests, or anything essentially the same, in combination with the derices of tho
open ended shaft, bevel gearing check screw, iind nuts; also, fe«-d screw, shaft, sjiur gear, and guiile. Also,

tho combination and arrangement of tho device for cutting tenons and boxing bubs, without removing tho
wheel from the machine.

108. Water Fii.terers; A. Jaminct, Florissant, Missouri.

Claim—Combining one or more doulilo chambered i)reparatory separating vessels, with one or more fil-

tering vessels, ami furnishing Inith sets of vessels with piip|>et or other valves, and operating said valves by
means of tilting troughs through the agency of the weight of the filtered water.

109. Maciiinf. for Excavating and Washing Gold; S. Johnson, City of New York.

Claim—The cbnin and buckets in their peculiar form of construction and method of operation, in combi-
nation with the pump.

110. nEF.-iiiVKs; Kimball P. Kidder, Burlington, Vermont.

Claim—The particular construction of (he hive, so that the smiiller portion may fit within the larger
|H)riion,and leaviMi deail air space bi'tweeii tlieni,or raise<I up and supiwrted on the division or j art it ion iKUtnts

to form two hives. Also, in combination with the hive, the device for regulating or entirely cutting off the
Ingress or egress openings, said device la-ing susceiitible of four distinct at^ustments.

111. Bonnet Frames; W. E. Kiild, City of New York.

Claim—Slaking liulies' lK)nnet frames of two thicknessog of cape lace.

112. Throttle V\lve; T. S. U\ France, Elmirm New York.

Claim—The series of chambers in the valve seat, in combination with corres|)omling chambers or passaged
in the valve shell, and the briu-ing and binding partitions.

113. Mode of Con.stiucting Think Handles; S. Lagouritz, Newark, New Jersey.

Claim—The tliiu leather shell, propurctl, jjocked, and stitched.
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114. Straw Clttetis; Jolin R. Lanili.^, Lancaster, Penngylvania.

Claim—A yielding bcil or bdttdiii in the fecclinp; trough or box connected to, and depressed hy, the lower
feeding roller as it is t'yrccd do«ii liy the niateiial fi-d into the machine. And in combiiuition with the above,
the rotiiry cutting ai)i)aratus, arranged to receive the fodder cut, and cut it still finer.

115. Track Ci.earers for Mowi.nq Machixks; A. Marcellu.s, Amsterdam, New York.

Claim—Operating the plate or board from the driving wheel.

116. Door Fastener; George 'VV. McGill, Buffalo, New York.

Claim—1st, The formation of lilade with its peculiar connexion with blade. 2d, The use of the blade>
and oi)erating in conne.xion with sc-rew, and blade, and screw.

117. Grain and Grass IIarvester.s; II. Marcellus, Amsterdam, New York.

Claim—The V shaped ledges secured in any proper way between the fingers at their back fiarts, in coni-
liinatioii with the oblique sides at the back parts of the cutter teeth,

lis. Machine for Hoisting and Dumping Coal; George Martz, Pottsville, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The eiiiplnyment, in combination with the car and dumping chute, of the peculiar arrange-
ment of mechanism, consisting of tlie sliding gate, jiivoted platform, eimlining catches, trip bar, tilting or
dumping stop. 2d, The euipluymcnt of tlie tilting or dumping stop bar. wliether yielding or stationary, above
the front of the platform. 'M, Having the sections of the railroad attaclied to the platform, so that they may
rise and come in contact witli the wheels of the ear, and cause the car to assume a proper lifting ])Osition,aiid
jilso serve for lifting the car, and likewise for hoUling it from forward or backward play while tilted or dumped.

119. Bar for Seccring Bank Vaults; Vim. Maurer, City of New York.

Claim—The arrangement and use of a revolving hinge plate, to which the bar for securing and strength-
ening doors is attached.

120. Illuminatixg Iron Eolling Shutters; James Mclntyre, City of New York.

Claim—The construction of a rolling shutter with its slats of iron and glass combined to obtain the char-
acteristics. •

121. Furnaces ; James McCrackcn, Eloomfield, New York.

Claim—The employment of hollow grate bars, in combination with a closed ash pit, so that the air which
passes through the said grate bars shall be dischai'ged into the ash pit, and thence pii-ss up between the said
grate bars to supply the blast or draft to the fire on the grate bars. Also, the use of tubular bearers for suj)-

plying heated air to the inflammable gases at or near the fire bridge, in connexion with a shield-plate, and in-
terposed between the fire and boiler, or other body to be heated, to maintain the inflammable gases at a high
temperature until after they are supplied with heated air for their ignition.

122. Stencil Pallet ; J. H. Merriam, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—A stencil marker's pallet or pot.

123. CoNDinT Joint for Gas Pipe ; Charles Monson, New Haven, Connecticut.

Claim—The new mode of connecting two leadi;)g tubes, viz: bya flexible tube and ajoint, which will not
only allow one tube to be moved into one or more angular positions with respect to the other tube, but so
connect the two leading tubes as to relieve the flexible tube from injm-ious, longitudinal, or tensile strain.

12-L Connecting Rigidly the end of JIet.u.lic Beams ; Samuel Nowlan, City of New York.

Claim—Forming a rigid joint of two metal beams, by pouring molten metal between the tongue of one
beam and the mortise of the other, when the sides of the tongue, which have a latch projection, fit on to the
Bides of a similar shaped mortise and socket, and when the opposite sides of both the tongue and the mortise
are corrugated and leave a space between themselves, into which the molten metal is to be poured.

125. Cords for Skirts; D. Perry, Paterson, New Jersey; ante-dated October 13, 1857.

Claim—The peculiar hoop-like manufacture of cordage—that is to say, the untwisted fibrous or filamen-
tous core, when compressed and lapped or wound while in that state.

126. Giving Adhesion to Driving-wheels of Steam Vehicles, Ploughs, &c. ; John T. Price, Rockville, Ind.

Claim—The arrangement of spurs on driving-wheel for steam plough or land carriage, so that said spurs
do not interfere with the rolling of said wheel, unless it shoulcTslip on the ground, and then when it slips said
spurs (aided by the diagonal corrugations tending to force the dirt against them,) to take effect and prevent it.

127 Process of Extracting Fat Oils from Seeds ; John Preston, Dorchester, Massachusetts.

Claim—The employment of either molasses or a sugar syrup.

128. Fog-Bells; A. C. Rand and R. R. Johnson, Buflalo, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of mechanism No. 1, and mechanism No. 2 (or equivalents,) relatively to each
other.

129. Snow Ploughs ; Samuel Richards, Philadelplya, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The snow plough having vertical planes made adjustable at the same time both up and down the

inclined plane, and from side to side, whereby it is rendered equally effective in passing from light snow to

deep snow, and in throwing the snow to either side of the track at pleasure.

130. TIGHTEN7NG THE SPOKES ANT) FELLOES OF CARRIAGE WHEELS; B. A. Rogcrs, Shubuta, Mississippi.

Claim—The combination in a wheel of the annular chamber, spoke sockets communicating with said cham-
ber, expanding packing ring, taper axle box, and extended spokes.

131. Straw Cutters; E. P. Russell, Manlius, New Y'ork.

Claim—The arrangement of knife and feed rollers, when attached for operation and arranged relatively

with the feed-box.

132. Seed Planters ; Thomas Russell, Waldoboro', Maine.

Claim—Arranging the arm of the rocker shaft, so as to extend and operate in the space between the wheels,

in order that such anu may serve to clear the said space between the wheels from earth which may adhere

or be taken up therein. Also, in connexion with a hopper made removable from the frame, applying the mov-
able brush to the dropper or valve, by means of an arm extending down from the brush shaft and into the

dropper.

133. Wrench ; E. S. Scripture, New Haven, Connecticut.

Claim—The employment within the pawl of a screw-rod.
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134. CnAiN Shackle; Joseph Snelling, East Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—The iniproved connecting shackle or link as marie in two parts, and with one of them formed in
one piece as a double hook, and with a Hpacu bi tiveen its extremities, and with tenons, and its other part cou-
stnicteil HO lis to extend into and till the siiid npa<;e, and lap over the hooks and receive these tenons.

135. CooKlxa Stovks; James Spear, I'hiladelpliia, Penimylvania.

Claim—The IidUow centre-piece, when connected with the liot air tulic.

136. HoiUiE Shoe .MAcni.vK; Georj^e Stiles, Jr., and S. Kneass, l'hiladel)ihia, Pennsylvania.

Claim— Ist, The eniiiloyniciit of the stationary former, in connexion with the recii)rocating leVers and
with the fixed cam. 'Zd, 'J he employment of the moving Kwager, fixed awager, for lurming and swaging the
hIkw while on the fonner, and iiiclosetf at the side in a hollow moving die-box. M, The emjiloyment of tho
hollow IkjX plunger in connexion with the former, for cre.ising and punching the bhoe at the sjuiie time that
the outer edge is finished by the hollow die-box.

137. Kaki.no Att.vciimk.nt to IIabvestebs; Oren Stoddiird, Busti, New York.

Claim—1st, Tho balance frame connected with fingers or arms, or other raking device, in such a man-
ner that the cut grain, by its own gravity, in conncvion with the weight or countei-jiois of the frame, will bo
made to actuate the raking device, so that the gavels will bo dischargiil from the frame of efjual weiglit, how-
ever variable the crop lieiiig cut may be. 2d. The [leeuliar arrangement of tli« baUince frame shaft with
iliitrh, attached pulleys on hhaft, cords, fingers or arms, and bar. 3d, The registering device formed of th<j

dial anil index, operated antomatic-illy from the raking.

13S. Gas Bl'R.vers; Wm. Tallman, Cincinnati. Ohio.

Claim—The construction and arrangement of the disk, fixed concentrically within the burner, so as to
leave around it a contracted annular jiassage.

130. .Soda Fountains; C. D. Van Allen and S. Avery, Baldwinsville, New York.

Claim—The apparatus, that is to say, the c/Hubination of the reservoirs to contain, the one an acid, the
other an alkali, in separated solution pipes, valve, pump champer, elastic cover, aperture, valve, valve cap,
jiilH-, a»l generator, when the several parts are constructed and relatively arranged with respect to each other,

14U. Revolvi.no Fire Ar.m ; KoUin White, Hartford, Connecticut.

Claim—1st, The enlargement of the clianiber in the rotating cylinder, or in a portion thereof in a rear-
ward (hrection, when such cylinilcr or portion thereof is di'taclied from the breech, and thereby rendered capa-
ble by such enlargement of being ilriven forwani into contact with the stationary barrel, for the purjiose of
preventing windage. 'M, .Making the detaclied breech of the rotating chambered cylinder rotate with the
sjiid cylinder. 3d, Constructing the breecli of the revolving cylinder with a recess in its face at the Uick of
each chamber, and a notch in its i)eiipliery lueeting the said recess, so that the hammer swinging in the man-
II. r most common to firo arms m.iy strike into the chamber and cut or tear, and thereby explode the cartridge.
-1th, The fitting of the hammer to close that jiortion of the breech which is left open by the notches.

1-il. Locomotive Engines; Ross Win-ins, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim

—

TIk! arrangement of the houseor position for the engine-man I)etween the fire-box and the forward
end of the Itoiler, to aid in properly distributing the weight upon the wheels in a locomotive engine, with a
li n^box of the large size nei-ewsary for the economical buining of coal as fuel, and incidentally, to secure other
..'Ivantagcs.

1 42. RoLLiNU Mills ; John A. Bailej', Boston, M;issachusetts, Assignor to James llorner and James Ludlum,
City of New York.

Claim—The application of eccentrics to the journals of rolling mill rollers.

14-3. I'RKSERnNQ Jars; J. Borden. A-ssignor to D. Potter and F. L. Bodino, Bridgeton, New Jersey.

Claim— A preserving jar in which the cup or groove tor holiUng the cement is formed on tho exterior
Irom the wall of the jar.

1 14. Ovens; J. S Browne, Wiishington City, D. C, Assignor to self and Joseph Kent, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim—Introducing the draft air in a thin sheet around the top of the oven, whereby the heat which
otherwise would railiate from the outer surface of the oven is eiu|doyed for improving the combustion in the
furnace or heater. Also, the strips or plates arranged in the inclosed iiir 8i)accs, for tiie puq>oso of confining
the heatitl air closely to or near the inner ciLse of the oven, .\l.so, the i.late.

140. Watcu Cases; Elihu Bliss, Assignor to Baldwin & Co., Newark, New Jersey.

Claim—1st, In arranging the pendant so as to firm one of the centres on which the Ixxly of the watch
turns, and by wliich it is |)ermanently attiiched to the outer case, whereby the ]ieiidant itself forms a handle
to reversi! the lnKly of tlie watch on the outer ciL-<e 'Jd, Arran;;ing the case holding the works of the watch
within a secondary ring pivoted to the outi'r ca.se, so that the btsly of the watch can be turneil in a plane par-
allel to iUs f;u-e, in order to change the position of the figures on the dial plate, when the watch is leversi-d in
the outer ciise. 3<l, The arraiigem.'nt of the push piece and pin. so its to act on the spring-holding catch of
the closed bri/zle of the outer ciLse when on either side of the pendant.

140 RoTARV Steam Kncines; Levi Matthews, Assignor to self and J. R. Andrews, Antrim, Ohio.

Claim—Hinging the circular piston at its centre to the outside driving ring, by means of a rigid arm or
piece projecting from said ring into the annular steam clntiniel of the cylinder.

147. .Machine for Uollino and Cuttino Dot'on ; Isiwc S. Schuyler, Assignor to J. McCollum, City of N. Y.

Claim—1st, The removable gniiles, when use<I in combination with the siiles of a reciprocating cutter,
and operating for the ptjr|H>so of relejising and securiiiK the cutter. I'd, The perforatwl discharging plate,
either with or without yielding resistance, in combination with the reciprocating cutter, when made oiljuet-

able.

148. Steam (iKNERAToiiS; George Scott, Assignor to Scott, Tisld A C*^ , Philadelphim Pennsylvania.

CItUm—Till' employment of a rotating tubular coil, one end of whiih is connecfi'd with an.v suitable .ip-

panitus for facing in wat<>r, &c., and the other with a suitable vessid to reci>ive the steam gtMierate<l in tliO

said coil, when this is combineil with a furnace so arranged that in the rotation every part of the circumfer-
ence of the coil will in succession pass over the fire,

149. SlQ.NS, Door-Platks, .tc; John T. Wellman, Assignor to Charles 0. Thompson, T^owell. Ma.«i<arhnsetts.

Claim—The new maimf.ictnre of il<s>r-plates or sign<i de«cril«'d. to wit : a f ninsparent plate having a l>ack-
ing coutuining the name or device ani.\<'d to said backing, and the backing affixed to the |>late.
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150. Machixe for ilANrrArTimiyG Spunts for Brooms; John W. 'Wheeler, Assignor to self and C. D. Wil-

liams, Cleveland, Oliio.

Claim—Tho Rroovcd cylinders, the periphery of whose tongues or ribs pass each otlior, the edges being

in contact and acting like rcvol^'ing shears, wlien arranged in combination with the delivering combs.

151. Watch Cases; John F. Watson, As.-iignor to James Adams, St. John's Square, Clerltenwell, Middlesex

Co., England, Assignor to lligclovv Brothers & Kcnnard, and Palmers & Batchelders, Boston, Mass.,

Ass'igtiors to Baldwin & Co., Newark, New Jersey; patented in England, June 16, 1857.

Cliiiiii 1st, Attailiiiig the pendant to tho outer instead of tlie inner case, as heretofore done. 2d, Tlie

arrangement of thr jiivots on which tlie watch turns, or the .springs for holding the body of the watch to the

case, ill relation lo the ligures on tlie dial phite and to the pendant on the outer case.

152. BlHGi-ARs' Alarm; II. Ilersh, B. Bauman, and II II. Locker, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The shape and construction of the levers, with their beams and weights, together with the sliding

jiins, as oiierating tlirougli the levers against the spring.

153. Preparing Manure Beds; Charles F. Spieker, M. D., City of Xew York; patented in England, August

19, ISO".

Claim The use of tlic peculiar process by which I produce, condense, and fix ammonia, and change it

ijito salts of ammonia in aipmoiiia beds made of aluminous earth, silicates of alumina, or the oxides of iron,

sheltered from tlie rain and excessive temperature, and charged with diluted acids or weak solutions of such

salts for the acid of which ammonia has a greater affinity than the base with which it was combined.

APRIL 20.

154. IIORSB Hay Rakes ; Nelson E. Allen, Trenton, Wisconsin.

Claim—So connecting a lever which actuates the dog with a clutch that gears with the driving-wheel, as

that one operation throws out the dog, and throws in the clutch, and vice-versa, which makes a positive and

compulsory rotation of the rake.

155. Gearing for Horse Power ; Cyrus Avery, Tunkhannock, Pennsylvania. •

Claim—1st, Forming the main wheel with a wide periphery, cast whole or in sections, so that any desired

number of series of intermediate wheels may work witliin it, one series above another, and each series to gear

into the mtiin wheel, thus enabling me, by slipping on or slipjiing otf one or more series of intermediate wheels,

to produce very low, very high, or mcdiimi velocity. 2(1, The method by which the main wheel is kept in

position, to wit ; by means of a thimble attached to tlie centre of the bed-plate, in connexion with the flanches

upon the lower intermediate wheels, and by tlie flanch upon the outside of the main wheel in connexion with

the circle around and above it, and by the pivot at the top of the main shaft. 3d. The method by which any
desired velocity is obtained, namely, by removing or adding one or more series of intermediate wheels.

156. Life Boat ; Leverett Ball, Auburn, New York.

Claim —The doors with the life boat, for the purpose of preserving the lives of shipwrecked passengers.

157. Dressing Saws; Job Batchelor, Camden, New Jersey.

Claim—The horiKOutal disk file, and its connexion and combination with the movable parts of the ma-
chine.

158. Sewing Machines ; Charles Frederick Bosworth, Petersham, Massachusetts.

Claim—The jointed rocking feed Land, so as to play freely between and upon two fulcra, when operating

from beneath the sewing talile.in combination with the pressure pad above said table. Also, regulating the

an"-le of vibration of the fii-il hand, by means of two stops, one of which is so adjustable as to allow the ful-

crum upon which the said feed liaud moves to be raised or lowered, thereby diminishing or increasing the feed

at pleasure,

159. Runners of Sleds; Silas BuUard, Hartland, Michigan.

Claim—Consti-ucting the rear runners of sleighs in separate frames, each frame being hung by link joints

to the cross-bar, so as to admit of afore and aft rising and pitching movement in each runner, which shall be

indepenileut of the movement of the opposite runner. Also, the construction of the tie-beam, so contrived

as to hold the separate forward runner frames at the proper distance apart, by the fastening bolts near itfl

ends, and at the same time to allow the independent rising and pitching movement in each runner, by mak-
in" the mortise holes in it so large as to admit the bars to play loosely therein, so as to allow of a slight rolling

motion on the axis, or whenever the ninners rise or pitch from the irregularities of the ground.

160. Compound Air-pump and Gasometer; Samuel Chichester, Poughkeepsie, New Y^ork.

Claim—A machine composed of a reservoir and two pumps, whose pistons having their weight propor-

tioned, are combined with a shaft, to which a power of a spring or weight or their constant first mover is ap-

plied, by means of a cord or chain, connecting them with a loose pulley on the said shaft, a wheel fast upon
the said shaft, a stop for acting on the said wheel to stop the shaft, and a proper contrivance for engaging the

loose pulley with, and disengaging it from, the shaft.

161. Sharpening Device for Rotary Cutters ; Edward Conroj', Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—^The sharpening device.

162. Cross-cut Sawing Machini:; Richard M. Crosby, IncUanapolis, Indiana.

Claim—The combin.ation of the rocking lever, spring, and weight, with the saw frame.

163. Cooling and Drying Me.vl ; John Deuchfield, Oswego, New York.

Claim—The arrangement and combination of the chests, shafts, elevators, fen, and spout.

164. Platform Scales; Charles H. Earle, Green Bay, Wisconsin.

Claim—1st, Supporting the platform by plates, and connecting the platform with the beam, hy means of

the bent lever, rod, and arm, or an equivalent device. 2d, Tlie auxiliary weight formed of the chain, in con-

nexion with the cup,

165. DRmNG-WHEELS OF LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES ; John F. Elliott, New Haven, Connecticut.

Claim—The combination with the legs of the feet jointed to the said legs and connected together by chains.

166. Portable Invalid Bedsteads; Zebulon C. Favor, Cliicago, Illinois.

Claim—The arrangement in an invalid cot bedstead, embracing the following several features, to wit: two
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iilottpd straps, two stop pins, two loops, tiirninc tliimble pj-ps, ptinrtured strips, Ixjvplpd rails. oliliqiu-Iy set piv-
oted legs, and turning thimble stop catches, and for the purpose of producing an improved new article of munu-
fiictiire

167. JJURNisiiER ; diaries Frampton, Brooklyn, Xew York.

Cliiiin—A burninher for 8j)inniii>; screws.

168. LiFE-PRESERvi.vo BccKET Raft; Charles French, Jersey City, New Jersey.

Claim— Furnirthinx hiukets with encircling giiskcts or grummets, so that two or more of such buckets
may be combined to constitute a lloiit or raft.

109. Field-Fe.nce; Benedict (Jabriel, Klmira, Xew York.

Claim—Constnicting the post halves with points having tlieir inner edges wedging, 80 as to force said points
further apart in the act of driving the post into the ground, arranged in combination with the stej).

17(1. Trkatmext of .SULPIICRKTKD ORES; Isiuic OattMiaii, I'hiladel]iliia, reniiHylvania.

riaini—Tlie use of suliilinric acid in ciinncxion with the hydrate, carbonate, or sulphate of potash or soda,
or with any compound thereof, in the mode of working the native metallic suli>hurets.

171. Kails for Street IIailroads; John B. Ilenck, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim— In a ciLst iron rail, the combination of the supporting lap and dove-tailed dowel, the sjiid doTC-t.iil
boing cast on the said lap. whereby the said rails are rigidly locked, and prevented from rising or fulling or
muviug in either lateral direction.

'

172. Ci.e.\ciiixo Horse Shoe Nails; James Houck, Green Castle, Indiana.

Claim—The use of the post, when constructed with the cap and band.

173. KUNNERS OF SLED.S; Joliu Hoyt, Fishkill, .New York.

Claim—1st, The combination of the hea<li'il noildle pin with the dog-joints and the frame bnl). 2d. Tljo
combination of the msldle ]iiii with the jointed rea<;h. ad, Tlie attachment of the rear bob to the d'.uble-
crankeil <i.\le, and to the liody of the sleigh.

174. Steam (I.jveb.nou; II. D. Jacobus, Newark, New Jersey.

Claim—Using a distinct motive power from the main engine, with the motive power of the main engine
to operate a governor, in combination with machinery.

175. Ce.\trf.-BoarD8 of XAvioAnLE Yes.sels; Benjamin Joline, ^Vc3tfieId, New York.

Claim— Susjieniling the front end of the centre-board within its trunk, by means of the bridle, in combi-
nation with the bolt, i-lot, or their eijuivalents, to serve jls a gnide.

170. i>PERATiXfj Blacksmiths' ilAM.MER.s; James \V. Kerr, Rochester, New York.

Claim—The combination and arrangement of the eccentric with the slotted and reciprocating gale and
bi-l|i)ws, whereby the reijuireil motions fur successfully operating llir bellows are obtained by the revolutions
of till- balance wheel. Also, the combined oiieration of tlie wheel with cam or cam.s, lever bar, hammer lever,
liamnier, and spring, whereby the power may be rcciprocatingly employed between the action of the bellows
and trifi-hammer, so that the power rele.xsed from one is e.xjtended on the other, and vice versa.

177. I'MiiBELLAs; Henry Kurtli, BriKiklyn, Xew York.

Claim—.Making the rib by coiling the wire into loops, which serve like ordinary holes in the rib for the
joints, and attjichiug the stretcher to the middle hxip without the interi>ot)ition of intermediate links.

178. Harvesters; H. Marcellus, Amsterdam, New York.

Claim—OHinecting the draft bars of the draft pole to the pole jilank at a point intermediate between its
caster-wheel, at the front end of the pole ]>lank, and the jwiut of connexion of the jiole plank with the ma-
chine.

170. Combined Coal Scuttle ant) Ash SrnFTER; A. McNeill, Washington City, D. C.

Claim—Constructing a coal scuttle jirovided with the extended scooi)-shaped piece, slide, screen, and cover.

180. I'otato Planter ; F. S. Mc^Vhorter, Smyrna, Delaware.

Claim—The employment of a transverse hopper having an inclined bottom, and arrongwl on one side of
the enilless chain conveyor, in condiination with a longitu<liual guide and retaining box, which has its rear
portion indhuMl and itj< front ]>ortion horizontal, and a brush which brushes off any sui-plus pieces of |>otatops
which may colli-ct in the cells or chambers of the endless conveyor.

181. Domestic .Mangle; Samuel Nowlan, City of New York.

Claim—The mechanism of a manglo, constructed and urmngetl in relation and in combination with pnrt-f
of any suitable artii-les of furniture.

182. Corn Siieli.ers; K. I'arker, Baltimore, Maryland.
Claim—The combination of the cylinder, the spring back, and rollers, when they are constructed and ar-

rangiil with res|K'ct to each other.

183. Seclrinq Tires to Railroad Car Wheels; L. Pusey, Philiulelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The slotted ring, forming a series of oiH'iiings to adnut corresponding parts of the tire pn^inR
through Miid openings.

184. Portable Fielk-Fence; L. S. Robison, Gypsum, New York.

Claim—My mi'thoci of constructing a f<'n<'« whirh will be portable and easily put up, by me:in-i of Hin
panc'N, with llii' cross-bars ami the blinks on the end of the pioji'ctlng horizontal iwrs.

180. Oi'ERatino Sewing Machi.nks; P. .1. Steer, WiLshinglon City, D. C.

Claim—The arrangement for starting sewing marhines always in a right ilirection, and to iirevont bock-
ward motion with the knw and foot of the operator, ami without using the hand for that purpose.
18rt. Railuoai) Rails: K. W. Stephen-< and R. Jeiiliins, Covington. Kentucky.

Claim—(^instructing a tubular rail wln'U the walls are welded, f irced, or pressed together from the baaA
of the rail up (or so near together, that when the weight is |.Iai<d on the rail, in using if. the walls will forte
together), condiineil with tin- walls iniiile coiicaviiii; on their outNidi'.from near the topHf the mil downashort
distJUiie below where they are ma<l<' to meet, for the jiuriiose ol" making the walls brace inward.s, witli which
combined structure ami form of rail we can make a ntronger one with the same quantity of metal.
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187. Catch Latch for Farm Gates; J. Summers, Raleigh, 'Virginia.

Claim—The peculiar forDied spring plate, in combination with the spring bolt, aa an attachment for ferm

gates.

188. Hollow Cast Iron Cooking Utensils; Adam V. Van Hoevenbcrgh, Southside, New York.

Q(jj^ A new and iniiiroved article of manufacture, to wit : hollow cast iron cooking utcniiils, kettlec,

"ridlcs, &c., having tlie interior surJiico which comes in contact with the cooking material polished by any of

the usual processes for polishing metal.

189. BiT-HOLBER ; David 11. Whitmore, Worcester, Massachusetts.

Cliiira—The holder with its cam.

190. Metallic Shoes for the Braces of Truss Girders; T. B. Wliite, Kew Brighton, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Tlio combination with the diagonal braces in a truss girder of the peculiarly constructed mrfal

male and female shoes and wedges, for the purjtose of setting up the braces to give camber to or raise the girder.

191. Quartz Mills; L. W. Williams, Nevada City, California.

Claim—Constructing the inside bottom of circular batteries (in which quartz is to be crushed), of a series

of inclined planes or curved surfaces commencing at any desired base, and produced to any recjuircd height,

and over and in (rnnUict with which stampers or wheels are made to revolve, and by their revolution over such

inclines are alternately raised and let fall.

192. Curtain Fixtures; Thomas K. Work, Hartford, Connecticut.

Claim Ist, The arrangement consisting of rollers, bar, pin, yoke, case, endless band, and roller. 2d, The

plates, constructed with projecting ears, so that the plates may be attached either to the front or side (if t)ie

window casing as may be desired.

19a. Seed Planting Hoes; Samuel Woodruff, Sparta, New Jersey.

Claim—The box provided with the valve and plunger atta<hed to the hoe, and used in connexion with the

sack or receptacle jdaced on the operator, and communicating with the box by means of the flexible tube.

194. Lime-Kilns; B. Zwart, Keokuck, Iowa.

Claim—The construction of a division wall, in combination -with the adjoining fire places and walls, to

secure the even burning of both sides when desired. Also, the combination of the solid spherical triangle in

( onncxion with the form of the canals, from R down to K. Also, the particular construction of the hot air c<iii-

ductors, in combination with the division w.all, and in combination with the draft flues, to procure the hori-

zontal draft of hot air. and make the same serviceable, so as to act direct on the limestone.

19.5. Machine for Making Wooden Dowel Pins; Amos H. Boyd, Assignor to Samuel F.Chase, Saco. Maine.

Claim—1st, The slotted clamp carriage or bed-piece, in combination with a gang of two or more circular

saws for splitting or cutting off wood. 2d, The arrangement and adaiitation of said circular cutters, in com-

bination with said clamp carriages .and circular saws.

196. Reaping Machines; John W. Brokaw, Assignor to Warder, Brokaw & Child, Springfield, Ohio.

Claim—The combination of an auxiliary platform, with the platform for the reception of the grain as it

in cut, when arranged, constructed, and operated in a space between the latter and the driving-wheel.

197. Smoothing and Polishing Iron; Francis A. Cannon, Assignor to John Phillips, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—The application and arrangement of rollers or cylinders to smoothing and polishing irons, by

which a high degree of polish is imparted to linen and other tabrics, -with the least expenditure of muscular

power.

198. Meat Cutters; Pierre Dcmeure, Brooklyn, New York, Assignor to Charles Chepy, City of New York.

Claim—Ist, The opening in the cover pliiced near the front part of said cover. 2d, The arrangement of

the hinged cover and latches, in connexion with the removable basin. 3d, The arrangement of the cutters

acting through slots in the cover, in opposite directions on the meat, &c., to be cut, as the same is presented by

the revolving basin.

199. Manufacture of Leather, Paste-Board, and Paper; A. N. Mathieu, Paris, France, Assignor to M. J. A.

Guiet, City of New York; patented in France, April 13, 1855.

Claim—Manufacturing paste-board or paper of leather shavings, by simply washing, grinding, and mixing

the same with vegetable fibres, without the addition of other manipulation or material, by which I make a

cheap and merchantable article, when heretofore the process was too expensive for its profitable use.

200. Method of Ventilating Railroad Cars ; Calvin Pepper, Assignor to Nelson R. Scovel, Albany, N. Y.

Claim The manner of purifying the air as it enters the cai-s, by passing the same through the pneuno-

meter composed of the tubes in the water chaml)er.

201. Casting Car Wheels; Robert Poole, Assignor to self and German H. Hunt, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim—Ist, The base of the flask made in sections, so that the centre one may be removed without dis-

turbing the remaining one. Also, the sectional cope, so made that either section may be removed without

disturbing the other one. Also, in combination with the sectional base and cope, the central member of the

flask with a lining of some non-conducting material.

202. Horse Shoe Machine ; Elwin Shaw, Providence. Rhode Island, and C. Carpenter, Jr., Pawtucket, Mass.^

Assignors to selves and G. B. Justram, Providence, Rhode Island.

Claim—Varying the point at which the pressure for narrowing and thickening the heel commences, by
moving the mould in or out.

203. Corn Planters; George Taylor, Richmond, Assignor to self and John W. Free, Laporte, Iniliana.

Claim—let, Tlie combination of parts, shaft, and wheel, with slide, for the purpose of correcting the ma-
chine, and making it plant in line with work already done. 2d, The weighted spring arms for correcting tha

machine, when said spring arms are so situated as to mark midway between the rows of planting.

204. Churn ; James Macnish, Berlin, Wisconsin.

Claim—The combination of a central spiral, flanched or winged agitating shaft, with a series of encircling

expressing rollers, a portion of which have a direct motion in one direction, while the others have an indiract

moitioD in an oppoeite direction.
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APUIL 27.

205 Revolvixo Retorts por Distiluno Coal, Ac; David Alter and Samuel A. Hill, Freeport, Pcnna.

Claiui—The use of retorts so constructed, as to revolve continuously on their axis during the proct-s*

of diHtillatiou.

20(5. Lock; Ludwi;; Baier, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—Tho comljinod arran'/omcnt of the tumblers and guard plate piece, with the bolt.

207. Ink.staM)S; John M. Batchelder, Cambridf^e, Massachusetts.

Claim—An ink.«tand havinj; a central dippinu cup with an exterior screw, by which it is raise<l and de-
pressed, causing a corri'spomliii}; riw and fall of the ink in the stand as the plunger outers and leaves it—

•

the combined screw, dipjiin^ cup, and plunger, being made in one piece.

208. Mill-Ptoxe Drkss; Franklin Bellinger, Lockport, New York.

Claim—The furrows, cut into the stones t:ingentially with the eye. and gradually dimlni.shing both in
depth and width from the eye to the periphery, where they terminate in points, the space between the cir-

cle and eye of the runner being inclined or made open.

209. Kick IUllers; Uoratio .N. Black, Philadelphia, Penn.sylvania.

Claim—The employment of an elastic covering for forming one of the rubbers of a huller, compo.«ed
of alteruati' layers of cloth and vulcanized rubUT, the outer surface of which is fornii-d by incori>orating
witli the vulcanized rubber, emery, or other hard and gritty material, when the same is combined with an
acljacent rubber of metal, or other hard unyielding material, with a grinding or brcakiug surface.

210. FcBXiTCRE Ca.sters; Henry D. Blake, Xew Uartford Centre, Connecticut.

Claim—Tho arrangement of the several parts of the caster.

CU. Apparatcs for Beatixo Eogs, Ciiurxi.no, and the like processes: Wm. Borrnian, Cincinnati. Ohio.

Claim—1st, The semispherical open work dasher, in combination with a 1)0wl of corresponding form
and size. 2d, In connexion with the above, the inverted cup, adapted to receive the egg or other matter
(18 it becomes sufflciarntly beaten, and retain it beyond the reach of the dasher.

212. Attachixh Shafts to Vehicles; John A. Boyce, Monroe, Xew York.

Claim—Attaching the shafts or poles to the axles of carriages, or other vehicles, by means of the com-
bination of fastenings, viz: the l)olt connexion and the projections oa the pieces maiie to bear against the
depressions in the double concave ring.

213. Apparatus for EvAP0RATi.<ca Brine; Dennis Brigham, City of New York.

Claim—The arrangement of the steam heaters, with the boiler, pans, and cistern, so that the pans anj
cistern may bt,' heated Ijy one steam pipe.

214. Mowing Machines; Thomas D. Burrall, Geneva, New Y'ork.

Claim—Tho auxiliary frame and caster wheel, forming a carriage to which the animals are attached by
a loose pole, when combined with the sector, lever, and standard, whereby the forward part of the main
frame and the cutter bar are elevated or depressed on a line between the caster wheel and main wheel.

215. Machine for Cutting Screws; Philip Chapin, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim—1st, The employment of a cutter carriage with two branches, one of which is movable, and so
oonstructed, mounted, and arranged as to embrace the prepared material and the driving screw at the same
time and by tho same movement. 2J, The combination of the carri.-ige, the driving screw. and tho adju.'it-

ablegear, for the purpose of cutting threads in wooden screws. 3d, The employment of the hollow binders,
for the purpose of securing cutters in proper positions for the forming of wooden screws.

216. Turning Down the Edges of Elastic Cloth ; Gilbert H. Chesbro', Stafford, Connecticut.

Claim—Tho plate, constructed and operating for the purpose of turning the edges of the faced side of
the cloth over as it pas.ws l)etween the compressing cylinders.

217. Straw a!«d Stalk Cutters; Peter S. dinger and Cyrus Cremer, Concstoga Centre, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The revolving toothed cylinder armed with knivegand spikes, in combination with the station-
ary knives and toothed concave, constructed to operate conjointly.

218. Card PinxTixu Press ; Wm. Vt'. Clarkson, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim— 1st, The cx<mbiiiHtioii by the pi'culiar arrangement of mechanism of tho slide, which feeds the
cards singly from the card-box; the bod-plate which supjiorts and carries the impros.sion form, and the
hiking roller which inks saiJ Ibrm. 'Jd, The combination of the vibrating slide, which feeds the cards singly.
with the groove guide, which receives, and retains, the cards Ik-Iow the platen and directly above the iui-

pres.siou tuirm while Is'ing prijit«-d. 3d, The peculiar manner of adapting the c«rd-box for cards ot different
widths, lengths, aiv.l thicknesses, to wit: by having its side, front, and baok Isiards or strips adjustable late-

rally, perpendicularly, and longitudinally, by means of slots and .set-.'screws.

219. Kaoiis for Kailuoad Cro.ssinus ; Eli T. Conner, Borough of East Mauch Chunk, Penn.sylvania.

Claim—1st, The construction of a frog, with a central part raisetl above .nud projecting over the bar-
and also the ledges, in eonibination with tbi- froir, for the purpose of seeiirlir.; to the frog, nnil making use
of, in combination with the frog, any ordinary rail u.sed upon railronds. .M, The wedgi-and dovi>-tail-shape<|
rnvity in the central part, in <'mnbitiation for the purpose of securing the point, od, Tho cavities or de-
(•russions, and in the biuie, in combiuatiou as aforesjiiil. 4th, The weilge aihl dove-tail-shnpetl point, to tlli

the cavity iu the central part, so constructed that the same can Im- removed for repairs and renewalti.

220. Breech-ujading Fire Arm: Calvin Cox, Coxville, North Carolina.

<''laim—The arrangement of ablnda or cutter in the rear part of the breoeh of the firo arm. for use in
eoBibination with a bored ididing cartridge carrier and cartridge magazine.

221. Hat Trap; Win. 11. Cox, Virden, Illinois.

Claim—Thi' sliding ca.se placed on the b«sl-piecc, which is proTidod with end pieces and partitions, the
r««e lieiog operatod by means of the spring, shaft, cross-anu. and arbor, connected with proper triijgcrs.

222. Machine for Makini! Washers: Kichard H. Cole, St. Louis, Missouri.

Claim—The loose bottom and the spring in connexion with tho die.
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223. Looms ; George Crompton, Worcester, Massachusetts.

Claim—The emploj'ment of the two bars for holding up and holding down such of the nericR of jacks
as are not rciinired to ><e elevated or depressed at the forming of any shed, in combination with the jack»,
the pattern cylinder or chain, and the lifter and depresser. Also, the holder bar, which acts on the ends
of the heddle levers to hold them in their elevated or depressed position, until the hepinnint: of the opera-
tion of opcninf; a shed, in combination with the two bars for holding up and holding down »nch of the
jacks as are not required to be shifted during the operation of opening a new shed.

224. Blowing Apparatus; David Cumming, S-orrcl Horse, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The bellows, in combination with exhaling bellows or receiver, when the former and latter

are c^mprepsed by springs or weights of different capacities, in proportion to the exits of the said bellows,

for the purpose of producing an uniform blast. 2d, The arrangement of the bellows, on the base, witb
the chauuel, valve, orifice, valve, and exit.

22a. Joint for Spectacle Fr^vmes; George N. Cummings, Hartford, Connecticut.

Claim—The double conical shaped tube joint to spectacles.

220. Apparatus for Manufactltrino Sulphuret of Carbon; Edouard Deiss, Paris, France ; patested in
France, November 13, 1855.

Claim—1st, The placing of the retorts over the principal fine, in order to obtain an intense heat at the-

base of the retorts. 2d, The earthen retorts, in combination with the ernciblcs or pots placed either withia
or outside the retorts. 3d, The grate tor supporting the charcoal and tube, or its equivalent, for feeding

in the sulphur, in combination with the crucible or retort for forming a chamber.

227. Processes for Extracting Fatty Matters; Edouard Deiss, Paris, France; patented in France, Novem-
ber 13, 1855.

Claim—The extraction of oils, grease, fats, and resins from wool, cloth, hones, oleaginflus seeds, refuse,

and other substances containing the same, whether naturally or artificially impregnated, by paasiiig through
them mechanically sulphuret of carbon.

225. Cotton Seed Planters ; I. T. Donovan and W. J. Fowler, Sequin, Texas.

Claim—The combination of notched wheel, shaft, arms, and depending brushes thereof, with the cir-

cular hopper.

229. Harvesters; R. Dutton, Dayton, Ohio.

Claim—The employment of the loose hollow sliding sleeve, the hub of the driving-wheel, and the short

axle, in combination with the slotted segment on the side of the platform, and the adjustable axle, when
the slotted segment is provided on one of its inner sides with the cogs, and the axle with pinion on its

inner and screw thread, and adjusting jamb nuts on its outer end.

230. Cotton Gins ; John Du Bois, Greensboro', Alabama.

Claim—The use of the flanch on the face of the rib, that is to say, the flanch situated opposite the

lower edge of the hopper board, with the lever end extending below that point, to separate the ginned setj

from the cotton, and facilitate their passage from the roll-box.

231. Hatchet; N. F. English, Hartland, Termont.

Claim—Forming the claw at the outer edge of the hatchet and over the eye or end of the handle.

232. Tuyere; George W. Finch, Gibraltar, Wisconsin.

Claim—The use of the two hollow cylinders, in combination with the slotted opening and the outlets,

or more if necessary of varying form and size.

233. Cabbage Cutter ; Adam Fischer, Dayton, Ohio.

Claim—The cabbage cutter, when all its parts are constructed and arranged for united operation.

234. Ruler ; Thomas Fisher, Camden, New Jersey.

Claim—The application to rulers of india rubber, which will prevent the ruler from slipping, using for

that purpose the aforesaid india rubber, or any other article substantially the same, and which will produce
the intended effect.

235. Pencil Sharpener; Walter K. Foster, Bangor, Maine.

Claim—An improved article of manufacture, or a pencil sharpener, that is, of a steel or cutting blad&

and a cast metal body, cast or founded on the said blade, so as not only to confine it in its proper place with,

respect to the conical cavity of the body or holder, but so that the metal of the body or holder shall em-
brace opposite sides and the back of the blade, and terminate at or near the cutting edge ef the blade by a
surface made to stand at a right angle, or thereabouts, to the outer surface of the knife, the same, wher»

the instrument is in use, serving not only to support the knife under pressvire against its inner surface

and cutting edge, but also to turn a chip or shaving, so as to enable the sharpener to operate to great ad-

vantage on the lead and wood of the pencil, particularly when the wood is cross-grained.

236. Buffer Heads for Railroad Couplings ; M. C. Gardner, Rochester, New York.

Claim—The peculiar shape of the wrought iron bar and cast iron blocks, whereby the whcde may he
easily and firmly united by means of the band.

237. LiiiULDS for Gas Metres ; H. P. Gengembre, Kock Island, Illinois.

Claim—The use of an aqueous solution of deliquescent, metallie, and earthy salt or salts in gas me-
tres, and the suspension in the upper stratas of the liquid of a base or carbonate of the base of the salt or

salts employed.

238. Roofing TtLEs; John F. Grassle, Hamilton, Ohio.

Cl.aim—The groove in the outer tongue, the perforated flanch, shallow groove, and flanch of recess, in

combination with the pin and lap of the adjacent tile. Also, the coBttbinatioH of the double grooves in the

lap, tongues, flanches, recess, and shallow groove.

239. Pump Coupuno; S. H. Gray, Bridgeport, Connecticut.

Claim—The curved or bow-shaped bar fitted underneath the lugs or pregecticos on the hajse, and bear^

ing on the flanch of the cylinder, the bar being adjusted by a thumb-screw.

240. Raking Attachment for Harvesters; George V. Griffith, Sandusky, Ohio.

Claim—The rotating rake and the reciprocating rake, combined and arranged to operate conjointly.
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Also, the particular manner of operating respectively the rakes, through the mcUium of the grooves or
guiiJcK, ),"jarin;{ which coriuect the two shafts, and the crank on shaft.

241. C'uur.x; T. U. Harper, Xenia, Ohio.

Claim—The couibinatiounf tlio jiinion disk and pin, and operating in relation to the winch and dashers.

242. Lock for Doorh; James J. Uamllton, New Castle, Indiana.

Claim—Ist, The slides, -d, The double lift.

:J1.X CoMBiSATio.v Cogivi.No It.ixoE AND Ci.^3 Ok.vkr.vtor ; A. Ilondricks, Morrigania, New York.

Clai;n—The arranRcment embracin;? a cooking ran;ic which has two fire chambers, two draft flues, and
appropriate dampens, when used in coiiuncxion with a ^as retort opening on the outside of the room.

Ii41. I'K.v Cleakek AM) lf')i.i)EB; Thomas S. Hudson, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claiiu— Forming the in«idcof the stand with a tapering or beveled shaped neck, through which a bunch
of bristles is drawn, whereby, when the bristles are fasteneil at their lower end.s with cement or glue, they
are so rigidly held as to prevent their being drawn out or displaced. Also, tlie usy of a lioUow stand, the
lower portion or base nf which is fitted with plaster of I'aris, or other non-conductor of heat, whereby the
cement or pitch in which the bottom of the bristles 13 embedded is protected, auU prevented from being
softened or melted by heat.

'2-ib. Cotton Harvksikus; Miles Ilosford and J. C. Avery, Macon, Mis.siiisippL

Claim—Operating the endless chain of piekers through the medium (if the pulley, spring, wheel, ratchctii
with pawls, and the gearing, or any equivalent device, whereby a resi^rve power is obtained as the imple-
ment is moved from boll to boll, so that the cotton may be picked or gathered therefrom as the implement
is adjusted to the bolLs.

216. Corn IIarvesieks; Adam Ilumbergcr, f'omerset, Ohio.

Claim—The corn carrier and shocker provided with puUej-fi, interlocking at pleasure with wheels in
connexion with the rope, said puileys being opcratetl by kver and reels for binding and shocking corn.

•HI. Steam Warmino Ai'PARATcs; E. T. Ingalls and J. 11. .Nichols, Haverhill, Massachusetts.

Claim—1st, The dcvicefor increasing or diminishing the capaeitj-of thefire chamber,soas to maintain
a larger or smaller amount of fuel in a state of combustino. 2d. A vessel, iu connexion with tlexible pipe
and spring, operating togcthcrfor controlliuj^ a valveor valves affixed to boilersfor regulating steam pres-
sure, yd, The device for supplying water to the boiler. 4th, In the construction of fluted or corrugated
radiators of thin plates of iron, placing jicrosis the corrugations strips of metai securely fastened.

248. JIosB Supporters; Asa Johnson, Cairo, .New Vork.

Claim—The hose supporter, or its equivalent, for the purpose of supporting the bose and giving form
to the limb.

24'J. Kf.uiTic Cusiiiox FOR Railro.U) Cars; Samuel R. Jones, York, I'ennsylvania.

Claim—Ist, The local relation and mode of application of the semi-elliptic buffer. 2d, The combination
ancl arrangement of the elliptic cushion.

25U. KielivKexce; Ebenezer E. Lewis, Geneva, Xew York.

Claim—^The combination of the panels and posts of a fence, when arranged independently of each other.

251. Life and Treasure Buov; Francis D. Lee, Charleston, ."'outh Carolina.

Claim—The arrangement of the escape valves, rods, chain, windlass, and the air valve and screw on the
windlass shaft.

252. liiiKEcH-LOADiNo FiRE Ab.v; Thomas Lee, City of New York.
Claim—Ist, The breech-piece on its centre pin, in combination with the lever, blocking piece, and cam-

shaped end. 2d, The manner of delivering the detonating pUlets and shutting off lire from the same, by
the use of the inclined ended rods and slueld.

2&3. Corn Tuxters; Oliver Lippineott, Camden, \cw Jersey.

Claim—The arrangement of the jdough and its beam with frame and its hopper, weight, slide, wheel,
and covering share.

254. Toy; Conrad Liebrich, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Arranging certain numbers, letters, words, or other sicrns upon two, three, or more disk.i, and
combining them with certain devices for setting the disks in mutioa, and stopping them in such a way that
after each stoppage the relative position of the disks shall be rbiuiged, so as to show a different relative

position of those uumbers, letters, words, or other signs, upon the circumference of the disks, and arrang-
ing the whide in such a manner that the nature of the change in the relative position of the disks after

each stoppage will Ix) a matter of accident. •

255. Si'iKE .Machine: Michael Loughran, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The employment of dies working on separate shafts and forming spikes at a single revolution.

250. Protectino OlLDlNO ON Glass; Peter V. Malliews, Pliiliulelphiii, Peiin-vlvaniiu

Claim—The use of flic tin-foil, or other thinly laniiuatcd or rolled nii^tal, ua a liarking for the gilded let-

ters, figures, Ac, which are generally required <in the inner surfaces of the panes of glass of windows, trun>

Willis, and doors of stores, offices, hotels, &c.. fur the |«irpose of securing and protecting the said letters, figures,

Ac, fniiu being damaged, and without obstructing the free passage of the rays of light through the immedi-
ately surrounding parts of the glaiw from eillier tnde of the same.

257. .M\cuine3 fou .MAKtxn Horse Shoes; Julm McCarty, Philadi'Iphia, Peuivylvanin.

Cliiim—1st, The cmibination of the mandrel with the riilK'r.<. when the s.-iid mandrel is of the same form
ns that prcm-nted by the inner edge of the shtH- to be mannlUctiireil, when it is so oisTntt-il ii-i to convey the

bent li.ir to dies, there retain it while it is subiiiifted to the action of the said dies.and siibsi'<|ueiitly withdraw
the liirmed slicie fn.m the same, ami when the rollers are caiis<>d to approach each other lus the mandrel ad-

vances. 2d, 7'he jaws, til" recipriK-ating luamlrel, with its prujection underneath tin- lowi'r ilie, with its

r.'cess fur receiving the projectiun of the inandrel.and with its pinjecting lip and the njiper die. when thesiuM
dies, miuiilrel, and jaws an> iirrang'Ml to close and lap over each other, and when they are otherwise arranged
And iu-tiiat»'d. :td. Piercing the ri'qiiisite nail hobs in the sIiik- by means of the punches, when the same are

kttiichiNl to the pbites, when the hitter iiro hinged to the gtiido bluck.t, and when the tipwiu^ movement of

the latter hi regulated by the lu^justable wcdgutL
4*
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ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS OF RECENT PATENTS.

FROM 11. nOWSON'S PATENT AGENCY, PHILADELPHIA.

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

a. D. Granger's Improved Cooking Stove.

Patent granted December 1st, 1857.

This invention, which is an improvement on that for which a patent

was granted to R. D. Granger, on the 21st of March, 1848, consists

in forming underneath the oven a chamber, through which a current

Fig. 1.

of cold air, entering at the rear of the stove, may pass into a space

between the back of the fire-place and front of the oven, and from
theuce either into the interior of the latter, or into the external atmo-
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sphere, the cohl air chamber serving the purpose of dividing the flue,

for the passage of the products of combustion under the oven to the

chimney.

The object of this arrangement is to counteract the excessive heat

on the bottom of the oven, and, at the same time, to divide and dis-

perse tlie products of combustion underneath the same.

Fig. 1 Is a perspective view of the improved cooking sto^'e.

Fig. 2 Perspective view of the same with one side removed, so as

to show the interior arrangements.

The exterior form of the stove differs but little from that of ordinary

cooking stoves. Above the oven is the usual passage, forming a com-

munication between tlie fire-place and the chimney, with which a lower

passage, divided in the centre by the air-flue 1, (Fig. 2,) also commu-
nicates. At one end of this air flue is situated the orifice 3, and, at the

other end, the vertical flues 2, which communicate through orifices in

the side plates of the stove, with the external atmosphere, and also with

the interior of the oven through any convenient number of openings.

By means of these flues, a constant current of air is continually

passing underneath the oven, and, as it enters in a cool state into the

horizontal flue 1, through the orifiee '5, it absorbs a portion of the in-

tense heat to which tlie bottom c>f the oven is subjected, and, rising

tlirough the flues 2, either enters the oven, or passes out through the

side orifices into the external atmosphere. An ordinary damper is
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situated at the top of tlie oven for retaining the heat within, or allow-

ing it to escape from the same.

Bj means of a valve 4, the amount of the products of combustion
passing above and below the oven may be regulated at pleasure. A
hollow Avedge-formed division is situated at the point where the products

of combustion pass from the fire-place to the passage above the oven,

in order that the heat before entering the chimney, may be dispensed
and caused to pass beneath the openings, above which are situated the

cooking utensils.

When the valve 4 is in such a position as to cause the products of

combustion to pass underneath the oven and upwards, at the back of

the same to the chimney, an undue amount of heat would be imparted
to the bottom plate of the oven, were it not for the horizontal flue 1,

along which passes a constant supply of cool air, Avhich counteracts

this excess of heat. At the same time this cool air absorbs a sufficient

quantity of heat to cause it to rise through the flues 2 into the oven,

or out of the side orifices into the external atmosphere.

Manufactured by Messrs. Cresson, Stuart & Peterson, of this City.

Improved Gas Apparatus. Patented by D. L. "VYEAxnEiiHEAD and
J. T. Hexry, April Gth, 1857.

This invention consists in generating gas in a cylinder containing a

second perforated cylinder filled with broken pumice stone, the exte-

rior cylinder being in constant communication with a supply of mate-

rial to be generated into gas, so that the whole may form a continuous

gas generating and gas purifying retort. The gas thus generated is

discharged into the gasometer in minute jets or films, at a point below

the level of the water in said gasometer.

This invention, an exterior perspective view of which is represented

in the accompanying figure, consists of a cylinder passing through a

fire chamber or stove, and also through the fuel contained therein.

This stove may be of the ordinary construction, with a door for the ad-

mission of fuel, and a chimney for the escape of the products of com-
bustion. Within the abovementioned cylinder, both ends of which
project beyond the stove, is a second cylinder, shorter than the first.

One of the projecting ends of the external cylinder is closed, with the

exception of an orifice for the admission of a pipe, seen in the figure.

The opposite or front end of the cylinder is furnished with a detacha-

ble cover to allow of the withdrawal of the internal or second cylinder.

Each end of the latter cylinder is enlarged, so that a small space is

left between its body and the inside of the external cylinder. The in-

ternal cylinder is perforated with small holes, and is fmmished with a

rod for extracting it from the external cylinder. Communicating with

the front of the latter, is a syphon-formed pipe, furnished at the top

with a funnel-shaped mouth. A vessel for containing oil or fatty mat-

ter is attached to the chimney, so that the heat from the same may
maintain the contents of the vessel in a fluid condition, and be con-

veyed to the outer end of the external cylinder, through the syphon-
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formed tube abovementioned. From the orifice in the other end of the

cylinder passes a pipe communicating M'ith the Avell of the gasometer,

through which it passes upwards into the gas chamber above the level

of the water, where it is so bent that the bent end may terminate some

distance below the water level. The extreme end of the pipe is en-

larged, and the lower portion of this enlargement is perforated with

small holes or narrow slits; or the end of the pipe may be formed in

any other manner, by which the gas may be allowed to escape into tho

water in minute jets or thin films.

The inner pn i'niiud eslnKu-r having been filled with pumice stone

broken into pieces about the size of a walnut, is placed within the ex-

ternal cylinder, the cover put on the end, and the fuel in the fire

chamber ignited. The oil or fatty matter is allowed to drop into the

funnel-mouth of the syphon-formed pipe, which conveys it to the pro-

jecting end of the external cylinder. Here the gas is generated in an
impure state, and from thence it passes through the interstices formed
by the broken pieces of pumice stone in the inner perforated cylinder,

and thence in a pure state to the gasometer.

After repeated experiments with the different materials, pumice
stone has been found to answer best for the desired purpose, as it is

indestructible as regards the action of the fire, and of such a porous

nature as to absorb all the moisture of the gas, and to assist in the

extraction of the tar from the same.

This tar passes through the interstices of the broken pieces, and
through the ])erforations of the inner cylinder, and is brought into

contact with the heated exterior cylinder, where all the useless refuse

portions of the tar are consumed, the gas passing off through the pumice

stone and perforations to the pipe communicating with the gasometer.

It will thus be seen that the outer cylinder and inner perforated

cylinder, with its juuniee stone, form, Avhen cond)ined, a purifying gas

retort, and that the usual and cumbrous purifying apparatus is dis-

pensed with.

The gas having left tho retort, passes in a purified but heated state

to the gasometer, and is discharged into the same, through the perfo-

rated end of the pipe, at a point below the level of the water in the
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chamber of the gasometer. It then rises above the level of the water,

and being cooled by contact with the latter, passes through the dis-

tributing pipe to the burners.

One great advantage of this peculiar manner of discharging the gas
into the gasometer is, that no explosion of the gas contained therein can
take place, for, even should the fire ignite the gas in the retort through
the wearing away of the latter, the flame, after passing through the

communicating pipe, would be extinguished by the water before it could

reach the gas in the chamber.
Although allusion has been made to the use of oil and fatty matter

as the substances from which to generate the gas ; it should be under-

stood, that the above mentioned purifying retort, as well as the cool-

ing and safety apparatus, are equally applicable to the generation of

pure and cool gas from other known gas-producing substances. The
main aim of the inventors has been to construct a portable gas appa-

ratus at a comparatively trifling cost, and one occupying but little space.

Manufactured and erected by Henry & Campbell, No. 24, South Fifth St., Philada.

Improved Water Closet. Patent granted to J. T. Henry & W. P.

Campbell, December 29th, 1857.

This invention consists in so combining the basin of a water closet

with a valved chamber, cistern, and communicating pipes, that the

soil may be readily and effectually disposed of and all offensive smell

obviated.

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the improved water closet with the

lid raised.

Fig. 2 is a sectional view of the same.

AAA, (Fig. 2,) represents the bottom and sides of an oblong box,

which contains the basin c, valve chamber D, and cistern E. The cover

B of the box has the usual opening a, and the ordinary hinged lid h.

The basin c has a curved pipe communicating with the valved chamber

D. In the latter is a conical valve f?, arranged so as (when depressed)

to stop the communication between the chamber D and the exit pipe.

Attached to the valve c? is a spindle /, guided by a cross-bar A, in

the pipe g, which terminates at an opening i in the cover B, the spin-

dle /, being furnished at the top with a handle ,/, by means of which,

the valve d may be lifted at pleasure. A pipe F, forms a communica-

tion between the cistern E and the curved pipe c of the basin c.

The cistern is maintained nearly full of water at an uniform level,

by means of the usual ball-cock, or other convenient apparatus, con-

nected with the water pipe, and the cistern is so situated, that the

water therein shall be level with that in the basin C and pipe g.

The soil in the basin c is carried off by raising the valve d above the

opening from the pipe e, into the chamber D, when the water and soil

rush into the latter, and thence through the exit pipe e, an impetus

being given to this discharge of the water and soil, by the rush of Ava-

ter from the cistern e through the pipe E into the cui'ved pipe c of the
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cistern. The valve d is then closed, when the water assumes its former

level, as shown in Fig. 2. By the peculiar construction of the valved

chamber D, and its position, as regards the opening of the pipe c into

the same, it will be seen that the valve d may be raised sufficiently

Fig. 1.

liigh above the said opening to prevent the possibility of portions of

the soil adhering to the valve, and, when the latter is closed, render-

ing the water in the basin foul and offensive as in the other water clo-

Fig. 2.

sets. It will also be seen that when the valve is closed, it is entirely
covered with a supply of pure water, which effectually prevents the
rising of all noxious exhalations through the exit pipe c.

Manufactured and erected by the patentees, No. 24 South Fiilh Street, Philadelphia.
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Fot the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

Description and some Account of the Working of Mackenzie's Cupola.

Messrs. I. P. Morris & Co. have lately put in use at their Port Rich-

mond Iron Works, Philadelphia, two of Mackenzie's patented cupolas

in the place of two built in the old style ; and, the following state-

ment shows the important gain resulting from the improved cupola,

which may be described thus : the shell at the base is oval, having a

major diameter of 11 feet, and a minor diameter of 5 feet, and retains

these dimensions until it reaches a height of 7 feet, Avhen the major

diameter reduces until, at a height of IQ^ feet, it becomes equal to the

minor diameter, and the shell assumes a cylindrical shape. The hearth

is also oval, and is 9| feet long by 4 feet wide, with an inclination of

3 inches in the direction of its length in order to drain the metal. The

lining of the hearth proper, rises 9| inches at the tap hole, and 6J
inches at the opposite side ; thus the top edge is horizontal. Above
this, and extending completely around, a space of 1| inches is left for

the entrance of the blast ; above this a funnel-shaped flanch rises about

3 feet, until its expanded upper edge reaches the shell to which it is

riveted, the lower part being stayed to the shell. This serves as a blast

chamber, and also as a support for the charge : around its lower edge

an angle iron is riveted, and upon it the lower course of the lining rests,

the inner edges of the bricks projecting two inches beyond the lining

of the hearth. Two charging doors, 3 feet high by 4| feet wide, are

placed opposite each other upon the flat sides, about 8 feet above the

hearth. The other details are similar to those used upon the old style

cupolas. The advantages of the patented cupola are : the tapering

shape given to the lining just above the hearth sustains the superin-

cumbent mass of the charge, and causes a space or partial space, be-

tween it and the hearth for the reception of the melted metal, and for

the free passage of the blast under the mass of the fuel ; the blast en-

ters in a thin sheet, and, from the peculiar shape of the cupola, does

not move over 2 feet before it encounters that coming from the opposite

parts ; consequently, it is evenly distributed, insuring uniformity in the

combustion of the fuel ; the shape of the hearth permits the charging

with entire pigs, saving the labor of breaking; and, lastly, the space

below the blast passage being comparatively unoccupied by the charge,

permits a large quantity of molten metal to be accumulated in it when

a heavy casting is to be poured, rendering it unnecessary to store the

metal in ladles until the required weight is melted.

The old style cylindrical cupola taken out was 44 inches in diame-

ter at hearth; and its average rate of melting was about 5000 lbs. per

hour with a consumption of 900 lbs. of coal, or about b^ to 1, and a

blast pressure of 24 oz. The greatest quantity ever melted by it was

8000 ft>s. per hour. The average result of the Mackenzie cupola is

20,000 Bbs. per hour, consuming 2500 lbs. of coal, or 8 to 1 ; and a

blast pressure of 6 oz. Best result 24,000 Sbs. per hour. This cupola

will contain 38,000 lbs. of iron at a charge, and with a supply of 3600
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cubic feet of air per minute, at the above pressui-e, will run a continu-

ous stream of hot mct.iL The mode of charging is this : to bed with

2500 ibs. of coal, upon this 10,000 fts, of whole pigs, then 800 fts. of

coal, again 10,000 lbs. of pigs, then 800 lbs. coal, and so on until 25
tons are charged.

The working of this cupola was deemed so satisfactory, that Messrs.

I. P. Morris k Co. determined to put in a second one of a smaller ca-

pacity for moderate heats: accordingly, a 44-inch cylindrical cupola was
altered to Mackenzie's arrangement, retaining above the tuyere about
the same capacity, but below it, the capacity was reduced one-fifth.

The operation of this cu])ola, before and after the change, proved
conclusively the economy resulting from it, and will be seen from the

following statement of thirteen ordinary heats

:

OLD STYLE CUPOLA. Mackenzie's ci-pola.

Metal. Coal. T line. Metal. Coal. T
1

inic.
1

lbs. lbs. h. mill. 11... lbs. h. min.
12,000 2200 2 30 12,000 1700 ^ 05
17,000 3500 3 20 17,000 2000 2 30
16,500 3-^00 3 00 16,£00 1900 2 37
10,500 2000 2 15 1 10,500 1400 1 49
12,000 2250 2 30 12,000 1600 1 47
11,000 2160 2 30 11,000 1600 1 57
17,000 3700 3 35 17,000 2000 2 30
12,000 2100 2 25 12,000 1700 1 55
11,500 2100 2 20 11,500 1600 1 55
15,000 2700 2 50

i

15,000 1600 2 20
10,300 1950 2 00 10.300 1500 1 43
13,300 2140 2 25 13,300 1800 o 00
10,500 1950 2 10 10,500 1500 1 40

!• 168,600 31,950 33 50 1G8,G00 21,900 :^ij •18

Thus it will be seen that in melting the same quantity of metal,

there was a

Saving of coal, 31,950 lbs.—21,900 fts. =10,050 lbs.

time, 33 h. 50 m.—20 h. 48 m.= 7 h. 02 m.
The duration of the heats in each case, was counted from the time

of jnitting in the blast until the hearth was dropped.

The pressure of blast in old stylo cupola was 22 oz.; ditto in Mac-
kenzie's 11 oz.

Four hands were recjuired to work tlie old style cupola, while three

will sulhce for Mackenzie's; and the proportion of coal to iron melted
is in the one case, 1 to 5*28, and in the other, 1 to 7-74.

The new cupola is charged in this way: first, a bed of 1200 lbs. of

coal, then 5000 lbs. of metal, next 200 lbs. of coal, then 3000 lbs. of

metal, again 200 lbs. of eoal, and so on until KJ or 18,000 lbs. of me-
tal are charged. The charging is made in about one hour after light-

ing up, and usually, the metal runs in from eight to ten minutes after

the blast is ])ut in. W. J.
•Tlif itnicitiiitp (if iiii'tal nii'lti'd in tin' Mnrkonzii- cupol.i «li(>iilcl not he tuken tia Uie bent i-lTeot, ft« it haa not

y<'t Ihvii nrRi'd wicli ii full cliiirgu uf iiictul for a liuuvy cai«Un>;, but it in expccteJ to give 14,500 ibs. per buur
wlii-Mi n-i|uintl.

Vol. .X.VXVI.—Third Series.—No. 1.—July, 1838. 5
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For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

Particulars of the Steamer Japanese.

Hull built by Wm. Webb. Machinery by Novelty Iron Works, New
York. Built for the Russian Government.

Hutii.

—

Length on deck,
" at load line,

Breadth of beam (molded),

Depth of hold,
" " to spar deck, .

Length of engine room, . .

Draft of water, . . . 12 " 6 inches.

rj, i hull, . . . 950.
1 onnage, ; i i i ocn° ( engine room and bunkers, . 350.

Area of immersed section at load draft, 380 sq. ft.

Contents of bunkers, . . 400 tons.

Masts, three^rig, barque.

Engines.—Horizontal oscillating.

Diameter of cylinder, . . .51 inches-

Length of stroke, . . .3 feet.

Maximum pressure of steam, . 25 lbs.

Cut-off— 1-6 to 2-4.

Maximum revolutions at above pressure, 50.

Weight of engines, . . 234,000 lbs.

Boilers.—Two—Return flued.

Length of boilers, . .

Breadth " .

Height " exclusive of steam chimney,

Weight of " with water, . 138 tons.

Number of furnaces, . . 10.

Breadth "
.

Length of grate bars, .

Number of flues, . above, 18—below, 15.

Internal diameter of flues—above, 11 ins. and 13 ins.—below.

Length of flues—above, 18 feet 9 ins.—below, 12 feet.

Heating surface, . . 5728 sq. ft.

Diameter of smoke pipe,

Height " " (telescopic}.

Propellers.—

Diameter of screw, .

Pitch "...
Number of blades, . . ,3.

Remarks.—Frames, molded^ 15 ins.

—

sided, 15 ins. 30 inches apart

from centres, strapped Avith diagonal and double laid braces 4i- inches

by |-inch. Depth of keel, 12 inches. Independent steam, fire, and

bilge pump, one ; bulkheads, two. C. H. H.

24 feet

12 "

12 "

6

9

9

inches.

3 "

6 " 9 <.

15 inch(es.

6 feet

36 "
3

6

inches,

1 1 feet.

21 "

Analysis of Milk and Flour. By M. E. MoJjier.

If into milk diluted with water and acidulated, a solution of carnc-

leon-mineral is slowly dropped, the beautiful color of the mineral is

seen to disappear. The study of the re-action shows that it is due to

the caseine and albumen, and not to the butter or sugar.

Take 10 cubic centimetres (about \ pint) of milk, and bring it to a

temperature of from 113° to 122°. Prepare a li(|uor containing 2 "^
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cent, of albumen, and ascertain the volume of the solution of cameleon

which is all necessary to produce a given tint in this liquid. Dilute

and acidulate the milk with some acid which will not co.igulate either

the albumen or the caseine, and determine the (juantlty of the came-

leon solution necessary to produce in it the same tint which has been
])roduced in tlie standard liquor. A simple proportion will then give

the quantity of albumen and caseine contained in the milk.

Take another eiiual quantity of the milk at the same temperature

as before, and l)y a drop of acetic acid coagulate the caseine, which
will carry the 1)utter with it. Filter the Avhey, wash it well, acidulate

it, and determine the ([uantity of cameleon necessary to produce the

standard tint in it. E()ual Aveights of caseine and albumen decompose
eciual volumes of the solution of cameleon. Hence, by subtracting the

weight of the albumen from that at first determined, the weight of the

caseine will be found. The butter may then be found by subtracting

the weight of the caseine from that of the dried curd, (or if greater

accuracy is required, it niay, of course, be extracted by ether.)

The mode of analyzing flour rests upon these ]>rinciples :

—

1st- That the azotized principles are totally soluble in dilute hydro-
chloric acid.

2d. That the solution of cameleon is decomposed b}' these azotized

matters.

3d. That the non-azotized matters, (starch, dextrine, «fcc.,) have no
action on it.

M. INIonier uses a standard flour which has been carefully analyzed

and kept in close stoppered bottles from air and moisture. O-o grms.

(4| grains,) of this flour is put into a mattrass and boiled for a few
moments with diluted hydrochloric acid. The same is done with an
equal (juantity of the flour to be tested ; the liquids are added to

o(|ual quantities of the solution of cameleon until the same tint is ob-

tained, and as the azotized matter of the standard flour is known, that

of the sample is obtained by simple proportion.

The non-azotized principles are determined by thoroughly drying
the flour and subtracting from its. weight that of the azotized matters.

Legumine re-acts upon the cameleon like albumen, whilst the ve-

getable alkalies, milk, &c., have no action.

—

Compter Rendus de VAca-
demie des Scicncea de l\iris.

For Uio Jonrnal of tho Franklin InRtituto.

Alger's New Form of Blast Furnace.

Charles C. Alger, of the State of New York, has devised a novel
form of blast furnace from which he expects important results.

Mr. Alger is a practical iron-master of twenty years' cxi)erience,

wliose observation \\\Mm hard coal furnaces, seems to have led him t(»

the fact that antliracite furnaces as now Idown with a pressure not over
live pounds to the inch, cannot be advantageously built with a larger

crucible than feet diameter at the ^Huycre line."
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To reduce larger quantities of ore with the same fuel, and a pressure

limited within five pounds per inch, Mr. Alger has conceived a change
in the liorizontal section of the crucible, the bosh, and the stack.

All his horizontal sections are ellipses of greater or less eccentricity.

His crucible at the ''• tuyere line" being a much elongated ellipse, ap-

proximating a narrow parallelogram in its horizontal section, which,

at the ''hosh," becomes an ellipse with axes of 18 and 7, and at the

top of the stack, of 14 and 5.

Pie proposes to blow his new form of furnace by numerous 'tuyeres''

along the larger side of the crucible, (sometimes six on each side,)

while at the narrow ends of the crucible are two dam stones of the

usual arrangement, so as to admit of working, and drawing at both
ends of the elongated hearth. With this elliptical furnace, and the in-

troduction of the blast at many points, (on the longer side of the hearth)

so as to act efficaciously upon the narrow diameter of the crucible, he
expects to eftect a much larger reduction of ore with the improved
stack, and at considerably less expense in every particular.

We take pleasure in recommending Mr. Alger's proposition to our

readers as promising results of some consequence to the manufacture
of pig iron.

Mode of Detecting Decay in Timber.

The Cosmos reports from other journals, a simple mode said to have
been adopted from immemorial times in the ship-yards of Venice for

ascertaining the fitness of timber for their constructions. "A person

applies his ear to the middle of one of the ends of the timber, while

another strikes upon the opposite end. If the wood is sound and of

good quality, the blow is very distinctly heard, however long the beam
may be. If the wood were disaggregated by decay or otherwise, the

sound would be for the most part destroyed."

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

Description of Paraselenes Observed on the 21th of April, 1858.

By James M'Clune.

The paraselenes or mock-moons which were visible on the 27th of

April, 1858, merit at least a record, both on account of their distinct-

ness and the rareness of the phenomenon. While halos are much more
frequently observed around the moon than the sun, mock-moons are

more seldom seen than mock-suns. I have observed a paraselene but

once before in thirty years, and many others have not noticed the

phenomenon in even a longer period. That paraselenes are visible at

very distant intervals, except in high latitudes, in other countries as

well as our own, is evident from the fact, that comparatively few ol>

servations of them are recorded.

The phenomenon of the 27th of April, was visible from half-past
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seven o'clock, P. M., until half-past ten o'clock P. M. The thermo-

meter at nine o'clock, P. M., stood at 40°, and the barometer at twen-

ty-nine and seven-tcjith inches. About three-fourths of the sky was
overspread with light clouds.

At eight o'clock the phenomenon exhibited nearly all the usual at-

tendants of parhelia, thus proving it to be due to like causes. Two
very bright paraselenes appeared at the same height as the moon, one

on the eastern and the other on the western edge of a halo, while a

third paraselene, but more faint than the other two, was visible at the

upper part of the halo directly between the moon and the zenith.

The halo, except at the inner edge where red predominated, was of

a dark grey color.

At the same time bands, or rather cones of light, could be seen ex-

tending seven or eight degrees from the moon toward the paraselenes,

forming an imperfect cro.ss, of which the moon occupied the centre.

At half-past nine o'clock a second halo encircling the first, could

easily be perceived, while the paraselenes of the same height as the

moon, exhibited a cone of light extending from them in a horizontal

<lireetion on the side opposite tlie moon, giving to each of them the

appearance of a huge comet. The paraselene at the apex of the halo

was scarcely visible, and the cones of light extending from the moon
could no longer be seen.

At ten o'clock the paraselene to the east of j^he moon was still visi-

ble; the one to the west could Avith difficulty be jjerceived, and the se-

cond halo had entirely disapj)eared, but the cireumzenithal arc, which
had not been visible before, was plainly, though not strongly defined.

The phenomenon, when first observed, was nearer the horizon than

halos usually apj)ear.

The last two months have been someAvhat remarkable for atmosphe-
ric and other phenomena. The zodiacal light has been unusually

brilliant, and the Aurora Borealis has appeared witli a frequency and
a beauty which are certainly remarkable in this latitude.

Peculiar conformations of clouds have also been noticed on several

occasions. On the evening of the twentieth of March, clouds of only a

few degrees in breadth were observed, extending in some instances

from the horizon to the zenith, and presenting many of the protean

forms of the Aurora Borealis. These had scarcely disappeared when
ray-like clouds became visible in the south-west, radiating from a point

at an elevation of about 40°, and these clouds, in turn, were ({uickly

succeedeil by others of an equally peculiar form in the south.

On the following week, four strata of clouds were noticed.

The ([uestion might be asked, have these i>eeuliar atmospheric ap-

pearances any connexion with tlie absence of strong winds, and the

h)ng period of dull weather which innuediately succeeded the greater

part of them 'i

The increased brightness of the zodiacal light is probably owing to

a, difference in the state of our atmosphere, and not to any change in

tlie self-luminous matter of that unexplaiued phenomenon.
5»
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On the Phenomenon of Relief of the Image formed on the Ground
Glass of the Camera Obscura.'^- By A. Claudet, Esq., F. R. S.

[ReaU bufore the Royal Society, June 18th, 1857.]

The author having observed that the image formed on the ground
glass of the camera obscura appears as much in relief as the natural
object when seen with the two eyes, has endeavored to discover the
cause of that phenomenon, and his experiments and researches have
disclosed the singular and unexpected fact, that although only one
image seems depicted on the ground glass, still each eye perceives a
different image ; that in reality there exist on the ground glass two
images, the one visible only to the right eye, and the other visible only
to the left eye. That the image seen by the right eye is the represen-
tation of the^object refracted by the left side of the lens, and the image
seen by the left eye is the representation of the object refracted by the
right side of the lens. Consequently these two images presenting two
different perspectives, the result is a stereoscopic perception, as when
we look through the stereoscope at two images of different perspectives.

It appears that all the different images refracted separately by every
part of the lens, are each only visible on the line of their refraction

when it corresponds with the optic axes, so that while we examine the

image on the ground glass, if we move the head we lose the perception

of all the rays which are not corresponding with the optic axes, and
have only the perception of those which, according to the position of

the eyes, gradually happen to coincide with the optic axes. Conse-

quently when we look on the ground glass perfectly in the middle, the

two eyes being equally distant from the centre, the right eye sees only

the rays refracted from the left of the lens, and the left eye only those

refracted from the right of the lens.

If we move the head horizontally, as soon as we have deviated about
6° from the centre on the right or on the left, in the first position the

right eye sees no image, and the left eye sees the image which before

was seen by the right eye ; in the second position the inverse takes

place, and of course in both cases there cannot exist any stereoscopic

illusion.

When we examine on the ground glass the image of a solid produced

by the whole aperture of the lens, if we have taken the focus on the

nearest point of the solid, we remark, in looking with the- two eyes,

that the image is stereoscopic, and as soon as we shut one eye the illu-

sion of relief disappears instantly.

The stereoscopic effect is beautifully brought out by the image of a

group of trees; and when experimenting in an operating room, it is

rendered quite conspicuous if we take the image of an object having

several planes very distinct, such as the focimeter, which the author

has described in a former memoir (see Phil. 3Iag. for June, 1851).

If without altering the focus we examine the same image with the

pseudoscope, the effect is pseudoscopic. But if the focus has been set

on the most distant plane of the focimeter, the effect is pseudoscopic,

and it becomes stereoscopic in looking with the pseudoscope.
*From the Lond. Edin. and Dub. Phil. Mag., May, 1858.

I
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The image loses its relief when it is produced only by the centre of

the lens. The stereoscopic and pseudoscopic effects are therefore as

niucli less apparent as the aperture of the lens has been more reduced,

and they are the more evident if the image is produced by two aper-

tures on both extremities of the horizontal diameter of the lens. This
mode of conducting the experiments presents the most decided mani-
festation of the whole phenomenon.
But it must be remarked, that if the image is received on a transpa-

rent paper instead of ground glass, it does not in any case present the

least ilhision of relief. The surface of the paper has the property of

preserving to both eyes the same intensity of image from Avliatever

direction the rays are refracted on that surface, and at whatever angle

the eyes recede from the centre to examine the image. In fact, all

the various images refracted through every part of the lens and coin-

ciding on tlie surface of the paper, are visible at whatever angle they
are examined.

The reasoji of this difference between tlie effect of the ground glass

and that of the paper is, that through tlie surface of the ground glass,

composed of innumerable molecules of the greatest transparency^ only
deprived of their original parallelism by the operation of grinding, but
acting as lenses or prisms disposed at all kinds of angles, the rays re-

fracted by tlie various parts of the lens continue their course in straight

lines in passing through these transparent molecules, and are visible

only when they coincide with the optic axes, being invisible in all other

directions ; that, in short, they are not stopped by the surface of the

ground glass ; while the paper being perfectly opaque, stops all the

rays on their passage, by which the image of the object remains fixed

on the surface. Each molecule of the paper becoming luminous, sends
new rays in all directions ; and from whatever direction we look on the

jiaper, we always perceive at once all the images superposed, so that

each eye seeing the two perspectives mingled, the process of conver-
gence according to the horizontal distances of the same points of the

various planes, cannot have its play, and no stereoscopic effect can take
place, as is the case with the ground glass, which presents to each eye
an image of a different perspective.

The author explains that he has ascertained tliese facts by several

experiments, the most decisive of which consists in placing before one
of the marginal openings of the lens a blue glass, and a yellow glass

before the other. Tlie object of these colored glasses is to give on the

ground ghiss two images, each of the c(.>lor of the glass through which
it is refracted.

The result is two images, superposed on the ground glass, one yellow
and the otiier blue, forming only one image of a grey tint, being the

mixture of yellow and blue, when we look with the two eyes at an equal
distance from the centre. But when shutting altenuitely, now the right

eye and then the left eye, in the first case the image appears yellow,

and in the second it appears blue.

If \\\u\c looking with the two eyes (the opening on the right of the

lens being covered with the yellow glass, and the opening on the left
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"vvitli the blue glass) we moA'e the head on the right of about 6°, the

mixture of the two colors disappears, and the image retains only the

blue color; on the other hand, if after having resumed the middle po-

sition, which show again the mixture of the two colors, we move the

head on the left of 6°, the mixture disappears again, and the image
retains only the yellow color.

This proves evidently that each eye sees only the rays which, when
after having been refracted by any part of the lens, and continuing

their course in a direct line through the ground glass, coincide with

the optic axes, while all the other rays are invisible.

The consideration of these singular facts has led the author to think

that it would be possible to construct a new stereoscope, in which the

two eyes looking at a single image could see it in perfect relief, such

a single image being composed of two images, of different perspectives

superposed, one visible only to the right eye and the other to the left.

This would be easily done by refracting a stereoscopic slide on a ground
glass, through two semi-lenses separated enough to make the right

picture of the slide coincide with the left picture at the focus of the

semi-lenses. The Avhole arrangement may be easily understood ; we
have only to suppose that we look through a ground glass placed be-

fore an ordinary stereoscope at the distance of the focus of its semi-

lenses, the slide being strongly lighted, and the eye seeing no other

light than that of the picture on the ground glass. The whole being

nothing more than a camera having had its lens cut in two parts, and

the two halves sufficiently separated to produce at the focus the coin-

cidence of the two opposite sides of the stereoscopic slide placed before

the camera.

Descrij^tion of the Stereomonoseope.'^ Invented by A. Claudet^
Esq., F. R. S.

[Read before the Eoyal Society, April 15, 1858.]

Mr. Claudet presented a new optical instrument of his invention,

called the Stereomonoscope, by which, as its name implies, a single

picture produces the stereoscopic illusion. In the centre of a large

black screen there is a space filled with a square of ground glass, upon

which, by some light managed behind the screen, is thrown a magni-

fied photographic image representing a landscape, a portrait, or any
other object. When we look naturally at that picture, with the two

eyes, without the help of any optical instrument, an extraordinary

phenomenon takes place : we see the picture in perfect relief as when
we look at the two different pictures through a stereoscope. It is not

necessary to be at a fixed distance from the picture : it may be exam-
ined as well at ten feet as at one foot, as an ordinary picture, without

the least fatigue to the eyes. Although considerably enlarged by the

instrument itself, we may magnify the picture still more by using large

convex lenses ; and tAvo or three persons at once can examine it with

the greatest ease, being able, while looking, to exchange any remarks,

or express the sensations suggested by the picture^—an advantage
* From the London Athenajum, April, ISoS.
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•\vliich is denied by the use of the common stereoscope. By this re-

mark able discovery, Mr. Cbmdet has solved a problem Avhich has al-

wavs been considered as an impossibility by scientific men,—for the Ste-

reomonoscope, by its very name, must sound like a paradox to the cars

of all those who arc versed in the knowledge of the principles of bino-

cular vision, until they have had the opportunity of repeating the

experiments by which the author has found a new fact Avhich they had

not noticed or explained before. This new fact is, that the image on

the ground glass of the camera obscura produces the illusion of relief.

But the phenomenon does not take place if the image is received on

paper. When the medium is ground glass, the rays refracted by various

points of the lens upon that surface, are only visible when they are

incident in a line coinciding with the optic axes. So that the rays

emerging from the ground glass, and entering the right eye, are only

those which have been refracted obliquely in the same direction, by

the left side of the object-glass ; and those entering the left eye, are

only those which are refracted by the right side of the object-glass

:

consequently, both eyes have a different view and perspective of the

object represented on the ground glass, and the single hnage is, in

point of fact, the result of two images, each only visible to one eye,

and invisible to the other. This is the main point of Mr. Claudet's

discovery, which cannot be fully understood without reading the paper

which he communicated on that subject to the Royal Society, the Hth

of May, 1857 (sec Proceedings of the Royal Society for May, 1857,)*

and without repeating the experiments described in that paper. The
Stereomonoscope is founded on the same principles : it is nothing more

than a camera obscura, before Avhich are placed the two images of a

stereoscopic slide, and by means of two object-glasses, sufficient!}^ se-

parated, the tAvo images are refracted on the same space, at the focus

of the camera-obscura on the ground glass, where they coincide. By
the same laws we have alluded to before, the right picture is seen only

by the left eye, and the left picture by the right eye ; so that, although

only one picture a])pears represented on the ground glass, each eye

sees on the same spot a different picture having its particular perspec-

tive, and, consequently, in order to obtain a single vision, the eyes

have to converge differently to bring consecutively in the centre of

both retinas the different similar points of the two pictures according

to their horizontal separation on the ground glass, the criterion of their

respective distances. This alteration of the convergence of the optic

axes, according to the distance of the various jdanes, gives the same

sensation of relief we obtain when wo look at the natural objects, or

at their ]ihotographic representations. The invention of Mr. CMaudet,

in our o|)inion. is calculated to produce a revolution in the apj>lication of

the splendid discovery of I'rof. Wheatstone to the exhibition of photo-

gra|)hic jticfiires. At all events, it is one of the most curious facts

connected with modern discovrries in optics,—deserving the attention

of philosophers and the admiration of the public.

*Q««ry, June 18tli, 1867. See preceding Article, page 64.
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On a new Construction of Furnace, particularly applicable where

Intense Heat is required."^ By Mr. C. "William Siemens.

The high importance of the stores of combustible material which arc

distributed upon the surface of the earth, renders their wasteful ex-

penditure and rapid diminution in quantity, in many parts, a serious

subject for consideration ; and, in the writer's opinion, there is no ob-

ject more worthy of the earnest attention of engineers, and men of

science generally, than that of causing the generation and application

of heat to be conducted upon scientific and economical principles. Our
knowledge of the nature of heat has been greatly advanced of late

years by the investigation of Mr. J. P. Joule, of Manchester, and
others; which have enabled us to appreciate correctly the theoretical

equivalent of mechanical effect or power for a given expenditure of

heat. We are enabled, by this new dynamic theory of heat, to tell,

for instance, that in Avorking an engine of the most approved descrip-

tion, we utilize at most only one-sixth to one-eighth part of the heat

that is actually communicated to the boiler,—allowing the remainder

to be washed away by a flood of cold water in the condenser. If we
investigate the operations of melting and heating metals, and indeed

any operation where intense heat is required, we find that a still larger

proportion of heat is lost, amounting, in some cases, to more than 90

^ cent, of the total heat produced.

Impressed by these views, the writer has for many years devoted

much attention to carrying out some conceptions of his own for obtain-

ing the proper equivalent of effect from heat : some of the results he
has obtained are known to the members of the Institution, amongst
which are the regenerative steam engine and condenser, the regene-

'

nerative evaporator, and an apparatus for the economic production of

ice. The regenerative principle appears to be of very great import-

ance, and capable of almost universal application ; and the object of

the present paper is to describe an application of this principle to fm*-

naces of every description.

The invention of the regenerative furnace is due to the writer's bro-

ther, Mr. Frederick Siemens ; and it has been matured and variously

applied by the writer within the last few months. The result has, in

all cases, been a large saving in fuel over the plans in common use,

amounting to from 70 to 80 "^ cent, of the total quantity of fuel hith-

erto consumed. The apparatus employed is moreover of a very simple

and permanent description, and combines economy of fuel with other

advantages, amongst which are the total prevention of smoke, and a

general improvement in the quality of the work produced.

The furnace consists of a heated chamber, and of two fire-places or

solid hearths, communicating respectively with the two regenerators.

Each regenerator consists of a series of walls of fire-brick, laid in open
Flemish bond, in such a manner that the pigeon holes of each Avail

are opposite the solid parts of the succeeding Avail ; the object being to

form a number of zigzag: or tortuous passasres throus-h the reo;enera-

tors, leading to opposite sides of a vah^e, at the bottom of the chimney.
*Froni Newton's London Journal, April, 1S5S.
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This valve consists of a rectangular box of iron, open at tho two sides

to the two regenerators, at the bottom to the atmosphere, and at the
top to the chimney. A spindle passes through the centre of the two
remaining close sides of the box, and carries a rectangular flap, or

movable plate, fitting the box sideways, and bearing against one of

its upper and one of its lower edges, according to the position of a tum-
bling lever and weight, fixed upon the valve spindle. When the valve

is in either of its two positions, the atmospheric air, entering from be-

low, passes through one regenerator, then over the adjacent fire-place,

through the heated chamber, over the second fire-place, through the

second regenerator, and, by the back of the valve, into the chimney.
A fire having been lighted, say, on the right-hand hearth, throu^rh a

side opening, the flame passes through the furnace and through the se-

cond regenerator, to the chimney. In its passage through this regene-
rator, the first perforated wall that the flame strikes against will be
heated to a considerable degree, the second wall to a lower deo-ree,

and so on in succession ; the heat of the current being thoroughly ex-
hausted by the time it reaches the chimney.

After about one hour's work, the position of the valve is reversed,

and fuel is supplied to the second fire-place, which is then acted upon
>iy a current proceeding in the opposite direction to that described. The
cold atmospheric air comes in contact first with the least heated wall

(»f the second regenerator, and then with the more heated walls succes-

sively, acquiring thereby a degree of temperature approaching the tem-
perature of the heated current which previously entered the same re-

generator. The heat thus imparted to the fresh air, greatly increases

the temperature of the flame, which is now being produced upon the

second or left-hand hearth ; and consequently the nearest end of the

first regenerator will be heated also to an increased degree,—the cur-

rent reaching the chimney comparatively cool.

When the valve is again reversed, the fresh air will be heated nearly
to the increased temperature of the hot end of the first regenerator, and
will produce a still hotter flame with the fuel supplied to the first

hearth. It is evident that, by a continuation of this process, an ac-

rumulation of heat, to any degree, may be produced witiiin the furnace;

provided only, the heat produced in combustion is greater than the

heat lost by radiation, and the heat absorbed by the metal or other

sjibstances in the heatinjj chamber.

In the regenerating furnace now described, the temperature at Avhich

the heat is communicated to the materials docs not aff^ect the ({Uantity

of fuel re<iuisite, except so far as increased radiation is concenie*!; for

the products of combustion pass away in all cases at a temperature not
above 200° or 300° Fahr. This new principle of furnace is therefore

applicable, with the greatest advantage, in cases where intense heat is

required. It has been applied to furnaces for re-heating steed and iron,

at the works of Messrs, Marriott «fc Atkinson, at Sheffiold. One of
these furnaces, after nearly three m(»ntlis' constant work, showed a
saving of 71' 1^ cent, efl'ected over the old furnace, in heating the same
(juantity of metal. Mr. Atkinson has also applied this principle of fur-
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nace for melting cast steel, and obtained a still larger saving, although

the new melting furnace has not yet been rendered entirely satisfactory

for the workman.
The regenerative furnace has also been applied to the purpose of

puddling iron; and although the new puddling furnace has been com-
pleted and worked only for a few days, at the works of Messrs. Rushton
& Eckersley, at Bolton, the writer is able to state that it converts fi

charge of 480 lbs. of pig metal into wrought iron, with an expenditure

of only 160 lbs. of common coal, as compared with 6 cwt. required in

the ordinary furnaces: the net yield of wrought iron is higher than

that of the ordinary puddling furnace, and the quality of the iron pro-

duced seems also to be superior. It is also worth mentioning, that the

chimney of this puddling furnace may be watched for hours, and no
trace of smoke will be seen issuing from it.

Mr. Atkinson said he had been working a re-heating furnace, alter-

ed to the new plan described in the paper, at the Fitzalan Steel Works,
near Sheffield, during the last two months, in juxtaposition with a cor-

responding ordinary furnace ; both having been built originally at the

same time, and doing the same description of Avork,—heating cast steel

bars for rolling and tilting. lie Avas so much surprised at the great

difference in the consumption of fuel by the two furnaces, that he had
a particular account kept of the consumption of both during the course

of a week, and found the total consumption of each in the six days,

was 7 tons in the ordinary furnace, and only IJ tons in the altered

one,—the work done by each being practically the same, and all cir-

cumstances alike during the time of comparison. He had also made a

trial of the new plan of furnace, for melting cast steel, and obtained

.

an equally favorable result as to economy of fuel ; rather less than 1

ton of coke was consumed per ton of steel melted, instead of 3| to 4-|

tons per ton of steel, as required in the ordinary melting furnaces.

Mr. McCoNXELL was much struck witli the beautiful principle in-

volved in the new furnace, of making the cuiTcnts of air circulate alter-

nately in opposite directions, and thus effectually extracting the heat

from the air, before it reached the chimney. He inquired whether it

was found that the great alternation of temperature affected the dura-

bility of the brick-work, as the several portions were exposed to ex-

treme variations of temperature ; also, whether there was any difficulty

in keeping the holes in the regenerator walls open and* in repair, on

account of the very high temperature to which they were exposed.

Mr. Atkinson replied, that he had not experienced any practical

difficulty from that cause ; but, on the contrary, he found an import-

ant saving in the cost of brick-work repairs: for in the ordinary fur-

naces, the chimney had to be lined with fire-brick to a considerable

height, in consequence of the intense heat of the air entering the bot-

tom of the chimney ; but in the new furnace, the heat was so completely

extracted before reaching the chimney, that he could bear his hand on

the flue, within a foot of the valve, at the base of the chimney, that

regulated the alternation of the current; and not a single fire-brick
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•was now used in the chimney. In the regenerator portion of the fur-

nace, there was no sign of want of repair at present, nor of slag from

the melting of the bricks, and they appeared likely to last three times

as long as they had done at present.
Proc. Insti. Mech. Engineers, London.

Proceedings of the Mot/at Scottish Society of Arts. "^

Jan. 25.

—

On an improved Stove for Heating Aimrtments, Green-
houHcs, (fc. By James Stark, M. D., who entered into its description,

and stated that it consisted of a cylinder of sheet iron, with an inner

casing of cast metal rising the height of the top of the door, and within

which alone the fuel was burned. The whole fire-place for the coals

was below the opening of the door, while the cylinder rose high above
it, and terminated in a flat top, on which was placed an iron plate con-

taining water. A flue provided with a damper passed ofl" at the back
of the stove, close under the flat top. The cast iron box containing

the ash pan was made close, so that the quantity of air which was ad-

mitted to the fuel might be under perfect regulation. The special

advantages of this form of stove were—the absence of the usual burnt
smell which prevails in apartments heated by stoves ; the capability of

regulating with the greatest accuracy the temperature of the apart-

ment ; the ease with which the stove was heated ; the great economy
of fuel, as it only required common Scotch dross of any kind ; its

cheapness ; and its non-liability to get out of order or require repairs.

The kind of stove shown had been used for a period of three years

;

and tiie inventor stated that an 8 inch stove, 30 inches high, had kept
an apartment, 18 feet l>y 14 feet and 18 feet high, at a temperature of
68° during all the days Avhen a fire was requisite, and that the averao^e

amount of fuel consumed annually was 1| tons of common Scotch dross,

value about 7.9. Gd. Dr. Stark made some further remarks on heating

and ventilating apartments.

On Explosions of C<trhnrettcd Hydrogen in Coal Mines^ witJi the

points to which we may look for their radical cure. By Hexry Cadell,
Es([., Grange, Bo'ness.—Tlic apalling accidents which frequently oc-

cur, Mr. Cadell remarked, were subjects of much painful interest, and
for a number of years have been inquired into by committees of both
houses of parliament, but without any decided effect in remedying the

evil. He stated tiiat much ingenuity had been shown in the improve-

ment of ventilation of mines, and many apjdiances were adopted for

driving or drawing air through them, and from the evidence given be-

fore the committees it appears, that in many cases these might be said

to be carried to the verge of their capability. The various safety lamps
in use, the principal being that by Sir Humphrey Davy, had been the

means of bringing into operation mines which without such appliances

would have been altogether unworkiiblo ; l)»it it is allowed that since

the introduction of these, accidents by explosion had rather increased
* From the Lond. Civ. Eng. and Arch. Jouru., April, 1858.

Vol. XXXVI.—Third Skuies.—No. 1 Joly, 1858. 6
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than diminished, and as there were many contingencies by which these

lamps might be injured, or made to communicate the flame to the ex-

plosive mixture, there could be no safety from explosions so long as

these lamps were in the hands of hundreds of workmen; and he consid-

ered the only preventive was by keeping the workings at all times so

aired as to be far removed from the explosive point, reserving safety

lamps for special use in heading rooms and levels going before the

body of the workings. In order to eflfect this in many workings, one

of two things is requisite to render the ventilation so far complete

as to dispense with safety lamps in the regular workings—either more
shafts must be sunk, or a system of Avorking adopted which may effect

the same object ; and as the former is frequently a subject of much
difficulty, it is to the latter that he directed particular attention. The
general methods of working coal may be classed under three systems,

diagrams of which he exhibited : viz. 1. The pillar and room working,

where rooms or excavations of from 3 to 6 yards wide are cut, leaving

pillars of the coal for the permanent support of the superincumbent

strata. 2. The panel wall system, where narrow excavations or rooms

are made, leaving large panel-shaped pillars, which are afterwards par-

tially taken out ; and—3. The long wall system, where the whole coal

is taken away progressively, roads being formed by removing a part

of the roof or pavement, the superincumbent strata in this case settling

down gradually as the workings progress, leaving a clear space along

the face of the coal. In the two first-named methods there is a great

face of coal exposed for the giving out of carburetted hydrogen, while

a large open area is left for the gases to accumulate ; while in the

latter, or long wall system, there is the smallest amount of coal face

exposed, and from the strata settling down as the workings progress,

there is the smallest space left for the accumulation of gases; and the air

course being along the faces, which are nearly in a line, is short and
direct as compared with the other modes of working. He believed that

what had been said would meet with little direct opposition, and found

that so far these views were corroborated by the testimony of different

engineers, at least for the purposes of general ventilation, and instanced

the evidence given before a committee of the House of Commons, by
Mr. Wynne and Mr. Landale, and the opinion of Hedley, in his book

on the ventilation of mines. The principal obstacles to the general

introduction of this system are its alleged expense, and apparent diffi-

culty in high and clean seams ; but these are matters more in idea than

in practice, as in some parts they have been successfully overcome

;

and when properly introduced, the long wall system has generally been

found preferable to the other modes of working, and has gradually

been gaining ground. He concluded by repeating that what is to be

looked to for safety from explosions, is a ventilation sufficient to keep

the workings at all times remote from the explosive point ; and with

this view, where they are fiery and extensive, either more shafts should

be sunk, or a method of working adopted which shall render easier and

thereby improve ventilation, and that such is to be found in the long

wall system of working.
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Feb. 8. On an improved MetJiod of Graduating Hydrometers. By
Prof. Elliot, Queen's College, Liverpool.—After describing the usual

method of graduation by accurately determining two points on the

scale and dividing the intermediate space into equal parts, Prof. Elliot

pointed out the erroneousness of that method in principle, and the se-

rious deviations from truth to which it is liable in practice. He then
demonstrated the true character of the progression which ought to

exist in the lengths of the successive divisions. Prof. Elliot then pro-

posed a geometrical process; by which the graduation miglit bo effected

with strict accuracy; and showed how that process might be rendered
extremely ca.sy when the instruments are constructed in quantities to

be sold at a low price.

Description of a Chech-Grieve for Registerinrj Coal Sales hj means
of Machinery. By William Johnstone, mineral manager, Carron
Company, Falkirk.—This machine is intended to be a check on the

coal sales, and M'ill prevent any suspicion l)etAveen the salesman and
liis employer. It is simple, and easily understood. It consists of a
disk in front with numbers engraved on the outer edge, with a pointer

which is connected to two typed wheels, which are enclosed within a
cover, where only a small opening is left in the cover for the salesman

to put the ticket he is about to stamp into one of the typed wheels

;

and when he prints the required number of hundredweights on the car-

ter's ticket, the other typed Avheel is at the same time registering the

same number of hundredweights on a strip of paper that the salesman

has no access to, so that his employer can at any time compare the

weight registered by the machine with the weight written in the sale

books. The inventor stated that his machine by a slight alteration

could be made to be useful in large drapery establishments, for receipt-

ing and registering the sale of goods.

Feb. 22.

—

Improved Cottage Window Frame. By Hon. Lord Mur-
ray. The object in view was to provide efficient ventilation without

the several inconveniences of either the sash or the hinge principle, so

often objected to as entailing much trouble or frequent repairs ; and
this is effected by making one-fourth of the window slide horizontally,

in so simple amanner that while it allows perfect adjustment in quantity

of opening, there is hardly any possibility of the arrangement get-

ting out of order. The invention was exhibited in the shape of a

wooden model, as well as of a full-sized cast iron window frame with

sixteen small jianes. The moulds being preserved at Shott's foundry

in Leith-walk, further copies if re([uired may be had.

On Photographical Illustrations for Boohs. Jlj Professor C. PiAZZI
Smith.—After alluding to past attempts, attemled with more or less

success, to produce copies of photographs for ])ul)lication, the author
referred to the illustration of his recent work on " Tencriffe," published

by Mr. Lovell Keeve, of London, as an example of a large impression
of a book illustrated with pure photographs. The requisite number of
copies had been procured by adopting the principle of printing from
secondary negatives, so that several printers could be employed at once.

Further advantage had followed from this method, for the second
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negatives gave pictures of far more intensity than the first ; and in one
instance the original picture had been an opaque positive, backed up
with black varnish; and as such generally supposed incapable of being
multiplied. Its repetitions, however, produced by a process which the
author described at length, from Plate 18 of the book. If any further
difficulty occurred in supplying the public with copies of the work as
fast as they were ordered, it arose chiefly in getting experienced moun-
ters, each photograph having to be pasted on a plate card, and each
book having forty such mountings. This delay and trouble must yield

in time, if the public approve of photographic illustrations ; and in such
case a new field will be opened up to employ the ill-paid class of seam-
stresses in large towns.

Registering Frame for Printing Cliromo-Lithographio Plates. By
R. BuRX, Engineer, Edinburgh.—This improvement consists in the
construction of the hinges, which are made in such a way as to pro-
vide against any injury being sustained by them from the pressure put
upon the lithographic press when the carriage is passing the scraper-
bar; registering machines having hitherto been constructed with hinges
quite flat on both sides ; whereas, Mr. Burn's frame would, on exami-
nation, be found to have the bottom part tapered, and so constructed
that any amount of pressure to which it may have to be frequently
subjected will leave it uninjured.

March 8.—An experiment showing the Contraction of Water above
the Freezing Point. The water operated on was contained in a glass

jar, about 4 inches in diameter and 18 inches high ; and the changes
in its density were shown by the ascent and descent of colored glass

balls about an inch in diameter. When the water was ice cold the
balls were all at the bottom ; but gradually, as the warmth of the room
was communicated to the water, its contraction and consequent in-

crease of density caused the balls to rise. As the water approached
the state of greatest density, the heavier balls were seen to move irre-

gularly about, in consequence of the current caused by the changes
of temperature. In the course of an hour, the point of maximum den-

sity having been passed, the balls began to descend in reverse order,

and at last all again reached the bottom. Mr. Sang added, that al-

though he had never seen any published description of this experi-

ment, he could scarcely expect it to be new, seeing that it is an obvious

extension of a well-known method for demonstrating the compressi-

bility of water.

The Production of Aluminium.'^'

M. Petitjean, a French chemist, resident in London (the inventor of

an admirable method of silvering mirrors cheaply, which was brought

to the notice of the Royal Institution some time since by Professor

Faraday), has effected an improvement in the production of aluminium,

which promises to still further reduce the cost of that valuable metal
beyond all that has hitherto been anticipated. His invention consists

in trasforming so much of the aluminium as is present in the substances

with which it is found naturally combined into one or more sulphu-
* From the Mechanics' Magazine, March, 1S58.
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rets; and then removing the sulphur therefrom hj the aid of carbon,

or a liydro-carbon, or of a suitable metal or metals, mixed therewith,

and exposed in a crucible to a high temperature, after which the alu-

minium in a metallic state will be deposited in the crucible. The pro-

cess is equally applicable to the production of magnesium.

Studi/ of the Thermo-multipUcr. By M. F. de la Provostaye.

This instrument, valuable to the experimentalist for its extreme
delicacy and for its extensive scale, has been the object of careful theo-

retic and practical study by M. de la Provostaye, whose results as re-

ported to the Academy of Sciences at Paris, may be summed up as follows:

First, as to the galvanometer.

1. Whatever may be the position of the needles, the forces which
act upon each half are reducible practically to one, perpendicu-

lar to the plane of the meridian.

2. That the amount of deviation makes but a slight change in the

amount of this resultant: hence, the apparatus may be regarded

as a tangent-needle of a very considerable degree of perfection.

Secondly, as to the thermo-electric pile.

1. The progress of heating the thermometer takes place by the same
degrees and in the same time, as if it were placed in a space at

the constant temperature which the pile attains under the in-

fluence of the source of heat.

2. When the rise of the temperature is sufBciently small, if we with-

draw the calorific action, it cools again in the same time and
by the same degrees as if heated.

Thirdly. He determines the integral expression for the movement
of the needle ; shows that its position of rest under the action of the

current is proportioned to the constant quantity of the cm'rent when the

anterior face of the pile has assumed a stationary excess of tempera-
ture, and to the intensity of the incident lieat: and then derives ex-

pressions for the times corresponding to the maximum and minimum
excursions of the needle, and the extent of these excursions ; and ter-

minates with the followinji observation: "If, after making an observa-

tion with the thermo-pile in the common way, and awaiting the fixed

deviation of the needle, the screen is replaced, the energy of the cur-

rent diminishes and the needle returns to zero. I have found that the

retrograde motion of the needle, counted from the fixed deviation,

takes place by oscillations of the same extent and times as the primi-

tive motion counted from zero.

Wooden CInircJiy Paris.

Tlie novelty of a Gothic church, all constructed of white wood,
steeped in some antisej)tic preparation to render the timber incorrup-

tible, can now be seen near the IJoulevanl Mont Parnasse, at the Caen
and Nantes station. Its best recommendation is its wonderful economy.
"Notre Dame des Champs" will be inaugurated next Sunday.

—

Globe
Paris Corrvspondcnt. 6*
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Researches iqyon Cochineal.* By M. Sciiutzenberger.

Manufacturers of printed cottons have long known that cochin ea

"when left for several days in contact with an aqueous solution of am-
monia, undergoes an interesting modification which has not yet attracted

the attention of chemists. The red coloring matter (carminic acid)

passes to the state of a matter of a fine violet color, which acids do not

modify, or cause to become red. This body cannot, therefore, be re-

garded as carminate of ammonia. To ascertain the transformation

that takes place, I anal3^zed some carminic acid, upon the purification

of which I had bestowed the greatest care, and modified this acid by
means of ammonia. By the comparison of the two results obtained, I

found that the coloring matter of the animoniacal cochineal was the

amide of carminic acid. On analyzing carminic acids 'prepared by dif-

ferent processes, I found that each had a different composition, but all

my analyses might be definitively represented by the same formula

with more or less oxygen, and I concluded therefrom that there exists

at least two degrees of oxidation of carminic acid. I have in fact suc-

ceeded, by employing ether mixed with more or less alcohol as a sol-

vent, in separating and obtaining in a crystalline form two products,

of which one is represented by the formula

and the other by

as well as two intermediate degrees of oxidation, one

the other

Q,8JJ8Q,3^

which may be regarded either as peculiar bodies, or as compounds of

the more oxidized with the less oxidized acid. By heating a mixture

of carminate of soda and iodide of asthyle to 257° F. in a closed tube,

I have obtained the ethers of these carminic acids in the form of red

bodies, insoluble in water, but soluble in alcohol.

I have also remarked that nascent hydrogen completely decolorizes

a solution of carminic acid, and that the color returns in the aii*. This

reaction may be compared with that which takes place when indigo is

reduced.

—

Comptcs Rendus, January 4, 1858, p. 47.
* From the London Chemical Gazette, No. 368.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE.

Proceedings of the Stated Monthly Meeting^ June 17, 1858.

John C. Cresson, President, in the chair.

John Agnew, Vice-President. "^

John F. Frazer, Treasurer. > Present.

Isaac B. Garrigues, Recording Secretary. J
The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.
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Letters were read from the K. K. Geologischen Reischsanstalt

;

Vienna, Austria, and the Royal Geographical Society, London,
Donations to the Library were received from the K. K. Geologis-

chen Reischsanstalt, Vienna, Austria; the Royal Geographical Society,

the Royal Institution, and the Royal Astronomical Society, London;
La Societe d'Encouragement pour I'lndustrie Nationale, and L'Ecole
dcs Mines, Paris, France; Major William IL Emory, U. S. Army; the

O'Fallon Polytechnic Institute, and the Academy of Science, St. Louis,

Missouri; Dr. B. II. Rand, William J. Young, Esq., and Prof. John
F. Frazer, Philadelphia.

Donations to the Cabinets were received from John P. Whipple,
Chief Engineer, U. S. Navy, and Dr. Charles M, Cresson, Philada.

The Periodicals received in exchanfre for the Journal of the Insti-

tute, were laid on the table.

The Treasurer read his statement of the receipts and payments for

the month of May.
The Board of Managers and Standing Committees reported their

minutes.

The Board of Managers reported, that at their last meeting they
elected Lieiit. Col. James D. Graham, U. S. Topographical Engineer,
a corresponding member of the Institute.

Candidates for membership in the Institute (4) were proposed, and
the candidates ((>) proposed at the last meeting were duly elected.

W. Jones exhibited Wagner k Harper's Brick Machine, the inven-

tion of I. Z. A. W^agner, of Philadelphia, of which the cuts are an illus-

tration. It consists of two mould-wheels, I'F, with serrated faces,
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working in journals, and rotating at the same speed by means of the cou-

pling wheels, ee. The indentations of the mould-wheels come opposite

each other as they successively fall in the lines joining the axles of said

^ Avheels, and form a rectangular box,

as shown at J, of the brick size. A
hopper o, fits over and on the sides of

the mould-wheels, into which is fed

the clay in its natural untcmpered
/^condition ; its gravity causes it to fall

/ into the space between the wheels,

/ which, in their rotation, compresses

I it, expelling the air, and by their

I continuous movement, carry the

I formed brick down towards an end-

\ less belt I, running over tAvo pulleys,

\yiii driven by gearing. Upon this

belt the bricks are delivered, their

adhesion to the moulds being broken

by the action of the apparatus K,

worked by the tappets of the wheel

E, striking upon the trigger K. Z is a

spring to elevate the rod after each

depression. B, b', c, d, are gear

wheels ; A is the timber foundation.

Strong brace bolts 1 1, pass from side

to side of the frame close to the jour-

nal boxes, to prevent any spreading between them. This machine is

simpler than many others used for making bricks from dry clay, as no
plungers or stampers are employed ; and a higher rate of speed can be

admitted without danger, the limit being the rapidity with which the

attendants can remove the moulded bricks.

Also, Mr. C. M. Cresson's Gauge Cocks, designed for boilers using

muddy water, and arranged so that they can be ground in without

removal from the boiler while under a pressure of steam.

They may be described thus : the shell or case is of the usual shape,

with a globular extremity, the shank being drilled longitudinally with

the escape holes at right angles in the globe end. A crank handle has

a screwed spindle, which works in an internal thread cut in the globe

end of the cock ; through this spindle, is drilled a hole in which the

stem of the valve or plug works, its inner end bearing against a shoul-

der ; consequently, when the handle is turned either way, the valve is

forced into its seat, or permitted to open for the passage of the steam

or water. A milled head secured upon the outer extremity of the spin-

dle, enables it to be turned upon the seat when required to be ground in.

Mr. Henry Bowers exhibited a red dyeing material obtained by him

from coal tar.
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COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND THE ARTS.

The Committee on Science and the Arts constituted by the Franklin Institute of the

State of Pennsylvania, for the promotion of the Mechanic Arts, to whom was referred

for examination, " an Adjustable Eccentric for Operating Slide Valves of Steam En-

gines," invented by Mr. S. Lloyd Wiegaxd, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,

Report :—That it consists of a strap and eccentric block of the

usual form mounted upon a sleeve, fitted with two feathers on opposite

sides and in line with eacli other, but at an angle with centre line of

sleeve and main sliaft. Suitable gear is attached to the sleeve to move
it endways upon the shaft, (with which it rotates,) and to hold it at any

recjuired point of its travel. The eccentric block fits snugly upon the

feathers, but does not touch the sleeve at any point, the centre hole or

eye being made oval to clear the sleeve as it approaches the latter, by
sliding upon the inclined feathers.

The eccentric does not move sideways with the sleeve, but is kept in

place by guards on each side, or by a cross bar passing through the

shaft and having its ends secured to the eccentric block. In the latter

plan, the sleeve is slotted to permit its motion by the bar. The eccentric

block is so made that its throw is equal to the lap of the slide valve,

and when mounted, and midway upon the sleeve, its centre falls in a

plane passing through the centres of the sleeve, the feathers, and also,

when the valve gear is direct acting, through the centre line of crank.

The throw necessary to give the required travel to the valve, is had

by moving the sleeve through the eccentric, causing it to move up the

inclined feathers, and thereby increase its centre from the centre of

rotation, thus an amount of steam opening ranging from nothing to

full open can be obtained.

. From this, and the accompanying description and drawings, it will

be seen that when the sleeve is shifted either way, the centre of the

eccentric moves in a line at right angles to this plane, consequently,

the lead of the valve is constant, or nearly so, a slight variation occur-

ring from the ol)li((uity of the eccentric rod, but it is exactly c((ual for

each two opposite points equidistant from the piano; therefore, an

engine fitted with this gear will run either ahead or back, as the ec-

centric is disposed, and the steam can be cut off at any point of the

stroke.

In comparing this valve gear with others intended to accomplish the

same purpose, the committee consider its merits equal to the best known
to them, and that it performs the same functions with fewer parts and

wearing surfaces. The cotnmittee are aware tliat a design simihir to

this was patented in Great Britain, (see Isaac Dodd's specification,

No. 2605, British Patents for 1854,) but it was defective in not giving

lead in backing, an important feature believed to be peculiar to this

now under consideration.

From the aniouiit of space necessary to get the motion of the sleeve,

the committee tliink this plan will not be applicable to all forms of

marine engines, but on locomotive engines, where the entire space on the
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axle between the cranks or the journals can be appropriated, it is well

suited, and it is recommended to the favorable notice of locomotive

manufacturers.

By order of the Committee,
Philadelphia, May 13th, 1858. Wm. Hamilton, Actuary.

Description by S. Lloyd Wiegand.

A pair of clamps, ff, are secured upon the shaft A, by means of the

bolts and nuts GO; forged in the same pieces with the clamps are pro-

jecting guides, EE, which project radially from the clamps, and are

finished with their sides perfectly parallel. The eccentric, B, has cast

upon its sides four projections, o, o, 0, 0, which fit upon each side of

the guides ee ; a plate, H, is secured by bolts, ii, across each of the

guides, so that the eccentric can slide transversely across the shaft,

the hole in the eccentric being of such a size and form as to permit it.

Between the bolts gg, and the shaft A, are two slides cc, made concave

upon one side so as to adapt them to the form of the shaft, and upon
the other side of slides cc, are fixed oblique feathers dd, which are

parallel to each other, and fit in correspondingly oblique grooves in the

eccentric. The slides cc, are firmly attached to a collar J, by which

they may be made to slide lengthwise of the shaft, and in so doing,

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

shift the eccentric across the shaft, and thus to give motion to the slide-

valve of a locomotive engine, for either a backward or a forward mo-
tion, or any intermediate extent of motion of the valve, so that the
slide-valve performs the functions of a cut-off valve, in the same man-
ner as when operated by the shifting link motion of Stephenson. The
eccentric, it will be perceived by reference to fig. 2, has the opening
through which the shaft passes, made to one side of the centre, so that
it is permanently eccentric in a direction at right angles to that in

which its throw is varied ; the dark cross represents the centre of the
shaft, and the dotted line indicates the direction in which the centre of
the eccentric moves when the throw is varied or reversed.

This permanent eccentricity is requisite to move the slide-valve to
such a position, that it shall supply steam promptly at the commence-
ment of each stroke of the piston, and toward the completion of each
stroke it has the effect of cutting off the steam, by bringing the lip of
the slide-valve over the steam port.
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The relative positions which the centre of the eccentric assumes to

the centre of the shaft and the line of the crank, may be seen in fig. 4;
L is the shaft centre, lm the centre line of the crank, k is the centre

of the eccentric when the valve has its full travel in forward motion,

k' is the eccentric centre when the valve has its full travel in backward
motion, N is the position of the eccentric when in mid-^fcar, or set for

neither forward or l)ackward motion; when in this position the valve has

a motion just sufficient to bring the edge of the valve to the edge of the

steam port, but not sufficient to pass any steam into the cylinder. The
distance between L and N is equal to the lap of the slide-valve, that is,

the amount tliat the valve-lip exceeds the width of the steam port, as-

suming that the valve-rod is connected without the intervention of a
rocker to the eccentric; when a rocker is used, the proportion of LN
and Kk' must be varied according to the relative length of the rocker

arms. The extent and direction of the throw of the eccentric can be
Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

KV

L

K'X

controlled by the engineer operating a lever which slides the collar J

Icngtliwise of the shaft, while the engine is in motion or at rest, and a
variable expansion is thus effected.

The slides of the eccentrics of both engines of a locomotive being
both attached to one collar, are operated simultaneously by the engineer.

The aihunttafU'if possessed by the arrangement are

:

1st. That it is lighter than any other variable expansion gear.

2d. Tluit it is simpler than any other.

3d. It gives steam more accurately than a shifting link-gear, by
avoiding any angular variation, caused by the rising and falling of the
eccentric rods.

4th. It is cheaper to construct than any other valve motion.

5tli. Wear in any of its wearing parts can be compensated for by
merely tightening the joints, without replacing any of the parts.

Gth. It occupies less space than any (ither variable expansion gear,
so that the boiler can be set lower, and the arrangement of the other
parts of an engiiu^ varied to an extent inadmissible where the shifting

link-gear is employed.
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Thermometer for April, 1858. Barometer for April, 1868.
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The Formation of Bars in Bivers and Harbors. By D. S. Howard,
C. and M. En<jinccr.

As a general rule, bars are formed only by eddies. The formation
of bars in the straight part of rivers usually commences in shoal places,

•where an upAvard direction is given to the water in its passage from a
deeper portion of the channel, and the nature of the banks is of such
material as to give way before the tendency of the water to spread, in

accommodating the width to the required discharge with a diminished
velocity and depth. The motion of the water in sucli places, particu-

larly near the bottom, having a direction upwards forms a vertical eddy,
depositing whatever comes doAvn the stream having a relative weight
sufficient to overcome the diminished force of the water, from the ac-

tion produced by the form of the bottom, forming a bar more or less

compact, according to the nature of the material deposited.

It is generally supposed, that where a bar has once formed, if re-

moved, it will form again, but if the cause be removed by excavating,

where the bar is as deep as it is immediately above, making the bottom
uniform, there must some other cause intervene before another bar can
be formed in that place.

Horizontal eddies form projecting points from the shores of rivers

by virtue of a similar law, Avhicli diniiuishes the force of a current in

proportion to the obstruction that diverts it from a right line, thereby
crowding the thread of the stream towards the opposite bank from
Vol. XXXVL—TmuD Seiuks.—No. 2.—Auouar, 1858. 7
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where tlie eddy was first formed, which wears away and furnishes ma-
terial for the deposits below, a part of which is transferred by the

eddy mentioned to increase the point, until the current comes in con-

tact with a resisting material, and becomes contracted suflBciently to

create a current with power to prevent any further deposit on the

point, when the place of deposit will have been gradually transferred

to the centre of the eddy, Avhere an island will eventually be formed;

or if the current should not come in contact with any resisting mate-

rial it would continue to wear away the bank in the same direction,

and returning in a circuitous route to the original bed of the stream

below, until the natural descent of the stream Avas so far overcome by
the relative distance of the ncAV circuitous route as to weaken the cur-

rent sufficiently to render it harmless. (Such is the law that guides the

Mississippi and many other streams with yielding banks.) Then, if

there be Avater enough for the purposes of navigation at all times, and
the regimen of the river fixed, there would be no more trouble, but as

the regimen of a river cannot become fixed unless measui'es have been
taken to keep back the freshets common to all streams, we must expect

that at a different level from the most usual flow of the stream, the cur-

rent will come in contact with other obstructions projecting from one

side or the other, forming new eddies and other deposits, changing
materially, perhaps, the course of current and width of the stream,

plainly showing that no river can have a fixed regimen, until the fresh-

ets are in some measure under our control.

With sufficient reservoirs at the head waters of a stream to control

the freshets, we have not only improved the river permanently for the

purpose of navigation, and the country with water power, and the

facilities for irrigation, but if the stream extends to the sea coast, the

harbor at the mouth is also permanently benefited by the absence of

the material for deposits usually brought down in large quantities by
freshets, forming bars wherever the shape of the bottom or sides of the

harbor or pass, afford a sufficient obstruction to a straight course of

the current.

There is a popular fallacy in the common observation that bars in

the tide waters of rivers are formed by the meeting of the tide with

the current of the river ; without thinking that there is no point within

the range of the tide from the mouth of the river up, where the two
currents do not meet at some stage of the tide, such observations pass

current. Bars are formed at the meeting of currents, but it is where
they continue to meet for some length of time, forming eddies either

vertical or ^horizontal, or both, but when the tide and river meet, the

force of the stream is overcome by the tide, and both pass up together

with less and less force, until it becomes infinitely less and less, when
the backwater will be found to have extended far above the change of

current, and accumulated sufficient force to overpower the exhausted
tide, Avhich it accompanies with increased power back to the sea, distri-

buting their deposit wherever the contour of the bottom or sides of the

stream favor the formation of eddies, and at no other places.
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When deposits are made in still water, they are in the form of flats,

and are generally a long time in forming, but whenever short shoals

obstruct the navigation of a stream, they will be found on examination,

to be either an original formation, or a bar formed in accordance with

the above mentioned laws, that is, from some irregularity in the bottom

or sides of the stream above, causing eddies either horizontal or verti-

cal, or both. Bars are sometimes formed by the action of currents pro-

duced by winds and waves at the mouths of rivers and entrances to

harbors, which seems to clash with "the most commonly received

theory," according to Mr. Mahan, which is, "that a wave is a simple

oscillation of the water, in which each particle rises and falls in a ver-

tical line, a certain distance during each oscillation, without receiving

any motion'of translation in a horizontal direction." AVithout iroing into

an investigation of the whole conduct of waves, we may assume here,

from common observation, that water does receive an impulse from
the wind in a horizontal direction sufficient to move not only sand, but
stones weighing a ton or more, wliich have been thrown over the pier

at Oswego, on Lake Ontario, State of New York, four or five feet high

above the water by the action of the Avind and Avaves.

Any one who will observe the effects of the wind blowing parallel

to the bank of a sea, will see the waves gradually change their direc-

tion as they approach the shore, as if the wind were bloAving toAvards

the beach, plainly indicating a motion of the water in the direction of

the wind, and at a distance from the shore to be greater than at the

shore, on account of the resistance offered by the inequalities of the

beach. It will also be observed, if the material composing the beach
be movable, that it will be shifted more or less in the direction of the

wind, and formed into small projections in the shape of horizontal

waves.

It is evident from such observations, that if a Avind prcA'ail parallel

with the sea coast Avhere the mouth of a river or a pa.ss into a bay or

harbor be situated, and if there be a movable material on the coast

sufficiently hea\'y to sink in salt water, there Avill be a tendency to form
a bar from the A^'indward side of the channel, in the direction indicated

by the force of the outAvard current, and the power of the Avavos, the

relative force of the Avaves increasing as the bar proceeds outward, and
that of the outward current diminisliing as it expands, causing the bar

to bend to the opposite bank in the form of a segment.
Tlie hiAvs which govern the formation of bars Avhen known are very

simple, but the circumstances that attend their action are varied in the

extreme; therefore a true knoAvledge of the subject reciuires long and
patient experience, strict and mature observations, and Avell digested

deductions, untraunueled by favorite ready-made theories, Avhich are

ahvays fatal to just conclusions from extensive and A'aried premises.

Less perfection in knowledge of the subject, however, will show that
bars are ahvays formed by eddies, but eddies do not ahvays form bars,

for the reason that a material suited in texture and Aveight to the velo-

city of the eddy is ahvays necessary. If the material be too fine or too

light for the power of the eddy, it will be kept in motion until somo
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slight change in the force or direction of the current causes it to pass

off in tangents, when it finds its way into some less turbulent eddy, cal-

culated to give it rest.

The material for bars is often wholly absent where eddies prevail,

which directs our attention towards a more remote cause of their for-

mation, the furnishing of the material. This is done most extensively

and almost wholly by freshets ; the principal precaution, then, is a con-

trol over the head waters of the rivers by means of reservoirs, which

will not only prevent the obstruction of navigation, ti,ut the destruction

of an immense amount of property. We have now only to take a trip

on the Mississippi to realize the Avisdom of Mr. Ellet's plan of im-

proving the Ohio River, which, if it had been done accordingly, it

would be easy to see without an estimate, the inconsiderable sum it

would have cost, compared with the expense of dykes, crevasses, and
the property destroyed by the present freshet on the Mississippi, which

would have been effectually prevented by the improvement of the Ohio

alone.

Corpus Christi, Texas, April 30, 1858.

Sliding Friction. Diminution of Sliding Friction as the velocity in-

creases^ particularhj in the Friction of Cars on Rails: Formula which

represents this Diminution. By M. H. Bochet.

The excellent experiments of M. Morin (performed at Metz in 1831

and 1833,) upon sliding friction, placed beyond all doubt the law pre-

viously announced by Coulomb, that within the limits and in the con-

ditions of these experiments, the sliding friction was independent of the

velocity and of the extent of surface, and varied only with the pressure

and the nature and condition of the surfaces in contact. So that this

friction could be represented by the formula f—p K. Where p is the

pressure upon the surfaces, and K a coefficient, the value of which de-

pends on the nature and condition of the surfaces. But in these experi-

ments, the velocities varied only from to 3 metres per second, and in

the experiments of Coulomb it was still less. It might then be doubted

whether, under very different conditions, (for instance, in case the ve-

locities should vary from to 25 metres per second, as happens on

railroads, when the trains are checked and some of the wheels slide

over the rails, and in many other cases,) the same law would continue

to govern the friction.

The precise coefficient in the peculiar case of the sliding of car-wheels

over the rails was also to be determined in the various conditions of

the rails.

New experiments instituted for this purpose in 1851, by M. J. Poi-

ree, showed, that at least in the case of the friction on railroads, and

for velocities varying from 4 to 22 metres per second, the friction di-

minished as the velocity increased.

Again, M. Nap. Garella, and the author of this Memoir, made, in
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1856, experiments on the stopping of trains upon railroads, the results

of which led to the same conclusion. And again, the same fact is de-

veloped by the experiments on the stopping of cars by the shoe-brake,

made by M. Poiree in 1850.

The author sought to discover the precise law, and the formula which

would represent the variation of the friction with the velocity, at least

in the particular case of railroads, and he thinks that he has succeeded,

by the graphic mode and by a series of deductions, in showing that

77 XT

this variation may be represented by the formula/=—^- : where

/ represents the intensity of the friction
; p, the pressure on the rails;

K, a coefficient depending entirely on the condition of the rails, (the

tires of the wheels, and surfaces of the brakes, being of wrought iron

like the rails.) (This coefficient is to be taken =^ 0*3, when the rails

are at their maximum dryness : 0-25 when they are very dry: 0*2 when
dry: 0-14 when they are wet.) v is the velocity: and a is a coefficient

whose value depends principally upon the manner in which the sliding

takes place, (whether direct, that is, the wheels sliding over the rails,

or by means of a shoe.) This coefficient appears to vary very slightly

with K: but this variation, even if it were certain, would not be of

sufficient importance to be taken into account. The values of a to be

assumed (the variations being calculated in metres per second,) are

0-03 when the wheels slide directly on the rails: 0-07 when a shoe is

interposed.

The author thinks that this formula is in sufficiently exact accord-

ance Avith the experimental results of M. Morin : the term ay becoming

too small to affect the results at his velocities; he thinks, moreover,

that when the resistance of the air is taken into account, the discussion

of these results shows a commencement of the diminution of the fric-

tion with an increasing velocity. He believes, therefore, that this

phenomenon is general, and that it may be expressed by the formula

above, or perhaps better by the formula - =y -f ——^. k keeping

the values determined for it by M. Morin, as long as the condition of

his experiments are kept, while the values of a, (and perhaps, some-
times of y, ) must be determined in the different cases of slipping.

Certain facts stated in the memoir also lead to the suspicion, that

under conditions very different from those of M. Morin's experiments,

the friction may not be entirely independent of the extent of the sur-

faces, but this subject will retjuire an especial siwly.^Coniptes ]ie?idm
de VAcadhnie des /Sciences de Paris, April 20, 1858.

Note.—It is worthy of notice in this connexion, that the observations

of the Committee of the Franklin Institute, upon the friction of vessels

being launched, lead to a coefficient only about one-half as great as that

determined by M. Morin. See Journal Franklin Institute, 3d series,

vol. vii, page 108. Ed,
T
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For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

On the Relative Evaj)orating Power of Brass and Iron Tubes.

By J. R. Robinson, Esq., Engineer.

In the discussion that followed the reading of the paper on the relative

evaporating power of brass and iron tubes, before the " Institution of

Mechanical Engineers," by Mr. George Tosh, as reported in the June
number of the Journal of the Franklin Institute, one very import-

ant fact seems to have been lost sight of, which is, that in locomotive

boilers of the ordinary construction, combustion goes on to some extent

within the tubes, that is, the combustible gases do not all unite with

oxygen in the fire box of the boiler, but the mixed gases are drawn
into the tubes while the combustion is going on. Now the greater the

conducting power of the tubes—other things being equal—the sooner

will the temperature of the gases be reduced below that necessary to

insure their chemical union : so that, in such a boiler it may make but

little difference so far as its evaporating power is concerned, whether
brass or iron tubes are used, for what is gained, on the one hand, by
the greater power of the brass to transmit the heat from the gases

passing through the tubes to the water in the boiler, may be balanced

by the loss arising from the less perfect combustion of the gases within

the tubes. While on the other hand, although the iron tubes do not

transmit the heat from the gases so rapidly as in the case of the brass

tubes, the temperature of the gases is not so soon reduced below that

necessary to insure combustion, and more heat is generated from the

same weight of fuel.

Experiments made by the writer in January, 1855, with water as the.

heating medium instead of gases, as in the case of the locomotive boiler,

gave the conducting power of copper, brass, and iron tubes as follows:

Iron, 100 Brass, 136 Copper, 171

Experiments made by J. R. and H. S. Robinson, of Clinton, Mass.,

in January and February, 1856, with brass and iron tubes in boilers

so constructed that combustion took place before the gases were drawn
into the tubes, resulted in showing that 1000 square feet of brass tube

surface, was equal in evaporating power to 1300 square feet of iron

tube surface.

Clinton, Mass., June 22d, 1858.

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

On Curves for Mechanical Draughtsmen. By H. HowsoN, C. E.

Curves form an indispensable adjunct to the mechanical draughts-

man's stock of instruments. Without them it is impossible to give to

the details of machinery those forms instrumental alike in presenting

a pleasing effect, and in affording the proper strength at the expense

of the smallest amount of material.

The want of useful and graceful curves is inadequately supplied by
the variety of scrolls imported from France and Switzerland, an exten-
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sive variety of which is required to meet the exigencies of the draughts-

man.
The frequent use for, and constant want of, efficient curves, induced

the writer several years ago to make experiments, with the view of

producing a variety of curved forms, independent of any known rules

for laying them out. It was found tliat by taking a sharp pointed

pencil in the right hand, holding the whole arm at liberty without any
rest for the wrist or elbow, stretching the arm out, and bringing the

pencil with a very sudden sweep towards and from the body, with the

point of the pencil in contact with a sheet of smooth drawing paper, the

most graceful forms may be produced. These forms may be varied

and modified so as to present abrupt or gentle curves by altering the

position of the wrist, elbow, and shoulder joints, with respect to each

other, before the pencil is brought in contact with the paper, and by
altering the lengtli and breadth of the sweep given by the arm.

It is indispensable to the formation of a pure curve, that the move-

ment of the pencil should be sudden.

The annexed engraving represents two curves produced in the above

described manner.

For convenience of insertion in this periodical, the instrument is shown

B

in two parts. To render it complete, the transverse line A, of one figure
should coincide with that of the other, and the horizontal lines B, should
be in the same straight line.

This curve has been selected for illustration as one which has been
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found practically useful, the original having been the writer's constant

companion for the last fourteen years. The number of objects to which

the two edges of the instrument are applicable is somewhat astonishing.

Its utility indeed can only be appreciated by actual use. By tracing

the figures with a fine pointed pencil, pasting the two tracings in their

proper relative positions on a piece of veneer of pear, apple, or box-

wood, as the best material, and, when dry, cutting and filing the edges

to the lines, and subsequently removing the paper with a wet sponge,

fac similes of the original curve may be produced. By passing the fin-

ger along the edges of the curves, the slightest irregularities may be

discovered, and these readily removed with a fine file.

Imjyrovemenfs in Pistons.*

We give the accompanymg illustration of a very important, but ex-

ceedingly simple invention, by Messrs. Molineaux & Nichols, of the

Brighton Railway Locomotive Works, for superseding the use of me-

tal springs for expanding metallic piston packings. They simply bore

the sides of the piston truly, and fit into the hole so bored a double-

hinged spindle valve, as shown in accompanying illustration. The two

valve faces are expanded by a spring, and kept close against the in-

terior faces of the piston plates, suiTOunding the holes bored therein,

and upon the steam being admitted on

either side of the piston, the valve is acted

upon thereby and opened, and thus the

I full pressure of the steam is brought to

bear within the annular space or chamber
*

in the piston, and so acting behind the

metallic packing expands it ; upon the

direction of the motion of the piston being

ilchanged, the steam will act on the oppo-

site side of the piston, and also upon the

opposite end of the double-spindle valve,

and, as before, the pressure of the steam

will be permitted to enter the piston, and

so be communicated to the back of the

piston packing as before.

il Many attempts have been made to em-

J^l ploy the elastic pressure of steam and the

^ pressure of fluids to expand pistons and
Fig. 3. bucket packings, by means of hollow pis-

ton rods with lateral openings into the piston, by means of small holes

drilled in the ring of the single body pistons, and by other means, but

practically, so far as we know, none of these have ever been sufiiciently

successful to permit of their being continued in use. Now the present

invention has been practically tested in the most severe and sufficient

manner, and we have watched with considerable interest these trials,

*From the London Artizan, June, 185S.
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and we are enabled to state that they have proved entirely successful;

and one point which is of considerable importance is, that no loss of

steam results from its use, the piston space not being, as might be
supposed, filled and emptied at each stroke ; as, indeed, after the pis-

ton has been once filled with steam, it is but the pressure which is

communicated alternately at one side and the other, the original volume

remaining unchanged.

For locomotive engines there is a very great advantage pertaining

to this plan, viz : that when the steam is shut off, as when descending

inclines, &c., the pressure is removed, and the friction which would be

due to the constant pressure of metal springs does not occur.

Penn's Patent Apparatusfor Taking the Thrust of Screw Propellers.*-

Mr. J. Penn, Engineer, of Greenwich, has patented an improvement

in apparatus for taking the thrust of screw propellers, in which the use

of bearings of wood, already found so successful in other cases, is ap-

plied to the purpose. A disk or plate (by preference made in tAvo parts,

80 as readily to be fixed and removed) is applied between the boss of

the propeller and where the propeller shaft passes into the ship or ves-

sel. In this plate or disk are fixed pieces of hard wood at intervals in

such manner that the pieces of wood somewhat protrude beyond the

surface of the disk or plate. The disk or plate is made suitable for the

propeller shaft to turn freely in an opening through its centre, and it

is applied in such manner as to be held from turning with the propel-

ler shaft. The forward surface of the boss or nave of the propeller, or

•of a plate fixed thereto, is forn;»ed or turned truly, and is, when the

propeller is at work, constantly pressed against the projecting surfaces

of wood in the plate or disk, which is, as before mentioned, applied

where the propeller shaft passes into the vessel. The thrust of the pro-

peller is thus received by the pieces of wood fixed to the plate or disk,

and this. l)oing attached to the stern post of tlio ship or vessel, trans-

mits to it the thrust of the ])ropeller. The plate or disk and the wood
fixed to it, J/eing immersed in the water, AviM be constantly well lubri-

cated therewith. Although it is preferred to have the pieces of wood
applied to a plate or disk capal)lc of being readily removed, this is not

ossi'ntial, and in place of the pieces of wood being applied, as above

exjilainod, they may be applied to the boss of the propeller, or to a
plate or disk fixed thereto, or to the propeller shaft, so as to revolve

therewith. In which case the pieces of wood, when the propeller is at

work, will be pressed against a plate or surface formed or fixed around

where the sliaft of the propeller ])asses into the ship. And, although

it is preferred that this apparatus sliouM l>e external of the vessel, like

apparatus to take the thrust of a propt-ller may be applied within the

vessel, in which case the rubbing sui'faces should bo kept well lubri-

cated with water.
* From tho Mechanics' Magazine, March, 1S53.
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For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

Wixted's Hailroad Chair Press. Notice of a Hand Press for turn-
ing U2) the Lips or Wings of Wrought Iron Railroad Chairs. In-

vented bj Mr. James Wixted, Master Blacksmith of the Upper
Schuylkill Railroads, in Pennsylvania.

The general use upon American railways in their original construc-

tion of light wrought iron joint chairs, weighing from 7 to 10 ibs. each,

(with lips turned up,) has caused the erection in many places, of fac-

tories, where stamps and presses operated by power, manufacture these
chairs from plate iron, the former cutting out the blank and punching
the spike holes, the latter turning up the wings from the heated blank.

There are many cases, however, especially in the after maintenance
of railway superstructures, where for repairs or extensions, it is desi-

rable to have in the smith shops of a railroad, the means of readily

turning up a wrought iron chair from a flat plate, without erecting a
regular chair factory for that purpose, and such is the object of the
present invention.

Col. Franklin Hewson, C. E., desiring to adopt upon the railroads

Tinder his charge, a wrought iron chair with unusually long Avings (12
inches) so as to make with a long wrought iron chair, a joint between
ties, desired his master blacksmith, (Mr. Wixted,) to prepare the
means necessary to effect his purpose of making a long wrought iron

chair, of the kind described in the late discussion before the Franklin
Institute on ^'- rail joints."

Mr. Wixted devised the very simple hand press illustrated in the

annexed cut, which is found to answer perfectly its intended purpose
of turning up a chair from a wrought iron blank previously prepared,
slit and punched for the spike.

This press costs $00 only, and Colonel Hewson says

:

" That with it, tivo men at a common smith's fire, can make 60 lonor

chairs per day, and allowing for the coal used, the cost would be about
four cents each, for turning.

''But if a heating oven is employed, tivo men can make 120 chairs

per day, the cost in that •ase being little over two cents each. So that

the difference in the cost of turning chairs by the hand press, or by
the power machine, can in no event be serious.

"I have supposed herein, that the chair blanks will be punched for

the spike holes, &c., at the mill, and am now obtaining blanks thus

prepared (of fth plate,) in small quantities, at §80 per ton." M.
Description of the Cut.—Wrought iron keys, a a, are inserted

through yokes, h h ; they hold the rail d d, (or die,) which is divided

longitudinally into two equal parts, c c being a wrought iron plate

f inch thick, which is drawn out to disengage the chair after it is turn-

ed, giving an allowance of ^ inch for shrinkage; the rollers g g, move
in the arc x y; they work in castings h /«, which are the arms of the

compound levers h, t, s, Avhose joints are at m, o, s, v, the arms 1 1 are

wrought iron ; s s are levers 8 feet in length, p p are the stands for the

levers—being the ordinary switch pedestals in use

—

n is the cast iron

body of the press.
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Thrust Bearing for Screw Propellers.* By J. Hope.

Gentlemen :—I beg to send you a plan of a bearing to take the

tlirust of screw propeller shafts. The object is to diminish friction,

and, consequently, wear and tear,

a\ and I think with this plan there

v^~-//Xw^^^^ would scarcely be any at all. a is

^»the propeller shaft, 6 is a brass

^cap fastened on the shaft end,

against shoulders on the shaft, c

is a strong cast iron block, bored

to admit the brass cap and beveled,

as shown, like a valve. / is a small

force pump driven by the same, or

any other shaft. When the pro-

peller is in motion, the pump is constantly forcing water or any other

fluid into the block behind the shaft end, and there is no other vent

but at the beveled faces ; consequently the water must bear the entire

thrust, g is a cover to prevent the water flying off", and to conduct it

into vessels, whence it is again pumped into the block.

Bishop Auckland, Feb. 27, 1858.

JFentons Improved Feed Pipe Connexions.lf

Fig. 1 of the engravings is a longitudinal section of an improved

feed pipe, recently introduced by Mr. James Fenton, the able engineer

of Low Moor Iron Works, and described by him at the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers. Fig. 2 is a transverse section. A A are two

cylinders of brass or iron, one of which is bolted in the usual manner
to the feed pipe of the engine, and the other to that of the tender

;

Fig. 1.

.H-

Fig. 2.

they are both bored out smooth and parallel. B B Is a connecting tube
of brass or iron, having the ends turned, a g are elastic rings of vul-

canized india rubber, which, when at work, roll between the cylinders

A A and the connecting tube B. 1 1 are light chains used for the pur-
pose of keeping the tube b in its proper position ; they are each left

slack to an extent of one-half the greatest amount of travel required
between the engine and tender.

* From the Lond. Mech. Mag., March, 1S58, f^rom tlie Lond. Mech. Mag., Jan. 1858.
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The advantages which this arrangement appears to possess are its

extreme simplicity, and consequent cheapness both in first cost and
current repair ; and the great durability of the only wearing parts, the

motion of the elastic rings when at work being a rolling instead of a

rubbing action. Also, the absolute tightness of the joints when steam
is bloAvn from the boiler into the tender tank, as the elastic rint^s g g
are then forced up against the collars on the tube B, for the purpose
of enabling the rings again readily to adjust themselves to their proper
position when the pressure is removed, which they do as soon as the

engine is put in motion.

The india rubl)cr rings G are made slightly larger than the space
into which they fit, for the purpose of insuring a thoroughly water-

tight joint; the cylinders A are Sj'g inches inside diameter, and the

tube B, 2 inches outside diameter, as in the figure ; the ring is made

3J inches outside diameter, and 1| inches inside diameter, the section

of the ring being a circle of f inch diameter.

Should cither of the tender valves get out of order on the journey,
and it becomes necessary to stop the feed by other means, it is onlv
re({uisite to slack back the bolts which hold the flanches together, ami
introduce a piece of slieot iron or zinc between them, of sufficient width
to cover the orifice of the feed pipe. This simple and effectual mode
of stopping the feed was suggested and adopted by Mr. Ramsbottom,
of the London and North Western Railway, on which, as well as on
several other lines of railway, this Avater connexion has been in suc-

cessful operation for several months.

After Mr. Fenton's description was given at the above-named In-

stitution,

Mr. Kamsbottom said he had had one of these coupling pipes in use
rather more than two months on a locomotive, and it had worked very
satisfactorily.

Mr. CuAiG had had one of them at work about three months, applied

to a stationary force pump working under 300 lbs. per inch pressure,

and it had proved quite successful, lie had now applied them to seve-

ral locomotives, and was well satisfied with the results.

Mr. T. Forsyth thought there was no doubt of the success of the
plan with C(dd water, as shown in Kennedy's water metre ; but he un-
derstood that when fixed near to a boiler for measuring the feed water,
the india rul)ber ring was found to be injuriously affected by the heat:

and he feared that when used much with steam blown through into the
tender, the rings would not be found to stand.

Mr. Fenton said, he expected they would prove quite satisfactory

in that respect, as some of the couplings had already been Avorkin"
three months witli the original rings, in regular work, exposed to the
ordinary blowing through of steam into the tender; and the rings were
still at work, showing no sign of injury. But even if they were fre-

quently worn out, the whole cost of maintenance would be very small,
as it cost only Qd. each to renew the rings, or 2s. per set.

Mr. Siemens remarked that the vulcanized india rubber was manu-
factured at a high temperature, above 300° Fahr., and was not inju-
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riously affected by exposure afterwards to a lower temperature ; it

proved very durable if its elasticity was not brought into action too

severely, but a kneuding action was very destructive, by breaking up
the cobesion of the mass.

Professor Rankine had used an india rubber ring to make a steam
joint at as high a temperature as 550°, in a model where it was ex-

posed to the steam at about 1000 lbs. per inch, and it had stood well

if undisturbed ; but when the joint had been several times broken, the

india rubber was found to fiiil. India rubber suffered great injury also

from the effect of oil, which caused its substance to become disinte-

grated or broken up.

The Chairman inquired what was the comparative cost of the new
couplings and the ordinary brass ones.

Mr. Fenton replied, that their cost was <£2 per set as compared with
about £12 12s. for the brass ball and socket couplings, being only about
one-sixth in first cost, and there was also a considerable saving in cost

of maintenance. The rolling action to which the packing rings were
subjected did not appear to be injurious to their material, as they had
already run upwards of 8000 miles without any sign of injury, although

exposed to the heat of blowing steam into the tender in the ordinary

manner.

Description of the Hoisting Planes of the Mine Hill and Schuylkill

Haven Railroad Company.

[Extracted from the Twenty-ninth Report of the Mine Hill and Sch. H. Railroad Company.]

The railway tracks upon each plane are quadruple, there being tAvo

tracks of heavy rails, laid of the usual width or gauge, for carrying the

trains of cars, and two of narrower gauge, lying with the former, on
which run the hoisting trucks. These narrow tracks terminate at the

foot of each plane in pits, excavated between the rails of the wider

tracks, deep enough to allow the hoisting trucks to run entirely below
the passing trains. The hoisting action of the planes is reciprocating

;

a train of loaded cars going up on one track, while a train of empty
cars goes down on the other ; each of the tracks being alternately used

for hoisting and lowering.

Propulsion is given to the ascending train, by the hoisting trucks,

one of which stands when at rest in one of the pits at the foot of the

plane, and the other on the opposite track at the head of the plane.

To the forward or upper end of each truck is attached the hoisting

rope, a wire rope of great strength, which extends from the truck at

the foot to the head of the plane, and there after passing around cer-

tain propelling drums to be presently described, is carried by a hori-

zontal rendering sheave, eleven feet in diameter, to the opposite track,

at the head of which stands the second hoisting truck, made like the

first, narrow enough to run on the narrow gauge, entirely within the

rails of the wider gauge track. To the hinder end of each of these

hoisting trucks is attached a light wire rope called the tail rope, which
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passes from the truck at the head to the foot of the plane, and at the

latter point is carried around certain horizontal rendering and tight-

ening sheaves placed in the pits before named, until it reaches the

truck standing in the pit on the opposite track.

It will be seen that the rope is thus made continuous from the head

to the foot of the plane and back again, forming an endless line, about

two miles in length of circuit. This long line of rope is supported upon
numerous small rollers, placed twenty feet apart along the centreline

of each track, and is kept in a proper state of tension by heavy weights

attached to the tightening sheave at the foot of the plane, where it has

suflficient longitudinal play to counteract the casual variations in the

length of the rope.

The hoisting rope receives its motion from two propelling drums,

twelve and a half feet in diameter, situated a short distance beyond or

above the head of the plane, and driven by a pair of stationary engines

of four hundred horse power.

These drums are made of iron, and so constructed as to insure great

strength, and most exact equality of circumference, and are connected

by spur gearing, so as to revolve accurately together in opposite di-

rections. To increase their steadiness, they arc placed close enough
to roll upon each other, up broad flanches or shrouding, turned true

and raised on their peripheries, to the pitch circle of the gearing teeth.

This shrouding serves the double purpose of steadying the revolving

drums and strengthening the gearing.

Around these two drums the hoisting rope is carried, in a peculiar

convolution, in the form of the figure 8, embracing nearly three-fourths

the circumference of each drum, and crossed at their tangential line

;

this form of convolution being necessary to cause the oppositely re-

volving drums to concur in propelling the rope.

The surface of the peripheries, upon which the rope bears, is formed
of a packing of short blocks of beech-wood, so fitted in their place as

to pros(MAt the end of the ligneous fibre to the action of the rope.

When the machinery is in action, hoisting an ordinary train of se-

ven loaded cars, and lowering seven empty cars, the tension of the
rope on the hoisting side is estimated to be equal to about nine tons,

or twenty thousand jtounds, and one-fourth as much on the side of the
descending train; recjuiring a frictional adhesion, to prevent its slip-

j»ing uj»on the ])eripheries of the drums, e(iual to the difference of these

weights, say of not less than fifteen thousand pounds.

It may be worth while to record here, in passing, a practical datura
appertaining to mechanical science, derived from the working of this

hoisting ap))aratus.

During the past year, the whole number of cars, of all kinds, hoist-

ed, Avas eighty thousand two hundred and ninety-two ; weighing, with
their contents, over five hundred and fifty thousand gross tons : an
equal number of cars, mostly empty, weighing about two hundred
thousand tons, were in the same time lowered. In doing this work,
the hoisting rope traveled around the drums a distance of more than
eleven thousand miles, re(^uiring the drums to make one and a half
million revolutions.
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The effect of these one and a half million impressions of the wire rope

upon the wooden packing on the peripheries of the drums has been to

wear into it a groove, semi-circuhir in cross section, two inches wide
and one inch deep, affording a remarkable proof of the resisting powers
of wood, when properly applied.

It will be perceived that the arrangements are such as to avoid the

necessity of attaching the trains of cars to the rope by temporary fast-

enings, an operation attended with both delay and danger.

All that is required is to run the train to be hoisted, up the foot of

the plane far enough to pass the pit in which stands the hoisting truck,

and to let the train that is to be lowered, run down the head of the

opposite track, until it is stopped by the truck standing there.

As soon as these simultaneous acts are done, a telegraphic signal

notifies the engine man, who immediately starts his engines, and puts

the whole circuit of rope and the two hoisting trucks in motion : the

one at the head of the plane moving down, followed by its train of

empty cars, which now run by their own gravitation, being only re-

strained in their speed by the truck. The other truck rises out of its

pit, until it strikes the hinder end of the upward loaded train, which
it propels to the head of the line. Both trains reach the respective

termini of the plane at the same moment, and, being free from any
attachment to the rope, they immediately pass on with their acquired

velocity ; the one that was hoisted running on to a level track at the

summit, whence it is taken by locomotive power, and the lowered one
passing overhead of its truck—which is now in the pit—and running
on a short piece of nearly level track to the head of the next plane,

where it is caught by the truck waiting to receive it.

This alternate action is kept up continuously, with no longer interval

of cessation than is required to allow the trains to pass to and fro out

of each other's way.

The Report from which the foregoing description of the hoisting machinery is extracted,

omits to state what part, if any, is claimed as original in plan or construction. On making
inquiry upon this point, we learn that the Company lays no claim to originality or novelty

of contrivance. But presents the whole as a judicious combination of various mechanical

devices, nowhere else applied in similar combination, or upon so large a scale, the prac-

tical results of which are entirely satisfactory. Editor.

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

Steam and its Condensation. By Thomas Prosser, Civ. Eng., N. Y.

Having been permitted through the liberality of the publishing com-

mittee, to lay before the readers of this Journal* my peculiar views or

theory, designated The ''Differential System of Steam Power," and

'^Hot Water System of Condensation," it is with no small pleasure,

that I again appear before its readers, to announce the complete suc-

cess of its practical application, and to exhibit, by a diagram prepared

for the purpose of elucidation merely, and therefore omitting all un-

necessary detail, which would only tend to confusion, the modus ope-

* Vol. xxxi, 3d series, p. 343—Tol. xxxiv, p. 199—vol. xxxv, p. 94, and vol. xxsvi, p. 4.
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randi by which it is accomplished. More than this, I have shown by a

mere schoolboy operation, how much heat enters the apparatus in the

exhaust steam, and what becomes of it.

In following out these calculations, for the purpose of scrutinizing

them with the utmost severity, which scrutiny I urgently invite, a re-

ference may be had to the Tables at page 7 of this volume.

It may be thought that although the diagram, with its little sum in

addition, is so a, b, c like, a small deviation therefrom in the tempera-

ture and pressure of the exhaust steam may upset the Avhole.

To show that this is not the case, I have prepared three balance

sheets in mercantile form, with the exhaust steam ranging from 105° to

1'30° C, and corresponding with a back pressure upon tlie piston from

a little above the atmosphere to twenty-five pounds to the square inch

above it, without producing any derangement to its symmetry, and I will

now add that, should circumstances require it, the back pressure upon
the piston may be increased to the extent of the working pressure now
usually applied, witliout any detriment or difficulty, and I am not quite

sure that great economy of fuel will not be the result.

Be this as it may, I shall establish to the fullest extent, every claim

which I have ever made for these systems. For comprehensiveness of

range, Avhereby the back pressure and conse([uent temperature of the

exhaust steam may be carried to any extent, so as to insure beyond
the slightest doubt, an abundant supply of distilled Avater to recuperate

that of the boiler, the "7<o< water system of condensation" has no rival.

It is true that a separate vessel called an evaporator, is an adjunct to

most, if not all of the patented condensers except mine, but they are

delusions, one and all, and exist only on paper ; they are nowhere in

use, for the very simple reason that they ai'c entirely useless—com^

pletc abortions—the best of them resolving itself into a boiler.

2^his is the point to be attained, a recuyerative supply ofpure tvater

to make up for the boiler tvaste, compared with which, all other consid-

erations sink into insignificance. Bearing this in mind, I noAV invite

attention to the diagram IMatc I*—where it will be seen that tiiere is

an entirely free exhaust for the steam through the bottom of the "heater

condenser" cistern, into the "main condenser," where even the steam

is still hot enough to boil the water which surrounds it, so little is its

temperature reduced by the heater, in consequence of the water therein

having entered it at so high a temperature. Of the "100 fcs." of steam

entering and containing " 03850° C." of heat, it is calculated that as

much of the latter may be transferred into the "hot water" as.will

evaporate "40 lbs." of it, and thus form secondary steam, (or "vapor"

by way of distinction,) all of which may be forced by its own elasticity

over into the "still condenser," of which "30 lbs." may escape as va-

por, while "10 lbs." become condensed, and by means of a small

transfer ])ump, is united to the " 100 lbs. of water," (" condensed

steam") from tlie "main condenser," and both together are pumped
through the "heater" into the boiler. While this is going on, the hot

condensing water is being forced up the pipe and away to waste. Now
Aud also to the balance sluc-t No. 1, wbich corrcBfondg with it.
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observe, it is the height which the vapor has to lift this column of water
before it can escape, which regulates the temperature, and of course,

the back pressure of the exhaust steam upon the piston, as well as the

temperature of the feed water.

The exact manner in which the escape of the "waste hot water" and
of the "vapor," maintain an equilibrium, is not a little singular, viewed
througli the medium of a glass gauge on the outside of the cistern. If

the water is not hot enough to form vapor of the requisite tension, the

vapor alone will escape, but on that very account it will necessarily

be very slow, much slower than the accumulation of heat in the "hot
water," in consequence of which, an equilibrium is almost immediately
re-established after any interruption, and the "hot water" flows one
way, and the "vapor" another, in exact mathematical proportions, vari-

able at pleasure, by the operator.

It will be observed, that nearly all the air which separates from the

condensing water, is compelled to escape with the " vapor," and find its

way into one of the "reservoirs" below. A portion of it will be united

to the condensed vapor, and with it will be pumped into the other "reser-

voir," from which it can only escape with the feed water into the boiler.

This is important, if, as many suppose, the most terrific explosions

arise from a deficiency of air in the boiler water.

The 'Hell-tale" character of this condenser is not to be overlooked,

for with the glass gauge and seven cocks, a child may be taught to tell

whether the apparatus is working properly or not. Without going into

unnecessary detail, the reader will readily see that the following ques-

tions admit of instant reply.

Is the supply of condensing water sufficient ?

Look at the glass gauge, and if the water is visible, the answer is.

yes.

How much distilled water are the " main " and " still " condensers
producing ?

Turn two cocks connected with a cup in the reservoir, which catches

the water as it descends, and conveys it outside through the cocks.

Are the feed and transferring pumps efiective?

Open the two pet cocks in the reservoirs ; if no water comes, the

pumps are taking it all.

Does the "heater" condenser leak?
Take out the check valve, but replace its cap, and then let on the

boiler pressure, and open the cock in the cistern.

Do the "main" or the "still" condensers leak?
Open the two cocks before referred to.

Note.—The three last operations require that the engine be stopped.

Is there any mud in either the "main" or condenser cisterns?

Open the cocks and see.

I am not aware of any other question to which an answer can possi-

bly be required, as necessary to a proper knowledge of the working of

the condenser, and therefore I claim for it a simplicity which has never
before been attained by any condenser whatever, having the same ob-

jects in view, for, with the exception of a very simple contrivance called
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the "regulator," wliicli controls the quantity of water allowed to

enter the main condenser cistern, there is no mechanism to get out of

order. There are three pumps, the largest of which need not be more
than double the area of the ordinary feed pump of a condensing engine;

that is the cold water pump ; the feed pump may deliver one-fourth,

and the transfer pump one-sixteenth as much. No air pump is required,

and therefore we liave the simplest of all steam engines, the ordinary

high pressure one.

In calculating the first cost of this condenser, it should be remem-
bered that it occupies the place of air pumps, condenser, heater, and
distilling apparatus, the latter being inevitably a whole boiler and still,

to be of any service. The small space occupied by my apparatus in com-
parison with the incumbrances removed, is of no small importance. Add
to this the reduction of the boilers to at least one-half their present

dimensions, with a corresponding reduction in the consumption of fuel,

and we have the cheapest condensing apparatus ever known, and one
Avhich, from the experience of eighteen months in salt water, and the

Avorst possible kind of usage, there is every reason to believe will last

ten years if not more, in salt Avater, which is more than three times as

long as any now known are pretended to last.

The copper tubes in the condensers of the "J.ra^o," were worn out
in less than two years. Those in the '''•Keystone State,'' according to

Mr. W. Jones, in this Journal,'^ gave out in an incredible short time,

the vessel only ^'having run several thousand miles." If, however, as

Mr. Jones says, they (the tubes) "were in use for a considerable time,"

the vessel must be a remarkably slow one. The idea of tinning "upon
the inside and outside" is certainly amusing, for if the copper withstood
the action of the torrent of condensing water but one month, it can
scarcely be possible that the tin will remain for a single day. But if it

does remain, what then ? What effect Avill it have upon condensation ?

Copper being one of the best and tin one of the worst conductors of
heat. That "sea water has no action upon pure copper," is a great mis-
take on the part of Mr. J.

The ^^Fulton" fared no better as regards her condenser tubes, which
are also of copper, while those of her boiler were of brass, which have
been removed and replaced with iron ones after two years' use.

The boiler tubes of the Collins line of steamers, were all of iron

originally, but after a few years were replaced with brass, but again,

iron gained the precedency in the ''•Adriatic.'' The average life of the
iron tubes did not exceed two years and a half. The average cost of
each new tube, and of the lal)or and use of tools for substituting it for

the one removed, were about e((ual, l)ut the cost for scaling was not less

than doul)le that amount, so that every tube really cost four times its

original value, before it had disappeared and was replaced. Tl^e actual
cost of iron tubes, including the cost of cleaning them, has not been
less than ten dollars per annum per horse power, while the cost of fuel,

together with all its concomitants of boiler and hremen, is not less than
twenty times as much, making two hundred and ten dollars ($210) per

* Vol. XXXV, 3d flories, p. 414.
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annum per II. P., of which one-half may be saved; and one-half of that
Avill pay for a condenser tliat -will do it for ten years without costing as
much for repairs as an ordinary one.

It must be borne in mind that the tubes usually commence to give
out on the first voyage, and continue to give out in an accelerated ratio

until at the expiration of five years all the original tubes are calculated
to have disappeared. If, therefore, some of them will last for more than
five years, under such unfavorable circumstances as they are placed in,

that is to say, in a boiler where the heat is intense and unequal, and
the point of saturation of the water at which deposition takes place is

often arrived at, how long may they be expected to last where the very
reverse of these unfavorable circumstances occur ? where, in fact, the
temperature is moderate and equal, and Avhcre the point of saturation

of the water at which deposition takes place, never can be arrived at.

These considerations and many others, have convinced me that iron

alone should be used both for boilers and condensers of sea-going steam-
ers, as well as for all others, and that the saving which the use of my
condenser will effect, is far beyond anything that I have stated.

I have spent a fortune and many years of my life in perfecting it,

and having succeeded, I am surely entitled to a trial, or to evoke the
engineering talent of the country to prove that I have not.

Table No. 1.

—

Account current of une hundred liorae power Steam Engine Conden'
sers, for one minute.

Total Total
iTcmp. Weight. heat. heat.

To total heat in exhaust steam entering the cistern of Heater Conden-
Ber, at a temperature of I 105

Weight,

lbs.

ICO

°C.

638-5

°C.*

6.3850

By total heat in condensed exhaust steam (feed-water) departing from
the Ueater Condenser (for the boiler,) at a temperature of

Weight,

By acquired heat in distilled water, departing as above, and at the same
temperature of .

Being a portion of the condensing water which entered the cistern

of the Distilling Condenser, at a temperature of

Became vaporized in the main cistern, and entering the Distill

ing Condenser was therein condensed, and then pumped up
through the Ueater Condenser, having acijuired

Weight.

Note.—The above two items make 110 lbs. of feed-water entering
the boiler at 102°C., but the 10 lbs. is allowed for loss between leav-
ing the Ueater Condenser, and returning as exhaust steam into its

cistern.

By acquired heat in condensing water departing from the main cis-

tern, at . ...
In 45 galls, of waste hot water which first entered the Distilling

Cistern, at .

Weight,

By total acquired heat in vapor, departing via the chimney, at
From the main cistern direct, or after having passed through the

distilling condenser, uncondensed, being a portion of the con-
densing water which entered the distilling cistern, at

102

13

102

1

Weight,

Note.—Condensing water 50 gallons, weight,
By i'lotsam and Jetsam,

(radiation and leakage,) may be
Kquivalent to 22 lbs. more of condensing water.

10

30

400

10200

32040

18735

* Erratum, to Merchants only, for ° C. read dollars. f Erroneously marked 95° C, in Plate I.

J
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Table No. 2.

To total hpat in i-xhaiiHt ttfam entering the cistern of Heater Conden-
ser, at a temperature of .

Weight,

Temp. Weight,

lbs.°C.

HO

Total , Total
heat. heat.

°C.

iftWOO

By total heat iu condensed exhaust steam (fccd-wator) departingfrom
the Ueater Condenser (for the boiler,; at a timperatiiro of

Weight,

By acquired heat in distilled water, departingas above, and at the same:
teuipcrature of .

Being a portion of the condensing water which entered the cistern

of the iJistilling Condenser, at a temperature of

Became vaporized in the main cistern, and entering the Diptill-^

ing Condenser was therein condensed, and then pumped up
through the Ueater Condenser, having acquired

Weight,

Note.—The above two items make 110 lbs. of feed-water entering

the boiler at 105° C, but the 10ll).<. is allowed for loss betureen leav-

ing the Ueater Condenser, and returning as e.xhaust steam into its

cistern.

By acfjuired heat in witter departing from the main cistern, at

In 45 gallons of waste hot water which first entered the Distilling

Cistern, at .

Weight,

By total acquired beat in vapor, departing via the chimney, at

>'rom the main cistern direct, or after having passed through the
Distilling Condenser, uncondenscd. being a portion of the conden-
sing water which entered the Distilling Cistern, at

105

13

105

Weight,

Note.—Condensing water 50 gallons, weight,

By Flotsam and Jetsam.
(radiation and leakage,) may be
equivalent to Clbs. more ol condensing water.

105

10

360

105 10500

92

30 X
400

920

33120

18765

696

iHOOO

Table Xo. 3.

Dk.
I

° C.
To total heat in exhaust steam entering the cistern of Heater Condcu-

§er, at a temperature of . . . 130
Weight,

I

Cr.

By total heat In condensed exhaust steam (^feed-water) departing from
the Heater Condenser ^for the boiler,) at a temperature of 120

Weight,

By acquired heat in di.stilled water, departing as above, and at the same
temperature of . . . 120

Being a portion of the condensing water which entered the cistern
of the Distilling Condenser, at a temperature of . 13

Became vaporized in the main cistern, and entering the Distill-

ing Conil.-nser was tlierein eomli'nsiMl, and theu pumped up
througli the Heater Condenser, having acquired . 107

Weight,

Note.—The above two items make 110 lbs. of feed-water entering
the boil.T at ]20°('., but the 111 lbs. is allowed for loss belwei-n li'iiv-

Ing the Heater Condenser, and returning as exhaust steam into it.s

cistern. I

By acquired heat in watrr departing from the main cistern, at I 120
In 4.'> gallons of waste hot water which first entered the Distilling

Cistern, at . . . . i 13
Weight, I

By total acquired bent in x-apnr. departing via the chimnev. at, ! 120
From tlie niiiiii cistern direct, or afli-r having passed through the
Distilling Condenser, uncondenscd, Ix-ing a portion of the conden-!
Bing water which entered the Distilling Cistern, at

lbs.

100

100

Ufil tU610

X 107 1070

12000

Weight,

Note.—Condensing water 50 gallons, weight.

Being equivalent to 56 lbs. too much of condensing water.

360

30 X

400
I

107

6431

3S520

18903

7049,1

5883
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On an Apparatus for the Prevention of Smohe in Steam Boiler and
other Furnaces.'^ By Mr. William B. Johnson.

Although it is generally admitted by those using steam boilers, that

introducing cold air for the prevention of smoke maybe made to effect

that object, yet there is a general impression that this is effected only
at the expense of a loss in the consumption of fuel. The object of the

present paper is to show that smoke from steam boiler and other fur-

naces may be prevented with an economy in fuel, instead of causing a
loss; and the experiments made by the writer, described in the present
paper, appear to prove satisfactorily that, by judicious arrangement,
cold air may be admitted into the furnace, so as effectually to prevent
the production of smoke, and at the same time cause the gases given
out from the furnace to produce a more intense heat in their combus-
tion, and to that extent economize the consumption of fuel.

The air, to be most effectual for the prevention of smoke, should be
admitted in such a position relative to the furnace as to cause the whole
of the products of combustion to come under its influence ; and it should

be admitted also in such increased or diminished quantities as the vary-

ing amount of gases produced may require.

The boiler to which the apparatus described in this paper is applied

is of the multitubular construction, a form that presents more difficulty

to the prevention of smoke than the various kinds of flue boilers. This

boiler is of 30 nominal horse power. The shell is 6 feet diameter by
14 feet long ; the furnace is 2 feet 10| inches diameter by 12 feet long,

and is attached to the fire chamber, 1 foot 7 inches long ; there are 35
tubes, 3J inches diameter, leading from this chamber. The fire-grate

is 7 feet long, and the top of the bridge is 9 inches from the top of the

furnace, and is level across the top.

BetAveen the shell of the boiler and the top of the furnace is fixed

a vertical wrought iron tube, 7 inches diameter inside ; this is placed

directly over the furnace bridge, and through it air is admitted to act

upon the products of combustion passing from the furnace over the

bridge. On this tube is placed a self-acting apparatus, by which the

admission of air is regulated. It consists of an outer casing, which
surrounds a cylinder containing water, leaving an annular space, down
which air passes to the tube. Projecting upwards from the centre of the

cylinder is a guide rod, which receives a floating cylindrical chamber,

closed at the top by a plate, which forms a valve cover to the annular

air spaces. An opening is made in this plate, to receive a regulating

valve, by which air is allowed to escape from the floating chamber, and
thereby diminish its buoyancy.

The action of the apparatus is as follows :—When the furnace door

is opened for firing, a chain, attached to it and passing over pulleys to

a bell-crank lever connected to the cover of the valve, lifts it, together

with the air chamber, above the surface of the water contained in the

cylinder. When the furnace door is shut, the valve cover falls, until

the air retained in the air chamber causes it to float upon the water, in

•Trom Newton's London Journal, April, 1S5S.
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which position air is allowed to pass down to the furnace. The regu-

lating valve is adjusted by means of a small screw, so that the valve

cover may close or rest upon its seat in o or 10 minutes time, more or

less, as may be required by the mode of firing adopted, and thus stop

the supply of air to the furnace.

The advantages of this apparatus are considered to be, that the air,

being admitted in a downward direction, does not beat the flame against

the furnace plates and injure them, as is the case when it is admitted

in an upward direction. The opening for admitting air cannot be choked

up with dust or ashes from the furnace. Air is admitted at a part where

the whole of the products of combustion are compelled to pass, and
where they are most concentrated. The supply of air gradually dimin-

ishes from the tune of firing, and ceases altogether when the supply

obtained through the fire-grate is sufficient to produce complete com-

bustion. The furnace fittings are as simple as those of an ordinary

furnace, and therefore are not more liable to get out of order. The
self-acting valve for admitting air is simple in construction, no pack-

ings or accurate surface fitting being required ; and the apparatus is

worked by the fireman Avithout any extra duty whatever beyond that

rc(iuired for an ordinary furnace.

The results of tlic experiments made with this apparatus applied to

the boiler described, have proved that smoke was effectually prevented

by its use. During the experiments the process of combustion of the

gases was observed through an opening made in the back chamber

;

and it was found that, immediately after firing, a dense black smoke
was produced if the valve was closed, which was instantly replaced by
a light white flame when the valve was opened, and so continued as

long as the valve was opened to its proper extent; but if closed too

soon, as was fre(|uently done for experiment, dense black smoke was
again produced. Similar results were observed at the chimney top,

except that the transition from dense smoke to no smoke was not so

instantaneous as in the cliambcr, on account of the length of flues to

be traversed before reaching the chimney top.

A pyrometer has been attached to the boiler, for the purpose of as-

certaining whether the use of this smoke-prevention apparatus was
attended with an increased production of heat ; and numerous experi-

ments made with it confirm the view that a proper supply of cold air

is attended with considerable increase of temperatui'e, particularly im-

mediately after the furnace is supplied with fuel.

Mr. Johnson showed the pyrometer that had been used in the experi-

ments, with the regulating cylinder at work, and explained their action.

He observed, that the general fear of proprietors of steara boilers that

smoke prevention involved a waste of fuel caused a great impediment

to the carrying out of smoke burning ; and the present apparatus had
been devised to meet this difficulty, since waste of fuel was not a ne-

cessary accompaniment of the principle, but simply showed a defect in

the mode of carrying it out. The object of the pyrometer was to test

more fully the result of the apparatus in economizing fuel. The alter-
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nate experiments of opening and shutting the air valve always sho-wed

a rise of temperature after firing whilst the valve was open, which ap-

peared conclusive evidence of improvement in the employment of the

fuel, more heat being generated by the consumption of the same fuel,

in consequence of its more perfect combustion.

The Chairman said, he believed it was generally admitted that the

additional supply of air to consume the smoke could be introduced witli-

out loss of temperature if properly regulated ; but the difficulty was to

make the apparatus self-acting, and to insure it from getting out of order.

The obj cct might be effected without apparatus, by sufficient care in firing;

but it was impracticable to obtain the constant care requisite on the part

of the men. The plan described appeared to be well contrived for the

purpose, from its simplicity of construction and working, and the prin-

ciple of action was certainly a good one ; it was similar to that of a

plan described at a former meeting by one of their members, in which

the air was admitted through a regulating apparatus in the fire-door.

Proc. Imst. Mech. Engineers, London.

AMERICAN PATENTS.

List of American Patents which issued from April 27 to Mat 25, 1858,

(inclusive,^ with Exemplifications.

APRIL 27.

258. Machine for Wetting Paper ; John A. Lynch, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—Tlie combiuation of the wetting cylinder, handle, and roller, the whole constituting a new imple-

ment or machine by which the sheet on which the imjiression is to be taken can be dampened, and its super-

fluous moisture absorbed by passing the apparatus ouce over the sheet.

259. Harvesters; J. B. McCormick, Versailles, Kentucky.

Claim—The separator formed of the bar and rods, in combination with the adjustable rod, bars, one or

more seat and reel, provided with concave beaters when the several parts are constructed.

260. Preparing Stereotype Plates ; John McElherau, Brooklyn, Xew York.

Claim—Producing a plate of fixed metaUic types for i)rinting from, by stamping letter dies in succession

to each other into a plate made of, or coated with, such a substance a.s will readily take and preserve their

impressions, and allow a stereotype or electrotjije to be made thereof, either directly or by means of an inter-

mediate plcwter cast, whereby the ordinary process of setting and distributing the type is dispensed with, and
hut one set of types is used.

261. Metallic Shoe for Truss Bridges ; David H. Morrison, Dayton, Ohio.

Claim—The combination of metallic shoes or angle pieces with several parts of wooden trusses, in such

manner that the cuts or gains made in the timbers of the trusses, against which the hearing surfaces on the

shoe rest, are at right angles, or nearly so, to the fibres of the timbers, for the purpose of preventing the in-

jurious effects of shrinkage, there beiiig on every shoe at least three such bearing surfaces, one each for the

chord, post, and brace.

262. Mill-Stone Dress ; Gabriel Natcher, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Claim—1st, The lines upon the upper portion of the inclined plane of the furrow. 2d, The curved or

retarding lines upon the breast circle. 3d, The parallel or uniform lines upon the whole surfece, running straight

or at any desired curve, ith. The combination and arrangement of.the various parts making up the complete

tlress of the mill-stone.

263. Mill-Stone Dress ; Gabriel Natcher, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Claim—The application of the diamond in the production of the small lines in any required form upon
the face of mill-stones for dressing the same.

264. Metal Awking ; Wm. C. Parisen, City of New York.

Claim—The metal plates or strips, so arranged that one may overlap the other, and be kept in proper posi-

tion by guiiles, when said plates are used in connexion with toggles and arms, and a windlass, arranged bo as

to raise and lower, or fuld and unfold the i>late8.

265. Cotton Gins ; S. K. Parkhurst, City of New York.

Claim—The manner of connecting a ginning or c;»rd cylinder with a stripper, by combining with said

cylinder and stripper the internal gear and pinion.

266. Envelopes for Letters, &c. ; Charles Phelps, Salem, Massachusetts.

Claim—The application to a letter envelope of an opener therefor, said opener to be attached to, and part

of, said envelope.
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2C7. COSVEBTIBLE Extension Table; Michael Quigley, Watertown, Wisconsin.

Claim—Securing the leaf A, to the legs, ami leaf E, for the puriJosc of iKrforniing an extension tahle, the
leaves of which are foliled in a perjiendicular position. Also, the arrangement of the case as cunstructed with
the iacJiBoi brackets, for the i)uri)ose of completing the bed of the table when required,

aea. Chcr»; O. S. Karey, Columbus, Ohio.

Claim—0|ierating or giving the daslier a reciprocating rectilinear motion from the driving rotary wheel
througli Uie mediiini of the pinion, crank pulley, connecting rod, segment, and rack bar.

'

2C9i I'RJ^^l^o 1'eess; Thomas S. Reynolds, Athens, Oeorgia.

Claim—1st, The roUitiug segment, in combination with the intermiftingly rocking l>ed, the segment hav-
ing a continuous rotary movement while the bed rocks to and from the segment, and remaining, while in a
vertical or nearly vertical ]iosition, stationary a sufhcient length of time to have the form jjrojierlv inked.
Ud, The ioking device formed of tlie fountain and the roller, ojierateil by the cams, levers, l>ar, and the frame
with the weight and cam arranged to ojjerate conjointly with the .s<-gment and bed, so that the form will bo
projierly iidieii during the "dwell" or the cessation of the movementHf the bed. 3d, The counterjjoises, when
used in conne.xion with the springs, whereby the eounteiTioises maj- be graduated as circumstances may re-
•juire, 4th, The frame attiiclied to the shaft, which is fitted in the bars, and having the spring and rod at-
tached.

27U. Flv Trap; William Riley, Madison County, Mississippi.

Claim—The shape of the trap, Wiv sliding drawer, the manner in which the triggers are made, tlie tube
whicli prevents the dies from returning from the bag to the box, the bag and circle by wliich the Hies are
<lestroyed, by detaching the iiag and circle from the box. and the gliuss on the back part of the box introduced
to give light, and lead the Hies away from the place of entrance to the bag.

271. Bedstead Kail; Charles Kobiiis<m, Cambridgeport, Massachusetts.

Claim—An ehustic eupiKirt betlstead rail, composed of the notched rail piece, stretched elastic band and
confining or caji strip.

'

Til. Afparatis for Raising Leather from Tats; C. K. Robinson and L. D. Sanborn, Concord, N. II.

Claim—The manner of taking leather out of tan vats, by using hooks or a movable frame with copper
rods, to be placed in the bottom of each vat before the lesither is placed therein, or any way similar to the same
by which all of the leather and bark can be taken out at one time.

'

-73. Steam Valve; Thomas Scott, San Francisco, Calilbniia.

Claini—Tlie reciprocating or revolving valve, whereby the steam enters at or ne.ir the axial centre of the
valve, ami is llien conveyed obliijuely through the valve to the cylinder, the valve and hollow stem united and
acting ius a rock shaft or centre.

274. CoNSTBfcTiNii Coffins; Isajic C. Shuler, Amsterd:un, New York.

Claim—1st. The combination of the self-securing frame with the catch on the false he.td-piece, operated
by the spring lus a cover over the joints, after soldering the top of a metal coffin, lid, The arrangement of
placing inside of a metal coffin, near the up|)tr edge of the walls, the iron frame, or its equivalent, tasteuing
it securely, for the purjmse of shaping permanently the njijjer part of the body of the coffin exactly like the
bnuled fnime at the bottom, and as a means of securing a close joint on the top for soldering the saiiie to the
walls of the coffin : also, for the purpose of supjiorting the toji on a line sunk somewhat below the njiper edge
sufficient to leave an extension or pifijectioii of the metal all around the upper edge of the walls aliove the
Collin top, when tixed in its proper jdace. This extension ol the metal which shows itself above the frame, ia

made expressly for the purpose of solilering on the coffin top without using the lap or lock joint. 3d, The
false head jiiece and the spring, or its equivalent.

270. I'addle Wheel; Nathan Smith, Berwick. Louisiana.

Claim—1st, The fitting of the two jiaddle hubs with their arms to the shaft, and the attjichmcnts of the
buckets to the arms, in such a inaiiner that either hub may be permitted at pleasure to be turned ui)on the
shaft by the pressure of the buckets upon the water, lor the jjurpose of ailjusting the buckets obliquely in
either direction to the shaft, and of returning thi'm to a position ]iaiallel with the shaft. 2d, The employ-
ment of the bolts and a system of levers and sliding collars, in combination with the loose paddle hubs and
fast hubs, with their corri'spondi ng holes, for the purjiose of libeniting the hubs from, and securing them to
the shaft, to permit and secure the adjustment of the buckets.

270. Redstead; Noidi W. S|)eer8, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—1st, The bent jiosts, in combination with the clamp, or Rubst.intially equivalent device, by which
they are connected at top. 'M, Tin? outside inclining rail for sup|Mirting the posts and fiustening the "various
parts together. 3d, The con.st ruction and aj'rangcuient of the corner fudtuning, in connexion with the raiU
and iHists.

277. Leather Slicker; II. Lee Sultzbach, Marietta, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The arrangement of the bolt with the bliuie, operated by the knob, spring, or ita equivalent.

278. Washino Machine; Charles M. Swany, Richmond, Indiana.

Claim—1st, Such a constructicm and arrangement of the ilisk and niblier case with the tub, that the disk
and rubU-r cjiso are free to move in opposite (lirections simultaneously. 2d, The manner of arranging the
rubbers or ribs iqion the hori/ontal rubbing surfaces of the disk and rubber case, for the purpose of keeping
the clothes in ]>lace during the process of washing.

279. Drawer for Ci.oskts. IUrkais, Ac: Henry U Taylor, Roxbury, Massachusetts.

Claim—The sliiliiig ideces, or their ec|iiivalents, connected with the drawer.

280. Washino Machine; K<lmuiid Tharp, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—The arrang^-meiit and combination of the vertical rotating disk and quarter spherical trough.

281. Mill for Urixdino Paint; Chauiicy Thomiui, West Newbury, Massachusetts.

Claini—The combination of the force (or its eipiivalent.) with the grinihr or mill for grinding jwiint. Also,

the mode of combining the piston with the nn'chanism or means of elevating and depressing it. that is to sjiv,

by such a inechiinical di-vice or devices as will not only allow the piston to be elevateil out of the pump, but
nwing latendly out of the way or beyond the mouth of the pump, when rweiving the material to bo ground.

2S2. Straw ClTTERs; John Tittle, Johnstown, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The arrangement of the knife with its arms or li'vers, when connected for operation coi)JointIy
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with the ftfd rnlkrs. pressure bar, and feed box. Also, in combination ^-ith the leyer, pawl, bar, and cnrve<l

portion, tlie 6li<liiig bar.

•J&Z. Smut and Grain Clkaning Machine : Jeremiah Tobin, Newark, New Jersey.

Claini ;i8t. The blast p!iB?a;;e fdrined by the cylinder and case, in connexion with the rotary basin, or

an cquivaknt device, for the purjiosc of indpeily prchcnting the grainto the action of the blast ineaid passage.

2d, The screw, fan, blast passage, cyliiuU-r, and case.

284. Frames ok Caissons of Brbakwaters, &.C.; Edward H. Tracy, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim Constructing the frames of breakwaters with longitudinal compartments, two or more, the inner

compartmint or compartments being provided with a flooring or bottom, and the outer compartment being

open at its lower end.

255. Warm Air Registers and Ventilators; Edward A. Tuttle, Brooklyn, New York.

Cliiim—A warm air register, viz: the frame having lugs and recesses, tlie end piece provided with lugs

for the reception of screw, the ledge or step and openings lor the leaves, when combined with a mechauii-ni

for operating the leaves.

256. Brick Machine; Stephen Ustick, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st. The combination and arrangement of llie filling box, scraper, and guides, or their equiva-

lents, as an improvement on the tilling box, in the machine for which Letters Patent were granted to me, .Sep-

tember 8, 1857. 2d, Tlie piston and plunger, the plunger being operated by the spring, oi- its equivalent. 3d.

The grooves in the facing of the piston, and the grooves in the facing of the plunger. 4th, The curved piece, in

combination with the segmental piece and pin.

257. Machinery for Supplying Tenders witu Water at PiAilroad Stations: Benjamin M. Van Derveer,

Clyde, New York.

Claim—The application of the pipes to water-houses of railroad stations, or to any other place for the

same purpose. Also, the combination of these pipe heads and pipes, acting upon one box or nipple.

t'S8. Brick Machine; I. Z A. Wagner, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, Moulding and pressing bricks by means of the two rotating wheels, and hopper, or its equiva-

lent, the wheels having their iieripheiies notched or recessed. 2d, Having the hopper formed of two parts,

in connexion with the pUtes, so that the sides of the hopper and the plates may be adjusted to the wheels to

prevent the escape of clay between their ends and the sides of the hopper and plates. 3d, The pin, operated

from the wheel by the rod, with its wedge and spring, where said pin is used in connexion with the moulding

a-nd pressing wheels and hoi)per, or its equivalent.

289. Apparatus for Generating Carbonic Acid Gas; Thomas Warker, City of New York.

Claim—The Ijottle and chamber, connected together and provided with the ball valve, so that communi-

cation is obtained between the chamber and bottle by the tilting or inclining of the game, when these parts

are combined with, and applied to, the receiver.

290. Apparatus for Damping Paper ; C. A. Waterhurg, City of New York.

Claim—Ist, The application of one or more tablets when kept in a wet state, for the purpose of taking

copies of written letters, and other documents. 2d, The use of wood, or other substances, when used in copy-

ing tablets. 3'J, The use of the case, or substitute, which contains the water tablets, when used in oonnexion.

291. Folding Mattress; William AVells, Harrisburgh, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The inclined seats of the hinge, on which se;tts the hinge is fastened, for the purpose of folding

thft mattress.

292. Washing Bottles ; Wm. B, White and John Whitford, Saratoga Springs, New York.

Claim—1st, The series of devices, including the pulleys, the clutches, the collar, the radial arms, the

springs, and the grippers, whereby the bottle is rotated in one direction, while the chain or brush, or other

devices for cleansing the inside of the bottle, is rotated in the other. 2d, The use of a cam (like that of a pocket

knife blade) on the hinaed end of the rod, whereby the same tends to remain in a line continuous with the

main spindle, or at right angles, or any other given angle thereto. 3d, The use of the spring on the bar, so

as to adapt the same to different depths of bottles.

293. FtRE-EOX OF LocoMOTUVE Engint: Boilers ; Ross Winans, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim—The combination of a fire-box having one grate and an upper and lower feeding door, so arranged

as to adapt it to burning either wood or coal, or a mixture of both, as fuel, with a locomotive tubular boiler

having a steam blast draft.

294 Fire-box of Locomotive Boilers; Ross Winans, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim The construction of the fire-box in such manner that its entire rear side can be opened and closed.

295. Boilers for Locomotive Engines ; Ross Winans, Baltimore, Maryland.

The chief object of my improvement is to adapt the locomotive to the burning of coal as a fuel, without

impairing its etficiency in other respects.

Claim The method of constructing the fire-boxes of locomotive engines of diminished weight, but of un-

diminished strength, by staying the crown sheet directly to the exterior shell, by means of through bolts, and

contracting the space between the two, so as to get rid of the disadvantages that would result from the exces-

sive wein-ht of afire-box of the ordinary construction, of sufficient capacity to burn coal as fuel with economy.

296. Furnaces of Locomotive Boilers ; Ross Winans, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim The construction and arrangement of the locomotive engine, so as to obtain a fire-box of greater

width than the space within the main frame.

297. ilAKiNG Met.\llic Nuts; S. W. Wood, Washington City, D. C.

Claim—A solid female die with a sliding hook for discharging the finished nuts.

293 Raking and Delivering Attachment to Harvesters; W. A. Wood, Hoosick Falls, New York.

Claim—1st, Giving the rake its reciprocating, and rising, and fiilling motion.by means of a single traveling

belt or chain without any other appliances. 2d, In combination with a uniformly moving automatic rake, a

delivering apparatus, which is set in motion by the conductor, and butts off the gavel, and returns for the next

succeeding operation.

299. Cotton Gins ; James N. Wilson and George W. Payne, Memphis, Tennessee.

Claim The adjustable hinged hopper and rib frame, in combination vrith the belt arrangement, by which
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the side frame can be at^justcd, niiwj, or lowcrcil witlioiit Htoiiping the motion of the niacliine. Also, the pro-

Ji-(;tion:t on tlie rib^. Ainu, thu tuuihed fuuUiug cylinder, in combiuiitiun with thu inclined grate partition and

hinged cover.

300. CoB.N AND Cod Mill; nenjnniin Winter, Buckingham C. H., Virginia.

Claim—The combination nf tlie adjustable liridgo tree, rollera, inclined planes on the base of the revoWing

coni-, and horizontal al.-ppud dink.-), fur iiction togrtlier.

aOl. Uaxo Pwcoiis; G. \V. X. Yost, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—Ist, The torsion spring, in combination with the plough share, for the puriwse of allowing a single

shari) to swing biickward in p;ts.-<iiig Htones, ami then automatically to replace itself in working position, thus

avoiding tliu breaking of thu iiloUi;li or stopping of the t<'ani. 2d, The use of the team guldi' for managing
tlio ti-am, HO as to obviate tin; n'-ci-.-sity of employing many drivers. ;jd. The use of the team sliade, in com-

bination witli the team guide, for sheltering the team from the heat of the suo or from rain.

302. Wasiiino Macuinks; Henry Yost, St. Louis, Mi-<4ouri.

Claim—The traversing rubber in connexion with the yielding rack over the surface of the water.

303. .SucAR Mills; Frederick K. Uake, Assignor to self and ThomaJi Hunt, Indianapolis, Indiana.

("laim—The combinatiun and arrangement of the lever frame, sliding weight, and rollers, with the bed

plate.

30i. FisiiLNG Net; Thotiias Hall, Assignor to Thomas Hall & Co., Gloucester, Massachusetts.

Claim—The employment of a bag in combination with the seine.

305. N.UL Machixk; H. Greene and W. J. Gordon, Assignors to Henry Greene, aforesaid, Phil.-idelphia, Pa.

Claim Iflt, The combination of the carrying chains ami the rack chain with the nail rod holder, to move

the ro<ls laterally along the anvil, and turn them simultaneously. 2d, The arrangement of the front edge of

the anvil obliquely to the direction of the movement of the carrying chains, for the purpose of causing the

uaib< to be drawn from bead to point in the foregoing process.

aoO. Adjustadlk .Seats for Vehicles ; George J. Lucas, Assignor to self and John Lucas, Poughkeepsie, X. Y.

' Claim—The connexion of the two seats, by means of levers and links.

307. Bexiunq Moulivhoards for 1'locous; Benjamin Pitcher, Assignor to self, Wm. Tobey, and John Ander-

son, Peoria, lUinoie.

Claim—The combination of the stitionary die with the mov.ible die hinged to the st.ttionary. so that the

heated metallic i>late subjecteil to their action is, during the process of being bent into shape, gradu.illy com-

pressed and drawn from its inner to its outer edge, and retained under compression until the entire bending

is completed.

308. Co.NTixuous Primikq for Fire Arms ; Daniel G. KoUin, City of Xew York, Assignor to George 0. Martin,

Brooklyn, Xew Yor|^.

Claim—The continuous priming, to be combined with, and operating in, fire .irms, by means of an Inde-

pendent cut-otf.

509. Gas .Metres; Thomas Shaw, Assignor to self and C. S. Paterson, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Cliiim—The con-itrurtion of the oscillating drum, in sucli a manner as to contain the sealing fluid or seal,

with levi'r, attaelu'd to said ilrum, the whole for operatiug the valve by the oscillation of the drum, ill combi-

uation with the inlet aud outlet jKWSiiges.

310. Ships' Capstans; James U. Taylor, .\gsignor to Wm. Kiddy, City of New York.

Claim— .\8 of ray invi-ntion. the freely revolving plate for carrying the intermediate gear wheels, in com-

bination with the capstan bi'ad and with the shifting stop,

.'ill. SvPHoXic Kauiator; Charles Williams, A-isignor to self and Charles J. Shepard, Brookl)ii, Xew York.

Claim—The sy phonic circulating and radiating pipes, formed with two or more vertical, or nearly verticjil.

limbs, attached at their upper euds to the shell or casing of the furnace, and connecting their lower cudii to

each other.

312. Ovens for Cookino Stoves; James Easterly, Albany, New Y'ork.

Claim—The construction of stove ovens, or analogous structures, by surroumling them with double out-

Hi<li^ wall-i, containing in tin- chamber formed within them some slowly conducting and radiating solid material,

to absorb heat communicuteii on the outside of the chambers, and radiate thu same iuterually.

JlE-IsSUES.

1. Sawino Mill: Wm. M. Ferry, Kerrysburgh, Michigan; patented July 21, 1857; re-issued April 6, 1858.

Claim—Ist, The particular mejins and their arrangement. 2<l, Effecting, by means of an eccentric, the
combination of the log carriage and automatic reversing mechanism, thereby rendering the saw mill capable
of wif-feeding and self-giggjng. ;jd. So adjusting the puiging, that its hinge or pivoted joint, and its opposite
end or terminus hIijiII always be at the same ami eipial distiinci's from the set .-haft. 4lli, Tlie application of
the ailjustable H<-lf-fiistening trip to a saw mill, which operates with a continuous rajiid motion b,ickwiu'd and
forward, in combination with the vibrating reverxing stop.

2. Hollers for Wim.ow Shadeo; Jacob B. Bailey, City of New Y'ork; patented February 10, 1858; re-issued
April 13, 1.S5S.

Claim—The combination of india rubber, or e(piivalent substance, with a window shiule roller or its ptiUey.

3. Steam Boilers; Wm. M. and J. B. Ellis, WiLshington City, D. C; patented Sejitember 29, 1857; ii>-issui\l

April 13, 1858.

Claim— 1st. ("onni'oting the water legs, extending from the front to the rear end of the Ixiiler, continu-
oiihIv to till' sbi-ll of the boiler at the point of the gri-al<'st horizontal diain<-ter of the boiler. 2d, Interiiotiing
perforated plat.s between the tlancln-s of the water Ifgs and the shell of the boiler.

4. GRA.HS llARVEtrrERs; Juiiathun Haines, I'ekiu, Illinois; juitented September 4,1855; re-issued April 13,
Is.-.s.

Claim—In eombination with a nuiin frame, a loose cutter bar or finger beam that i>rojeot» laterally ft-oiu
It, and so hung to the fraini" of the muehine ils that in being draggitl over the ground, it shall receive" all its

vertical movemi'iits solely from the niidulations of the groniid nvrr wbieli it is drawn. .\lso, the bars or rodn
for eoiiui'i'thig till- beam to the main frame. Also, llie eombination of two liinge<l or jointed rods or bars, for
allowing the cutter or linger bar or beuiii, it8 verticid, but rextruiiiiug ito lateral motiou.
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5. Primtixo MAfniNE CATxr.D THE Power Printixo Press; Isaac Adams, Boston, Massachnsotts
; patented

Miirch 2, 1854; ro-issuod April l:J, 1858.

Cliiini—1st, CiiviiiK tlio l)frl its prupor periods of motion and rest, and producing impressions, by means
of tlu' combination consisting of the crank, tlie pitman, the declension lever, and the togt;''' joints 2d, The
mechanism for givinp; the proper perimls of motion and rest to the frisket carriage, and (^ach and all the parts
attached to it, by means of the comliination consisting of the anns. the rocking bar, the inclined plane by
which said bar is disengaged, the shaft, and the crank. ;!d, Tlie combination of one or more feed fnitnes witli

the frisket or friskets, or mechanism for receiving tlie slp'cts to be jirinted. 4th, Securing agitinst the platen

the sheet to be printed, whereby it is not only kept s'eaily and prevented from bagging, bnt is also, after tho
production of an imjiression upon it, separated from the types in a ijmper and safe manner. 5th, Constrocting
th" pitman, the bearing surface, the shoulder, and the joint, consisting of its essential characteristics, so as to
alli)\v s;uil latniau to be operated. 6th, Producing the impressions, the treadle, or its e<piiv,alent, to prevent
imiinssiiiiH bi'ing taken or produced while other jiarts of the press are in motion, whenever such prevention
miy be di-iirable. 7th, The combinati(m of the dcmble frisket carriage, the bed platen, and the rollers for

inking the tyjjc-, with two sets of iidiing mechanism, 8th. The combination of the platen, the l>ed, and di.s-

trilmtion cylinders. 9th, The combination of a crank with the carriage, for the purpose of c'lrrjing the inking
rollers over the form, and for giving the friskets their proper motions and periods of rest. 10th, The mcMie of
constructing the winter or Iwttom bar, or any etpiivalent device, by which inconvenient heiglit in the machine
is avoided—said winter being made with a ledge or shoulder near its lower part, uiion %vhich tho toggle joints

arc sustained. 11th, The combination of the fountain with one or more di-<tributioii c.^lindr'rs and a traveler,

the same being for the supply and distribrition of the ink. 12th, Placing the apparatus fiir the stipply and dis-

tribution of the ink, so that the distribution cylinders rest over, or nearly over, the finmtain—the mller which
takes the ink from tho fountain roller being placed between the fountain and the cylinders. 13th, The mode
of laying the ink upon the types by passing the rollers between the bed and platen, said rollers Ijeing bronght
to a stand in their horizontal movement, for the pui'pose of receiving their supply of ink from a cylinder or
cylinders. 14th, The mode by which the nuts, which sustain tlie impression, are lirouglit to their pnijier jio-

sitions and secured there—th.at is, by the hoops, set-screws, and pins. 15th, The mode of proiliicing tho
impressions, by means of toggle joints applieil to the under or reverse side of the bed. 16th. Tlie combination
of the rocker shaft and the levers with the bed, the same being for the imrjjose of keeping the bed level.

Designs.

1. Cooks' Stoves ; G. W. Pittock, G. G. Richmond, and C. Phelps, Troy, New York ; datetl April 6, 1858.

2. Screens for Ste.\m Pipes, &c. ; James L. Jiickson, City of New York ; dated April 1.3, 1858.

3. Screens for Ste.vm Pipes, &c. ; James L. Jacksou, City of New York ; dated April 13, 1858.

Tho claims on the above, are for the several shapes, forms, ornaments, and configurations.

MAY 4.

1.. L.VMPS ; Ij. Bailey, Charlestown, and R. Thayer, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—1st, Tho arrangement of the annular reservoir within the case, so that both the inside and tho

outside drafts of the flame may be supplied up through the base and pedestal, and in their passage cool all sides

of the reservoir. 2d, The button, when made of concavo-convex form, and of the proper dimensions, so as to
throw tho air th.at passes up thmugli the central passage down on the flame, and at the same time permit tho

flame to rise vertically instead of sjireading it laterally as usual. 3d, The combination of the revolving cap,

wick tube, with or without the button, and the annular reservoir, arranged relatively with each other, arid

used in connexion with the case, the hollow pedestal, and base.

2. Sheltering from Dust the Lower Carrying Pulley of Band Saws ; James Balla, Richmond, Indiana.

Claim—The shields or guards placed over the lower pulley, when constructed and arranged relatively with
tho straps of said pulley.

3. Steam Engines; Daniel Bamum, Jersey City, New Jersey.

Claim—Combining with an air pump of a marine engine an independent or separate suction pipe, coD-

uecting the hold of the vessel with the air pump directly, and not through the channel way or condenser.

4. Machine for Bending "Wood ; Thomas Blanchard, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—The particular means employed for thus bending the wood in the required form—that is to say,

the employment or use of the rotating mould with the strap attached, in combination with the sliding pressure

bar, provided with the adjustable slide or stop, the outer end of the strap being attached to the bar or box,

whereby the strip may be bent in regular or irregular curved form, with the ends adjoining each other for tho

manufacture of picture and slate frames, chair bottom hoops, and similar articles.

5. Machines for Hulling Rice ; Francis and Lodowick Burdick, South East, New York.

Claim Tho peculiar dress in our horizontal stone mill, composed of the frustrum of a cone and its cor-

responding concave.

6. R.ULROAD Car Coupling ; W. H. Burridge and N. A. L. Post, Cleveland, Ohio.

Claim—Making the fulcra of the jaws forward of, or more towards, the centre of the coupling bar or link,

than those jiarts of the jaws which catch the head of the link, so that the draft upon the lirdc has a tendency

to close the jaws, and. in combination with -sibrating jaws having their fulcra, the peculiar construction of the

link bar, by which the said link connects the couplings when the cars are run together, and by which they

uncouple or disconnect themselves when one of the cars is thrown from the track, or the link vibrated upon

a given angle.

7. Machine for Making IIorse Shoe Nails ; Tisdale Carpenter, Providence, Rhode Island.

Claim—1st, The macliine for making horseshoe nails, consisting essentially of the revolving die table,

arm, carrying the swage and shear, the carriage with its swage. 2d, The receiving box with its retiiining

spring. 3d, In combination with the table, the guide.

8. Water Closet ; Wm. S. Carr, City of New York.

Claim—The concave ring or cup screwed on to the hollow column, when this is used for passing the rod

to the lever of pan water closets.

9. Seed Planters ; James Charlton, Alleghany, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st The ring's with their lugs, projecting studs, and heads, in connexion with the strips and cylin-

der, for the pui^ose of enlarging or contracting the seed chambers, and agitating the seed in the hopper. 2d,

The arrangement of the flexible rods, axle, yoke, lever, and strip, with notches.
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10. Retolvixo Fibe Arm; Samuel Colt, Hartford, Connfcticut.

Claim—In combination witli a central pin, which is insf-rted from behind to admit of readily taking out

nnd replacing the rotating lin-ei-h, and which isfcathercd or othi-rn'ise fitted to the central Iwreof the rotating

breech no :u to turn therewitli.und which |Mi«.-«e« entirely throii;.'li the central Iwreof the wiid rotating breech,

and into the framing in front for xiipport. the making of the rear end or head of the Baid central pin with

ratchet teeth, or Ibe e4|uivaleut thereof to be acted upon by the uiechiuii:<m for turning and holding the rotat-

ing breech.

11. Nlt MAcniNE; Richard II. Cole, St. Louis, Missouri.

Claim—The use of a traversing die, whereby the nut blank is first pressed and prepared on the blank Bur-

face of the said die, and afterwards punched and fitiished over a hole in the <<aid <iie.

12. BllCK-KlLNii ; John \\. Crary, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Claim—Ist, The peculiar arrangement of constructing the furnaces, so that by means of the archeti, and
constructed of brick, or other argillaceous substance, intertnetliiite sujiports of grates, or othi-rwise. for the fuel

are rendered unnecessary. 2d, The arrangement of au.xiliary ii^ih-pit." or air chambers, with main airchambcrH
or aidj-pits aiid arches, funned by setting the bricks zigzag and alternately diagonal. o<l. Constructing the
brick arches when the bricks are " set," so that the horizontal area of their interior cliamber shall l)e greater

than that of the throat of the furnaces. 4th, The zigzag and alternately diagoniil setting of the brick through-
out the kiln. 5th, The arrangement and constructing of au.xiliary end arches and furnaces, in combination
•with the main side arches, tjth, The arrangement of vertical flues and horizontal passages iu the wall, in com-
binatiini with the partly o]>en top and the furnaces.

13. Feesi.no Device for Cross-cut Sawi.no ; Jeremiah Darling, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—Tlie recipnxaiting table, suspended at one end and supported by rollers at the other, to facilitate

the otH-rution of croti.s-cut sawing.

14. Kailroai) Car Sprinos; Andrew M. De Ilart, Reading, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The combination of the semi-elliptic plate springs, as arranged with the box, press block a:id con-
necting rod.

15. RiNO IJoLT ; George W. Devin, Ottnmwa, Iowa.

Claim—The slide bolt, provided with the sj)ring and ring, and secured to the door, in combination with
the socket or nosing, provided with apertures to receive the shackle of a padlock.

16. GovER.NiNu Lateral .MoTroN of Carriage i.n Giijuisu B.iCK is Circui.ar Sawiso Macbines ; Wm M. Ferry,
Jr., Ferrysburgh, Michigan.

Claim—Providing a short auxiliary rail alongside the inner rail ofthe log carriage, and opposite the obliqne
inclined gauge bar, and furnishing the carriage with an auxiliary wheel which has a vertical axis, and having
said wheel come in contact with and run ag-.iinst the side of the auxiliary rail, and thereby prevent any lateral

movement of the carriage other than that neceswiry to prevent the log nibbing against the face of the saw,
nnd heating the same, and ajso avoid the scratching of the face of the board by the teeth of the saw.

17. Casting Car Wheels; David Finley, Champlain, New York.

Claim—T)ic he^iting of the knowel and cope of the flask, and parts of the mould contained therein, sepo-
rately from the chill ring, then |iutting the whole of the fliisk and mould together, and either placing it in a
box, or its e<|uivalent, and surrounding it with non-conducting material within the Kiid l^ox, and after pouring
the metal into the mould, burying the whole in a pit, or omitting the box surrounding the fliifk and mould
with the non-conductor in the pit.

18. Harvesters; R. 11. Fisher, Claremont, New Hampshire.

Cliiim—1st, Mounting the main frame on the axle, bo that the frame may slide freely thep'on. iu con-
nexion with the spirally slotted collar placed on the axle, and receiving a pin attached to the axle, whereby
the mechanism which o|M'rates the sickle may, when desired, be readily thrown in and out of gear with the
driving wheil. 2il, Raixing and lowering the sickle by means of the pulley placed lc)o»«'ly on the axle, and
the chain attached to the Iwck part of the main frame and to the pulley, ad, .\ttaching the finger bar to the
main frame, by overlap|iing the end of the finger liar and the lower end piece of the main fnune, the finger
bar resting on a senii-s|ilierical projection on the end piwe, and adjusted by the screws.

19. Vapor Lamp Bcb.ners; C. A.Green, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—The combination of the hollow spur, susceptible of being turned in either direction, .ind haring
hlits or apertuns funned in it with the cap, throngh which similar slits or apertures extend, and for the pur-
pose of regulating the jet or jets ol tUime by the turning of the said spur.

20. Washing .Machi.ne; Ashman Hall, Danville, New York.

Claim— 1st, Constructing the slats or bars whit h firm the rubbers with spiral grooved and ridged surface.

2<1, In arranging the spiral grooves and ridges formerl on the slat-s, so that they incline in opjKwitc directions

in eiieh succeeding slat. 'M, The eoMibin.ition of tlio dipping sctxip with the Tibniting rubber.

21. Braces of Kave Troughs; W. H. Henderson, Franklin, Indiana.

Claim—The arrangement of the brace in the trough and with the pins, and also this arrangement iu

combination witli the strap for the better security of the trough.

22. KiLLlARn Tadle Cushions; George W. Holnian, City of .New York.

Claim—The whalebone facing to the elastic cushions of billiard tables.

23. Quartz Crushers ; Wm. H llowland, Sacramento, Califorida.

Cliiim—1st. The arrangement and combination of the annular mortar nnd pestles. 2d, Having an annu-
lar feeding chamber between the upright and the inner surface of the cyUndcr.

24. Sf.ei) Planters: James J. Johnson. Alleghany City. Pennsylvania.

Claim— 1st, The arrangement of the fli-xible bottoms, springs, nxl, and division piece, in the seed cham.
bers. 2d, The arrangement of the depcisiting IuIm-, with tugs, share, rod, lever, and sliding gate.

25. Lamps; Kdward F. Jones, Boston, Massiu-hu.setts.

Claim—SiH uring the chimney to the removable cap, ami both of them to the lamp, by means of a sv>°inf<

20. Revolving Fire Arm: B. F. Joslyn, Worcester, Massfvhusefts.

Claim—Revolving the cylinder by means of u slotted spring clutch cylinder, operafc<l by a lover.

9*
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27. Smut Mills; John C. Kelly and A. Frost, Ediuburgli, Indiana.

Claim—1st, The arrangement of the hopper as constructed with the air passage. 2d, The peculiar arrange-
ment of the scourer iis constructed with tUo air passage, connecting spout, and liin, for the purpose of sepa-
rating the smut from the wheat.

28. Seedinq Machines ; James F. Kierstead, Laporte, Indiana.

Claim—The reciprocating liar i)rovi(led with the pendents, and the adjustable perforated bar, in combina-
tion with the bar, the parts being arranged relatively with eacli other and the discharge opeinugs.

29. Coii.N IIusker; Charles N. Lewis, Seneca Falls, >few York.

Claim—The combination and arrangement of the lever, tilting arm, blade, and yielding gauge.

30. Mowing MauuineS; II. Marcellus, Amsterdam, New York. ,

Claim—Attacliing the main frame of the machine to the axle by connecting the frame, by means of joiu'-
nals, to tlie sieevo tr collar, which is placed loosely on the axle.

31. I'L'>cui>'G JlETALUC TuBES; B. Mackerley, New Petersburg!!, Ohio.

Claim—The comljination of the mandrel, the punch, and the detent. Also, the gouge-shaped wedge, in
combination with the mandrel and the punch.

32. AuTOM.viic L.lTUE ; John McXary, Brooklyn, New York.

Clium—The sliding or traveling lathe heads, between which the stick to be turned is centred, in combi-
nation with the rotary cutters, so tliat the stick will be gradually fed to the cutters until the desired form is

given it, and then its feed motion stopped and the stick rotated, so that a perfect symmetrical form may be
given it. Further, giving the feed and return motion to the stick to be turned, and also rotating the same from
the cutter shaft, by means of the screw on said shaft, worjn w heel on shaft F, in connexion with the gearing,
screw, worm wheel, and the screw on shaft, o, together with tiie gearing, througli the medium of which tho
screw shaft I, is rotated, the above jiarts being used in connexion with the lever and the catch, rod, and with
the pawls, actuated by lever and pinion.

33. Steam Boilers ; James Montgomery, Brooklyn, New Y'ork.

Claim—The arrangement of the series of tubes placed vertically, or nearly so, between an upper and a
lower, and connecting vertical water spaces, when Siud lower water .*pace is made directly over the tire cham-
ber, and the draft is returned over said lower space and among the vertical tubes. Also, the arrangement of
the shield plate, in combination with, and interposed between, the crown sheet of the furnace, and the lower
ends of the series of water tubes.

34. Check for Screw Cutting ; R. Nuttall and John Kirkpatrick, Alleghany, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The projection on the movable die seats, and the trausver.-e slot or notch in the removable
cutting dies, the one being adapted to the other. 2d, The use of the troll jjlate, and operating in connexion
with the die seat and die.

35. Fluid Metres; Wm C. Perriuc, City of New York.

Claim—Making the measuring chamliers gradually larger in each direction, from near the middle where
tho exterior edges of the ihaphragms are fadtein-d, so tliat tlie thapliragms will beheld by the water or renuuu
in contact with the jiart so enlarged, until it is drawn away by the centre of the cUaphragms or by the plates
which move and traver.-se with the centre of tlie diaphragm. Also, the recesses in the ends of the measuring
chambers, in combination witli ilie plates arranged to work in them (the said recesses). Also, the openings
in the jilates, provitled with the valves, or sucli e(iuivalent openings as will answer the same purpose. Also,
making recesses with their sides parallel in the llauches, so that that portion of the diaphragm in or opposite
to saiil recesses may vibrate a very little between the measuiing chamber and the line where it is bound or
held tirmly by the flanches.

36. lIoisTiNG Macuines ; Reuben Packard, Rockland, Maine.

Claim—The circular plate, or its equivalent, in order that it may be turned easily and held in any desired
position by pawls, or their equivalents, for the purpose of sustaining any combination of mechanical powers
constructed thereon, for drawing or lifting heavy weights, or their equivalents.

37. Cast Iron Pipe ; C. Pomroy, Pottsville, Pennsylvaiii.a.

Claim—A cast iron jiipe chilled inside, as a new article of manufacture, for the purpose of conveying
fluids impregnated with or containing substances which soon destroy iron pipes ''which ai'e not so chilled."

38. Arrangement of G.is Engines ; John C. Fr. Salomon, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim—1st, Arranging all the parts necessarily employed in generating and working gaseous vapor within
a tight chamber, which is supplied with oil, hot air, or other suitable heating meihum. 2d, The employment
in coniliiiiation with the above named tight chamber, of the combined arrangement of fire flues, smoke stack,
circulating coil, boilers, vapor chest, and cylinder.

39. Cements for Roofing ; R. Simons, Rockford, Illinois.

Claim—The composition of ingredients when compounded.

40. Device by whicu the width of the Bolt checks the Feed in Shingle Machines ; A. C. Sawyer, Clinton,
New Y'ork.

Claim—The use of a lever hanging by the side of the saw, in such manner that the bolt in running under
it will raise or lower it and adjust the travel of the carriage.

41. Sewing Machines ; E. Harry Smith, City of New Y'ork.

Claim—Arranging the cranks and connexions to the needle and shuttle, whereby the differential move-
ments are imparted to the needle and shuttle.

42. Method of Ventilating and Excluding Dust from R.ulroad Cars ; A. B. Spencer, Rochester, N. York.'

Claim—The revolving wet sheet or endless apron (passing through water), for the purpose of cleansing
and purifying the air as it passes into the car—which sheet or apron, together with the tank containing the
water, and tliat portion of the bottom whereon it rests, I claim as a i)artition by which I divide the instnmient
into two complete ventilators, either ol which will act as the downward ventilator, while the other always
acts simultaneously in the opposite direction.

4-3. Gas Generators; Wm. N, Taylor, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The 'combination of the retort with a series of movable partitions connected so that all can
be taken out together, and so arranged as to divide the retort into a seiies of chambers through which the gas
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ciiTuIatos in itn passage from the lower chamber to the dincharge pipe. 2d, Dividing these chambers by means
of jiiiiictured dia|ihni);nis, or tlicir uijuivulunt, in order to retard the passage of the ga.!i, uud bring the entire

Volume ill contatt with tlie heated mctul.

ii. Lamp Attachmf.xt for Prevkntixo Smoke, ic. ; Ralph Thomas, Hoboken, New Jersey.

Claim—The movable caji provided with a slireved screen top and base piece, when applied to lamps.

45. TyMPA.Ns FOR rniXTixo Presses; L. T. Wells, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—Attaching the cloth or jiaichnicnt to the frame of the tymjjan, by means of the leather strips

jiriiviilcrl with eji'lit.i. said strips being tilted in grooves or rebates in the frame, and the cloth or parcluueat
attached to the stri]) of the lace.

46. Harvesters; Lewis Miller, As.-<ignor to 0. Aultman & Co., Canton, Ohio.

Claim—.So hinging the l>ar or biam which carries the cutters and fingers to the beam, as that it may lie

raised up, folded over, ami carried upon the main trame. Also, in ci>iiil>iimtiun with the beam, the braces,
rigidly connected therewith, but liliiged at their opposite en<ls, ho that the beam may rise and tall at pleasure,
but Ix- jiermanently braced in its jiroper position to give the cutter and finger bars or beams in turn their pro-
per Working position.

47. Harvesters; Lewis Miller, Assignor to C. Aultman & Co., Canton, Ohio.

Claim—In connexion with the inner shoe, au at^ustuble supporting wheel, when said wheel is in advance
of the ])oint of the driver or shoe.

4S. Harvesters; Lewis Miller, Assignor to C. Aultman & Co., Canton, Ohio.

Claim—.So combining a reel witli a jdatform and mainframe that are hinged together, as that the raising
and lowiriiig of either shall not in any wise injuriously atlect the rotation and uniform action of the reel or
cliange its pusition with regiird to the cutters.

49. Sheet Metal Chains ; James Lancelott, Cranston, Assignor to Sackct, Davis & Co., Providence, R. I.

Claim—The forming of the Ixidy of each link into a dome, dish, or cup, so as to admit of the i)rojecting
amis of each liidc being bent at a very acute angle against the sides of the dome or cup of the ncit succeeding
link.

50. .'^Awrxo JIachi.ve; II. S. Vroonian, City of Xew York, Assignor to Henry Albro', Covington, Kentucky.

Cl.iim— 1st. The traveling or sliiling collar on lever, as connected with the knife or saw frame, the pawl
arms, in mmliination with the recii)rocating connecting rod, the vibrating lever, the pawls, and the ratchet
wheels, whereby an increasing rotary speed of the log or bolt is obtained from the traveling collar passing
down to a wider sweep of lever, the jiower being transmitted from the ratchet shaft to the bolt 2d, The cutters
attaclii'd to the carriage, operated automatically by, and in combination with, the vertical screws. 3d, The
lateral moving knife plate cr stock, crank, operated by, and in combination with, the vibrating lever. 4th,
The combination of the knife, cutters, and the feed movement of the bolt or log.

61. Boot Trees; Win. W. Wilmott, Assignor to self and Henry F Uardner, Boston, 5Ia.ssachusett3.

f!laim—The anaiigeinciit of tlie two sets of toggles and the application thereto of the screw rod, in such
manner that it niiiy be free to move longitudinally during its rotary motion on its axis. Also, combining the
re^ulatiir ur latcliiiig iiiichaiiism (or their e(iuivaleiit), with the back and front parts of the leg portion of the
boot tree, and the separating mechanism applied thereto.

MAY 11.

02. SEi.F-nEOUi.ATiNG Grai.v MEASURE; Oeorgc W. Atkins, Milton, Delaware.

Claim— 1st, The arrangement of the )>latforni, in combination witli a l>o.x or ca.se, so that the said plat-
form shall have an up and down motion by turning as a lever upmi the hinge, or its equivalent, and being
Hiippiirted by means of the ilouble-cross lever and spring, in such a manner as to yield downwardly under the
weight of the measure of grain when it is placed thereon, and spring upwardly on moving the s;ime. 2d, In
coiiihinaliiiii with the said ratchet wheels, pawl.s, lever, indexes, and plalforni, the two bells, or their equiviv-
leiils. for the jmrpose of indicating audibly both the single and hundreds of measures of grain registered by
the index.

ijo. ANater Wheel; Jesse Bartoo, East Aurora, Xew York.

Claim—The iron segment, in combination with the iuljustablo band and semi-cylindrical cap.

64. Ciillt.N ; Win. Brown, Duiicaniioii, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The combination in a churn chuslier of a series of shitted agitating and separating wing'i, a series
of gathering ami retaining Maiirhis, and a solid concaved roll forming hub.

65. Dre.ssi.\u axd Sisii.no Warps; Win. Bradley, Manchester, Virginia.

Claim—The combination of the sectiim sleys or reeds, togethir with the warp slevs or reeils, and the har-
ness f.r taking the lease or cross slud liefoie the warp is sized In every iilternati" thread or Ihieads, so as to
allow the leaM' rods to piiss with the warp to the yarn beam, and thus di.-p»n»u with tlie use ofcomUs rowels,
or guiiles, after the warp has pa.'<seil through the size.

60. Harvesters; C. B. Brown, Alton, Illinois.

Claim— Placing the endh'ss ajproii in an obli(ini> position wilh the sickle. ANo. tin' endless apriMi, in com-
bination with the nuide rods and sickle, when the several parts are placed lelalivily with each otlur.

67. Methou of Seati.no the Muvaule Cutter i.n Kxpaxsive Bits; 'Wui. A. Clark. Bethany, Connecticut.

Claim—The combination of the V shaped projection or seat, or its e<|iiivalent, with the corresixindinR
groove in the movable ciittiT above the culling edjfe, by whiili 1 am enabled to vary the distance of the cdgo
of till' cutter near thi' Nlo<.'k above that of the ceiiti-al cutter to any desirable extent.

68. CoR.N I'l.AXTKiis; Kobert .I.Clay, .St. Louis, Mis.souri.

Claim—The arrangement of the hopper valve, wheels, shaft, staudnrd, and scrapiT, when the whole ore
constructed and operateil conjciiiilly.

6'.i. Kastf.ners for Sleeve Buttons; Henry Cogswell, Providence, Rhode Island.

Claim—Constructing sleeve billions by allaching the bar to the pnijections at the inner side of the plate,

one end of the bar being pivoted In one projirtioii, and the other projection containing a catch and sjiring to

rvtuin lUo opposite end of tlio bar when closed.
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60. llARROWs; Jonas C. Conkey, W:is)iington, Ohio.

Claim—The combination of the hinge, axle, and axle-tree, when arranged in connexion with revolving

harrows.

61. UaAi.\ Cleaning Machines; Jolin DcRush, St. Mary's, Ohio.

Claim—The scouring plates, fan, and suction spouts, when combined and arranged relatively with each

other.

62. IICD Machine; Lovctt Eames, Kalamazoo, Michigan.

Claim— Ojierating or giving the seed movement to the carriage in which the mortising tool is fitted or

placed, by means of tlie hurizontiil rotating disli, provided with the ledges, and having its shaft Btepi)cd in the

treadle, in conne.Yiun with the rollers on the shaft, which is rotated from the driving shaft.

63. Reclining Cuair; Augustus Eliaers. Boston, M;issacliu.sett3.

Claim—1st, The general arrangement of the chair, whereby the back foot-rest, kc. are euKtailleil and sic-

tuated, and the foot-rest made adj u.stable and locked in any desired po.sition. Also, the conibination of tlie

hinged rails, sliding arms, and mortises to receive the rails, or in lieu of the rails entering the mortises, in the

said combination, tlie aim attiiched to the back and turning upon a pivot in the grooved or mortising sliding

arm, whereby 1 am enabled to obtain a verj' long arm.

64. Pipes for Smoking Tobacco; James W. Evans, City of New York.

Claim—The combination of the bulb or chamber and the sponge, or any other suitable material saturated

with water, in the construction of smoking pipes or cigar holders.

65. Water Wheels; J. II. Fairchild, Jericho, A'ermont.

Claim—The tube, in combination with the wheel formed of the screws placed on a shaft, and working
within the tubular projections. Also, in combination with the wheel and draft tube, the gates.

CO. Time-keepers; Henry C. Fay, Troy, New York.

Claim—The invention of a verge with movable detents, so constructed that in the vibrations of the pen-

dulum or babiiice, each detent will be cai ried on, nearly on, or past its dead centre so as to greatly lessen the

recoil of the movement.

67. Bee-Hives; Edward P.French, Nashua, New Hampshire.

Claim—Making the lower part or both sides of the main chamber inclined toward the orifice of enti'ance,

in combination with the arrangement of an exercising and entrance chandjer, feeding-box, warm air spaces,

and air ventilating passage leadingfrom the exercising chamber ujiward against the front sides of the second-

ary chambers, and over their tops into the chamber, the main chamber communicating with said passage

oiily by means of orifices at its bottom, whereby the main and secondary chaml^rs are kept warm, and at the

same time relieved of bad air or carbonic acid gas by a ventilating current of air induced by their heat.

68. Preserve Cans; Edwin W. Gibnore, North Easton, Massachusetts.

Claim—The arrangement of the arm, and the cam, and the bar, whereby the cam is not only made to ope-

rate to aid in strengthening the bar when supported, but the arm is enabled to operate aa a stop to maintain

the can in place while forcing down the cover.

69. Printing Presses ; George P. Gordon and F. Degener, City of New York.

Claim—Communicating motion to the cylinder at the time of giving the impression by and through the

motion of the bed, while the revolution of the cylinder shall be perfected by or through ordinary gearing, or

other means entirely independent of the motion of the bed, thus alternating from one of these means to the

other, to give a full revolution to the cylinder.

70. Paint Compounds ; Wm. G. Huyett, AVilliamsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Claim—A paint compound composed of ground calcined iron ore, lime, and carbon.

71. Sofa Bedstead ; John Irwin, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The liinge, in combination with the back and seat of sofa bedsteads.

72. Cultivators ; L. W. Kelley, Brunswick, Ohio.

Claim—The combination and aiTangement of teeth beams with their attaching and adjusting bars, and
the scrapers with their attaching and adjusting bars, with each other and with the central beam.

73. Corn Mills ; Charles Leavitt, Cleveland, Ohio.

Claim—The manner of securing the revohing grinder to the spindle, by means ef the collar, wings, cap,

and nut; also, the recess in the outer casing, in combination therewith the adjusting and securing the grinder

in place, by means of the outer casing and the diaphragm upon which the grinder is superimposed. Also,

dividing the surfaces of the two grinders into an unequal number of parts or sections, for the purpose of bring-

ing the several sections of the grindere successively into operation; and also, the diaphragm, when arranged

in relation to the support of the spindle and grinder, and the collecting and discharging of the meal at one
point.

74. Cans for Preserving Food; A. S. Lyman, City of New York.

Claim—The combination of the reservoir or filter of suitable material, with a can having an arrangement
for discharging its contents in such manner that wlienever any food is drawn off, air or gas deprived of the

primary cause of decomposition shall supply its place.

75. Wrench; James Mclvenzie, Green Island, New York.

Claim—Fixing the movable jaw of an adjustable wrench by a toothed wedge passing through the 8.aidjaw

fitting into the teeth or notches on the shank, so as to keep the movable jaw firm to resist all pressure that

may be applied to it.

76. Reaping and Mowing Machines : L. J., Wm. S., and C. II. McConnick, Chicago, Illinois.

Claim—Making the finger bar of a mowing machine of a bar of iron, wedge-formed in its cross section,

with its forward edge which carries the fingers made thin, that the sickles may act upon and cut leaning grass,

and with its rear edge thick to obtain the required strength, and the under surface inclined that it m:iy act

like a runner to pass and ride over the surface of the ground, to keep the cutting edge of the sickle clear of
obstructions, whilst at the same time it can have access to leaning grass.

77. Compound Photographs; T. Miltenberger, Bellefontaine, Ohio.

Claim—The production of a compound photograph, or the taking of separate distinct photographic im-
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prnnsions on oacli fiilo of a rIjus phitc t,r transparent tal.lct. anri prcxlucinK tliorebv a comprmml relievo or
double HtereoMcopic effect on a ninKlc or Ftiniftle plane or Hat Hiirtluf. in combination with a totally black back
j^round. through which solely is pnnluced a tran-sparent collixlion film.

78. Cartridge Case; Oeorge W. Morrie, Ilnton Rouge, LouJHiana.

Claim—My improved c.irtriilp> case as eonstnicted with a tijjc. an aimular shonldcr. anil an e.xpaoiiibla
cartridge cloHer, arranged within tlu; l«»ly of the cartridge, and made to slide longitudinally therein.

79. BiXDixo Device for Harvesters; CJeorgo Notman, Deerfield, Ohio.

Claim—The grain Ik)X or recejitacle, revolving fork, sliding fork, rod, slide, bar, and sliding Ix>ttom, iise<I

in connexion with any proper raking or conveying device, whereby the grain as it is cut is bound and dii-
cliarged in Hheaves from the uiiichine.

80. CoTTOX Oixs; Enoch Osgood, Boston, Ma-ssachusetts. ,

Claim—The combination of the osi-illating clearer and the concave guard or plate, constmctcdaiid arranged
with the cylinder and the rack and made to operate therewith.

81. Selp-inkino Hand Stamps; S. E. I'ett'.-e, Mansfield, and E. O. Cobb, Foxborough, Massachusetts.

Claim—The roller, or its equivalent, on the lever, working against the curve, or its e<|iiivalent, on tJio
lever, to o|)erate said lever and airry the inking roller on, across, and off of the ty|)e parallel, or nearly par-
allel, with the Cico of the type, so as U) ink them uniformly and evenly to make afair impresiiiou,

8:i. iMi'LKMEXT FOR SnooTixo MISSILES, &c., OX Kaii-Roads; S. Scattan, Richmond, Indiana.

Claim— 1st, The combination of a tube and gravel feeder with a locomotive. 2d, The armngempnt for
closing and opening th.' slide when conil)ined with lever and tube. M, The self-atyustiug valve incumbinatioD
xrith tube, 4th, Tlie eliistic disk combinecl with tube and plug.

83. Instrument for Siiarpexixo Slate Pencils; Genul Sickels, Brooklyn, Xew York.

Claim—The instrument consisting of a piece of steel, with an arched concave surlacecn vhicL teeth ai»
cut, and with eyes at its emls to attach it to the slate frame '"or other foundation."

84. Cider Mills; Micliael Stevens, Lucjis. Ohio.

Claim—The arnuigement of the s^verill parts, for the purpose " of rctaiuing the liquor."

85. H\RVESTERs; Oren Stoddard, Busti, New York.

Claim—The gup|)lementnry sickle, connected with the sickle proper, and placed relatively with the sickle.

86. IIarxfas Tea Buckle ; W. Straw and R. II. Armstrong, Iludstm, Michigsin.

Claim—The plate provided with one or more tongues attacherl to the frame at one end, by means of a slii?-

ing joint, and attached at the opposite end to the frame, by means of a catch and dovetail connexion formed by
the gnsjve in the cross-piece of the frame, and the beveled front end of plate,

87. Corn IIuskers; Daniel C. Smith, Teeumseh, Michigan.

Claim—Tlie combination of the fiirceps with the wi-dge. roller, lever, post with its slot, the knife and plate.
Also, in combination with the forceps, the spring, fork, and thumb-screw.

8S. Straw Cutters; Solomon P. Smith, Crescent, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of the arm knife and recoil spring with straw box.

89. Uarvestkrs; Henry C. Smith, Cleveland, Oliio.

Claim—The application of the intermediate wheel at the end of the finger bar. when used in comliination
with till' curved b-ver and fiexible rml. Also, the stops, ccmnoctnl to the I'nmie ami pl:ici->l in such [losition
to the lino of dnift as will tend to counteract the dragging of the guards or finger Imr upon the grourvl, when
hingiMl to the axle of the driving wheel by the arms. Also, the steps, in combination with the spnrs attacheil
to the arms, for the |mr|w>se of raising the cutter bar in connexion with the descritx-d system of leverage.
Also, the rabliet or gris>ve formed in the heel of the cutter bar.

90. Brisii; .1. If. Tatum, City of N,\v York.'

Claim—The brush constructed so as to form a new and useful article of mannfiicturo, viz : haWn"- tho
bristles secured in detached positions in a metal plate, which forms the back of the brush.

"

91. Harvesters; John S. Troxel, Mt. Pleasant, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Hanging and operating reels for har%-<-sters on the main shaft, by means of yoke lever and slotted
lever, nxl, and movable arms, slotted blailes, pulley, strap, and slotted plate with screw Ixilt.

9'J. LvsTs; Sidney S. Turner, Westbro', MiLssachusetts,

Claim— .V last made of wcmmI, and providi-d with metallic edge guards, and with proovwi arranged nlon);
and against the inner sides of such giianls, and for the purp(>se of r iving strips of woisl, or othi-r snitablu
material, for the points of the pegs |o enter while the last is in use, or a shoe thereon is being jH'gg»'d.

93. Rei'Eatixh Ordnance; Grey I'tley, I^iuisbingh, North Carolina.

Claim—The shaft with cams, ii mbination with the ri-ciprocatlng hammer, the lafendJymoWng to>rfhei|
whiK-l. and thi> detent, said parts Iwing connected and o|K>niting with a many-chambered breech piece luirin"
a rectilinear movement, '^

94. Wasiiixo .Mvciiine; Miner Van Auken, Chazy, New York.

Claim—Till- ailjuttable stop board, arranged at the rear end of the>ubl«T, in combination with the scroll
terminating slots in the penibdons arms of the rubber.

9.'). iRONiNO Table ; \\n\. Vandenburg, City of New York,

Claim-The ironing table composed of a board attached to one end of a stand in such manner as to Iki
capable of mining hori/.ont.illy then-on to and from the other end of the stJind. that it may N" Hupr>i.rted at
both its i-iids during the ironing operation, but jK-rmitted to have a garment iHisseU over one end beibre auJ
after the ironing operation.

9t!. Bi'RNER.s FOR Vaiiir Iamps; Thomas Varney, .San Francisco. California.

Claim—Tho arrangement of tho tuU-s and the iHissagc Is'tween them, the burner tip, the wick and tho
pipes.

97. WoRKixo Ships' I,owEn Saim in Courses; Samuel Very, Jr., &ilem, Massachusetts.

Claim—Constructing what an> commonly known as the "ci>urs«>s" of a vessel, viz. : tho foresail, main-
mil, and cross-jai k, with a central clew for a slii-et or tack in addition to tho usual sheet and tack of such sail
for the puri>o»o of enabling a lighter crew to handle thiwe ekuU.
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98. Water Wheels; A Wiinen siixl E. Damon, Wareham, Maaaachusetta.

Claim—The supiili'iiKiitary or auxiliary Imeki'ts attaclicd to the undprsido of the lower rim of the wheel,

and arranged relatively witli tlie ciluc uf tliu rim and iilate. Further, in combination with the auxiliary hucketa,

the annular Hhaiwd jilate, and attai.lied to the scroll in connexion with the ledgo on the upper surface of tho

disk of the wheel.

99. Fly Nets; Robert Wilson, Milton, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The i)'^culiar construction of the fly net, having the stitch set parallel with the rib, combined with

tho two right angles, formed by the lashes passing through the rib, whether ribs are made flat, round, or any

other shape.

100. Mktallic Rolling Shutters; Wm. E. Worthen, City of New York.

Claim—1st, A revolving shutter, composed of slats of double thickness of sheet metal, so fonned at their

edges that each slat shall interlock with its neighbor, by being bent at the edge into a configuration. 2d, The
combination of a series of such slats having such interlocking edges, with a chain on the side thereof, said

chain being constructed and combined with the slats.

101. Railroad Car Brakes; George W. Zeigler, Tiffin, Ohio.

Claim—The application of pressure to the rubbers by a longitudinal rotary rod under the truck, comhined

with cams. Also, in combination with the rods and cams of the several cars, the universal joint coupling, to

connect the aforesaid rods throughout the train. Further, transmitting the power to rotate the rods througli

a spring indicating apparatus.

102. Sash Fastener ; F. W. Brocksieper and J. B. Sargent, Assignors to Jos B. Sargent, New Britain, Conn.

Claim—The bolt as an attachment to a sash fastener.

103. Steering Apparatus ; S. B. Cram and C. ^Veed, Assignors to S. B. Cram, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—1st, The screw and nut, in combination with the ropes. 2d, In combination with the above, the

thin tightening apparatus, or any equivalent thereof 3d, In combination with the ropes or chains as applied

to " mechanical steerers," we claim the employment of springs.

104. Candy Machines ; George K. Tarrington and S. B. Brown, Jr., Assignors to selvCT and David B. Tiffany,

Xenia, Ohio.

Claim—The construction of the machine, the construction of the sugar kettle and spouts, the method of

cutting off all the drops with one stroke of the knife, working vertically in connexion with the adjustable

pitman.

10.5. Forks for Elevating Hat ; C. E. and J. A Gladding, Assignors to C. E. Gladding, Troy, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The head, joint, strap, plate, loop, and cord or wire, whereby all projecting arms are dispensed

with, so that the instrument when not required for hoisting purposes may be used as a common fork.

106. Utilizino Waste Vulcanized Rubber ; II. L. Ilall, Beverly, Massachusetts, Assignor to " The Beverly

Rubber Company."'

Claim—Restoring of waste vulcanized rubber by grinding it and mixing it with asphalt, co-ol tar, resin,

pitch, shellac, or other similar substances, so that it can be used again in the manufwture of vulcanized rub-

ber fabrics, and be as serviceable, or nearly so, as where the fabrics are made with the use of the native rubber.

107. Finger or Guard for Harvesters ; Lewis Miller, Assignor to C. Aultman & Co., Canton, Ohio.

Claim—1st, Forming the shoulder on a wrought iron guard, by welding on a piece instead of drawing
down a large bar. 2d, The shajiing, beveling, and trueing of the guard or finger so as to make them of uni-

form shape and size by means of a block.

108. Washing Machine ; D. E. Rohr, Assignor to self and T. W. Davis, Charlestown, Massachusetts.

Claim—The construction of th'^ fluted rotary device, the sliding reciprocating scoop, with fluted or grooved
squeezer or washing board, with yoke beam and pendant devices.

109. Guides for Sewing Machines ; L. W. Serrell, Brooklyn, Assignor to John Harold, Hempstead, N. Y.

Claim—1st, The detached tongue around which the edge of the cloth to be hemmed is folded or wrapped
to a greater or less extent. 2d, The adjustable hem spreader, in combination with the tongue. 3d, The com-
bination of the separate or detached tongue with the inclined tucker, to pass the edge of the cloth beneath the
said tongue, between that and the material on tlie bed to form the hem. 4th, The finger, in combination with
the tongue. 5th, The gauge, in combination with the hem spreader and gauge.

MAY 18.

110. Fastening for TIame Tugs; Joseph E. Ball, Newark, New Jersey.

Claim—The combination of the loop, the dovetailed slide or key, the projections and plate.

111. Opening and Closing Farm Gates ; Wm. F. C. Beattie, Cornwall, New York.

Claim—The combination of the handles with the latch.

112. F.vsTExiXG Railro.U) Rails; Sidney A. Beers, Kings County, New York.

Claim—The use of a bolt or bolts, with nut. key, or clinch, (in.combin.ation with, or as an improvement
on. the rail patented to me by Letters Patent dated October 27th, 1857,) the bolt passing directly through both
rails horizontally, and also the form of the mortises, separate or combined.

113. Machinery for Hulling and Threshing Clover ; John C. Birdsell, Rush, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of the slatted belt with the bolt, table, threshing cylinder, bulling cylinder, and
fan—it being understood that I claim the above only as applied to the construction of clover hulling macliiues.

114. Making Shot: Alfred Booth, City of New York.

Claim—The filling a chamber with spray and dropping molted lead through it, to facilitate the cooling of

the shot.

115. Reaping and Mowing Machines ; J. W. Brokaw, Assignor to Warder, Brokaw & Child, Springfield, 0.

Claim—The construction and combination of tho shell standardsandslidingboxes, when used in connexion

with a chauge of pinions, and operating in relation thereto.

116. Escapement of Time-keepers: Samuel Carpenter, Flushing, New York.

Claim—Ist, So constructing a scape-wheel with two rims or rows of vertical teeth, or their equivalent,
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Mto aflrnit the potance or lower liearingof the etaff which rarnVstho pallets and balance to he plared Iiotween
raid riiiiB or rows of teeth, for the pui7ioBe of givinp doul.lc iuti<.ii to the |iallet», hv nhirh nuanc the watch
is prevented from netting by a siidrlin jerk, as a t<Mith of one or otli.r of the rini.f wUl be acting ou its corre»-
[Mjhding pallet. 2d, The palletti. in combination with the wheel and detent spring.

117. C'oK.s lll-.sKERs; Jopcjih Cawllira, KiK-hester, New York.

Claim—The inclined reciprwating busker, in combination with the stationary teeth, the inclined curved
grate, and the slide.

118. Kailroad C.VR8 FOR Day and Night Service; J. B. Creighton, Tiffin, Ohio.

Claim—lat. The formation of car beds by means of the sUitionary seats and reversible backs as now in
use, in combination with the slotted supporters, stojis, iiins, stretchers, eccentrics, and reviTKible hooks. 2d
The methwl of forming and concealing when not in use in the spaces between the windows, an upper tier of
»>cd«; and also, the same, in combination with the devices constituting the subject of the 1st claim.

119. Electric Lamp; Henry M. Collier, Uinghamton, New York, and Henry N. Baker, City of New York.
Claim—The emplnyment in an electric lamp of an open seat, contained in a stationary bridge plate, or

its equivalent, anil receiving the electriMle in such a manner as to allow the point only thereof to protrude
through it Uie distance required, and permitting the advance of the sjiid point so fast "otdy as it is o.xidized
and reduced by the electric current. Also, the combination of the loaded tube carrying the ii|iper electro<le
the open seat, and the mercury tube, in which floatsaml is secured the lower electrode, so that while the upper
tiilK- fi'eds the upper electr«i<ii' down to the open seat as fast as it is reduced, the lower electrode is also ted up
as fiUMt as reduced, and kejit in its proper position with reference to the upper electrode,

lai. H\LL0T-l!i).\Es; Allan Cummings, City of New York.

Claim—The pi'culiar formed cover or top, combining the glass plate, transparent tube, and the wire screens
constituting the sides.

121. Horse Powers; Jeremiah Darling, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—The indepe^ent and endless scries of friction rollers, in combination with the double flanched
track and the i)eeuliarl3^iistructed endless apron, for the puri)o.se of preventing friction, and for incresising
the efficiency of the horse j)ower.

122. Meat Cuopper; L. A. Dole, Salem, Ohio.

Claim—The arrangement of the horizontidly slotted reciprocating vertical knife shaft, grooved ways.hori-
zonUil cnmk shaft, and centi-iil guide tube, for use in combination with the gearing into the same, loose and
f.ist pinions, arranged on the stationary a.vis of the large driving jiinion, and two small pinions which are ar-
rangi-d on a shaft passing through the face of said driving lilnion, and have an inde|)endent motion of the
piniun, while they and it move n.iniil a common stationary a.xis, and are actuated by the same crank or belt.

liJ, Cari> I'LATES FOR TiaXKS ; Joseph Dudley, Fall Itiver, Massachusetts.

Claim—The frame provided with transverse bars and an elastic plate, the frame being sccnred to the
trunk.

124. ClTTiVATORK ; John Endsley and Elihii Fletcher, Abington, Indiana.

Claim—The arrangement of shanks and shovels with s-nddlesand beam.

12.5. nARREl.-tlEAD Maciiixe : Benjamin Fitch, Mooers, New York.

Claim—Ist, The combination of the frame and the plane stocks, operated by the movement of the h.indle.
2d, The combination of the friction band with the swinging platform, operated at one and the same time
throtigh the handle. 3<1, l!elea.'<ing the spring catch from the arm, to allow the frame to return to its first
po.sition alter the saw has efTected its purpose, by the lever acting upon the stop.

126. Pencil Sharpeners; Walter K. Foster, Bangor, Maine.

Claim—Making the pencil sharpener with a space (or its equivalent), so arranged beyond the inner end
of the blarli'. as to cause the pencil b'ad to be turned or reducc'd cylindrically while piwsing beyond the inner
or upper ind nf the knife. Also, tln^ arraiig-ment of the space with reference to the handle, that is, so !is to
111- separated therefrom or not ipjien into the space or opening thereof. Also, making the body of the pencil
sharpener with a light port or opening, arranged opposite to the chip throat. Also, arranging the auxiliary
chamber, or its siile, with resjKct to the conical chamber, so that while the lead is being cut by the knife, th'o

lead may not touch the side of the auxiliary chamber, or be so near it a-sto be ground or ii^jnred bv particles
of lead wliirh may adhere to the sides of the auxiliary chamber.

127. WoVhN Ticked Fahrics; Thomas France, City of New York,

Claim—The tucked fabric produced entirely by weaving.

128. lUiLP.oAn Car Couplings; Francis K Oleason, Columbus, Ohio,

Claim—The arrangi'ment and construction of the catch with relation to the bar, and this in combination
with the f.Kit-piece, twirs or hkIs, spring, and link.

129. CooKiNO Stoves; Ilensselaer D. (iranger, Phihidelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Ist, Combining an oven constructed of burnt fire clay, or other equivalent material, capable of
absorbing and retiiining heat with an ordinary c(Kiking stove, in such a nmnner that the priHlucts of combus-
tion may pass either around or through the interior of the oven. 2<1, The urrangemeut of the annular |>er-

foruted tube and its air pipe with the lining.

\'M. Corn Shellers; Kay (ireen, Cussawago, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The shelling cylln.ler revolving within the fi'<'dlng cylinder, in combination with the feed rcgn-
iRting slide, concave, and si)rings, fingers, discharging apron, and spout.

l;il. Thick Woven FAtiRics; JobnCuJer, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The miiniil';irtMre of stout textile fabrics of consiilerablo thickness, in which all the warp threads
•re interwoven with the filling threads.

132. FoRMiNO THE Hkaps OF CARRIAGE SPRINGS; Samuel H. Hartman, Pitt.sburgh, Pennsylvania,

Claim—Forming the head or socket on the heiul plate of a spring, by subjecting fheni to the action of the
dies and counter-dies in the die blocks, and the levers, in the order of their sequence,

133. Ploughs; .I.ihn M. Hall, Warreiiton, Qcorgiiu

Claim—The construction, arrangement, and combination of the body of the implement and its uioviblw
parts, whereby it is readily adai>ted to properly receive in turn the scvcnil parts employed for performing the
various iui.ide:j of cultivation.
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134. 5lAcniN*KS FOP. CLEA>a>ro Cottox; Thomas Oliver, Vazoo City, MissiBsippi.

Clivim—The arrangement of the toothed rollers, the guides, and toothed carrying apron.

135. Harvesteus; Martin llallenbeck, Albany, New York.

Claim—The tail bar. hinged to tlie l)ar, and liaving the supporting wheel at its rear end, in combination
with the lever for adju.sting the inclination of the cutters.

136. Harvesters ; Martin llallenbeck, Albany, New York.

Claim—The cutters fitted to move above the level of the heel bar, in combination with the separate guide
caps and coujiling bars.

137. Signs; James Harrison, Albany, New York.

Claim—The constniction of block letters, figures, and other devices, with an interstitial surface of carved
ornamental work, with wliicli a cohued or illuminated back ground may be employed for rendering signs
clearly jjerccptible at a great tUstance when viewed obliquely.

138. Stoves ; Joseph C. Henderson, Albany, New York.

Claim—The chamber contracted at the top soas to produce and maintain while in action a plenum within
the combustion chamber, when used in combination with the e.\tenur chamber and connected by partitioiic,

for the j)urpo.->e of preventing the escape of the volatile combustible from the combustion chamber, before its

combustion is cousummuted.

139. Keavixo and Mowixg MachiX'ES; Charles Howell, Cleveland, Ohio.

Claim—Connecting the outer endof the finger bar with the gear block, by means of a curved bar, whether
it forms a prolongation of the gear block or otherwise.

140. Presses for Zixcooraphic Printixo ; G. H. Korff, Hoboken, New Jersey.

Claim—1st, The cylinder, in combination with the inking rollers and moistening rollers, the rollers hav-
ing their bearings connected with rods and used in connexion with the adjustable rings, so that either of the
rolleis may be moved out from the cylinder, or all moved simultaneously a.s may be desired. 2d, In combi-
nation with the cylinder and rollers, the pressure rollers in connexion with the burAnd shaft provided with
projections, for the purpose of producing the "bite," or subjecting the paper to the^roper pressure between
tlie cylinder and roller. 3d, The feed rollers fitted in elastic bearings and arranged relatively with each other,

the pressure roller, feed board, and cylinder, whereby with the aid of the curved rods on the cylinder, the

blank sheets are fed between the cylinder and roller. 4th, The peculiar constniction of the cylinder and rollers,

Laving jjlaster of Paris moulded around tubes, so as to obtain the nectssai'y strength and inflexibility with a
requisite degree of lightness.

141. SlAcnixES FOR Grixdixg axd SiziXG Paper Pclp ; Joseph Jordan, Jr., East Hartford, and Thomas Eus-
tice, Hartford. Connecticut.

Claim—The manufacture and sizing of pulp, that is, as constructed of a single conical grinder and outer
shell, and with pipes for the introduction of the rags, and the size, and the eduction of both, arranged with
reference to the axis and ends of the grinder, and so as to enable the grinder to operate to reduce the rags to

pulp and mix the sizing therewith.

142. Hame Tug Fastener ; E. D. Lockwood, Churchville, New York.

Claim—Connecting the hame tug to the tongue by means of a joint, so that any strain upon the tug will

tend to turn and lock the stud or pin, thus rendering the contrivance self-fastening.

143. Horse Powers; B. F. Love and J. H. Frazee, Shelly ville, Indiana.

Claim—The friction wheel and fly-wheel, in combination with spring, lever, and levers on the ends of
shafts. '

144. SAFEir Drop for Keys ; R. K. Lee, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—The revolving disk on the rear side of tlie notched drop. Also, the employment of the notched
drop, the eccentric, and disk.

145. Block for Rep.urixg T-r.uls; S. M.-ison and E. M. Davis, Michigan City, Indiana.

Claim—The method by whicli we combine the clamps with the bed-piece or nuiin blocks, by means of
the studs or trunnions and the concentric bearings.

146. Toothed Cylinder for Grinding ; B. Mackerley, New Petersburgh, Ohio.

Claim—Producing a new manufacture in the shape of an improved toothed cylinder, by combining a pro-
perlj' perforated tube with a series of teetli and the journal pieces.

147. Vapor Lamps; II. N. Maconiljer, Lynn, Massachusetts.

Claim—Making the ascending and descending air pas.sage of the lamp of a series of chambers, each con-
nected with the other, the whole opening out of and into the reservoir of the lamp.

148. Spring Rocking Cradle; J. B. Malbert and A. Cheviron, St. Louis, Missouri.

Claim—The arrangement of this double escapement with the escape wheel, the wheel being operated by
the combination of wheels and springs.

149. Machines for Applying Cop Tubes to Spindles; John Marland, Lawrence, Massachusetts.

Cl.iim—The machine for putting cop tubes upon spindles.

150. File Machines : F. M. Mattice, BuffiUo, New York.

Claim—The cut-off valve, lever, cam, plunger, chest, and cams, when arranged and operating in conjunc-
tion, for the purpose of opening and closing the passage while filling the chest and discharging the contents
of the same by the openings.

151. Machine for Worotng, Parcelixg, axb Serving the Rigging op Vessels ; P. McLaughlin, Camden, Me.
Claim—The arrangement of devices for worming, parceling, and serving rope, in combination with suit-

able devices for holding and straining the same.

152. Mill for Treating Chinese Sugar Cane; Henry Meyer, Bridgeton, New Jersey.

Claim—1st, The arrangement of the rollers, the strips, and the revolving cutter. 2d, The expanding
Btrippers, in combination with the rollers, the same being arranged in relation to each other.

"

153. Aerovapor Burners for Lamps; Oscar F. Jlorrill, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—The arrangement and application of the bent tube with the wick holder or vaporizer, provided
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with one or more heat conductors, or equivalent devices, tlie Bariie being to enable tlio production of vapor to

he regulated and conducted into tliu mixer. Also, the mode of applying the rod of the wick tube aliiler to
the generator, viz: by carrying it tliruugh a tube extending through the reservoir of the generator.

164. Chaslso Mills; Charles Moore, Trenton, New Jersey.

Claim—Making a chasing mill self-feeding, automatically and continuously, by means of one or more
circular troughs, which receive the substances to be ground or acted upon, and deliver them through spoutd
on to the bed of the mill under tlie chafing wheel. Also, the scraper, so constructed and ofK-rated it-i to sepa-

rate that portion of the matcj-ial on the bed of the mill which is ground most, automatically and continuously,
froMMhat which is ground less, and deliver it to the dischsirge opening in tlie bed of the mill. And in com-
bination with a continuous, automatic, self-feeding apparatus, or a continuous, automatic, self-delivering ap-
jiaratus applied to a chasing mill, a hejited bed, so as to heat, grind, mull, and mix the materials to supply to
the mill automatically or without manual labor, at one and the same time.

155. Manufacture of Metallic Zi.nc; Allied Mounier, Camden, New Jersey.

Claim—The process of obtaining metallic zinc liom its ores, by means of the combined metallurgic op»-
ration.s.

150. Method of Feeding ins Bolt in Lath Macsines ; James Xevison, Morgan, Ohio.

Claim—The wedge nick ridingon an inclined plane, in combination with the arms provided with the gpnr
whei'l. ratchet wheel, and ratchet, for the j)urpose of elevating the log and giving it a tlirow, and also for
liolding it in phice during the stroke of the knives.

157. Saflty Atiachme.nt fob Kailuoad Cars; U. A. Newhall, Newton, Massachusetts.

Claim—The sujiplemeutjuy platfonns or treads, formed of the rods fitted in tulK-s attached to the platforms,
the rods bearing against springs in the tubes, in conibinatjiin witli the side guards formed of the vertical rods
uttacheil to the bars, and the ciiains wliich lue connected to rods, and the railing or guarcls of the platforms.

15S. I'RKFARATioN OF FiuRE FOR I'APER I'ULP; Martin Nixon, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The manner of applying the steam, whereby the solution is automatically and continuously
delivered on top of tb^straiv. "Jd, The process of boiling whole straw by the combined arrangement of an
upward current of sflnu, and downward current of alkaline solution, permeating tlie mass and acting upon
it in conjunction.

159. Slici.nu .ii'i'LEs; IL, J., and B. Norton, Farmington, Maine.

Claim—The combination of reciprocating frame provided with the knives and pressure bar, with the inter-
mittiiigly rotatln;^ arbor.

ItiO. BuRNEiw FOR Vapor La.mi's; John IC O'Neil, Kingston, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of tin' liurner beneath the vaporizing tube or chamber, in such a manner as to

be movable or atljustable to dilferent distances therefi-om, whereby the amount of light pHnluced and of vapor
generated may be exactly and in all degrees regulated simultaneously, and be mutually dependent on each
other.

101. Corn Planters; L. B. Phelps, Geneva, Ohio.

Claim—The arrangement of the adjustable furrow openers, handles, lever, and spring catches with run-
ners.

102. Lathe Doo ; Nathan M. Phillips, City of New York.

Claim—^The lathe dog having its body formed of one piece and having an aperture in which the followsr
operates.

103. .Manufacture of Artificial Whalebone; C. Poppenhusen, City of New York.

Claim—Snlijectlng it to mechanical ju'essuro after it has been sjiturated with linseed oil, or equivalent

eubstancc, and whilst the oil, or other equivalent saturating substance, is in the viscid state.

104. Apparatus for Cleaxixu the Coulter:* of Ploughs; Abner Keeder, Wrightstown, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The spring sliding rod with any convenient number of prongs, when connected and arranged ob
the plough.

105. Sekiiinq Machines; L. Hobiuson, Melrose, Massachusetts.

Claim—The reciprocating slide, in combination with the su|)plemeiitaryor auxiliary perforated 8lidt«s, on*
or more pairs.

106. Self-liuhtino and Extinouisiiino La.nterns; A. Roeslcr and C. Frey, Warsaw, Illinois.

Claim—1st, The box provided with .spring, iilates, springs, and arms. Al, The slide, roils, in coinbinatiou

with arms. 3d, The supporters, plates, catch, roil, in combination with the extinguisher.

107. Street Sweepinu Machines; Andrew J. Uoberts, Boston. Massachusetts.

Claim—1st, Iliuiging the briM)ms or brushes In a swinging friuue on centres, so arranged that it can b»

readily leveled and adjusted lus f:Lit a^ the brnoiiis become worn. "Jd. The combination of devices whereby the

brooms are raised or lowered, and at the same time the communication between the driving jiower and brooms
established or cut oil', the sjime consisting of the bent lever arm, short arms, and pulleys. 3d, .attaching the

spring plates to a swinging movable frame which Is riUstHi and lowered with the biXKiins, wliereby the said

springs are raised t'roiii the ground when the br<Miins are not in use. and adapt themselves closely t<) tlie siir-

faceof the ground, and press against the same when the brooms an-at work, thereby lueventing. by the weight

of the brooms acting upon the springs, the vibrating or" bobbing motion." which otherwise the broom would
receive. 4tli, In combination with tlie studs in the driving wheels, the circular grooved i)ulleys.

108. Apparatus for IIakinu and Cookino; W. O. Kuggles, Worcester, Miussju-husetts.

Claim—The arrangement of the Hue or (lues with the slides and opi'uings.

168. DEVii-r.s FOR Keuulatinu bv Electricity the Issue of Uas from Buiuvers; Charles W. Smith, Evaas,
New York.

Claim—The combination and use of a permanent and tempomry magnet, and of two temimrary magneto,

one fixed and one vibratory, with a pawl and mtchet situated ii| the supply cock of a ff.m burner or serii!«

of burners. Also, the use of a thin slip of metal, or its equivalent, to deflect a jKirtioii of the jet of gas upuo
an Ignileil platina coil, situatiil entirely without the jet.

170. Machine for .trrixiNn Post-office Stamps to br.TTKRs; Georg-^ K. Snow, Watertown, Massachuiiotta.

Claim—The combination of feeiling mechiinisni, shearing or cutting luochanism, a platen and bed appliod
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togethor, so jui to constitute a machine for affixing postage stampB to letters. Also, the arrangement of the
feeding iiu'chiiiiisin. the i)laten, and the shear or shears with respect to the lever and the bed. whereby the
reci|irc»ating incjtioiis of the lever resultH will take place. Also, the gauge, in conibination with the bed or
the table, ami the iKist-staui]iing medianisni. Also, ciuiibiniug with the post-stauiiiing apparatus, or in one
fianie with it, a means of damping or wetting the surface or that jiart of a letter on which a stump is to bo
affixed.

171. Boot-jack; 0. S. Sikes, Suffield, Connecticut.

Claim—The arrangement of the clamp.s, spring, and pins.

172. MorLDiNG Fr.\me for the Coxstrittiox op Boats; Nathan Thompson, Jr., Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—A frame capable of supporting and confining in proper relative position the various parts that

make up the frame of a boat : and in combination with such a frame, means tor holding the frame in proj)er

necessary positions, and admitting of an esisy change from one jiosition to another. Also, iu combination with
such a fraiue, lifting screws passing throngh the gunwale frame.

173. Tips for Fishing Rods; J. C. Underwood and T. J. Bargis, Richmond, Indiana.

Claim—Attaching the pulley to the top of the rod through the medium of the socket, or its equivalent,

so arranged that the pulley is i)reveuted from turning entirely around the tip. and the line thereb.v jirevented

from winding around the rod, and at the same time the pulley allowed to adjust itself so that the jjlane of its

rotation may at all times be made to coincide with that of the line.

174. Grinding Mills; S. Tascow and A. Guir.iud, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—The combined arrangement of the braking rollers with the cylindrical grinder and concave, for

adjusting the cylinder and concave apart for grinding.

175. Secueixg Metallic Bands on Cotton Bales; P. C. Ingersoll, Assignor to self and H. F. Dougherty,
Green I'oint, Isew York.

Claim—The batten pivoted to the plate provided with openings, the batten being provided with recesses

at its ends.

176. Nail Machine; John L. Krauser, Reading, Assignor to self and James Harper. Bkiladelphia, Peima.

Claim—Forming a groove or grooves in the anvil cutter to receive the flanch or flanclies on the nail plates.

Also, in combination with a vilmitinij, anvil ur anvil cutter, the placing of the oitting edge of said cutter at

or near the centre of motion of said vibration. Also, the rims or adjustable sections on the perimeter of the

rotating cutter wheel, for regulating the size of the nail to be cut. Also, in combination with a rotating cut-

ter wheel and a vibrating anvil, the inclination given to said anvil and its cutter.

177. Devices Attached to Hand Saws for Squaring and M-irking; H. Smith, Camden, New Jersey, Assignor

to n. Disston, rhiladelpliia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, Riveting the shoulder strips directly to the blade and independent of the handle. 2d, The
combination of the sharpened projection with the graduated saw blade.

MAY 25.

178. Valve Cock ; Setli Adams, Boston, Massachusetts.

C\Mm My improved disk valve cock, with one coupling pipe seat, disk valve, and valve chamber, so that

when the valve may be raised above the bore of the coupling pipe, and a column of Huid may be pa.ssing through

the said pipe, such column shall flow thi'ough the said pipe and valve chamber in a line with the axis of the

pipe, or in a straight line, and enter the valve chamber at one side and pass out of its bottom, or enter at its

bottom and pass out of its side, and through an opening of the valve seat, whose sectional area shall be eqiral

to, or greater than, that of the bore of the coupling pipe. \

179. Breech Lo.vding Rifle; Charles Wm. Alexander, Moorefield, Virginia.

Claim—The replacable rifled cylinder, with its dove-tail for cap and notch for holding it in its place, in

combination with the revolving chamber that bears it and holds it to its place.

180. Furnace Grates; Albert J. Allen and Wm. S. Hudson, Paterson, New Jersey.

Claim—The combination together of the vertically moving furnace bars furnished with projections.

181. Driving-AYheels for Portadle Steam Engines and Agriccltl-ral Implements, &c. ; George W. Bamett,
Springfield, Ohio.

Claim—Providing a wheel with one or more series of radial elastic feet.

182. Steam Boilers ; George AV. Barnett, Springfield, Ohio.

Claim In combination with a furnace arranged centrally within the boiler, the smoke flues and exhaust

pipes, when so arranged that the smoke and waste heat of the furnace, as also the exhaust steam, shall be con-

ducted together downwards through the water in the boiler in the same pipes.

183. Composition for Varnishing Le^vther ; Obadiah S. Boyden and M. C. Frederick, Newark, New Jersey.

Claim The emploJ^uent in the compounds used in the manufacture of glazed,japanned, or painted leather,

cloth, silk, and paper, either wholly or in part, as a substitute for camphene or spiiits of turpentine, of a paste

made of the glutinous properties of flax seed.

184. Sounding Apparatus; Richard F. Bridwell, St. Louis, Missouri.

Claim—The use of a lever applied to the bow of a vessel so constructed, combined, or arranged as to

vibrate in either direction.

185. Hoisting Ice; AVm. G. Brower, Staatsburgh, New York.

Claim The receptacle or box connected with the drum or windlass by the chain or rope, the drum or

windlass being fitted loosely on the driving shaft, and connected with, and detached fron), it at the proper

time by means of the clutch actuated through the medium of the shding bars, spring, and lever catches, so

that the several parts will operate automatically by a continuous motion of the diiving shaft.

18G. Lathes ; Jared T. Bunce, East Haddam, Connecticut.

Claim—Constructing the slide rest of two parts, so that the one part may have a movement independent

of the other, in combination with the nut formed of two parts, and used in connexion with the worm wheel,

which is actuated simultaneously with the parts of the nut.

1S7. Vapor Lamp Burners; Daniel H. Carpenter, City of New York.

Claim Regulating the quantity of air to be mixed with hydro-carbon vapor, consisting of the screw stop
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placed in the tube at sJidi ilistaiicir In-low the exit aperture an A\M leave the requisite space dr the mixing
of tlie gaseii before reachiiii; waid aperture. Also, the cuimtructioii of the valve for the vapor pa&iago, whereby
the said passage iH kept free at all times without increasing the size thereof.

188. Harrows; Vasco M. Chaffee, Orayville, Illinois.

Claim—The combination of the side pieces, a cross-bar, or their equivalents, with the rotating harrowing
wheels.

189. Device for AcrnATisa the Index op IIyorojceters; Charles L. Clark, Iloehester, \ew York.

Claim—The comtiinatidii of the slotted weight with the .shaft, wliereby the shaft is actuated by the hori-

y.ontJkl rotation of weight, witliout obstructing the vertical movement of the latter.

190. lIoMiNf Mills; .James M. Clark, Lanc;istor, Pennsylvaniju

Claim—1st, The arrangement of the apertures and, in the conveyer case, with the slide valve. 2d, Tlie
combination of a movable or stationary conveyer with, and formed on, the sh.ift of the Imlting reel, for the
purpose of conveying the mateiial into the bolt to any re<|uiivd distance to effect the object.

191. IlKciPRocATlxo Tadblk; IVter C. Clark, Heading, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The arrajigenient of tlii' lever, having au adjustable paddle, with the radius biir and crank arm, in
tlieir reJation to each otli'T and to the crank shaft.

192. Flol'ri.no Mills; Kdwin Clark, Lanciuter, Pennsylvania; ante-dated Febniary 2, 1858.

Claim—The valve or series of valves, with their perforations, in combination with tlie apertures in tho
bolting chamber, soils to make said valves common to tlie three ditferent transitsof the gnmnd material. Also,
ill combination »vitli the circular division, the inclined ])lanes for properly conducting that portion of the ma-
terial that falls upon the space between them into its proper channel.

193. .Maciiink for Ouimxo .Saws; Wm. Clemsou, East Wuburn, Massachusetts.

Claim—The ciiipluymeul of a revolving friction damp ai>i)lied to the saw to receive rotary motion from
the saw, ami to control the revolution of the saw by the momentum It acquires by such rotary motion.

194. LUUBICATINO Cak^xlks; .lohn W. Cochran, City of New York.

Claim—The arrangement of the rollers upon the coil, siiid coil having within it a shaft or rod of metal or
%voo<l, with the rods attached to studs in their relation to each other and to the box and aile.

19,'). Valve Propeller; Aaron Colton, Lo Roy, New York.

Claim—The connexion of the paddles with the sliding frames and the flat plates, iu combination with the
Btops.

196. HuROLARs' Alarm Locks; Addison Corey, Casstown, Oliio.

Claim—The application to door locks of the insulated knob, these extra bolts, levers, and springs, in this
Arrangement with any lock, and these several galvanic attachments in combination with the lock, which will
produce the intended effect.

197. H\R7E.STERS; J. II Conkli II, Rockford, Illinois.

Claim—1st, The vibrating divider, in combination with the cutting apparatus, wliereby the grain is
gathered into the cutters in oidi-r that the parts of the machine following after may perfectly clear the stand-
ing grain. 2d, The curved or turned up and slotted ends of the linger bai', in combination with a vibrating
lever.

198. Water Wheels; John Custer, Finley, Ohio.

Claim— Placing the plate li>osely on the shaft, and rendc-ring the same a(\jnstaMe thereon, by means of set
orrews, or their oqnivalents, in connexion with the a<ljnstable mouth in the sluice. Also, the buckets, so that
Jim pi-rriission forci' of tJie water is obtained, and al.so the force produced by its weight as it pas.si-s from the
I iiiU -Is, and the wati-r at tli'' same time allowed to pass in a very direct and uninterrupted uiuuner through
the buckets, so as not to occlusion much loss of [Riwer by friction.

liiO. M'lM) U'iieeu; W'la. 11. Derrick, St<x;kton, California.

Claim—The movable or traversing rane, with weight attached, in combination with the permanent or
stationary vane.

200. Leveling Detice AxTACnED to Hand Saws; II. Disston and T. L. Morss, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

<'liiini— Placing the two spirit tubes or levels in the handle of the saw relatively with each other and the
back e(lg(! of the saw.

201. Window .Sprinci; Kdwnnl Doen, New Britain, Connecticut.

Claim—The combination of the indepenilent obtuse angled lever and direct-acting spring bolt, nri-anged
fir iictinii together relatively to each other and the face plates of the casting which carries both, and for con-
nexion with the window ciLsing .as a fastener to the sash.

202. Kailkoad C.vH Brakes; C. 1L Eisenbrandt, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim—The manner or nxule of direct application to the axles of wheels, of the levrr and screw, widi
the clasping boxes, griping collars, aiul the pivot ami swket axles, the pi-ndant bearings, with the box seats,—the connecting yoke eye rods, the ear guides, Uie whole luranged, combiued, and operated with the other
devices.

203. Kmfk Polisher: II. T. FieM, New Braintree, )(a.>isachusetts.

Claim—The combination of the annular buffers with the disks, when arranged on the adjacent faces of
both dl-ks.

204. Carpet 1'\stf.ner; W. Filkins, Lancaster, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of the horizontal swinging slotted cap with the plate and the spur.

20.'). Gan<i Plouuiis; J. Fije. Men.lota, Illinois; unte-ilated .March IS, 1858.

Claim—The attachiin'iil of tin- tongu<> to the forwanl and rearward plonsh stocks, and the connexions
between the various plough »to(!kH, so that when the ti-ani is tiinii'd the ploughs shall be turned s*) as to|H>int
towards a common centre. Also, the i ni-xion of the forward furrow wlieel with the tongue, by means of tho
curved slnitiMl arm and b.ilt, in comliinatioii with the crank and connecting' rods betwwn the wheid shafts, so
that wluMi 111.' team is tur I. the forward wln'.-ls shall be turned in the same direction, and the r.'ar furrow
wbi'i'l shall lie made l.i track the forward wheels. Als.i, hanging the hinged coulter to the ri'ar of the front
furrow wheel, by means of n chain which, when the team Is turned, will raise sjiid coulter out of the furrow.
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206. Apparatus for Catchixg Fish; Jacob Oarl, Suffielil, Ohio.

Claim—Tlio Bliiling trigger, the notch, key, nut, as applied to a niacliine for catching fish.

207. Maciiixe for Turning Irregular Forms; N. J. Glover, ^Vaveland, Indiana.

Claim—Two liavcnsing and vibrating cutters arranged to work on the opposite sides of the piece of woofi

turned. Al.so. arranging the nuts or racks of teeth (upon which the screw acts to traverse the t^^ttlrH,) upon
the ciittc r bar.-i in .-uch a way and uianiier, that when the cutters are brought into action, tlie racks will l)0

brouglit til the scrt^w so as to traverse the cutters, and when the cutters are thrown out of action, the rack.s

whicii traverse them are released from the screw.

208. Cutter Head a\d Table Rest for Cutting Irregular Forms; J. P. Grosvenor, Lowell, Massachasetts.

Claim—Ist, The rest, in combination with a cutter head. 2d, Securing the cutters to the head by nieaiis

of grooves in the collars, when the cutters are set in planes forming angles with each other.

209. Cheese Tresses ; Jacob Ilibbard, 'Weathersfield, Xew York.

Claim—The combination of the levers, connecting rods, weight, and follower.

210. Manufacture of Dextrine and Sugar ; T. A. Hoffman, Beardstown, Illinois.

Claim—The combination of steam and acids for converting starch, corn, or other cereals, into dextrine

gum, or sugar, when said grain is subjected to the action of diluted acids, and the temperature of the mass
is elevated to 225 or 300 degrees Fahrenheit.

211. Thermostat ; S. Ilolton, Jr., Middlebury, Vermont.

Claim—The slotted plates, carrying the pin, and the notch in wliich it works applied to the compound
bar and to the lever, to vary the effective length of one arm of said lever, and yet preserve its proper relation

to the compound bar.

212. Ommhus Register; R. E. House, Binghanipton, New York.

Claim—The combination of a step protected, resting on a yielding support, such as a spring, or its equiva^

lent, with recording mechanism to be operated by the step.

210. Wind-Wiif-els ; James B. Johnson, San Francisco, California.

Claim—Constructing the wind-wheel with stationary and adjustable sails.

214. App.\ratus for Separating the Combustible from the Incombustible Gases or Products op Combustion

IN Furnaces, &c. ; W. D. Jones, Ilagaman's Mills, New York.

Claim—The box with its inlet, separating diaphragm, chambers, pipe or passage, and two fcn blowers.

215. Ir.oN Gate or Fence Post ; T. E., A., and E. King, Cherry Valley, Ohio.

Claim—A fence post composed of the parts, provided witli toothed or serrated edges, arms, and keys, and

in comljination therewith the wings and stud. Also, the manner of securing the gate hinges, by means of the

lugs and notches, the same being held in place by the keys.

216. Production of Electrotype Plates ; Silas P. Knight, City of New Y'ork.

Claim The treatment of the plumbago coated moulds with a solution of the sulphate of copper and the

dust of iron, by which a metallic film is produced.

217. Marine Alarm and Fog Signal; L. Lewenberg, City of New York.

Claim Till' hollow cylinder or drum open at the ends and fitted with the ribs or plates, when arranged

to act on and within the circular ranges of metallic springs attached to the rings.

218. Pi'.EPARiNO Paper Pulp from Reeds ; Henry Lowe, Baltimore, Maryland.

Cl.iim—The process of making paper pulp from reeds, by first disintegrating the reeds by boiling in a so-

lution of caustic soda accompanied by agitation, and then reducing them directly to pulp vrithout reducing to

hall' stuif liy the machine technically called the old rag engine.

219. Protractor ; Josiah Ljinan, Lenox, Massachusetts.

Claim 1st. The arrangement of the several verniers, limbs scales, and rule in one instrument. 2d. The

peculiar arrangement of the sliding vernier scale, by which it can be applied with equal readiness and facility

to either side of the rule, so as to read the given angle and its complement.

220. Seeding Machines; Joseph McCammon, Dayton, Ohio.

Claim—The Vjlade attached to the rotating shaft which is placed within the hopper or seed box, in combi-

nation with the adjustable slides and concave bottom.

221. Seeding Machines; 6. M. L. McMillen, Dayton, Ohio.

Claim—The employment or use of the shaker, placed between the rotating flanches, and operated by the

curved rod and cam, the sliding plates, gauge, and cylinders.

222. Foot Cleaner ; Allan McKeachnie, City of New Y'ork.

Claim—The scraper, in combination with the rotary brushes and elastic rotary brashes, with or ^nthout

the cleaners, the above parts being placed within a suitiiblo shell or basin.

223. Corn Huskers; B. B. Meacham, Ridleyville, Florida.

Claim—The wheel, grooved circumferentially and provided with the knife) or cutter, forked plate, and

oblique partition or ledge, and arranged relatively with the spouts.

224. Straw Cutters; Oren Moses, Malone, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of the bridle pieces or connecting plates attached to cleaning comb, with driving

Bliaft and journals of feeding rollers, the whole being constructed for operation conjointly with feed box, rest,

shaft, disks, and knives.

225. Bed Bottom ; James M. Noble, Delhi, Iowa.

Claim—The pulleys .attached to two opposite sides or ends of the bedstead by cords, straps, or equivalent

means so as to admit of the free turning of the pulleys and the twisting of the siime in planes at right angles

with their plane of rotation, in combination with the rope which is strained around the puUeys. Also, m
combination with the pulleys and rope, the elastic bands.

226. Journal Boxes; James A. Norris, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The combination of the glands. &c.,wlth a box having stuffing boxes formed in each end. 2d,

Arranging a pjicking between the adjacent sides of the box, whereby the entrance of any dust between said

Bides is rendered impossible.
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227. CLOrnES Pix; D. Pierce, S?una])cc. Xcw Ilanipsliirc.

Claim—A now article of riianufactiirc, to wit : a clotlirn-pin.

228. Washing Machi.vk; F. U Pratt and K. Tyke, Cleveland, Ohio.

Claim—llie fluted brake wlien attaclied to yielding bearings, parallel with fluted roller, in combination
with the united open tiapjimt and endless aprons.

'^•-"J. .Sekdi.no Machines; A. M. Pratt, l/owell, New York.

Claim—AttaeliinR the furrow and coverinij; chares respoctivily to shafts, which are allowed to turn in their

liearinK^, and are use/1 in connexion with tlie shall att^ichcd to the lever, crunk, and lever, which BUpjwrt one

,
end of the swd distributing i-halt.

230. Railroad Switch; N. Pullman, New Oregon, Iowa.

Claim— 1st, The combination of the bent switch rail with the shop. 2d, The combination of the curved
blocks with tlie shoe and the switch rail, tor the purpose of regulating the iuclinatiou of the switch rail to

tiie track, and also its iuigle of divergence from the track.

231. (iovEKXon FOR Il0R.SE PoHER; Lea Pijsey, Wilmington, Delaware.

Claim—The loaded levers or sliding weights jirovided with brakes, connected by a spring and rods, and
attached to an iudej^jident rotiiting disk or rotating arms, or to the fly-wheel of the machine to which the-

device is ajiplied. in condiination witli a stationary or revolving rim.

232. Washi.vo Machine; A. Quindy, Terre Haute, Indiana.

CJiiiin—The condjination of the api>ro.\imating i)lunger9 with the revolving tub, whereby the clothes are

pul)jecle<l to a continuous rotary action and at intervals to a scjiieezing or e-vpressiug action, and thereby tho-

ronghly washed.

233. Kiontti.vo .Mill; C. Rands, Peoria, Illinois.

Claim—1st, The condiined arrangement of the upper and lower stones, reduced from their centre outward
to mere rim grinding surfaces comjuiralively. two annular non-grinding plates, one or both concave, placed

<iver the enlarged eye of the stones, and the horizontally revolving fan or blower, arranged intermediate be-

tween the stones, ajid Crossing verlicaUy the sjmce existing between the wime, so as to force the grain with a
direct action out to the grinding surt'ace. and to give n direct blast. 2d, The fan when constnicted with its

biudes radial, and situated in the s|«'cified rehition to the space existing between the stones, so as to give a <lirpct

blast, ."d. In combination with the above, the arrangement fur suspending the stones, consisting of rings,

each having four a.ves. rnd one being lunmged on the spindle of the stones, and tl>e other between the stand-

ards of the frain>. 4th, The combination of the spirally Uanchcd, revolving, and sliding cylinder, friction

wheels, and spindle.

234. .\pp\RA'rrs for Distilling SpiRrr of Turpentine; Daniel Keid, Washington, North Carolina.

Claim—The em]doyment in connexion with the still of a sti am bo.\ constructed with strainers, and of

such lorni and Ciipacitj' as to receive the barrels of cruile turirentine.

235. Lifting .lACKis; K.C. Kichard, Newton, Connecticut.

Claim—Hie standard provided with .screws and jjinions, in combination witli the traverse bar and the ad-

justable friction rollers.

230. Lamps for Bur-mxo Coal Oil, <tc.; George liinimington, South Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—The cap formeil of two jiarls. perforated and u.sed in connexion with the two tnbes, the .several

parts being arranged relatively with each other and ajiplied to the lamp.

237. Life Boat; A. L. Shears, Omro. Wisconsin.

I'laim—The arrangement of the sides as constructed with the hull itojkt of the lioat forming the air

chambers, and being o]jen below, and these sides and air chambers combined and arranged with the sciii)pers

anil valves.

23S. Gas Uetouts; J. T. Sloan, V. Smith, M. Hoover, and U. M. Briggs, Jackson, California.

Claim—The ciu|)loyment in the mamifacturc of gas from wooil. of a cylindrical retort placed horizontally

and having a door to close the opening for the nn-eption of nniterial. swinging upon hinges and shutting with
staple anil eye to receive a weilge, the other end being closed with a clamp and wedge.

2;jU. CoMiiiNED Hocking Ciiaiii and Cradle; A. S. Smith, Lawrence, Massachusetts.

Claim—The nitjustable back and foot-rest, connect<Ml by the levers and arnuigeil relatively with the seat,

and used in connexion with the riK-kers connected to the legs by the swivel sockets.

240. Seed Drills; J. C. Stevens, Lee, Massiu-husetfs.

Claim—Connecting the bars or beams to the frame of the machine by means ofjoints to prevent the front

and converging ends of the boxes fi i coming in contact with each other when raised, and using in connexion

with the bars or beams thus hinged, a distributing mechanism, so that the distributing device will be thrown
out ot gear with the wheels simultaneously with the elevating of the bars or beams, and cousei|nently the

teeth.

241. ItAKiNG ,\ttaciiment TO ITarvesters; J. A. St. John. Jamesville, Wiscon.sin.

Claim—The particular means employed for operating the rakes, viz: the reciprocating slide, arm. crnnk?

shaft, with the rakes attached, in connexion with the lever, pinion, and segment.

'Hi. Wuench; (leorge C. Taft. Worcester, Massachusetts.

Claim— Arriingiiig the lowernuist scri'W to work in a screw rack on the shank of the wrench, atil iirovid-

ing the said screw Willi a cylindrical slider extending below it, and operating .so as not only to turn around,
but inove longilmliuaily with the screw and in a socket piece connected with the haudle.

243. Ftr.D ItKiii L\TOR FOR Steam Doilers; L. Thoin. City of Ni-w York.

Claim—Making the stem or arm of a hollow Moat which is applied to the cock with a passage through it,

ronnectii.g wiili a paHs;i^' leading through one end of Uie ping of the cock, and tliervby tunning a comiunni.
cation fromth>' interior of the fliukt to the atmosphere.

244. Attachment Foa Opemmi and Closing Uoohs. ic; A. W. WelMtter, Waterhury, Connecticut.

I'liiim—The levers pivoted to the lintel of the casing or the sill thereof, the inner ends of the levers gear-

iug into eiu-h, and the ouiei- ends connected by the luuis to the doors or shutters.

10*
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245. PoKTABLE Soda Water Apparatus; E. D. Wheeler, Murfreesboro', Tennessee.

Claim—IiulDniiif; tlie charge in a long fibrous case or bag, when said cage or bag is used in combination

with a W)(la water ainiaratiis.

246. Compositions for Artificial Leatiiku; Samuel Wliitcmarsh, Northampton, Massacluwctts.

Claim—The fabric within, comiiosed of cotton, or other fibrous giibstances. in a woven or unwoven con-

dition, .saturated or coated with a comiioniid of linseed oil and burnt umber that has been jirepared.

247. CuA.\(ii.N(i ItoTARY INTO RECiPRorATiNO MOTION; S. L. ^Vilganfl, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The (ibliipie wheel adjustable on an axi." traii.'-verse to the revolving shaft. 2d. Giving a per-

manent lead to the motion by a permanent inclination of the wheel, in eond^iiiation with a variable inclination.

3d, Conveying the vihratory motion to the rods, by means of ball and socket or universal joints, when taij

joints are used in combination with the frame.

248. Power and Hand Drills; H. Woodman, Biddeford, 5Iaine.

Claim—1st. Constructing an eye or box in tlie iijiper end of the post, in combination with the hollow

shaft and spindle frame, whereby the spindle carried Ijy the frame may be .set and operated at any required

distance from an an^le to the said post. 'Jd, The combined arraiifri uieiit of the hollow shaft, frame, gears,

and s|)indlcs. and witli their jirojectingends. whereby the drill sijindle may he driven either directly or through

the medium of sliaft anil bevel gears. 3d, The arrangement of the removable platen or face plate with the

sliding clamp jaws, collar, and set-screw.

249. Vapor Lamps ; Horatio Bateman, Boston, Assignor to Wm. F. Bateman. Hai-vard, Massachusetts.

Claim—Constructing the spur or tongue with a suitable eye for the insertion and retention of the wick.

250. Machine for Cutting Pipe; Michael Bower, Assignor to self and Geo. B. Waterhouso, Charlotte, N. C.

Claim—In combination with the cutters, the two revolving disks with their series of holes, the holes of

one disk being furnished with loose sleeves or rings for the purpose of adapting the machine to tlie cutting

off of pipes of various sizes.

251. Steam Trap Valve; J. W. Hoard, Assignor to self and G. B. Wiggin, Providence, Rhode Island.

Claim—The construction of the valve, with a metal stem, part of which is hollow and communicates

•with the hollow interior of the valve, and is fitttd with a hollow cap, which al.'o s< rves as a nut to S(cure

the valve against longitudinal expansion, whereby provision is made for filling it with liquid and confining

such liquid therein.

252. Stoves; Charles Hooffstatter, Assignor to Joseph Firman, Rome, New York.

Claim—The flues and partitions in connexion with the ovens.

253. Method of Extracting Teeth ; Jerome B. Francis, Assignor to Wm. Harper, Jr., Assignor to Jerome
B. Francis, Assignor to James J.Clark, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The combination of the electro-magnetic machine, or its equivalent, with the dental forceps, for

removing teeth without pain.

254. Knife Cleaners; Wm. Miller, Waltham, Massachusetts, Assignor to self and Daniel S. French, Wad-
ham's Mills, New York.

Claim—The shelves.

255. Railroad Car Couplinc.s: Allen Lapham and Daniel H. Burns, Brooklyn, New York, Assignors to
selves and Charles A. Durgin, City of New York.

Claim—A tilting hook and lever acting in combination, whereby the coupling mechanism is rendered,

automatic and capable of being disconnected instantaneously, irrespective of the tension or draft of cars.

256. Rotaky Last Holder; David Philbrick, Manchester, New Hampshire, Assignor to Elmer Townscnd,
Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—.My improved support piece of the radial arm. viz : as made of a standard and plate, and a cir-

cular plate, formed to enter the recess of the plate and to make with such a dove-tail groove, or its eqxiiva-

lent, for receiving the head of the clamp screw, the two plates being confined together by a screw and nut.
Also, the improved last holder, hinge and clamp, viz : with its clamping and hinge pin, constructed with a
head to bear against one end of the male part of the hinge, and to turn and be supported in one of the
prongs of the fork of the hinge.

257. Harvesters; Wm. H. Seymour and Henry Pease, Assignors to AVm. H. Seymour and Dayton S. Mor-
gan, Brockport, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of the tongue on a pivot in advance of the cutter, and in a guide provided
with a detent in rear of the cutter, so that the attendant can conveniently and readily by means of the
link raise the cutter by lifting directly the rear end of the tongue.

258. Casting Faucets; Oliver T Wood, Pittsburgh, Assignor to Thomas R. Wood, Philadelphia, Penua.

Claim—Constructing faucets by placing the spigots within a mould formed for the tubes of the faucets,

and casting the tubes around the spigots.

259. Railro.vd Brakes; Joseph Harris, Alleghany City, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The combination of the cross-arms on each of several cars, with a chain shaft on one car
connected by chains, rods, or ropes, for the purpose of adjusting and operating the brakes. 2d, The com-
bination of the tumbler with the extension shafts, the purchase rods, and springs, to act automatically as
a railroad brake.

Re-Issues.

1. Stkup Castors ; Edmund Bigelow, Springfield, Mssachusetts ; patented April 6, 1858 ; re-issued May 4,

1S58.

Claim—The combination of a self-measuring faucet and air tube with each of two or more reservoirs
for syrups, or like fluids, the reservoir being on a common base forming a castor.

2. Harve.sters; Charles Crook, New Hope, Pennsylvania; patented March 5, 1857; re-issued May 4, 1858.

Claim—1st, Operating and changing the speed of the cutters, by means of the internally geared wheel
and spur wheel, in combination with the pinion. 2d, Connecting the rod to the end of the lever, by means
of the swivel joint, when said joint is situated at or near the centre of vibration of the cutter frame.
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3. Baqasse Fubxac}:«; Abraham Ilajicr. l<atonRoDgc,ana Youngs Allyn, New Orleans, Louisiana; patented

May 0, ISuU; re-i.ssuid May 4, lb68.

Claim—Inperting in tlie furnaw a flteleton domo rising aliove the ox\i flue, to »t to arrest the fall

of the wet bagasse, and for a limited time retain it above the fire, without obstruction to the diafl of the

furnace.

4. Boxes for Receivixo PASSEXOEns' Fabe; John B. Slawson, New Orleans, Louisiana; patented July 28,

1867; re-is8ued May 4, 1868.

Claim—A fare-bo.x having two compartment*, into one of which the fare is first dppo.'ite<J and tempora-
rily arri'sttd previous to it« U-ing deposited in the other, when the former is provided with glass sides so

arranged that the passenger can see through one, and the driver or conductor through another.

6. AiiiTiiMoMKTEK Foil Abdixg ; 0. L. Castle, Upper Alton, Illinois; patented November 24, 1857; re-issueU

-May ll,l>>58.

Claim—1st, The comliination of the repeater, the stationary repeater stop, the sliding stop bars, &c.,

and the stitiouary stop pin with the driving-wheel, or its eijuivaleut, provided with a siTii-s of holes. 'iA,

Combining the shaft of the driving-whei'l, or its equiv ileut, with the kc'ys, Ac, by means of a stronger
spring, and a weaker spring, and a lever deriving motion from the key.4. 'M, Conibiniug the keys with the
sliding stop bars. iVe., by means of the wedges attached to the keys, the arms sliding on guide bars, and the
collars and springs applied to the guide burs. 4th, The loose teeth applied to the wheels. 5tb, .Making the
"register" movable longitudinally relatively to the driving-wheel, for the purpose of changing the driving
operation to the register wneelg of different denominations at pleasure.

0. 5?AWi.Mi .Mill; Wm. Hawkins and Wm. C. Clary, Milwaukie, Wisconsin; patented March 30, 1858; re-

issued .May 11, 1>)58.

Claim— Changing the saw after ea<h cut alternately from an oblique position in one direction to an
oblique position in a contrary direction, to the liue of the log carriage while cutting in either direction by
the mo\euients of the miu'liine. Also, the swing guides, in combination with the stationary guides. Also,
the two Wedge rollers or wedges, and to keep the board clear of the saw while cutting in either din-ction.
Also, the combination of pinions and their pins entering into rewsses of plates, the ratchet wheels, the
ratchets, the adjustable segments, the wheels, the screws, and the rods, with their clutches, and for the pur-
pose of sotting the dog to the saw, and slopping the setting when the log frame advances too close to the
flaw. Also, the notihed plate, in combination with the latch, lever, and link, for the purpose of operating
the belt shifter without turning the lever.

7. Seed I'la.ntkrs; B. Kuhns, Dayton, Ohio, and M. J. Ilaincs, Delaware City, Delaware ; patented Septem'
tjer 3it, 1850; re-issued May 11, 1858

Claim—The pocketed roller running close to the Ixittom of the cell, in combination with the adjust-
able aperture in said cell bottom, when the relation Utweeii the width of the pocket and ma.vimum size of
the a|ierture is such that the pocket will always embrace the aperture.

8. Seeui.no .Maciiixw; C. W. Calioon, Assignor to J. B.Cahoon and D. II. Furbish, Portland, Maine; patented
September 1, 1857; re-is.sued May 11, 1S5'S.

Claim— 1st, The employment of a tubular chamber or discharger, rotating rapidly in a horizontal posi-
tion, so that its outer edge or periphery will be in a plane vertical, or nearly vertical, to the horizon, and
thereby coiuinuuicating a centrifugal motion to the grain, seed. iSfcc., away from the centre of a circle whose
plane is tliu>< vertical, or nearly vertical, to the hori/.on. 2d, The i-mploymeut of a funuel-shaped di.-charg-
Ing ehamlx-r having spiral tiaiiches, or their eiiuivalents, inserted therein, and operating to arrest the too
direct How of the grain or seed, Ac, through the discharger, and retaiiiiug it therein until the necessary
centrifugal force is coiumunimted to it before it b-aV'-s th- discharger. ;M. The combination of the claimed
tubular or funnel-shapi-d discharijing (-haniber with the disk. 4th, The combination of the claimid tubular
or funnel-shaped discharging chamber, whether with or without the use of the disk, with a hopper ron-
Btructed of any proper material, and fitted with the slide and rock shafts with teeth attached, or their
eijuivaleiils, to feed the grain, seed, Ac, into the di.schargiug chamljer.

9» Macuinekv fob SEPARiTi.Mi Ki.oiii riio.M Bran ; Issachar Frost and James Monroe, Albion. )Iicbigan, As-
signors to Henry A. Burr, Israel 1). (.oiidit, .\lixander .""wift, Daniel Baruum. and John .\I.Carr,
iCity of Mew York; patented February 27, 184i>; re-issued March 13,1855; re-re-issued May II,
1858.

Claim—1st, The vertical, or nearly vertical, position of the bolt. 2d. A surrounding ca.se forming a
chamber or chaintiers around the bolt, and provided with suitable means for the delivery of the flour. 3d,
A rotating distributing heiul at or near the upper end of the liolt. 4th. Rotating beateis or fans within
the bolt. Also, in combination with the 1st, 2d, and 4(h features of the combination first claimed, the closed
up top of thi! lx>lt, except an aperture or aiiertures for the admission ot the material and air. .Also, in
combination with the 1st, 2d, and 4tli I. atures of the combination tirst claimed, the clo.<ed up IxJttom of
the bolt proper, except an ai)erlure or apertures for the discharge of the bran; whether the said bottom
Ix'or Ih- not specially provided with an aperture or apertures for the admission of air. Al.so, in combination
with the third combiuation claimed, or the equivalent of the features thereof, the employment of rotating
arms or wings inoviiig in close proximity with the inner surface of the clowd up bottom. And ticially, tho
combiuation of all the features as essential features, or any ci(Uivalents. for any or all the said features.

10. Manlfai'ture of Imiia KiiiiiKit ; Henry B. Goodyear, City of New York, Administrator of Nelson Good-
year, deceased ; patented May 0, 1851; re-issued May 18, 1858.

Claim—The eombiningof .^ulphnr and India rublxr, or other vulcanized gum, in proportions, when the
same is subjecteil to a high degree (if heat, a-cordiug to the vulcanizing process of Charles (irKxIvear, fur
the pur|Hiseof producinga slll>^tall('c or iiiaiiufacture |po.-i,s4-ssiii^ tin- prop-rtiesorqualites: and this I claim
whether the said compound of sulphur and giiui be or be not luixi-d with the other ingredients.

11. Maxl'factire of iMiiA lUiiiiKu ; Henry B tioodyear. City of New York, Administrator of Nelson Good-
year, deceased; patented May 0, 1851; re-i.ssued May 18, 1858.

Claim—The new manufacture, and possessing the substantial properties andcompo.oodof india rubber,
or other vuli-anizable gum and sulphur, and, when lucorporat- d,subjict to a high degnv of heat : and this
I claim whether other ingnnlientj! U- or be not used in the preparation of the said manulacture.

12. .Macfiink foi: Sowim; Fkiitii.i/.f.rs: Warren S. Hartle, Newark. Assignor to Lyman Bickford and Henry
Hoiriuan, .Macedoii, .New York; paU^nted .\pril 22, Ihou: re-issued May" 18, 1858.

Claim— 'I'lic' mmbiiiatiiiii o( two or more vertical shafts provided with arms, with tho outlet tubes of a
machiuc for sowing fertilizers, 4c.
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13. Cooking Stoves; Austin Bronson, East Portchester, Connecticut; patented August 22, 1848; re-issucd

May IS, 1858.

Claim—Tlie employment of the boat equalizing chnniher interfiosed between the fire chamber and the
OTcn, when used in conibinatiuD with, and made to conimunicato diretlly with, the flues below tlie oven.

14. Sewino Macui.nes; T. J. W. Kobert.son, City of New Yoilc; patented February 26, 1S6G; re-issued May
18, 1858.

Claim—Imparting the necessary motion to the loopcr, by means of the thread.

15. Cutting Device foii llAnvESTEHs; Henry Green, Ottawa, Illinois; patented ftlarch 21, 1854; ante-dated
September -1, lh53; re-i.«sued AJay 25, 1858.

Claim—Placing the blade or the cutting teeth of a harvesting machine on the -vibrating bar to which
they are secured, so that the said blade or cutting teeth may extend back and behind such bar.

10. JlowiNii Machines; Henry Green, Ottawa, Illinois; patented March 21, 1854; ante-dated September 21,

ISSJ; re-issued May 25, 1^58.

Claim— 1st, A cutting apparatus behind the driving-wheel of a machine adapted to mowing, when thitJ

is combined with a tongue or pole hinged, and with proper means for causing the cutting apparatus to

run in close proximity with the ground. 2d, Arranging and combining tlie linger beam with the rear end
of the main frame of the gearing, in such manner that while the portion of the linger beam to which the
cutting apparatus is secured extends below the frame and may run close to the ground, the rear end of
the frame will be carried above the stubble, and this relative position of the rear cud of the frame of the

finger beam and of the ground will not be di.'^turbed by the rising and falling of thehnger bo«ui. or of the
driving-wheel to Ibllow inequalities in the surface of the ground in their rc^pi ctive paths. 3d, The combina-
tion audarningemeut of a metallic shoe, the linger beam, and gearing frame.

17. Keel Sopports ix Mowing Macuixes; Henry Green, Ottawa, Illinois; patented March 21, 1854; ante-

dated September 21, 1853; re-issued May 25, lb5S.

Claim—The method of supporting the reel upon the end of the finger beam without obstructing the

action of the divider, by means of inclined arms.

18. Cutting Device for Harvesters; Henry Green, Ottawa, Illinois; patented March 21, 1854; ante-dated

September 21, 1853; re-issued May 25, 1858.

Claim—1st, A vibrating cutter having any proper form of cutting edge in front, and notched or in-

dented in the rear thereof, in combination with guard fingers across whichit vibrates. 2(1, The combination

of a cutting edge at the front of a vibrating cutter for severing the stalks of grass or grain, with a cutting

edge at the rear for cutting up and facilitating the discharge of obstructing matter.

Designs.

1. CooK Stoves ; R. Wheeler and S. A. Bailey, Utioa, New York ; dated May 4, 1858.

2. Clock Case Fronts; Samuel B. Jerome, Waterbury, Connecticut; dated May 4, 1858.

3. Toolboxes; Herrick Aiken, Franklin, New Hampshire; dated May )1, 1858.

4. Cook Stoves; T. U. Wood and J. E. Roberts, Utica, and U. S. Hubbell, Buffalo, New York; dated >ray

11, 1358.

5. Cook Stoves; S. W. Gibbs, Assignor to Eathbone k Co., Albany, New York; dated May 11, 1858.

6. Parlor Stoves; S. W. Gibbs, Assignor to Kathbone & Co., Albany, New York; dated May 11, 1858.

7. Stove Doors; Jacob Beesley, Assignor to John S. Clark and Washington Harris, Philadelphia, Penn--
sylvania; dated May 11, 1858.

8 Set of Printing Types; George Bruce, City of New Y'ork; dated May 25, 1858.

9. TowELL Stands; Nathaniel Waterman, Boston, Massachusetts; dated May 25, 1858.

The claims on the above, are tor the several shapes, forms, ornaments, and configurations.

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS OF RECENT PATENTS.
FROM H. HOWSON'S PATENT AGENCY, PHILADELPHIA.

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

Improvement in Hand Saivs. Patent granted to Henry Disston, of

Philadelphia, Assignee of Hiram Smith, Camden, New Jersey, May
18, 1858.

This invention relates to an improvement in the combined hand saw
and square, for which Letters Patent were granted to Jackson Gorham,
of Bairdstown, Georgia, May 12, 1856 ; and the improvement consists

in securing direct to the saw blade, and adjacent to, but independent

of, the handle, certain metal strips which form the butt or stock of the

square, so that the said strips may always remain at right angles to

the upper edge of the saw blade, and may not be disturbed by any loos-
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ening of the handle, which is secured to the blade by separate attach-

ments. Above the upper edge and at or near the point -where it meets
the strips, is a sliarp jirojcction, from Avliich to the end of the blade the

latter is graduated into feet, inches, and suitable fractions of an inch,

tlie sharp projection in conjunction with the graduated scale, serving

to measure and mark off tlie measurement of lumber and other objects.

Fig. 1 in the annexed engraving represents a hand saw with H. Diss-

ton's improvement.

Fig. 2 a sectional plan on the line 1 2 (fig. 1).

A is the blade of the saAV secured to the handle B, by the ordinary

screws a. To each side of the blade is riveted a metal strip c, the han-

dle fitting against the inside of the projecting flanches <?, of the said

Fib*. 2 A ^^MJ^
strips, on each side. The outside of the projecting flanches are situated

at right angles to the upper edge of the saw blade, which thus forms

the blade of the square of which the strips C, arc the butts. Con-
tinuations of the flanches c, project above the upper edge of the saw
blade, both being reduced to a sharp cutting edge so as to form a marker.

From this sharp edged projection the upper edge of the blade is gradu-

ated into feet, inches, and fractions of an inch.

In the handle B, is an orifice for the reception of a marker D, a spring

cZ, secured to the bottom of the orifice serving the purpose of retaining

the marker in its proper position within the handle when it is not re-

({uircd for use. In Gorham's patent, above alluded to, the handle of the

saw is so constructed as to form of itself the butt of the square, and
as it is apt through constant strains and hard usage to become loose, it

is evident that when this occurs the instrument will cease to be of any
utility as a stjuare. ]>y securing metal to metal, however, as above de-

scribed, there is no danger of the strips c, moving from their original

position, Avhich cannot be changed l>y any lor)sening of the haiulle, in-

asmuch as the latter is secured to the blade l)y independent attachments.

As the upper edge of the saAV blade is graduated into definite lengths

from the extreme end of the blade to the sharpened projection e, the

hitter nnist serve the very useful purpose of marking oft' the distances

determiiKMl by the blade in nu'asuring long pieces of lumber, and other

objects, and the saw thus arrangetl will obviate the necessity of a car-

])enter carrying the ordinary detached ride and pencil, or other marker.

NoTK.—ManufacturcJ by Henry Disston, Philailclphia, who has recently obtained a
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patent for another improvement in hand saws ; which consists in imbeddinfj in the han-

dle, two spirit levels, one being parallel with, and the other at right angles to the back
edge of the blade, so that the latter can be used either for leveling purposes or as a
plumb rule.

Improved Mode of Preventing the Rapid Destruction of Gas Retorts.

Patent granted to Alfred Monnier, Camden, New Jersey, Febru-

ary 26, 1857.

This invention consists in placing metallic retorts within a casing of

baked fire-clay, between which and the metal, intervenes a space in

which is packed any substance or combination of substances which will

not, when heated, combine with either the iron or the clay. The inven-

tion has for its object the prevention of the rapid destruction of metallic

retorts resulting from the ordinarymode of exposing them to the action

of the fire. The packing in the intervening space has the advantage

of allowing the metal and clay to expand and contract independently

of each other, thereby avoiding the cracking of the clay, the certain

result when the retorts are only covered with clay in the usual manner.

In carrying his invention into practice, the patentee places the me-
tallic retort within a hollow cylinder of baked fire-clay, one end of

which rests on the front, and the opposite end on the back wall of the

furnace. A circular plate of fire-clay is then cemented into the back

end of the clay cylinder in such a manner that it may be readily re-

moved when necessary.

The space between the cylinder and the retort is about three-eighths

of an inch ; there is also a space of similar width at the rear end of the

retort, and in these spaces is packed either asbestos, plumbago, baryta,

alumina, magnesia, or any other substance which will not combine with,

or in any way affect the integrity of, either the clay or metal when tho

latter are heated. The above substances, or their equivalents, may be

used either alone, or two or more of them may be mixed together and
packed into the space in the state of dry or slightly moistened powder.

This mode of protecting retorts is especially applicable to such as

are used for the manufacture of sodium.

l7nproveme7its in Moioing 3IacJiines. Patent granted to Wm. Crook,

of New Hope, Bucks Co., Pennsylvania, April 13, 1858.

This invention relates to an improvement in that class of mowing
machines in which the cutter frame is hinged to the main frame, and

the improvement consists in securing the driver's seat to the cutter

frame, and so far behind the centre of vibration of the latter that the

weight of the driver may act as a counterbalance, or nearly so, to the

cutting apparatus, and thus lessen its friction on the ground ; that the

driver may, by simply changing the centre of gravity of his body, raise

the cutting apparatus from the ground, and allow it to fall again ; and
that the driver's hands may be at liberty for the proper management
of his horses during the operation of the machine.
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The annexed diagram -will suffice to illustrate this invention.

A represents the main frame of the moAving machine ; B the cutter

frame jointed to the rear of

the main frame ; e the main
driving-wheel ; C a castor for

supporting the rear of the

main frame, and D the driver's

seat.

This is situated at such a dis-

tance behind the point where

the cutter frame is hinged to the main frame, that the driver may by lean-

ing backwards or forw^ards raise the cutter frame, so that it may be
free from any obstructions w^hich may present themselves, and as easily

allow it to fall by its own weight and without the aid of the usual me-
chanical appliances for effecting the same purpose.

MECHANICS, PHYSICS, AND CHEMISTRY.

Electric Lights.

To tlie Editors of the Mechanics' Magazine.

Gkntlk.mkn:—-I wish to reply to a communication inserted in your
Number fur Dec. 20, ISoT, signed "A Reader of long standing," re-

lative to the electric light. If your correspondent referred to a lamp
used some years ago by the Electric Power, Light, and Color Company,
liis remarks would have been correct. These, however, will no longer

be applicable to tlie lamj) at present possessed by the said Company,
in which all the defects named by him are remedied.

The lamp to which I refer was invented and made by me : patented
April 3, lySo ; No. 739 ; and sold by me to the Company the same
year.

"With regard to his remarks on batteries, I agree with him that great

inijirovenients have yet to be made. Our knowledge of electricity is in

its infancy, but, as we advance in information, it does not seem unrea-

sonable to expect that we may succeed in the construction of batteries

vastly superior to those at present known in power, economy, and port-

ability.

Electric lamps may be classed under four heads.

Eirst, those in which the scpaiation of the electrodes is produced
and regulated by clock-work, or other mechanism acting intlepcndeatly

of the electric current.

Secoiul, those in which the mechanism, although depending upon the

electric current for its action, remains inoperative until that current
ceases, from the resistance oflered- to its passage by the increased se-

paration of the electrodes.

ThinL those in which a carbon disk and pencil, or two carbon disk

electrodes are used.
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I agree with you, Messrs. Editors, as to the causes -which have led

to the failure of the above three lamps.

With your permission, I will endeavor to describe briefly the con-

struction and operation of my lamp

—

i\iQ fourth.

I use two electro-magnets, the coils of which are traversed by the

same electric current. To the armature of one of these magnets I attach

the lower or negative carbon electrode ; to the armature of the other

magnet a brake is attached, which acts on the periphery of a Avheel

attached to the axis of a drum, around which a chain or cord is wound;

to the other end of the chain a weight is hung, which carries off the

upper or positive carbon electrode. When uninfluenced by the electric

current, the brake does not press upon the wheel, and the weight de-

scends by its own gravity, carrying the upper electrode with it, until it

comes in contact with the lower one. But upon connexion being made
with the battery, the following action takes place :

—

Both magnets acting simultaneously, the armature which is attached

to the lower electrode is drawn down upon its magnet, whilst the brake

is made to press upon the wheel by the armature attached to it being

drawn towards the magnet which governs it ; the upper electrode is

thus prevented from descending, and the separation of the electrodes

necessary for the production of the light is at once made. The brake

armature is adjusted so that it shall remain at a considerable distance

from the magnet ; it is therefore sensible to any variation which takes

place in the force of the electric current.

Thus, when the distance between the electrodes increases from their

gradual consumption, the resistance to the passage of the current be-

comes greater, and the power of the magnets is diminished. The brake

is then liberated from the wheel, and the upper electrode descends

until, by its approach to the lower one, the resistance to the current

is diminished, when the break is again drawn on to the wheel, and the

further descent of the electrode is arrested. It is thus supplied exactly

in proportion to its consumption. The consumption, in fact, is the

governing power of the supply.

The average variation of the distance between the electrodes does

not exceed g^^ of an inch.

The armature to which the lower electrode is attached is practically

unaffected by the variations which take place in the force of the current,

as it is almost in contact with its magnet, being only separated from it

by a piece of card. Its ofiice it merely to make the separation of the

electrodes when the lamp is first put in action ; but in case of accident,

such as either of the electrodes being broken oS" so as to cause a total

cessation of the current, the armatui'e of the lower electrode would

rise, whilst the upper electrode would descend until it came in contact

with the lower one, when the same action would take place as at the

starting, and the light would be immediately re-established.

This lamp requires no re-adjustment so long as the same battery

power is used. Its construction is perfectly simple, therefore not liable

to derangement. It requires no attention after being put in action.

When furnished with a sufficient battery and good electrodes, it has
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never yet failed to give a constant and steady light. I have proved
this many times, both publicly and privately; and it has frequently

been burning for seven or eight hours consecutively, and would burn
for any given time in proportion to the length of electrodes and con-

dition of the battery. I am, &c.,

Henry Chapman.
London, Jan. 4, 1858.

210 feet.

30 <i

10 «

6 <(

6 inches.

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

Particulars of the Steamer Orizaba, No. 2.

Hull built by I. Simonson. Machinery by the Allaire Works, Ne"W
York. Intended service, Gulf of Mexico.

Hull.—
Length on deck from fore part of stem to after part of stern

post, above spar deck,

Breadth of beam at midship section, above the main wales,

Depth of hold,

Draft of water, at load line, . .

" " below pressure and revolutions,

Area of immersed section at this draft, 150 sq. ft.

Tonnaije, • . . 630.

Masts and rig—schooner.

Engine,—Vertical Beam.

Diameter of cylinder.

Length of stroke,

Maximum pressure of steam in pounds,
Maximum revolutions per minute,

Boileu—One—Return flued.

Length of boiler, . .

Breadth "

Height " exclusive of steam chimney,
.Weight of " without water,

ZS'umber of furnaces,

Length of grate bars, .

Number of flues.

Internal diameter of flues,

Length of upper flues.

Diameter of smoke ]iipe, . .

Height " "

Paddle Wheels.—
Diameter, . .

Length of blades.

Depth "

Number « .
. . 24.

Remarks.—Frames, 15 by b\ inches ; distant apart at centres, 24
inches. Hull strapped with diagonal and double-laid iron braces, 4 by
g-inch. C. H. H.

Vol. XX.KVL—Third Series.—No. 2.—AuGoaT, 1858. 11

, 44 inches.

. 10 feet.

35.

23.

32 feet.

. 12 "

, 9 <<

51,000 lbs.

3.

, 7 t<

. 15.

C5, 17 inches.

h. 13 "

h. 20 "

19 « 5 «

, 4 i<

• 40 «

26 feet.

• 6 M

18 inches.
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Particulars of tJie Steamer Bremen.

Hull and machinery built by Caird k Co., Greenwich. Owners,

North Gorman Lloyds'.

Hull.—
Length on deck, . . . 328 feet.

Breadth of beam (molded), . . 40 " 2 inches.

Depth of hold, . . . 26 "
" " to spar deck, . . 33 " 7 "

Tonnage, . . • 2o00.

Masts—three—rig, barque.

Engine.—Vertical Trunk.

Diameter of cylinders, . . .90 inches.

Length of stroke, . . .3 feet 6 "

Maximum pressure of steam in pounds, 25.

Maximum revolutions per minute, 50.

Boilers.—Four—Return tubular.

Propeller.—
Diameter of screw, . . . 17 feet.

Pitch' "
. . 30 and 33 "

Number of blades, . . 3.

Remarks.—Sketch of shape "T^, depth, 6 ins. ; width of web, j^-in.;

width of flanches, 3J ins. ; thickness of plates, \^ to f-inch. Nine bulk-

heads. Iron plate water-ways on each deck, 30 ins.Xj-inch, and 36

ins.xf'^nch. Also, tie beams, 12 ins.X|-inch, on each side of hatch

combings. Also, frame ties, 2JXf-inch. 12 ins. apart from floor to

main deck. C. H. H.

On the 3Ianufacture of Puddled or Wrought Steel, with an account

of some of the Uses to which it has been applied.^ By William
Clay, of the Mersey Steel and Iron Works, Liverpool.

In the paper which I am now about to submit to your notice, I have

endeavored to treat of this comparatively new process, viz : the manu-
facture of puddled or wrought steel, with an account of some of the

uses to which it has been applied, only in a mechanical and practical

point of view, and to avoid entirely any questions as to the chemical

change which takes place in the conversion of the crude cast iron into

steel; and I have also endeavored to avoid instituting any comparisons
between this process and any others which seek the same result, viz:

the manufacture of cheap steel.

It will be well known to many interested in the manufacture of metals,

and more especially to any who may have lately had occasion to visit

the continent of Europe, that the manufacture of puddled steel has

now been practised therefor many years, and that the make is rapidly

increasing, but as yet, the uses to which this material has been put are

very limited Avhen compared with the vast advantages which would be

derived from adopting so strong and durable a material, when produced

at a moderate cost.

* From the Journ. Society of Arts, No. 270.
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The process I am about to describe, was patented in the year 1850,

by Mr. Ewald lliepe, and it may be asked how it comes to pass that

so valuable a patent has been allowed to remain almost entirely un-

known in this country, when it was granted so long ago as 1850. One
reason is the bad state of health of the patentee, who has seldom been

able to devote more than a fcAv days, at any one time, to the subject

in this country, without Itecoming so ill as to be incapacitated from at-

tending to business again for a considerable time. Another reason (as

I am informed) is that the patentee, about the date of the patent, came
over here ;ind entered into working arrangements wilji one of the most
important firms in this country, \\-/. : the Lowmoor Iron Company, who
have, up to this time, made about 1000 tons of the puddled steel, but

who have not, I believe, carried the manufacture of it bcj^ond thcpud-

lUing process, but have sold the puddled bars to various SheiBeld houses

for them to carry into the further stages of manufacture, and more
especially to Messrs. Naylor, Vickers & Co., of that town, who have used

this material very largely for the manufacture of their cast steel bells,

which, I may mention by the way, are also the subject of another patent

by the same inventor.

In describing the process of making the puddled steel, I cannot do

better than read an extrnct from the specification of the patentee:

—

Rikpe's Patent.—"These improvements consist— Firstly, In a pe-

culiar method of working in the puddling furnace. Secondly, In con-

verting pig iron, or alloys of pig iron and wrought iron, into steel, with

the co-operation of clay in the furnace. Thirdly, in or by the co-opera-

tion of atmospheric air.

" Firstly. I employ the puddling furnace in the same way as for

making wrought iron. I introduce a charge of about 280 fi)s. of pig

iron, and raise the temperature to redness. As soon as the metal begins

to fuse and trickle down in a fluid state, the damper is to be partially

closed in order to temper the heat. From 12 to 10 shovelfuls of iron

cinder discharged from the rolls or S({ueezing machine are added, and
the whole is to be uniformly melted down. The mass is then to be pud-

dled with the addition of a little black oxide of manganese, common
salt, !Uid dry cla}', previously ground together. After this mixture has

acted for some minutes, the damper is to be fully opened, when about

forty ])ounds of pig iron are to be put into the furnace, near the fire

bridge, upon elevated beds of cinder prepared for that purpose. When
tills pig iron begins to trickle down, and the mass on the bottom of the

furnace begins to boil and throw out from the surface the well known
blue jets of ilame, the said pig iron is raked into the boiling mass, and
the whole is then well mixed together. The mass soon begins to swell

up, and the small grains begin to form in it and break through the

melted cinder on the surface. As soon as these grains appear, the

dnmper is to be threo-((iuirters shut, and the process closely inspected

while the mass is being puddled to and fro beneath the covering layer

of cinder. During the whole of this process the heat should not be
raised above cherry redness, or the welding heat of shear steel. The
blue jets of flame gradually disappear, while the formation of grains
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continues, whicli grains very soon begin to fuse together, so that the

mass becomes waxy, and has the above-mentioned cherry redness. If

these precautions are not observed, the mass would pass more or less

into iron, and no uniform steel product could be obtained. As soon as

the mass is finished so far, the fire is stirred to keep the necessary heat

for the succeeding operation—the damper is to be entirely shut, and

part of the mass is collected into a ball, the remainder always being

kept covered Avith cinder slack. This ball is brought under the hammer
and then worked into bars. The same process is continued until the

whole is worked into bars. When I use pig iron made from sparry iron

ore, or mixtures of it with other pig iron, I add only about 20 lbs. of

the former pig iron at the later period of the process, instead of about

40 lbs. "When I employ Welsh or pig iron of that description, I throw

10 Bbs. of best plastic clay, in a dry granulated state, before the begin-

ning of the process, on the bottom of the furnace. I add at the later

period of the process, about 40 lbs. of pig iron, as before described,

but strew over it clay in the same proportion as just mentioned.
" I do not claim the commencement of the above described process

for making steel in the puddling furnace. But what I claim is the regu-

lating the heat in the finishing process, and excluding the atmospheric

air from the mass in the manner as described, and also the use or ad-

dition of iron to the mass towards the later part of the process."

The remainder of the specification it is not necessary to allude to.

The balls, instead of being rolled into bars, may be hamn>ered into

slabs or blooms, for such use as forgings, rails, plates, or any hammered
or rolled steel which requires to be perfectly solid ; but for ordinary

use, puddled bars are made, at the Mersey Iron Works, from 2 to 14

ins. wide, which are afterwards cut up and piled for various purposes.

In using the puddled bar steel, it has been found very desirable to

test each bar before using it, and to closely inspect the quality, and to

select such as is best adapted to the purposes required, for instance,

for steel rails, or railway points, or switches, which I roll at one ope-

ration direct to the regular taper-form desired, under a patent which

I have "for rolling iron or other metals of taper form." I select the

most crystalline steel for the upper and under surface of the rail or

switch, and for the interior that which is of a more fibrous and tougher

description. Between the centre and top and bottom of the rail, I place

steel of an intermediate grade, which causes the whole pile or mass to

weld up easily and work solid.

It is necessary in this, as in any operation in which steel is used, to

take the greatest possible care in the heating and working of the ma-

terial ; but from the first commencement there has been found no difii-

culty in heating, rolling, or forging this steel into any form or shape,

as it has been made into steel plates, bars, angle steel, rivet steel, rails,

railway points, and forgings of all kinds with perfect ease and with

success, and ever since the manufacture was commenced at the Mersey

Steel and Iron Works, this steel has been used for almost everything

that was required to be of a strong and durable nature, or to repair

any of those breakages which are of such constant occurrence in every

iron work.
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It is somewhat worthy of remark that, although this process is so

novel, and, apparently, of so delicate a nature, yet, with the specifi-

catiou as my only guide, having never before heard of or seen the ope-

ration, it succeeded perfectly in the first trial Avhich was made, and
produced so excellent a steel that, after working about 100 tons, it has

hardly been surpassed. I have used pig iron of all descriptions. North
"Welsh, South "Welsh, Staffordshire, and Scotch, with the same result,

viz : the production of an excellent steel ; but I have not found, so far,

anything like the great difference that I expected between hot and cold

blast iron. Most excellent results have been obtained from both ; this

is more particularly important as it shows that the extent to which this

manufacture may be carried need not be circumscribed by the very lim-

ited supply of cold blast pig iron.

Having thus described the process of manufacture, it will be neces-

sary to show a few of the qualities of the material produced.

The puddled steel bar when broken shows a clear crystalline and even

fracture, and has the usual sonorous musical tone when struck. The
crystals appear much finer and more regular than in ordinary blister

Bteel, in fact, to the unpractised eye, the appearance is quite like that

of the best cast steel, and it has all these distinguishing features by
which steel is known from iron. It hardens to any degree that may be

requisite, taking all the colors which develop themselves under the

different degrees of heat, and may be made into such articles as or-

dinary chisels direct from the ])uddled bar ; it will take a very fine

polish, and has the same amount of elasticity that steel usually pos-

sesses.

In fact, I believe it to be useful in the Arts for all purposes for which

fiteel is required, except, perhaps, for the finer descriptions of tools

and cutlery.

One extraordinary feature in regard to this wrought steel is, that it

can be produced either of a harsh, hard, unyielding character, or of a

soft, silky, fibrous structure, or of any of the grades Ijctwcen these two

points, and that a bar when quite cold maybe bent up double and per-

fectly close (with extreme difficulty certainly on account of the great

Stiffness of the material) without the slightest sign of fractui'e, but,

when forced back again, a beautiful long silky fibre is apparent: or if

a piece of steel plate be ])artly cut through with a chisel and then

broken, it appears beautifully fiiu-ous ; if made into a tool, for instance,

and hardened, it at once assumes the crystalline character peculiar to

steel.

In a series of experiments with regard to the improvements and

deterioration Avhioh result from oft-repeated heating and lauiinating of

bar iron, (undertaken when writing a paper on " The Forging of

AVrouglit Iron in Large Masses," for a work entitled "'The Useful

Metals and their Alloys," and detailed at page tilS of that work), I

found "that taking a (juaiitity of ordinary fibrous puddled iron, and

re8ervii>g samples markeil Ko. 1, we piled a portion five high, heated

and rolled the remainder into bars marked iSo. 2; again reserving two

samples from the centres of these bars, the remainder were piled a3

ii»
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before, and so continued until a portion of the iron had undergone

twelve workings.
" The following Table A shows the tensile strain which each number

bore :

—

No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Puddled bar,

Re-heated,

lbs.

43.904

52,864
59,585

59,585

57,344

61,824

59,585

57,344

57,344

54,104

51,968

43,904

" It will thus be seen that the quality of the iron increased up to

No. 6 (the slight difference of No. 5 may perhaps be attributed to the

sample being slightly defective), and that from No. 6 the descent was

in a similar ratio to the previous increase."

In a somewhat similar series of experiments undertaken with this

Steel, it appears that, after the first pihng, when the bars become solid,

a deterioration in respect to tensile strength takes place, which is slow

and gradual, but iu a regularly increasing degree, as will be found by

the following Table B :

—

No 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Puddled steel bar bore

Piled

96,9 11 lbs. per square inch.

121,408 "

" 111,608 "

" 121,408 «'

" 111,608 "

•' 111,608 "

" 91,136 "

8. " " 91,136 «

9. " " 91,136 "

10. " " 91,136 "

Mem.—The weight increased 20 cwt. at a time.

The steel used for these trials was what chanced to be at hand, and

was not particularly remarkable for any extraordinary degree of

strength. The appearance of the fracture of the sample bars, when
broken by the hammer in the usual manner, presents to the eye a very

slight difference, the color and size of the crystals being, to all appear-

ance, much the same in No. 2 as in No. 10; but when torn asunder by
a machine for the purpose, a very marked difference is observable, the

higher numbers having a very fibrous silky fracture ; and yet the char-

acteristics of steel are perfectly preserved, for No. 10 hardens, takes

the usual colors, in fact, possesses all the distinguishing properties of

steel.

I would wish especially to call attention to this steel as a material

for large forgings and for ordnance pm-poses.

It is generally understood in this country that cast steel has been,

to a certain extent, a failure for such uses, and that it has been found

that, unless a considerable amount of hammering and rolling be ap-
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plied to the cast steel material subsequently to the founding process,

the strength of such cast steel material is very inferior to that where
it has been consolidated by the action of the hammer or the rolls, and
that it is not at all suitable where sudden strains arc inevitable.

Mallet, in his valuable work on " The Construction of Artillery,"

argues that cast steel is not suited for ordnance on account of its de-

ficiency in point of elasticity when compared with wrought iron or gun
metal.

I imagine that this want of elasticity may be partially accounted

for in this manner, viz :—Cast steel requires a very high temperature

to render it fluid for foundling, which necessarily causes a considerable

amount of shrinking in the casting when passing from the fluid to the

solid state, and the casting is of that peculiar crystalline structure

which is produced under such conditions (weakened to a great extent

also by the strain caused by shrinkage), unless the steel casting is after-

wards subjected to the hammering or rolling process before mentioned,

by which the particles of steel are relieved from their shrinking strain,

and are consolidated and allowed to assume a comparative state of re-

pose.

In the manufacture of forgings from puddled steel, the case is very
different. AVe possess, in the best puddled steel, as great, if not a
greater amount of strength, as in cast steel under the most favorable

circumstances, and as the particles of wrought or puddled steel are

never in a state of fusion from the time of their first formation in the

puddling furnace, the enormous contractile strain incident upon the
transition of the steel from the fluid to the solid state, is avoided in

the first place, and also the grain of the puddled steel ma}-- be so placed
in the forging to be made, as the strain which it will be called upon to

resist may require, and the different descriptions of steel, whether
crystalline or fibrous, may be arranged in the best positions as regards
strength and durability. Take, for instance, a large gun forging; the
interior may be made of hard crystalline steel, to resist the enormous
wear and tear, and the exterior of a softer and more fibrous description,

as above described, a result evidently impossible with cast steel, Avhich

must necessarily be homogeneous, and be cither entirely hard or en-
tirely soft.

It would not surprise me if, Avith more experience of this new m;inu-

facture, it should be found that wrought steel bears the same relative

position with regard to cast steel thnt wrought iron does to cast iron.

There has of late been a considerable controversy respecting an
alleged deterioration of wrought iron, when being made into hu'ge
forgings, from a supposed crystallization of the material employed. I

have always endeavored to maintain, and in my work already referred

to, I have attempted to show, that where this crystallization took place
it was ])urely the result of carelessness or incompetence.

With wrought steel, the danger from this cause is very materially

lessened, indeed, rendered almost impossible, for the heat at which it

welds is much less than that re((uired to wehl iron, as also if the steel

be heated too much (and long before any deterioration from crystalli-
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zation could set in) the forging wlien brought to the hammer would be
so tender that it would fall in pieces, and would in tbat manner be
Avasted for the purpose required; there is, therefore, little fear that

crystallization, otherwise bad workmanship, can materially injure this

tell-tale production.

Steel forgings have been made, at the Mersey Steel and Iron Works
into piston rods, (some with the piston forged solid, 18 inches diameter,

for a Nasmyth hammer), large roll screws, shear pins of all sorts, rolls

for rolling iron, hammers and anvils, and for a -variety of other pur-

poses. In making these forgings no difficulty was experienced ; rather

more time Avas required on account of the necessity of heating the steel

slowly, and also because the hammer did not make the same impression

on it that it does upon iron.

The effect of forging upon this steel is to consolidate it, and when
broken in the usual manner, the appearance of the crystals is much
finer than Avhen it is rolled, as might be expected.

Of all the various uses to which this steel may be applied, there

are perhaps none so important as its application to marine and railway

purposes; for the former use, the material oft'ers directly so consider-

able saving in regard to weight, with an equal amount of strength

(putting out of the question its durability and other advantages) that

its universal adoption can hardly be doubted. A commencement has

been made by the Board of Admiralty, who have used considerable

quantities of HoAvell's homogeneous metal in the manufacture of ma-
rine steam boilers, as stated in the Times newspaper of July 6th, which

says :
" In consequence of the successful trials Avhich have been made

at Woolwich, of Messrs. Shortwell, Howell, and Jessup's homogeneous
metal, government have given directions for the use of that metal in

the construction of steam boilers, one of which is ordered to be made
for the 17 gun steam sloop 3Ialacca, Capt. Arthur Farquhar."

For railway purposes it is nothing new to propose steel for rails,

points, and crossings, &;c., as the attention of engineers has long been
directed to it, both in this country and abroad, but the difficulty has

hitherto been the cost of steel for such pui'poses. Some attempts have

been made to harden the face of rails, and to steel the working parts

of tyres, but, I believe, the result has not been altogether satisfactory,

and the cost considerable ; but with wrought steel, the tyres, points, or

rails, may be made altogether of hard crystalline steel, or an outer sur-

face of hard and an inner portion of fibrous steel, as required, and at

a cost very materially less than that at which steel has hitherto been
produced.

With regard to the ultimate resistance to tension of steel as com-

pared with iron, we find by the tables recently published in the reports

of experiments on the strength and other properties of metal for can-

non made by officers of the United States Ordnance Department, that

the strength of various descriptions of English, American, and Russian

wrought iron, tested by them, varied from 53,903 lbs. to 62,614 lbs.

per square inch.

The ultimate cohesion of tilted cast steel bars, as published in Table
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No. 9 of Mallet's ^vol•k on the construction of artillery, is stated at

142,222 as the highest, Avith 88,G57 as the mean per square inch.

Other estimates of the ultimate cohesion of steel give,

Tempered cast steel, at

Cast steel, .

Shear steel, .

Blister steel.

150,000 lbs.

134,256 "

124,400 "

133,152 "

With wrought steel I have also found considerable variation in regard

to tensile strength, more ])urticuliirly when experimenting, as it is ne-

cessary constantly to do in a new manufacture, with various descrip-

tions of pig iron and different charges. But when working regularly

I have found no more difficulty in obtaining an uniform result than in

the manufacture of iron, and Avith more experience we may safely ex-

pect some improvement even in this particular.

The first bar that Avas tested broke at 173,817 ft)S. per square inch.

This extraordinary endurance I have not since equalled, the nearest

approach to it being 100,832 ibs. per square inch.

The average tensile strength of the steel, however, may be estimated

at about 50 tons per s([uare inch, or 112,000 lbs.

Of four samples tested at the Liverpool Corporation chain-proving

machine, on the 8th of January, 1858, the first bar, which was made
as hard as fire and water could render it, broke at something less than

112,000 tbs., but the exact weight was not ascertained. (This trial bar

was from the same steel as No. 3, which, as Avill be seen, bore the

heaviest test in its natural state.) Test bar No. 2 broke at 112,000 fbs.,

or 50 tons per square inch. No. 3 broke at 125,440 ibs., or 50 tons per

square incli. No. 4 broke at 98,500 ibs., or 44 tons per scjuare inch.

Mkm.—This last sample had a slight flaw, which probably caused

the difference.

Table C.— Tensile sfrengfh of Iron and Sleel Bars per square inch.

'I'ensile

Descriptions of Iron and Steel. strength. Authority.

Hussian Iron, 62,644

English Rolled Iron, 56,532 American Board of

Jjowmoor " 56,103 Ordnance.
American hammered. 53.913

Krupp's Cast Sleel, average of 3 ( Minister of War,
samples, 111,707 ( Berlin.

Cast Steel, highest, 142,222 Mallet.

" mean, .

it 11

88,657
134,256

do.

" tempered. 1 50,000

Shear Steel, . 124,100

Blister " 133.152

Mersey steel and Iron Co. Pud-
dled Steel, highest, . 173,817

Ditto, another sample. 160,832
Average of three samples tested

at the Liverpool Corporation

testing machine. 112,000
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This steel will also be found most useful for chains and ships' cables,

and although the few samples which I have had made all broke at the

weld, evidently from want of experience on the part of the smith in

working this new material, yet the strains borne at the Liverpool Cor-

poration chain testing machine, even with imperfect welds, are toler-

ably satisfactory, as Avill be seen by the following :

—

Tons.
Govt, proof strain.

Tons. Cwt.

12 3 15

13 5 10
Chain 9-16 inch, close link, broke at,

Chain 9-16 inch, stud link, broke at,

Table D.— Tests of Steel, Sfc.— Bars 2 inches square, "i feet between supports,

weight in the middle.

HAMMERED PUDDLED STEEL BAR.] HAMMERED IRON BAR. )
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3 18 •18 Nil Nil Nil •28 Nil •14 Nil

4 18 •37 •18 •14 1-03 •74 •79 •65

5 18 •75 •37 •51 •37 1-45 •42 1-21 •42

e 18 M2 •37 •79 •28 2-03 •57 2-25 •90

7 18 1-68 •56 1-31 •51 384 1-81 3-60 1^35

8 18 2- 15 •64 1-78 •46 4-93 1-09 4-96 1-51

9 18 2fi2 •46 2-25 •46

10 18 346 •84 3-09 •84

11 IS 4 12 •65 3-75 •65

12 18 4 68 •56 4-31 •56

ROLLE D PDDDI ED STEE L BAR. IlOLLED RON BA s.
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H t-r, < H < <

T. C.

3 18 •56 Nil •37 Nil •84 Nil •65 Nil

4 18 M2 •56 •84 •46 1-21 •93 •93 •28

5 18 1-78 •65 1-50 •65 2-15 •37 1-87 •93

6 18 2 57 •79 2-25 •75 3-56 1^40 3-28 1^40

7 IS 3-37 •79 3-00 •75 5-06 1-50 4-68 1-40

8 18 6-75 1^68 6-37 1^75

9 18

10 18

11 18

12 18

Table D gives the deflection of hammered and rolled bars of steel

and iron with increasing weights.

The samples, as I have since discovered, were of too soft a descrip-
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tion, and better results -would have been obtained with harder steel, or

perhaps the best results might be obtained by a mixture of hard and
•soft steel, the hard being placed above the neutral axis, the part which
is deflected by compression, and the soft, which is deflected by exten-
sion, below.

In experimenting upon the strength of this steel, I found the weight
requisite to punch steel and iron plates was relatively as follows. The
plates Avere all |-inch thick, and the size of the punch ^-inch (circular).

Tons. Cwt
Ordinary boiler plates, punched with

a pressure of . . .8 18

Charcoal, . . . .83
Steel, . , . . . 15 lU

In several trials of the tensile strength of steel plates, it was found
that the strain required to break a square inch of this steel, varied from
44 to 55 tons.

It may perhaps be well to mention also, that there is no difficulty

in working this steel, either hot or cold, in any manner in which the

best descriptions of iron are worked, and that no particular knowledge
or skill is re(iuircd on the part of the workmen who use it.

These results shoAV the importance of steel as a material for boilers

and shipbuilding purposes, as also for girders and bridges, as the econo-

my in the weight of material recjuired is of the greatest importance for

these and for many other similar purposes.

In conclusion, I beg to apologise for the very imperfect paper that

I have had the honor of laying before you, but I would plead in excuse

the ver}"^ limited time that has elapsed since I first commenced the

manufacture of this material, and also that, from the extraordinary

and novel nature of this steel, I have been often much perplexed and
puzzled, and have had to renew experiments again and again before I

could fully comprehend the sometimes apparently contradictory facts

which presented themselves, and added to this that it was in the first

place necessary to unlearn a good deal of what I had always been ac-

customed to look up to as the foundation of all knowledge of the iron

and steel manufacture, a task much more diflicult than the acquisition

of any new idea, when the mind is not occupied with preconceived

notions and old established prejudices.

In the experiments which I have tried, I have taken every care to be
as accurate as possible, and as the trials have gone on, I have had
more and more cause to feel confidence in the result obtained, and, had
time permitted, I sliDuld have been glad to have extended the trials,

as the niore 1 investigated the nature of this material the more satis-

factory I found it.

I do not for a moment anticipate that steel manufactured by this

patent process will supplant the best description of steel, but I feel

confident that it must come largely into use for most ordinary purposes,

where cast steel, from its great cost, cannot be used.

Indeed, if 1 ujiglit indulge somewhat in prophecy, I would express
my belief that, in a few years, the mauufacture of this wrought steel
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will have become as important a branch of our national industry as

that of iron now is.

If the few facts which I have, however imperfectly, placed before

this Society, lead to further inquiry by others more competent, and
having more leisure to conduct them to a successful issue, I shall be

amply repaid for the time and pains that I have bestowed upon the

subject.

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

Final Success of the Voyageur De Le Mer.

This steam yacht sailed from India wharf, Boston, at 10-J A. M.,

on the 30th of June, and returned at 4 P. M. the next day. She went

down the harbor under steam alone, then was worked under steam and

sail together till sunset, when the propeller was disconnected, and the

vessel Avas worked under canvass alone till about 10 A. M. the next

day, when the propeller was again coupled and the sails furled, and

the vessel steamed back to her port against a fresh wind. The run from

the light ship at Minot's Ledge to Boston Light, nine statute miles,

was made in 55J minutes, the tide being about slack water. This, con-

sidering the strong wind ahead, was the best part of her performance,

but the steam was at no time allowed to follow the pistons more than

about \ stroke, and was kept throttled to check the tendency to prime.

The highest number of revolutions was 36. The boiler pressure em-

ployed was from 30 to 40 ibs., but the indicator showed the maximum
pressure in the cylinders to have been only about 12 lbs. The speed

made under sail alone was 10|^ knots, and under both steam and sail,

with a fresh wind, 13 knots.

The particulars of this splendid and quite novel vessel, published in

vol. XXXV., p. 397, are correct, except the thickness of the bulkheads.

They are of |- inch iron instead of J inch as there given.

The lines of this ship, by Mr. Samuel H. Pook, deserve especial

admiration. The hull glides through the water with the same absence

of commotion which formed so distinguishing a feature of the late Geo.

Steer's constructions.

The principal alterations which have transformed this vessel into a

very creditable one, are the addition of a small dome on each boiler, a

stiffening of the engines, and an addition of an expansion gear invented

by Mr. George A. Corliss, of Providence, for this especial case. This

part of the apparatus is worthy of the highest admiration as a triumph

of engineering and inventive skill over very extraordinary difficulties.

The attention of the Corliss Engine Company had not been attracted

to this ship until the latter part of March last, and a contract for the

work was not signed until April, yet the vessel is now en route for the

land of the Pharaohs, with a valve gear constructed some fifty miles

from the ship, the first of its kind ever adapted to oscillating engines,

and fitted perfectly to the old work, and to the very small amount of

space remaining about the same, so that none of the old work had to

be displaced or altered. The valves are shut quietly and very promptly

i
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by powerful springs, and are released at any point from commencement
up to half stroke, as in the ordinary Corliss engine, while the provi-

sion for easy reversing has rarely been equalled.

Although the boilers will probably continue to furnish rather wet
Bteam, the vessel as completed, bids fair to reflect much credit on her
constructor. T. D. S.

IS'ew York, July 23(], 1858.

On tJic large Bloiving Engine and new Rolling 3Iill at Dowlais Iron

Works.^- By Mr. W. Menelaus.

The large blowing engine and rolling mill, forming the subjects of
the present paper, are particularly remarkable for their great size (the

blowing engine being tlic largest of its class hitherto erected either in

this country or abroad), and were designed with a view to turning out a
largo ({uantity of work, with the greatest possible security from risk of
failure, or deficiency of the blast, or of breakage of the machinery.

The engine was erected in 1S51. The blowing cylinder is 144 inches

diameter, with a stroke of 12 ft., making 20 double strokes per minute

;

the pressure of the blast being 3^ lbs. per square inch. The discharge

pipe is 5 feet diameter, and about 140 yards long, thus answering the
purpose of a regulator. The area of the entrance air-valves is 50 sq.

feet, and of the delivery air-valves 10 square feet. The quantity of air

discharged at the above pressure, is about 44,000 cubic feet per min-
ute. The steam cylinder is 55 inches diameter, and has a stroke of 13
feet, with a steam pressure of 60 ibs. per square inch, and working up
to 050 horse power. The steam is cut off when the j^iston has made
about ono-tliinl of its stroke, by means of a common gridiron valve,

near the back of the slide-valve: there is also, on one side of the noz-

zle, a small separate valve, for moving the engine by hand when start-

ing. The cylinder ports are 24 inches wide, by 5 inches long, and the
slide-valve has a stroke of 11 inches, with h inch lap. The engine is

non-condensing, and the steam is discharged into a cylindrical heatin<y

tank, 7 feet diameter, and 30 feet long, containing the feed water from
which the boilers are supplied. Under the steam cyliiuler there arc
about 75 tons of cast iron framing, and 10,000 cubic feet of limestone

walling in large blocks, some of them weighing several tons each.

The beam is cast in two parts, of about lOJ tons each, the total

weight upon the beam gudgeons being 44 tons; it is 40 feet 1 in. Ion"-,

from outside centre to outside centre, and is connected to the crank on
the lly-wheel shaft, by an oaken connecting rod, strengthened by
wrought iron straps. The beam is supported by a wall across the house,

7 feet thick, built of dressed limestone blocks, to which the bearings

are fastened down by twelve screw bolts of 3 inches diameter. The fly-

wheel is 22 feet diameter, and weighs about 35 tons.

Eight t'ornish boilers are employed to supply the steam, each 42 ft.

long, and 7 feet diameter, made of ,"g inch best 8taffordshu*e plates, and
From Nowton'g Londoa Journa', Apiil, 1SS8.

Vou XXXVI.—Thibd Sbbies.—No. 2.—August, 1858. 12
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having from end to end a single 4-foot tube, in wliich is the fire-grate,

9 feet long.

For some time, this engine supplied blast to eight furnaces of large

size, varying from IG to 18 feet across the boshes ; it is now blowing,

with three other engines of small dimensions, twelve furnaces, some of

which make upwards of 235 tons of good forge pig per Aveek ; the weekly
make of the twelve furnaces being about 2000 tons of forge pig iron.

With the exception of the cylinders, made and fitted at the Perran

Foundry, Truro, the engine and boilers Avere made at tlie Dowlais Iron

Works, and erected according to the design, and under the superintend-

ence, of Mr. Samuel Truran, the Company's engineer.

The engines for driving the new rolling mill, now in course of erec-

tion at the same works, are a pair of high pressure engines coupled at

right angles. The steam cylinder is 45 inches diameter, Avith a stroke

of ten feet, making 24 double strokes per minute. Each cylinder has

a common slide-valve of brass, worked by an eccentric on the main
shaft. The expansion valves are of the gridii on sort, worked by a cam
on the main shaft, the steam being cut off at about one-third of the

stroke ; an arrangement is made for throwing these valves out of gear

when the engines are doing heavy w^ork. Each engine is furnished with

a small slide-valve, to be worked by hand, for the purpose of starting

and reversing. The steam is supplied by six Cornish boilers, 44 feet

long, and 7 feet diameter, having a 4-foot tube in each ; the whole of

the plates are best Staffordshire, /g inch thick, and the total weight is

120 tons. The framing under the engines and machinery is of cast iron,

and consists of four lines, each 75 feet long, 12 feet high, and 21 ins.

wide ; the Avhole weighing about 850 tons.

Each beam is in two parts, the sides weighing about 17 tons, making
the total weight of each beam, when complete, about 37 tons. The two
beams are supported upon eight columns, 24 feet long, and 2\ feet

diameter, securely fastened at the bottom in deep jaws cast upon the

framing. Upon the top of each group of four columns is a large and
heavy entablature plate, which carries the plummer blocks under the

main gudgeons. Each column passes through the entablature, the

bosses at the junction being 24 inches deep ; these are bored, and the

tops of the columns turned, so as to ensure a perfect fit. The plummer
blocks are secured by Avrought iron keys in jaws cast on the entablature

in the usual manner. The connecting rods are of oak, Avith AA-rought

iron straps.

The driving-wheel shaft is of cast iron, with bearings 24 ins. diameter;

the fly-wheel shaft is also of cast iron, with bearings 21 ins. diameter.

The diameter of the driving-Avheel is 25 feet to the pitch line ; width

on the face, 27 inches ; and pitch, 7 inches. The diameter of the spur-

wheel or pinion on the fly-wheel shaft is 6 feet, and the teeth are

strengthened by a flanch running up to their points on each side. The
fly-wheel on the mill shaft is 21 feet diameter, and weighs about 30
tons, making upwards of 100 rcA^olutions per minute. The whole of the

fastenings, both of the wheels and framing, are of dry oak and iron

wedges.
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These engines will drive one rail mill capable of turning out 1000
tons of rails per week, another mill capable of making 700 tons of rails

or roughed-down per week, and one bar or roughing-down mill capa-

ble of making 200 tons per week : they will thus readily turn out 2000
tons of iron per week. Two blooming mills, with three high rolls and
two hammers, will also ])e Avorkeil by the same engines. The saws and
small machinery will be driven by separate engines, as will also the

punching and straightening machines.

The roofs cover a space of 240 ft. by 210 ft., and are to be covered

with corrugated black plates of No. 14 wire gauge thickness. The span
is 50 feet ; the roofs being supported upon lattice girders of an average
length of 45 feet.

It has long been felt, that the power of rolling wrought iron of large

section and great lengths has not kept pace with the requirements of

engineers, Mho are hampered in their designs by the impossibility of

obtaining iron of sufficient dimensions. For engineering works of any
magnitude, bars of great length, considerable Avidth, and moderate
tliickness, are freciuently required. In the ordinary mode of rolling,

the length and width of the bar are measured by tlie power of the en-

gine and tlie time occupied in rolling. It is obvious, that to finish a
bar (j^uickly, it is necessary that it should be rolled in two directions,

to prevent delay; and long and heavy bars can be thus rolled only by
an engine of enormous power. This object is designed to be attained

by the large combined engines now described. A simple arrangement
of rolls for working in two directions, containing two pairs of rolls, is

also employed. The lower pair of rolls is driven from the fly-wheel

shaft, and under ordinary circumstances will be worked in the usual

manner,—rolling the bars in one direction, and lifting them over the

top roll in coming back. "When it is necessary to make extra-sized

bars, a second pair of rolls is put in the standards, and driven from the

liy-wlieel shaft by a pair of spur-wheels, thus giving the means of work-
ing the iron in both directions. By this arrangement the mill is ex-

pected to be able to roll iron of such sections and lengths as have been
liithcrto unattainable.

Proc. Insli. Mtrh. Engineers, Luudon.

White Brass, or Unoxidizahle Cast Iron.*

M. Porel, of Paris, has prepared an alloy which has the appearance
and fracture of ordinary zinc, but it is as hard as copper or iron, and
touglier than cast iron. It may be turned, filed, or drilU'd, as easily as

those metals; does not adhere to metal moulds, and retains its metallic

lustre perfectly in a moist atmosphere. This alloy is prepared by melt-

ing together zinc, copper, and cast iron. It contains 10 ^cent. copper
and 10 "^^ cent. iron. This alloy may be used for various purposes in

the construction of machinery; it may be made to appear like bronze,
either by covering it witli a deposit of metal, or by throwing up the

(•oi)]>er superficially, and is, therefore, well adapted for casting vases,

statues, and other olijects of artistic character that are to be exposed
to the atmosphere, especially as it is not a costly material.

* From tbo LouJou MinlDg Joumal, No. 1173.
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FRANKLIN INSTITUTE.

Proceedings of the Stated Montldy Meeting, July 15, 1858,

John Agnew, Vice-President, in the chair.

John F. Frazer, Treasurer. \ Present
Isaac B. Garrigues, Recording Secretary,

j

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

A Letter was read from "La Societe Industrielle de Mulhouse," Mul-
house, France.

Donations to the Library were received from the Commissioners of

Patents, London ; Lieut. J. M. Gillis, U. S. Navy ; James P. Espy,

Esq., Washington, D. C. ; Charles H. liaswell, Esq., New York ; Ma-
jor Robert Walker, St. Louis, Missouri ; the Legislature of Pennsyl-

vania, and from George W. Fahncstock, Esq., Professors John F. Frazer,

and B. II. Rand, and the Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia.

The Periodicals received in exchange for the Journal of the Insti-

tute, were laid on the table.

The Treasurer read his statement of the receipts and payments for

the month of June.

The Board of Managers and Standing Committees reported their

minutes.

Candidates for membership in the Institute (4) were proposed, and
the candidates (4) proposed at the last meeting were duly elected.

Prof. John F. Frazer announced the decease of Abraham Miller,

Esq., late Vice-President of the Institute.

On motion of Prof. Frazer, the Corresponding Secretary was in-

structed to transmit to the Commissioners of Patents, London, the

special thanks of the Institute for their valuable donations of English

Specifications of Patents, and the accompanying Indexes, &c.

Mr. John H. Cooper exhibited his improved oil cup, the body of

which is of the usual form of oil cups for lubricating machinery; on the

top is a hollow projection communicating with the interior of the cup.

This hollow projection, which represents the frustrum of a cone invert-

ed, is surmounted with a projecting ledge, which serves the purpose of

preventing the dust from accumulating near a door way cut into the side

of the projection.

A tightly fitting door, opening inwards, is adapted to the door way,

and forms part of the conical surface when closed.

The peculiar manner in which the door is hung and weighted, keeps

it closed until pressed from the outside by the nozzle of the oil can,

when the cup needs replenishing with oil.

There is no opening to the interior of the cup except the aforesaid

door way and the outlet for oil to that part of the machinery which is

to be lubricated.

For locomotives, where the constant jar and motion would have a

tendency to open a weighted door, Mr. C. proposes to use a very light

door closed by a spring, which would efi'ectually maintain the door in its

closed position.
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Oil cups with spring valves have been heretofore proposed and

patented ; the orifice for the admission of oil, however, has invariably

been situated at tlie top of the cup, the very point where the dust is

most likely to accumulate and accompany the flow of oil to the interior

when the cup is replenished.

In these cups, too, the springs for closing the valves are situated in

the body of tiie cup, and immersed in the oil, rendering them liable to

rapid corrosion as well as inaction from accumulation of dust.

In Mr. C's. arrangement, the spring or weight for closing the door

is in the hollow projection, and is always above the oil.

Mr. llowson exhibited an improved head for surveyors' tripods, for

which a patent was granted Mr. W. J. Young, of this city, on the 10th

of July last.

The invention consists in constructing the plate to which the theo-

dolite and plumb line are attached so as to be adjustable in any direc-

tion horizontally to the cap of the tripod, the ordinary leveling screws

serving the purpose of securing the plate after adjustment.

The object of the invention is to facilitate the adjustment of the

plumb line to any given point on the ground, without the operator having

to resort to the usual tedious process of adjusting the legs of the tripod.

Mr. Young's very simple but ingenious improvement, serves the de-

sired purpose admirably, and this, witliout adding any complication of

parts or extra expense.

Dr. (iumpert laid on tlie table specimens of photo-lithography, made
by Mr. Helm, (under Cuttings' patent;) these were microscopic objects

magnified from 100 to ^300 diameters, showing the structure with great

clearness and beauty. This new process ofi'ers a correct, cheap, and
beautiful mode of illustrating works of nature or art, as it appears

illimitable in its application. Machinery, architectural designs, ana-

tomical objects, and whatever the "camera" is capable of depositing on

the prepared stone, may, without artistic aid, be printed from, as in

ordinary lithographic Avork.

A machine designed to register the number of bushels of grain

passed over it, was exhibited by the inventor, Mr. Atkins. It consists

of a platform hinged at one end, and sustained by a spring at the other

end. The spring is just suflieient to hold up the platform, and yields,

when the measure of grain is ])hiced upon it as it passes from the mea-

surer. A pawl near the hinged end, moves with the platform, and when
depressed, falls into a tooth of a ratchet wheel, which it turns when
rising by the action of the spring, actuating a train of wheels and
pointers moving around dial plates; and also, striking a bell to give

notice that each one is registered. One dial registers units, the other

fifties or hundreds, A bell of different tone is struck Avhen each fifty

or one hundred is counted. The wheels and dial plates are enclosed

in a box, two glazed apertures permitting the position of the pointers

to be seen.

13"
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BOARD OF MANAGERS.

Abstract fi'om the Proceedings of a Special Meeting^ held at the Hall

of the Institute, July 15th, 1858.

On motion of Prof. John F. Fi-azer, it Avas

llesolved, That the Board of Managers of the Franklin Institute,

have heard with great regret of the death of their late Vice-President,

Mr. Abraham Miller, "vvho has been associated with this Board from

its earliest organization, and was endeared to his fellow members by

his kindly manners and his liberal public spirit.

Resolved, That as a mark of respect to his memory, the Board will

attend the funeral in a body.

llesolved, That these resolutions be communicated to the family of

the deceased.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE.

Cfeological Surveys in KentucJcy during the years ISoG and 1857.

By David Dale Owen, Principal Geologist.

Two years ago, a handsome volume appeared at Frankford and Lex-

ington, giving the residts of the geological survey of Kentucky, dur-

ing the years 1854 and 1855, under the superintendence of Dr. David

Dale Owen, assisted by Dr. Robert Peter as chemist, and Mr. Sidney

S. Lyon as topographer. We have lately received a second and third

volume, with plates of fossils and maps of several of the most import-

ant counties of the state, excellently done, carrying forward the de-

scription of the survey to the close of the last season, that of 1857. It

is evident from an inspection of the volumes that this survey is des-

tined to exercise an important influence upon the future knowledge of

American geology, and Dr. Owen deserves the thanks of geologists

for publishing so rapidly and fully his results. The important error

of duplicating the vertical section of the western coal measiu'es made
in the first volume is corrected in the second, and a very complete

coup d'ceil of the state permitted to the reader by the short descrip-

tions of the geology of the counties in their order on the map.

The marked feature of this State Geological Report is the great

number of its metallic assays and analyses of coals, limestones, soils

and clays, occupying in fact 570 of the 1360 jiages of the three volumes,

and numbering as high as 775 analyses in all ; a body of materials

under this head of science, if accurately manipulated, of rare value not

only to the economical estimates to be put upon the localities in Ken-
tucky, but to the general chemistry and geology of the globe. The
diligence of Dr. Peter is exemplary, as proved by the fact that the

average annual number of analyses for the four years of the survey

has been nearly two hundred. Those of the mineral waters of the

state are of curious interest, especially those of the waters of magne-
sian springs (vol. i, p. 102 ; vol. iii, p. 54, &c.) causing the celebrated

milk sickness of the west. Those of the soils, subsoils and various
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clays are a still more important addition to our stock of agricultural

knowledge.

The reports of Mr. Lyon are confined cliiefly to the stratography of

the two coal regions of the State, "where it was undoubtedly of urgent

use to commence the survey and do tin; most finished work. Topo-
graphy is essential to the right geograpliy and geology of all coal re-

gions ; and, even a})art from the necessity of a new State maj), the old

map being at every point unreliable, it was important to map the coun-

ties which contain coal. A base line was therefore commenced at

Uniontown, on the Ohio Kiver, (latitude 37° 4<J' 4" approximately,)

and carried duo east through the centre of Third Street, Owensboro'

(233,300 feet,) Knottsvillc (21)0,318 feet,) and as far as to William

Smith's farm in Hancock County (322,1*75 feet,) where we understand

it has been taken up this spring and cari-ied forward toward the east-

ern coal field south of Maysville, the "western outcrop of which it is

expected to cross this montli. AVith this base line, when finished, the

detailed surveys of Hancock and Hopkins Counties in the; west and
of Greenuj) and Carter Counties on the east, already completed, will

be tied, and in the subse([uent years all the other comities of the

state of "which detailed surveys may be ordered. This policy of l)r.

Owen inaugurates a new era "wc hope in American geology, setting

an example which every state will in turn follow. Base lines in all

the states may be run at slight expense and find fixed termini in one
or other of the primary triangle stations of the Atlantic. Lake or

Gulf Coast surveys. !Now that Colonel Graham of the U. S. A. and
Lieutenant Ashe of the B, A. have made their impoj-tant determination

of the latitude and longitude of Chicago by telegraphic signals bct"wcen

Chicago and Quebec, the old perplexing eri-or of the lake survey "will

disappear and the still more extraordinaiy*error of nearly a half a

degree of longitude ranging along tluMvestern lines of A'irginia, North
and South Carolina can be reduced. It seems incredible that at this

late day, no map of the United States can be constructed on which the

States of the Atlantic seaboard and the States of the valley of the Ohio
and Tennessee can be made to join. Yet such is the simple fact, and
"we hope to see the Legislature of Virginia take up \)y. Owen's base

line as soon as it strikt's the Sandy and carry it forwanl to the Che-
sapeake. It Avill pass through the towns of Covington, Lexington,
Lovingston in the middle of the State, leave the University fifteen

miles to the north and the Capitol as many to the south, cross the

Chesapeake near Urbana and pass through Drummondtown into the

Atlantic.

In connexion with the topography of the survey, we notice a theory
of structure described by Mr. Lyon which we confess to reading with
some surprise, and from which we nmst dissent until confirmed by
further observation of an instrumental kind. Mr. Lyon describes the
Greenup County region of the coal measures as a region of anticlinal

waves, not ranging parallel with the central axis of the great coal field,

like the faidts and Avaves of Virginia and Bennsylvania, but occupying
the suljordinate positions of the axis lines of tlie ridges between the
streams. If avc understand his language, he makes this phenomenon
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universal for Greenup County. But a glance at Mr. Mylotte's beautiful

contour map of that county, shows these ridges to be numerous, un-

symmetrical, and running off in various directions, which makes their

anticlinal structure almost an impossibility, to say nothing of the well

established fact that through all other regions of the coal measures as

yet carefully studied, the very reverse holds true, the interstitial ridges

being synclinal, exemplifying one of the most beautiful and stable laws

of topography.

There is another point also which needs remark, not in a spirit of

cavil nor even of confidence, for this at least involves an open question.

But Mr. Lyon says, on page 308, vol. ii,
—"along the entire line from

Tygert's Creek there is manifestly a thinning of the sub-carboniferous

limestone, millstone grit and other coal measures, evidenily marking
the margin of the coal basin totvard the norih-u'cst. It is highly pro-

bable that many of the beds found in considerable force east of Little

Sandy River wull be found, on examination, to have entirely thinned

out even before they reached that river, other beds lying three or four

hundred feet higher in the series east of Little Sandy, may on White
Oak Creek be found resting on the millstone grit which has thinned

out to tAvelve feet and here rests on the knobstone ; the sub-carboni-

ferous limestone having entirely disappeared. It is highly probable that

the line of the margin of the basin was frequently changed from the

time of the deposition of the limestone to the end of the coal period.

The coal basin being shallower near the margin, &c." The italics are

our own, and show the point of discussion. We are startled by so bold

a conjecture, that coal beds so high in the series, and persistent over

such an enormous area as from Northern Pennsylvania to Western
Kentucky, should in a few miles and in the very centre of this area

fall down to and lie flat upon the conglomerate base of the coal mea-
sures. Lesquereux distinctly proves that coal 3 of Western Kentucky,

is the equivalent of coal d of Western Pennsylvania, and that coal 4
ofWestern Kentucky, (coal e of Western Pennsylvania,) is the Pomeroy
coal and also the Salem bed in the anthracite region and always

maintains its position. Mr. Lyon's view we know is a common one; the

geologists of Ohio have spoken years ago in very nearly the same terms

of the Mahoning Valley coal measures. But we are convinced that

this language says more than it means to say and instills a very im-

portant error into the minds of those who have not been taught by long

topographical experience to distinguish always and involuntarily be-

tween the edge of a present coal area and the shore of the original

coal depositing sea. These may in some few instances be coincident,

as they certainly are in some of the ravine deposits of cannel coal

beyond the Mississippi, and perhaps are so in some of the small basins

near Chicago and Detroit, but no where else. The present long strait

gophered edges of the two great coal areas of the east and west, facing

each other across the Cincinnati anticlinal, bear no geographical relation

whatever to the limits of that greater sea marsh in which the beds were

deposited, but only to the directing lines of uplift which cross it in two

directions at right angles to each other, elevating the whole series and
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permittlnj; the destruction and removal of all its middle portions from
the surface of the present country of Cincinnati, Lexington, and Nash-
ville. The western outcrop of which Mr. Lyon speaks is nowhere near

the original shores of the marsh if the bold topography to the west can
teach us anything, and therefore the phenomena which he describes, no
doubt correctly, must be of those strictly local variations which occur

all over the thickest and deepest parts of the coal area. We have here

an analogy in fact to tiie discovery of fossils high on a mountain side,

which were considered at first to prove the Noachian deluge, until they
were discovered to be equally abundant and in the same condition at

the end of the longest and deepest mines. There is nothing in geology

more wonderful than that regular run of the coal beds at certain fixed

elevations above the base of the series whicli has now been established

almost beyond cavil as extending from the Delaware to the Mississippi.

This reminds us that the most interesting part of the Kentucky lie-

port is that of the Palaeontology by Mr. Lesquereux, whose essay, vol.

iii, pp. 501 and 556, in connexion with that of Mr. Cox, pp. 556 and
576, will have an abiding influence upon tlie geology of the future.

Mr. Les(]!uereux for the first time proves the identity of the coal beds

over large intervals, not only of coal measures, but of coal denuded
surfaces of Devonian and Silurian rocks, where he can have no assist-

ance from the dynamic geologist, but must rely solely upon the nicety

of his botanical classification. Ilis success has been the reward of a
lifetime of fundamental study and several years of special field-work

in our coal mines, from the roofs of Avhicli he has obtained irrefraga-

ble proofs of the fact in fossil plants grouped so characteristically that

it becomes a simple task of observation to determine bed from bed
throughout the series. With a delicate apology in a short preface for

seeming to anticipate in this Kentucky Report the publication of his

first successes in this new field—successes obtained in Pennsylvania

and reported some years ago to Prof. Rogers, to be embodied in the

final report of that State—the amiable autiior opens at once upon his

subject, vol. iii, p. 524, with a diagram occupying the two opposite

pages of a sheet and entitled a " horizontal exposition of the difterent

coal beds examined in the western coal field of Kentucky," the bottom

line of Avhich shows the different local names and sizes of the lowest

coal bed, aiul the top line those of the twelfth coal bed; the interme-

diate beds coming in between. Then foHows the Pahoontology or bo-

tanical description of each bed. No. 1, the lowest or Bell, Cook, Casey,

Old Distillery, Union, Ilawesville, JJreckenridge, Mulford Lower coal,

for by all these names it is known in different places, lies in a geat bed

of shales upon the conglomerate floor of the coal measures and is char-

acterizctl l)ythe prints of tlie bark of large trees, sigilhiria, calamites,

especially iit'i)edoden<lr(»n, (L politum, Sigil. obovata, Cal. tubereulosus,)

their fruit or cones, (lepidostrobi,) and many other fruits of the genera
trigonocarpon, cardiocarpon, and carpolithes, looking like flattened

almonds, peanuts, or peas, (although bearing no scientific resemblance

to these modern fruit,) and ferns of the largest kind. The Sphenopteris

is represented in this low coal by most of its species, which are scarcely
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found above it, and some large pecopteris, especially Pecop. conchitica,

belonc to this bed alone. In this connexion Mr. Lesquereux warns us

against mistaking the two small round Icidney-shaped leaflets attached

to the base of the large leaves of the Neuropteris hirsuta, so abundant

in this bed and in fact througliout the coal measures, for the leaves

of a separate plant, as the small hairs which cover them even when

they grow to a large size and are called cyclopteris, are a sufficient

key to their true place in coal botany. Mr. Lesquereux also here cor-

rects the common error, consequent upon Mr. Logan's earliest research-

es in Wales, twenty-five years ago, and still maintaining its ground,

that the Stigmaria ficoides arc rootlets of a tree in the coal bed left in

the white clay beneath it, by pointing out that the roof shales of bed

No. 1 are full of them. The black sliales of this bed are characterized

by a small oval Lingula (umbonata,) the only shell at this geological

level, and the first trace of marine conditions in the formation of the

shales. The shell is found not only in Western Kentucky, but at Nel-

sonville, Ohio ; Salines, Virginia ; Kochester and Johnstown, Pennsyl-

vania, and elsewhere.

We cannot, of course, pretend to follow Mr. Lesquereux through

his careful analyses of the localities of the beds which he describes,

and can only hint at their characteristics as he gives them in his valua-

ble Report. Coal No. 2, he thinks the equivalent of Lesley's coal c in

Pennsylvania, coal No. 3 is coal D of Lesley's Manual, and its shales

are full of shells, large productus and spirifer. Coal No. 4 seems to be

marked by Ncuropteri's flexuosa, which is so abundant in the Pomeroy
coal bed, of which this No. 4 is no doubt the western extension, as the

Gate and Salem anthracite bed is its eastern. We leave our readers to

study this fine fact upon the pages of Mr. Lesquereux's Report under

his own guidance. If it be confirmed by the verdict of future students

of American geology it will cover Mr. Lesquereux with honor how
well deserved none Avill know who does not remember the chaos and

darkness of the past, in which the pioneers of American science have

lost and stumbled, hewn and built their way. Coal No. 5 is not well

characterized, but No. 6 is recognised at once by its shales at localities

as far distant as Hartford in Kentucky, and Athens in Ohio. No. 7

is known by its very small fish scales and teeth, sharp, straight and of

a diflferent form from those of the beds above. At Athens, Ohio, this im-

portant bed of fossils shows the same species and determines the scale

of the measures, as it is about 100 feet below the Pittsburgh bed which

is therefore in Western Kentucky. Coal No. 8 is thin and insignificant

at that extreme Avestern limit of its range as it is large and noble in the

Somerset, Frostburg, Broad Top and anthracite basins of tlie east. Coal

No. 9 is a good Avorkable bed in AVestern Kentucky and is even larger

than the one below it in Southern and Eastern Pennsylvania. It is there-

fore a more important bed than the Pittsburg bed, but never so recog-

nised until Lesquereux's determinations of identity laid the basisof ancAV

generalization of areas. The fossils of this bed are numerous and import-

ant; fern stems and bark of sigillaria ; two characteristic shells, Avicula

rectalateraria, and Productus muricatas; fish teeth, scales, and fins (in
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abundance when the shells are not, and vice verm,) in company with a

conical regularly ribbed print of the head plates of the cephala^pig, and
long thin straight calamitcs wliich evidently grew in deep water. The
same species of fish are found in coal No. 11, and the shells require

nice scrutiny to distinguish them from shells of No. 11, so that in this in-

stance we must fall back upon dynamic marks and notice that No. 11 is

a double bed and its roof shales are finer and are covered with limestone,

Avhile No. is based upon a very thick bed of fire clay. By means of

tliis fire clay of the Western Kentucky coal, Mr. Lcsquereux identified

the small bed at the tunnel east of Grcensburgh in Pennsylvania, and
found above it the usual fish remains. Coal No. 10 "seems to be the

most unreliable and inconsistent of all," "a wandering bed," high or

low or absent or joined to No, 11, which is a peculiar fine well devel-

oped bed marked by fish teeth, itc. and diflerent species of shells from
those below, many pleurotomia and an avicula larger than A. rec-

talateraria. Its fossil plants are not so generally distributed, and the

sigillaria arc wanting ; its shales are finer and blacker. Coal No. 12 is

like No. 10, but well marked by large fish scales and large teeth (mostly

double,) with two hooked points. Its coal is easily designated, being a
rashy dirty compound of flattened stigmaria, calamitcs and some scarce

.<;igillaria well preserved in their outlines, the roof shales covered with

black band.

This terminates Mr. Lesquereux's Report for the season. He will

report upon the great top rock or anvil rock, as it is called in the

west, and the coal bols above that, which are of small economical im-

portance however, next year we trust. Meantime he continues on in

the remaining pages of liis Report to state in admirable language his

views of the formation of coal, bringing to bear upon this difficult and
beautiful problem the treasures of observation and reflection of a life-

time gathered in both continents. lie takes the phenomena of the Dis-

mal Swanij) of Virginia and North Carolina as his guide, and by the

help of the soundings made in the peat bogs of the Old World shows
how first sand bars shut out the ocean and make a continental fresh

water marsh, half lake, over which grows a carpet of mosses and ferns,

strong enough after a while to sustain trees, and throwing down a fine

white mud : how this floating floor sags, breaks and finally sinks with

its burden; howeartlwjuakes can bring in the ocean, distribute tiie sand
over the submerged bed, introduce salt water, shells and fish, shake the

fruit from the trees and submerge, kill and finally overthrow the trees

themselves; hf)W the slow fall of the continent and the currents of the

ocean remedy in time the evil, repair the sand barriers, restore the fresh

lake; how a new vegetation begins again on the hummocks and spreads its

floating fields again upon tlic waters; and how this alternation of events

must have constructed the thousands of feet of our coal measures with
their beds of coal and layers f)f diflerent kintls of marine and lacustrine

life, the marks of order and of time.

We leave with regret this fascinating book and its records of the
worthy labors of worthy men, hoping to be called to renew our thanks
and congratulations next spring over a fourth volume.
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The following experiments were undertaken at the joint request of

the Royal Society and the British Association for the Advancement of

Science, and, in order to defray a part of the expense of conducting
them upon a large scale, application was made to the former body for

a grant of money, to provide the necessary apparatus and such other

means as might be required to obtain correct and satisfacto'-y results.

The Royal Society unhesitatingly conqilied with this request, and cheer-

fully advanced tlie funds for that purpose.

It must api)ear evident that, with an increase of the pressure of steam
from 10 tbs. to r)0 lbs,, and in some cases to 100 lbs. and 150 lbs. on the
square inch, that the utmost skill and attention should be bestowed upon
the boiler, and the principle on which it is constructed. To remedy some
defects in the proportions of the internal flues, and to supply a rule for

calculating their strength in resisting an external pressure, were the

objects of the following experiments.

To attain these objects in a satisfactory manner, it was necessary that

the apparatus should be of such strength and size as Avould secure re-

sults commensurate with the importance of the inquiry. For this pur-
pose a large cast iron cylinder was prepared, 8 feet in length, 28 inches
in diameter, and 2 inches thick of metal, for the reception of the tubes

* From the London Artizan, October, 1857.

Vol. XXXVI.—TuiBD SBBIB8.—JM0. 3.—Septbmbbr, 1868. 13
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to be experimented upon. This cylinder was calculated to sustain a

pressure of 800 lbs. to the square inch, Avithout incurring the risk of

fracture ; and having enormously tliick covers, it could be screwed down
without risk of leakage of the highly compressed fluid within. In this

large cylinder the tubes to be experimented upon were placed precisely

in the form and position of the internal flues of a boi-ler, open at one

end to the air, and attached to the covers, as shown in the following

drawing of the apparatus. The pressure was obtained by means of a

powerful force-pump, by which water was injected into the cylinder to

the amount of the pressure re([uired to collapse the tube.

Fig. 1 A* is a cylinder of cast iron, 8 feet long, and 28 inches in diame-

ter, and 2 inches thick of metal. The top and bottom covers, h and

(?, were made of proportionate

strength, and were screwed to

the flanchcs all round, with 1

inch bolts, placed about 3 inches

apart, in order to make the

joints perfectly air and water

tight. In the bottom cover, c,

a hole 1J inch in diameter, was
drilled, to receive the rod and
screw-nut, a, which held the

tube, B, to be experimented

upon ; and in the top cover, h,

a hole 2^ inches in diameter

was bored, to receive the pipe,

(?, inserted into the solid cast

iron end of the tube, b. On the

end of this pipe was a large

nut, which screwed down upon
an india rubber washer on the

cover of the cylinder, so as to

close the opening round the

pipe, and make it water-tight.

The object of this pipe was to

allow the air to escape during

the collapse, and to place the

tube as nearly as possible un-

der the same circumstances as

the flue of a boiler. By this

arrangement it will be seen

that collapse could not take

place without rupture at the

ends, or a considerable amount of the tension in the direction of the

length of the tube. This precaution was the more necessary, as frac-

ture would ensue under circumstances similar to those which occur in

case of collapse, which on almost every occasion is attended with rup-

ture of the internal flues of the boiler.

* Wood cut taken from the London Civ. Eng. and Arch. Jour., November, 1857.

N
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The greater part, or nearly the whole of the experiments, were con-

ducted by means of the hydraulic pump forcing water through the cop-

per pipe, /, about half an inch in diameter, and thus driving the air in

a highly compressed state into the upper part of the cylinder ; and in

cases where the pressure exceeded 400 lbs, on the sijuare inch, it was
considered more secure to operate without the elastic force of air, and
to effect rupture through the medium of water only ; fur this reason a

cock was introduced to let out the air.

The pressure derived by pumping water into the cylinder was indi-

cated by two gauges, one of Smith's and another of Shappin's con-

struction. The first registered the pressure up to 150, and the other

on 500 lbs. to the square incli. These two gauges (in order to secure

correct results) were both of them tested by an accurately fitted safety-

valve and lever and scale E, which being compared with the pointers

or indicators at different degrees of pressure, afforded less chance of

error in the event of any derangement or change in the working of the

gauges.

Tiiese preparations having been made, and the indicator gauges care-

fully adjusted, the experiments proceeded iu the order in which they
are given in the following tables.

The first experiment was upon a tube composed of thin plates 6 inches

diameter and 2 feet 5 inches long, between solid ends of cast iron, to

which the tube was riveted and carefully brazed. This tube having been
fixed to the cylinder covers, the pump was applied, and a force given

to its exterior surface equivalent to its poAvers of resistance to collapse.

During the experiments, the precaution of allowing the air to escape

from the cylinder at high pressures was found absolutely necessary, as

the tubes generally collapsed with an explosion of the compressed air,

accompanied by a loud report as it made its escape througli the pipe b.

These explosions gave pretty correct indications of Avliat takes jjlace

when the interior Hues of boilers collapse ; and in some of the experi-

ments conducted with compressed air in the cylinder at high pressures,

the only security afforded to the experimenters was the superior power
of resistance in the outer shell of the cylinder in which the experiments
were made.

It has long been a desideratum in the strength of boilers to determine

some definite law by which the engineer could calculate the proportion-

ate strength of internal flues. Ever since boilers became a necessary

appendage to the steam engine, we have acted upon the principle that

tlie internal cylindrical ilues subjected to compression were absolutely

stronger than the outer shell o])posed to tension. These opinions have in

reality had no foundation in ])raetice, excepting from deductions draAvn

from occasional explosions and the failure of vessels under severe pres-

sure. Hitherto there has been nothing definite, or any known principle

by which we could calculate tlie diameter, thickness of plates, or length
of flues corresponding with the strength of the boiler; and even in cases

where explosions have taken ])lace in collapse, we have too fretjuently

mistaken the original cause from the dt'bris surrounding the rupture,

and the force which has torn to pieces the scattered remnants of the
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outer shell. Numerous accidents of this kind have occurred, accom-
panied by serious loss of life ; these have too frequently been caused
by the collapse and the rupture of the internal flues, -which, acting upon
the interior of the boiler with an irresistible force, carries havoc and
destruction before it. The relative position and comparative value of
these resisting forces have never as yet been clearly ascertained, in so

far as respects the cause of rupture, and the anomalous condition in

which many of these constructions are affected, have greatly retarded
the application of science to improvements in the manufacture. There
appears in fact to be no rule in existence calculated to attain uniformity

of strength in all the parts of a steam boiler, where some of the parts

are exposed to internal and some others to external pressure.

The resistance of cylinders, spheres, &c., to internal pressure, have
been ascertained from experimental data, such as the form and dimen-
sions of the vessel united to the resisting powers of the material ; but
we have yet to learn what proportion cylindrical and elliptical tubes

bear to each other in their resistance to external and internal pressure.

To supply this want, and to remedy certain anomalous forms and con-

ditions in construction, it appeared desirable that the construction of
vessels of such vast importance should not be left to chance, but that

the principle of form, strength of material, &c., should be founded on
direct experiment ; that the law of resistance, under forms and condi-

tions, should be ascertained ; and the necessary formuliTS of the prac-

tical mechanic and engineer have been attained by the results developed
in the following experiments.

Experiments to ascertain the Resistance or 6-inch Tubes to
Collapse.

In these experiments all the tubes were composed of plates ofuniform
thickness, and of the forms and lengths shown by the figures, in the
column of remarks. The ends of the tubes. A, B, Ac, Ad, and Ae, were
constructed with a pipe or tube for the escape of the air when collapse

took place ; but the tube Ba was unattached to the cylinder, and in lien

of being fastened at the ends, it had a stay rod, as shown in the longi-

tudinal section, to prevent the ends approaching each other when the

tube attained its maximum power of resistance, and collapse took place.

Table I. Table II.

Resistance of 6-inch Tubes. Resistance of i-inch Tubes.
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B 2 6 2 5 •043 47 D 8 4 1 7 •043 137

Ac 3 6 4 11 •043 32 E 9 4 3 4 •043 65
Ad 4 6 2 6 •043 52 F 10 4 3 2 •043 05
Ae 5 6 2 6 •043 6.5 G 11 4 5 •043 43
Ba 6 6 2 6 •043 85 H 12 4 5 •043 140
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The whole of the tubes, excepting Ba, which had an iron rod down
its axis to prevent the ends approaching each other during the pressure

of collapse, gave way with a loud report, forcing the air and water, in

the shape of steam, through the pipe to a height of upwards of 40 feet.

The tube I3a, having no outlet to the atmosphere, collapsed upon the

air contained within it with a hollow but sufficiently audible noise to

indicate when fracture ensued.

On consulting the above taldc, it would appear that the tubes of the

same diameter, the same thickness of plate, vary in strength when of

different lengths. The tubes of 2 feet 5 inches and 2 feet G inches long,

und that of 4 feet 11 inches, or about double the length, are widely

different in their powers of resistance. The resistance of the 5 feet tube

to collapse being 32 lbs. on the square inch, whilst the mean of the

2 feet 6 inch tubes, only one-half the length, is = 59-4 lbs., or nearly

double the pressure required to collapse the longer tube. In tliis com-

putation it will be observed that the tubes which were screwed to the

covers of the cylinder were to some extent in a state of tension, owing

to the necessity of having to screw up the air-tube tight, in order to

prevent leakage. This, with the weakness of the ends of the two first

tubes, will account fur the comparatively low pressure at which they

collapsed. The other tubes, in experiments 5 and G, had less tension

upon them, owing to the collar round the air-pipe being more carefully

fitted and adjusted to the collar of the tube. The excess of force re-

quired to collapse the tube in experiment G, was owing to there being

no tension whatever upon the sides of the tube. With these allowances,

and taking the mean of the whole experiments, we arrive at the con-

clusion that the results approximate closely to the fact that the strength

of 6 inch tubes are inversely as their lengths, as also those of other

tubes exhibited in the succeeding experiments on the 4 inch and others

of increased dimensions.
Fig. I.

The tube H, experiment 12, in the above table, may be considered a^

three distinct tubes, as it was made with two perfectly rigid rings sol-

dered to the outside of the tube. This was done to retain the tube in

form, and prevent collapse at those points. The result of this simple

contrivance was to increase the strength threefold ; the strength of the

5 feet tube, without rings, was nearly the same as the length of each

division of the tube with rings ; and these experiments are decisive, in

so far as regards the diminution of the resisting powers when the k-ngth

is increased, and confirm those already recorded on the G inch tubes,

which appear to follow the same law in relation to their powers of re-

sistance to collapse.

Lot us see how far this agrees with the 3 feet 2 inch and 8 feet 4 inch

tubes, which collapsed with Go lbs. per square inch; comparing them
with the mean of tubes C, D. we have I)y the law just indicated,

11> :1.33-5 : : 3'J : 747, the pressure per square inch required by calcu-

13»
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lation to collapse similar tubes 3 feet 3 inches, or 39 inches long. The
tubes E and F, however, gave way with a mean pressure of 65 lbs.

;

a circumstance which may be accounted for by the diiference of form
arising from the imperfect workmanship of the tubes.

Taking into account the effects of inaccuracies and imperfections

of workmanship, we may reasonably conclude that tubes 4 inches in

diameter are in almost every respect confirmatory of the fact, that they

follow the same law in their resistance to external pressure as the (3

inch, namely, that the strength varies inversely as the length.

The next series of tubes submitted to experiment were those of 8

inch diameter, of the same thickness of plates (-043 inch) as the pre-

ceding. In these experiments it will be seen that the same law as re-

spects the length pervades the whole of them in their resistance to strain

from external pressure, and this is more strikingly exemplified in the

8 inch tubes than in either of the other two. These, like the last, had
pipes attached to the upper end, and collapsed in the same way as the

former, wath loud reports.

Table III.*

Resistance ofS-inch Tubes.

Table IV.f

Resistance of \0-i7ich Tubes.
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•All the tubes collapsed with a loud report and hissing noise, which continued for

some seconds after the collapse took place.

f Both tubes gave way as before with a loud report.

On comparing the above experiments with each other, it will be found

that a very near approximation exists to the strengths being inversely

as the lengths, and that the strength of a tube diminishes in a given

ratio as the length is increased. Taking the strength of the first tube,

30 inches long, and calculating the force necessary to collapse 39 and
40 inch tubes, we have, by calculation, 30 lbs., the pressure required

to produce collapse. Again, 29*25 lbs., the difference from the results

obtained by the experiment being only 2 lbs. in the 39 inch, and 1'8 lbs.

in the 40 inch tube.

The folloAving experiments on 10 inch tubes are also remarkable for

their consistency in regard to strength, and appear to be governed in

resistance to external pressure by the same law as those previously ex-

perimented upon. In the 12 inch tubes also the same marked difference

exists where the lengths are increased.

The whole of the previous experiments having indicated some slight
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discrepancies, arising more probably from the defective state of the

workmanship than from any other cause, made it desirable to repeat

the experiments upon still larger tubes, and here the same principle of

resistance is even more strongly marked than in either of the 4 inch

or the incli tubes. In the above experiments the ratio of strengths is

correctly borne out in the 4 feet 2 inch tube, where the resistance is to

a fraction, nevertheless, as the length, when compared with the 2 feet

G inch tube, which, by calculation, gives lU'S ft)s., or Avithin 0*8 of a ft).,

as that given by the experiment.

On comparing tlic pressures at Avhich the 12 inch tubes in the next
table collapsed, e(iua]ly strong evidence is given confirmatory of the

law by which tubes are compressed by external pressure.

Table V.» Table Vl.f

Resistance of 12- inch Tubes. Resistance of Cylindrical and Elliptical Tubes.

•The collapse of all the tuhes took place with tlic usual discharge and loud report

that accompanied the smaller tubes.

f During the twentj'-third experiment, on tube T, with 5-inch plates, the joint of the

top cover (>f the large cylinder gave way, at a pressure of 372 lbs. on the square inch.

This caused the experiment to be discontinued until the joint was repaired, when it

ultimately collapsed with a force of 420 lbs.

The resistance of the tube 0, experiment 18, when compared with
that of the G inch tubes, only one-half the length, re<iuired a pressure

of less tlian one-fourth to cause collapse. This apparently low pressure

appeared, at first sight, rather anomalous ; but the accuracy of the ex-

periment Avas confirmed by the next on tube P, \ inch longer, which
yielded to a force 12*5 ft)s. on the square inch. These facts are worthy
of notice, as the experiment in this case was repeated in order to clear

the sidtject of doubt, and establish data for the deduction of a formulaj

by which to calctdate tlie strength of cylindrical tubes; and the result

is in accordance with another law, indicated by the experiments to which
we shall have occasion subsequently to refer.

From the twentieth experiment, on tube Q, we derive additional con-
firmation of the law of the resistance of tubes, as regards their length;
and from these results it is evident that a tube having the same strength
of niateiial, an<l being of the same diameter, will resist double the pres-

sure to one of double the length; or, as we have already said, the col-

lapsing pressure, other things being the same, varies inversely as the
length.

("To be Continued.)
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On Submerging Telegraphic Cables.* By Mr. J. A. Longridge,
M. Inst. C. E., and Mr. C. II. Brooks.

The authors desired their attempt to investigate the hiws to which
the operation of submerging telegraphic cables were subject, to be con-

sidered only as a partial solution of an interesting and somewhat com-
plicated problem. It was evident that much misapprehension existed

on the subject, and it had been stated in the journals relating to the

proceedings, at the Meeting of the British Association at Dublin, in

the year 1857, that " it seemed to be universally admitted that it was
mathematically impossible, unless the speed of the vessel from which
the cable was payed out could be almost infinitely increased, to lay

out a cable in deep waters, say two miles, or more, in such a way as

not to require a length much greater than that of the actual distance, as

from the inclined direction of the yet sinking part of the cable, the suc-

cessive portions payed out, must, Avhen they reach the bottom, arrange

themselves in wavy folds, since the actual length is greater than the

entire horizontal distance."

It was desirable to ascertain how far such a proposition was correct,

and, if correct, what amount of " slack," or of surplus cable, should be

provided to meet the waste, in varying depths of water.

The questions discussed in the paper, and of which the mathematical
investigations were given in an appendix, were :

—

1. The possibility of laying out a cable straight along the bottom, in

deep water, free from the action of currents.

2. What degree of tension Avould be required in the process ?

3. What would be the effect, as regarded strain, under the varying

circumstances of the depth of water, of the specific gravity of the cable,

and of the velocity of the paying-out vessel ?

4. What would be the relative velocities of the cable and of the pay-

ing-out vessel requisite to reduce the strain or tension to any given

amount, and what would be the consequent waste of cable ?

5. The efi"ect of currents, and the consequent waste of cable.

6. How far it would be necessary, or safe, to check the velocity of

paying-out when passing currents, so as to avoid, as far as possible,

waste of cable ?

7. Would it be safe, and, if so, under what circumstances, to stop

the paying-out, and to attempt to haul in the cable from great depths ?

8. The effect of the pitching of the vessel in a heavy sea.

9. The principal desiderata in the paying-out apparatus.

10. The efiect of fioats or resisters.

11. The best means for saving the cable, in case of fracture.

12. The best mechanical construction of a submarine cable.

After investigating the laws of bodies, such as cables, sinking in a

resisting medium, the paper proceeded to show the great waste of cable

attendant upon paying-out free from tension at the ship. The form of

the curve assumed by a descending cable was then examined, and the

amount of tension at the paying-out vessel requisite to lay the cable
* From Newton's London Journal of Arts and Sciences, March, 1858.
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without slack along the bottom, estimated under various conditions.

The effect of the friction of the water in decreasing this tension, and
the result, as regarded the tension, of increasing the velocity of the

cable beyond that of the ship, were then pointed out. It was shown,

tliat the decrease thus obtained was of small amount, unless the speed

of the paying-out vessel was considerable, and that a decrease of tension

should rather be sought in a diminution of the specific gravity of the

cable. The tension at the ship, in 2000 fathoms water, was stated to

be about 35 cwt. for a cable similar to the Atlantic cable ; but with a
cable of the specific gravity of 1*5 it would not exceed 7|- cwt.

The effect of currents was then considered, and it was maintained

that they did not bring any additional strain upon a cable, and involved

only a small loss of lengtii on first entering them. In a hypothetical

case of a current extending to a depth of 200 fathoms, and running
with a velocity of 1^ foot per second, at right angles to the ship's

course, it was calculated that the extra length of cable due to the de-

flecting action of the current would not exceed 28 fathoms, the velocity

of the ship being 6 feet per second.

The effect of stopping the paying-out was next treated of, and it

was shown that it would be to bring a very heavy catenarian strain on
the cable, depending upon the depth of water, and the velocity of the

paying-out vessel. The amount of this strain for the Atlantic cable in

a depth of 2000 fathoms, and at a velocity of the paying-out vessel of

6 feet per second, was calculated at above seven tons.

Tiie question of hauling in the cable was then adverted to, and the

conditions under which it might be safely attempted were pointed out.

After discussing briefly the effect of the pitching of the vessel upon
the strain of the cable, the pa^-ing-out apparatus was referred to ; and
the importance of reducing its inertia, and of so constructing the breaks
that they should act freely, was maintained. Two plans were then men-
tioned for saving the end of the cable in case of fracture, and tables

Avere given, showing the velocity and direction taken by the end of the

cable under such circumstances.

The authors then proceeded to offer some remarks upon the mechani-
cal structure of the cable, and strongly advocated a light cable. The
distinguishing feature of tiiis system of construction was, that tlie wliole

of the metallic portion was placed in the centre, and was surrounded
by the insulating material ; whereas, in the Atlantic cable, there was
an outer sheathing of wire rope twisted spirally round the insulating

medium. It was shown that whilst the absolute weights of the two
cables were as 2H to 10, their relative strengths were as 11 to 2'), so

that the light cable, weighing scarcely one-half of the heavy one, had
nearly two and a half times its relative strength.

The effect of compression and tension on the two constructions was
then referred to, and it was maintained that, in this respect also, the

light cable possessed advantages over the other.

In conclusion, the authors, while disclaiming any intention to find

fault, expressed their strong conviction that, though the Atlantic cable

was a step in the right direction, as compared with the heavier cables
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of former days, it yet fell far short, in mechanical structure and con-

dition, of the light system recommended hy Mr. Allan and others.

The practicability of safely submerging the present Atlantic cable

was not denied, but it was strongly urged that, with a cable of its

specific gravity, success would be greatly dependent upon the nature

of the paying-out apparatus, and the sedulous attention of those in

charge of the breaks.
Proc. Insti. Civ. Eng., Feb, 16th. 1858.

On the Practical Operations connected with Paying-out and Repairing

Submarine Telegra'ph Cables^ By Mr. F. C.Webb, Assoc. Inst., C. E.

The author explained, in the first place, that through the hesitation

of those who had charge of the works, in publisliing facts which might

afiect the commercial value of such enterprises, he was unable to supply

complete details of the operations performed in submerging those cables

upon Avhich he had not been practically employed.

He then enumerated and described, in general terms, the operations

connected with the cables laid down from Dover to Calais, in 1850 and

1851 ; that from Holyhead to Howth ; that between Port Patrick and

Donaghdee ; and the cable to Ostend ; relating at the same time the

causes of the various failures to which some of them had been subject.

He next pointed out the route proposed for the Hague Cables, de-

scribing their construction, and the reasons which induced the engineer,

Mr. Edwin Clark, to determine on adopting the small single cable sys-

tem. After alluding to the advantages and disadvantages of the simple

over the compound cable, he expressed the opinion that this system

was undoubtedly correct, but that the cables were made too light for

this particular locality, and were not laid sufficiently far apart from

each other.

The arrangement adopted for testing the cable during the process

of construction was then explained, and the serious error of submerg-

ing cables in their final position, without having p'reviously tested their

perfection by suitable means, was noticed. The Atlantic cable was not

tested under water, from the fear of its strength being impaired by the

formation of rust. This might have been avoided by galvanizing, which

was shown not to have the effect of weakening wire to the extent gene-

rally supposed.

The arrangements for coiling the cable on board the '''Monarch''

steamer, for the Hague route, Avere then detailed, and some remarks

were made on the conditions of a coiled rope, showing the necessity of

carrying the cable from the hold of the ship, Avhen elliptical coils were

used, over shears fixed above the hatchways, to give the rope sufiicient

height to enable the twist, Avhich the cable had received in coiling, to

be neutralized ; and also the advantage of circular over elliptical coils,

and the difference between a rope wound on a drum, and that coiled up

in itself. The manner of buoying, or ranging ofi" the course, from Eng-

land to Holland, the progress of the '•'•Monarch^'' and the manner of

testing the cable during the period of paying out, were then narrated.
* From Newtou"s Loiidou Jourual of Arts and Sciences, April, 1858.
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The act of speaking through a cable was not considered a sufficient

test of its perfection. The case of the Atlantic cable was instanced

;

where, from Professor Morse's report, the author concluded that a

serious fault had passed unnoticed.

The paper tlien proceeded to remark upon the steering of vessels

across tideways for the purpose of paying out cables, as opposed to the

manner of steering for an ordinary passage ; showing the curve that

would be taken by a cable, if an allowance was not made for the effect

of tides. A practical method was given, by which the required rate and
direction of tlie vessel across a tide could be quickly ascertained.

The operation of laying down the thick shore ends, on the English
and Dutch coasts, was then detailed, as well as those of the Irish cables.

The shore ends, similar to those of the Atlantic cable, tapered off from
large-sized wire to the same size as the cable.

In making arrangements for paying out a cable, the first point for

consideration was the selection of a ship. The paper discussed the rela-

tive merits of screw and paddle-wheel steamers
;
giving the preference

to the latter, except in the case of a screw where the engines were
placed well aft, thus giving plenty of accommodation for stowing the

cable. The next point for consideration was the disposition of the cable

in the most convenient form for paying out freely. Accidents, arising

from improper coiling, Avere quoted ; and the necessity of careful coil-

ing, Avas dwelt upon. The great advantages of Mr. Newall's cone and
rings for paying out were described.

The brake Avas the next consideration. The drum brake, of which an
illustration Avas giA'en, Avas that used on all cables hitherto successfully

laid. Mr. C. Bright's brake was also mentioned, and its advantages and
disailvantagcs Avcre pointed out. Its chief disadvantages appeared to be
its Aveight, or vis inertice, and the time required to release the pressure

on the brake-pulley. Tlie importance of brakes in deep Avater operations

to regulate the speed at which the cable was being paid out, as compared
Avith the rate of tlie sliip on her course, and the necessity of providing
for irregular strains, Avas adverted to. ^lechanical contriA'ances to super-

sede manipulation in the (juick release of the brake Avere disapproved.

The curve taken by the cable in descending great depths was dis-

cussed, shoAving it to be concave toAvards the ship, in every part, but
approaching a straight line as it neared the ground. The angle which
the cable made with the horizon, Avhen being paid out, was about 9° or
10°, Avhile the Avaste varied from 30 ^ cent, to 50 Ip cent.

The necessity of supplying buoys Avith suitable moorings, to provide
against accidents, Avas next urged. Several cases Avere cited where the
use of buoys Avould iiavc prevented the loss of cables, and the conse-

quent Avaste of property. The buoyage arrangements of the Atlantic
cable Avere described.

Tiie difficulty and danger of stopping the egress of the cable during
the process of paying out AVcre urged, and the means of providing
against such accidents were represented.

The tendency of a cable astern a ship to SAving it round, in opposition

to the action of the helm, with its effect iu tAvo or three instances,
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together with the means of avoiding such an event, by placing the free

point of the cable as near the centre of the ship as practicable, were
discussed.

Whilst proper allowance was given to the importance of possessing

perfect machinery, the author was of opinion, that sufficient value was
not placed upon the necessity of having an organized and efficient staff.

It was indispensable that those having the management of submerging

cables should possess a nautical knowledge. The difficulty that would

have been experienced in the late attempt to lay down the Atlantic

cable, when the end had to be passed from the '"'•Niagara'' to the

''•Agamemnon" was explained.

The paper then proceeded to describe various operations connected

with the repairs of cables ; showing, first, the means to be taken to

detect the position and nature of the fault, and then those adopted to

make the cable good,—several operations of this nature, executed by
the author in the North Sea, were described. Cables which had been

broken by anchors, &c., were mended at points varying from two to

fifty miles from land ; at one time in a tug, at another time in a Dutch
fishing-boat, and lastly, in the ''"MonarcJi" steamer, whose fittings for

the purpose of general repairs were detailed. The operations of grap-

pling, under-running, buoying, and picking up, were minutely described.

In one instance, 120 miles of cable were picked up, repaired on land,

and re-laid.

The paper concluded by pointing out that by such means cables

could be regularly repaired, and that submarine wires, in shallow seas,

became a much less precarious property than they were at first sup-

posed to be.
Proc. Insti. Ciy. Eng., Feb. 23d, 1858.

Discussion ofthe Papers on Submerging Telegraphic Cables. By Messrs.

J. A. LoNGKiDGE and C. H. Brooks, and on Paying-out and Repair-

ing Telegraph Cables.'' By Mr. F. C. Webb.

The discussion was commenced by remarks upon some of the deduc-

tions in the two papers, which, it was argued, could not be accepted

implicitly. It was contended, that there was not any proof of the cable

arranging itself in folds or coils at the bottom of the sea, and that the

"waste" or surplus length of cable laid down, could not be as much
as 30 to 50 '^ cent, more than the actual distance traversed. There
was not sufficient foundation for these statements, and therefore they

were considered to be erroneous. By a model exhibited, it was shown
that a small chain, when uncoiled from a roller, round which it was
wound, was delivered in a straight line as the roller traveled along upon
the upper plane of the model. Hence it was argued that, allowing for

the greater buoyancy, or the reduction of specific gravity, by immer-
sion in water, a cable could be laid at the bottom of the sea, in the

track of the ship, exactly as it left the coil in the hold, Avithout any
loss of length. The concavity of the line of cable from the ship, as

* From Newton's London Journal of Arta and Sciences, April, 1858.
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exhibited in the diagrams, was contended to be imaginary, and the

wavy folds, also depicted, were doubted.

Constructing cables with an external iron wire covering, laid spirally,

and a gutta percha wire, was objected to, because the covering would

yield when the strain came upon it ; whilst the gutta percha core, con-

taining tlie conducting wire, being straigiit, would be liable to fracture.

Thus, the insulating medium being cracked, the cable would become
useless.

It was explained, that the conclusions given in the first paper were

based upon the mathematical reasoning given in the Appendix. The
methods proposed for catching the end of the cable, in case of fracture,

were only intended as suggestions, and were not insisted upon ; but

where so much capital was at stake, and when a single accident might
risk the whole venture, any means of catching the end of the cable

deserved attention.

As to the processes of paying out and of repairing cables, the former

was comparatively simple and easy, whilst the latter involved a series

of diflerent operations, constantly changing in character. It was im-

possible to treat both questions fully, and therefore the greater pro-

minence was given to the former, as being more generally interesting.

It was explained, that it would be desirable to have the external

wires of a cable laid straight, if it were practicable; but it was not so,

and therefore, arrangements were made for giving to the internal con-

ducting wire, with its gutta percha covering, a spiral form, which con-

ferred on it a greater degree of elasticity than was possessed by the

outer wires, which would, therefore, be ruptured before the inside wire

was injured. When the Dover and Calais cable was torn asunder by a

ship's anchor, in January, 1857, it was found that the inside wires were
much longer tlian those of the external covering, and that the gutta

percha was uninjured, except at the point of rupture.

It was also stated, that in every instance in which the Atlantic cable

had been tested for strength, the iron outer wires were broken before

the copper inner wires yielded to an extent to impair materially the

efficiency of the conductor.

It was a<lmitted, that advantage would result from the use of any
appliance, by which the egress of the c!ibk> could be retarded, so as to

allow of heavier and better protected cables being laid in deep water.

There were, however, almost insuperable practical difficulties attendant

upon the application of any controlling power to a cable of small sec-

tion, as there were objections to the use of heavy cables of large section

in the great depths of the Atlantic. For these reasons, resistors, such
as buoys, or discs of certain area, had been i)roposed ; and Colonel
Beaufoy's experiments showed that a retarding strain could be put upon
the cable when sinking, but if it became recjuisite to draw the cable up
again, the extra strain would act very prejudicially. There were, how-
ever, mechanical means of detaching these resisting floats when a con-
trary strain occurred. It was not considered to be of vital importance,
even with a light cable, to compensate for the pitching of the ship,

where it was possible to use light machinery for paying out. This
Vou XXXVI.—TuiRD Seiues.—No. 3.—Septeubbr, 1858. 14
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should be a primary consideration, as light cables were indispensable

for deep water ; but up to the present time, no light cable had been
offered which met all the requirements so Avell as that made for the

Atlantic telegraph.

The conducting and insulating powers of cables of various forms
must be carefully considered, and in those respects, it was contended
that the light cable prominently alluded to in the first paper was very
deficient. The researches and lucid explanations of Dr. Faraday on
this part of the subject were noticed, and it was shown that, instead of

having a strong conducting iron wire in the centre, it was better to

have a smaller wire of copper, the conducting power of that metal,

according to Becquerel, being 100, whereas that of iron was only 15,

or six times less than copper. At the same time, the difliculty of obtain-

ing perfect insulation, and the chances of leakage, were proportionately

increased by having a greater extent of surface to protect.

With regard to a remark in Mr. Webb's paper, that the Atlantic

cable was not tested under water, it was stated that the core was regu-

larly tested from the beginning with a battery series of five hundred

cells and the most sensitive instruments, after having remained under

water for some days. The core was then sent to the works upon drums,

so protected that it could not possibly be injured, and was immediately

covered with a serving of hemp prior to receiving the outer strands.

It was true, Professor Morse had correctly stated that as they got

further from the shore in the Atlantic undertaking, the signals were

weaker ; but a very low battery power was purposely employed, so as

to render apparent at once, by the efiect on the instruments, any fall-

ing off in the continuity or insulation. As new lengths of cable were

added, from time to time, to the circuit, there was, of course, some
variation of signals, and the adjustment of the instruments was some-

times interfered with by the motion of the ship ; but there was nothing

uncommon in the occurrence, and the supposition that a fault had
passed unnoticed was altogether groundless.

It was remarked, that although light cables were preferable for great

depths, yet in shallow waters heavy cables were necessary, as being

less liable to injury ; and it was asserted that, in this respect, the light

Hague cables would always be a source of considerable annual expense,

as compared with the heavy Dover and Calais and Dover and Ostend

cables, in which there had only been one instance of failure in five

years.

In the first experimental cable from Dover to Calais, consisting of

one No. 14 copper wire, insulated with gutta percha, both laid straight,

it was found that, when the strain was removed, the gutta percha had

a tendency to return to its original length, whilst the wire was drawn

down nearly to No. 16 gauge. The wire forced its way through the

gutta percha in several places, so that the insulation was destroyed.

It was then suggested by Mr. Wollaston, that in a cable containing

several wires, the core, including the conducting wire or wires, and the

gutta percha, should be twisted spirally, like the outer covering. This

plan was now universally adopted.
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In reference to the durability of submarine cables, it was stated that

the cable belonging to tlic British Telegraph Company was laid doAvn

about four years ago, and had remained perfect ever since. The only

cost to the company for maintenance or repairs was a small gratuity

to the coast-guard on each side of the channel, who were asked to write

whenever either end of the cable was exposed on the beach. It was re-

marked, that simple cables, witli a single conductor, had cost large sums
of money for maintenance and repairs, while under the compound sys-

tem, with two exceptions, but little or no expense had been incurred.

This should be borne in mind in designing submarine cables in future.

The plan of paying out a cable from the stern of the vessel, was ob-

jectionable. Tiie preferable part of the vessel for the cable to leave the

ship, seemed to be the centre, or the centre of gravity, by which all

waste from the pitching or rolling of the vessel would be avoided. A
conical hole, with the apex of the cone tending upwards, should be
made for tlie purpose, and then the cable would not be chafed by rub-

bing on its departure on any part of the vessel. The almost certainty

of a storm occurring during the operation of laying down the Atlantic

cable, rendered it the more desirable that every precaution should be
taken which could be devised to insure success. And if it were not
possil)le to alter a vessel so as to pay out at the centre, then a ship

should be specially built for the purpose.

The small number of words at present capable of being sent through
the Atlantic cable,—the number being, according to the company's
report, only four per minute,—had induced Mr. E. Ilighton to devise a
code system for use in long lengths of telegraphs. lie exhibited an in-

strument Avhicli was capable of transmitting through a Avire eiglit hun-
dred million times two million preconcerted messages, the maximum
period for the occupation of the wire not exceeding ten or twelve se-

conds, if sent at the rate at which the Queen's speech was transmitted

from London. He also explained one of three instruments used in the

transmission of the American President's last message, which consisted

of u[)wards of sixteen thousand Avords, at the rate of three thousand five

hundred words an hour. The desirableness of magnifying the effects of

electricity arriving at a distant station, especially in the case of leaky
wires, had led to the invention of an instrument for the purpose.

It had been found that the light and heat of the sun, the mycellium
of a fungus, and other substances and conditions, had the power of ren-

dering gutta percha unfit for the insulation recjuired for the transmission

of messages by means of electricity. Several specimens of gutta percha
in a decayed state were exliibited ; and also a piece of copper wire, 5 feet

in length, covered with gutta percha, which Avas strained until it broke

;

Avhen the gutta percha, OAving to its partial elasticity, contracted, and
left 7 inches of copper Avire uncovered. A ncAvly made tube of gutta
percha, under a strain of 27(3 lbs., stretched from 14 inches to 24 inches

before breaking; but a similar tube, which had been exposed for about
five years to the atmosjdiere, light, and heat of the sun, was so brittle,

as to be easily broken by the hand.

With regard to the failures of scA'eral light cables, including the first
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from Dover to Calais, the first from Holyhead to Dublin, and one from

Portpatrick to Donaghadee, it was shown that there was not the slight-

est identity in the principles of their construction, and that they were

early experiments in submarine telegraphy. And as 50 "^ cent, of all

the submarine cables hitherto attempted to be laid had been failures,

no argument against light cables, as opposed to heavy cables, could be

based on such premises.

It was regretted, that so little attention appeared to have been given

to the paying out machinery, which, it was contended, should be de-

signed with a view to keep a retarding force upon the cable equal to

the difference in speed between the vessel and the cable. But as the

speed of the former varied, owing to the wind, currents, and other causes,

the measure of this difference in the paying out machinery should bo

by means of a spring, or a pulley, carrying compensating Aveights,

which, by its rise and fall, would indicate the increased or lessened

speed at which the vessel was going, and to regulate the strain upon

the cable, so as to make it as uniform as possible.

It was stated that, in paying out the Mediterranean cable from Cag-

liari to Bona, Mr. Werner Siemens had employed an apparatus which

not only regulated the strain upon the cable, by the deflection of a

weighted lever, resting upon the cable, between the break and the stern

pulley, but also overcame, to a great extent, the evil effects of the pitch-

ing of the vessel. When the vessel pitched, the weight rose, and allowed

more cable to run out, so that the pullies of the break traveled at a

uniform velocity.

With reference to the best form for a submarine cable, it had been

proved that, when great depths had to be traversed, one of light specific

gravity was to be preferred. The conductor, which constituted the -

weight to be carried, should therefore be as light as possible ; and to

insure its continuity, it should be relieved from strain by the external

coating. The conductor, when of copper, had a specific gravity of 11,

the gutta percha insulator was nearly equal in weight to sea water, and

the iron external covering had a specific gravity of 7. Probably, alu-

minium might be substituted for copper in deep sea cables, with advan-

tage, as it was nearly equal in conducting poAver, and was only one-third

of the weight. The outer covering should be of hard material, so' as to

resist the longitudinal strain during the process of submerging, but it

should add as little as possible to the weight. It was considered that

no material fulfilled these conditions so well as soft steel. A thin steel

wire coating would produce a cable of the least weight, and be capable

of suspension to the greatest depth : nor should it be more .expensive

than iron, if the power of suspension was taken as the basis of the cal-

culation.

It was stated that, before the present Atlantic cable was decided

upon, from twenty to thirty specimens of different forms of light cables

had been tested for strength, by means of an hydraulic machine. The
form adopted was the strongest with one exception. A cable, with a

steel wire coating, was found to be superior in that respect; but in

addition to its great cost, it was ascertained that it would have been
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impossible to obtain tbc necessary quantity of wire in less tban from

one to two years.

With regard to tbc failures in the attempts to lay a heavy cable be-

tween Sardinia and Africa, in the years 1855 and 1856, it was stated,

that it was due, in both instances, to want of length. Proof had, how-

ever, been obtained, that it was possible to submerge a heavy cable

successfully in a depth of 1640 fathoms. It was all important, in en-

terprises of this kind, to ascertain, with accuracy, the relative speed of

the ship and of the paying-out of the cable. In the cases last alluded

to, the log was hove every (juarter of an hour; nnd the length of c:\ble

payeil out was ascertained from the number of revolutions of the drum.

By these means the brakesmen regulated the tension. It was believed,

that the greatest speed practicable, in ordinary cases, would be found

to be from five to six knots per hour. Floats or resisters had not been

used in these instances, where a depth, as previously stated, of 1640
fathoms had been successfully attained ; but it was thought that it

would be prudent, in an operation like the laying of the Atlantic cable,

where a distance of upwards of 1600 miles had to be traversed, to

employ a good system of buoys at every 300 or 400 miles.

The vertical velocity of the Atlantic cable would be about 3 feet per

second ; and assuming it to weigh in water 15 cwt. per mile, and to

break Avith a strain of 4^ tons, then there ought only to be a strain of

1| ton, Avhen paying out in a depth of 2 miles. Nor should it be ex-

posed to any much greater strain, provided the brake apparatus was
properly contrived, and efficiently worked.

In illustration of the advantages of paying out the cable from the

centre of oscillation of a vessel, in place of from the stern, it was as-

serted that the stern of the ^'Niagara ' in passing over the crest of a

wave 20 feet in lieight, and from 600 to 700 feet in length, would rise

or vibrate 75 feet, causing violent and sudden tension of the cable, whilst

the centre would only rise 20 feet.

T To this it was replied, that the rise and fall of the stern, above or be-

low the horizontal line of such vessels as the ''"Persia" or the ^^Niagara,"

in crossing the Atlantic, never reached 10 feet.

As a practical illustration of the facility Avith which light cables could

be laid, it was mentioned that, although the submarine telegraph ])e-

tween Yarna and the Crimea was submerged under considerable diffi-

culties, and during a storm, yet the actual length payed out was only

3| miles in excess of the distance between those places, which was nearly

350 miles. The depth of thi> Black Sea where this cable was laid was
about 70 fatlioms. The calde consisted, throughout the greater portion

of its length, simply of No. 16 copper wire, served witii gutta percha,

and wholly un]u-oteeted. The shore ends had an iron sheathing, ex-

tending to a distance of 10 miles from Varna, and of 6 miles from the

Crimea. Its insulation was perfect ; and it remained uninjured for twelve

months, during the time of the Knssian war, notwithstanding the many
violent storms to which it was exposed in the Black Sea, until during
«i storm of more than usual severity, it was broken on the 5th Decem-
ber, 1855.

14»
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In the commencement of the discussion, it had been said that it was
impossible there could be any "waste;" and this position had been

illustrated by a model, in which a chain was suspended and paid out

from a cylinder, showing exact agreement between the length paid out

and the distance traversed. Had, however, the chain been coiled upon
a larger or smaller part of this cylinder, either the operation would

have been brought to a stand-still, or more cable would have been paid

out than was due to the distance traversed by the cylinder. It had
also been said that, whether the cable was paid out in air or in water,

the circumstances would not be modified to any material extent. Now
a bar of iron, one inch in diameter and two miles in length, would weigh

13 tons, and if this was suspended vertically in the water, the resist-

ance, at 5J miles per hour, would amount to 50 tons. When the vessel

got into motion, the bar would immediately assume an inclined posi-

tion, and adjust itself to the strain, and probably in the case cited, the

inclination would be 4 to 1. If, however, the specific gravity was re-

duced, and the inclination was nearer to the horizontal, then the strain

would be reduced. The Atlantic cable being about |ths of an inch in

diameter, the resistance at the depth stated would be about 30 tons

;

and as the breaking weight was about 4 tons, it was clear that that cable

should be inclined so as to reduce the strain to 2 tons. Therefore, as 2

tons was to 30 tons, so was the square of the sine of the angle to the

radius ; from which it resulted, that the least length at which the cable

should be paid out was from 8 to 9 miles from the vessel to where it

touched the bottom of the ocean. Whenever the speed of the vessel

was reduced, the cable would have a tendency to assume a vertical posi-

tion; and this would bring into play the direct weight of the cable,

more or less, in addition to the above resistance, so that the strain

would be increased. The result of these considerations led to the belief,

that a much lighter cable than that proposed would be found most ad-

vantageous for long distances at great depths.

In reply to the observations of preceding speakers, it was stated that

the results arrived at, and contained in the first paper submitted to the

Institution, were not mere opinions, but were deductions from strict

mathematical reasoning, the whole of which was given in the Appendix.
The different problems which presented themselves for consideration,

and their modes of solution, were then generally explained. Some mis-

apprehension seemed to exist with reference to the subject of resisters

or floats. If of less specific gravity than the cable, their eflect was to

decrease the tension, by imparting buoyancy to the cable. The other

effect, as resisters, would be very small, unless the cable was running

out with great waste. They ought not to be attached in a parachute

form, but should be fixed on to the cable itself; and probably a spheri-

cal form would be most convenient. Attention was then drawn to the

curious result arrived at with respect to currents, and it was observed

that the waste of cable due to their action was very small, and that

they caused no extra tension. The inutility of seeking a reduction of

tension, by letting the cable run out with slack, was pointed out and
illustrated by diagrams.
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The effect of the pitching of the vessel was adverted to, and it was
shown that very heavy and dangerous strains might be brought upon
the Athmtic cable from this cause ; and that such strains could scarcely

be avoided when using the ponderous paying-out apparatus presumed
to be required for so heavy a cable. The gearing together of the sheaves

was considered to be dangerous ; and self-acting brakes, however per-

fect, were decidedly inferior to the manipulation of vigilant and intel-

ligent men in an operation of this nature, where the conditions were
constantly varying.

The statistics of the submarine cables, hitherto essayed, showed that,

out of forty-three attempted to be laid, six only had failed during the

process of laying, four subsequently, and one of the Hague cables was
at present under repair,—leaving thirty-two in perfect working order.

These facts completely disposed of the assertion, that 20 "^ cent, had
cither failed in being submerged, or immediately afterwards. Of the

ten total failures, three were strictly light cables, with no outer wires,

being the only uncovered cables tried ; and the two failures of heavy
cables, after submersion, arose from their being too light. Several cables

had, it was true, been broken by anchors, in consequence of the absence

of sufficient iron protecting wires, but these had been immediately re-

paired, and were now in regular work. Of the six failures in submerg-

ing, two occurred with the Mediterranean cables, in the years 1855 and
185G, when 256 miles were lost, of the value of about £70,000; a third

with the Newfoundland cable ; a fourth with a light cable from Port-

patrick to Donaghadee ; a fifth with a heavy cable on the same route

;

and, lastly, the Atlantic cable. Of these, the Newfoundland and the

heavy Fortpatrick and Donaghadee cables, had been recovered ; and
during the present summer, the raising of the Mediterranean cable was
to be attempted.

In reference to the mechanical and electrical questions involved in the

consideration of this subject, it was regretted that the paper by Messrs.

Longridge and Brooks had not been discussed in proportion to its

merits. If mathematical investigation could ever be relied on in prac-

tice, confirmed, as it was in this case, by geometrical analysis and by
actual experience, that paper ought to be of great use in guiding those

who had the superintendence of the paying out of cables in deep water.

It had been shown that, to lay a cable straight, a strain must be ex-

erted equal to what had been termed the minimum tension, or the weight

of a piece of cable equal in length to the depth of the sea where the

cable was being paid out. That result was contrary to what had been

generally supposed to obtain; but there was no practical proof that

it was incorrect. Finally, that paper showed, that a decrease in the

specific gravity of the cable w:is the real remedy for great tension. No
doubt, if a cable could be decreased in specific gravity, without dimin-

ishing its strength, or in a greater proportion than its strength was
decreased, all other necessary conditions being complied with, tlie dif-

ference between the breaking strain, and the strain required to sup-

port a given length of the rope in water, would be augmented. This

had been aimed at in the Atlantic cable, by reducing the weight of the
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outer covering of iron wires, and proportionately enlarging the gutta

perclia ; and the opinion was expressed, that no plan had hitherto been

proposed, by which this difference could be materially extended, that

did not possess other serious disadvantages.

The system of paying out cables from the centre of oscillation had
been frequently suggested; and although it presented another advan-

tage not previously mentioned in the discussion—that of facilitating

the steering—it had not been deemed expedient to adopt it. The cable

would form a sharper angle round the bottom of the vessel than it

would over the stern, so that the crush on the cable, tending to flatten

it, and the friction Avould be increased ; and should there be a broken

wire, which, with the greatest care, would sometimes occur, there would

be no means of freeing it, as when paying out over the stern. But per-

haps the most serious disadvantage was, that there would be no means
of ascertaining what the sailors termed the " grow" of the cable, or

the horizontal and vertical directions it assumed after leaving the ship

;

by which, in the one case, valuable information was obtained as to

whether the vessel or the cable was being acted upon by currents, or

by tides ; and in the other, a rough and ready means of approximating

to the strain on the cable. The cutting for buoying, and the change

from one hold to another, and so altering the "lead" on to the brake,

would also be attended with certain practical inconvenience.

In conclusion, the hope was expressed that the Atlantic undertaking

might be carried to a successful issue during the present year ; for it

was to be feared that another failure would destroy public confidence

in such enterprises, and so retard the much desired extension of tele-

graphic communications.
Proc. Ins. Civ. Engineers, March 2d-9th-16th-23d, 1858.

'

Foi the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

Jonval Turbines of three hundred horse Power, erected at the New
Harmony 3IiUs, Cohoes, JV. Y.

The accompanying plate represents two Jonval Turbines, recently

erected by Mr. Emile Geyelin, of this city, at the New Harmony Mills,

Cohoes, N. y., Alfred Wild, Esq., agent.

The wheels, reservoirs, and the girders supporting the reservoirs,

together with the columns, entablatures, and bridges for carr3ring the

bearings of the shafting, are altogether of iron; thus making the wheel
building, and the whole arrangement of the motors, with the adjacent

parts for conveying motion to the machinery in the mill, completely fire-

proof,

Plate II. presents so well the arrangement, that a description is

hardly necessary; but for the benefit of those who are unacquainted
with this species of hydraulic motor, the following notice of the letters

marked on the several parts, will indicate the names and the uses of the

parts.
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(a) is a cast iron chamber or reservoir, above the cylinder, contain-

ing the motor. It communicates by means of a large nozzle with the

hydraulic canal, from which the required suppl}'- of water is taken.

These chambers serve tlie purpose of penstocks; they are 9 feet diame-

ter. The chambers are supported in cast iron girders (b), which are

supported at their ends on shoulders in the walls of the wheel-house.

Bolted to the lower part of the chamber, is the lolieel cylinders (c), in

the contracted part of which the moving ivheel (d) or turbine proper
revolves. In the conical part of the cylinder, above the moving wheel,

the stationary or gtiicle wheel (e) is placed; it serves to direct the wa-
ter properly upon the buckets of the moving wheel. Supported on a

cross bridge in tlie cylinder is the step box (g), which serves to steady

the lower part of the upright shaft (ii). The weight of the shaft, water

wheel and gearing, is not however supported by the step, the shaft be-

ing supported at the top of the chamber upon Parry's anti-friction

rolls ; the upper box of which arrangement is keyed to the shaft, and
the lower rests on the top of the chamber.

(k) is the gate, being a cylinder of cast iron, guided by the stands

(l); it is raised and lowered by the racks (m), secured to lugs cast in

the gate. The racks are moved by the pinions (n), on the shaft (o),

which is supported in stuffing boxes in the cylinder (c). On the end of

this shaft is a worm Avhecl, gearing with a screw on the upright shaft

(p). The hand wheel apparatus (q) is arranged to suit this screw. The
motion is conveyed, from the upright shafts of the two turbines to the

horizontal shaft, by the large mortise bevil tvheels (r), gearing with the

pinions (s s) on the horizontal shaft. The b<^arings of the horizontal

shaft, and also the upper bearings of the upright shafts, are carried by
bridges secured to the cast iron entablatures (v). The horizontal shaft

is so arranged with a strong coupling between the wheels, and also with

proper bearings, that botli wheels may be worked together, or either

of them alone, if retjuired. The p'dleys (w) are 7 feet diameter, and
22 inclics face. The strong columns (x) and the entablature (v) support

the bridges carrying the bearings of the shafting.

The whole affair is very compact and durable, and performs its func-

tions in a highly satisfactory manner, both with regard to the perfect

working of the several parts, and also of the per centage of power com-
municated from the quantity of water used.

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

On Planh Paving. By Charles F. IIollinoswortii.

Gentlkmex :—You are aware of the many disadvantages of the sys-

tem of plank paving. After being in use for a year or two they rot, the

spikes rust and cease to hold, and the planks are so loose and broken

as to be dangerous. Any one may satisfy himself of the truth of these

statements by his own observation.
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In view of these defects, I have planned a composition pave. The
frame composed of two string pieces of 4 X 10 inch plank, connected

by cross pieces 4 feet long and 4X0 inches, at intervals of 6 feet.

Fig. 1. Section through middle of length.

Fig. 2. Manner of joining cross pieces to strings.

A. Broken stone, pebbles, &c., not exceeding 2 inches in diameter.

B. Coarse or fine even gravel.

s s. Strings of 4 X 10 inch plank.

cc. Cross pieces 4 feet long, of 4 X 6 inch plank.

This frame is to be filled by, 1st, fragments of stone, brick, &c., (not

exceeding 2 inches in diameter,) to the depth of 6 inches, or flush with

the top of the cross pieces, and well laid ; and on top of this a layer

of fine or coarse but even gravel, 4 inches in thickness, well rolled, so

as to be even with the tops of the strings.

The advantages of a walk constructed as above, will be cheapness

and durability. Its cost will in the end be but a fraction of that of the

plank walk, while constant use will only improve it, by making it firmer

and more compact.

AMERICAN PATENTS.

List of American Patents which issued from June 1 to June 29, 1858,

CiNCi.usivE,_) WITH Exemplifications.

JTJXE 1.

1. Musical Ixstktjment; John D. Akin, Spartinsbnrgh, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The construction of the violinB suspeniled on pins, and by cords, attached to keys, so that they
may tie brought in contact with the bows bj' depressing the keys.

2. Telephonic Indicator for Steam Boilers ; Thomas P. Akers, Lexington, Missouri.

Claim—Ist, Giving the peculiar specified form to the bracket, on wliich the float is stispended. 2d, The
precise manner specified of connecting the valve with the float stem, by means of a lower extension screw-
tapped stem, oblong slot, and adjustalilo screw nut. 3d, Having the upper e.vtension or stem of the valve,

extend up nearly through the alarm wliistle standard, in combination with the providing of a set or valve-

opening screw in the upper end of said standard, and a valve-closing spring on the lower extension or stem of
the valve.

3. Machine for Elevating, JlEAStmiNO, P>eoistebixg, am) Bagging Grain; P. Barker, North Adams, Mich.

Claim—The application to threshing machines of elevators, reservoirs, measures, and registers, which will

elevate the grain, measure it, and discharge it into bags, without the necessity of handling.

4. Lattice Iron Fence ; Albert Bettely, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—Uniting the bars of a lattice at their crossings, by suitable pieces having lioles or tubes through
them, at any desired angle with each other, but in different and parallel planes, which embrace the bars.

5. Plate-Holders for Photographic Cameras ; Arend D. BoUengs, Newburgh, New York.

Claim—The continuous glass lining of the frame, constructed, and fitted and secured in the frame in the

manner specified.
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6. Mechaxibm foe Operating Semaphoric Siokals; Wm. Boyd, Washington City, D, C.

ClHim—The particular mechanism described for operating such signs or flags, when combined and ar-
rancid aa net furtii.

7. Attachment for Watcbes, to Ascertain ihi Tuu wixhoot lookinq at thx Waich; Matthias W. Bald-
win, Philadelphia, PennsylvaMia.

Claim—The miail wheels, E and F, or cither of them, the lever, the arm, and the segment ratchet, com-
bined an dt'ncribed.

8. Mantle Bab; William P. Chadwick, Edgartown, Massachusetts.

Claim—Makini; the mantle bar with an inclined back or bottom, and combining therewith a sliding or
adjustable smoke chute, tu operate therewith.

9. S.isii Fastener; Oliver Charter, Bristol, Connecticut.

Claim—The conxtruction and arrangement of the lift, spring, thumb-piece, lever, and connexion rod, ope-
rating in the manner described.

10. Luuricatino Car Axliw; John M'. Cochran, City of New York.

Claim—The elastic rings upon the roller, 8cr^^ng the double purpose of elastic bearing and oil conductors.

H. Pipe Tonoh ; Aury O. Goes, Worcester, Massachusetts.

Claim—My improved pijie tongHor wrench, as made net only with it.-i movable jaw connected with a slider
embriifing the shank of the stationary jaw, and made adjustable thereon by a nut and screw, but with a lever
separate from the movable jaw, and a|)plied thereto and to the slider. .

Vi. Wasihno Machine; J. L. Conklin, Sr., and Joseph Foust, St. Louis, Mi.«souri.

Claim—The construction and attachment of the rubber, provided with parallel concave slats, when com-
liined and arranged with the concave provided with diagonal slats.

13. Sewinq Needles; James Cottrill, Studley, England ; patented in England, December 28, 1857.

Cl.'iim—The sewing needle described as a new article of manufacture, that is to say, giving the space be-
tween the cutting edges of the triangular or equivalent formed needle a concave form.

14. Harrows; John S. Davis, Washington, Ohio.

Claim—The arrangement of the harrows with the frame, the whole being constructed for operation con-
jointly.

15. Kakino Attachment for Harvesters; D. 0. DeWolf, Brownville, New York.

Claim— Int. The employment of a cam of the form described, in combination with the devices employed
for ojierating or stopping the motion of the rake at the will of the driver, lor the pur])o»e of imparting a
variable reciprocating motion to the rake during the entire length of the platform, in a line at right angles
tu the course of the niiichlne. 2d, Elevating and depressing the rake, in the manner and by the devices show^n.
3d, The rake, with the inclined rod, z, and the weight. A, combined and opentting together.

16. Carriage Brake; George L. Dickson, Carbondale, Pennsylvania.

Cliiim—The arrangement as described by the tongue, slotted levers, frame, box, and link.

17. Sewing Machines; .Martial Dimock, Mansfield, Connecticut.

Claim—The gripping apparatus, operating in combination with the needle and the thread, for the purpose
of drawing the loop into the i)ath of the looper.

18. BRiniiKS; Thuniiis Durden, Montgomery, Alabama,

Claim—Forming the arch of a series of metallic tubes, arranged transversely, and combined with blocks,
binders, bolls, and cores.

19. WooD-BcRNiNO Stove; M. G Fagen, Troy, New York.

Claim—The extension, constructed similarly to the main portion of the stove, and arranged so that the
stove may be extended wln^n desired.

20. Harvesters; Andrew B. J. Flowers, Greenfield, Indiana.

Chum—.\ttaching the frame or platform, o, and wheel, c, to a frame. A, so that both may be turned or
rrara|ied by the driver from his seat, for the purpose of allowing the machine to \>e turne<l within a small
compass. Also, operating the sickle from the driving wheel, c, by means of the shafts, connected by universal
joints, and attiwhed to th'-ir respective frames, when said sli;ifts thus jointed or connected are u.sed in combi-
nation witli the ariMMgemeMt of tlii^ driving wheel and platform, so that the whole may operate conjointly.

21. Bke Hives; Philander J. Furlong, Galen, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of the glass roof with relation to the cover of a bee hive, and to the conductors.

22 Spki.vus for liAiLKOAn Cars; llemaii Gardiner, City of Now York.

Claim—The arningemeut of the [H-culiar shaped semi-elliptical springs in the form of a square shaped
column, belli in position ami made to act as one spring by the fobled steel plate, so as to give the long levenigo

an easy, soft action, as di-scribed. the- several sjirings and foldi-d plate being combined and held together by
the bolt |>iissing vertii^'illy through them.

23. Compound Uailroad Axlf. ; Heman Gardiner, City of New York.

Claim—The combination anil arningement of the hub cylindrical parts, and axlo parts, so that all may
rotate together, or one wheel and short nxle independently.

24. Smct Machines; John German, Jr., Smithtli'ld, and S. R. Perkins, Pontlac, Michigan.

Claim—The arrangement of an annular air sjiace, between the cylinders, c D, with openings, k, as set

forth.

25. House Power; Micah Gillam, Troy, New York.

Claim—Arranging or hanging the wheel, d, as shown, or in any suitable way, so that the plane of its ro-

tation may be variably Inrlined. Further, the peculiar means dem-ribed for luijusting the whi-el, to wit: its

axis or shaft In-ing stepiK-d in the shaft to which the cross-tree is attJiched, the cross-tree being provided with
friction n)llers, and connected with a lever.

26. Machines for Cleaning Grain; J. G. Qoshon, Mercersburgh, and Win. Powers, ChaniliorHburgh, Penna.

Claim—The siyiurer composed of the spike studded disk, concave rim, and concuTe cap piece, in combina-
tion with the brushi'*, and the casing enclosing the said parts.
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27. Steam Valves; Ilonry Oonlding, San Francisco, California.

Claim—The loose collar on the piston rod, for the purpose of changing the valve after the blow is given.

28. Shoulder Brace Suspender; Benjamin J. Greeley, Springfield, Maasachusetta.

Claim—The arrangement and combination of two straps of unequal length, joined and running over the
ehoulderH and across the b;ick. and attached at two points on tho sides of the waistbands of pantaloons, oper-
ating as a shoulder brace and a suspender.

29. Grain Cleaning Machines; Marquis L. Hall, Bridgeport, Connecticut.

Claim—The arrangement of a series of flat steel springs or blades, placed horizontally and parallel with
each other, and 8ecure<l by a wedge or key in a slot or opening iii the spindle.

30. Buoyant Life-preservino State-Rooms for Navigable Vessels; Henry Hallock, Brookhaven, New York.

Claim—The arrangement specified, whereby the state-rooms of boats arc rendered capable of self-detacliing

in the event of the hull of the boat sinking, and when detached, of fl<jating squarely upon the water, and of

affording ventilation, light, food, and fresh water, and a means whereby their drifting can be controlled from
the inside by the occupants.

SI. Windlass; David D. Hammond, Duxbury, Massachusetts.

Claim—The combination of the sector-shaped cams and movable cogged wheels traveling in guides, when
attached to a bridle which actuates tlie pawl of the ratchet wheel of a wiudla.ss.

32. Combined Wash-stand and Night-stool; Francis W. Hamilton, Conshohocken, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The seat, as enclosed within a body or casing composed of the back, the two sides, and the door,

in combination with the lid and its drawer.

33. Railroad Car Brakes; Thomas Hopper, Newark, New Jersey.

Claim—The lever, n, sliding bar, e, eccentric wheel, 8, connected with lever, n, by means of a shaft and
two universal joints. Also, brake rods, connected by reversible fulcra transverse lever, t, attached to fulcrum,

I, and operated by means of the main rod.

34. Cooking Stoves ; Marcus L. Horton, Claremont, New Hampshire.

Claim—The arrangement of the register, c, dampers, d d, hot air chambers, o and m, and registers, h i

and J, for admitting, controlling, and regulating the heated air.

35. Signal Lantern ; William Howard, Flushing, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of the conical reflector, with its large end placed towards the deflector.

36. Cotton Seed Planters; John S. Hiiggins and Rowland Chapman, Darlington District, South Carolina.

Claim—The arrangement of the frame and its furrow opener, ring, handles, braces, hook, brush, and cover,

with the cylinder and its receivers, dischargs aperture, cavity, and fender.

37. Manufactube of Brick ; Thomas James, Canton, Maryland.

Claim—In the manufacture of fire bricks or tiles compounded of the ingredients described, the described
process of heating or burning to convert said ingredients into a substantial tire brick or tile.

38. Self-adjusting and Vibrating Back Band Strap; Robert Jancovins. Newark, New Jersey.

Claim--The peculiar constniction of the vibrating sector, provided with the slot, the pointed back support
with the pin attached, the whole in connexion with the several joints, hinges, and link, or their equivalents.

39. Gas Apparatus; E. J. Manvillo and Samuel G. Blackman, Waterbury, Connecticut.

Claim—The peculiar combination and arrangement of the fire chamber, the retort, and the condensing
chamber. Also, combining the descending toothed flanch with the cover of the condensing chamber, for the
purpose of dividing said ehimiber into two compartments, which communicate with each other by means of a
series of small induction apertures at the surface water.

40. Bedstead; William B. Johns, of the United States Army.

Claim—The combination of slats, posts, and screw bolts.

41. Hinge for Daguerreotype and other Cases; E. G. Kinsley and S. A. W. Parker, Jr , Stonghton, Mass.

Claim—Our improved mode of an-anging and applying the hinge with reference to the side and end, or
the end and the bottom of either half of the box, that is, extending the hinge leaf through the side of the
half, and against the inner surface of its end, or the same and the iimer surtice of the bottom, and festening
such leaf to the end, or to the end and bottom.

42. Horizontal Water Wheel; John McCarty, Catharine, New York.

Claim—Ist, The buckets, F, constnicted of the form described. 2d, In combination with the buckets thus
formed, the four chutes, arranged as described. 3d, The manner of operating the gates, the same being curved
and attached to the levers, and connecting the levers with the rising and falling frame.

43. Straw and Wood Overshoe; F. W. Mitchell, William Wilcox, and H. T. Miller, Utica, New York.

Claim—The straw overshoe, constnicted in the manner mentioned.

44. Seed Planters ; Elnion Parker, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim—The arrangement of rods and their springs with the cams.

45. Machine for Making Horse Shoes; C. H. Perkins, Putnam, Connecticut.

Claim—1st, The combination and arrangement of the hammer and the creaser with one rotary tripping
shaft, so as to be operated thereby. 2d, The mode of constructing and operating the former, that is, making
said former with the vertical edge and beveled top surface, and causing the Siiid former to take two seiiarate
positions with respect to the benders and hammer. 3d, Constructing the be<l or anvil with the projection or
die, for hollowing the shoe or making it concave in rear of the toe. 4th, The combination of the straight toe
die with the benders and the former. ;ith. The combination of a set of notches, or their equivalent, with the
rear end or toe, or other proper part of the former, and for the purpose o( maintaining the shoe blank in its

proper place or position with respect to the former during the process of bending the shoe thereon. Cth, In
combination with mechanism for giving to the h.ammer shaft its tilting or vertical motions, mechanism for
rotating the shaft, at the proper times, in order to bring the hammer and creaser to operate alternately on
the shoe. 7th, And in combination with the mechanism for tilting and turning the hammer and creaser shaft,
I claim the mechanism for arresting the operations of the tilting mechanism, and for preventing the liill of
the hammer shaft long enough to allow of a semi-rotation of the hammer shaft, and the withdrawal of tbs
made shoe from its place about the former, and the substitution of a shoe blank therefor.
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46. PtmP", S. S. Putnam, Rjston, Ma.<«.sacliueetU.

Claim—The siuglu cylinder witli its |iartitiun head, in combination with the pistons.

47. Pump Buckets; Eniniett Quinn, Trenton, New Jersey.

Claim—The cr-ntril iliuphrafpii, having its under edge concentric with the connecting pin of the rod, and
In contact with the bottom of itn juw, in combination with the valve, constructed and operating bo that the
diaphra^i receives the prr«.-(ure on the valve and transmits it directly to the piston rod. Also, the combina-
tion of the dovetail reo<'.-*s in the metallic core with the plug, penetrable by nails filling the same for the more
easy and economical attaclimetit of the valve and packing.

48. Truss Pads; II. IL Keynolds, Buffalo, New York.

Claim—Ist, The transverse vertical projection, for purposes set forth. 2d, Making the pad concave belovr
its vertical projection as represented at c, for the purposes described. 3d, Corrugating the oval lace of tll« pad,
for the purposes set forth.

49. iSmoothixo Iron ; Abraham Rndisill, York, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The smoothing iron, with concave pressing surfjice.

50. L.\TUE FOR TuRXi.MJ .Metal Shafti.vo ; William Sellers, I'hiladi-lphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—In combination with rotJiting cutters, the em|)loynient of a guide bar and sliding chucks, or their
equivalents, fir the purpose of keeping the rough bar in the line it is intended to have when finished, and
preventing it from turning or vibrating during the operation.

61. Whitewash Brush; D. W. Shaw and Wm. A. Megraw, Baltimore, Maryland,

Claim—The arrangi'iuent of the metallic box, with two or more divisions and slotted ends, and the centre
or wedged-shaped bar for dovetailing the end of the bristle, and a movable or top plate fastened by pins or
screws.

62. Gas Retorts; W. A. Simonds, Chelsea, Massachusetts.

Claim—1st, A common coal retort, a. with a s<-parated return chamber, B, above and outside, but con-
nected at the back end with the lower chamber, A. when the whole is made in one piece, and forms a continu-
ous retort. 2il, Placing an escape pipe, b. directly under the stand pip'-, F., which conducts the gas to the
hydraulic main, for the purpose of drawing off the tar, and preventing it from retuining to the retort, b, to
crystallize and clog up the said retort.

53. Thresiiixi; .Machines; II. £..Smith, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Arranging the concave of a threshing machine in respect to the spiked roller, as set forth, in order
that the grain may be o|>cr!ited in the manner spi-cified.

54. CooKlxo .Stovks; James Spear, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The iuljustablo hollow front and miilille centre pieces, perforated on the lower side. 2<l, Th«
cur\'ed jilate with lip, when connected with front plate and top iilate,and hollow centre piece, or their equiva-
lents, ad. The IioIIdw covers, constructeil in the manner bet forth. 4tli, The combination of the covers, aa
constructed with the centre pieces, as set forth.

55. Spittoox ; AVni. Staehlcn, Williamsburgh, New York.

Claim—I do not claim a lid attiiched to the spittoon, and so arranged as to be actuated by a treadle, for

Buch device bus been previously used or ai)plied to 8i)ittoons. I claim arranging the treadle, c, relatively with
the loadwl base or foot, e.

66. RoLLER-s FOR RAILWAY BARS; E. W. Stcjihens and Richard Jenkins, Covington, Kentucky.

Claim—The combined arrangement, a.s represented, of the horizontal and vertical rollers, a b c, and d d,

when finished with grooves, as represented.

67. Manufacture of Gas ; John L. Stewart, East Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—Mixing the giises from the several ret<jrts of a series alt<;rnating in one or other ofthem, and charg-
ing; the retorts successively at stated intervals, as set ftrtli, when the retorts are arranged with valves and
passages of coinmuniciitiou with eacJi other, whereby the gases of different ijualities are commingled belbro

fjeing cooleil as describerl. Also, conducting the ga.s from one retort to the other through a non-conducting
stopper, or other equivalent devire, temjiorarily inserted in the mouth-jiiece.

68. Hot Air Kurnaces; Jacob Stuber and F. Frank, Utica, New York.

Claim—The arnuigement of radiators connected at the lower end with the chamber, o, and by the pipes,

C, with the perforated plate, f, ami the cleaning box, D, with fuimel, E.

5'J, -Machineiiv for IIoistino and Loweri.vq Goods, Ac; George Thompson, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—Ist. The u.se of windlass, one or more, wlietle-r parallel or tajiered, corrugated or gioove<l, in com-
bination with the traveling frame. 2d, The use of the brake, or its equivalent.

00. Water Wheels; John Tyler, West Lebanon, New Ilanipsliire.

Claim—Combining an elevateil iiir ti;;bt cap with the casing anil shafl of a wafer wheel whoso buckets
descend from a cKwe lieaiL, for the |>urp<u>' of enabling said wheel t'> !«• operated without loss of power when
entirely immerseil in back water, ami also for the purposi- of furnishing an independent up|H<r l>earing to the

shaft of saiil wheel of so firm a character as to enable sjiiil wheel to bi> connecti'd <liriftly to the machinery to

be |iriipelled theri-by, without any auxiliary shafting or journal boxes. Also, combining the flanchi'<l Ixix of

a sliding gate with the mouth of tin- water way of my Improved water whi-el, for the pnrposc nf enabling a
nuinl>er of sjiid wheels to bu ruulily bolted to a wooden water tube or trunk, and to bo operated indi-[>eud«iitly

of each other.

61. Harvesters; I). 11. Waito, Spring Water, New York.

Claim—1st, llperatiiig the sickles by means of the levers, L l„ attached to the bar. H, the rods, n n, and
lover, M, nctuattil by the cam, o, the parts being combined and iimiiigtHi rehitively with t«ch other. 2d, At-
taching the sickles to the adjustable bar, II. and iisiil in connexion with the lever, I, whereby the sickles may
b* raised and lowered with facility. 3d. Pivoting the oscillating lover. M, to the bar, x, which is arranged s<>

that the li'ver, M, may bo thrown in and out of gear with (he cam. 4th, The sli<ling plate, f, plac«l on the
fhune. A, and arrangiNl so as to regulate or control the draft |M>le,and coiisi-quently the |M>sition of the sicklatt,

OS (vcasioii may require.

62. Machines for Woiikino Marrlk; Caleb Warner, Witshington City, D. C.

Claim—The arrangement of the saws, bevel gearing, and feed screws, when employed incombiuatiou wlUt
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a latho consisting of hoaJ blocks anil pulleys, for the purpose of facilitating the working of mtu-ble op other

liard stone.

63. Spoke Shave; C. II. Weston, Na.shua, New Hampshire.

Claini 1st, The plato iiroviiiod with arms, so as to operate in combination with the fulcrtim arms, and

thumbscrew, ami i)r(ijictiiiiis, Ixith as a cap and Iiolder to the cutter. 'lA, Making the cap or holder atljustable

liy means of knobs and Imlfs, or their equivalents, tliat it may operate either as a simple cap and holder, or in

combination with it as tlie \\\>\<eT iron of a double iion jdanc.

64. Manufacture OF Puers; Henry Wilkinson, CoUinsville, Connecticut.

Claim The mode of constructing malleable iron pliers, by casting one-half over the other in the manner

descriljed.

t)5. Horse Power ; T. H., J. E., J. F., and R. J. Wilson, Athens, Georgia.

Claim—The annular tread or way, A, wheela, C, any proper number being used and attached to axles, d,

and the wheel, E.

66. MI1I/-ST0NE Dress; Samson Wolff, Vicksburgh, Mississippi.

Claim Dressing mill-stones with elbow-shaped furrows, which are partly concave in their transverse sec-

tion, or curved as shown at a, and partly beveled in tlic same section as shown at b, and so constructed that

all the featlier eilges of the main furrows radiate from the centre of the eye of the stone, and that the elbows

or commencement of the angles are at a point nearer the circumference than the eye of the stone.

67. Construction of Wooden Saddle Trees for Harness Saddles ; F. P. Ambler, Jr., Trumbull, Asssignor to

F. P. Ambler & Sons, Bridgeport, Connecticut.

Claim A saddle tree having a separate or independent raised seat of wood, made substantially as described.

65. Kailroad Chairs ; Elizur Barnes, Assignor to Edward Ciane, Dorchester, Jln-ssachusetts.

Claim 1st, Tlie use of elastic cushions over the web of the rail, in such manner as to counteract the re-

action of any downward force upon the rail, or any lateral thrust or pressure upon it. 2d, Tlie confining of

the rail between elastic cushions placed above the web of the rail, and umler thi' base of the rail, under such

a pressure that the rail will not be sensibly depressed by the weiglit of an engine or train passing over it, and

a constant tension will be maintiiined upon the screws which confine the rail. 3d, The moile of bringing the

upper surfaces of the rail to an exact level by the compression of the elastic cushion on which the rail rests.

69. Stoves ; J. S. Brown, Washington City, D. C, Assignor to self and Joseph Kent, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim Introducing the air which supports combustion of the fuel in the stove, through, around, or other-

wise, in contact with the smoke pipe, whereby a portion of the heat escaping through said smoke pipe is util-

ized in improving the combustion of fuel. Also, the valve, .arranged and operating in combination with the

draft pipe.

70. Apparatus for Distilling Turpentine; Leonard Bellingi-ath, Jr., Assignor to Duncan and Wm. McLaurin
and James W. Strange, Fayettevillc, Xorth Carolina.

Claim The arrangement of the inclosed air space between the alembic and outer jacket or case, when said

air space is furnished \vith air passages and an indicator of heat, so that the inclosed air may be heated by
conduction instead of by the direct application of the fire.

71. Corn Planters; Augustus C. Carey, Ipswich, Assignor to self and Alfred B. Ely, Newton, Mass.

Claim Tlie described arrangement of mechanism operating independently of the carrying wheels of the

machine, for the purpose of spacing off the distances between the hills, that is to say, the roller, the arras, and
the piece, O, arranged in the manner described.

72. Raxlroad Car Brakes ; 6. W. Cummlngs, Philadelphia, Assignor to D. K. Jackman and Joseph Hanna,
Lock Haven, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The combination of the draw head, c, dog, p, pushing rod. l, crank, h, shaft, E, crank, i, rods,

K, and blocks, f, when the several parts are arranged to operate as specified. 2d, The mechanism for throwing

lever, L, out of gear, consisting essentially of the rod, d, chain, n, and stationary pulley, o.

73. Drill for Gas Pipe; William Daggett, Troy, Assignor to A. B. Davis, New Lebanon, and W. H. Tolhurst,

Troy, New York.

Claim—Ist, The combination of the light and heavy springs and adjustable follower, with the drill spindle

and stock or frame, for the purpose of controlling and regulating the endwise movements of the drill spindle.

2d, The clamp composed of the adjustable jaws and foot, as described, when combined with the drill stock for

securing the latter to gas and water pipes.

74. Machine for Wringing Clothes ; Edwin Hager, Frankfort, Assignor to self and T. D. Aylsworth, Ilion,

New York.

Claim—The clasp and its attachment and adjustment to the tub, as described.

75. Sewing Machines; Charles A. Shaw and James Clark, Biddeford, and David T. Giveen, Saco, Assignors

to Shaw & Clark, Biddeford, Maine.

Claim—The combination of the looping machanism described, whereby the forward and backward lateral

and reciprocating rotary movements are given to the looper for the purpose described.

76. Railroad Chairs; Theodore Krausch, Susquehanna Depot, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The adaptation of a chair to, and the use of, transverse wedging, as described, or by gibbs, or if

in one, two, or more parts by bands, or by whatever other mode transverse wedging may be accomplished.

JrNE s.

77. Washboard; Silas M. Barrett, Rufiis S. Lee. and Jabez M. Waters, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—The teeth, arranged to the edges of corrugated sheets of metal for washboards, for increasing and
holding the edges of the sheet of metal in and to the sides of the legs of the board.

7S. Machine for Measuring. Registering, and RECEmxG Grain direct from Teireshino Machi.nss ; Peleg
Barker, Moscow, Michigan.

Claim—The combination and arrangement of the parts, for receiving, measuring, and registering grain
directfrom threshing machines. Also, in combination with the machinery for registering, two or more measures
or boxes, constructed for receiving the material to be measured.
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79. Raking Attachment to IlARrESTER8 ; Joha A. Barrington, Fredoricktown, Ohio.

Claim—The recipnicating or vertically moving rack piece, operating in conibinution with the shaft, hav-
ing an intermittent connexion with the crane, and the raketi ui>erated from tlie rotation of the bhaft. Also,

tlie conil)inatiou of rakes and slides, to which they are hung, and the grooves of the crane arm.

80. Lock; Jo8ci)h A. Uraden, La Orange, Georgia.

Claim—The slides jdat-fd relatively with the hars, as shown, and provided with the stationary teeth and
yioliling teeth, in combination with the bits placed on separuto arbors.

81. Apparatus for Slpplvinu Watkii to Steam Boilers; George Brodle, Little Rock, Arkansas.

Claim—The arrangement and combination of the cylinder, a, cylinders, Ji B, pistons, D D, E e, and cis-

terns, c c.

82. Bedstead Fastenings; George Burket, Crogham, Oliio.

Claim—Forming a bedstead fastening by a straight pin through the tenon, and two oblique pins through
the mortise.

S'i. MowiNO Machi.nes ; John Butter, Buffalo, New York.

Claim— 1st, The combination and arrangement of the jointed levers, for the purpose of supporting the
driving wheel, and giving flexibility to the machine. 2d, The arrangement of the carrying wheel near the
heel of the cutter bar. so that the finger bar will j)a8s thnnigh the wlieel. and the cutter bur (or connecting
rod) alsd vibrate thinugh the wlieel. M, Constructing the guard fingers so that they may be connected to
the finger bar, anil supiMirt it clear from the ground, and also allow the cutter bar to work on the underside
of the linger bar. 4th, The sleeve, when connected with tlie si>riiiir bars, for the purpose of suiiporting and
adjusting the driver's seat on the axle of the driving wheel. 5tli, The arniiigeuient and supixirt of the raker's

seat on the lever, tith. Supporting and can-yiiig the outer cud of the linger bar, by means of the specific ar-
rangement of the diviiler, wheel, and spring.

84. Method of Attachixo Ornaments to the Kak; 'William B. Carpenter, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—The mode of attju'liing ornaments to the car without boring or piercing holes therein, by the use
of the hooked shaped wire, li, in connexion with the wire. A, and the spring, C.

85. Sewing Machines ; D-.ivid 'VV. Clark, Bridgeport, Connecticut.

Claim—Regulating the extent of the feed by exjtanding or contracting the rear end of the lever.

86. Washing Machines; Edward B. Clement, Barnet, Vermont.

Claim—The adjustable foot brake, in combination with the slotted elbow brakes and connecting rods.

87. Admitting Lioht and Air through Steps, &c ; John B. Cornell, City of New York.

Claim—An illuminating and ventilating riser for door sills, &c., composed of a perforated and partially

glazed front plate, combined with an inner inclined glazed sash.

88. Preserve Ca.ns; II. G. Dayton, .Maysville, Kentucky.

Claim—The eniijloyment of the rubber band in combination with a metal cover and metal clamp.

89. Bed Bottom; Benjamin Griflin, Lawrence, Massachusetts.

Claim—The mortise bar, the open link, the lifter sjiring with the tapered slat, when combined and ar-

ranged for a bed bottom.

90. Writing Desk; Joseph II. Orimsley and Perry J. Aukncy, New Lexington, Ohio.

Claim—The application to, or construction of, writing tables or desks, in the manner described.

91. Machine for Cuttixo Out Stumps; Frederick Kettler, Mihvaukie, Wisconsin.

Claim—The circular frame, a, and the revolving frame, e, in combination with the cutting apparatus.

92. Apparatus for the Manufacture of Beer; George Ilabich, Roxbury, Massachusetts.

Claim—The combination, arrangement, and connexion of the copper, the mashing tun, the filtering ves-

sel or vessels, and the hop vessel, whereby the several operations connected with eiuh of such i)arts. can be
conducted, thioiigh the agency of the heat, from one furnace, and steam from its cojijier. Also, con.bining

and arranging the wort warmer with the copper, the hop vessel, tlie filtering vessel or vessels, and the mash-
ing tun. Also, the combinatinn of the condenser, the hoj) vessel, the cojijier, the filtering apparatus, and the

mitsliing tun, as connected aii<l arranged so as to ojierate together. ALso, tlie arrangement and combination

of the water heater, the mashing tun, the filtering upjiaratus, tho hop vessel, and the copjier, as connected

and made to operate together.

9.'J. K.XTENSKIN Table; William Ileerdt. City of New York.

Claim—The metal plates attached to the upper an<l lower surfaces of the hars, swaged or so formed oa to

bo jirovided with ledges and grooves which fit one into the other.

94. Machine for Gkindinu and Cutting; Franklin B. Hunt, Richmond, Indiana.

Claim—The arrangemi'Ut in the same machine of the two peculiarly constructed hinged at\justahle troughs

or boxes, spring set bar, and cutter or grinder shall, with spring key and radial arms.

9.'). Stop Watch; Charles K. Jacot, City of New York.

Claim—The manner of allowing motion to tho independent train by a pin. or its equivalent, on the esca|K»-

inent lever acting on the arms of the " whip" or "fly," and letting one arm pass at each jiulsation of the
balance.

Uil. Platform Scales; J. F. Keeler, Cleveland, Ohio.

Claim—The ap|ilication of a device for leveling the hearings of platform scales, when arranged a.s de«crit>od.

Also, c.imliiniiig with platfovm N<-ales,a weighted lever or indicator, in such a manner that the platform scales

may be used either with <ir witlmut it.

07. Bench Plane; II. L. Keinlall. Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim—The compensating piece, formed so as to be tightened by tho griiw, and have its face move parallel

to it.self, at) specified, whereby tho opening in ft°ont of tho hit is not dluiiuished by adjustment of the compen-
sator.

98. Device for Attaching Bits to the Brace; Samuel U. King, Windsor, Vermont.

Claim—The mode of lixing the tiwd or auger in its handle or bit stock, viz: by the proj(<ction on the tool,

in conuoxion with tho wcdgo uud the spring ajipUed to tho houdlo or stock, and the socket thereof.
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99. Revolving Fire Arm; Moses Kiiisey, Newark, New Jersey.

Claim

—

FiiinisliiiiK the dog witli the additional tonth. arranged to operate in comliination with sqnareor
cquivalcntly fiirnied huttoin parts of the backs of tlie ti'otli of tlie ratchet wheel.

100. Carriage Spri.vos; David M. Lane, West Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Providing the extremities of the plates with sockets to receive tlie ends of the wixxlen Bprings.

[The invention consists in constrncting the sjinng of steel and wood coniliined—curved liiirs of clastic

wood, sucli as hickory, being secured in a jjcculiar way to the inner and steel main i)lates.]

101. liURNERS FOR A'apor IjAmps ; C. B. Loveless, Syracuse, New York.

Claim—The crescent-sliaped generating chamber, d, and its arrangement with the Eiphon tnbc, chamber,
c, and burner, f.

102. Kefrigerating Pitcher ; W. W. Lyman, West Meriden, Connecticut.

Claim—The particular location of the v.alve, viz: in the thro;it of the nozzle, when said valve shnt.« into

instead of against tlie opening, and is constructed witli double sides, or made liollow, provided with a projec-

tion lip or shoulder, and having its seat provided with a lip or shoulder.

103. I'lANO-FoRTE Action ; John V. Marshall, Albany, New York.

Claim—The formation and position of the butt, as described. Also, the combination of the bntt springs

and biick cheek.

104 Device for Operatixq tue Dolt to obtain Taper in Shingle Machines; Elijah Morgan, Morgantown?
Virginia.

Claim—The combination of the eccentric roller, the sivings, and the lever stop and switch.

105. Method of Tanning; Jesse Morgan, Snmterville, South Carolina.

Claim—The compound composed of saccharine matter, glauber salts, and muriate of soda, in about the
proportions set forth, for the purpose of expeditiously couiidetiug the proceess of tanning.

106. Breech-Loading Fire Arms; George Wettorse, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.

Claim—1st, The percussion rod in a movable breech piece, in combination with the sliding bolt, when so

arranged that the lock in the act of firing shall both make fast the bi'eech-piece and fire the charge. 2d, The
construction and use of the globnlar surface on the front end of the movable breech-jjiece, in combination with
the end of the cylindrical cartridge case, for the purpose of more effectually ideventing the escape of gas at

the joint. 3d, The construction and use of the lever, when arranged for the purpose of retracting the cartridge

case.

107. Brake for Wagons, &c. ; Benjamin B. JIunroe, South Daniille, New York.

Claim—1st, The brake bar, when jointed in the manner sc-t forth. 2d, The extension perch, constructed

in the manner specified.

108. Machine fob Cutting Irregular Forms: William N. Oakes, Dana, Mitssachnsetts.

Claim—The combination of the two carriages, having a rectilinear motion at different speeds, with the
elongated pattern, tracers, and cutter, for the purposes set forth—not intending to claim an elongated patters

as such, or combined with other machinery to cut irregular forms, but only its combination with two carriages

having rectilinear motion at different speeds.

109. Improved IIeliographic Instrument for taking the Sun's Altitdde ; John Oakes, City of New York.

The main object of my invention is to find the altitude of the sun when the horizon is obscured—but I
by no means intend to confine its application to that condition, as it is obvious that it can be used as well when
the horizon is visible—but it is under the fonuer condition that it possesses an advant.'ige over the quadrant
and sexfcmt. I do not confine myself to the use of any particular sensitive prei)aration for the concave sm-face

of the hemisphere. But I

Claim—The hollow hemisphere having its concave surface prepared \\Tth a sensitive coating, and having
an orifice in the centre of its equatorial plane, through which to admit the sun's rays, to act upon tlie saiti sea-
Bitive coating. Also, the graduated plate with its appendages, combined with the hollow hemispliero.

110. Combined Umbrella and Head Rest ; Charles G. Page, Washington City, D. C.

Claim—Combining a head rest with an umbrella, as set forth.

111. Bee Hives ; Thomas Prosser, Birmingham, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The combination in bee hives of the labyrinthian passages, suspended shafts, and glass eBtrances-,

when said parts are constructed and airanged relatively to each other, in the manner set forth.

112. Ratchet Presses ; Philip H. Raiford, Mobile, Alabama.

Claim—The combination of the eccentric pawl and ratchet with the platen of a press.

113. Revolving Heels of Boots and Shoes ; James 11. Roome, City of New Y'ork.

Claim—The combination of the slotted or perforated glide, bent at its forward end, wth the hub bed shanfe
and notched rim plate, arranged as set forth.

114. Excavating Machine; Nathan Sanders and F. T. Sherman, Chicago, Illinois.

Claim—The extension fulcrum piece, in combination with the dipper shaft, so that when the dipper shaft
arrives at the point necessary for shifting the fulcrum, the fulcrum piece maybe thrown into gear and be car-
ried to the extremity of the crane.

115. Ink Rollers ; Alexander Schimmelfennig and Julius Ende, Washington City, D. C.

Claim—To manufacture ink rollers out of elastic ginns, such as caoutchouc or gutta percba, or of com-
pounds of the Latter, in the modes described, or in any similar modes.

116. Automatic Gr.un Weighing Machine; William and Thomas Schnebly, Hackensack, New Jersey.

Claim—The weighing of grain, Ac, automatically, under a continuous flow or otherwise, without emplov-
ing the gravity or weight of gii\in, being weighed for the purpose of checking or cutting off the supply of graia
entering into the receptacles to be weighed, or for the purpose of discharging the grain from the receptacles

in which it has been weighed, during the period of the process of weighing, or when the quantity of grain
is being determined or weighed. Also, providing the hopper with hinged valves, e.ach having a lever with
a weiglit on it, and attached thereto, when used in combination with projecting arms, which are made to
operate the same. Also, the balanced valve in its location below the hojjper, and above the stationary chute
or bridge, when used in combination with projecting anns, cams, Ac. and a pendulum with an adjustable

weight. Also, the toggle joints, in combination with vertical hinged valves.
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in. !*rF,AM Power Methe; George Prbiili, Mnrlison, Imliana.

Cluini—1 st, Till- cuiiibination of tlje one inilei)en(lcnt piwton, working in its cylinder, and actuated in oppo-
site directions alterniitely by the Hteiuu from oiijKwite endn of tlie eujpue cylimier, acting successively on itH

<i|i|)Osite sides or faces, ciirria^je, pendulum, main sjtring, secondary spring, friction wheel or roller, and disk,

arrangi'd for operation together. Ui\, DriviuK the disk in lR>th directions of its travel, by cords ojierated by
The engine, wliereby a Telot;it.T corresponding to the velrx-ity of the piston of the engine is at all times, and
tliroughout both strokes, conunuMJcated in a positive and accurate manner to the friction wheel. :i<l. I'roviil-

ing the driving cords witli conipi-nsating springs, when said cords and springs are combined for action with
tlie reciprocating disk and r'-ciprocating heiui block, or its equivalent, of the engine piston ro<l, to prevent
material pause of the disk at the end of each stroke, and irregularity in the action of the disk, by the driving
)iull on either cord, alternately jinxlucing stretch and the relaxing of either cord, when not acting as a driver
for the ]>uriHMe of securing accuracy in registering,

lis. JIauvesti.vu M.VL'Ui.N'tij ; 'NVm. H. Seymour and Dayton .S. Morgan, Brockport, Xew York.

Claim—1st, The combination of the changeable pinions and gi-ar wheel actuating the cutters of reaping
and mowing machines, with their centres sosituat'-d relatively, that the changesible jKirts shall always exactly
tit and gear when prc»|)<-rly placed, and not otherwise, "id. The combination of the repliiceable pini(jns witli

the series of hol'-s f >r th<' axle of the driving wheel of reaping and mowing machines, 8<j arranged with rela-

tion to each other that while the nite of motion of the cutter is changed, the height of the cutter from the
ground may be varied at the sjune time, the proiH-r rate of motion for the ditTerent heights Is'ing always »©.

cured, and in such manner that the changeable j)art3 shnll always fit and ge;ir when i)ro]>erly place<l, and not
otherwise.

119. Pu.N-cniNe, Maciiixes; D. 9. Sherman, Lowell, Massachusetts.

Claim—The manner of punching a nut, waslwr. or other article, from plate or bars, by forcing it lialf way
fiut (more or less) in one direction into a die. and then forcing it entin-ly out in tlie oji|«isite direction into

nnother <lie, for the inirpose of making the outside edges of the nut perfectly s<piare and free from a shar]) or
burr edge.

120. I'Rovi.aiov Cutter : William Smith. Cincinnati. Oliio.

Claim—The anangenn'nt of tli'' si-mi-cylindrical piece and guide slides, arrange'l with the stock and cir-

cular plat"', fur ft-eiling the provision to the cutters. Also, the iirrangcment of the screws, J J K and s s. with
the cutters and plate for adjusting the cuttei-s from and to the plate.

121. Hkpstead; William St. Charles. F.iirmont, Virginia.

Claim—The combination of tln'oMili'vices uewlyarrangi'd In the following manner—the collar, the tenons,

the holes, the nuts, and cylindrical bi-ard'-d wire, arrangeil in combination with the construction of the head
and fisit bixird, the whole being arrangid to ojjcrate conjointly.

122. Tailor-s' I'RESSIXG MAcni.vE; L. V. Storrs, Canton, New York.

Claim—Tlie lever, arm, "goose." and tremlle. when connected together and arranged relatively with each
other and the press-board, soas to operate :i8 set forth. Al.-'o.the particular manner of connecting the"giM>se"

to the arm. viz: having the " goose- " provided with the spindle, which p.xsses loosely through the r-phere of

the universal joint, whereby the "goose" is allowed an indeiiend"nt rotary movement,

12.3. Metallic Caps for Bottles, Jars, Ac; William J. Steven-'on, City of Now York,

Claim—Tlie constrnction of the cap with the band fitted and united to the exterior of a rim formed npon
its lieail, anil with a lap which is b-ft unsoldereil or simply tacked so .is to be capable of being laid h(dd of, to

etrijt the Irind from the exterior of the hcjul when it Is desired to open the bottle or Tcssel.

124. J'^MiT Machines; Duncan M. Vance, Urbana, Ohio.

Claim—1st. Tlie reciprocating wire cloth rubliers in connexion with a rotary fan, constructed as described.

2d. The double inclined grain screen combined with reciprocating rubbers.

]2o. iJiiAiN .Separators; A. .T. Vandegrift, I.exlngton. Kentucky.

Claim—The arrangement of the adjustable feeding tnl>e and distributor within the wind trunk, so that

the grain may be fnd in without allowing a ilraft or current of air to (iillow it. and so that the grain may Ik?

jirescnteil to the blast in thin sheets, and not have tbi-ir gnivitation affected by counter currents or eiltUe.s, or
accelerated by falling upon each other, or sliding i\»\\u from above.

12C. lIvoRAi Lie Uams; J. V Warner, rhiladelphi;i, rennsylvania.

Claim— I'sing the water after passing the puppet valve by conducting it to a vessel or cup. or biu«in. hav-

Ing a waste opening or o|K'nings in the Ixittom. and used as a [xtwer upon a lever or beam to overlwlancc an-

other power which is pn-ater when the cup is empty, and less when the cup or basin is full. The conducting

pipe, the il.Med valve chamlier. the set scnw fixed over the valve, the fulrrum, and Ix-am or lever, all tho

parts used in combination for the pinjiose of kee|>ing any hyilraulic nun to which it way be atta<^'hi-<l in mi»
tion,

127. Door Locks: L. Whitney, Tdedo. Ohio,

Claim—The combination of the slotted jilnte, n. arbor. E, and washer, o, as ilescrils><l.

[The Invention consists in the |H-eulinr manner of seeuring the iirUir of the knob in the Iwk. said knob
having a bit attaclieil to its inner iii'l. anil o|H'niting the Isilt m the arbor is turned.]

125. IIarvkstkrs; Tlmnias Wendell, Xew Albany. Indiana.

Claim—The arningeiiient of the rake on the eudletfs belt, operated around uud Isdow the ^t.itioiuiry plat-

form. In combination with the shaft, Is'lt. and lever.

129. Sash Kastenek; J. II. Whitherle, T'ptoii. Massachusetts.

Claim—The coinl.ination and arningeiiient of the rrtraifor. the pall or eatch, the spring, and the lever,

applleil ill the window simh and in relation to the rack of the sash I'nuue.

130. I'LAMMi M.iciiiNE; .1 A. WtxKlbury, Winchester. Massachusetts.

Claim—Ist, I'rob-ctlng the face of the iKianI in tonirueing and groorlng by pressure surfaces. constnirtiKl

and operating with mtary ciifters. 2d, The swivel guide when made to oiwrati' as desirilietl. 3<l. I'laiing tha

under iiitter at or near tjie end of the Ininie. for the purpose spiiified.

L11, Ai'r\R\Tfs EOR Si'i>poKTiN<i ANT> AwisTiMi (iRWERS FOR KsiiRAVlso M\cniNKs: John IIopo. Assignor

to self anil Tliomas Hope, Providence, Hliisle Island.

Claim—The curved arm or bar and the graver carriage, as combineil. together and with the graver lever,

and made to njierate therewith. Also, the uiUustable weighted arm. in combination with the balanced tracer

15«
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arm or gr'iver. Also, constructing the tracer carriage in two parts, in order tbat the tracer or graver may bo
adjusted in a vertical ilirectiun to cylinders or rollers of different sizes. Also, making the ami and the stop
adjustalilc on their shaft and rod, in order to bring them into proper positions to cause the elevation of the
graver under any situation of it on the surface of the cylinder, and when the lever is moved backward. Also,

making the weiglit in two parts, for the purpose specified.

132. Machi.ne for Finishing Solderkd Tuuing; Kdmund Jordan, Assignor to the Benedict k Barnham Manu-
liicturiiig Co., Waterbury, Connecticut.

Claim—The tiles or cutters attaclied to a tilting stock, which is fitted to a reciprocating slide, and operated
by means of the conuei'tinj; rod, crank, and stops. Al.so, the clani)) formed of the two plates attached to the
levers, which are connected to a treadle, the whole being arranged to operate as specified.

133. ExTENSioy T.vble; George Pratt, Boston, Assignor to John A. Ellis, Cambridge, and J. E Ilazleton, New-
ton, Mivssachusetts.

Claim—Tlio combination of the auxiliary turning stop and its recess, or the equivalent thereof, with the

main stop applied to one of the slides, and the r<'bate made in tlie other. Also, the combination and arrange-
ment of the two spring catches, catch bars, and the space, whereby during the motion of the supjuirter on
its hinges, one catch is mside to pass between the two catch bars, and one catch bar to pass between the two
catches.

134. Sewixo 5I.YcniNES ; A. W. Sangster, Assignor to V. M. Rice, Joel Thayer, James Sangster, and Eliza Rem-
ington, Buffalo, New York.

Claim—1st. The spring thread carrier, in combination with the stationary arm and feeding mechanism
operating together. 2(1, The combination of the shuttle and hook fe-stened together, or their ennivalents.

3d, The shuttle carrier, the case, and the cross-piece, wlicn operating together.

135. IIosE COCPUNGS ; Charles Vander Woerd, Assignor to Alvah Clark & Sons, Cambridge. Massachusetts.

Claim—The arrangement and combination of an elastic tube with the heads of the couplings, so as to

cover the joint, and allow the same to be kept tight 1)3' the pressure of the hquid.

136. Mode of Appltixg the Power op the Ste-^m Knoi.ne ; Jacob Widmer, Assignor to self and Howard Gil-

bert, New Haven, Connecticut.

Claim—1st, The combination of the rack w^ith the cams, B B, and grooves, b. 2d, The combination of the

levers witli the rack and cams.

JUNE 15.

137. AppAR.'VTrs FOR M.\NCF.\CTtn!iXG G.\s : John Absterdam, Boston, Massachusetts.

I do not claim the naphthaliziiig boxes or contrivances, made as described on pages 145 and 146 of

Pameirs Applied Chemistry, or any other contrivance similar to them, my invention being different from such

contrivances, as I employ for the passage of gas, spiral or serpentine unobstnicted passages made of cloth, or

any other fibrous or porous niay:-rial. connected with shallow chambers or reservoirs, or tlieir equivalents.

In carrying out my invention I do not enji)loy a capillary material which shall so fill the channel or giis pas-

sage as to niateriaily obstruct the How of gas" through the same. And, furthermore, by my arrangement of

the gas passage with reference to e;ich chamber and its leading pipes, I effect such an extended circuit of gas

in contact w ith tlie vaporizing .surfaces as to enable nie to bring the whole apparatus into a very small conipass,

in comparison with others in use, and having the same amount of naphthalizing power. I do not claim the

apparatus made of metal, or other suitable material, merely, as such solid apparatus is merely the skeleton,

to sustain the passages or tubes made of cloth, which line such solid chambers, accurately forming a tubular

passage of cloth through which the ga.s, air, or saturated vapor is driven. But I

Claim—The arranging of tubular passages made of cloth, or other similar porous fabric, which elevate

by capillary action the tluid in the chamlier, allowing space sufficient for the passage of the seriform fluid, and
allowing complete saturation of the latter, in the manner specified.

138. Disconnecting Car Axle Boxes from Pedest.vls ; AVm. D. Amett, Chicago, Illinois.

Claim—The lugs, recesses, and grooves, arranged with the pedestals and box cases, for disconnecting the

box cases from the sides of the pedestals.

139. Brick Machines; Gerard Bancker, City of New York.

Claim—1st. The use of the flanches, in combination with the feed box and rotating moulding plate, or

equivalents. 2d, The use of the air expeller piston, in combination with the rotating moulding plate and the

flauch, or equivalents, actuated simultaneously with the feed box. 3d, In combination with the rotating plate

the reciprocathig feed box, having the flanches attached thereto, the bell crank pin on the cam, when theso

several parts are constructed in the manner set forth.

140. House Bell ; Jason Barton, East Hampton, Connecticut.

Claim—The arrangement of the parts in a house bell, as specified.

141. Machine for Cutting Glaziers' Tins; John G. Baker, New Bnmswick, New Jersey.

Claim—The rotating drum provided with the cutters, two or more, in combination with the stationary

die or bolster provided with the recesses and the feed rollers.

142. Machine for Gathering the Toll in Grist Mills; Joseph Bartholomew, Dundee, New York.

Claim—The employment or use of a rotating; cylinder provided with chambers, and having valves or mov-

able bottoms so arranged and operated that as the "cylimler rotates the grist will be conveyed to the hopper of

tiie stones, or any proper receptacle, and the toll gathered or taken from the grist.

143. Apparatus for Manufacturing Gas ; Wm. Beaumont, Paterson, New Jersey.

Claim—In combination with the retort, the series of longitudinal flues and their communicating passages.

144. Machines for Crushing Stones ; Eli W Blake, New Haven, Connecticut.

Claim—The combination of the following features in the construction, arrangement, and movement of the

jaws, to wit: 1st, Making the acting faces of the jaws upright, or so nearly so that stones will descend by their

own gravity between them. 2d, Making the acting faces of the jaws convergent in such manner that while

the space between them at the top is sufficient to receive the stones that are U:> be broken, that at the bottom

shall be onlv sufficient to allow the fragments to pass when broken to the required size. 3d, Giving a short

vibratory movement to the movable jaw. I disclaim the above three features severally, and linut my claim

to their joint co-operation.
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145. Attacumext of Pipes to 'Wateu-Closet Baslns ; Vt'm. S. Carr, City of New York.

Claim—T)ie socket, rod, and nut, connecting tlie pipe and arm.

146. QiiLTiNci Frame; Alun.son Brown, Kochester, New York.

Claim—The conotruction of tlic frame and itn comhiuation with the standards, said frame consiflting es-
sentially of the revolving biirs, the end piecea, and the rigid bar, which bar revolves in the stundardd. Alao^
my methrxl of converting the whole into a cradle by meaiu of the reversible feet.

147. S\8ii Holder; Stephen R. Brown, East Kingston, New Hampshire.

Claim—Ai)))lying the spring so as to be capable of being slid or adjuBted lengthwise on its abutment, and
so as to bear against the lever bcariT in whatever position the spring may be set.

148. Operatixo CillR.vs; Addison (i. Bnisli, Great Bend. IVnusylvania.

Claim—The arrangement of the nvulving |>latfonu, having short arms or tiippets attached and operating
the churn diisher, in connexion wilh arms and shaft.

149. Mode of Heati.ng Kotart Boilers; C. S. Buchanan, Biillston, New York.

Claim—Combining and surrounding a cylindrical lioiler made to revolve upon its axis, with one or more
stationary env(doi>es, made of tire-brick, or any i>tliiT ci|iiivalent material, arranged at such distiiuce from said
boiler as to allow the tire and other products uf combustion to pass around the boiler, in the manner specified.
Also, arranging the stationary envelopes around a rotary boiler, in such manner as to le.ive both the ends and
the middle of the said boiler uncovered, for the respective pui-poses of protecting the journals at the ends of
the Ixiiler trom he^iting, and of allowing access to the man-hole. Also, in combination with a Ixiiler constructed
and operating in the manner described, I claim two furnaces arranged symmetrically in relation to the boiler,
whereby the heating of said boiler can bo effected in a more economical and uniform manner.

150. Seedixu .Machi.ne.s; &iniuel Burnside, Beading, Ohio.

Claim—The movable conveying tubes with hoes attached, in combination with the seed slides.

151. I'ocKET Supporter for Billiard Tahles; John E. Came and Simeon Havens, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—The arrangement of a strip of vulcaidzed rubber, or its equivalent, along the inner edge of the
pocket sui)porter, and between the same and its leather covering.

152. Lime-kilns; George W. Calkins and Henry ^Vhite, Clevelaml, Ohio.

Claim—The arrangement of a lime-kiln, or parts of a lime-kiln, as described, that is to say, the arrange-
ment of the furnaces provided with the diagonal mouths, in combination with the dani|iers, the ash pits, the
coU bliist ajierture, the flue, and a hinge chute draw, when tlie several parts are arranged with relation to each
other.

153. Hay and Cottox Prf.S8E8, &c.; Lincoln L. Cummings, Munnsville, New York.

Claim—The caps, sliding plates, and the bar, in combination with the screws and nuts.

154. Maciiixes for Hlllixo Bice; I'hilip Dickenhof, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The combination with the compensating delivery spout of a revolving clearer, interposed l>etween
the said spout and the hnlliiig niechanisni or surfaces. Also, the revolving clearer, c, with its opiiosite acting
sideji or edges shapi'd toprodnce similar action inojiposite directions of travel, and the outer ends of said edges
formed to counteract the centrifugal throw of the clearer.

156. Device in Feed Motion of Sui.ncle Maciiixes; Elbridgo Drake, Gardiner, Maine.

Claim—The application to shingle machines of the knee combined with the slide, in such manner as will
produce the desired effect.

156. Watch Cases ; James M. Durand, Newark, New Jersey.

Chum—Connecting the inner case of a watch to the outer one by a hinge and i)ivot, so that said inner case
may be raised up aud turned over, to make a hunting or oiien-faced watch without opening but one of the
bi7.7.les.

157-. Windlasses; John Harvey. Carniel, .Maine.

Claim—My mmlo of obtaining power by a windlass and ropes, constructed as specified; and I particularly
claim making the windlans with the conical or tJipering parts in coiOunction with the cylindrical ^larts, d £,
or cither.

158. Hand Prixtixo I'resseb; Charles A. Haikins. City of New York.

Claim—The application of the ink res<'rv(iir witli tin' pliiiigir or gate of giitta percha, or its equivalent,
for letting down the ink, in combination with the spring bed plate and the inking roller, which is accomnio-
<lated to the face of the type iu the process of iuking, by means of slots in the arm and spiral springs attached
to the same.

159. Sewixo MACiilxr.s ; Abial C. Herron, Bemson, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of tlie mecliaiiisni by which the feeiling surfaces upon both sides of the cloth

are moved as stated, and by which the motions priuhued are combined and applied at the siune time to the
feeding surfaces upon Ixith sides of the cloth, vi/. : the arrangement of the rocker shafts above anil U'low the
table, with the connecting anil intermittent pri'ssure mechanism, or its rquivalent, wheR-by 1 lun enabled to

fii'd the article to be sewed between two smcHith surfaces, both having a positive uniform, inde|ieiiilent, and
intermitting motion. Also, the arrangement of the meclmnism, or its equivalent, for interweaving two threjula

uiHin the upper surface of the cloth.

160. Manufacture of Burxino Fluids; Levi L. Hill, Greenport, New York.

Claim—1st, The use of caoutchonsine for imparting greater volatility, as well n-s greater stability, to my
romponmls. 1 wish to be distinctlv undeistiMsl as claiming the use of ciuiiitchonsine only in combination with

the liquids desi-rilH'd. M. The liquids described as newbian oils, A ii c n, having the com|)ot<ition ami pnqior-

titw set forth, to be used singly or In such relative proportions and aduiizturos us may appear necessary to ac-

complish the purposes set forth.

161. Ueducino Wheel Tires; Iris Hobson, Stout's Grove, Illinois.

Claim—The sliding curved anvil formed of one straight and two semi-elliptic spring Imrs, and furnished

wilh two holdingjaws, in combination with two tiH.lhed stationary jaws and a vise screw.

162. Field Fence: Thomas Hoge. Waynesburph, Pennsylvania.

Olalm—The round hole or mortise through the sill or chair, with the prqfpcting ends of the boards p«»»-
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iiiR tlirmigh said hole or mortise, nnd the adjustable brace, with a hole or scries of holes in its upper cud, and
the battens.

163. Skiht Hoops ; David Holmes, Wcstfleld, Massachusetts.

Claim—1st, Tlie connexion of the hoops, by intcilacing hoops in the manner described. 2d, The attach-

ment of the loops to the hoops by two lijjped cla8])S, applied in tlie manner described. 3d, The foraiation of
eyes in the braiding at the oxtreniitics of the hoo])s, to serve as slides.

16-t. App.\nAT0s FOR Dlstilling Oils; John Ilowartli, Salem, Massachusetts.

Claim—Tst, In combination with fhi' still, the reservoir placed above the level at which the oil is to be
kept in IIk' still, and the worm heated as descrilied, or in any other manner whereby heated oil under ])ressur(i

is ted into the still in such a manner as to keep the oil therein always at one anil the same level. 2d, The use

of a pipe coniniuniiating with tlie several vii])or sjiaces within the still, when by the condenser is relieved

from the incondensable gases that are generated in the still, and which jirevent the eflVctive condensation of

the vapor. 3d, A cuttei- formed in the neck of the still, for the purjiose specified.

165. Post and Pile Driver; Oliver Ilyde, Bcnicia, California.

Claim—The suspemling of the gin from the top by any of the mechanical appliances known to accomplish
that end. thereby enabling a jiost-diiving machine to acconimodat(! itself to any uneveimess of the ground
over which it may be moving. Also, the sextant-formed tiame to keep the gin in position.

166. Manufactdre op Hound Belting ; Marshall Jewell, Hartford, CoimecticuL

Claim—A new manufacture of round leather belting, comi)08ed of two or inoro thicknesses, stitclicd and
twisted, as shown.

167. Tanni.ng LE.4.THER; Horace G. Johnson, Cleveland, Ohio.

Claim—The use of the Anthemis Cotnla, or any other species of Manita, either separately or mixed with

Terra Japonica in any proportion, or combined with filnm and common salt, or their chemical equivalents, in

the manner set forth, not intending, however, to confine myself to the exact i)roportiou8 named.

168. Adjustable Hanger for Shafting; \Vm. Johnson, Lambertvillo, New Jersey.

\Vhat I claim is not the employment of a box with trunnions or pivots solidly attaclied thereto, nor a box
movable by means of a ball and socket, nor the ailjusting of the box in position, either vertically or laterally,

by means of screws, or screws and nuts, with or without a vertical stem, cairying the box with it, nor in u
particular proportion, size, or shape (except in the jjarticulars mentioned of any of the parts). But it is the

cylindrical instead of the globular form of the curved surfaces of the box, the axis of each cylinder (of which
the opposite surfaces are parts) being at right angles to the other, and the a.xes of both being at right angles

to the axis of the box or tube itself, so as to allow either ])airofo]i|iii,-iite pings or blocks to serve as trunnions,

or pivots, or centres, upon which the box or tube may turn or revolve longitudinally, and so that the action

or pressure, or strain of, or upon, the box, in whatever direction or from whatsoever cause, shall always be

perpendicular to the several surfaces of the box and of the plugs or blocks pressing against the same, and so

that the plugs or blocks become so many perfect abutments, always acting perpendicularly and never ol)li(|uely

against the point of resistance, thereby securing a greater degree of com]]actness, simplicity, and strength

relatively to the weight of material and costs of construction, than by any other methods.

Claim—The two pairs of cylindrical surfaces at right angles to each other and to the axis of the box, in

connexion ^vith the four plugs or blocks, each with a cylindrical curvature fitting to that of the bo.\, and se-

cured and adjusted by the four screws.

169. Retorts for Generating Gas ; Wm. H. Lauback, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The construction of the retort with a convolute passage made in two parts, fitting together

in the manner described, whereby a great amount of heating surface is obtained for the conversion of tin'

vapor into permanent gas, and provision is made for cleaning out the passage. 2d, Combining the movable

cover with the valve of the charger, by means of a T-shaped head on the valve stem and pins, inside the said

cover, or their equivalent, to regulate the supply of fluid material to the retort while in operation by turning

the said cover.

170. Corn IIuskers ; Lucius Leavenworth, Trumansburgh, New York.

Claim—Attaching to the arm or other part of the chair, the two rollers, or their equivalents, in the rela-

tive position. Also, the combination of the hinged lever, curved chisel, and rollers, with a seat or chair.

171. Ivory Frame Composition : J. M. Legare, Aiken, South Carolina.

Claim—The employment of any saponified material, in combination with a neutral clay, as a basis ofmy
composition.

172. Seeding Machines; D. B. Neal, Mount Gilead, Ohio.

Claim—The peculiar arrangement of the gauge slide, the screen, and the pin, with the bottom and seed

slide, for the purpose of regulating the quantity of seed to be discharged, and at the same time preventing

straws or chalT from choking the slide.

173. Fastening for Double Doors; George H. Lindner, Iloboken, New Jersey.

Claim—The catches having cams attached to their inner ends and arranged with the slides, baring springs

c, placed on them, in connexion with the plate, f, and springs, e, the whole being applied to the door, B, so as

to be used in connexion with the fellow door, c.

174. DooR Locks; John R. Marston, City of New York.

Claim—The sliding key-hole cover, constructed as described, and acting in combination with the bolt, for

the purpose of making a door lock proof against any outside communication when locked from the insido

without requiring any adjustment.

175. Cotton Seed Planters ; Arnold McDonald, Salem, Mississippi.

Claim—The combination of shaft, t, its grooved seed distributing wheel and sterrers, with hopper.

176. Lamps for Lighting Gas; Charles Mcintosh, Jersey City, New Jersey.

Claim—Constructing the lamp with a vertical, or nearly vertical, passage through it, when used in con-

nexion with a lantern.

177. Washing Machine ; B. D. Morrell, Windham, Maine.

Claim—The fitting and adjusting up and down of the rubber over and within a hollow detachable me-
tallic socket projecting up from the bottom of the tub by means of a central hole, a revolving spindle, and
eliding collar.
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178. Mf.tai-uc Window Blixps; ClmrlcH Nwr, Troy, New York.

Clsiim—iHt, CoimectiiiK the Blatn of inptallic l)lin(ls liy means of gtapjes in.wrtcd into a foli]e<! metallic

etrip, wlien Ijeiit up Hnd wcureiJ. 2(1. The circular H|)ririg tenon foniierl on the ends of sheet nietiil. Mind slata

to he in.serted into the hole in the stiles, and cause the necessary fiiction, hut prevent the tenon hending. 3d,

In comhination with said sheet iiMt;il Idind slats, tlie metallic frames fonned of the detachuMe rails and taper-

ing Mtiies. 4th, Ueveliiig the stilis I'acli way from the line of holes receiving the eiidH of said metallic blind

Hlats, for the |iur]>ose of giving freeduni to the slals when opened, but forming a tight joint when closed.

17y. Cracker .Macmink; Charles Xeer, Troy, New York.

Claim—1st, The grating ])orforated with conical holes, in combination with the dongh-box and follower.

2d, The worker, having the eccentric motion 8i>ecifled, and provided with the cavities. 'M, The plate, 7, formed
with the Convex parts, 15.

180. Apparatus for Kaisino Scxken Ves-stls; Milo Oslwm, Osbornville, Ohio.

Claim—The sinker arranged with lli(^ ro<l. adjustable hooks, and bail, and in combination with the buoy
and clasp, the siime operating in connexion with the aible.s, A and l>.

181. Ci.0TUi«i Frame; Knos I'age, StreetKborough, Ohio.

Claim—The combined sections, i j K, composed of the vertical jointed and folding standards, in combina-
tion with the adjustable cross-bars, when arranged as ilescribed.

182. Invalid Bedstead; Joseph I'arker, Liverpool, England; patented in England, December 14, 1S&7.

Claim—1st, The nnslo described of constructing and ojieratlng the movable part.s of invalid t>edsfends.

I claim, particularly, the combination of the movable head-board with the niovalde frame, and also the at-

tachment of the bolster to the head so iu< to prevent it from slip|iiii;r behind the jiatient. '2d, The use and
application for the purposes mentioned, or for analogous purjiose.-, of the movable foot-Ixiard, and the mode
of constructing and operating the game.

183. Machines for Cleaxino Grain; Wm. Partridge and G. W. .Shaw, EUicott's Mill.', Maryland.

Claim—The combination of the spike-studded beaters, o, upon drum, D, with the notched and grooved
dress of the outer ciisiiig. Also, the ociniliination of the i)an, clianiber. channels, and blast trunk, adjustable

by means of the vertically moving spout att.iclied to sliding breast piece.

184. Straw Cutter.s; C. I'. Perry, Xorristown, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The shaft, E. with its pinions, j, the shaft, z, with its wheel, R, and the spindle, p, with it'( pinion K,

when the .said shafts are linked togitlier, and the said wheels and pinionsarearrangcd with respect to each other.

185. Car AVoeels; John Pugh, Franklin, Tennessee.

Claim—The employment of the hollow or tubular spoke, combined with the solid siwke, for the purpose
of respectivel}' receiving the strain arising from the unequal contraction in cooling of the different volumes
of metal in the inner and outer sections or portions of the rim independent of each other.

180. Gas Burners; A. II. Ray, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—The described gsis burner, consisting essentially of the chaml)er, heating tube, and the cone, or
its equivalent.

187. Device for Holding Sheep while being Sheared; D. R. Beed and J. E. Chapman, Castile, Xevf York.

Claim—The adjusting wheels and bed fitted to a suitable base.

188. Metallic Hubs for Carriage 'Wheeis; S. J. Russell. Chicago, Illinois.

Claim—The wedge-shaped projections when employed in connexion with the spaces and hooks for receiv-

ing the flpokis, and locking the two parts of the hub firmly together. Also, the use of India rubber to protect

the woody tibre of the sjiokes.

189. Retorts for Distilling Oils prom Coal; T. D. Sargent, Washington City, D. 0.

Claim—The use of the cylinder retort made of claj', and so arranged as to revolve upon its axis during
the jirocess of distillation, or in place of a whole revohition, making only three-fourths of a revolution and
turning back again, thus pro<lucing an o.scillatiiig motion for a clay retort.

190. Construction of Harness Pads; R. .M. .Selleck, City of New York.

Claim—1st, The cast iron frame having the depn'ssions. E E, in combination with the recesscfl, O, cast on
each side, for the side straps to fit in. lid. Tin- under plates or clamps to secure the pads, provided with hooka
fitting into the depressions and recesses on the frame, the ends of tlie i>ad being secured by screws.

191. Light Reflector ; Wm. F. Shaw, Boston. Massachusetts.

Claim—A Inminous reflector or lamp shade miule of conducting or slowly conducting material, constructed

so as to operate us iluscrilied, l)Oth us to the reflection of light und the dis|>ersion of heat and light.

192. Weather .''tiiips for Doors; M. M. .Sludlaberger, Joliet, Illinois.

Claim—The plate or striji, c, provitleii with end pieces pivoted to the oising by pivots or .screws. pn».«ing

through oblong slots in the end pieces, and having one of the plates connectttl to a slide provided with a catch,

which, when llie door is cliwed, jmsses within a recess in the door,und over plate, l, the uImjvc parts Wing used
In connexion with the plate, J.

193. KuRN.ACKS FOR BURNING Bagassk, &c.; EvttH Skelly, Plaqueminc, Louisiana,

Claim—The angular internal projections, central cone, und air |>aw«g<-a. combined und urnmgiil as do-

scribed.

194. Ice Pitcher; George W. Smith. Hartford. Connecticut.

Claim—Surrounding doulile wall pitchers with an aildltional concentric sliell, and their double Imftoms
and rovers wilh corresponding adililioiial disks, for the purpose of protecting the same from iK'ing battered
through cnndessness in handling, and other raus(>s, and preserving fhein fmin the direct contact of extermU
heat, aixl thus keeping a colder body of air in contact with them, of such tempernlun" as shall not only more
tlioroughly pn'serve llie cold tem|K'rature of the ice and water contained in the said pitchers, but also prevent
the coiidi'nsation of air on the exterior surliices of the some, and the consequent diipping of the water thus
accumulated therefrom.

195. Hauve-stebs; S. F. Smith, ^lagncdia. Illinois.

Claim—The nppliration of the rake to (he reid of areaping machine byineansnf the sliili^, guides, rollers,
longitudinal planes, ami rod sjiiral spring, when these several imrta are constructed as 8|H.-cillvd.
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196. Brick-kilxs ; G. L. SmuU, Meadville, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Ist, The moulding wheel, in combination with the press, toggle joint, P, and the incline plane, o,

for oiicratiiig the fullowciH. v v. 2d, The hook:*, s, ojii iiitcd hy the crank, j, for operating through tlie rod, K,
the toggle joint, F. Od. Tlie half wheel, I, in coinbinaliuii witli tlie pinions, H and G, cranks, n and ni, and con-
necting rod, 11, for giving intermittent motion to the moulding wheel.

197. Clasp for Skikt Hoops; Thomas Wallace, Jr., Ansonia, Connecticut.

Claim—The clar^p formed with lips at each side of each end, and with teeth at its edge.

198. Piano-Forte Actions ; Henry Steinway, City of New York.

Claim—The spring attached to an arm at the back of the jack, and arranged relatively to the hammer,
and in combination with the spring thus arranged and applied, the hooked screw applied to the arm, aa de-
scribed, to adjust the spring relatively to the hammer, and confine it laterally in a proper position.

199. Locomotive Sig.\.\ls; A. E. Turnbull, Springfield, Ohio.

Claim—Tlie combination of the additional lever, F, u]ion which the second stake or obstruction, h', ope-
rates, with the lever, e, for sounding the whistle, whereby the duration of the blowing of the whistle cisn be
continued to any required extent, and stopped.

200. Gux Carriage; G. J. Tan Brunt, Dedhani, Massachusetts.

Claim—The application of friction apparatus to the gun carriage and tongue, in such manner that when
the carriage is being retracted or under recoil, it shall be elevated in a manner to raise its wheels off the deck
or floor under it, and cause the whole weight of the gun and carriage, or that of the latter, to be borne by the
tongue or fiiction apparatus, and in a manner to increase the friction and pressure of the friction bearers or
the tongue on their supporting surface. Also, the arrangement of the shaft, the friction bearers, and their
eccentrics and strips, or equivalents, with reference to the gun carriage and the tongue thereof. Also, the com-
bination of the tripper with the tongue and friction apparatus, the same being for the purjiose and to operate
as specilied. Also, the combination of the adjustable spring stop with the gun carriage and the lever of the
friction apparatus.

201. Field Fence ; H. S. Wentworth, Norvell, Michigan.

Claim—The combination with tapered movable posts of movable panels attached alternately uiwn oppo-
site sides.

202. Hartesteks; S. TVilliams, Stockton, California.

Claim—1st, The combination of the draft piece, side piece of frame standard, lever, and rod, connecting
the same with the frame arranged for joint operation. 2d, The short axles, dejjending arms thereof suspen-
sion pieces, finger bar, and wheels, connected together, in combination with the aforesaid arrangement for

elevating the finger bar.

203. Hulling Stone Dress; John A. Wilson, Dover, New Jersey.

Claim—The manner of generating and constructing fturows in hulling stones, for the purpose of equal-

izing the distribution of the grain over the surface of the stones, so as to prevent clogging at the eye, and re-

taining the grain on the periphery of the stone until perfectly hulled.

204. Machines for Sizing Hat Bodies ; S. W. Wood, Washington City, D. C.

Claim—Sizing or planking hat bodies by rolling the bat continuously forward, that is to say, in one direc-

tion between endless belts running in opposite directions, and at different or variable velocities.

205. Seed Drills; M. C. Younglove, Clevelend, Ohio.

Claim—The connected series of compound pocketed seed cylinders, in combination with the sliding sleeve

journal and the adjusting screw.

206. Argand Gas Burners ; Wm. W. Batchelder, Assignor to Wm. L. Townsend, City of New York.

Claim—Surrounding the cylindrical flame of an argand burner with supplemental jets, placed at such dis-

tances from each other, and from the central flame, that they shall neither intermingle with each other nor
with said flame, and of such number as will produce the effects described.

207. EoTART Cultivators ; E. T. Bussell, Shelbyville, Indiana, Assignor to Wombaugh, Brothers, Cincinnati?

Ohio.

Claim—The arrangement of machinery, substantially as set forth, for breaking up and disintegrating the

earth for purposes of agriculture.

208. Propeller; C. F. Gardiner, Assignor to self and H. D. Gardiner, East Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—The arrangement of the wheels, w w, on the heads of the shafts, with the rack, r, and wheel, w,

geared therewith, operating to reverse the paddles, in combination with the wings and tongues of the shafts.

209. Kevolving Fire Arm ; F. H. Harrington, Springfield, Massachusetts, Assignor to Horace Smith and D.

B. Wesson.

Claim—The combination of the stop bolt, the jointed thumb piece, of the hammer, with the revolving

cylinder.

210. Breech Loading Cannon; J. H. Murrill, Assignor to self, James Flynn, and Peter Emrich, Baltimore,

Maryland.

Claim—Tlie employment of the slot serving as a pocket for the reception of the charge in a proper jxisi-

tion for entering the bore, when arranged in combination with a packing. Also, the employment of the screw

B, in combination with the packing, operating in the manner as described, for the purpose of closing the cham-
ber anil ramming the charge at the same operation.

211. Spring Bed Bottom; George E. Safford, City of New York, Assignor to self, F. G. and F. T. Ward, Buf-

falo, New York.

Claim—The jointed frame, hinged beneath and supported above, in combination with the springs.

212. Car AVheels, &c. ; Webster AVilloughby. Assignor to W. H. Wizeman, Markwell, Mississippi.

Claim—The combination of the slotted bars or spokes, a. and oscillating hub, e, and disk, b. for snspend-

ing the axle of the wheel in advance of the centre of the tread portion of the wheel, with the additional disk

or wheel, h, for keeping the tread portion of the wheel and disk, b, in a vertical position during its revolution.
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213. Floating Revolvino Whaep; Henry Albro, Covington, Kentucky.

Claim—Tho revolving or floating pior for changing the position of the berth of ferry boats, in order to
facilitate their lauding wlien strung currents or other obstacles interfere.

214. Urick Machi.ves; Francis Allen, Uo.-iton, Massiichusetts.

Claim—The conibinatliin of the |>ri«niatic striker and its edge clearer, with the hopper and the mould
carrier. Also, the ui)|>lic;itii>n <jf the niouiil joint coverer or ijar, to the discharging pawwige of the hopper, and
so as to coviT the joint lietween the two ahntting ends of two moulds. Also, the armngement of each mould
directly over a joint between two sections of tho mould carrier, and bo as to cover and protect the i<aid joint
in combination with the projection and recess, or the equivalent thereof, applie<l to the mould and the carrier

215. Keciprocatixo Rotary Engine; George Ambrose, City of New York.

Claim—Tho arrangenicnt and coml)ination in a rotary engine, in the manner specified, of tho following
peculiar features, to wit :

— 1st, A sfcitionary axle furnished with two ports, one answering as the supiil v and
the otiier as the exhaust to a series of cylinders, said ports bi-ing separated by a transverse S-shaped partition
HO that the steam shall be received at one end of the axle and exhanst<>d through the other. 2d, A series of
revolving cylindc-rs. with pistons whose rod.s have friction r.>ll<-rs on their outer ends. 3d. An annular groovetl
eccentric rim. which hius an inner and outer bearing for sjiid friction rollers of the piston rods. 4th, Two cut-
off sliii.'s. one arranged at the supply and the other at the exhaust port of the hollow axle, and int'emiciliate
between the revolving hub of the steam cylinilers and said stationary hollow axle, for the purpose of regulat-
ing the admission of steam to. and the escape of the same from, the cyUnders, as may be desirable or necessarr—all of the above [larts being for united use.

216. rREVENTiNu CARS FROM Rdnsi.vo OFF THE TRACK; Leverett B.all, Auburn, New York.

Claim—Tlie double flanch railroad car wheels, with the brojul space between the flanches. and the strong
flat-cilge tianch or car wheels, in combination with the iron plate, tlie guide rail, the clasp, gwiv«l rail and tho
ends of the rails.

217. Device for Adjcsting Plane Irons; Leonard Bailey, Winchester, Massachusetts.

Claim—The combination of the movable friction plate separate from the plane iron and its adjuster or
tho eijuiviUent of the latter, with the throat of the plane stock.

218. Furnaces for IIeati.vg Steam Boilers, Ac; Gideon Bnntz, Frederick City, Maryland.

Claim—The arrangement of the fire chandlers, i a. contracted throats, e e, auxiliary combustion reservoir,
C, provided with the ceiua-reversa bridge plate, m n, and door, h', reverberatory chambers, D p, with doors, h
h, and the diving or ilirect fl«ie, e.

219. R.ULROAD Chair ; K. R. Barnes, Brookfield, Connecticut.

Claim—The two jaws attiicUed respectively to the base plate and wedge.and provided with the horizontal
projections, the ha^v plate having a recess formed on it to receive the wedge, and the wedge secured firmly in
jKisition by the key.

2:20. Hemp Harvesters; Tliomas Berry, Lonisburg^i, Kentucky.

Claim— 1st, The combination of the a<lju.stable front supporting wheel, obliquely set slotted guide plate,
and adjusting lever. 2d, Arranging the reel and the gi-ariug which drives it on the' jointed frame, which is
pivoted to the main fniiiie and connected to an ai^usting lever. 3d, The combination of transverse bundlin"
bars, one stationary and the other pivoted, so as to vibrate up and down with the main pi-opelling aile by
means of a pin on the axle, a pivoted lever, a spring rocking arm, and connecting link.

221. Handle for Screw-drivers; Oliver Bond, Buffalo, New York.

Claim—Tlie ratchet ferrules, c ami n, when attiu-lied to the handles, A and B, and used in combination tho
wime being protected by the surrounding band ferrule, E.

222. Uefkiokrator; John D. Barton, Charlestown, Massachusetts.

Claim—The arrangement of the separato refrigerating chambers, the ice chamber, and tho air passages
leiiding from the latter into the separate refrigerating chaiid>crs.

223. CoMFiiNKn Kailroad Track and Cast Iron Pavement; Walter Bryent, Boston, Massachusetts, Assienor
to Daniel D, Badger, City of New York.

Claim—Tlie combination of a ciLst iron pavement and railway, cast and united together in suitable sections.
Als<i. the combination of the tenons and mortises on the emls of the rails, and the alternate over and undei-
la|ipiiig toiigiies on the edges of the pavement, for tho pur[iose of interlocking tho adjacent sections of the
combiiieil i«ivement and railway.

224. Kailroad Car Seats and Berths; Sidney C. Case, Detroit, Michigan.

Claim— 1 St. Kxtending the backs of the wats nearly to the floor of the car, and suspending said backs on
pivots or centres a short distance above the lower ends, an<l jinividing the seat portions with pins near their
vibrating edges, which enter and rest in corresponding mortises formed in the sides of tho car, and partitions
formiti;; the ends of the seals. 2d, The |)CH?uliar methiHl of conni-cting the lierth platform together, and raising
them out of the way to the roof of the car, when not di'sired to be used, and lowering them to firm l>erths,
by means of segmental grmives formed in. or secured to. tho transverse partitions, and round and oblong pins
or studs on the ends of the platforms which traverse in them, the said giHHives being so fonned, ami in such
relation to eiudi other, as to enable the berth platforms to be rolled upwiird, connected, and tilted, and 8u»-
iH'niliMl nejir the roof of the CJir, and detached and lowered as occasion may require,

220. Machine for Rai.sinu Marl Diiit, Ac; Thomas F. Cliristman, WiWn, North Carolina.

Claim—The aiyustable marl clirt and wafer elevator, in combination with the movable pinions, cross-bar
and endless apron, and with tlie ailditionid elevator ami extension piece.

*

220. Mode OF Api'LVtNo Lkver Power; (b-orge K. Clay. Stillwater, Minnesota.

Claim—The combiuatiim of the oscillating arms or bars si-curod to the pinion, K, and cog wheel, F, which
turn bH)sely on the horizontal shaft. A, ami pinions, K L, and cog wheel, M, for gearing the two arms togctlier.

227. Regulators; John H. Cooper, Philadelphia, Pi'nnsylvania.

Claim—Guiding the inverti'd cup. G, by an arm. P, when the latter is loodely jointed to tho casing and to
the cup. Also, combining the coupling screw, v>, tho valve seat, e e, clianibcr, E, and the Inclined outlet, B,
with each other.
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228. Gas Burners; Robert Cornelius, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Constructing fleh-tail gas burners with an interior annular space extending to the commencement

of the holes of discharge. Al.so^ the an.iciliaiy holes, in combination with a fish-tail burner.

229. Car Couplings; C. B. Cotter, Ifarrisburg, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The jieculiar arrangement of coupling bar, a, as constructed, in combination with the spring jaws,

the lugs, anil the riglit and left screw, for the purpose of making a self-Kionnecting and self-disconnecting car

coupler and friction bumper.

230. Cohn Harvesters; R. B. Corbin and James Morris, St. Augustine, Illinois.

Claim—The rake teeth and box attaclied to the body of the wagon, and made to communicate with said

body by means of the inclined trough or plane.

231. aiETAi.Lic Lath ; John B. Cornell, City of New York.

Claim—Forming an improved pla.ster-snpporting metallic surface of a closely united series of sheet metal

sections, whose edges are first inclined iuwanlly and then outwardly into substantially the shape shown.

232. Met.v^llio Uolling Shutters; 'William W. Cornell, City of New York.

Claim— My improved sectional metallic shutter, composed of a series of sections whose edges are fir-it

broiigUt to the proper shape and then combined with each other by securing said sections to cla«tiv metallic

strips.

233. Pans for Evaporating Cane JncE; D. M. Cook, Mansfield, Ohio.

Claim—The evaporator, in combination with fire-place and flue, the rockers, the levelling frame, the rub-

bers, and the flauclies.

234. Cutting Button Holes ; Charles Currier, Providence, Rhode Island.

Claim—The lever provided with cutters, in combination with the adjustable bed and gauge. Also, the snips,

made separate from the parts of the cutters and attached to the j)lates by means of the screws, whereby tho

snips may be readily detached from the parts, e, of the cutters, and sharpened or ground with facility.

2.3.5. PLOUons; Alexander Dickson, Hillsboro', North Carolina.

Claim—Tlie supplemental land-side and coulter, arranged and applied to the plough, as shown.

236. Coupling Box for Shafting; Wm. B. Dunning, Geneva, New York.

Claim—1st, The coupling box. 2d, The means used for securing the same together, as described.

237. Repairing Cast Iron Cyunders ; Samuel Falkenbury, Susquehanna Depot, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The uniting the old and new cast iron in the box of steam cylinders, which consists of drilling

the broken jiarts for increase of expanding surface, and the application of a charcoal or other fire to equalize

the expansion previous to pouring the metivl.

235. Metallic Roofing; J. C. Gaston, Oxford. Ohio.

Claim—Ist, Connecting the plates for a metallic roof by means of yielding joints, consisting of only two
thicknesses of metal, and formed by overlapping the flanches turned in the same direction on opposite edges

of each plate, in combination with the boarding of the roof, formed of different thickness of plank, to corres-

pond with the difference in the level of the plates, when connected, and so arranged as to give support to the

under side of the plates, and also to the joints. 2d, The combination of the lock on the lower corners of tho

plates (formed by the book in one plate, and the slot in the other, or their equivalents.) with a side joint formed

by the overlapping of the plates.

239. Corn IIuskers; Burton Hazen, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—The stationary and rotating knives and rotating bar or hammer combined.

240. Shingle Machine; Jerrie B. Hall, Brunswick, Maine.

Claim—1st, Tlie combination of rods with their pins, thimbles with their slots, sleeves, and the palls, in

combination with notched wheels and feed rollers, fur feeding the bolt to the saw. 2d, The arrangement of

frame in relation to the other parts, for fastening and holding the bolt while being sawn. 3d, The hing«d

fender with its cord and spring. 4tli, The combination of springs, clutch lever, j', lever, r, car, n, with its

catch, s', cams, Q and p', in combination with pulleys for giving motion to the carriage

241. Corn Planters ; Pascal Hatch, Norwich, Vermont.

Claim—Combining the glazed receptacles with grain boxes, and with the delivering apparatus connected

therewith.

242. Air Heating Furnaces; John P. Hayes, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, .\draitting hot air to the upper surface of the fire for the combustion of the ga.ses arising

therefrom, by making the fire tiles or lining of the fire chamber in numerous vertical sections, with the de-

pressions in the adjoining sides of the same, so that when the said sections are placed together, side by side,

in the fire chamber, air spaces or fiues will be produced between, so as to heat and discharge currents of air

into the upper part of the fire chamber, in the manner described. 2d, Making a direct communication between

the said air flues and the ash pit, by means of the openings, w w, or their equivalents, in the foundation plate

upon which they rest. 3d, Forming the top and side plates of the furnace body, so that each of its said top and

Bide plates, 1 and 1', may be combined with a row of pipes, opening at each of their ends, upon the same side

of the plate, as described, and produce hot air flues through the body of the furnace, when the said plates are

united together at their upper edges.

243. Ca.mpue-ve Lamps; EUas J. Hale, Foxcroft, Maine.

Claim—An improve<l lamp having its wick tube made adjustable and movable vrith respect to its solar

cap, or having the latter made adjustable with respect to the wick tube.

244. Machine for Setting Spokes in Hubs ; Andrew Hafer and George Wilkinson, Colon, Michigan.

Claim—The disk. A, having teeth formed on a portion of its periphery, and curved grooves made in its

inner face, the plate, b, provided with slotted arms in which jaws are placed, the plate being provided with a

pawl and handle, and fitted to the tUsk by means of the pin and nut, the pin forming the axis of the sweep.

245. Seeding Machines ; Samuel F. Jones, St. Paul, Indiana.

Claim—The slides, arranged respectively within the box, e, and tubes, F 0, and operated through the me-
dium of the tube, shaft, pendent, and rods.
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246. Metallic Wheels for Vehicles; Hiomas McConaugliy and James McCollum, BumsTille, Alabama.

Claim—The combination of the feathered box, wrought metul bancU,and system of braces, with the screw
rods and rim of the wheel.

247. CoKX Harvesters ; Darius Landon, Wyandotte, Ohio.

Claim—The platforms, in combination with the endless belts and shock supporters, for carrying the shocks
of corn through the macliiiio, and leaving the same in a standing position on the ground.

248. Wash-boards ; Jow-ph Keech, Waterloo, New York.

Claim—The combination of the central beaded rib with the corrugated plates.

249. Horse •Shoe Machine; William W. Lewis, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—Ist, The cuiiiliination with the ntationary table, of the mandrel, the stationary front die, sliding
side dies, and top die, all a|pplied to operate together. 2d. Operating the dies which form the sides of the shoe,
by means of the upright ididing rods with their wedge-shaped ends, the levers, and the cams on the shaft.

250. Oanq I'louuus ; Don C. JIatteson, Stockton, California.

Claim—The arrangement of the &lse beam, goose neck, axle, lever, catch, .ind the system of ploughs at"
tache<l to their Irame,

261. Vapor Lamp Burners; A. M. Mace, Springfield, Ma-ssachusotts.

Claim—The use of the heating and vaiKirii^ing tube or retort charged with asbestos and fluid.

252. Vapor Lamps; A. M. Mace, .Springfield, Massachusetts.

Claim—Int. Combining the cap or heat retainer with vaporizing tubes or retorts, when so arranged over
the flame lut to operate in I lie manner set forth. 2d, The combination of the heat retainer and vajiorizing tube,
connected with the elevated reservoir, the whole airauged and oi>eratiug with resp»'ct to the valve, c*, and
burner, k.

253. CoR.v Shelleks; William \l. Main. Liverpool, Ohio.

Claim—The iitie of tlie balance wheel, in combination with the open hub jaws, teeth, and springs. Also,
a series of spur wheels, T, arranged with spiral springs and siliilers, or their eiiuivaleiits, and in combination
therewith the spiral cum, by which the spur wheels are driveiu

254. Seed I'lamehs: Josejih McKown, Oardstown, Virginia.

Claim—The arrangement of two or more alternately operaring slides, cut-off' device, crank shafts, inter-

mediate gearing, adjustable standards, and extension connecting rods.

255. Corn IIi'SKER; Lemuel K. .Mears, .South Abington. Massadiusetts.

Claim—A combination of a breast shield, a supporting bar, and cutting apparatus; the breast shield to b«
applied to a person, and the cutting apparatus and sujiijorling bar to be operated in manner specified. .\lso,

the arrangement of the cutters and beui'er, viz: so as to extend in opijosite lUrections from the supiiortiug bur
and the slider.

256. Railroad Car Seat ; John Miller, Paterson, New Jersey.

Claim—Tlic two horizontal rotating seiits, attached to the face or stand, in combination with the pivoted
backs attached to tin' seats, and arninged with the bars having the rods and sjjrings attached, and the pinii

connected with the upright parts of the seat.

257. Treatment op Metaluc Sulphurets; Alfred Monnier, Camden, \ew Jersey.

Claim—The process of obtaining oxides of iron, copper, cobalt, nickel, zinc, or other oxides, from their

native sulphurets, or arsenic s\ilpliuret9,liy mixing them in a state of powder with the substance, as described,

in order to expel all, or nearly idl, the sulphur and arsenic.

268. Seeding Machines; Wni. Morehouse, Davenport, Iowa.

Claim—The aims attached to the axle and laterally moving rods, K M, attached respectively to the shoftsi

n g, the seed sliiles, E, being attached to the shaft, n, by rods, u, and the sh;ifl, g, being attached to a slide, z-

Also, the markers attached to the frame, when Siiid markers are used in connexion with the cams and rods,

M K, for operating the seed distributing device.

259. Air Cells for oivino Buoyancy to Ships and other Vessels; Samuel Nowlan, City of N'ew York.

Claim—The arrangement of a series of cylindrical air vessels beneath the deck or declts of vessels, iu

combination with the reels and their apjiurtenances, whereby the said air vessels niayl>e readily removed from
or brought into |KJsitiou at plejisure. Also, the flexihle inii'urtiun tube communicating through the hollow
reel shaft with the air pumji and the air vessels, by means of ouo or more suitable valves.

200. Combination Locks; Stuart I'erry, Newport, New Y'ork.

Chiim—1st, A key of such construetion, in combination witba lock without a key-holp,or other o|H'niiip.

from till) outside to the Working ixirls insnle. that the said key may be applied to the Kvk without the aid ot

an index, figures, letters, or other marks that require a light to be seen, and wbich key shall govern with pr»-

cisiou all the necessary movemeuts of the shaft by which the slides and tumblers of the Ux-k must l>e n<y usted.

2d, In file construetion of l<K-ks witliout key-holes, the employment of two movable shafl.s, one of which ad-

justs the sliile tumblers, liotli being accessible from tlie out.xide, and one within the other. 3<1, The mutluxl

of aiUuMting the slid<'s, by means of the two movable sliafls, which, when operati-d, are guided in their move-
ments by the key above described. 4th, The restorer, in combination with Ciun, shaft, and In't. by which all

the movable parts in the lock are moved by the force of the haml only, and in the locked and unl<K-ked (KMition

arc held fast. 5tli, So constructing the ring cam that it shall move the slide carriagt" at the |>roper inomunt,

and that it shall hold s;iid carriage fast at all other tiiues. •itli. The steel arm, or its eijuiviUeMt arms, the
peculiarly shais-d slide. 7th, The piston for coupling the slide carriage cam, with the whwl of the shaft,

261. I'LotoHS; 11. M. I'bift, Daiien, Connecticut.

CliUm—The arrangement of the screw-shaiied ploughshare, having wings with boxes, wheels, and roller.

262. Clampinu and Laterally i'EEUiNO the Lo<i in Saw MlLiJi; J. C. I'a^t, Wilmington, Delaware.

Claim—The method ofclamisng and holding the log, and also the device by which the lateral feed of tii*

log is regulatiHl.

263. Solution for Cleansing Woolens, Ac; E. F. rrentis."!, Philadelphis, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The employment of silicate of scsla solution by itself, when preimred and used Bubstantiaiiy M
descrilKMl, lor cleansingand soaeuing the fabric in the fulling mill or wivsh tub as a wash mixture.
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204. Apparatcs for Sifting Coal Asues, ic. ; L. II. Proctor, East gangers, Matpachueetts.

Claim—The arrangenicntof the inclined partition or chute, and the two discharging openings with respect

to the tii've, made capable of being revolved in manner set forth. Also, in combination with the discharging

jiassages arranged so as to lead out of the ftieve chamber, a tlap or valve, so combined or connected with the

turning ?ieve as to operate with respect to the two discharging paseagca, as described, during the rotary or

tilting niovements of the sieve.

265. Cheese Vat ; II. A. Roe, West Andover, Ohio.

Claim—Attaching the milk vat to (lie casing by a hinge joint, or its equivalent, and so arranging the whey
gate that the weight of the milk vat and its contents will act as a lever in keeping the cellar and packing in

close contact with the inner surface of the water chamber. Also, in combination therewith, the short legs, e',

and thejointed legs, e".

266. Caisinet fob Sewing Machines ; F. A. Ross and \V. H. Marshall, City of New York.

Claim—The hinged Citscto form a sewing platform.

207. Oil Clp for Machinery; Robert Ross and William Holland, Thiladelphia, Pennsylranfa.

Claim—The combination of the spring valve stem with the screw valve in the intermediate cliamber, each
operating in conjunction with, and at the same time independently of, the other to the extent and in the man-
ner set forth. Also, the air passage within the stem, in combination with the oil passage around the stem.

268. Ore Separator; H. P. Riiss, Russville, California.

Claim—The series of inclined circular plates in which the water passes from one jilatc on to the next, while

the metallic particles are retained in cavities in the surfivces of said plates.

269. Furnaces or Boilers and Stoves ; S. F. Savage, Albany, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of the air chamber with the perforated bottom of a conical or eqnivalent shape,

placed in the upper part of the tire chamber, with the concave surface downward toward the tire, and with a
central aperture leading to the chamber of infiammutiou.

270. Cooking Stoves ; S. B. Spaulding, Brandon, Vermont.

Claim—The extending of the bottom of the stoves and flues at the back end, so as to form a boiler seat

for the reservoir, so that 1 ly the peculiar arrangement of the sliding plate or damper, the reservoir can be heated
at pleasure without aflecting in the least the other operations of the stove.

271. Frame for Drying Clothes; Chester Stone, Ravenna, Ohio.

Claim—The manner of constructing a clothes ftame, consisting of the standard, head, arms, braces, and
cords.

272. Portfolio File ; P. W. Tay, City of New York.

Claim—Separately, the elastic bands, e e, and the loops, f f, arranged as described. Also, the combination
of the portfolio cover with the tile, loop, and bands.

273. Gearing for 51achinery ; Wm. Webster, Jefferson Co., Washington Territory.

Claim—The compound annular cog-wheel. Also, in ciimbination with a wheel, having two or more con-

centric rings of cogs, the use of a corresiionding number of pinions on one shaft, or of a shifting pinion arranged
for combined operation with the wheel.

274. Gas Retorts; Charles N. Tyler, Washington City, D. C.

Claim—1st, The combination of the cavity with the outlet of the hydrogen retort. 2d, Elongating the
end of the retort, so that the cavity may be arranged on the inside of the furnace.

275. Masting and Rigging Vessels ; Wm. Webster, Jefferson Co., Washington Territory.

Claim—Ist, Sub.stituting for the compound and connected masts now in use on large vessels, independent
and disconnected masts made of a single stick of timber. 2d, Attaching the masts to the hull by shrouds
placed at the angle with the mast as described. 3d, The truss bands for attaching the yards to the masts, and
holding them at any desired point thereon. 4th, The lift bands to which the lifts and slings are attached.

276. Oil Cups for Lubricating Engines; S. H. Whitmore, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—The combined arrangement of the external valves, o and h, mounted on a central stem, and ope-
rating in connexion with the globe.

277. Machine for Replacing Railroad Cars on the Track ; John Wliite, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—A "car replacer," consisting essentially of the beam, with its two separate and independent car-

riages i-unning on rolls, with the sci'ew jacks lor raising the beam.

278. Paddle Wheels ; George Wingate, Phihidelphia, Pennsylvania,

Claim—Connecting side wheels for steamboats with recesses in which blocks are arranged to slide toward
and from the centre of rotation of the wheel as the latter revolves, by means of the plates, when constructed

and operating on the blocks, as described, so as to cause the partitions between the said recesses to assume tho
character and duty of floats throughout a portion of the circumference of the wheel, the outer surCices of the
said blocks being level with the outer edges of the partitions throughout the remaining portions of the cir-

cumference.

279. Machines for Picking Cop Waste ; A. A. Wood. Jersey City, New Jersey.

Claim—The combination of a reciprocating toothed bed with vibrating toothed feeding rollers, or their

equivalent, with a stationary toothed cover, when the teeth are constructed and arranged in reference to each
other in the manner described, to pass the waste or cotton through the machine without seriously rending the
fibre, and at the same time securing a precise and even feed to the bed by the combination of the vibrating
toothed rollers working at a corresponding speed.

280. Restoring Waste Vulcanized Rubber ; Francis Baschnagel, Beverly, Massachusetts, Assignor to the
Beverly Rubber Company.

Claim—The application of heat from 150° to 600° Fah., to waste vulcanized rubber, with or without im-
mersing it in cold water, or any other cooling fluid, as specified, for the purpose of restoring the same, so that
it may be used again in the manufacture of India rubber goods and substances, hereby expressly disclaiming
all and every right to the application of artificial heat to new rubber, vulcanized or not vulcanized, and Xu
the application of heat to rubber in any manner and for any purpose except as above set forth.
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281. Sapztt VAtn-T Covers ; E. L. Brown, Boston, Massachusetts, Assignor to B. F. Brown. Bangor, Maine.

Claim—Tlie hiiigwl liil, in combiuatiuu with the guards, so arrangeii as to support the lid when raided,

and to lock it wh'-n cIo.kmI.

282. Valves fob Drt Oa3 Metres; C. C. Lloyd, Assignor to William Hopper and K. W. Gratz, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st. The construction of the rotary valve ivith a scries of breaks or edges, arranged and operating
so as to 8cra|it-' the upper surfn-e of th-- valve sent. '2d, The drip and valve i<eat. arranged and niK-riitiiig so as

to collect and carry off any ii'juid deposit in the metre. 3d, Tlie valve carriage, arraiig./d and operating as de-

scribed.

283. Skirt Hoops; K. J. Mann. Brofiklyn, Xew York, Assignor to L. A. Osborn, Newark, New Jersey, and I.

J. Vincent, City of .New York.

Claim—1st, The )>eculiar formation of the slide, the said slide being made of brass, or other metals, and
having its slides bent two ways, the one clasping the end of the loop and made fast thereto, and the other end
made t<j slide freely on the ho.ip. 'id. Sicuring the hoop to the perpendicular straps, by means of small clamps.
3d, The forriiatiou of a bustle or corrngati'd projection on the upper hoops on the back of the skirt.

281. CooKixo Stovbs ; 0. G. Hichmond and O. W. I'ittock, Assignors to selves, C. Phelps, and J. Lown, and said

llttock having assigned his interest in the game to V. B. Carver, Troy, New York.

Claim—1st. The arrangement of the passages provideil with dampers, with hot air chanil>er. and slide,

in the oven, as described, whereby the intens<'ly hot air of the chamber may be directly applied to the other-
vise insulticiently heated umlerside of articles baking upon the slide, and to the ujiper side of those on the
oven bottom. 2d, In coiubination with the fire pot, plate, chamber, p.-ussages, and slide, in the oven, arranged
together in the stove, as described, the top plate of the oblong hot air chamber. CDMstructed subst.intially as
represented, wherebjr the heat uf the air adiuittcd into the oven between the two tieru of iu-ticleti baking is

augmented.

285. Stcffiso Boxes ; II. F. Read, Assignor to self and S. J. Burr, Brooklyn. New York.

Claim—Ist, The metallic rings placed upon the sliaft. for the purjwse of protecting from friction the shaft

and flexible tube, within which said rings are phiced. 2d, The arrangement of tin? flexible tube on the out-
side of the metallic rings, so as to allow said flexible tubing to give or twist eijnally its whule length, and also

to carry with it each ring a |iroi)ortionate distance according to the distance traveled by the shaft. 3d. In
combination as described, the thimble, as used for the pur]to80 of packing the joint at the end of the outside
ease, and at the sime time holding permanently one end of the flexible tube. 4th. The cuinbinatii>n of the
flexible tubing and the metallic rings working together on the shaft, together with the metallic casing, D.

286. Sewisq MiCHi.NEs; 11. S. Suow, Assignor to self and G. F. Snow, Meriden, Connecticut.

Claim—The combination of the lifting feeder with lever, or ita equivalent, for lifting the feeder from th

cloth, by the descent of the ueedle earlier.

287. RivETTixo Machine; !'. B. Tyler and Wm. Jones, Springfield, Massachusetts, and Beigamin Lathrop'
Sandxisky, Ohio, As.signors to 1*. B. Tyler, afuresaid.

Cliiim—The employment of a i)ean, as described, shaped to the configuration of the head of a rivet, and
operated in the manner set forth, by which a rivet head ia formed by a succession of light blows around the
circle,

238. Settiso MAcmxEs; A. F. Johnson, Assignor to F. F. Emery, Boston, Mass.ichnsctts.

Claim—Taking the loop from the needle by a revolving hook, operating in the manner set forth. Also,

in combination with the revolving hook, the groove and the lip, or its substantial e<iuivalent, for holding the
Loop disteiideiL
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289. Abrinoehest or Steam Coas in Kvaporatwo Vessels; H. 0. Ames, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Claim—The arrangement of the convolute curved radiating pipes, the pockets, the straight water pipes,
and the i^teaoi and water chambi-rs.

29a Sewi.no .Machines; William F. Barncfi, Buffalo, New York.

Claim—The loopor strip or point, when .secured to the revolving rod or piston, and arranged and ope-
rating in combination with the step or looping aperture, spring, and cylinder. Also, the cloth-guiding
apparatus, as eon.ttructe<l, arrangi'd, and operating in combiuatioa with the feeding device.

291. Brain 1'loc«ii ; Moses Barrowraan, BulTalo, .New York.

Claim—l^t, The centre piece, for the purpose of a main frame or support for the other parts of the
plough. 2d, The arrangement and combination of the adjustable wheels, the arms, shaft, lever, and seg-
ment, relatively to each other and the plough.

292. Macuinkrt for Bracdino Cordacje; James A. Brazin, Canton, Massachusetts.

Claim—The rnmbination of thi- gears, m m, gearivl circle, 9 9, and gears, o o, with their cnrveil arms,
whereby one spotd and its straml in maile to travel around two stationary ones, and thus form an inter-
locking twist, as described. Also, with the aliove combination of devices, the use of a series of double gi'ars,

o o o o, whereby the s|>ools can l>e revolved in either direction, according to the direction of the twist of the
yarns.

293. Ma.iufaituiuxo IIraideh Ci)1idai:k, Weihiino, Ac; James A. Bazin, Canton, Ma.«sachusetts.

Claim—My improvement in the manufacture of cordage, webbing, or other similar fabrics, which con-
sists in laying up or so combining the strands as to form an interlocking twist, in which each and every
xtraud passes around and interlocks with two others, and thereby brings the strain equally U|>on each
strand.

294. (iniNDlNO SIii.LS; Bachus A. Benrdsley, Waterville, New York.

Chiim—1st, The alternate combination of grinding .shells, o o, with shells, F I, the shells, c o, having a
smaller diameter or curve than the shells, F I, so that by merely duplicating the above parts, and employ-
ing them in ronnexiou with cases, u n. the capacity of the mill is correspondingly increased. 2J, Providing
the shell. o, with a guard which fits Into a rebate in the upper part of cose.D.so that shell u may lie moved
vertically at pleasure without the escape of the contents of the mill between the edges of said shell and
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295. Socket for Tool Hwdles; William Bennett, City of New York.

Claim—A tapering socket made widest at the bottom or closed end, in combination with the wedge, E,

construct'?d iis described.

290. CoTTO.v Seed I'la.vters ; Edward F. Bostrom, Newnan, Georgia.

Claim The combination of the .screw and .shaft placed within the seed box, and provided with beaters.

297. Machines fou Turmxo Selv.vc.es in Cloth; John Y. Boyd, Charlestown, iMa8!'a<-husctts.

Cliiijii A combination of one or more guiding ledges, bonding or creasing roller, a shoe or turning cam,

and one or more flattening or pressing rollers, applied together and to a table or bed. And in comfiination

therewith, the prc.s.s Ixjard, arranged with respect to the' table and the said devices for turning and press-

ing the .selvage of the cloth.

298. KoTAiiY Sawing Machines; Harvey Brown, City of New York.

Claim The arrangement of the hoop or band saw. operating vertically within a circular horizontal

carriage with a.ljustable feed motion, by which there is a continuous motion of both saw and carriage, all

operating in uuLson with reference to the desired end when in motion.

239. Coating 31bt.u.uc Surfaces ; Wm. and Wm. A. Butcher, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim The process of coating metallic surfaces, con.sisting of heating the metal to be coated to about
350° of heat, containing the mixture, prepared as described, and in placing the metal to be coated in a bak-

ing oven, heated to about ZW° of heat, to harden the coating.

300. PANToar.APnic Telegraph; Giovanni Caselli, Florence, Italy.

Claim—The mode of rapidly transmitting the fac similes of writings, drawings, ciphers, and arbitrary

sii^ns in colored characters, upon ordinary white or chemically prepared papers. Also, the mode of receiv-

ing and transmitting different despatches at the same time, and with a single wire. Al.so, the use oflocal

piles, with circuit always closed, for the production of the characters in chemically prepared paper.

301. Sewing Machine ; Samuel Comfort, Morrisville, Pennsylvania.

Claim—let. The rocking frame as operated by the crank, p, with its concave shuttle race, in combina-

tion with the .stationary shuttle. 2d, Imparting to the needle an upward and downward combined with a
lateral vibrating movement, by means of the rocking frame and levers, operated hy the crank. 3d, The
vibrating concave shuttle race with its lips, in combination with the discoidal shuttle and adjustable re-

taining plate. 4th, Sustaining the needle in the slot of the shuttle race during the time that the said needle

is, by its lateral motion, imparting the feed motion to the fabric.

302. Upsetting Tire; G. W. Cooper, Morenci, Michigan.

Claim The jaws attached to rods which are provided with springs, and have a vertical movement as

well as a rotating one, and the inclined planes in the plate below the jaws, the above parts being used in

connexion with the stationary jaws, the jaws being applied to the ledges of the plates.

303. Mode of Odtaining Motive Power ; Peter Daniel, Franklin County, Kentucky.

Claim—The arrangement of pulleys, 12 6 7, wheels. 345, lever, i, belt or cord, j, shafts, s and 8', and
pulleys, K K, with the cords, F f', weights, o o', car, E, railroad, e, and the levers, B b, pulleys, p' and t, cord,

c, and wheel, m, when all are operated in the manner set forth.

304. Rolling IUilro.ad Bars; Giles Edwards, Johnstown, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The manner described of arranging or disposing old rails in forming a " pile."

305. Appar.atus for Skinning Eels; Adam Emeigh, Jerusalem, Xew York.

Claim The holder or clamp formed of the frame, connected with a spring treadle and provided with

spurs, and the knife, g, and leger blade, arranged relatively with each other, the above parts being fitted

in, or attached to, a frame, and used in connexion with a griper T, and ripping knife K, or their equivalents.

306. Rot.vry Shingle Machine; R. Freeman, Fond du Lac, Wisconsin.

Claim—The horizontal rotating plate or carriage, circular saw, stationary and setting beds, and jaws,

in connexion with the roller and arm.

307. Lathe for Tubning Oval Frames; John William and George Gardener, City of New York.

Claim—Constructing oval picture frames by the application of the revolving cutters to the frame, when
the latter is caused to revolve in an oval path, and when the cutters are so arranged as to act simultane-

ously, one cutter to form the inside, and the other cutter the outside moulding of the frame.

SOS. Electric Signal Lights; Samuel Gardiner, Jr., and Levi Blossom, City of New York.

Claim The combination of a platinum coil, or its effective equivalent, which is illuminated by elec-

tricity, with a transparent signal lantern, said combination being effected by arranging the coil within the

lantern upon two conducting wires, which are connected with an electro-galvanic battery,

309. Button Fastening ; Lester Goodwin, City of New York.

Claim Making one right-angled piece movable on its perpendicular leg in, and embraced by, a band

to another right-angular piece, and depending upon it for support. And the controlling of the position of

the movable right-angled piece by a spring, and the confining the spring obstructions on the sur£Lce swept

by it, substantially confined as represented.

310. Pantaloons ; Benjamin J. Greely, Springfield, Massachusetts.

Claim—Making up the back part of pants with a lapel and elastic straps instead of seaming them, as

they have invariably been made ; also the cutting of the top part or waistbands of pants, so as to be per-

fectly and pleasantly suspended at only two points.

311. Seed Planters; Richard B. Ground, Marine Town, Illinois.

Claim—The arrangement of the respective parts of the planting apparatus with the adjustable three-

fold frame work.

S12. Ink Rollers; Alpheus A. Ilanseom, Saco, Maine.

Claim—1 St. The employment of the several parts specified, fi5r the purpose of adapting the carriage to

different sized forms. 2d, Suspending the ink roller in the rolling carriage, constructed in the manner set

forth, and regulating and stationing said roller, by means of screws and nuts, for the purpose of making

an adjustable hand roller for inking type.
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313. Ri50 Clavps pok Esohaters, Ac ; Thomas R. llopkins, Petersburgh, Virginia.

Claim—The adjustable encircling spring, arranged in the end of the stock, and attached to an a4jnst-
able rod.

314. Cultivators; William A. Hopkins, Vickaburgli, Mississippi.

Claim—The arrangement of the iK'am, transvi-rse beam, handles, bolts, {>bare8, standards, and staysi
when the several parts are constructed and united as deserilK-d, and not otherwise.

315. Horse-shoes; William K. Hubbard, Randolph, New York.

Claim—The combination of the hooks, B, the screw nut, c, being eondenged as a part thereof; with the
stiff unyielding shoe, A

316. Type Case for Printers ; Wm. A. Hunter, Bryan, Ohio.

Claim—Making the Ixittom of a type rase of a metallic screen, or other perforated material. Also, the
sliding shaft, in conibinatiou with the perforated bottom of u type case.

317. Screw 1>I(Ket; Oliver Hyde, Benicia, California.

Claim—The application of a loose swivel to the top of a coarse threaded screw, in combination with a
catch or lug under the head of the screw, so that in connexion the swivel becomes the lever to torn the
screw into the ground.

318. Bank and other Locks; Wm. Johnson, Milwaukie, Wisconsin.

Claim—Ist, Interposing between the key-hole of the lock and the racking stump or thrust plate of the
bolt, centrally pivoted horizontal tumtilors, which by the actoftbe key alone are lirought into proper posi-
tion to allow the unkH'king movement of the liolt. when the key is withdrawn. 2d. f?o connecting the slid-

ing bridge plate to the sliding guard plate that the latter shall move to bring its slot in line with the .«lot in
the socket by the motions of the bridge |>late, and allowing the bridge plate motion only when the key shall
be withdrawn from the; .socket. ?A, Interposing b<'tween the horizontal tumblers and the pin or stud of
the bridge plate, an angular lever. 4th, The arrangement of the bolt plate with the bridge plate and the
guard plate in their relation to each other and the moving parts of the lock, so that while being overrated
by the same means, they have different periods of motion.

319. Pipe Colpunc, ; David Kahnweiler, Wilmington, North Carolina.

Claim—In swiveling elbow joints for pipes for conveying g.i.s. steam, or water, I claim combining with
the male section of the joint an axial stem or roil, which passes into and through The female Section, said
stem having upon its projection end a .^crew thread to receive a tightening nut, and the joints toeing pro-
vided with suitable washers.

320. M.vcuines for Cleaning DAfiUERREorvPE Pl.\te8; Charles Ketcham, Pen Yan, New York.

Claim—Cleaners made as specified, with the projections as set forth; also, the means for holding them
in position with respect to each other, and the means for giving motion to the cleaners, when arranged a<
specified.

321. Harvesters; William F. Ketchum, Buffalo, New York.

Claim—1st, The plate, E E, as a sul>«titute for the usual main frame, placetl mainly within the rim of
a driving wheel whose hub and spokes or supporting plates are placed at the outside laterally of the rim.

2d, The internal zigzag groove, in combination with the rock shaft, with its arms for vibrating the cutters,

3d, Supporting the boxes for the main shaft and the rock shaft upon a plate, or its equivalent, placed

mainly within the rim of the driving wheel.

322. Skirt Hoop.^; Martin Landenbergcr, Phila>lelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Constructing hooped skirts of a knitted fiibric with ela,stic hoops interloopcd in the same.

323. Iu.fMiSATi.vo Covers for Vaults, Ac; Klijah P. Leonard and P. U. Jackson, City of New York.

Claim—1st, The use of a plate or plates of glass in vault covers, platforms, pavements, sidewalks,

decks, or for similar purposes, which plate or plates are supporte<l from below. 2d. Thimbles, pins, or their

equivalents, pn.ssing through perforations in a pUte of gliuss or plates of glass, and formed with.connect«'<l

to, or resting on a suitable support beneath the plates of glass. 3d, Grooving or notching the edges of the

plate of glass, for the purpose of receiving priyectious occupying said grooves or notches, and thus protect'

ing the edges of the plat*; of glass from injury. 4th, The use of perforated plates of glass for pavements,
sidewalks, decks, platforms, vault covers. &c.

324. Cans for pRtSEUvixo Food, Ac ; Azel Storrs Lyman, City of New York.

Claim—The employment of the float surroundi'd bjr the protecting liquid, in combination with a vessel

liaving an arrangement for discharging its contents.

S25. BEDSTEAt>; Norman Lamphear, Monmouth, Illinois.

Claim—The arrangement of thos" parts of a Ix.'dstcad with each other which serve for stretching and
securing permanent elasticity in the Ixjltoms thereof.

326. Knife and Spoon Cleaner; James Macnish, Berlin, Wisconsin.

Claim—A machine combining three disks, the fan-s of which are adapted for cleaning large and small
knives, and the periphery of one of the suiue for sharpening knives, and the peripheries of the other two
for cleaning the front and back of spoons and forks.

327. Cartriimies; U. W. Morse, Baton Kouge, Ixiuisiann.

Claim—The Hgo secured in the cartridge case in either of the merles described, and all equivalents

thoruto, for the purpo«e mentioned. Also, the combinatiou and arrangement of the percussion cap and per-

forated disk, as described.

328. Net for CATOiilN(i Fisn at Sea; Ber^amin Merritt. Jr., Charlestown, Ma«8acbusett«.

Claim—Combining a seine or net with the bull of a navigable vessel. Also, the mode of sprea«ling the
ends and outiT edge of the net, viz: by thi- booms, the sprits, and tlie hauling tackles, arrangi^J and a|>-

plie<l together and to the vessel, as specifietl. .\li)o, the combination of the brailing line and the lifting

tackles, with the net, its booms, and the ma.it8.

329. CiM'iiB Cock and Alarm Whistle; Alexander Miller, Cleveland, Ohio.

Claim—Tlie described arrangement of the steam alarm whistle and gauge cock with tlie jointed lever,

when constructed and operating in the manner *vi forth.

16«
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330. IlAXD Drill; II. n. Packer, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—The combination of the cylindrical shells with the feed screw and screw handle.

331. Vapor Lamps; William H. Kacy, St. Augustine, Florida.

Claim—The employment or use of a tube iinil burner, arranged with a Lamp or fountain, as shown, or in

any way, so that the tiawe wliich is fed direct from the biiMiiiig material within the fountain, may serve as

gas generator to sujjply the illuminating flame that i.-^BUcH from the burner, and this 1 claim irrespective of

any particular means which may be emjiloyed for 8Upi)lying the illuminating flame with oxygen.

532. Churns; Alfred Rose, Tea "Van, New York.

Claim—Tlie cam wheels, E E and F F, and the part, D, constructed and arrangnd in the manner represented.

333. Apparatus for Manufacturixo AVhite Lead; R. Rowland, City of New York.

Claim—The combined manuf iclure of vinegar and white lead, and for the purpose of carrying on both

gimultaneonslyaud without injury to the one or llie other, namely, fitting the tops of vinegar vats(when said

vats are placed in a room below tiic corroding room,) to the floor of the corroding room, in combination with

covers i)riivii]ed with openings and valves, or any equivalent means for regulating the sujiply of acid, or alto-

gether closing up the communication between the interior of the vats and the corroding room whenever ne-

cessary.

334. Washino Machise ; Perry C. Rude, Jlorgantown, A'irginia.

Claim—In combination with the plung'T, the concave rack formed of stationary ribs and hinged ones»

BO that the water behind the rack shall be jeted tlirough the openings in the stationary ribs into the clothes-

335. Cooking Stoves ; Silas T. Savage, Albany, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of air tubes across the main flue of a cooking stove, for the purpose of receiving

and transmitting the caloric of the fuel to the walls of an oven by a current of heiited air.

336. Grinbixg Mills; William Scarlett, Kenosha, Wisconsin.

Claim—Ist, The combination of the screw-rod, thimble, and separated hubs, in the particular manner shown.
2d, The arrangement of the conical feed plate in the bottom of the hopper loosely over the central box of the

central screw, and so as to be adjusted vertically by means of set-screws, independently of the crushing and
grinding devices. 3d, The arrangement of the cutters, g, so that their verticiil edge shall only nearly tonch

the horizontal edge of the cutler, s, and thus ensure the crushing of the corn, &c., between the same at a

point near the centre of the mill.

337. Gr.un Separators; II. II. Seeley and Philander Griswold, Iludson, Michigan.

Claim—Forming the fan box of two parts, an<l the fan made also of two parts, so as to have one portion

of the fan for each compartment of the box, and ha\ ing thi; slides attached to the box, to regulate the admis-

Bion of air into the opening between the p irts of the fm bo.x.

338. Fire a>i> Burglar Proof Safes; Tlieodore Sharts, Albany, New York.

Claim—A fire and burglar proof sectional cast iron safe, which has the junction between its sections ac-

complished by means of tongues and grooves, and maintained by means of screw rods which have their endu

entirely hid from sight and inaccessible to bm-glars w^hen the safe is finished, by flowing melted metal ov«r and

around the same.

339. Stave M..4.chi>-e ; Wm. M. Sloane, Buffalo, New Y'ork.

Claim—1st, Operating the two rotary cutters in a vertically moving frame. 2d, The arrangement of the

cutters relatively to the revolving bed. former, and feed rollers. 3d, The cam, when constructed according to

the formula, and used for the jiurpose as set forth.

340. Seed Planters ; George Smith and A. G. Perry, Clyde, Ohio.

Claim—The shaft and spring, adjustable spring box, pulley, lever, seeding cylinder, hopper, and the cul-

tivator, when the whole are aiTanged conjointly in the manner set forth.

341. Sewing Machines; E. Harry Smith, City of New York. '
'

Claim—Revolving the shuttle by means of a series of drivers on the surface of a disk that is arranged to

rotate at an angle to the plane of the shuttle's rotation, by which a continuous motion is given to the shuttle,

while the drivers operate in such a manner that the needle and its thread are unobstnieted in their action.

342. Churn ; William II. Tambliug, Berlin, Wisconsin.

Claim—Arranging a skeleton semi-sphere on the upper side of the upper dasher, of reverse acting or for-

ward and back acting churns.

343. FouM.UN Pens; Susan E. Taylor, East Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Claim—An improved fountain pen, made with a pen-holder and a separate adjustable fountain, apphed so

as to be movable with the holder. Also, when the tubular reservoir is provided with a piston, as described,

arranging a small air hole through the side of the reservoir, so that the piston, besides being able to perfoiin

the office of elevating the ink into the fountain, may be made to cover the air hole more or less, and to ope-

rate as a valve to it.

344. Sewing Machines; John Thomson, Worcester, Massachusetts.

Claim—The spreathngfingcr. acting between the bed of the machine andthelooper that carries the second

thread in such a manner tliat both enter the loop of needle thread, and then the spreader extends the loop of

second thread as it draws from the eye of the looper to the cloth.

345. Brad Punch ; John Thorudike, North Weare, New Hampshire.

Claim—The cylinder provided with the rod, B, ])unch, a, and rod, f, the rod. b. having a spiral spring

placed around it, the above parts being used in connexion with the reserve box, placed relatively with the

cylinder.

346. Propeller; William Thurber, Olean, New York.

Claim—The falling face of the blade, in combination with the rear inchned surface and the filling on the

back of the blade.

347. Machixe for Re-sawing Lumber; E. H. Titus, Wilkesbarre, and John Sharp, Phillipsburgh, Penna.

Claim—The tilting frame provided with feed and pressure rollers, and also vrith the planer and jointing

cutters, if desired, the frame being applied to the machine.
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548. BCRMXO Fluid Lamps ; Hiram Todd, Columbus, Ohio.

I do not claim tlie ap|)licatioii of ii water thamber around the wick tubes of lamps, to apply water to the
wick to rxtin^iHh tlie li^ht. or any hucIi device.

Claim—The arranKfinent of I lie water chamber with the tubes, B C, and wick tube, I. Also, the arrange-
ment of the safety valve, F, and tube, E, with the wick tube, I.

3-19. Cotton (Jins; J. Alexander Ventress, Wooilville, Missi-ssippi.

Claim—In combination with the ribs set close up to the saws, forming a clear space between the ribs at
that point where the teeth of the faw carries the cotton through them, to prevent said cotton from being
brought in contact with said ribs.

350. Method of Faste.nixo the Wick Tcues of Lamp Caps; William W. Wade, Longmeadow, Mass.

Claim—The method of fastening the wick tube and spindle for raising and depressing the wick in lamp
attachments, without the use of solder.

351. Seed I'laxteiw; Augustus Wales, I'ontiac, Illinois.

Claim—The arrangement of the two crank.'f to the wheel, the pitmans, the levers, and roller."!, with gatel
provided with slides.

352. Bedstead; C. A. \Varncr, Bristol, Co?niecticut.

Claim—The arrangement of the staples and pins, pulleys, spindle, ratchet, and pawl, in the manner
described.

353. Attacmixo axd IIousf.ino I'p.opei.i.eb,-' : William Webster, Jefferson County, Washington Territory.

Claim— 1st. The sliding ports (of any shape required by the form of hull and propellers.) and connected
apparatus by which they are operat<*d for covering and uncovering Ihi' propellers, in combination with the
trunk^and trap hatch. 2d, The pipe leading from the propeller chamber to the pump well. 3d, The mode
of att.icliing and detaching the after propeller blades, in combination with the slide ports and propeller
chamliers. 4Ui, The air cliamljcrs in the bow and stern, as arranged relatively to the propeller recesses or
chambers.

354. Fire Ladders; Joseph Wcltc. Buffalo, New York.

I do not claim the ladders described, nor their combination, nor the extension thereof, by any means.
Neither do I claim hinging the ladders to the carriage.

Claim—The combination of the right angled levers (hinged to the carriage) with the frame and wind-
lass, fur the I'urpose of I'levating the ladders and lowering the foot thereby ea.-iily to the ground, and for
detaching the same from the carriage. Also, the combination of the right angled frame, including the wheels,
with the topmost ladder

355. Sewixo Machines; II. B. West and H. F. Wilson, Elyria, Ohio.

Claim—The spring looper bar, in combination with the eccentric and the oscillating fork and stationary
projection, against whi(rh the outer end of the looper bar .strikes, for the purpose of carrying the looper bar
back and forth as required, and giving it two intennitteiits or stop motions, carrying the looper into a posi-
tion where the needle will pass through it, and allowing the spring again to recoil immediately after the
needle has passed through said loop.

366. Use of Denti.st.s' I'attern I'i.ates; William M. Wright, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The use of metallic pattern plates, or their equivalents, made as described.

357. Obtainint, Pure Sulphurous Acid; Joseph Albrecht, Assignor to Charles K. Kulh, Xcw Orleans, La.

Claim—The described process for the purification of sulphurous acid gas by absorbing the acid into
water or an alkaline solution, and the subsequent expul.<ion therefrom by the use of heat or steam.

358. Ore Separator; Ilezekiah Bradford, Assignor to Horatio Bogcrt, City of New York.

Claim—Making the sieve box, which has an up and down motion, with apertures above the sieve, or the
equivalent thereof, when acting in, and in combination with, water or a surrounding tank or trough. Al.«o,

in combination therewith, the partition, or its equivalent, in the water tank, to keep the matter which is

washed over separat*' from the substances which pass through the meshes of the sieve. Also, covering the
surface of the sieve with particles of matter of larger size than the meshes of the sieve, that they may lay
on and not <iiter or pass throUL'h such meshes, but act as valves to such meshes, when such mode of ope-
ration is to be employed for separating substanci'S of different specific gravity, which have been prepared
and assorted so as to be of less size than the meshes of the sieve, that they may pass through such mesbea
freely.

359. DoniLE-ACTlNO Gcx Lock; Eliash Brey, Assignor to self and J. S. Swartley, IVnnsburg, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The swivel hammer, in combination with the centre swell pin, or its equivalent.

360. CoNVEKTi.No I'EAT INTO CiiAiicoAL; J. Uurrows Hyde, Assignor to Anna M. Hyde, City of New York.

Claim—The proei'ss described of converting peaty matters into charcoal.by previously submitting them
to heat in a drying chamber, described and heated as set forth, and by carbonizing the material and subse-

quently cooling the same.

361. Sasii Ka.steneii ; Solomon Carhart and William Moore, Brooklyn, New York, Assignors to James II.

MeWilliams, City uf New York.

Claim—The hinged drop and plate attaclied to the lower sash, in combination with the plate attached

to the upper euah, when said drop is kept beneath the edge of the plate by means of the bolt or its equiva-

lent.

362. Apparatus for Bf.ctifvisi!; Kthan Camplndl, Assignor to Henry Thayer, Cambridgcport, Muss.

Claim—The general combination of the dilb'niit parts, with the attachment of the air pump, so as to

produce the effect desired. Also, combining with the rectilying columns the vertical discharge pipe and the
series of hori/.ontnl pli>e8 which conned it with the coluuin.

303 Sewinu Mactiines; Thomas A. Dugdale, Assignor to self and John A. Burbank, lUchmoiid, Indiana.

Claim—The construction of lever, i, with its circle at the end, through which upright,?, works, in com-
bination with Htud and slot, and eccentric and feed hand, the whole being eonslrucled as deserilK'd,

364. Device for Seciiuino CutteB!( is Rotary 1'i.amnu Machines; Sands F. Forman, Assignor to Henry Z.

Drew, City of New York.

Claim—Securing a beading or rebating cutter into a slot in the stock of a planing machino cylinder by
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pressure from the straight cutter or knife, and from a screw running nearly parallel with the axis of the
rotary cutter.

365. Sewing MACmwES; Westley Miller, Cambridge, New York, Assignor to self and William P. Prescott,
City of New York.

Claim—The hooked heel piece and straight side on the loopcr stock, in combination with the finger hav-
ing a reciprocating motion on the slide, whereby the necessary motions for taking a loop pausing during the
ascent aud commencement of the descent of the needle thread aie given from the continuously reciprocating
finger, h, without the use of springs.

366. QciLTiNG Frame ; John King, Assignor to self, AVm. Hegbie, Henry Link, and G. R. Comstock, Little
Falls, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of the shafts and connecting bar, operating as described.

367. Drawing Rollers ; S. P. Spencer, Assignor to self, S. S. Spencer, and U. Boardman, Lancaster, Pa.

Claim—Providing the lower roller with grooves, and the upper roller with leather collars, the said col-

lars being arranged to run into the grooves.

368. Revolving Fire Arms; F. D. Newbury, Assignor to R. V. De Witt, Jr., Albany, New York.

Claim—1st, The trigger, for the purpose of cocking the hammer, revolving the cylinder, holding the
cylinder in the act of tiring, and firing the piece. 2d, The combination of hammer, its pin, the trigger, and
the ratchet wheel.

369. Apparatus for Heating Tiees ; J. J. AVhite, Assignor to self and Francis Fox, Philadelphia, Penna.

Claim—The casting with its revolving grate and lid, in combination with the fire chamber and fan, or
other equivalent blowing apparatus, when the whole are arranged for joint operation.

370. Valve Gearing for Steam E.vgines; J. F. Allen, City of New York.

I do not claim the use of a sliding toe, like g, applied to the arm of the valve rock shaft.

Claim—The arrangement of the swinging plate or open .irm with its two-pointed swinging piece, or
equivalent, in combination with the single rock shaft, its arm and movable toe, to operate the two in-

duction valves.

371. Railroad Car Brakes; H. M. Collier, Binghampton, New York.

Claim—The arrangement and combination of the rock shaft with the spring and the axle boxes.

Extension.

1. India Rubber Fabrics; Cha.s. Goodyear, New Haven, Connecticut ; patented June 15, 1844; re-issued Dec.

25, 1849, in two seijarate patents; being Nos. 156 and 157 ; extended June 22, 1858.

No. 156. Processes for the Manufacture of India Rubber.

Claim—The curing of caoutchouc or india rubber, by subjecting it to the action of a high degree of arti-

ficial heat. Also, the preparing and curing the compound of india rubber, sulphur, and a carbonate of other
salt or oxide of lead, by subjecting the same to the action of artificial heat.

No. 157. Felting India Rubber with Cotton Fibre.

Claim—Incorporating the fibres of cotton, or other substance, with india rubber, by preparing the fibres

of a fleece or bat of cotton, or other fibrous substance, into a sheet of india rubber in the green state, without
subjecting the fibres, after they have been incorporated, to a stretching or drawing operation.

Additional Improvements.

1. Rotary Blast-producing Chair; Leopold R. Breisach, City of New York; patented February 16, 1858

;

additional dated June 1, 1858.

Claim—The arrangement of the two bellows, one of which is on the front and the other on the back part

of the rocking chair, and the use of the S-formed levers placed parallel to the rockers.

2. Polishing Apparatus for Watchmakers' Lathes ; J. M. Bottum, City of New York ; patented March 13,

1855 ; additional dated June 8, 1858.

Claim—The construction and arrangement of the polisliing apparatus combined with the parts claimed

in my former patent.

3. Tightening the Tires of Carriage Wheels; R. R. Scott, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; patented March 23,

1858 ; additional dated June 8, 1858.

Claim—Disclaiming the exclusive use of two sets of taper keys for drawing together the two ends of the

tire, I claim the ends, b and c, of the tire, with their respective slotted blocks, b aud c, the taper keys, and the

bolt, G, when arranged for joint operation.

4. Shingle Machine ; Elbridge Webber, Gardiner, Maine
;
patented July 28, 1857 ; additional dated Jime 15j

1858.

Claim—The levers, l and l', as described, and the detents, D and e, in combination with notched piece, 0,

trip, B, and laterally adjustable trip piece, h.

Re-Issues.

1. Mode or Connecting the Steam Ctlint)er with Steam Chests ; Frederick E. Sickles, City of New York
;

patented September 19, 1845 ; re-issued June 1, 1858.

Claim

—

So constructing balance puppet valve engine steam chests, that a portion of the outside of the
cylinder forms a portion of the inside of the chest, having the plates which contain the upper and lower valve

seats cast directly upon the cylinder, thus dispensing with the nozzle and nozzle flanches, and saving steam
heretofore lost by reason of their interposition between the chest and cyhnder.

2. Electro-Magnetic Alarms; A. R. Pope, Somerville, Massachusetts; patented June 21,1853; re-issued June
8, 1858.

Claim—Ist, The mode of breaking and completing the circuit, or vice versa, that is, by the spring circuit

breaker operating to cause the vibration of the armature. 2d, So combining a hammer and bell with the
self-vibrating armature, that the vibrations of the latter shall produce a continued ringing of the bell under
circumstances as described. 3d, The combination of these parts, namely, the circuit breaker, hammer, bell,
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and vibratinK amiature, or their erpiivalent or eqiiivalentg, with a self-ac-ting flpring or key in a door or win-
dow, til opiTiiti' CO as not only to liring tlii-ni antoniatirally into action when the ilrjor or window is open, but
maintain a rontinuouH or continuiMl ringing of the bell by tlie inttrniption of the electric current without
tlio intervention of other macliines.

3. Sewing Machines; Cliarles A. Durgan, City of New York ; patented May 22,1855 ; re-issued June 15,1858.

Claim—l«t, The vibrating hook, or its mechanical equivalent, for holding down the thread dnring tho
partial pant«ige of tho Hliuttlts through the liKJp, when arranged its set forth. 2d, In combination with the vi-

brating h<H)k. orits equivalent, tlie employment of two continnons rotary motions, one working the needle, the
other the Hhnttle, and thin for tho purpose of producing »ewing without any re«t on either the shuttle or
neeille in th<'ir movements, thereby rendering a sewing nmchine capable of rapid action, simple in constmc-
tioii, and noiseless in its ojieration.

4. Sewing Machines; Wni. 0. Grover and Win. E. Baker, Assignor to the Orover and Baker Sewing Machine-
Co., Bo.ston, Massachusetts: jiatentcd February 11, 1S51; re-issued June l.j, 1858.

Claim—Only tho combination of thesi' three elements, namely :—1st, A mechanism for making a stitch
substantially su<li as is ilescribed, and consisting of an eye-pointed perforating instrument and a non-pi-rforat-

iiig eye-piiiiited instniiiii'nt. 2d, A stationary table or .support for the material to be sewwi. ."il. A feed in
whii-h the cloth is gnisped between two surfaces without Ijcing attached to cither of them, meaning to claim
as uf our invention none of these elements, severally or apart, from the others, but only the three in combi-
nation.

5. KxTRACTixa Stcmps; Wm. W. Willis, Orange, Mssachusctts ; patented March 6, 1855; re-issued June 22,
1858.

Claim—The combination of the draft hook, n, shears, n. and pulley, y, substantially in the manner
and for the purpo.se set forth. Also, the application and arrangement of the links, or their equivah-nts,
in cimibination with the lever, so that the said links may alternately be put into connexion with the draft
chain, by means of the two link hooks, or their equivalents

Designs.

1. AQPAniOMS; A. L. Blanchard, Albany, New York; dated June 1, 1858.

2. Fo.NT OF Types; James Connor, City of New York ; dated .June 1, 1858.

3. Cook Stoves; E. J. Delaney and J. Martino, Assignors to W. P. Cresson, D. Stnart, and R. Peterson, Phila-
deljihia, I'ennsylvania; dated June 1, 1S58.

4. Ornament in Bas-relief for Stoves, &c.\ George F. Seavey, Boston, Massiichusetts; dated June 1, 1858.

5. Sewi.no Machine Stands; James M'ilcox, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; dated Juno 1, 18.i8.

C. Stove Doors; R. II. N. Bates, Providence. Rhode Island, As.signor to self, Isaac Backers, Canterbury, Con-
necticut, and J. P. Barstow ; dated June 8, 1858.

7. Printers' Types; George Bruco. City of New York; dated June 15, 1858.

8. Stove Plate; S. W. Gibbs, Albany, New York; dated June 22, 1858.

9. Stoves; James Ilorton, Assignor to David Stuart and Richard Peterson, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

r

dated June 29, ISoS.

10. Stoves; Joseph A. Reed, Assignor to David Stuart and Richard Peterson, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
dated June 29, 1858.

11. COOKINO Stoves; O Smith and It. Brown, Assignors to Leibrandt, McDowell A Co., Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania; dated June 29, 1S58.

12. CooKiNii Stoves; G. Smith and II. Brown, Assignors to Leibrandt, McDowell k Co., Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania; dated June 29, 1S58.

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS OF RECENT PATENTS.
FROM II. HOWSON'S patent AGENCY, PHILADELPHIA.

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

Improvement in Corn Shcllers. Patent p-anted to Augustus B.

Davis, April 13, 1858.

Tlii.s invention con.si.sts in combining an endless band or cliain of
tootbed plates witb anaiifrular barred grjvting, in tbc manner fully set

fortli bereaftcr, for tlie jjiirpose of stripping tbe kernels from ears of
corn in a raj)id and ell'eetual manner.

Tlie annexed cut represents a sectional elevation of tbis improved
corn sbeller.

Tbc frame work of tbc macbine consists of two side pieces (one of
wbicb, a', is sbown in tbe engraving), tbe transverse bars, B and b',

and tbe legs, c'. In front of tbe macbine and between tbe side pieces

is a sbclf, D, for receiving tbe ears of corn. Two sbafts, E and F, are
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hung in suitable boxes, secured to the opposite side pieces, and on these

shafts are secured the pulleys, II and n', two on each shaft. A series

of metal plates, G G G, furnished with pointed teeth and secured to the

endless band, e, in close proximity to each other, pass over the pulleys,

H and h', these plates being maintained in their proper position late-

rally by fianches, h, on the pulleys. The latter are octangular or have
any convenient number of sides, providing each side is as long as the

plates, G, are wide. The endless band of toothed plates is caused to

assume the arched form shown in the drawing, by means of strips se-

cured between the side pieces, which cause the plates to bear against

the rollers, k k, revolving on the spindles, L L, the latter turning in

the opposite side pieces, and being pressed down by means of springs,

one of which is situated on each side of the machine. N, is an arched
grating secured to the frame of the machine, and having two sets of

angular bars with sharp upper edges, one set being placed at a con-

trary angle to that of the other. This grating is so situated as to be

in closer proximity to the toothed plates at the back of the machine
than in front.

Instead of securing the toothed plates to an endless band, it is pro-

posed, in some instances, to hinge them together so as to form of them-
selves an endless chain.

The ears of corn are placed on the shelf, D, down which they slide

until caught by the traversing plates, G, which draw them over the

grating, N. The ears, having a tendency to traverse the grate at the

same angle as the bars, must roll over from side to side, and, during

their course over the grating, must be submitted to the action of the

toothed plates, which effectually strip the kernels from tlie cob. Thus
an ear, presented to the machine at the shelf, D, will roll over, follow-
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ing the bars as a guide until it arrives at a point half-way over the grat-

in<T. From this point the bars arc placed at a reverse angle, which the

ear follows with a rolling motion until it makes its exit at the back of

the machine, entirely deprived of its kernels by the plates, a, which have

been moving rapidly in a direct course during the retarded and tortuous

passage of the car. As the space between the endless chain of plates

and the grating is curved, it will be evident that the point of the ear

must be as effectually stripped of its kernels as the body.

Improvem<;nts in Il-ay Elevators. Patent granted to E, M. Rees,

August 10, 1858.

This invention relates to an improvement in hay elevators, in which

the frame with its teeth is so connected to an elevating rod, that a load

of hay may be retained and released at pleasure ; and the improve-

ment consists in a peculiar construction of an elevating bar, spring bolt,

and rod for operating the same, and in the manner of combining these

with, and arranging them on, the frame, as fully described hereafter,

the Avhole forming a substantial, compact, and efficient hay elevator,

and one easily operated and free from the defects of other hay elevators.

In the annexed engraving, fig. 1, is a sectional view of my improved

hav elevator.

Fig. 2, a back view of the same.

The frame work of the elevator consists of two substantial beams, A

and B, the latter being secured midway be-

tween the ends, and at right angles to the

former. To the front of the beam. A, are se-

cured the four curved teeth, c^, and to the back,

near each end of the beam, the two staples, a,

to each of which is connected one of the arms
of the forked elevating rod, D, the upper end
of which is furnished with an eye for connexion

to the elevating rope or chain. An oblong

opening, h, is cut through the beam, ii, for the

rece])ti(tn of the spring bolt, which is arranged

to slide in projections, e, on the inside of the

plate, G, the latter being secured to the back
of the beam, B. This spring bolt has a pointed

end, adapted to fit into a,n angular recess form-

ed in the underside of a block,/, which is at-

tached to the elevating rod, D, and which pro-

jects through an opening in the plate, o, into

the oblong opening, h^ in the beam, B. A spi-

ral spring coiled round the lower portion of

the bolt, F, and intervening l)etween a projec-

tion, 7, on the said bolt, and the lower projec-

tion, c, on the plate, ti, serves to maintain the

point of the said bolt within the recess of the

block, /, when not withdrawn by depressing the rod, H, the upper end
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of which is connected to the projection, i, the lower end sliding in a
staple attached to the beam, A, and being furnished with an eye and
link for connexion to a cord or chain.

It will be seen on reference to fig. 1, that the upper end of the ele-

vating rod, D, is bent towards the front of the machine, and that the

upper end of the beam, B, is cut away so as to be adapted to this bend,

the object of which is to maintain the beam, B, as nearly in a perpen-

dicular position as possible, when suspended to the elevating rope or

chain.

As seen in fig. 1, the implement is in the act of raising its load of

hay. When the required altitude has been reached, one of the attend-

ants pulls the cord attached to the end of the rod, H, depressing the

spring bolt until its point leaves the notch in the blocks, /, when the

frame, with its teeth, its bolt and rod, for operating the same, fall and
assume the position shown in dotted lines (fig. 1), thereby discharging

its elevated load, the rod, D, remaining suspended in its original posi-

tion.

The frame is now raised towards its original position, and the bev-

eled edge of the bolt striking against the rounded end of the projection,

/, the bolt is depressed until its point coincides with, and is forced by,

the spring into the recess of the block, when the frame and elevating

rod become locked together as before, prior to the elevation of another

load of hay.

MECHANICS, PHYSICS, AND CHEMISTRY.

Specification of the Patent granted to Henry Medlock, for an Ini--

proved Method of Purifying Water.*—Dated January 21, 1857.

To all whom these presents shall come, &c., &c.—The said invention

consists of a method of purifying and rendering more wholesome and
useful water which either contains in solution only organic matter or

the products of its decomposition, or which may also contain in solu-

tion inorganic matter, by separating and removing from the water a

portion of such organic matter, and rendering the remainder of such

organic matter inocuous; and in case the water also contains in solu-

tion inorganic matter, by separating and removing from the water a

certain portion of such inorganic matter, and by rendering inocuous

any phosphides or sulphides which the water may contain in solution,

by converting such phosphides into phosphites or phosphates, and such

sulphides into sulphites or sulphates respectively.

The manner of performing the said invention is to place the water
previously to its filtration in a vessel or reservoir of convenient size,

and there to allow it to remain in contact with certain solid bodies of

metal or other substance presenting a sufiicient extent of surface in con-

tact with the water for twenty-four hours or longer, according to the

quantity of water as compared with the extent of sui'face presented to

the water by such bodies, or until the precipitation of organic matter
* From the Repertory of Patent Inventions, Oct., 1857.
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occasioned by such contact ceases, after which any of the precipitate

occasioned by the aforesaid process which may remain suspended in the

water should be removed from the water by subjecting the water to fil-

tration in the ordinary manner.
The solid bodies which I prefer to use for the above purpose are me-

tallic bodies, and the metal I prefer to use for the above purpose is iron,

on account of the little injury the water sustains by the use of it. And
I prefer to use the iron in the form of scrap iron, iron turnings, iron

wire, or sheet iron, though iron in any form presenting a sufficient sur-

face in contact with the water will tend to the same result.

The following I find to be a convenient method of applying my afore-

said invention :—I suspend in a tank or reservoir containing the water

to be purified, by means of iron rods passing across it, iron wire of about
one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter loosely packed in bundles or coils,

and in the proportion of about one pound weight of such wire to every
one hundred gallons of water. I allow the water to remain in contact

with the iron wire from twenty-four to forty-eight hours, according to

the rapidity with which the precipitation of organic matter occasioned

by such contact takes place, and I then pass the water through any
kind of filtering medium now in use which is capable of retaining the

precipitate formed. For the filtration of water in large bulk, I have
found the ordinary sand filter sufficient. The effect of the contact of
the Avater with the solid bodies above described, when the water con-

tains nitrogen in any form, is to decompose or oxidize the organic mat-
ter and the ammonia contained in the water, whereby a certain part of

the organic matter and ammonia is converted into nitrous or nitric acids,

or both of them, by which the rest of the organic matter is rendered
insoluble. The nitrous and nitric acids finally combine Avith the iron

or other solid bodies above described, or with some of the inorganic

bases, if any, contained in the water, and the organic matter rendered
insoluble is precipitated together with some part of the inorganic mat-
ter, if any, contained in the water. And any phosphides or sulphides

which may be contained in the water are converted by oxidation into

phosphites or phosphates, or sulphites or sulphates respectively, which
are comparatively harmless. •

On the Protection of Wood from Fire. *

A series of experiments has recently been made, on a small scale,

at Portsmouth Dockyard, before the Admiral Superintendent, the Mas-
ter Shipwright, the Superintendent Director of Works, the Director of

Police, &c., at the suggestion of Mr. J lay, the Admiralty Chemist of

the Establishment, who proposes to pay the beams and bulkheads of

ships, before they are painted or whitewashed, with a composrtion con-

sisting chiefly of silicate of soda, for the pjirpose of checking the spread
of fire in the event of accident. The prime merit of the proposal be-

longs to Mr. Abel, the talented and experienced chemist of the War
• From the lyondoii Mechanics' Magazine, December, 1S67.

Vol. XXXVI,—Third Sbribs.—No. 3.—Ski'tkmbkr, 1858. 17
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Department, who has given much attention to the subject. At the same
time it is due to Mr. Hay to say that, as the chemical officer of the Board
of Admiralty, he has strenuously seconded the proposals of Mr. Abel,

and has demonstrated by practical experiment the immense advantages

which would result from the preparation of ship timber in the manner
proposed. We have tested specimens of the wood prepared with the

aforesaid silicate, and find the action of fire upon it much impeded by
the treatment to which it has been subjected. In circumstances in which
unprepared wood rapidly fires and burns away in a strong flame, the

prepared Avood slowly smoulders, with very little flame indeed, leaving

a much denser charcoal than the other. The cause appears to be that

the silicate, instead of becoming volatilized, fuses, and clings to the

wood, cutting ofi" the atmosphere from it ; so that wood which, if un-

prepared, would lead flame rapidly along it, and thus spread the fire

abroad, Avill, when prepared, confine, or greatly tend to confine, the

fire to the spot at which it commences.

In order to bring this subject more fully before our readers, we give

the following paper, prepared by Mr. Abel for the " Professional Pa-

pers" of the Corps of Royal Engineers, together with an extract from a

report on experiments made at Chatham, from Colonel Sandham, R. E.,

and Mr. Abel, to the Inspector-General of Fortifications.

REMARKS ON THE PROTECTION OF "WOOD FROM FIRE, BY F. A. ABEL, ESQ.,

CHEMIST TO THE AVAR DEPARTMENT.

The attention of practical men has been for some years past directed,

from time to time, to the importance of affording to wooden erections

some degree of protection from the efl"ects of fire ; and numerous plans

have been proposed, and to some extent tested, for lessening the com-

bustibility of wood, and for covering its surface with a protective coat-

ing more or less unalterable by fire.

The simple application of lime or clay-wash, for example, has been

found to afford some slight protection to wood, although the tendency

of such materials to peel off the surface of the wood (into which they

do not in any Avay penetrate), by exposure to heat, and the rapidity with

which the coatijjg is destroyed by atmospheric influence, render them
very ineffective agents.

Several processes have been patented, even recently, for the protec-

tion of wood from fire. Some idea of the general nature of such pro-

cesses will be conveyed by the following extract from an official report

made on this subject

:

" The importance of obtaining an effective method of reducing the

combustibility of wood, or even of protecting its surface from fire, has

led to an examination into some of the methods of accomplishing this,

which have been lately patented, and of the general nature of which

the following is a brief statement

:

I.
—"Jfr. Maughani s Patent consists in saturating dried wood with

an aqueous solution of phosphate of soda and muriate or sulphate of

ammonia, in certain proportions.

" It is believed by the patentee that these salts will be so affected by
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each other, and by the action of heat, that the fibres of the wood will

be protected hy an incombustible coatinnr, while a quantity of vapor
will be generated by the volatilization, and partial decomposition, of the

ammoniacal salts, which will possess the power of extinguishing flame.
" The same objects are believed to be obtained by

—

II.

—

^'Lieutenant Jackson » Patent Process, by which wood is impreg-
nated with a solution of salts of zinc an<l of ammonia.

" The same means arc adopted in both of these processes for satu-

rating the wood.
" It is packed into large cylinders, from which the air is then ex-

hausted, tlie licjuid being afterwards forced in with a pressure of 1.50

to 200 lbs., which is maintained during one or two hours. It is the same
method a.s that employed in patent processes for preserving timber from
decay.

" I am not aware whether Mr. Maugham's process has been submitted

to any extensive practical test. Numerous experiments were, however,

instituted on Lieutenant Jackson's process, under the direction of Mr.
Brunei.

" Specimens of seventeen different kinds of wood were prepared ; cor-

responding pieces being kept unprepared, and others covered with a

coating of paint. Their powers of resisting fire were tested by piling

the prepared, unprepared, and painted specimens round a perforated

sheet iron surface, filled to the top with a bright coke fii'e.

" In most cases the prepared wood resisted the action of fire for a

longer period, and, when removed from the fire, ceased burning sooner

than the unprepared specimens.
" It was also evident that light porous woods were more efficiently

protected than those of a denser character.
" There is no doubt, therefore, that the combustibility of wood is

more or less diminished by either of the above methods of treatment,

although the protective action must be ascribed to the indestructible

compounds with which the wood is to some extent impregnated, far

more than to the vapors evolved by the decomposition of the small

quantities of ammoniacal salts forced into the wood.
" Although by the impregnating process adopted in the above patents

the preparative solution is believed to be forced into the very centre of

the wood, it is essential, if such a result is to be obtaine<l, that the solu-

tion should be weak, since it is impossible to force ^rong saline solu-

tions thoroughly into wood.
" It is evident that the protective action of the salt cannot, under

these circumstances, be very powerful.
*' Were it possible, on the other hand, to employ stronger solutions,

the expense of the processes would be consideralde.
" The necessity of costly apparatus for impregnating the wood is

also ji matter of serious moment."
The patentees of some of the wood-preserving processes go so far as

to state that they are enabled to render wood incombustible or unin-

flammable, and such statements have tended to lead to the presumption
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that a thoroughly effective protecting agent should have the power of

depriving wood of its combustibility.

It will be readily understood, however, that even if a piece of wood
could be most thoroughly impregnated with a solution of some strength,

of matter unalterable, or at any rate only fusible by continued exposure

to heat, the amount of protective material thus deposited in the pores

of the wood, although it might be considered to surround each particle

of fibie, would not prevent the destructive distillation of the wood by
the effect of heat, the result of Avhich would be the disengagement of

inflammable vapors from the wood, and its ultimate complete ignition,

if maintained for a sufficient period in the vicinity of highly heated or

burning matter ; or if, on the other hand, the protective agent employed
be convertible by heat into vapors possessing the property of extin-

guishing such fire as they may completely surround, such vapors might
have the effect of partially or completely extinguishing the fire in a

piece of ignited wood, after its removal from the source of heat or fire,

but otherwise the volume of vapor generated from the preparation used

would be but slight, as compared with the inflammable vapors evolved

from the overheated wood, and would have no perceptible effect on the

combustion of these, while the scorched or charred woody fibre would
be less efficiently shielded from the effect of flame, than by the coating

formed from an indestructible preparation.

It does not therefore appear reasonable to expect more from the

most efficient protective coating or impregnating material than

—

1st. That it should considerably retard the ignition of wood exposed

for some length of time to the effect of a high temperature; or of bui'n-

ing matter in its immediate vicinity.

2d. That if the vapors which the wood will emit, by continued ex-

posure to heat, become ignited, the flames thus produced shall not

readily affect the fibre of the wood, and shall cease almost directly on
the removal of the wood from the source of heat ; and

3d. That prepared surfaces of wood, when in actual contact with

burning unprepared wood, shall have little tendency to ignite, and
thereby cause the fire to spread.

In addition to such processes as those above referred to, in which the

protecting material is forced into the Avood by the application of con-

siderable pressure, trials have been made with agents of different kinds,

in solutions or baths, in which the wood was steeped or allowed to soak
for some hours, so that it might be in a slight degree impregnated with

the material, or that a superficial coating of the protective might at

least be formed.

Some of these methods have been made the subject of experiments

by order of Lord Panmure, with a view to test their merits.

One, proposed by W. C. Salomons, of Paris, consisted in immersing
the dried wood alternately in two baths, the one containing three parts

of acid sulphate of alumina, and one part of glue, dissolved in six parts

of water ; the other consisting of two parts of dry chloride of calcium,

one part of glue, and seven parts of water.

The objects which the inventor wishes to attain by the use of these
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solutions are, firstly, to imprejinate the wood slightly with one of the

salts (the chloride of calcium, for exain[)le), and then, by immersion of

the wood in the second bath, to effect the decomposition of the first salt

by the second in the pores of the wood.
Thus the chloride of calcium and sulphate of alumina should become

converted into sulphate of lime and chloride of aluminum ; the former
an almost insoluble substance, the latter a soluble deliquescent body,

possessing the property of converting the glue employed, together with

the salts, into an insoluble body—a species of leather.

The pores of the wooden suHaces are, therefore, by the treatment in

question, to be filled up by particles of a substance nearly insoluble,

and unalterable by heat, which, together with the soluble salt, also pre-

sent, are to be protectcil and united b}' means of the precipitated glue,

which dries up to a hard horny substance.

The experiments made by this process showed that the glue employed
in the solutions greatly impeded the penetration of the wood by the

saline matter, and also caused the decomposition of the salts to be very
partial.

The protective property of the coating formed on the wood, prepared

by this process, was not found to be considerable, while the expense of

the materials was great, as compared with others equally efficient.

The successful results obtained on the Continent by the application

of alkaline silicates as protective materials, led to an examination into

the comparative value of the cheapest of these, the soluble silicate of

soda, as an agent for decreasing the combustibility of wood.

The property possessed by the soluble alkaline silicates, of being

readily softened by hot water, and thus converted into a state of solu-

tion, while they are but slightly affected by cold water, renders their

applicatioti to wood, either in the form of a bath, or as a wash, very

simple. Their dilute solutions being readily absorbed by wood, the sur-

faces of the latter, as it dries, assume the form of a liard coating.

The experiments made in the first instance with the silicate of soda,

and the results obtained, arc described in the following extract from

the official report

:

"Various specimens of dry wood were prepared with silicate of soda,

by being soaked for a few hours with a weak solution.

" Upon examining the interior of these, after the removal from the

bath and subseijuent dessication, the silica was found to have pene-

trated about a ([uarter of an inch on all sides.

" On piling the above over a fire, together with specimens of unpre-

pared wood, and others tliat had been prepared by different processes,

the superiority of the silicate of soda, as a protective agent, was fully

established.

" Souu^ spcciinons of wood were then sinq'dy painted with a mode-

rately strong solution of silicate, and afterwards placed, together with

unprepared wood, in a pool of coal-tar naphtha, some of the latter be-

ing thrown over the surfaces of the wood.
" rinme(liMtcly on the ignition of the na])htha, the wood was sur-

rounded by tlanies, which soon fired the unprepared pieces, whilst thoso

17*
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coated with the silicate only ignited after a time at the edge, and were
scorched or baked by the heat, but not burned.

" A wooden hut, similar in construction to those at Aldershot, hav-

ing been erected at Woolwich Marshes, for the purpose of testing the

value of Phillips's Fire Annihilator, advantage was taken of the oppor-

tunity thus oft'ered for trying to some extent, upon a larger scale, the

merits of the silicate as a protective.

" Shortly before the experiment took place, an application was made
to me by the officers of Royal Engineers, for the preparation, in some
way, of a portion of the building with a protective agent.

" One part was painted, inside and out, with a mixture of lime and
alum, which, however, was not found upon experiment to act as an
efficient protective against fire.

"Another part of the hut was painted, inside and out three times^

with a solution of silicate of soda.

" Unfortunately for the fairness of the experiment, the building was
constructed with a double boarding, so that it was only possible to coat

or impregnate the planks on one side. Nevertheless, the value of this

agent was established beyond doubt.
" A large heap of shavings was lighted in the interior of the hut,

against the coated portion of the wall. The flames played fiercely upon
the latter for some minutes, but only succeeded in kindling one edge
of a plank, and that portion did not blaze, but smouldered for a short

time.

" By the heat of the fire the salt was drawn to the surface of the

wood, and fused, forming a glazing upon it.

" Subsequently, when the whole building was destroyed by fire, after

unsuccessful attempts to extinguish it by means of the ' Annihilators,'

the fierceness of the flames was such that few materials could have with-

stood it
;
yet of the exterior coated portion of timber several planks

remained.
" Upon examining these, the unprotected surfaces which had been

directly exposed to the fire were found to be completely charred ; but

this charring had extended only to the point to which the silicate had
penetrated from the other side of the plank.

" This experiment is considered to have proved that the silicate of

soda is a very valuable protective agent, and that even when simply

applied as a paint, it will serve to protect wood for a considerable time

from fire, and to retard greatly the spreading of a conflagration,"

Shortly after the experiments above described were made, the possi-

bility suggested itself of rendering the coating of silicate less destruc-

tible by exposure to wet, of increasing its efficiency as a protective, and
of rendering its application more economical by combining with its use

that of ordinary lime wash.

Some pieces of plank were prepared in the following manner : a dilute

solution of the silicate of soda was first applied with a brush ; when this

had thoroughly soaked into the wood and dried, a thick lime wash (made
by slaking some lime, and reducing the hydrate to a smooth wash of the

consistence of thick cream) was applied ; and, lastly, after the planks
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had been exposed to the air for two or three hours, they were painted

with a second solution of silicate of soda, somewhat stronger than that

first used.

The effects of the liquids thus applied, both upon the wood and on
each other, will be more particularly pointed out in a report subjoined.

Several experiments, precisely similar to those described below, were

made with the prepared planks, the results proving most satisfactorily

that the protective coating resisted to a remarkable degree the action

of heat, evinced no symptom of peeling off the highly heated surface

of the wood, and protected the fibre to a great degree from the influ-

ence of flame playing upon its surface.

The durability of the coating was tested by exposing prepared sur-

faces of wood to a continuous stream of water and to heavy rains for

a considerable period. It was found that the rain had no effect upon the

coating : in the other more severe test the material was only to some
extent removed, after a time, on that spot where the jet of water first

impinged upon the wood.

A trial was made of the firmness of the coating, by applying heavy
blows to the surface of the wood. The covering was only disturbed in

one or two places, where the lime had been laid on rather too thickly.

Upon the results of these experiments being reported, an order was
issued by Lord Panmure to have the proposed process for the protec-

tection of wood from fire practically tested at some of the camps or

stations.

It was ultimately arranged that a proper trial of the process should

be instituted at Chatham, under the direction of Col. Sandham, R. E.

The nature of the experiments performed at Chatham, and the re-

sults obtained, are detailed in an official report, from which the follow-

ing extracts are taken

:

Extracts from a Report of Experiments at Chatham, from Col.

Sandham, R. E., and F. A. Abel, Esq., to the Inspector-Gene-

ral OF Fortifications.

Sir :—We have the honor to inform you that some experiments with

silicate of soda applied in conjunction with lime wash, as a means of

protecting wood from fire, and of retarding its combustibility, have

been made at Chatham, on a sufficient scale to determine practically

the value of this agent, if applied as a preservative to camp huts.

* * * *

We consider the experiments to have afforded conclusive proof, on

a practical scale, of the considerable )»ower possessed by silicate of soda,

ap])lie(l simply as a coating, in conjunction with lime, of retarding the

inflammability of wood.

It is of course impossible, even by thorough impregnation of wood
with various substances, to deprive it of the property of burning. The
only results to be attained hy the use of a protective material are

—

1st. To shield the substance of the wood itself in a great degree from

the eft'ects of neighboring fire, or of the vapors which will issue from

over-heated wood, and burn on its surface, and

—
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2d. To deprive the wood, to a considerable extent, of the power of

carrying the fire along, thus rendering necessary the continued appli-

cation of heat or fire from another source (such as an over-heated stove

or unprotected portions of wood) in order to effect its thorough ignition.

An examination of the experiments shoAvs that these results are ob-

tained by the application of the silicate of soda to the wood.

This substance may be obtained in any quantity at a very reason-

able rate, and the method of applying it is so simple, that the wood may
be properly prepared with it by ordinary workmen.

It appears to us important that, if its application to new camp huts

should be determined upon, the Avood to be employed in their structure

should be completely coated Avith the preparation before the erection

of the buildings, in order to give the latter a fair chance of resisting

the action of fire reaching the wood from any quarter.

But even in buildings already erected it is of importance that those

portions which are in any way liable to possible exposure to heat or

fire (that is, the portions in the vicinity of stoves), should receive the

very considerable protection Avhich would be afi'orded by the application

of the silicate coating, any covering of paint or paper having first been

removed.

We beg to give it as our opinion that the efiiciency of the protective

agent in question has been sufiiciently tested to obviate the necessity

of further trials upon a large scale ; and submit, in conclusion, that,

while the extensive employment of light Avooden buildings for huts and

temporary work-shops renders the application of some protective mate-

rial to the interior of these, at any rate, a matter of great importance,

it is of equal consequence that such an agent, if adopted for use in the

service, should be easy of application and inexpensive, and that its

employment should be as completely under the control of Government

as that of any ordinary coating material.

H. Sandham.
F. A. Abel.

The above Report was accompanied by a communication relating to

the cost of the application of the silicate coating, in which it was
stated that, proAaded the silicate of soda employed has been prepared

with especial reference to this application (that is, so as to be readily

and completely mixable with Avater), one pound of the material is suffi-

cient to prepare a surface of wood of ten square feet ; Avhile the whole-

sale price of the silicate, in the form of a syrup of a certain degree of

concentration, is =£20 per ton ; so that the cost of the silicate required

to prepare the wood is at the rate of about tAVO pence for a surface of

about ten square feet.

The folloAA'ing are the directions adopted for general guidance in pre-

paring wood with the coating of silicate of soda and lime.

Directions for CovERiNa Timber avith a Protective Coating
OF Silicate of Soda axd Lime.

Materials employed.—The silicate of soda must be in the form of a
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thick syrup, of a known degree of concentration, as manufactured by
Messrs. Simpson & Co., Kennington-road, London.

The lime wash should be made by slaking some good fat lime, rub-

bing it down with water until perfectly smooth, and then diluting it to

the consistency of thick cream.

Treatment of the wood.—The protective coating is produced by
painting the wood firstly with a dilute solution of silicate of soda ; se-

condly, with the lime Avash ; and lastly, with a somewhat stronger solu-

tion of the silicate.

The surface of the wood should be moderately smooth; and any
covering of paper, paint, or other material, should be first removed
entirely, by })liining or scraping.

A solution of tiie silicate, in the proportion of one part by measure

of the syrup to three parts of water, is prepared in a tub, pail or

earthen vessel, by simply stirring the measured proportion of the sili-

cate with the water, until complete mixture is effected.

The wood is then washed over with this liquid, by means of an ordi-

nary white-wash brush, the latter being passed two or three times over

the surface, so that the wood may absorb as mucli of the solution as

possible. "When this first coating is nearly dry, the wood is painted

with the lime wash in the usual manner.

A solution of the silicate, in the proportion of two parts by measure

of the syrup to three parts of water, is then made ; and a sufficient

time having been allowed to elapse for the wood to become moderately

dry, this liquid is applied upon the lime in the manner directed for the

first coating. The preparation of the wood is then complete. If the

lime coating has been applied rather too thickly, the surface of the

wood may be found, when quite dry, after the third coating, to give off

a little lime when rubbed with the hand. In that case it should be

once more coated over with a solution of the silicate, of the strength

prescribed for the second liquid.

Strength of Wire Ropes.*

A series of experiments have been made at Woolwich Dockyard, to

test the comparative strength of the wire r()j)es manutactured by Messrs.

Binks and Stephenson, of Millwall, under a new })atent, and those mnde
under their old one. The new ropes were made of the patent wire in-

vented and manufactured by Messrs. Webster and Ilorsfall, wiiich is

uncjuestionably the most remarkable yet pr(Kluced, the weight whicii a

very small sized wire will bear being almost incredible. It is consid-

ered that it would be apj)licable to pit ropes generally, as it wouhl save

a great amount of engine power, and also for suspension bridges, &c.

It was under consideration to employ it for the Atlantic cable, but the

expense and the time which would then have been reijuired to make
the necessary quantity of wire deterred the directors of the company
from adopting it. Messrs. Webster and Ilorsfall have, however, re-

cently made such improvements in their manufacture as enable them
• From the LonUou Mining Journal, No. IIS^.
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to sell the wire at a price -which renders it as inexpensive to use as the

ordinary rope wire. From the subjoined statement of the results ob-

tained at the Dockyard, it will be seen that both the inventors of the

wire and the manufacturers of the rope have good reason to be satis-

fied, as the weight borne previous to the ropes' breaking was really

enormous :

—

Breaking strain under old patent.

Circum. Tons. Cwt. Circum.

!§ nch rope, 2 5 1^ inch rope,

H " 3 5 H "

2 '< 4 6 2 i<

n " 6 7 2i
«

n t< 7 8 2^ i(

n " 8 11 H «

3 X 11 14 3 «

3i
" 13 10 H «

H « 15 6 H u

n <( 17 6 31 <<

4 " 19 6 4 <<

4i « 21 17 4i
«

4^ (1 24 8 4i
«

^ " 28 6 41 ((

5 32 5 5 «

Breaking strain under new patent.

Tons. Cwt.

4 19

6 15

9 10

13

16 4
18 15

25 13

29 12

33 11

37 18

42 6

47 17

53 8
61 19

70 12

On two New Metals in the Swedish 3Iagnetic Iron Ore.*

By Professor Ullgren.

I have recently received a magnetic iron ore from Westerby, near

Askersund in Sweden, sent for analysis, with the statement that a small

addition of this ore in the smelting of good ores, caused a high degree

of deterioration of the iron obtained. In the analysis which I made of

this ore, I believe I have discovered two metals, one of an electro-nega-

tive, the other of an electro-positive nature, and with properties which

justify the assumption that they have not yet been made known.
The electro-negative metal has the following properties ;—it is thrown

down with a brown color by sulphureted hydrogen from an acid solu-

tion, and the precipitate is soluble with a brown color in ammonia and
sulphuret of ammonium. Its solution in nitro-muriatic acid, when slowly

evaporated, deposits a solid body of a brownish-yellow color. Before the

blowpipe this gives colorless globules with salt of phosphorus, and fur-

nishes no metal with soda upon charcoal.

The properties of the electro-positive metal are as follow :—From a

solution of iron, mixed with a sufficient quantity of acetate of soda, it

is thrown down by sulphureted hydrogen, together with iron and a

small amount of zinc which is contained in the ore. After the precipi-

tate has been partially dried upon the filter, iron and zinc may be

removed by dilute muriatic acid, and afteinvards nitric acid. The resi-

due, calcined with access of air, and afterwards fused with carbonate

of soda, yields a grayish-yellow substance, which, when calcined in

hydrogen gas, furnishes a black powder, which burns in the air to a

grayish-yellow body. The black powder obtained by reduction with

hydrogen gas, is dissolved with extreme difficulty by nitric acid, but
* From the London Chemical Gazette, No. 373.
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more readily by nitromuriatic acid ; in this solution alkalies form a yel-
lowish-brown, flocculent precipitate, ferroc^'anide of potassium a blue
or green one. Before the blowpipe it gives a colorless globule with salt
of phosphorus

;
this becomes opalescent in the inner flame, and when

a large quantity is present, gray. It is not in the least attracted by
the magnet.

—

Liebigs Annalen^ Deceinber, 1857, p. 336.

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

Particulars of the Steamer Ocean Queen,

Hull built l)y J. A. Westervelts, Sons. Machinery by Morgan Iron
Works, New York. Intended service, JN^ew York to Southampton and
Havre.

Hull.—
Length on deck from fore part of stem to after part of stern

post, above spar deck, . . 330 feet.

Breadth of beam at midship section, . 42 <•

Depth of hold, . . . 22 "
" " to spar deck, . . 30 "

keel, . . . 1 " fi inches.
I^ength of engine and boiler space, . 141 " 9 «

Draft of water, at load line, . . 15 '* 6 "
" " below pressure and revolutions, . 13 «

Area of immersed section at this draft, 636 sq. ft.

Tonnage, custom-house, . . 2830.
Contents of bunkers in tons of coal, 800.

Masts and rig—brig.

Engine.—Vertical Beam.

Diameter of cylinder, . . .90 inches.
Length of stroke, . . . 12 feet.

Maximum (iressure of steam in pounds, 20.

Cut-otr—variable.

Maximum revolutions per minute, . 15.

BoiLEUS.—Three—Return flued.

Length of boilers, . . .36 feet.

Breadth " . at furnaces, 14 feet, at shell, H " 6 inches.
Height " exclusive of steam chimney, . 11 " 3 "

Number of furnaces, . 3 in each.

Breadth '*
. . . 4 " 3 "

Length of grate bars, . . 7 " 6 "

Number of flues, . . 16.

Internal diameter of flues, 10 of 18 ins., C of 14 ins.

Length of flues, . lower, 23 feet—return, 30 " 2 "

Heating surface (fire and flues^, . 7155 sq. ft.

Diameter of smoke pipes, . 1 of 85 ins., 1 of 77 ins.

Height ii «
. , 30 ..

Description of coal, . Anthracite or Bituminous.

Combustion— natural draft.

Paddlk Wiiekls.—
Diameter, . . . .38 feet

Length of blades, . . . 10 «• 6 inches.

Depth " . . . 2 "

Number •« •
. . 32.

Remarks.—Floor timbers at throats

—

molded, 17 ins., sided,10 ins.

Distance of frames apart at centres, 30 in. Frames strapped with di-

agonal and double laid iron straps, 4J by ^-inches. Has four water-

tight bulkheads. C> H. U.
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Note upon the Electric Light, and its Actual Cost, compared with the

Cost of Gas, Oil, or Candle Light* By M. Edmond Becquerel.

(Extracted from Les Noitvtiles Annales de la Comtruction.)

The regulators of tlie electric light already known, act in a manner
so satisfactory, that their application is possible in cases in which the

source of electricity offers the necessary conditions of constancy and
economy : it is only necessary to improve the mode of preparing the

charcoal points required to complete the circle, for the want of purity

and homogeneity of those conductors is the principal cause of the in-

termittences which may be observed in this source of light.f

The most impoi'tant point to be settled, in the inquiry into the cost

of the electric light, is the expense of the piles Avhich produce the elec-

tricity, by estimating the consumption of the zinc, of the sulphuric,

and of the nitric acid, necessary to create in a voltaic circle a given

quantity of light during several hours. The results obtained show that

the luminous intensity of the circle, measured by means of the proto-

meter, diminished very rapidly during the course of the experiments,

whilst the intensity of the electric current had only varied in a slight

degree. But this effect may be easily explained if we consider that the

luminous intensity must be a function of the quantity of heat given off,

which varies as the square of the quantity of electricity traversing the

circuit in a given time : the decrease of light was, indeed, more rapid

than this law would indicate.

If the intensity of the voltaic light do not vary in proportion to the

consumption of the matters which produce the electricity of the voltaic

pile, it becomes almost impossible to ascertain the law according to

which the expense necessary for the production of a light of a given,

intensity varies, as in the case of the light obtained from certain other

combustible matters. But it is possible, as we Avill hereafter show, to

indicate the limits within which this expense is comprised, when Bun-
sen plates, of ordinary dimensions, are used, in which the diaphragm,

or porous cylindrical vase, is about 8 inches high, from 2f to 6 inches

diameter, and whose number is comprised between 40 and 80. With a

pile of 60 elements, Avhich had Avorked for three hours, the quantity of

zinc consumed per hour was, at the commencement, 2-39463 lbs. avoir-

dupois, and the total expense of the products consumed was 2 f. 85
ctms.; the quantity of light produced being equal to 506 candles. After

three hours, the consumption of zinc was only 1-82133 lbs., the cost

was 2 f. 15 ctms., and the quantity of light equal to 195 candles. On
the average, then, per hour, the zinc consumed was 2-10798 lbs., the

expense 2 f. 50 ctms., the quantity of light equal to 350 candles. The
expense in zinc was calculated according to the intensity of the current,

measured by a compass of sines introduced in the circuit, and consid-
* From the Journal of Gas Lighting, &c., No. 128.

f The invention lately patented by Mr. Way, for substituting a capillary stream of mercury for the char-

coal points formerly used, entirely obviates the objection to the use of the electric light on the score of its

irregularity; but at the same time, it appears to us that it must increase the cost. It is essential, however,
to observe, that M. Becquerel, as will be seen by the sequel of this article, assumes that no use can be made
of the spent liquors of the batteries, whilst the Electric Light and Color Company are understood to obtain
from them some products of considerable value in the Arts.

—

Editor J. G. L.
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ered with reference to tlie action whicli would be produced in a voltao-

metre of the sulphate of copper by an electric current of the same in-

tensity ; the expense in sulphuric and nitric acid was calculated by
equivalents.

Now the expense of the plates is greater than would be indicated

by the theory of electro-chemical decompo;5itions in definite propor-

tions; for if the zinc which had served for a previous experiment might
serve for a new one, the nitric acid, whose areometric degree had fallen

from 36° to 25°, would not produce upon the plates a sufficiently en-

ergetic action to obtain the luminous arc in good conditions. More-
over, it is necessary to take into account the loss of mercury: the con-

sumption of the zinc, a little beyond that indicated by theory; and, in

addition, the price of the charcoal points through which the circuit is

completed. &c., kc.

For these reasons we think that, under the conditions of the experi-

ments recorded above, and with a resistance to the external conducti-

bility e(jual to that of the pile, it may be admitted, without exaggeration,

that each couple costs 5 centimes per hour, or ^d. English money nearly.

If we compare the cost prices of the different sources of light, equiva-

lent to 350 candles, the mean intensity derived from tlic above experi-

ments, we find the following numbers:

—

Coal gas,* at 3s. 4d- per 1000 cubic feet, nearly . . Os. 8jd.
Cs. 8il. " " . .15

Oil (rapc-seedj, at 8jd. per lb., avoirdupois, . .25
Tallow, at 2s. Id. per lb., . . . .50

(No doubt tbere is a misprint here in the orig;inal

:

the

price of tallow would not, in all probabiiitj, exceed

8id. per lb.)

Slcarine Ciindies, at nearly Is. 3jd. per lb., . . .10 6

Wax candles, at 2s. Id. per lb., . . .13
Electric light, . . . . . .24

It thence appears that for the same quantity of light, and taking
only into account the cost price of the matters consumed, without re-

ference to the labor, the electric light, in the conditions we have studied,

wouM be four times dearer than gas light at the price charged to the

town of Paris; its price would be the same as for oil lighting, and the
quarter of that of an illumination by wax candles: but, if the labor

necessary to superintend the machinery, to prepare and to renew the

jtlatcs, &c., were added, the price ought at least to be doubled. These
results might vary if batteries witli an increased number of plates were
used, and the expense would be dimiiiisjied by using a greater number
of voltaic elements ; but as the numl)er of plates is ordinarily limited

to GO or 80, the preceding conclusions may be applied to the experi-

ments hitherto made upon the electric light.

In these experimental researches, we have been led to a rather cu-

rious result : the resistance to the conductibility of the voltaic arc was
measured ; that is to say, by assimilating the incandescent materials

• Tlip numlKTH rolatinn to gns liulitinR arc, »8 i» well known, vrry variaWc ; thoy depend on the siie of
the bornor, Hm form, the manner in wliieli Ihe oonibiiHtion tiikex place, and, liLstlr. npoD the compositiuo
of the gas itself The ab<ive numl>i'r id a menu ase^TtniDinl hy experiments made with coiil i^as in thocou-
ditlODS, and with the form of burners whieh served for the obwrvations.

—

Note by M. Bccquerel.

Vol. XXXVI.—Third Sbuibs.—No. 3.—Sei'tember, 1858. 18
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Avhicli compose it, and wliicli transmit the electricity to a metallic con-

ductor, we found that the resistance was equal to a number varying

from 0"50 to 0-67 of the resistance to the conductibility of the pile ; and

that it was necessary to remain within these limits, in order to keep

the voltaic circle in favorable conditions. Now, it is known that the

maximum calorific and magnetic effects of a battery are obtained when
the resistance to the conductibility is equal to that of the couples : it

thence would appear that, by practical experiments, we have been able

to hit upon the conditions which theory indicates as giving the most

energetic action a battery is able to produce.

It is interesting to compare the numbers above indicated with those
,

which Avould be obtained if we estimated the motive force it would be

necessary to apply to an electro-magnetic engine able to maintain a

voltaic circle equal to that of the above experiments. If we compare

these experiments with those obtained last year by the use of the ma-

chine in operation at the Conservatoire Imperial des Arts et Metiers,

it will be found that it would be necessary to apply a force equal to

2^ or nearly 2| horses power to this machine, in order to produce an

electric current able to maintain, constantly, a luminous arc equal to

350 candles in its effect. This estimation is only applicable to the

limits of the intensity of the current within which we have operated.

From this it appears that the electricity so obtained would be the least

costly source of that agent ; in this case, it is only a question of the

production of the electric light, for, so far as the other applications of

electricity are concerned, the production of electricity by this means

would not be eff"ected under the same economical conditions.

We have thus explained how the cost price of the electric light may
be ascertained ; but it is necessary to say under what circumstances it

may be applied. It must be evident from the conditions themselves of

the voltaic current, that they do not allow of the lights being divided,

as in the case of public lighting ; far from this being the case, the elec-

tric light is concentrated ; and the difficulties which are encountered

when it is desired to obtain two or more arcs with the same current and

the same circuit are such that we are forced to renounce the eff"ort.

Indeed, the sum of the resistance to the conductibility of the separate

arcs must be equal to that of the single arc ; and when we think of the

conditions required to regulate the fixity of a single arc, we may easily

conceive that it becomes more difficult, even if not entirely impossible,

to regulate in the same circuit two or more separate arcs, which would

then be much shorter.

But if, under existing circumstances, we cannot think of applying

electricity to public lighting, it maybe advantageously applied to special

works, as, indeed, it has already been so applied. It may be sufficient

to mention night works, works executed under water, public lectures,

&c. ; it is even probable that it might be advantageously used in light-

ing the galleries of mines, for signals on board ships, for light-houses,

and in a number of circumstances in which it may be necessary to pro-

duce during a given time, of a longer or shorter duration, a light of an

extremely great intensity,
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Protective 3Iattingfor Horticultural and Agricultural Produce.''^

Dr. Guyot, of Paris, the proprietor of extensive vineyards, in Sil-

lery, Champar^no, has introduced in France, and is now introducinfr in

England, a siniplo but improved description of straw matting for tlie

protection of horticultural and agricultural produce, together with a

loom or apparatus for manufacturing the same. On a careful examina-
tion of the merits of Dr. Guyot's invention, we have found it to be a
very valuable one, and most heartily recommend its adoption.

The fabric i.s composed of a weft of straw, cane, bass, rush, reed, or

other similar material, woven into or combined with a warp consisting

of two sets of warp threads, each set composed of two wires or stout

cords twisted together; and it is manufactured as follows:—The straw,

bass, or other material, is cut into even lengths, and spread on a table

with a central slot or channel from end to end, where, by means of a

comb or reed with conical teeth, the mass is divided into clusters (the

thickness of each cluster being according to the space between every
two adjoining teeth). The comb is driven into the straw just over the

channel. The table is then brought to the weaver, who takes a cluster

at a time, and feeds it in a loom or frame, in which the warp, cords, or

wires are delivered off in two's from four reels set in the same spindle

mounted in the standards of the frame, and are passed through eyes

and grooves in plates which act as heddles, being connected by a double

escapement or otherwise to treadles, by which they are depressed and
brought up again by springs at top, whereby the warp threads are

crossed, two by two, alternately, each set being opened to form a shed,

through which the weft is introduced. The fabric, as it is woven, is

wound off on a beam made to revolve by a weighted lever; the weight

also effects the draft and tension of the warp threads,'being brought

back from the end of its stroke by hand or otherwise ; or the beam may
be turned, and the warp threads delivered off and opened to form the

shed by steam or other power which may be employed to work the

frame. Pins may be let in the fabric to fix it in place, or it may be

mounted on stakes with cross-pieces, or on swivelled rods, or on adjust-

able frames, so that the position of the matting may be varied when
used for sheltering a plant ; or it may be mounted in rollers like a blind

to cover conservatories, &c.

The breadth of the fabric varies from about 1 foot 3 inches to 2 feet.

The lesser breadth is the better for protecting plants placed in rows or

beds, or in hot-houses and other like places, and the greater breadth for

protecting wall fruits, such as peaches, apricots, &c. The matting is

made of any desired length, being rolled up into rolls, like carpeting, as

it leaves the loom or a])j)aratus in which it is woven, and which has been

designed especially for its manufacture. It weighs but little, and may
conso((uently be transj)ortod with ease, and at a small expense. It may
be handled roughly without risk of injury, arranged in any desired form

or manner, cut into any i'e<iuired lengths, and, if desired, be re-united

again without difficulty. It is so easily applied in the garden or orchard
• From Uio Lond. Mcch. Mag., Not., 1857.
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that ten men will, in a single day, fix it over thirty thousand feet of

plants, and that so firmly and surely that it will resist the most violent

storms to Avhich it may be exposed.

During the last two years, 185G-7, Dr. Guyot applied this matting

to the protection of 180,000 feet of vines on his estate at Sillery, and

has thus obtained fruit three times more abundant, and mucli finer than

that of the neighboring vineyards. He has obtained similar success in

the cultivation of garden plants and wall fruits on a very large scale.

These results have been investigated by scientific and agricultural com-

missions, and their reports have obtained for him the medals before

mentioned, and other rewards in testimony of the value of his inven-

tion.

The new fabric, being once introduced into the market, will be used

not only for the protection of horticultural and agricultural produce,

in corn fields, hay fields, market gardens, kitchen gardens, and or-

chards, but also for forming light sheds and other inclosures for pre-

serving implements, fowls, swine, &c., for wrapping various materials

in, for covering floors in country houses, &c., &c. ITie modes of apply-

ing the fabric to these various purposes, of course, vary, but are in all

cases simple and inexpensive.

Cards for Jacquard Mechanism* William Whitehead, Hudders-

fiekh—Patent dated May 19, 1857.

According to one modification of this invention, the cards to be used

in Jacquard machines maybe composed of wood, metal, or other strong

and durable material, these cards perforated throughout to correspond

to the whole of the needles in the Jacquard, and when required for any
particular pattern, the holes are plugged up by small pegs inserted

therein in any required order and number to suit the particular design

to bo produced. When a change of design is required, the pegs are

withdrawn, and are again inserted in a difi"erent order—one set of cards

being thus made to serve any number of designs.

These cards may be laced or tied together in any convenient and

durable manner. The plan at present adopted is to connect each card

with its neighbors by means of small wire links at each end of the card.

Mlectro- Telegraphic Progress.'^

It has been estimated that there are already 78,350 miles of tele-

graphs constructed and in progi'ess of construction :—In Europe, 37,-

900 miles ; United States, 33,000; India, 5000 ; South America, 1500;

and submarine—Europe and America, 900. It is probable that in less

than six months all these lines will be in full operation. The comple-

tion of the Atlantic telegi'aph will increase the aggregate mileage stated

above by 1700 miles.

*From the Lond. Practical Mech. Jour., March, 1858.

f From the Lond. Civ. Eng. and Arch. Joum., Jan., 1858.
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Oyi some Physical Properties of Ice.*- By Prof. Tyxdall.

The author prefaced his observations with some remarks on force in

the abstract, referring in particular to the force by which crystalline

architecture is accomplished. Some phenomena of crystallization were
shown by means of the photo-electric microscope. The manner in which
the molecular aggregation was aflfected when a beam of radiant heat

was sent into the interior of a mass of ice, was examined. The track

of such a beam presented a beautiful appearance—flattened spheroids

were observed, which at certain incidences of the light shone with more
than metallic brilliancy, and around each a liquid flower, consisting in-

variably of six petals, was formed. The spot at the centre of each

flower was proved to be a vacuum, and the formation of the flowers in

a piece of ice through which a beam of electric light was transmitted

was rendered visible to the audience. The air and water cavities, which,

in the case of glacier ice, have caused so much discussion, were next

examined. It was proved that the water was due to the melting of the

ice round the air cavities. The hypothesis propounded by M. Agassizs

and the Messrs. Schlagintweit to account for this Avatcr, and which has

hitherto been universally accepted, is, that the ice permits the radiant

heat to pass, the heat warms the air, and it in its turn melts the ice.

It was proved by the speaker that this view is wholly untenable. One
of its consequences would be that a bubble of air would be capable of

absorbing in a few minutes a quantity of heat which would raise its tem-

perature upAvards of 400,000 degrees, or more than 160 times that of

fused cast iron. The melting of the ice was shown to be a simple conse-

quence of the dynamical theory of heat : molecular motion is transmitted

through the solid ice, without prejudice to its solidity, and detaches the

particles at the surface of the internal cavity, as the last of a series of elas-

tic balls is detached by force which has traversed a row of them without

producing visible separation. The passage of snow into glacier ice was

next considered. It was referred to the enormous pressure of the moist

neve upon its own mass. That moisture was necessary, was shown by
moulding ice at 32 deg. into cups ; while, when it was rendered perfectly

dry by immersion in a bath of solid carbonic acid and ether, the ice on

being crushed became a powder as white as snow. Crushed glass or

quartz could not have been whiter or more opaque.

Hodges' Patent Triangular Scales and Gauges.-\

Mr. R. E. Ilodges, of Southampton-row, Russell-sciuare, the inge-

nious inventor of the India rubber accumulator springs, and other use-

ful contrivances, has introduced a new description of scales and gauges,

which are attracting notice at the Society of Arts' Exhibition of Inven-

tions. The accompanying engravings illustrate the nature of these

instruments. Fig. 1 is a strip of wood, ivory, or metal, supposed to be

10 inches long and 1 inch wide, with a diagonal cut severing it in two.

Each inch is divided into 10, and the whole into 100 parts (divisions of

•Froia the Loua. rroctieal Moch. Jour., March, 1858. t From tho Lond. Mcch. Mag., May, 1858.

18»
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50 to the inch, or 500 on the whole length, could be read oflf easily by
the naked eye). It is evident that each move of the 10th of an inch
of the one triangle upon the other, whether backwards or forwards,
must decrease or increase the width of the scale the 100th part of an
inch, and also that the scales will be parallel in those parts which over-

lYff.l

'^IPIiiiiiiriimriiiimMii^

^.^.7.

lap each other. Parallel lines may be dra'wn with this scale at equal

distances, or at any desired distance from each other : and mechanical
and other drawings (not curved) may be measured, the respective dis-

tances of their parts noted ; and then reproduced on an increased or

diminished scale.

Scales of this description will enable a carpenter or other handi-

craftsman to set out tenons, as with them he can at one operation, that

is to say, without shifting the scales, draw two parallel lines at any
desired distance apart, and the width of the scale may be increased by
using in conjunction with it any common rule or strip of known width.

Fig. 2. The triangles are here slided down until the Avidth of the

scale is narrowed to 50 hundredths or half an inch, and the manner of

gauging a ring of that internal diameter is shown. It will be seen, also,

that by reversing the position of the apices the width of the scale is in-

creased.

Fig. 3. Two simple sections are suflficient to gauge the mouth of a
tube ; but when it is desired to gauge a tube (as, for example, a gun
barrel) from one end to the other, then two sections may be employed,
both capable of entering the tube, and to these sections maybe attached
rods, which maybe graduated so as to show the distance of the sections

from the mouth of the tube, when each gauging is obtained. In order
to facilitate the readings of the gaugings, there are two sections at-

tached to the upper ends of the rods, similar in all respects to the sec-

tions within the tubes, and as the rods are of equal lengths, the sections

will always occupy corresponding positions, and the reading of the up-
per one will be the same as the reading of the lower.

Fig. 4. In order to keep the sections in their proper relative positions,

they may be grooved to fit one another, as in fig. 4.

Fig. 5, shows the "gauge plate," made of steel or other

metal, or of wood, for gauging needles, wire, screws, sheet

metal, turners' work, &c. The diameter, or the thickness,

is read ofi" at the arrow, where the opening is supposed to

be one inch wide. It reads "60" hundredths, as the space
Fig. 4.

i
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occupied by the scale, which being subtracted from 100, leaves 40 hun-
dredths of space occupied by the iron rod, d. But for greater simplicity

Fig. 5.

tlicre is a guage line giving "40 " at once as the

real diameter sought. These gauge plates may be ^^'=*'°'' ^^^°"sb y z, fig. 5.

made of sizes to suit the requirements of different

trades. The external form of the gauge plate

makes it useful for the purposes of a common
Square.

Fig. 6. A pair of triangles, graduated either ex-

ternally or internally, are set in a cylindrical form.

The upper triangle may be divided into two parts,

one part only being used at one time.

" The acknowledged ' confusion of gauges,' and the difficulty of tak-

ing minute and accurate measui*ement,

called," says the patentee, "for a simple

and inexpensive instrument to supply

the want. The principle of these scales

Fi-. 6.

and gauges will be found correct. The
parts or pieces by which the measure
is taken are not easily injured or worn
by common or even hard usage. The
working is more easy in practice than in theory. Decimal figures may
occupy one side of the scale, the old division of the inch (as used on
the English foot rule) the other; and in France the centimetres will

compare with the ^polices et lines.' Thus mechanics of ordinary intelli-

gence will soon understand, and no doubt prefer the decimal."

Hydrostatic Screw Propeller.*

The Southampton correspondent of the Star^ daily paper, in describ-

ing a successful trial of the hydrostatic screw propeller, or steamer
driven without a shaft, which is now exciting public interest, says,

—

"All that would ])e rccjuired for the largest ship afloat [by the adop-
tion of this invention] would be one horizontal steam cylinder, placed

close to the bottom of the vessel, connected to one pump, also laid on
the bottom of the vessel, closo to the kelson, working fore and aft the

i'roin the London Builder, No. 700.
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ship without shaft or crank ; and by forcing water through the hollow

screw propeller, producing a powerful rotary motion, where only it is

required, namely, in the screw ; which can by this invention be driven

continuously five hundred or more revolutions per minute, and as the

whole is immersed in a constant stream of cold water, there is no pos-

sible chance of heated bearings. The water surrounding it on all sides

becomes a constant lubricator. The power of manoeuvi'ing the propel-

ler from the deck, no matter at what rate the vessel may be sailing, is

another peculiarity. The invention would also prevent the possibility

of a ship being destroyed by fire, and would act as powerful bilge-

pumps in case of leakage. The inventor and patentee is Mr. Samuel
Stevens, builder and contractor, of this town.

Purification of Gfas.*

Alex. Ross, James Vallentine, A. Murray, and Alex. Don, Fetter-

cairn, Kincardineshire, have invented a new process for purifying coal

gas, by the use of all kinds of pine-tree and hard wood, either in a state

of saAY-dust or in a chopped and bruised condition, in lieu of the ingre-

dients hitherto employed for purifying coal gas ; the same ordinary

purifying apparatus, without alteration, serving for the purpose of pu-

rifying gas according to this invention, thus :—The gas coming into

contact with the saw-dust, or wood in any other state, chemical action

ensues, and effects the purification of the gas, and the purifying matter

(wood) is converted into a suitable manure or fertilizing agent ; or, if

not used for that purpose, it may be employed with advantage in the

retorts, in lieu of coal, in the ordinary process of manufacturing coal

gas, when it will be fomid to yield a considerable quantity of an excel-

lent gas, and the residuum in the retorts will be pure charcoal.

Aluminum.'^

This new metal is still making hopeful progress. The Mining Jour-

nal states that Mr. F. AVm. Gerhard, of Trafalgar-square, has patented

a simple and economic process for obtaining the metal, whereby it is

produced at a considerably less expense than by the means heretofore

practised. In this process hydrogen gas combines in an oven with the

fluoride of aluminum, and forms hydro-fluoric acid, which acid is taken

up by iron, and is thereby converted into fluoride of iron, whilst the

resulting aluminum thus obtained remains in the metallic state in the

bottom of trays containing the fluoride.

English Coal and Human Poiver-X

Prof. Rogers estimates that nearly one-sixth of the total annual

produce of our coal mines is used for the production of mechanical
* From the London Builder, No. 758. f n*'''- + from the London Mining Journal, No. 1173.
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power alone, from -wliicli a power equal to that of 66,000,000 able-bo-

died men is obtained. Each acre of a seam yielding 3 feet of pure fuel

is equal to about 5000 tons, and possesses a reserve of mechanical

strength equal to the labor of 1600 men during tbcir whole life ; and
each square mile of the same bed contains 8,000,000 tons of fuel, which

is equal to 1,000,000 men laboring through 20 years of their ripe

strength. Upon the same calculation, the total annual coal production

of the United Kingdom (65,000,000 tons) is equal to the strength of

400,000,000 strong men, or more than double the number of adult males

now upon the globe.

Basic Nitrate of Bismuth as a re-agent for Grape-Sugar.^
By Professor Bottger.

In testing urine for example, for sugar, if 1 volume of urine be boiled

with an equal volume of a solution of one part of crystallized carbonate

of soda in 3 parts of water, and a very small quantity of basic nitrate

of bismuth be added to it, the latter becomes gray by reduction, if

grape-sugar be present. Cane-sugar does not possess this property,

and none of the other bodies occurring in the urine blacken the bismuth

salt.

—

Journ. fur Prakt. Chemie, Ixxi. p. 431.
* From the London Chemical Gazette, No. 362.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE.

Proceedings of the Stated Monthly Meeting, August 19, 1858.

John C. Cresson, President, in the chair.

John Agnew, Vice-President. | p. ^

John F. Frazer, Treasurer. j
William Harris, Recording Secretary, pro tern.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

A Letter was read from Lieut. Col. James D. Graham, United States

Topographical Engineer, Chicago, Illinois.

Donations to the Library were received from the Royal Geographi-

cal Society and the Statistical Society, London ; the Maryland Insti-

tute, Baltimore, Maryland; the Young Men's Institute, New Haven,
Connecticut ; the Association of the Franklin Medal Scholars, Boston,

Massachusetts; the Mercantile Library Association, City of N.York;
the Trustees of the Farmers' High School, Carlisle, Pennsylvania.

The Perioilicals received in exchange for the Journal of the Insti-

tute, were laid on tlie table.

The Treasurer read his statement of the receipts and payments for

the month of July.

The Board of Managers and Standing Committees reported their

minutes.

On motion, the Committee on Exhiltitions was instructed to take

the necessary steps to hold an Exhibition of American Manufactures,

next Fall, agreeably to their recommendation this evening.
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Candidates for membership in the Institute (5) were proposed, and
the candidates (4) proposed at the last meeting Avere duly elected.

The Board of Managers reported that at their meeting held 17th
instant, they elected Mr. James Dougherty and George Whitney, mem-
bers of the Board to fill the vacancies occasioned by the death of Mr.
Abraham Miller, and the resignation of Mr. Charles Magarge.
They also elected L. A. Hugeut-Latour, Esq., of Montreal, Canada,

a corresponding member of the Institute.

Mr. Ilowson exhibited (from the model room) two full-sized pieces

of 60 ibs. rails, connected by Ellwood Morris's ''railroad splice," for

which a patent was obtained July 27th, 1858.

The peculiarity of the ''3Iorris splice" consists in obtaining ade-
quate strength for the fishpieces, (when used with the low American rail,)

by turning them under the bottoms of the rails, while at the same time
bolting them as usual sideivise through the necks of the rails, with

four bolts to each joint.

This splice may be used either in one or tivo pieces, the latter being
usually preferred, and on a length of two feet weighing 36 ibs. gives

a strength which effectually splices the joints of rails, and at a cost

not exceeding two dollars each.

This splice has been well spoken of in the English Railway Journals,
and appears to promise excellent results in practice.

H. D. King, Agent, exhibited specimens of improved manufacture
of bright steel and iron, by Jones & Louth, of the American Iron
Works, in Pittsburgh, designed to be used as piston rods, shafting, and
all kinds of steel or iron requiring a bright smooth surface. The im-
provement consists in removing the scale from the surface by a chemi-
cal process, and then producing a smooth surface by rolling ; finishing

it sufiiciently smooth and straight for all practical purposes, (adding
both density and stiffness,) doing away with the usual process of turn-

ing, for which (the inventor, Mr. Louth,) a patent is pending in the
United States, and has already been issued in England.

Mr. John H. Cooper exhibited his improved regulator for controlling

the pressure of gas at the burners.

This instrument consists essentially of a small conical valve capable
of opening and closing the aperture, which admits the gas from the
metre to the pipe supplying the burners, and an inverted cup or gaso-
meter having a cylindrical rim dipping in mercury.

This cup is guided in its vertical movements by an arm hinged loosely

to the casing, which contains all the parts, and to the cup, by which
arrangement the latter is wholly unencumbered by friction.

The cup is loaded with weights to a certain permanent pressure,

which experiment determines to be the most economical and advanta-
geous for consumption of gas, and when so adjusted the instrument
requires no further attention from the consumer.

JExtrevie seyisitiveness is secured in this instrument by hinging and
supporting the working parts on fine axes wholly removed from the
corrosive action of the gas ; for this reason, the tendency to become
inactive, is rendered almost impossible.
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"When the street pressure of gas is low, owing to a deficiency in the

mains, this instrument offers no obstruction to the free flow of gas, and
when the pressure again increases it comes into action, checking any
increased flow of gas to the bui-ners beyond that required for economic
consumption.

COiMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND THE ARTS.

Report on J. L. G-atchells Liglitning Rod and Points.

The Committee on Science and the Arts constituted by the Franklin Institute of the

State of Pennsylvania, for the promotion of the Mechanic Arts, to whom was referred

for examination, "an Improved Copper-Braid Lightning Rod and Points," invented

by Mr. J. L. Gatchell, of Elkton, Maryland,

Report:—That the rod now submitted, appears to be in most re-

spects, similar to that reported on favorably by this Committee, June
8th, 1854. (See Journal Frank. Inst., 3d Series, vol. xxviii, (July,

1854,) page 68.)

The variations consist, first, in the substitution of a rope of twisted

copper wire (containing 18 strands of wire about ^'gth inch in diameter,)

by which are gained greater conducting power, freedom from breaks, or

joints in the conductor, and a flexibility which allows it to be adapted
to any irregularities of form over which it may be carried. The proprie-

tor also suggests the absence of iron-stain by which the stones or paint

of the building are so frequently disfigured, but this will only be mea-
surably an improvement, as, unless the copper be kept carefully painted,

it will also stain the building, though in a less degree.

The second modification is the substitution of a copper for a platina

point, and the increasing the angle of the point, so as to approach that

recommended by the Committee of the Frcncli Academy of Sciences,

and pul)lished in the Journal of the Franklin Institute, 3d Series, vol.

xxxiii, (April, 1857,) page 260. The advantages here gained are greater

conducting power by the substitution of copper for platina, and secondly,

a counteraction of the liability to fusion by rendering the point much
less acute. The preservation from oxidation is entrusted as in Mr. G's.

former rod to a zinc Ijall attached below the point.

The C(jniniittce believe that the modifications made by Mr. Gatchell

in the construction of his rod, arc such as to increase its efiicacy, and
if he is right in supposing that they will not materially increase its ex-

pense, they undoubtedly constitute a valuable improvement.

The Committee therefore renew their recommendation of Mr. Gat-
chell's lightning rod, as being cheap, durable, and efficient.

By order of the Committee,

Philadelphia, August 12th, 1858. Wm. Hamilton, Actuary.

ERRATA.

Vol. Tixv—page 415, line 32—for " hour " read "second.^' Line 34— for •' undcter-

minate" read "indeterminate."
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On the necessity offurtlicr Experiments on Friction, especially upon

Railroad Frictions, or the Friction ofMetals in motion, under heavy

insistent wciyhfs and small surfaces of pressure. By Ellwood
Morris, Civil Eng.

The importance of a correct knowledge of the laws of friction can
hardly be exaggerated, as without this knowledge, the finest concep-
tions of the mechanic and engineer would fail to realize their appro-
priate results. In modern times these laws have received great atten-

tion, and yet in some of the most important frictions of the day, the

experiments which guide us are both inadequate and anomalous.
A long roll of tlie ablest mechanical philosophers have devoted them-

selves to illustrating the friction of substances:—from Amontons
aCOD), through Coulomb (1781), Vince (1785), and Rennie (1829),
aown to Morin (1831-4), who, under the direction of the Government of
France, made an elaborate series of experiments on Friction

:

—yet not-

withstanding all tin; high intelligence, and the labor expended upon this

important subject, the engineers who first came to ajtply the laws enun-
ciated by the philosophers to the estimation of the frictions between
metals under heavy insistent weights as they occur upon railroads, for

instance, soon found themselves most wofully at fault.

Although Amontons, De La Hire, and Euler had assumed the co-

efficient of rul)l)ing friction lietween hard bodies (without unguents,)
Vol. XXXVI.—Tuihd Seiues.—No. 4 October, 1858. 19
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to be usually about -^d of tlic insistent \veiglit. Ecnnic, and other ac-

knowledged authorities, had shown experimentally, that -without un-

guents the rubbing frietion between hard metals might "rery^e»ic?-rtZ/y

lieesthnatedatahout |;th of the pressure"*—but this (in Rennie's trials,)

was Avith small insistent weights of less than 33 lbs. to the superficial

inch of contact, and w^e may here say, that all the mechanical philoso-

phers limited the deductions from their experiments ^^ within the limits

of abrasion
'—and though Morin showed that all frictions without un-

guents produced some slight abrasion, this militates not against our

o-eneralization, as under the moderate insistent Aveights employed in

the experiments, that abrasion was necessarily but little—too slight,

indeed, to seriously affect results.

Morin's experiments (of Avhich an able digest was published in this

Journal for 1843), confirmed generally those of Rennie, but the ap-

plied Aveights Avere not at all adequate in magnitude to represent Avhat

Ave noAV term " Jiailroad Frictions."

A reliance upon the results of these philosophers (accurate though

they may be Avithin their limited range), led at once to erroneous con-

clusions, Avhen applied to the heaA'y frictions of railroads.

A brief illustration of this Avill suffice :—in 1838, Nicholas Wood,

Esq., published in London a much enlarged and carefully rcA^ised and

improved edition of his \-aluable and Avell known Treatise on Railroads

—

his oAvn experiments therein cited (though made with too small weights,)

shoAved I to Jg adhesion or bite of the wheels of locomotiA^es upon rails;

and this adhesion (it is Avell knoAvn) furnishes the fidcrum for their mo-

tion, and absolutely limits their progressive power.

NcA-ertheless, Mr. Wood in the Standard Avork referred to, finally

concluded to assume only y'g of the insistent weight as the effective ad-

hesion of a locomotive clear of that necessary to moA^e itself

!

To shoAV the anomalous condition of the science of friction at that

day (1838), though more than four years subsequent to the publication

of "^the bulk of the celebrated experiments of Morin, and nine years

subsequent to those of Rennie, we may state, as a curious fact, that in

the very same year (1838), one of our ablest and most experienced

American ciA'il engineers (B. H. Latrobe, Esq.,) in his famous Report

upon the location of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, assumed (as the

result of experience here) ^\-g as the coefficient representing the effective

adhesion of a locomotiA'e engine.

We see, then, that upon opposite sides of the Atlantic ocean, at the

same moment of time, two of the highest authorities on railroad sub-

jects (both thoroughly acquainted with the accepted laws of friction),

Averc founding the most A'ital and important conclusions upon the adhe-

sion of locomotives; and yet the English authority Avas assuming that

adhesion to be only J^ of the Aveight upon the driving Avheels, Avhile

our American authority (as the result of actually existing experience

here,) stated it at ^?g, or precisely double! AndAA'e may here add (with

pleasure,) that Mr. Latrobe was much the nearest right.

At a long subsequent period (1853), Mr. Latrobe found by careful

*A'ol. 119, Pliilos. Transac, 1.S29. p. ICO.
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trials at the opening of tlie mountain division of the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad, that tlic perfi)rmancc of tlic heaviest clas.s of locomotives,

with full loa«ls upon tlie 10.3 and IIG feet ascending grades of that

well known railroad, sliowed an adhesion in actual work of nearly J.
And in support of this, we may state, that the working of fully loaded

locomotive engines on other roads has now shown conclusively, that at

low S])ecds in tlie haidage of heavy freight we may fully rely upon an
averaye adhesion of ,; of the weight upon tlie driving wheels of a loco-

motive; wliile under favorable circumstances an adhesion of ^, or even
more than ^, will be developed, in defiance of the maximum offriction
having been fixed by modcrii writers at J4h.

The late W. R. Casey, Es()., (a civil engineer of eminence,) in an
able article publislied in the jhiierican llnilroad Journal (Sept. 15,
18>j'.>), was the first to draw the attention of professional men to the

fact that we were largely under-estimating the maxi)nuni adhesion of
locomotives; and he showed conclusively tliat even in 183G, Baldwin's
and Norriij's American locomotives had already realized an adhesion
of between -} and ^ of the weight imposed upon tlieir drivers !

These, and other facts, clearly indicated that the laws of friction,

as tlien accepte<l by the mechanical world, were inadeijuate to guide

us in the new frictions developed by the application of steam power
to railroad-s ; and the uncertainty existing in the minds of even pro-

fessional men, as to the true coefficient of friction, developed by the

adhesion of a driving wheel upon a rail, accounts in part for the aston-

ishment with which many engineers witnessed tlie ascension by loco-

motives of inclined j)lanes, previously worked by stationaj-y power,
and this uncertainty doubtless had its weight in inducing a leadinf^

English engineer, (Prof. Vignoles,) even so late as 1844, to name 1 in

.50, or a gradient of 105 j^^ feet per mile, as the limit of grade which
could be practically worked by locomotive power, though at the prc-

.sent <lay we know that upon the Baltimore and Ohio, and Virginia
Central railroads, gradients of 1 in 20, and even 1 in 10, have (tempo-
rarily) been successfully surmounted by locomotives, with passengers.

For the very important discrepancies which are found between the

railroad frictions, actually developed by practice, and what they should

have been, had they followed the laws laid down by Reunie and Mo-
rin—the writer has endeavored to account, (without invalidating the

labors of cither,) by remarking that all the experiments upon the fric-

tion existing between metals in motion, from which the mechanical
])hilosoj»liers have deduced their governing laws of friction, were made
•within the limits (f abrasion, and were usually stopped so soon as the

metals began to abrade each other—while, on the other hand, all rail-

road frictions are destructive frictions, or those in which the metals
in contact conxtanthf abrade each other.*

It will be seen, then, that the ordinary experiments upon friction

are inajiplicable to some of the most important railroad frictions, and
licnce there would seem to be a real necessity for further experiments,
under the actual circumstances which occur on railroads, or at least

• Soo Journal of the Fraukliu luntitutc for Man-li, ISul, jMigv lOi.
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•Nvitli such great weights, and small surfaces of contact, as may more
closely assimilate to them.

A somewhat similar view of this subject was taken l)y the writer,

in an article in this Journal for March, 1851, in which he argued the

probability, that (contrary to the received laws of friction), under great

insistent weiglits and small surfaces of pressure, as between the driving

wheels of locomotives, and the rails on which they move, there was
strong reason to believe that friction increased in some ratio to the sur-

face 2?re8sed.*-

It will be remembered that Rennie and Morin both concur in laying

it down as a law, that friction is always ^^jyroportional to the pressure,'^

irrespective of the extent of surface pressed or of velocity, and that

this is almost universally accepted by the mechanical philosophers of

our day, (though recent French experiments indicate that velocity

should not be neglected ;) if then it can be established that within the

important range of railroad frictions, whether owing to abrasion, or any
other cause, ^'friction actually increases in some ratio to the surface,"

and not wholly irrespective of it, (as now taught,) important conse-

quences can hardly fail to flow from such conclusion, and the necessity

of further experiments to establish the laws of abrading frictions, be-

tween metals in motion, will become apparent.

In his article of 1851, the writer said: "When engines slip their

wheels on railways, both wheels and rails abrade, the law of friction

changes, and we enter at once upon a new field, in which we have no
exact results recorded, and of which we only know that the coefficient

of friction is greatly increased." .

The writer had frequently computed the adhesion of locomotives

from actual loads draAvn by them on railways of known grade, and like

other engineers had found, that the adhesion exhibited, far exceeded

the extreme limit of ^, laid down as the maximum by Rennie and Morin

;

and he had also noticed that fully loaded locomotives, in passing from
broad to narrow rails, invariably slipjyed their wheels, upon striking

the narrou) rail; and hence, in the article of 1851, he inferred that

the adoption of rails of the top width of the aA'ailable wheel tread, (say

4 inches,t) would largely augment the ascensive power of locomotives

on high gradients;—since then a striking fact has been made known,
which seems to confirm, in a conclusive manner, the accuracy of the

views then taken, on this important point in railroad afiairs.

The fact referred to, has been developed in the working of the Mine
Hill and Schuylkill Haven Railway, a heavy coal road ; the Chief En-
gineer of this Avork, R. A. Wilder, Esq., (an able and experienced offi-

cer,) states to the editor of the Ne^v York Railroad Advocate, (see

No. 22,) that upon his road a 92 feet grade laid with narrow topped
rails, is immediately succeeded by a 130 feet gradient, on which rails

of full width are placed, and in the working of this road with heavy
coal trains, " it is found that an engine can draw more (ascending)

* In the article referred to, an error of the press made the writer Bay, " in the same ratio to the surfece,"

instead of "in some ratio to the surface," as he wrote at the time.

f Some able engineers, as William Parker, Esq , and J. W. Brooks, Esq., have advocated, and to a limited
extent have used, rails 3 inches wide on top, though with a different object in view.
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upon the 130, than on the 92 feet grade, although the actual resist-

ances on the former grade are full 83 ^ cent, greater than on the lat-

ter." We quote here the -words of Zerah Colburn, Esq., the well-known
editor of that excellent railroad paper ; and we think he might fairly

have estimated the resistances upon the 130 feet grade, as beino- full

40 "^ cent, over those of the 92 feet gradient, since gravity alone upon
the former, would amount to 55 Bbs., and on the latter to only 39 lbs.

per ton of 2240.

In observing various of the frictions connected witli railroads, the
writer has been irresistibly led to the conclusion, that friction between
metals, under heavy weights, must increase in some ratio to the surface
pressed, or to the weight imposed, or to the velocity, or in combined
ratio of the three;* and he is glad to find, that many intelligent me-
chanics (struck by the anomalous results of our present theory of
rubljing friction, when great weights or severe pressures are in action),

are bef^innin^ to entertain similar views.

It is a singular fact, that one of the series of Rennie's experiments,
(Table viii, p. 159, 119th vol. Fhilos. Transae., 1829,) although evi-

dently regarded as anomalous by him, nevertheless sustain fully, as
far as they go, some of the views above expressed ; made under much
heavier weights, in proportion to the surface pressed, than in Rennie's
other experiments, and pushed in some instances up to or beyond the
limits of abrasion ; they represent more nearly the conditions of rail-

road frictions, and they give far higher coefficients for the friction of
iron on iron, without unguents, than any other of Rennie's experi-
ments ; these coefficients augmenting with the weights imposed, vary-
ing from 2|;j to ^, and averaging ^ I Nevertheless, Mr. Rennie, in his

general conclusions, while deducing the laws of friction from his experi-

ments, passed almost unnoticed over this remarkable table (Xo viii),

and assumed the rubbing friction between hard metals without unf'uents,

as being only
-J-,

whilst in no single instance of iron on iron recorded
in that table, was the coefficient of friction less than ^th I

In the trials recorded in this table (No. viii), the insistent wei^-hts

varied from 186 to 500 lbs. per square inch, and the coefficients of
friction Avith the same surface in action, (6 square inches,) constantly

augmente<l with the weights from \ with the former, to ^l -with the

latter pressure ! So that it may ultimately prove, that a correct for-

mula for friction in sucli cases, may iiave to involve both weight and
surface, and perhaps also time and velocity, instead of being in ratio

of the weight alone, irrespective of time, surface, or velocity, as laid

ilown by Rennie and Morin.

But even the highest pressures used by any of the experimentalists

are but small, when compared with those im])osed in the working of
railways, upon the driving wheels of locomotives, on each of which
4 tons in this country, and G tons in England, are connnon weights.

Now, if in consequence of unavoidable deflections in the track, we
admit that the practical bearing of a locomotive wheel upon a rail, may
• Profi'psor Kcnwirk ^1832) rccoiiiliiiHl tlio norossity of this, auU propo8c<l a formula, embodying prtS'

turf, surfaa, and vtloctty. Sou Kenwick's Mechanics (p. 120>.

10»
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be so much as JX2 ins., we have only one square inch of surface of

iron to resist an imposed Avcight of from 89G0 to 13,440 lbs !

No such weights per superficial inch have ever been used by the

mechanical philosophers in their general experiments upon friction,

and therefore none of these can fairly be said to represent the condi-

tions of railroad frictions; for in these frictions the comparatively enor-

mous weights applied render abrasion certain and unceasing, while in

deducing the general laws of friction, the experiments which involved

material abrasion have been uniformly set aside.

Mr. Casey, in the article before quoted, has shown that it is quite

probable the adhesion of locomotives in certain cases has even exceeded

^, and every engineer knows that it very often far exceeds ^, though
the latter is the maximum coefficient allowed by those experimental-

ists who are now recognised as being the highest authorities upon the

laws of friction ; further experiments are therefore unquestionably ne-

cessary to settle this important point in the science of mechanics, and it

is to be hoped that they may soon be undertaken upon a suitable scale.

Although Rennie and Morin (on whose experiments the usually ac-

cepted laws of friction are mainly based,) decided unequivocally, that

the coefficient of friction depended solely upon the pressure, "without

regard to surface, time, or velocity;" nevertheless, an earlier philoso-

pher (Dr. Vince), whose experiments were well known to both, had

shown (vol. 75, Philos. Transac, p. 175), that "the friction of a body

does not continue the same when it has different surfaces applied to

the plane on which it moves, but that the smallest surface will have

the least friction," and this is to be understood as within the limits of

abrasion.

Notwithstanding Dr. Vince's conclusions have usually been disre-

garded by modern philosophers upon the ground that his experiments

were on a scale too limited to establish mechanical laws; nevertheless,

it would appear quite probable, that under certain circumstances the

deductions of Dr. Vince may be found the most correct, as scarcely

any branch of mechanical science is based upon experiments so ano-

malous in their character as those from Avhich the usually received laws

of friction have been inferred by a generalization evidenthj forced.

Nor is this observation too strong, when we recollect that Rennie,

after showing by table No. viii of his paper, that iron on iron, without

unguents, and with only ordinary pressures, had a friction of over ^,

yet finally adopted a frictional coefficient for this very case of only ^th!

Moiin in another case, that of hard woods with unguents (to which

we shall again refer), adopted g'j as the coefficient of the friction of

rest, and -^^.t^ as that of motion ; Avhilst the experiments made upon a

large scale by a Committee of the Franklin Institute, showed that

these coefficients were in reality less than half as great as those an-
nounced by Morin!

The writer will now refer more particularly to some striking ano-

malies in the friction of heavy weights on wood, icith unguents, which

are remarkable as indicating the inaccuracy of some of Morin's coeffi-
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cients, when applied on a great scale to heavy masses in motion upon
lubricated wood.

In vol. vii of the 3d series of this Journal, p. 103, will he found an
elaborate Report by a Committee of the Franklin Institute (of which
the present respected President of the Franklin Institute was chair-

man), on the coefficients of friction developed at the launching of the

U. S. war vessels, the llaritan (a heavy frigate), and the Princeton
(a large war steamer)—they show conclusively that the friction of rest

of these vessels upon wooden ways, well lubricated with taUow, was
about ,'3, while the friction of motion was about ^'gth. Now, Morin
(as above stated, )gives a coefficient nearly as high as ^ for the former
and ^\ for the latter ; the differences being over one hnndred 2)er cent.

Had Morin been correct these vessels would not have launched at all,

instead of moving off as they did of themselves the moment the stay
blocks were sawn asunder.

The llaritan was estimated to weigh 1200 tons, and her pressure on
the ways was 3560 lbs. per square foot, while the Princeton weighed
577 tons, and had a pressure on her launching ways of 2280 lbs. to the
superficial foot.

These conclusions of the Franklin Institute, notwithstanding their

extraordinary variance from the coefficients of Morin, are in close ac-

cordance with similar experiments in England and France, as quoted
by llennie (vol. Ill), Philos. Transac, p. 155), where the Salishury,

a frigate of 58 guns with a pressure of G336 K)s. per square foot upon
her launching ways, and soft soap for the lubric, had a coefficient of
friction of 2'gth—while for similar cases, with hogs'-lard for the unguent,
and a pressure of 7056tbs. per square foot. Coulomb made the coefficient

of friction .^\t\\, and with talloiv, Coulomb made this coefficient o'gth.*

AVe may therefore conclude, that whether with hard metals Avithout

unguents, or with hard woods lubricated with the usual lubrics—as in

the adhesion of locomotives in the former, or in the launching of men-
of-war in the latter case—Morin's coefficients of friction are entirely

inade<jHate to represent the facts, being in the case of adhesioji but
half as great as practice indicates ; Avhile in that of launching ships

they err the other way, being twice too large !

It is quite probable, that the recent extraordinary difficulties attend-

ing the famous launch of the Leviathan, arose from an under-estimate

of the friction of abrading surfaces of iron, of wiiich the coefficient

under the circumstances (hjubtless exceeded ^, while if our recent books
were relied on, it would have been assumed at ^y—a difference great

enough, in such a vast weight, as to have created all the diiliculty and
extra cost which attended that celebrated launch, and called forth all

the resources of the distinguished engineer in charge.

We can hardly therefore avoid the conclusion, that the laws of fric-

tion as now received, if applied to the heavy pressures often used, are
entirelij inade(/Hate, and that further experiments arc necessary to the

correct solution of many practical problems.

*Scc llonwick's Mccbaaics.
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Should any such be undertaken, the writer would suggest that a

long inclined plane be used, and great sliding weights, so as to assimi-

late the case to that of launching ships—then by an automatic con-

trivance, such as was devised by that able mechanic, Joseph Saxton,

Esq., and used by the committee of the Franklin Institute at the

launches of the liaritan and Princeton,, the exact motion of the body
under trial, in seconds, or parts of seconds, could be correctly marked
upon a tape, and the following simple formula, (drawn up at the time

by the writer, as a member of the committee referred to,) will deter-

mine the coefficient of the friction of motion, of rest, (by taking the

space described in the first, second, or half second,) or of both com-

bined.

We here re-print, with some slight modifications, the following note

to the Report of the Committee on the Launches, which was drawn up
for them by the Avriter, and exhibits a simple formula for determining

the friction of inclined planes, as well as a graphic mode of represent-

ing the inclination of the plane of the friction of motion, or angle of

friction

:

"Another method of considering the subject of friction, upon inclined planes, has been
suggested by a member of the committee, which results in a formula different from that

we have employed.

Thus calling A C= S, the space actually slid over in a given time, t, by any body de-

scending an inclined plane.

A B:=S' the space which the body would have described by theory in the

given time, t=^gt'^ sin. i, friction being null.

A B E = i, the angle of inclination which the plane forms with the horizon.

D B E=/, the angle of friction due to the body in motion.

" Then A E, being the total vertical space through which the body would have fallen in

the given time, /, if friction had not existed; and A D, being the actual vertical space fallen

through in the given time, ^, it follows that D E represents the retardation due to the fric-

tion of the body upon the plane A B. D B E will be the angle of friction of the body, and

T) T^

cj-^r will be the tangent of the angle,/, or coefficient of the friction of motion pertain-
B E
ing to that body.

" Knowing then simply the actual time occupied by the sliding body, in descending

any measured distance along the plane, the formula, for finding the coefficient of its

friction, will be

Tang./=Tang. (^^)
which represents all the resistances encountered by the moving body.

"By this formula the angle of friction of the liaritan frigate, computed from a time

of 11 seconds, occupied in sliding 59 feet, upon a slip of 3° 40' slope, is 1° 5.5', the co-

efficient of friction, or natural tangent, of that angle being -0336, or nearly l-30th.

"The angle of friction of the Princeton steamer, computed by the same formula, from

a time of b\ seconds, occupied in sliding 19-62, feet upon a slip of 4° 25' slope, is i" 63',
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the coeflicicnt of friction, or natural tangent, of that angle being -0328, or rather more
than l-3Uih.

" The mp;in of these two results, gives an angle of friction, for launching such vessels

as these, of 1° 54', or a coefficient of friction of very nearlj' I-30th."

So that llie angle of tlie friction of motion in launching men-of-war, may be fairly

assumed at 2°, and the proper doclivily of tiie launching ways at 4°.

We cannot conclude tliis article without referring in terms of com-

mendation to the old experiments on friction made in the last century by
Coulomb, Vince, and Ximcncs*—and although these have been lightly

laid aside by more recent philosopher.^ they seem in ftict to be much
more applicable to practical affairs, than the more elaborate experi-

ments of Kennie and Morin.

Road Paving.
-\

To the Editors of the Mechanics' Magazine.

Gentlemen:—A letter under this head appeared in your last va-

luable number, from Mr. Holland, of Woolwich, recommending alter-

nate rows of stone and wood as affording a good foothold for horses,

and constituting a most valuable improvement in street paving.

Your correspondent will find his sensible suggestions carrie<l out in

some paving I recently laid down at the Holborn end of Little Queen
street, by the authority of the District Board of Works.

This improved system has been in operation for some years, and I
am enabled to state that it not only affords a good foothold to horses,

but it possesses the other valuable advantages of freedom from mud,
dust, and noise, and, being cast in blocks of large dimensions, aflbrds

great facility for access to the water and gas mains.

I remain, gentlemen, your obedient servant,

Fked. Braitiiwaite.
46 BerncrH street, Juno 9, 1S5S.

[We cannot allow the above letter to pass Avithout athling a few
words respecting the paving which our experienced correspondent

here brings to our notice, especially as he is eminently well ([ualified

to pronounce an opinion upon the subject, having acted as a Member
of the Council of tiic Institution of Civil Engineers for many years, and
as a Commissioner for a large London paving district in St. Pancras.
The patent composite paving referred to ])y ^L•. Braithwaite, is a com-
position of creosoted wood ;nid broken (Juornsey granite, cemented
together in alternate rows with mineral asphalte, and cast into blocks

24 inches in length by 15 wide and 8 deep. They may, however, be
moulded into any other shape or size, and may be entirely composed
of broken granite, as some of the blocks in Little Queen street now are,

for the satisfaction of those Commissioners who have an objection to

wood in any shajie or form. It has been fotnid, nevertheless, that, how-
ever objectionable wood in its natural state is admitted to be as a
material for paving by itself, its introduction in conjunction with these

• For an oxcollent summary of these, sec Rcnwick's Mcchouica.

t From the Londou Mechanics' Magazine, June, 1858.
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blocks, Avlicn rendered impervious to water by creosote, constitutes a

very valuable feature in the improved system. The blocks, when laid

down to a proper curve, and when their joints have been run in with

asphalte, form an arch capable of sustaining tlie heaviest traflBc ; and
being impervious to water, provide most effectually against noxious

emanations from gas mains and putrid sewers, by which the iiihabitants

of the metropolis have been of late so frequently afflicted. The blocks

can be taken up to get at gas and water mains, and relaid with greater

facility than any others now infuse, and they never can sink into ruts

as the narrow granite blocks recently introduced fre({uently do, when
acted on by wagon wheels.

In a report made on the 10th of May to the Commissioners of the

Holborn Board of Works, Mr. Braithwaite speaks very highly of the

composite paving, pronouncing it superior to every other paving ma-
terial that has come under his notice, and entering at considerable

length into a statement of its advantages. After adverting to its gene-

ral excellence, he says :
—" The substitution of machinery for manual

labor in the manufacture of these composite blocks is another feature

which I find very important in an economical point of view, as a given

number of square yards of this paving can be prepared and laid down
in as many hours as days are now required for granite blocks." He
then contrasts the new system with that of Macadam, and asserts that

the former gets rid of many of the evils of the latter, adding:—'-The

most satisfactory evidence that can be adduced in support of this fact

is that a specimen of this (the new) system which I have seen in a

coal merchant's yard at Greenwich, where it has been for upwards of

three years exposed to the heaviest traffic without requiring any repairs,

while the adjoining Macadam required to be renewed every two or three

months, in order to keep it on a level with these composite blocks ; and
I can also advert to the specimen laid down in Southampton street,

where similar frequent renewals of the Macadam were required, and
where, notwithstanding the Pickford vans and other heavy traffic pro-

ceeding along this street from Holborn to the Euston square Railway
Station, including dui'ing a portion of that time the whole of the traffic

of Holborn itself, while that great thoroughfare was being repaved. I

could not discover, on measuring these blocks, that there was a greater

reduction in any of them by this wear and tear, than from an eighth

to a quarter of an inch, nor any symptom of a rut or hollow on the

surface of any of them Another advantage to rate-payers,

as well as to inhabitants, in an economical as in a sanitary point of view,

must be obvious from the material diminution of such nuisances as

mud, dust, and watering carts."

"We have been induced to extend these remarks thus f;ir, because

during the last week or two the obstructions occasioned by the renew-

ing of the common street paving have been so great in some of the

most crowded thoroughfares of the city, that a satisfactory method of

reducing the evil thus occasioned deserves the utmost encouragement.

—

Eds. M. M.]
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On the Resistance of Tubes to Collapse.* By William Fairbairn,

Esq., C. E., F. 11. S., &c., &c.

(Conlinucd from page 151.J

[RiMil Ixforc the Hritisli A<i8<.(iation.—Section G.]

The next series of experiments were of a different character—more
approaching to actual practice ; and, in order more fully to confirm

>vliat had ah'cady hccu laid down, tubes were made of larger diameter,

and of plates six times the thickness. The first were of an elliptical

form—one constructed of thin }»latcs -043 inch thick, and the other of

plates ^ inch thick. The axes of the transverse section of the first were
14 and 10^ inch, and of the second 20J and 15| inch. The thin tube

was 5 feet long, and the ^-incli plate tube was 5 feet 1 inch long. These
being duly prepared were svd)mitted to the usual test, and the first col-

lapsed with G^ lbs. on the square inch, and the second with only 127 lbs.

on the S(|uare inch.

On comparing the elliptical tube, whose longer diameter was 20-75

inches, and its conjugate 15*o inches, with the cylindrical tube T in the

next table, of 18-7<3 inches diameter, and of the same length, thickness

of plates, and nearly of the same sectional area (the sectional area

of metal on the eliijitical tube being 14 inches, and in the cylindrical

14J inches,) we have for the collapsing pressure of the elliptical tube

127*5 lbs. to the S({uare inch, and 420 lbs. for that of the cylindrical

tube, where it will be observed that there is a loss of more than jrds,

or of nearly ^'ths the strength; or, in other words, a cylindrical flue

will sustain three times the pressure that could be supported l)y an
ellipse of the same weight of metal, and })roportioned like tube S.

From these facts it is obvious that in every construction where tubes

have to sustain an uniform external pressure, the cylindrical is the only

form to be relied upon, and that any departure from the true circle is

attended with danger.

In onler to ascertain the different powers of resistance of tubes com-
posed <tf thick plates and of different diameters, a strong tube only

1) inches diameter, and formed of j-inch thick plates, was constructed to

match and compare with the tube T, also of ]-incli plates, but 18| inches

diameter. The D-inch tube was, however, found to be considerably beyond
the retaining powers of the cylinder, which it would not have been safe

to have trusted above 500 lbs. on the S([uare inch. Finding the strength

of the small tube too n-reat i'ov the containiuir vessel, two new tubes

were made—one with a lap-joint, as at A, in the annexed sectional

figure, and another with a butt-joint, as at B. These tubes were made
of plates about ^th of an inch thick, the object of this difference being

to ascertain to what extent the resisting power uf tlie tube was re<luced

by the lap-jdiut. In the construction of boiU'rs the laj)-joint is almost

invariably in use ; and it nuist at once appear ()bvi(»us that any de-

parture from the true circle in cylindrical tuljcs must injure their

powers of resistance to compression.

* From tho London Arlizan, OctoK-r, IS&T.
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The tube V, experiment 25, was made with a lap-joint, which caused

it, as already remarked in ordinary constructions of boiler-flues, to de-

part from the true circle to the extent of nearly \ inch the thickness

of the plates. In the tube W, experiment 26, the cylindrical form was
bettor maintained by the butt-joint ; and after careful measurement with

the callipers, the difterence between the two, as respects the cylindrical

form, was 14 inches. This comparatively small difference had, never-

theless, a serious effect upon the resisting powers of the tube, which,

according to the results in the above table, caused a loss of more than

one-third of the strength of the tube, the difference being as 262 for

the lap to 378 for the butt-joint, or in the ratio of 69-3 : 100, or as 7 : 10
nearly. These facts are so conclusive as to point to an entirely new
construction in the manufacture of tubes calculated to sustain an uni-

form external pressure, and the results are so conclusive as to show
the necessity of adhering in every construction of this kind to the true

cylindrica I form.
During the investigation of the question of the comparative resisting

powers of tubes to collapse, another one of probably equal importance

arose as to the relative powers of cylindrical tubes to resist internal

force acting uniformly over their surface. It has already been demon-
strated that the resistance of cylinders to internal pressure is directly as

the diameters ; but what effect the length may have upon the strength

of a tube has yet to be determined. We have already seen that a cylin-

drical tube, when subjected to external pressure, loses one-half its

powers of resistance when the length is doubled. Hence arose the

question, what effect, if any, will an increase of length have upon a

tube exposed to internal pressure ? To solve this problem, three tubes

of precisely the same diameter and same thickness of plates, but of

different lengths, were prepared and submitted to the test of experi-

ment as follows

:

T ABLE VII. Table VIII.

Resistance of Tubes with Lap Resistance of Tubes to Internal

and Butt Joints. Pressure.
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Considerable discrepancies occur in the experiments on internal

pressure, as the whole of them gave way at the riveted joints. Every
precaution was taken, by careful riveting and brazing, to render them as
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nearly uniform in strength as possible, but nevertheless they strengthen

the conclusions arrived at some years since, that the strengths of riveted

joints of malleable iron plates, are nearly as the numbers
100 for the plate,

70 for double riveted joints,

50 for single riveted joints.*

These experiments pointed out that riveted joints reduced the ulti-

mate strength of boilers in the ratio of the metal punclied out for the

reception of the rivets, as shown in my recent publication, entitled

"Useful Information," new cilition, p. 36.

This constant failure at the joints renders the experiments on in-

ternal pressure less satisfactory, as they do not exhibit the ultimate

strength of the plate, but the strength of the joint of which the tubes

were composed. Jointed tubes and flues are almost always present in

boiler constructions—the small tubes of locomotive, marine, and multi-

tubular boilers being the only ones which arc without joints ; hence these

facts are probably not less important when applied to such constructions.

On a careful examination of the fractures, the tube X, 4 feet long,

seemed the most perfect ; Y was not so Avell soldered, and burst, by
tearing off the heads of the rivets ; and Z was partly torn through the

plates and partly through the rivets. The plate of which this tube was
composed was, however, exceedingly brittle, and broke like cast iron.

Tube Aa was ruptured in the same way and in the same direction as

the others ; the rivets were torn through the plates, and the soldering,

not very sound, was ripped up for 10 inches along the joint : this tube,

as also Y aiid Z, would have borne a greater pressure had the joints

been more perfect and of sounder workmanship.

Taking into account the above discrepancies, it will be impossible to de-

duce any formula, or establish any result calculated to direct our prac-

tice as to the effects produced upon the resisting powers of tubes, when
the length is increased; comparing, however, the tube, &c., 1 foot long

with the tube X, 4 feet long, and assuming that the joints were equally

perfect in each, it is evident that the shorter the tul)e the greater its

powers of resistance. This may arise from the ends being perfectly

rigid and unyielding, which, in short tubes, would reduce the pressure

upon the middle and unsupported portion in a given ratio of the length

of the tube. For example, let us take two tubes of any given diameter,

the one 10 feet and the other 20 feet long; it is evident that it is much
easier to force the long tube into the form of a barrel, as a a. Fig. 2,

than it would be to produce the same form in the shorter tube, as at

Fig. 2.

h b, Fig. 3. To prove this, let us suppose the material to be perfectly

clastic, and capable of extension, such as a tube of vulcanized India

rubber, or any other elastic materials, and we have at once the solutioa
• " riiilonopliical Tranxnctions." I'art II., 1K50, p. C77.
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to the question, that the extension does not take place at the ends, but

in the middle, where the particles of the material possess diminished

resistance, arising from their respective distances from the ends or

points of support.

To ascertain how far this view is correct, two lead pipes were pre-

pared of 3 inches diameter, and of the respective lengths of 1 foot

2^ inches, and 2 feet 7 inches ; and these were submitted to the fol-

lowing experimental tests :

—

Table IX. —Resistance o/ Lead Tubes to Internal Pressure.
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With 225 lbs. pressure one of the ends was
blown out.

Burst with 374 lbs.; but before rupture the
tube had assumed the barrel form, a8 at
Ab, and on measuring the circumference,
the metal had elongated V/^ ins.

The tube Ab ruptured at the thin part of the metal, the water burst-

in "• through a narrow slit about 3 inches long. The lower end of the

tube Ac was also blown out with a pressure of 325 lbs., and after being

repaired and secured by bolts and clasps, it was eventually ruptured

With a pressure of 364 lbs. on the square inch. The same amount of

elongation of the material was observed in this as in the shorter tube

—

namely, IJ inches, and the only difference was in the position of the

enlargement of the diameter, and the fracture, when the tube gave

way, represented by a thin, narrow slit.

It is probably difficult to assign the reason why cylindrical tubes of

uniform texture should follow the law indicated by the experiments, as

that of beams or hollow tubes, circular or rectangular, subjected to a

transverse strain. Where the force or pressure is applied on the prin-

ciple of equal distribution, that is, where the load is uniformly dis-

tributed over the surface of the beam or tube, or, what is the same

thing, when one-half that force is applied to the centre, it requires

greatly increased strength in the middle, and greater rigidity, to equal-

ize the pressure, and to make the beam or tube equal in its powers of

resistance in all its parts. If, for example, we make a circular or rec-

tangular tube of uniform thickness throughout its whole length, it will

be found that on loading it in the middle, or with double the load

equally distributed over the surface, with a weight sufficient to break

it that it will yield in the middle, or the most distant point from the

ends on which it is supported. This point being the most distant from

the centre round which the forces revolve, is acted upon with greatly

increased force, and consequently requires a proportionate increase of

strength.

To render, therefore, a perfectly uniform tube in diameter equal in
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its powers of resistance to an equally distributed external pressure over
the whole of its surface, it would require it to ho constructed in the
form given below (Fig. 4), where the thickness of the material in the

middle is duly proportioned to the length of the cylinder, and that

upon the same principle as that which applies to beams subjected to a
transverse strain. "Were it otherwise, the tube would collapse in the

Fig. 4.

^^SS!llwWIS^SHSBs?^S5S^KTOW??iSWwwl?«^^ft7l!iSHSilE

middle ; and supposing perfect uniformity in the thickness of the ma-
terial throughout the whole length of the tube, collapse would ensue
in the middle, an<l would take the form indicated at a a, Fig. 5, the

weakest point, where the greatest force of collapse must of necessity

ensue. On this principle of construction we are obviously defective

;

and it is quite evident, that in every case where it is desirable to have
uniformity of strength in all parts of a tube intended to resist uniform

Fiff. 5.

external pressure, we must either thicken the circumference propor-

tionally along its length, the thickest part being in the mi(l<lle, or

we must use the simpler means of surrounding or hooping the tube by
external rings tliat will increase the power of resistance in the ratio

of the length of that tube. This has all along been indicated by the

experiments ; and having thus ascertained the law of resistance of
tubes to the forces thus applied, we must of necessity follow that law
in all constructions where the pressure is uniform and equal over the

whole surface of the tube.

Summary op Results relative to the Resisting Powers of
Tubes of different lengths.

Reasoning upon the results derived from the experiments upon the

4 inch tubes, we find the force of collapse follows the same law as those

contained in the experiments on the 6 inch and other tubes. Thus,
taking the results given in Table I, in which the tubes are of tlie same
thickness, and of 4 inch diameter, we find that the pressure of collapse

varies accordini? to the len^rth of the tube, as follows:

Diameter.

4

4

4

4
4

Length.

19

19

40
.38

60

Collapsing pressure

170
137

. 65
65

43 43

650

From the above, we deduce that the resistance of the 4 inch tubes
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varies inversely as tlicir lengths, and this law we have found confirmed

by all the other experiments. Thus, for instance, assuming that the

lengths of the tubes in the above table were 20, 40, and 60 inches, and
that the resistance of a 40 inch tube is 65 lbs., we find by the law that

the resistance of a 20 inch tube would be 130, and that of a 60 inch

tube would be 43 lbs. per sijuare inch ; and these calculated results

correspond nearly with the pressures as indicated by the experiments,

and given in the table. In conducting experiments of this kind, it is

next to impossible to form tubes, where the joints have to be soldered

and riveted, theoretically correct, and certain allowances must there-

fore be made for discrepancies which must of necessity occur in their

jDOwers of resistance to strain. It is nevertheless obvious, that after

making these allowances for inaccuracies of construction, the results

of the experiments approximate so near the truth as to afford unmis-

takable evidence that the tubes follow the same law in their resist-

ance to collapse as a hollow beam supported at each end and sub-

jected to a transverse strain, the strength in each case varying inversely

as the length; or, in other words, a tube 10 feet long will resist twice

as great a pressure as a tube 20 feet long of the same dimensions, and
so on for every other length, the resistance being inversely as the in-

crease of that length, probably until the tube attains a length equiva-

lent to the resisting powers of the material of which it is composed.

To what extent the length may be increased before this law ceases

to act, is a question yet to be determined. For the present, however,
there is sufficient data to show that any increase to the length of a
tube within certain limits has a serious effect upon its ultimate strength,

and its powers of resistance to strain. This is an important question,

and one which affects the strength' of all descriptions of pipes and
tubes ; and it would be interesting to know to what extent a tube of
any given diameter could be carried before it began to deviate from the

law of resistance which governs the shorter lengths. If, for example,

a tube 8 inches diameter, and 1 foot long, collapse with a pressure of

100 lbs. on the square inch, what force Avould be required to collapse

a tube 100 feet long? Now, it is clear from the experiments, that a
similar tube 5 feet long would collapse with 20 lbs., and it is equally

clear that the same pipe extended to 100 feet in length would not col-

lapse with a pressure of 1 ft). That pressure would certainly be insuffi-

cient, as it would require considerably more than a pressure of 1 ft), to

destroy the elasticity of the material and produce a permanent set;

or, in other words, to force the material out of the true circle.

Having arrived at the conclusion that the strength of tubes com-
posed of metallic plates are in their powers of resistance to external

pressure inversely as their lengths, we have now to consider the rela-

tion they bear to each other in regard to their diameters. It has already

been demonstrated that the strengths of cylindrical tubes, subjected to

internal pressure, are inversely as their diameters, and that a tube
2 feet in diameter will sustain double the force required to rupture a
tube 4 feet diameter : that is, if the lengths and other dimensions be
the same. Bearing this in mind, namely, that the strength of tubes
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vary inversely as their lengths, we shall find, on the other hand, on

comparing the experiments, in regard to an external compressive force,

that they also vary inversely as their diameters.

For example, let us take the 4 inch tuhes and compare them with

the 8 inch. Taking those of 39 inches long, of which the 4 inch col-

lapsed with 05 lbs., and the 8 inch with 32 lbs., we find by the aljove

law, that as 8 : 65 : : 4 : 32-5, the calculated pressure diftering from the

experimental by 0-5 only. Again, compare the 4 inch tube, 5 feet long,

which collapsed with 43 tbs., with the G inch tube, 4 feet 11 inches long,

6 : 43 : : 4 : 28-7, which is 3-3 lbs. less than the experimental pressure

;

or, taking the 12 inch tube, 12 : 43 : : 4 : 14-3, which is only 1-8 fibs,

over the pressure indicated by experiment 19. Again, let us compare

the tubes of 2 feet 6 inches in length, assuming the mean of experi-

ments 1 and 4 to be correct, and thence deducing the results for tubes

of larger diameter.

Prpssure of collapse Pressure of collapse

Length. Diameter. by experiment. by calculation.

2 6 6 , 50 mean . 50-0

2 G 8 , 39 " . 37-5

2 6 10 , 33 " 30-0

2 6 12 . 22 " . . 250

The differences are not great, and may be accounted for as arising

from the imperfect construction of the tubes. It would appear, how-

ever, that the difference of strength is rather in favor of the smaller

tubes, probably because they deviate less from the true cylindrical

form. Taking, therefore, the whole of the experiments, and allowing

for unavoidable discrepancies, which necessarily arise from imperfec-

tions of construction, we arrive at the conclusion that collapse of tubes

from external pressure follow the law that their strengths vary inversely

as their length; and, moreover, inversely as their diameters.

Conclusions to be drawn from the Experiments.

It is interesting to observe how closely nature approximates in her

pro<luctions to the strongest and best forms. If we h>ok at the tubular

forms of grasses, bamboos, and other vegetable constructions of this

kind, and taking to account the uses for which they were intended, wo
shall i^ee that tlie form contributes greatly to their strength ; and we

shall, moreover, find that the shoots are telescopic, forming a series of

concentric rings, arising from the formation of new and smaller tubes

as they emerge in succession from those previously formed. As these

again protrude and advance in growth, they leave behind enlarged

hoops, or disks, of sufficient rigidity to support and sustain the form

of the tubular structure. The same law which pervades natural pro-

ductions should not be overlooked in art. We have ever before us the

lessons of this first great natural teacher ; and did we but consult her

laws, and in all our apjdications endeavor to conf(n-m to the rules of

a philosophy which never errs, and by which nothing is ever made in

vain, we should, to use the words of our aspirations after truth, that

Nature's laws, and the constructions derived therefrom, constitute the

20*
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.^

only true system of philosophy by which we can attain the maximum
of" strength with the minimum of material.

The sphere is probably the only true form by whicli we can obtain

uniformity of resistance to an uniform pressure, whether external or

internal; and to approximate to this, probably, was the reason why our

predecessors, from the days of the Mar-
quis of Worcester to those of Watt,
adopted the haycock or circular boiler

with a hemispherical top and hemi-

spherical bottom, as shown.

This was selected as the strongest

form of boiler in the time of Newcomcn
and Beighton ; and it was probably for

a similar reason that the glass-blower

forms the bottom of bottles with an
elevated cone penetrating for some dis-

tance into the interior of the cylindrical

part. This gives great strength to the

^ bottle in resisting internal pressure,

and at the same time reduces the quan-
tity of liquid contained in the bottle ; a consideration independent of
strength, and probably a matter of no small importance to the retail

dealers in wine and ardent spirits.

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute

On the durahility of Tubes in the Pirsson Condensers.

By Joseph P. Pirsson.

Messrs. Editors :—My attention has just been called to an article

in the Journal of the Franklin Institute for August, entitled " Steam
and its Condensation, by Thomas Prosser, C. E.;" and in that article

are several statements respecting the operation of my condensers,

which I desire briefly to correct. These statements have reference

chiefly to the durability of the copper tubes of which the sui-face por-

tion has been generally constructed.

Mr. Prosser states, that "the copper tubes in the condensers of the

Arago were worn out in less than two years. Those in the Keystone
State gave out in an incredibly short time. ***** The Fulton
fared no better, as regards her condenser tubes," &c.

The question of durability in the engines of a sea-going steamer is,

of course, a highly important one, and in no part more so than in the

condensers.

Want of durability in surface condensers had, until the advent of
my invention, been the chief objection to their use ; for in all previous

attempts, this had been found to involve risks far greater than the

advantages to be attained Avould warrant. The chief elements causing

the destruction of the instrument, viz : pressure, and expansion and
contraction, I have either totally eliminated, or rendered innocuous,
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wliile I have also introduced an entirely new feature in the construc-

tion, and upon Avliich only may surface condensation be safely em-
ployed. That new feature is the ability to resort to an alternative, in

the immediate return to jet-condensation, in case of accident or other

necessity. The question of durability in the "copper tubes," is reduced

therefore to one of economy simply, since their destruction involves

that of no element necessary to the working of the engine, and is

consequently wholly unattended by risk of any sort.

When the tubes do give out, either in whole or in part, the only

difference perceivable in the working of the engine is the loss of fresh

water, in proportion to the extent of the defect, this being a feature

belonging solely to my invention.

The question of the degree of wear in the surface portion of my
condenser, is reduced to that of the selection of the most durable ma-
terial, and has nothing whatever to do with the principle. The copper
tubes at present in tlie condensers of the Aragp are now far in the

fourth year of their existence, performing in every respect as well as

at first. The same is the case in the Fulton, the sister vessel. A few
days since, the tubes of the Augusta s condenser were examined and
found to be in perfect order, after about four years' use. The United
States steamship San Jacinto, having my condensers on board, has

just returned from a three years' cruise, and on examination the tubes

were found to be in perfect condition, not having in the meanwhile
been touched. Mr. Pressor is amused at the idea of there being any
advantatire in tinninn; the tubes. On this head I am not committed, one
way or the otlicr; and I will merely cite some facts as to the length

of time the "tin will remain." I do this the more readily, as it will

serve to explain the reason why tinning was resorted to at all. At the

first introduction of my condensers, I had the misfortune to have seve-

. ral sets of tubes made from Lake Superior copper; for experience was
wholly wanting then, as to what eft'ect salt water would have upon this

metal, as compared with otlier copper. It was soon found tiuit it would

not stand at all. The Arago had lior^'r«^ set of this copper, and it did

not endure for even two voyages; and so too, with the St. Louis. These
were re})laced by pure Spanish copper, which has proved satisfactory

in durability. Messrs. Merrick k Sons were the first to suggest tinning

the tubes, with a view to prolonging their wear, and I believe first

treated those in the Quaker City in that way, and other engineers have
followed their exanq)le. Over four years ago I put into the Jithn L.
Stevens, 8000 ton vessel, and Sojiora, 2400 tons, sets of condenser

tubes of pure Spanish copper untinned. These, at late accounts, were
still in good order.* Whether the tinning is of any material value, I

am unable to say ; I have, however, been in favor of it. This fact has

been proved beyond (|uestion, viz : that the condensation is not inju-

riously affected thereby; while, so far as my observation extends, the

tin also adheres to the copper to tlic last. It would thus seem that the

remarks of Mr. Jones, alluded to in Mr. Trosser's article, arc fully

• Some, not noquninti'il with tlio hintory of my rondcnsorH, mny think that T hnvp boon poouliarly un-
fortuuutu in haviuK &o umny voshcIm willi'dofuclivu tulwa. TUoko ivnstituto, however, but a fraction of tbo
•hips into which tlioy have boon introduced, embracing many of the larj^st and finest ever built.
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borne out by the facts cited, as well as that it is important, in an
economical point of view, to select the purest kind of copper for the

tubes. Additional verification would also appear to be afforded by the

result ascertained at the salt works at Salina, New York, where the

pans made of this Lake Superior copper have proved very inferior in

durability to those of pure Spanish copper.

As these questions are of interest not only to the engineer, but to

all connected with ocean steam navigation, I will add that I have also

tried brass for the tubes, both tinned and untinned. In the steamship

St. Louis, as an experiment, one-half of the tubes were of Spanish

copper and one-half of brass, both without being tinned. In the Col-

lins steamship Adriatic, the tubes were of brass, tinned. Their dura-

bility in the latter vessel is of course yet to be determined. In the

St. Louis, however, thus far, the wear appears to be equal ; at least,

none of the tubes have worn out, after a period of about four years.

5 Wall street, New York, September 9th, 1858.

On Lighting Raihvay Trains with Cfas; with Description of

Mr. T. J. Thompson s System."^ By Mr. Kitson.

The lighting of railway trains has received comparatively little atten-

tion during the progress and improvements in the railway system, the

oil lamp having undergone but few improvements, though its defects

have been generally felt. Gas possesses important advantages over all

the oil lamp arrangements yet produced, in the constant brilliancy of

the light, requiring only two lights for each carriage—the saving that

may be effected by turning off lights from all unoccupied carriages

—

the brilliant light thereby obtained for the tail and side lights of the

train—and the saving in expense.

The first use of gas, to the writer's knowledge, for lighting railway

trains, was in the United States, where an arrangement, which seemed

to answer, was tried during 1856, upon the Galena and Chicago Rail-

way. Under the floor of each car is placed a gas-holder, consisting of

two tubes, each divided into two compartments by a longitudinal dia-

phragm of india-rubber. Gas is admitted to the tube on one side of the

diaphragm from the gas main at the station, thereby pressing the dia-

phragm against the side of the tube ; and the gas is then forced out to

the burners by means of a dry metre or small pump, placed on the car,

which pumps in air on the other side of the diaphragm, pressing it back

against the opposite side of the tube, and thus forcing out the gas.

This arrangement has many advantages for an American railway, where
a railway car is so much longer than an English carriage, one car ac-

commodating about 70 passengers ; and the number of cars therefore

required to form a train sufficient to carry 200 passengers amounting

to only 3, whereas upon an English line it would require 11 carriages

to accommodate the same number of passengers.

* From Newton's London Journal of Arts and Sciences, August, 1858.
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The aflvantao;e of the American system of railways for athipting a
gas-hohler to each car independently is very great, each car heing car-

ried upon two trucks, which have their hearings close to the ends of

the car, therehy leaving a large unoccupied space, 20 or 30 feet long,

which is well adapted for a gas-holder sufficient to supply 6 lights for

12 liours.

The success of these experiments induced Mr. T. J. Thompson to

produce an arrangement for the use of gas lights suitable for English

railway trains. From the dift'erence between the two systems of work-

ing, an arrangement that would answer upon an American railway

would be inapplicable in this country: to have the gas-holder above de-

scribed under every carriage, where a company may have 400 or 500
carriages, would involve an expenditure which could scarcely be repaid

by any result ; Avhilst the great difficulty of keeping such a stock of

gas-holders in perfect repair, and the annoyance arising from the

slightest defect, would prove a constant source of complaint from tra-

velers.

To produce an arrangement suitable for an English railway, two
re([uisites have to be obtained :—first, a gas-holder suitable to supply

a train of carriages, and formed of a material not perishable ; and se-

condly, a perfect form of coupling, with which the escape of gas, from
neglect or carelessness in putting together a train of carriages, is im-

possible.

A gas-holder, forming a separate piece of rolling stock by itself,

would not be practicable, excepting in cases of very long trains, since

the expense of haulage would, to a great extent, counteract the advan-

tage gained by adopting gas in place of oil : and it is therefore neces-

sary that it should form part of the tender or luggage van, or be
combined with some other portion of the existing rolling stock. A
rectangular gas-holder, upon the ordinary stationary principle, 10 feet

long, 7 feet wide, and 3 feet 6 inches deep, would require a mass of water

weighing about 6| tons, a dead weight whicli Avouhl be inadmissible for

running over a line ; and the motion of such a ijuantity of water would
render it difficult to get a gas-holder to work properly: while the bal-

ancing of the gas-holder by weights would also be a complicated ar-

rangement.
These objections have been overcome by the use of a simple form of

gas-holder, which can be adapted to the tender or the luggage van, or

can be comliined with any of the carriages.

A rectangular tank is constructed, having only an aperture 12 ins.

diameter in the bottom, where a pi])e for tilling it with water enters,

being brought up for that purpose at the back of the tender : the air

escaping through a small pipe while the tank is being filled. The feed-

valves are placed at the Ixittom of the taid< : the rods which work them
passing througli stutling-boxes, to prevent any leakage of water. Roimd
the four sides of the tank is an outside sheeting, 1| ins. from tlu^ sides

of the tank, formed of thin wrought iron plates, about No. IG wire

gauge thickness, which is fastened round the bottom of the tank to a
wrought iron frame. This gives a space round the tank, 1\ inches in
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breadth (tlie depth of the tank), which forms the water space for the

gas-hohler to Avork in ; the roof of the gas-hokler, wlien empty, being

1 inch above the roof of the tank. The outside sheeting and the sides

of the gas-holder are carried up 12 inches higher than the roof of the
tank, so as to allow for variation in pressure of the gas. At the four

corners of the tank are placed guide-rods, which are fastened into the

bottom frame, and stayed at the top by light wrought iron stays, rivet-

ed to the top of the outside sheeting. These guide-rods are placed in

the Abater space, and brass roller guides are fixed at the top and bot-

tom of each corner of the gas-holder, which work upon the guide-rods.

Round the bottom of the gas-holder T iron or angle iron is riveted, to

prevent the springing of the plates under the pressure; and at distance

of 4 or 5 feet small rollers are placed, so that, should the pressure be
sufficient to spring the sides of the gas-holder, these rollers would come
in contact with the outside plates, and prevent the gas-holder from
catching in any way upon the plates or rivets. In the water spaces

round the gas-holder and over the top of the tank strips of light angle

iron are placed, to act as breakAvaters, and prevent any oscillating

motion being imparted to the water ; and a strip of strong leather is

fastened round the top of the outside sheeting, against which the sides

of the gas-holder work, for the purpose of preventing any pieces of coke
from getting into the water space. Through the centre of the water
tank passes a gas-pipe, which extends 12 inches aboA'^e the top of the

tank, so as to prevent any water getting into it ; and upon the gas-

holder is a small dome, fitting over the pipe. This central pipe branches
ofi" beloAV the tank to each side of tlie tender, where a coupling or union
joint is fastened on the ends, for the purpose of coupling on to the pipe

of the stationary gasometer. A small gas-pipe branches ofi" from the

central pipe to the coupling apparatus at the back of the tender, and
so on for the supply of gas to the carriages.

A gas-holder, such as above described, 10 feet long, 7 feet wide, and
3 feet 6 inches deep, Avill contain 216 cubic feet of gas, allowing the

bottom of the gas-holder to be 5 inches beloAV the IcA^el of the Avater

when full of gas, which is a necessary alloAvance for motion of the water
or the difference of level of the two ends caused by steep gradients.

The consumption of an average-sized burner being 3 cubic feet per
hour, a train of 12 carriages, burning 2 lights each, gives 24 lights,

consuming 3 cubic feet per hour each, or 72 cubic feet total,—making
a consumption of 216 cubic feet in 3 hours ; so that this gas-holder Avil

supply 12 carriages for 3 hours. The process of filling the gas-holder

is simple :—At the principal stations along the line, at distances of
from 50 to 100 miles, as circumstances may admit, there are small sup-

ply gasometers, from 8 to 12 feet diameter, Avhich work at a pressure

of from 12 to 24 inches of water : when a tender gas-holder requires

filling, a branch of the central pipe is coupled by means of a union

joint to the supply gasometer; and the pressure, being from 8 to 20 ins.

greater in the gasometer than in the tender gas-holder, raises the latter,

and fills it in from 1 to 2 minutes. As it Avas anticipated that the

motion of the train would have the efiFect of giving the gas-holder a
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jumping motion between its guides, owing to the elastic character of
the gas, it was thought necessary to guard against this by inserting a
rack in each guide-rod, and fixing a spring catch upon the top corners
of the gas-hokler, which, after catching the teeth of the rack, prevented
the gas-holder from rising. However, in making the practical experi-

ments with the gas-holder, this provision proved to be useless, the gas-

holder working comparatively steadily, and having no tendency to rise

more than ^ inch. The result of this slight motion upon the flame was
evident, in some instances drawing the gas back from the burner, and
consequently extinguishing the light. These shocks, Avhich are instan-

taneous, are now remedied by the simple arrangement of placing a small

back flap-valve at the junction of the leading-ofF pipe with the gas-

holder, which valve remains open so long as the gas enters the pipe
from the gas-holder, but closes whenever the gas-holder has a tendency
to draAV the gas back from the pipe. The working of the valve has but
a very slight effect upon the pressure in the pipes, the action being so
rapid ; and the effect upon tlic flame could not be detected when this

plan was adopted. There is an advantage in adapting the gas-holder

to the guard's van at the present time, even supposing the interior

could not be made available for luggage, from the impracticability of
altering the tenders made upon the present system, and from the

guard's van, for a passenger train, not being in many instances of suffi-

cient weight in itself as a break van, and requiring the addition of a

considerable weight of iron to make an efficient break; in place of
which dead weight the gas-holder Avill give all this advantage, the

weight of a gas-holder, 10 feet long, being about 1| tons, including the
water ref}uisite for its working. Also, when running at the end of the

train, the tail light, which is the most important, will be upon the
same carriage as the gas-holder, and supplied by an independent pipe,

which will preclude the possibility of its getting out of order.

The satisfactory working of the above arrangement of gas-holder has
been practically ascertained by trial upon different lines, where it has
been severely tested by being placed upon uneasy working tr. d<s,

which were found to have no eff"ect upon its action.

A supply gasometer, of simple construction and small expense, was
then re(|uircHl for charging the train gas-holders. For this purpose
there was provided a small circular gasometer, 12 ft. diameter and 8 ft.

high, containing about 900 cubic ft. of gas, sufficient to supply 2 or 3
train gas-In ildors without being filled from the gas works. It was bal-

anced with wi'ights running over pulleys in the ordinary manner. As
the pressure reipiisite for filling the train gas-holders is from 12 to 24
inches of water, and the ordinary pressure at g;is works only from 2 to

3 inches, the extra pressure in the gasometer was obtained by water on
the roof. In order to fill the gasometer with gas, the water is all run
off" the roof by opening a cock, and the gasometer, being balanced by
weights, rises with the gas works' pressure, the gas being admitted by
a central pipe, through a self-acting gas-valve. As the gasonu^ter rises,

the lever of the water-discharge-cock, comes in contact with a project-

ing catch, which shuts the cock ; and the gasometer rising to the top
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of its guides, a projection on the gasometer comes in contact with a

balance lever, which opens a water valve, and lets water on to the roof

of the gasometer through a vertical pipe. When sufficient water has

been let on the roof to give the required pressure, the gas is com-

pressed by the gasometer falling a certain distance, and a second pro-

jection, depressing the balance lever, shuts the water valve ; the gaso-

meter is then ready to supply the train gas-holders with gas.

The self-acting gas-valve used, rises and falls with the slightest dif-

ference of pressure between the gas in the gasometer and that in the

gas-works' pipe. The seating of the valve is formed of two circular ribs

cast round the entrance orifice for the gas, and forming an annular

cup to receive mercury f inch in depth. The outer rib is carried up,

to serve as a guide for the valve to work in. The valve is formed of

thin sheet iron, and is balanced by a weight at the opposite end of the

beam which carries it. When the pressure is equal above and below

the valve, it merely touches the surface of the mercury; but when the

water is let on to the top of the gasometer, the pressure in the gasome-

ter sinks the valve, and causes the mercury to rise according to the

pressure. This form of valve is self-acting in every respect, and must

be perfectly tight, no leakage being possible; the only communication

being through the mercury, when the valve is down.

The coupling between the carriages is effected by vulcanized India

rubber tubing, with a cut-off apparatus fastened upon each end of every

cai'riage. It consists of a short cut-off pipe, working upon a stopper,

similar to an ordinary cock ; the India rubber tube is attached to the

pipe by a union joint. When the cut-off pipe is down against the side

of the carriage, the hole in the pipe coincides with that in the stopper,

leaving a clear passage for the gas : in this position, the cut-off pipe

is held by a spring, Avhich clasps it close above the union joint; and the

joint is protected and closed in by two projecting wings. In uncoupling

the carriages, before disengaging them, the porter pulls the india rubber

tube, and thereby brings the cut-off pipe into a raised position, when
the gas is cut off, and the pipe is held up by the spring catch, which

prevents it from falling back, enabling the porter to unscrew the union

joint. The india rubber tube is attached to the carriage by a chain,

and, when disconnected, is hung upon a hook on the carriage : a tube

is provided at each end of every carriage. In coupling together the

carriages, after the carriage coupling has been screwed up, the india

rubber tube is attached to the cut-off pipe, by the union joint, which

requires three turns, and the pipe is then released from the spi*ing-catch,

and pushed down to position, thus turning on the gas to the carriage.

The whole time taken up in either case should not exceed a quarter of

a minute. In the event of one carriage becoming accidentally detached

from the next, in consequence of breakage of the carriage coupling or

otherwise, the strain thrown upon the india rubber tube will pull the

cut-off pipe into the horizontal position, before the tube breaks, thereby

cutting off the gas ; and this coupling accordingly prevents any possi-

bility of a carriage being detached from a train without cutting off the

communication with the gas-holder.
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The pipe supplying the burners in each carriage may run under the

floor, or along the roof, as is most convenient. When a carriage is de-

tached from the gas-holder, as in shunting at junctions, the lights in

the carriage are prevented from going out by means of a small india

rubber supply bag, about the size of an ordinary air-pillow, which is

placed under one of the seats of the carriage, and connected to the gas-

pipe supplying tlie burners. When the pressure of gas in the pipe is

reduced to 1 inch of water, the supply bag begins to collapse, supply-

ing the burners until the carriage is again attached to a train ; the bag,

containing about 1 cubic foot of gas, would be sufficient to keep the

two burners in each carriage supplied for about half an hour.

The comparative cost of gas and oil for lighting railway trains re-

mains now to be considered.

The actual cost of lighting a train of 12 carriages Avith oil lamps,

while running 100 miles, amounts to about 9s. 6d., or l-14d. per train

per mile. With carriages burning gas, having 2 lights each, each
burner consuming 4 cubic ft. of gas per hour, assuming 4 hours as the

time taken in running 100 miles, the amount consumed in running 100
miles would be 384 cubic feet ; and allowing 5 cubic feet per hour for

the tail lamp, and 4 cubic feet per hour for each of the two side lights

(making 52 cubic feet in 4 hours), the total consumption would be 436
cubic feet for a train of 12 carriages running 100 miles. Taking the

cost of gas at 4.s(. per thousand cubic feet, which is the average cost

throughout England, the total cost will amount to Is. 9(7. in running
100 miles, or 0'21d. per train per mile, as compared with l'14d. per

train per mile, the cost of oil lamps.

If a train of 12 carriages, burning gas, runs 100 miles per day on an
average throughout the year, the cost of gas at the end of the year
would be £31 18s. 9(Z., allowing 4 cubic feet of gas per hour to be
consumed by eacli burner, which is 25 per cent, more than should be

burned, thus allowing for loss and waste. For the same train burning
oil, and running on an average 100 miles per day throughout the year
as before, the sum would amount at the end of the year, to <£173 7s. 6d.,

showing a saving in expense during the year, for a train of 12 car-

riages, of .£141 8s. 9d. If a railway company run 10 trains, of 12 car-

riages each, 100 miles per day, on an average throughout the year, the

cost of lighting would amount to £1733 when burning oil, and to .£319

when burning gas, showing a clear saving with gas, of £1414 in the

year, after allowing 25 per cent, for leakage or waste. The power of turn-

ing oft' the gas from unoccupied carriages, and from trains standing at

stations, previous to starting and after arriving, would, at a fair calcu-

lation, give 15 or 20 1^ cent, of further saving to be added to the above.

The cost of 10 train gas-holders, at £30 each, would be £300 ; and
assuming a railway company to have 300 miles of road, requiring a
small supply gasometer for filling the train gas-holders at distances of
about GO miles, (3 gasometers would be necessary in this case, at £40
each, making £240 total; and taking the coupling apparatus, pipes,

supply bags, and glass shades, at £3 for each carriage, for 120 car-

riages, the cost would be £3G0. The total cost, therefore, of fitting up
Vol. XXXVI
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a railway 300 miles long, and having 120 carriages, reckoning 10 train

gas-lioldcrs, and 6 supply gasometers, would be £900. This, taken from

,£1414, leaves to a railway company, after fitting up their line and
carriages complete, a sum £514 clear, after paying all expenses for the

year; and as the outlay for keeping the apparatus in repair would be

small, the saving by the use of gas would afterwards amount to about

£1400 per annum, in the case of 10 trains as above taken.

The comparative cost of lighting railway trains with gas, is much
more as here taken than would be found in actual practice, since there

are so many additional expenses connected with the oil lamp arrange-

ment, as at present worked, which cannot be ascertained satisfactorily,

to make the statement of the cost of oil complete.

Proceedings Inst. Mechanical Enginccrg, London.

AMERICAN PATENTS.

List of American Patents which issued from July 6 to July 27, 1858,

clnclcsive,^ with exemplifications.

JULY 6.

1. Machine for Cctti\o Coeks; Robert P. Abernethey, Assigned to Union Cork Manulact«ring Co., Cincin-

nati, Ohio.

Claim—1st, In this connexion, the automatic feed rest. 2d, Imparting to the mandrels of a cork cutting

machine a compound rotary and vibratory movement, by means as set forth.

2. Machine for Cctting Corks ; Robert P Abernethey and Mahlon M. Wombaugh, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—l.st. The rotary cutter head, having alternate blades and spaces, in combination with the auto-

matic mandrels, to admit of the removal of the finished cork, and clamping the fresh blank without removing
either cutter or mandrels. 2d, In combination with the intermittent cutting disk and mandrels, the ar-

rangement of half wheel cam movement and the accessories 3d, In this connexion the feed apparatus, con-

Bisting of the hopper, notched piston, and cam movement, with their accessories. 4th, In the described con-

nexion with the feed piston and mandrels, the spring pressure plate or finger, operated substantially as set

forth. 5th, In the combination with the feed piston and mandrels, the discharging spring or strip.

3. Machines for Raking and Loading IIaT; John B. Benton, J. F. Behn, and Gottlob Bastian, Buffalo, N. Y.

Claim—The combination of the bauds, plate, and forks, the whole being constructed for operation con-

jointly, as set ferth.

4. Sewing Machines ; Robert M. Berry, City of New York.

Claim—Lifting the feed slide from the cloth, as described, by the double trip lever, the trip slide, and tho

trip spur, or their equivalents.

5. Machines for Gathering Stones; G. W. Bislmp, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—The box provideil with the inclined plane, and used in connexion with the reciprocating scraper

and spring guides, or their equivalents.

6. Sewing Machines ; Lyman R. Blake, South Abington, Massachusetts.

Claim—The arrangement of the rest of a sewing mechanism, or combining it with an auxiliary arm of
such form as to be capable of entering a slioe and introducing the rest into the toe, as well as other parts of
the interior of the shoe, in order that an outer sole may be stitched or sewed upon the inner sole and upper
of a shoe. Also, arranging either the thread passage or looper, or both, \Nithin, or so as to operate with the
auxiliary arm.

7. Breech-loading Fire Arm; Enoch Brooks and George Walker, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,

Claim—^Ist, The attachment of the hammer to an arm having a curved back, to which the main spring
is applied. 2d, The arrangoraeat of the cocking lever, the sere, and trigger, as aiiplietl in combination with
the main spring and hammer arm. 3d, Combining the cocking lever with the breech, by means of a slider,

rod, and wrist pin, applied as described, to cock the lock by the movement given to the breech to permit the
loading.

8. Railroad Car Seats and Berths ; Zenas Cobb, Chicago, Illinois.

Claim—1st, AiTanging the lower portion and hinged backs of the seats on the rail and ledges, so as to
either enable them to be used as a double sleeping co\ich, or as a seat, in the manner described. 2d. The ar-

rangement of the cushioned frames or jdatforms above the seats, and jointing them to the uprights of the par-
titions and sides of the car, and providing them with lugs, and the sides of the car and the movable biir with
(swinging hooks or lugs for forming the upper double berth when desired.

9. Stopper for Bottles; Munson C. Cronk, Auburn, New York.

Claim—Attaching to the necks of bottles and within a tapering space, a tapering or flaring tube, having
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a concentric cylindrical tube ca-ft or sccnred around the game with a cap screwed on its toj), and an outlet tube
attafh''d tu its h\Am.

10. Mktiiod of Attachiso Lamps to Laxtebxs; John Fleming, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The roniliination of the sjiring, D, with the clips, E E, and the ring, F, fur tli'- jiurpuse of cflecting

the attachment ami ik'tachniont at the lamp of a lantern.

11. BoRiNO Machinf,; L. A. Dole, Salem, Ohio.

Claim—1st, The combination of two drill stocks, by means of an internally ^"ared drivinc; wheel and a
small pillion, so that a slow or f.ist speed drill or auger may be u»ed at pleasure, a-i tlie necessity of the ca«e
may ri'iiiiirc. in the same macliine, and by the turning of one and the saiiie crank, ".id, EfiVcting the combi-
uati<m of both of saiil drill stocks, with the feeding rack bar and the two segment levers, by meiuis of aHuncb
on the rear end of the rack bar, and collars on the drill stocks, so that both shall be fed up together.

12. Maciii.ne fob I'psETTiMi CARUiAfiE AxLf:s; Zina Do<jlittle, Perry, Georgia.

Claim—1st, The arrangement of the centre bar or anvil, pivoted jaws, ami eccentric li-vers, in the relation

to one another sliowu. 2d, The combination witli the above of eccentric clutches, dii'S, springs, and slides.

13. Corn I'lamkiw; Warren Drumnioml, M'oodbridge, New Jersey.

Claim—The ])articwlar manner ilescribed of arranging and combining for united use only the two drop-
ping slides, (loiibli'-iu'ting cut-olT plate, double crank axle, covering rollers, combined brace and scraper, ad-
justable furrow-opening and closing tubes or shares, and secondary hopper.

14. Steam Knoi.nes; John Kricsson, City of New York.

Claim—The arrangement of the two cylinders in such manner that their base or bottom ranges with n
plane which passes through the a.\is of tht^ iirojieller shaft, or nearly so, in combination with a system of rock
shafts, crank levers, and connecling rods, so proportioned, aj)plied, and arranged that the use of a driving crank
on the propeller shaft, of greater length than half the stroke of the piston, is permitted, and that the connect-
ing riKls will operate nearly at right angles to each other, and will be in a line with ciu-h other at the termi-
nation of each stroke of either piston.

15. Pump; (Hlbert B. Karnuiu, Meriden, Connecticut.

Claim—The use of the thimble, cap, and guide rod, having a re-acting spring atta<lied to its upper eml. and
confined within tlie air-tight thimble, in combination with the valve and elastic diaphragm, for tiie purposu
of lifting and drojiping said valve .siiuarely from and to its seat, and at the s;ime tiii.e protecting the guide rod
and re-acting spring attached thereto, from the rust of the liquids acted ujk.u by the pump.

16. Muxs FOR Cutting, Crushinq, and ExFRE8Si.Na the Juice from Sugar Cane; John J. Fearripgton, Pitts-

borough, North Carolina.

Claim—In comliination with the cutter and the dressing rollers, the guiding trunk and dividing hoard,
the whole being arranged for cutting, conducting to the pressers, and pressing and separating the spent cuue
from tliejuices.

17. UF.oisTERrNO Attachment for Clocks; Stanislas Fournier, Now Orleans, Louisiana.

Claim—1st, In combination with the clock, the wheel, c, by which I give motion to the wheel, p. that
moves the nick, K, for a portion of the twenty-four hours; this 1 claim when either using the wheel, D, and
the nick, F, as set forth, or any other analogous mode by which the apparatus can beniaJetori-^i^ter substan-
tially the S4inie, as regards the time specified. 2d, The airriage, K, in combination with the rack, F, when the
action of the clock, through the use of the rack, or ita ccjuivalent, gives motion to the cairiiige, atd Jiolds tho
index bar, M, over the card, ready to have the time indicated.

18. Pumps; A. A. tleimng, Painesville, Ohio.

Claim—Forming the plunger rt«l in two separate and distinct parts, and constnicting said parts with the
Jiarhs and raised surliice, also the form ami location of the guides, as specified, or th-ir ei|uivaUnts. by which
Haid arrangi'Mieiit of parts, in comliination with the motion of the wind wheel, I ;uu enabled to apply the cou-
iiectiiig and discunuecting principle to the plunger.

10. Faucets; Ilonry Clotty, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—1st, The cylinders and slots, in combination with the arm on the valve stem, and the inclines, for
the purposes siieciliod. 2d, The suction pipe between tho ])oint of leakage or overflow at the spindle riMl or
valve stem and the delivery pipe, when said pipe is in such a po.sition to tlie discharging liquid that the rush
of said liquid past its eii<l sliall aiignient the sjieed of the li(iuid in said iiijie, and draw away any leakage, ad
Hpecifled. :Jd, The air tube of thin sheet metal, or e<iuivaleiit material, inserted into tho shell of the faucet.
And in combination with said tul)e, 1 claim the self-acting air valve on the cock.

20. Maciiink fouTurninotue Heads and for Nicking Screws; Ini Griggs, Assignor to the Utica Screw Manu-
fiu'turing Co., l.'tica. New York.

Claim—1st, The arrangement of a series of rotating blank holders in bearings, at equal distances apart,
(n and at equal <listances from the centie ofa st<Kk, which has an intermittent rotary motion, for the purpoRo
of presenting i-ach of the series in succession to the f.rd apparatus, to the cutter for "turning the heads to tho
8aw, for cutting the notches, and to a cutter for finishing the heads alter the notches have been cut. 2<1, Tho
relative arrang iiient of the driving shall, the blank holders and their rotating stock, the turning cutters and
the saw for cutting the notches, whereby, when the blank holders severally arrive opiHisite the s;iw, the driv-
ing belt which gives them the rotary motion on their axis to efl'ect the turning, is inoperative ui)on them. 3d,
The series of movable rests, applied and operating substantially as described, to support the scivw blanks, and
hold them steady during the opei-atioii of the cutters and sjiw. 4th, Combining the liol.ling dies with their
operating levers, by making the said dies defacheil from their levei-s, and fitting them to slide within gtiidi-s

in the holder, and applying jidjusling screws to the levers at their lieariiig upon the di<s. ,'.th. Apjilying the
discharging punches of Ilic- blank holders with springs to retnict them within the holders arter the discharge
of the blanks, and in such manner that the plungers, atter opening tho holding dies or jaws, will drive tlieiu
forwaril to exjiel the blanks.

21. Plocous; I. I>. Harris, Byhalla, Mississippi.

Claim—The hollow foot, formed and arninged for the rt'ception of the stock, substantially tm specified.

22. Wasuino Machine; H. H.Harrison, Laurel, Maryland.

Claim—The construction of a wiLshing macliine having a concave liottom, with « secondary gratiug-hko
or fiuteil bottom, the slotted r(M-king lever, and the corrugated balls, or their i-quividents.

23. Machines for Testi.vo the Stre.notii of Sprinos; S. H. Hartniau, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The aiiplluitiou of steam through mechanical applianceo to tho compreesiug springs, with a
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view of testing tlieir temper or strength. 2(1. In combination witli steam, applied as stated, for compressing
the .spring to ascertain its temper or strength, the application of a steam indicator for showing in pounds
weight, or otherwise, tlio amount of pressure applied.

2-1. Chairs for j!.\ii,w.\y3; AVni. Hall, Springfield, Massachusetts.

Claim—The mode described for securing the ends of rails.

25. Lathes for Turning in Metals; George Henderson and Jacob Steele, Allegheny, PennBylvania.

Claim—Tlie eombiiiiition of the two chucks with a lathe. »

26. KuxxiNd Okab op Wagons; Jonathan llibbs, Tullytown, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The method described of operating both the axles of a wagon in turning cur^'es, namely, by
means of the curved rack affixed to each axle, in combination with the connecting pinion.

27. KoTAKY I'LMP; A. P. Holly, Seneca Falls, New York.

Claim—A rotary punij) provided with eccentric cylinders, having concentric portions and corresponding
depressions, and operating within the compartments of the case, substantially in the manner specified.

28. Method of Constructing Iron Railings; Luther Ilomes, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Claim—Securing and embracing the circular projections at the upi>er and lower ends of the upright bars,
within the hurlzontal tubular rails fonned by the semiK:ircular and straight bars, and the portions of said bars
next the fiat circular parts between the notches in the bridge plates and the left hand ends of the notches or
depressions in the edges of the bar. and the right hand ends of the corresponding notches or depressions in the
edges of tlie bars, by means of the interlocking pins, and pins or lugs, and hubs or blocks.

29. Cultivators ; Duncan E Hubbard, Okolona, Mississippi.

Claim—The combination of share, stock, and tooth, the whole Ijcing arranged as set forth.

30. Measuring Faucet ; Gilbert Hubbard, MontviUe, Massachusetts.

Claim—^The combination of the passages, with the rotating cylinders provided with followers connected
by the lever, and operated through the medium gearing, pawl, nichet, and spring, the above parts being used
in connexion with the cut-off, arranged with the nut and levers, or other equivalent device, w^hereby the cut-
off may be closed automatically and simultaneously with the cessation of the rotation of the cylinders.

31. KoT.wiNG Shafts without using a Crank ; Simon Ingersoll, Greenwich, Connecticut.

Claim—The lever with its slide, or its equivalent, when arranged in the maimer set forth.

32. Skirt Hoops; Austin Kelley, City of New York.

Claim—Coml)ining and arranging two hoop skirts together in the manner set forth, the inner skirt being
adjustable for the purpose of forming a bustle when contracted, and for an additional support to the outer skirt
when expanded.

33. Steam Boilers; A. II. Ketch.am, Buffalo, New York.

Chiim—The construction and arrangement of the interior fire chamber relatively to the furnaces and the
registers, for the purposes set forth.

34. Churns ; James Macnish, Berlin, Wisconsin.

Claim— Effecting the breakage of the globules or saclcs which contain the fetty particles of the milk or
cream b3' the combined forces of compression and friction, employing for producing these forces a roller, in
combination with a stationary concave, the roller revolving within and coming in contact with said concave.

35. Churns; James Macnish, Berlin, Wisconsin.

Claim—The combination of the inner set of tangentially set spring wings with the outer set of wings, aa
Bet forth. Also, the combination of the fiiction plates, h j, with the two sets of sjiring wings, and the chura
tub.

36. Dust Pan ; Thomas E. McNeill, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Constructing the dust pan with a dust receptaclQ or box and an inclined surface.

37. Eaking and Binding Attachjient to Harvesters; John P. Manny, Rockford, Illinois.

Claim—^In combination with a reaping machine, a rake that automatically throws itself out of gear when
it aiTives at the outer or grain eml of the platform, in the manner desnibed. Also, combining with a raka
that automatically throws itself out of gear, and a gathering apiiaratus, a mechanism by which the driver from
his seat, or tlie attendant at his stand on the machine, can throw said rake into action when desired. Also, in
combini'.tioii with a rake and the gathering apparatus to form the g.ivel, the bent arm, provided with the point*

for the purpose of holding one end of the band that is to fasten the gavel when gathered. Also, the bent
lever with its forked head, which, when operated as above described, shall carry the band between its prongs,

and which, when released, shall be driven back by the spring releasing the I>and, the book of which shall

then be ihiven into the band by the expansion of the gavel. Also, operating the lever by means of the eiiiled

spring, for the pm-pose of adjusting the motion of said lever, so as to bind lai'ge and small bundles equally
tjglir.

3S. Harvesters; John P. Manny, Rockford, Illinois.

Claim—In combination with a main frame supported in a fixed position, that is, parallel ht th the surface

of the ground at all times, and a linger bar attached thereto, and operated as described, one arm of tl»c said

frame extended sufficiently to the rear to project over or behind the finger bar of the machine ; and this I
claim, whether the caster wheel be in front of, or behind, the driving wheel.

39. Track Clearers for Harvesters ; John P. Manny, Rockford, Illinois.

Claim—A wing board or track clearer, which is hinged to the divider and composed of two or more parts

which are hinged togetlier, and which may be adjusted together or independently of each other.

40. Harvester Fingers ; John P. Manny, Rockford, Ilhnois.

Claim—Tapering the face of the guard finger under the sickle bar, and to the rear thereof to a point, and
forming a cavity under and behind said point.

41. Mode of Securing Grain in Bundles or Sheaves; John P. Manny, Rockford, Hlinois.

Cilam—The use of a short band cut in suitable lengths for separate bundles, placed in proper position by
hand, and automatically passed around the bundle and fastened by the expansion of the bundle when released.

42. Burglars' Alarm Clock ; John Matheuman, New Haven, Connecticut.

Claim—1st, The application to the lamp, of the revolving emery paper cylinder, operated as described.
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2(1, The combination of the frame having duplicated bracketB, with the tiiho, match holder, and lamp. 3<I,

Conncctint; the lighting apparatUH with an alarm clock, ho as to oiierate eitlier l>y the o]H-ning of the do<jr or
window of the room, or by the clock. 4th. The combination of the detaching lever, c, with tlie lever, B, and
tongue, E, and their connecting wirew, fso that the lighting apparatus, and, if de.sired, the alarms, can be oik.--

rated from a distant point.

4a. II1LL.SIDK I'wuGlis; Mi«lest Merk, Rochester, New York.

Claim—The reversible c(mve.\ winged colter shai'e, constructed in combination with the ])laiie subsidiary

mould-ltuard, connecting arm, and furrow bar

44. llvKVESTERS; Jeremiah Mitchell, Gosport, Xew York.

Claim—Comhiidiig with the cutter bar of a harvesting machine, in the manner described, the tiltingjack,

fonntructed lus described, that is to say. having the revolving haniUe, spring chuck, statiouiny cati li jilab', piu-

iiin, and rack bar, in combination witli the wlieel, c, these several parts beiug constructed and relatively ar-

rang'-d with respect to eiich other, and to the cutter bar.

46. Maoiii.ne for Paring, .Slicing, asd Coki.vo Apples; J. J. Parker, Marietta, Ohio.

Claim—The combination of the stationary screw, slicing and paring knives, by which the apples are fed

and revolved. Also, feeding the apples past the paring kinle to the sibling device, by giving the apples a ro-

tating motion.anil usiugastationary screw, the screw slicing device and paring knife beingarranged relatively

with eacli other, iis s])ecifled.

40. Sacsaok Filler; John O. Perry, South Kingston, IUkkIc Island.

Claim—The combination of tlie tube or nozzle with the curved cylinder, for the i)urposes set forth.

47. Machine for Stuffing Horse Collars ; Levi I'lonk, Newton, North Carolina.

Claim—The straw conveyers, in combination with the loose sliding frame, for the puqiose of carryingthe
straw to the feed rod. Also, the ehistic blades in combination with the guards, for the purpose of guiiling the
straw to the funnel.

48. Kailuoad Car Couplings; J. II. Quackcnbush, Owa.'iso, 5Iicliigan.

I am aware that varlou^ forms of self-couplings have been devised, and I do not claim separately any of
the parts, irrespective of their construction, arrangement, and relative position, as described, whereby the de-
vice is not only rendered self-coupling, but is also rendereil susceptible of being detached from within the cars,
and the cars also if thrown from the track made to disconnect themselves. 1 claim therefore as new,

Cluini—The lever, formed of two bars titled in the head or socket, proviileil with a pendent connected with
the pin or bolt, and having the chains attached to it, the whole beiug combined and arranged as set forth.

49. Ventilating Mill Stones; L. H.acine. JoUet, Illinois.

Claim—The arrangement and combination of the blast pipe, curb, flanch, rim, flexible bottom, tube, and
e.xluuist pipe, as set forth.

50. Machine for Leathering Tacks ; Jesse Reed, Marshfield, Massachusetts,

Claim—1st, Uriviug the tacks and cutting out the piece of leather by a solid punch, operating as set forth,
2d, The nippers, in condiination with the rest and tulie, operating as described.

61. Attaching Carriage Springs; Luther Otway Rice, Berlin, Canada West.

Claim—Pliu-ing the scroll spring divergent to the axle, and sujiporting the same on the axle by means of
the clli) at the end thereof, and the raised double clip, or equivalent, near the wheel.

52. Machine for Leathering Tacks; Cliarles L. Russell, Derby, Connecticut.

Claim—1st, One or more separators leaving a cavity in their ends, or an e(|nivalent therefor, which sh.ill

grasp the head or body of the tack, or both. 2d, The lingers, arranged in the relation shown to the tube or
guide, and working alternately, so that one serves as a stop to the tack and the other as a discharger thereof,
ill such a manner as to ensure the dropping of the tack into the tube or guide with unerring certainty at the
precise time and jdace necessary. 'M, The fork, or its ecpiivalent, when working through or across a tubo
near its top, a.s shown, for the jjurpose of ensuring the dropping ot the tacks perpendicularly into the tube.
4th. The guide or conducting tub", having Inelineil or horizontal jiassages running into each other, in combi-
nation with the driving punch, cutting punch, die, race, and feed motion, ."ith. The self-adjusting grooTed
rest or guide, lor receiving and supporting the point of the tack, when arranged so that the tack slmll be kept
oil the guide by its own Weight, titli, Fc-eding leather or other material to the machine In the operation of
leathering tacks by each succeeding tack itself, which is driven Into or throiisjh tin- material u.sed forf!>rnilng
the heads or disks, and acts as a stop to a feed n\otion, whereby to eflect the movement of the material to a
position In front of the cutting punch.

63. Sash Holder; Kllplialet S. Scripture, New Haven, Connecticut.

Claim—The oscillating swivel cup. In combination with an elastic buffer, all being arranged as set fortli.

64. Cotton Cultivators; Asberry Smith, Ashvllle, Alabama.

Claim—The arrangement of the upright, brace, beam, and supiwrt, so that a plane will pass through or
near the whole of them, and when the wing Is connected to, and projects ft'om, the said uju-ight,

66. Arrangement for Devices for Planing Moui.mNGs; Hezekiah B Smith, Lowell. Massachusetts.

Claim—The rrlatlve arrangement and combination of the spire feed Avheel with the cutter head and tabic
they being aiyuslable with each other In tln^ manner described.

'

50. IlREECH-LOADlNd FiKE ARM ; Oeorge H. Soule, Jersey City, New Jersey.

Claim—The peculiarVDiistructicm and nuxle of operating the plunger, and si-curing it to i| 1 place whili)
the gun Is being discharged. Also, the brai e and the conuexion of the bi'eech piece and the lever. .\lso, the
ciuiis as apjilled to raising the brace.

67. Tailors' Measiuie: W. U. Stace, Rinhester, New York.
Claim—The cunstrurtlun ami usenfan instrument for measuring and drafting garments, said instrument

consisting of the graduat<'d arcs or dial plati's (,a' and u'), connected by the graduated luc (.c'), said arc being
expansible by ineans of slots, pins, and screws.

68. Treatment of Firre of Tampico Hemp; Werner Staufen, I><uidon, Kngland.

Claim—Changing the jiropertles of the fibres of the plant known as the '• Argra\o Americana," by first
snturating salil fibres with an alkaline solnlldii. and then Immediately submitting the same to the action of n
high degree of artillcril heat, substantially as hcTein described, and preparatory to using stiid fibres as a »ul>-
tituto for horse hiUr aud bristles in the production of various useful articleti.

21*
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59. CoXTixuous Ch.ur li-ui-s ; Cornelius A. Stancliffand J;unes Mingis, WiUiamsport, Pcnnsjlvania.

Claim—The coinbination and arrangement of the part, A a', with the protected cuehioii and with the con-
tinuous cliair, wliicli latter is adapted to I'onii two line« of continuou.t rigid Buppoits, one under each side of

tlie body or tread of the rail, whenever the elastic material is compressed to a certain extent.

60. Nail Machine; Iliram W. Taylor, Lirniinghani, Tennsylvauia.

Claim—1st, The use of a rocking journal box for the sleeve of the feeding rod, to permit of the elevation

of the lower end of the feeding rod when the nail plate is turned, or when a full nail plate is to be inserted.

2d, The combination of the pivoted lever with the lugs, e', on the cog-wheel, and the inclined projection ou
the si'gniental cog-wheel, for the purpose ot securing tlieir gearing together in the correct relative Bituatiou.

3d, The use of a crab for connecting sliafts, having one lug nearer the centre than the other, so that the inner
lug of one-half of the crab will pass the outer lug on the other half without locking, for the purpose of caus-
ing them to gear always at the same relative point in their revolution. 4th, The use of a button or stop at

the bcail of the teed rod, in combination with a lever, through the extremity of which the feed rod sliiles freely

until ;lie button or stop touches or presses foiward the lever, for the purpose of disconnecting the feed ajtpa-

ratus from the nail niacliino automatiaiUy so soon as the nail plate is worked up. oth. The use of the grip-

ping jaws, con^tructL'l as descrilKil, in combination with the rest, K', and the spring, S3, for the purpose of
producing the renuisite feed motion of the feed rod.

61. Rice Uullino Maciiixes ; John i'. Taylor, Charleston, South Carolina.

Claim—The employment of the curved lever frame attached at one enil to the bed piece, and having the
pestle permanently secured to the opjiosite end, the above parts being placed relatively with the vessel, B, de-

scribed and used in connexion with the geared eccentrics, arranged relatively with each other and the lever

fi'ame, as set forth.

62. Corn Siiellbrs ; P. P. Taft, Taftsville, Vermont.

Claim—The rotating toothed cylinder, in combination with two or more reciprocating toothed concaves
moving simultaueously in opposite directions, the parts being arranged within a suitable box, case, or framing,
and operated as set forth.

63. Trdxk Protectok ; R. M. Wade, 'WadesviUe, Tirginia.

Claim—Tlie skeleton trunk casing made up of wooden strips with bent extremities, connected with straps
and attached to the trunlc.

64. Machines for Hulling Rice ; R. P. Walker, City of New York.

Claim—1st, A surface of emery, in combination with an India rubber or other elastic surface for hulling
rice or other grain, when motion is communicated to one or both of said surfaces, in such a manner that the
surface of emery abrades the hulls for removing the game, as the rice or other grain is partially imbedded or
retained bj' the said elastic sui'face. 2d, Imparting an endwise motion to an elastic roller, or its equivalent,
in combination with a revolving roughened surface, when the same is used for the purpose of hulling rice or
other grain.*.

65. Bar, Cheek, and Chin JlufP ; W. P. Ware, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—The arrangement of the ear, cheek, and chin pieces, constructed and joined together in the manner
represented.

66. Steam Alarm and Safety Apparatus ; S. W. Warren, Brooklyn, New York.

I do not claim the expanding tube nor any of the parts that have heretefore been used in boiler alarms.
Claim—The arrangement and combination, as shown and described, of the arched or cmved spring, valve,

and tube.

67. Furnaces ; B. H. Washington, Hannibal. Missouri.

Claim—The air conductors placed below the grate bars, constracted as shown, and used in connexion with
the cones or funnels, as set forth.

68. Machinery for Pressing Straw Bonnets and other articles op Varying Thickness ; H. E West, Nor-
ton, Massachusetts

Claim—A mould either hot or cold to form the article pressed, in combination with a flexible presser ope-
rated l)y a fluid substance, either liquid or gaseous, so as to press the article or substance to be shaped or
moulded into the mould, and give it the form or shape required. Also, the use of cold water or other cold liqmd
to operate tlie flexible prcsser.in combination with a hot mould, so that the cold flexible presser will condense
the moisture evaporated or driven from the article presseii by the hot mould, and leave said article nearly or
quite dry. Also, the process of shaping bonnets, hats, or other articles, by pressing them into, or on to,amould,
either hot or cold, by means of a flexible presser, ojjerated by some liquid or gaseous substance.

69. Making Paper Bags ; Francis WoUe, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The combination of the crcaser, c, and lapper, f g, arranged in the manner set forth. 2d, The
revolving lapper shaft, u, in combination with the creaser, v s, the feed roller and aprons, as described, the
creaser being brought into ojieration on the bags during the intermission in the motion of the feed loUers.

70. Bi;dste.u) Fastenings; E. S. Wright, Buffalo, New York.

Claim—The combination of the coupling hook, wedge, and pin, arranged in the manner set forth.

71. Furnaces for Steam Boilers; Henry Yates, Brantford, Canada.

Claim—1st, The perforated metal cone, in combin.atiou with the tight furnace bottom, operating in the
manner set forth. 2d, And in combination with the above, the damper, operating as set torth. 3d, the water
heater, in combination with the perforated metallic cone and damper, arranged inthe manner specified.

72. Railroad Bridge Signalizer ; Amos Burnham, Assignor to self and J. M. Cook, Taunton, Massachusetts.
Claim—A series of i)endant3 and an arrangement of such as described, each pendant Ixjiiig of such weight

as not to be capable of being so aft'ected by orilinary anial currents produced by a railway train, or otherwise,
as to be readily blown out of the way of a i)erson on the top of a car or train or the load thereof, while such
may be passing under it, but still of a weight not capable of doing or causing material liyury to such jierson
under such circumstances, and each pendant being arranged at such distance from that or those next to it as
to enure contact with some one or more of them by a person when on the roof or load of a car, and being car-
ried under them, and situated at such an elevation as not to be in danger of injury from a bridge or obstacle
toward which the train or car may be advancing.

73. Stopper for Bottles; James Ewing, Assignor to F. V. Rushton, City of New York.
Cla m—As an improvement in bottle stoppers for bottles containing gaseous liquids confined under high

pressure, is the arrangement of the tubular stem valve, b, within the chest, a, with the cork tube, e.
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74. Wateu >Ietre ; ^Vm. Darker, Jr., Assignor to J. B. Tlionipsc^n, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Chiiiu—The cuiiibiiiation and airaiigcnient of the eccentric amis, o o', angiilar roiln, H h', attached to the

valve, K, and curved Ki)ring.-(, E t'. and friction rollers, P F',on the aides of the piston, A, for giving the required

recipnx;atiiig movement to the valve.

75. IIORSK IJAY Kakes; John F. Faust, Lebanon, Ohio, Assignor to self and U. M. Iloss, Philadelphia, Penna.

Claim—The combined arrangement of the arms, a' a', nxls, b b, arms, e e. K K, and guide hkI, a a, as con-

Btructed and arranged with the rake, ii, and carriage, for lipeniting the rake in the manner set forth.

76. Valve Kegui-ators; Milliam S. Uale, Assignor to self, Alfred A. Valentine, and W. II. Butler, City of

New York.

Claim— In combination with the plane diaphragni, corresponding load piece. comiKmnd lever, and the sup-

port, the i)rojections or ridges on tiie uiulcr surlace of the load piece.and the printing of the shape of the same
into the diaphragm, for the purpose of preventing the slipping of c, laterally upon u, us set forth.

77. Pu.NCU FOR Perforati.ng Metal; Washington J. Granger, Assignor to D.J. Lake and C.B.Brown, Chicago^

Illinois.

Claim—The arrangement of a punch with a series of slides accurately fitting both i)unch and tube, and
retained in their jilaci's by springs, or their e<iuivalents, for affording a lateral supjKjrt to enable the punch to

witlistaiid strain while operating.

78. Pressure Gauge; Wm. C. Grimes, Assignor to David Matthew, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The manner of constructing and arranging the concentric glasses and connecting tubes, bb set

forth.

79. PREssiniB Gauge; Wm. C. Grimes, Assignor to David Matthew, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The peculiar construction of mercurial pressure gauge, having two concentric glass tubes, so pro-

portiiiniMi to each other and the reading scale as to produce the necessary space to register the units and toua,

and make them more uniform and legible.

80. Corn IIusker; Leonard A Grovcr, Uoxbury, Assignor to self and N. T. Spear, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—The rotjiting tixjthed cone, plates, B, or boards, D D, one being provided with teeth, in combination
with the tilting bed or hopper, and the vibrating knife and stationary knife.

81. Lock ; John Philip Lipps, Newark, New Jersey, Assignor to George D. Baldwin, City of New York.

Claim—The independent bit, constructed as shown, and held anteriorly or above the bolt by the horizon-

tal H))ring (and independent of the spiral springs), thereby securing against the introduction of any instru-

ment to pick the lock.

82. Maoxetic Steam Gauge; Joshua Lowe, City of New York, Assignor to self and Daniel Barnum, Jersey

City, New Jersey.

Claim—The construction of a polar magnet with one arm or pole larger than the other, so that the en-

larged ]n)le will Hoiit on the surface of the mercury, whether the lesser pole be immei-sed or not, whenever
the said magnet is placed within a chamber filled or jKirtially filled with mercury, and hung on jiivots in the
centre, thus making a self-adjusting movable magnet, capable of being used as a floating magnet withiB a
small tight chamber. Also, the combination of a floating magnet, a magnetic needle,and a dial or indexplate,

forming one side of an isolated tight chamber, and with mercury and air within said chamtH^r.or their e<iuiva-

lents, for the purpose of nuiking a magnetic pressure gauge. Also, the combination of a floating magnet, a
magnetic needle, and a dial or index jilate, forming one side of an isnlated tight chamber, and with mercury
or other fluid within said chamber, for the purjiose of making a magnetic vacuum gauge.

83. BuRGiARs' Alarm Clock; George D. Sargent, Boston, Assignor to self and Thomas R. Abbott, Maiden,
MiLssachusetts.

Claim—The combination of the l.imp and its lighting apparattis with an alarm apparatus, its case and the
iloor theriMif, si> as to ho operated thereby, or to operate in connexion therewith. Also, arranging the lamp and
the mat<-li carrier on the door of the case, in combination with applying the match grater to the stationary

part or iHxIy of the case. Also, the combin.ition for operating the extingxiisher, the same consisting in the
match grater, the spring liftiT, the ilepresser, the catch, and the iletacher.

84. Faucet; N. P. Whittelsey. Assignor to James A. Frary, Meriilen, Connecticut.

Claim—The ailjustable gate, constructed in the form of a segment of a sphere, and fitted to the tube over

a conciive seat provicUd with a packing.

JULY 13.

85. KxiTTiNG Machines; Nelson P. Aiken, Troy, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of the shipper or belt-sliifler, in combination with the movable stop, lever, and
sliding bar, when controlled by a sinker wheel, or by any wheel gearing with, and moved by, the needles.

8C. Shoke-siiave; Le(>nard Bailey, Winchester, Massachusetts.

Claim—The improved s|ioke-shave, as construcled, with its bearing surface in front of its cutter, applied

to the stock by means of a lever having an ai^usting M-rew, or its equivalent, or a screw and a spring applied

to it, so as to enable the saiil bearing surface to Iw moved with respei-t to the culler and the bearing surCkCO

in the rear thereof Also, the arrangement and application of a protecting cavity or chamln-r within the lever,

and to the spring thereof.

87. Kettles for KF.Nt>EHiN0 Larii; John J. Bate, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—Provi.ling a means of communication bitwiiii the exti lior and interior of the heater by the aper-

tures, i> d', so that the contents of the kettle and the heater can conununicate with each other.

88. .SpHiNii 1'fl.LEV FOR WiNPow Sasiiks; Pana Bickford, Westerly, Khode Island.

Claim—The combination of the friction wheel, or its ecpiivalent, and the beurings of the pulley with the

lip in <onnexion with other parts of the spring balance.

89. Machines for Cutting Paper; Milton B. Bigelow, Boston. Massju-busetts.

I ilo not confine myself to the precise mirhanical devices descrilu'd, as they are susceptible of various

modilictttions. It is very obvious, for instaiu'e, that V-shaped rails might Im- em|<loyed lor sustaining and di-

recting the sliding carriage and cuttiug-boai-d in their movements; also, that a short shall with u crunk and
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jiinion on it, miglit be attached to the frame, said pinion l)eing made to engage in a gear wheel affixed to the
lock Khal't, o, for the ])ur|jose of moving tlie cutting-board and paper.

Claim—The described niechanisni,or any other essentiallj' tlie same, by means of which the cutting-board
13 prevented from moving in any other direction tlian a straight line, in its horizontal motions, said mechan-
ism consisting of the guide rails atid the sliding carriage. Also, actuating the sliding carriage and with it the

cutting-board, by means of tlie mechanism described, or any other essentially the same, said mechanism con-

sisting of the levers, the rock shaft, and the straiglit lever, connected and operating iu the manner specified.

90. Door Plates; Jeremy W. Bliss, Uartford, Connecticut.

Claim—The perforated door plate bell arrangement, constructed and arranged to secure the three-fold

object.

91. Machines for Hclli.ng Rice ; Joseph S. Bossard, Sumterville, South Carolina.

Claim—The employment or useof the arms attached radially to the rotating shafts in connexion with the

projections on the pestle shafts.

92. Machines for Dressing Hidf,s and Leather ; John R. Bumgarncr and Lyman White, Davenport, Iowa.

Claim—1st, Tlio combination, by means of two carriages moving at right angles to each other, oni; having
an intermittent longitudinal motion, and serving to feed the hides or skins to the action of the dressing frames,

and the other having a transverse reciprocating motion, and serving to carry and move the dressing frames

across the hides or skins. 2d, The peculiar manner of constructing the intermittent carriage in sections, and
with long and short clamps, whereby hides or skins of different sizes can be clamped and distended on the

same. 3d, The automatic device, specified, for clearing the knives just after the completion of their uiovenietit

from one edge of the hide or skin to the other, of all matter which may have accumulated on them, and which
would be likely to clog their action. 4th, The arrangement of the standards, set-screws, levers, cords, and
windlass shaft. 5tli, The combination of the windlass shaft with the di-essing frame carriage, by means of the

ratchet movement and the projection.

93. Propeller for Canal Boats ; Abner Burbank, Buffalo, New York.

Claim—A propeller and shaft movable in a longitudinal direction, in combination with a rudder having
a notch or recess therein, to receive the propeller.

94. RocKiNa Chair ; Isaac P. Carrier, South Glasenbury, Connecticut.

Claim—The arrangement of the frame or arms, rod, springs, stud, and the pin and holes.

95. Machine for Cutting Barrel Heads ; A. U. Crozier, Oswego, New York.

Claim—1st, The disk, m, constructed as described. 2d, The method described of connecting the saw and
cutter, so that both are controlled by the same wiucli or lever. 3d, Attaching the saw to a sliding stock.

96. Bustles and Skirts; Handel N. Daggett, Attleboro', Massachusetts.

Claim—The improvement or combination of the back strut with the bustle or skirt and the adjusting

lacing, such being applied and made to operate as specified.

97. Tool for Cutting Cylindrical or Tapering Sticks; George Davis, Duquesne, Penn.sylvania.

Claim—The combination of the cylindricid stock, adjustable block, and bit, constructed for cutting round
or tapered sticks for handles, &c.

98. Force Pumps for Fiee Enuines ; John N. Dennisson, Newark, New Jersey.

Claim—Increasing the capacity of the pumps of fire engines near the end of the stroke, by the expedients

described.

99. Clothes-Drying Apparatus; Olonzo R. Dinsmoor, Auburn, New Hampshire.

Claim—The combination of the endless clothes line, the sheltering shed or building, and the stretching

apparatus. Also, combining one or more travelers with the endless clothes line applied to a building and a
stretching apparatus.

100. Metallic Hub for Carriage Wheels ; Nathaniel T. Edson, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Claim—1st, The cone, H, when made and applied in the manner specified. 2d, The oil chamber, in combi-
nation with one or more orifices, when formed on the outside of the box by means of a nut. 3d, The combi-
nation of the oil cup with the cone, for the purposes specified. 4th, The chamber, as described, in combiuatioQ
with the outer cup.

101. Sawing Machines; Henry Featherstone and Peter Engman, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Claim—1st, The lateral movement of the saw. 2d, The suspension guides with their cups and balls, as
applied here, to guide the saw and its connexions with the saw shaft. 3d, The back-bone rack connecting the
truck. 4th, The truck and dog with their movement, by means of the sector and rack.

102. Railroad Car Box Cases and Pedestals ; Jacob C. Grisendorff, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—The employment of the lugs formed on box case, when used in connexion with the notches (two
or more), formed in the pedestal, for the purpose of readily detaching or removing the box from the axle, yet
retaining the box case in a proper position in the jaws of the pedestal.

103. Washing Machine ; B. F. Ghorndey, New Frankford, Indiana.

Claim—The combinaticin and arrangement of the fluted and grooved roller, B, and the cords and roller, c,
with tlie hinged washboard, springs, and temper screws.

104. Traps for Animals ; Samuel Gibson, Martic Township, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The chambered box, wire drop cage, and tilting bottom, when combined.

105. Printing Presses; George P. Gordon, City of New York.

Claim—Ist, One or more sets of gripers or nippers, independent in themselves, which shall revolve upon
their axes, and carry the sheet from its point of feeding to its place of deposit, whether operated in the precise
manner described or in some equivalent way. 2d, The "stop,'' or its equivalent, for holding the said gripers,
or their eijuivalent, in the desired position, for the puri)ose of insuring an exact and regular feeding, register-
ing, and delivering of the sheet. 3d, One or more sets of gripers (which revolve upon their axes,) having a
movable base, witli fingers to close upon said base, and hold the sheet, whether constructed in this precise
manner or in some etjuivaleut way. to produce a like result. 4th, The combined action of said gripers and
the vibrating springs, strips, or frisket, for the purpose of conveying the sheet to, and receiving and holding
it in, the proper position for the recei)tion of the impression, and insuring its proper delivery after it shall
have been printed. 5th, The vibrating double cam for throwing off and on the impression. Gth, Two or more
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distributing rollerfl, having a lateral motion upon a main distributor, which shall move independent of, and
in opposite direction to, each other, and thus alternately cross and re-cross each other's distribution, for the
puriH»«e of giving an unifcirm inliiiig. 7th, The relative arrangement of the feed table, the fly board, the
platen, and the bed, in combination with the revolving gripers. 8tli. Tlie two distributions given to the ink-
ing rollers upon one cylinder for each impression (heretofore patented by me), in combination with the rotat-
ing reciprocating bed with its spring extension. 9th, The fly board with its adjustable ledge, in combiuatiou
with the gripers, to insure the even piling of the sheet, whatever its size may be.

106. Fire E.scape Ladder; Joseph II. Grimsley, New Lexington, Ohio.

Claim—The wheels turning on the axles at the ends of the wings or steps, for the purpose of providing!!
space between tlie ladder and wall fi)r the feet and hands of the individual when descending, to enable and aid
the lad<ler to re,ich the gnmnd. said wheels being placed at the axle at the ends of the rungs, especially for
this important purpose anil object, viz : that with the whe(!ls so placed it is of no consequence or diffi-rence

which side of the la<lder is uppermost when thrown out. making no diflerence which side of the same rests
against the wall. Also, the straps, which, combined with a ladder of the necessary strength ami weight, an
small, enables a person of ordinary strength to rescue the aged, infirm, young, and those too timid to descend
alone, by lowering them to the ground by the hand.

107. SniNGLE Machine; Krastus Hall and Joel F. Stewart, East Randolph. New York.

Claim—The rack )(i voted to the carriage, in combination with the ro<l, plate, pinion, and lever, with weight
attached, for the jmrposeof feeding the bolt to the saw and gigging back the .same automatically. Also, setting
the bolt of the saw, liy means of the b.ir provided with the rack npi'rate<l by the backward movement of tho
carriage through tho medium of the wipers and boss or hub on shaft, provided with spiral ledges, and the
spring catch.

108. Method op Copperino the Interior of Ships, to Protect them from Lightning ; Roswell W. Uaskins,
Buffalo, New York.

Claim—Protecting vessels from lightning by means of metal linings, arrangefl as described.

109. Churns; James Hatfield, Falmouth. Indiana, and Henry M. Goldsmith, Burlington, Iowa.

Claim—1st. The manner and form of inserting the adjustable brake. 2d, Tlie basin or reservoir liil. with
glass slide attachment. 3d, The quarter circle wings or da-shers at each end of the shaft, in the form and po-
sition de.><crll>ed.

110. Tailors' Shears; Bachns Ileinisch, Newark. New Jersey.

Claim—The ol)lique rectilinear slot in the elongated shank of the lower blade, in combination with the
fiilcnim and lever connecting the shanks.

111. Pump; fleorgo llibsch, Buffalo, New York.

Claim—The two screw wheels in combination with tho bands, when arranged in relation to the cylinder
in the manner described.

112. Machine Pullets ; Caleb S. Hunt, Bridgewater, Ma.ssachu.setts.

Claim—The construction and use of machine pulleys with the bearing or band surface made of cork, as
described.

113. SH0EM.4KER8' EDGE Pl.^NEs; Frocmau Killbrith, Pembroke, Massachusetts.

Claim—The attachment to the edge now in use. and known as Dunham's patent, of the movable guard
with its screw, the gtiard being movable to and from the edge of knife, and sliding on the face of the shank;
and also the attachment to tho shank of the knife, with its screw working in a slot, and raised or lowered to

any desired gauge for paring soles, and which knife can be wholly removed from the shank by unscrewing
the screw, and bo ground or sharpened, and be replaced by a new knife if necessary.

114. Adjustadle Pile-driver; T. W. Loveles.s. Corning. New York.

Claim—The frames connected by pivots or joints, and retained in desired positions by the perforated seg-
ment plate atiil pin, in rornbination with tho bolster and bars attached to the frame and secured in desired
position by the racks, serrated plates, and bar or clamp.

115. Paper Stock from Keeds; Henry I»we, Baltimore, Maryland.

r'.iiiiM—The pr, pared reed fibn-, or new article of manufacturo above described, as a substitute for rag.s,

ropes, and other fibrous materials, for the manufacturo of paper, said reed fibre or \h\\iot stock being prepared
as set f )rth.

116. Machines for Drilu.vo and Splitting Stones; John H. Lyon, Baltimore, M.iryland.

Claim—The hammer stock and hammers, in combination with the drills and removable slugs for drilling

und splitting blocks of stone.

117. Carriage for Sawing Machines; A. C. Miller, Morgantown, Virginia.

Claim—.\rninging the head blocks in long mortises in the siiie pieces, and connecting the outer ends of
aid head blocks* by overlapping arms or levers, funiUhed with adjusting holes or an ailjusting screw, so that
any length of bolt within tlio capacity of the saw may Iw held and operated therein.

118. Reaping and Mowing Machines; C Moul. Hanover. Pennsylvania.

Claim—The combination of the tnwk frame, caster wheel, and lover.

119. Escapement of Watchf.s; Jacob Muma, Hanover, Pennsylvania,

Claim—The escapement, consisting of a single escape wheel and two geared balances, with cylinders or
cylindrical segmenls engaging with the said escape wlu'el or opjiosite sides of its axis, when saiil •.•.•*ca|H' wheel
and balances, with tlieir si-gments, are arranged in relation to each other, with their axes in the sjinie plane,
and the gear of the said single escai>o wheel, with the segments, serves tho double puri>ost) of e8cai)e and of
giving impulse to thu balances.

120. Boat Propeller; Mortimer Nelson. City of New York.

Claim—1st. Tho vertical buckets, when arranged so that they slinll 1)0 capable of folding against the side
of the propeller frami-. whether turneil on llielr axis to the right or left, in combination with a reversible stop,
which will, after being acljiisted, holil the buckets in a position for acting against the water during the timo
the engine jiiston is making a stroke to effect the propulsion of the boat, either liack«iirds or forwards. 2d,
The arraiigi'Mient of the buekets on the Inner side of one of the propeller friunes, and on tho outer side of tho
other, in comlaiiation with tho supporting slides.

121. Hemp Hkakes; tJeorge M. Newell. I^-xington, Missouri.

Claim—1st, Giving tho slals of the pivoted frame a curve which is concentric with the axis on which tho
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frame in which they hang reciprocates, and arranging Bairl slots or swords so as to move in curved slots of
stationary pillars as tliu frame reciprocates. 2d, Tlio arrangement below the breaking swords or slats, of two
sets of stationary Ijeaters or whipping rods and two sets of reciprocating beaters or rods, tlie latter being at-
tached to pivoted r(X:king arms provided witli curved slats, so that they shall recii)rocate in the lath of a verti-
cal circle, and operate in combination with the stationary rods.

122. Apparatus for Cleaxi.no axd Poi.ishixo Coffee ; William Newell, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—In combination with the cylinder which contains and furnishes heat to the cofleo, the open wire
diaphragms or partitions for furni.sliing rubbing surCice. Also, in couibioutiou with the open wire rubbing
surfaces, the flanches and heating tubes.

123. Endless Chains fok Threshlvo Machines; Job E. Owens, Clark Lane, and E. G. Dyer, Hamilton, Ohio.

Claim—A chain comjjosed of two different kinds of malleable cast iron links, as rejiresented, and when
the alternate links of cliains are the duplicates of each other throughout the series, and the two kinds of links
united in the manner set fortli.

124. Manufacturing Knit Gloves; James Peatfield, Ipswich, Massachusetts.

Claim—The manufacture of seamless knitted gloves by knitting the hand and the fingers and thumb sepa-
rately, and uniting them in the manner described.

125. Governor for Steam Engines; C. T. Porter, City of New York.

Claim—1st, In combination with arms and balls, or their equivalents, revolving at a much higher velocity
than would be natural to them, considered as a conical pendulum, tlio employment of a couutei-poise, apjilied

as descril)ed, and so proportioned in weight as to balance, or nearly so, the centrifugal force developed by tho
revolutinii of said arms and balls, or their equivalents. 2d, So applying the counterpoise to the governor that
its effective load shall be lessened as the governor rises, or as the balls and arms thereof, or their equivalents,
expand, for the purpose of rendering it constant, or as nearly so as desired, relatively to the power of the gov-
ernor to sustain it. 3d, The employment of the connteri)oise applied to the governor in any manner substan-
tially as specified, as a means of fixing or adjusting the exact speed of the engine.

126. Refrigerator ; Henry Rehahn, City of New York.

Claim—In combination with the ice-box and ventilator arranged near the top of the refrigerator box,
the centrally located cold air tube for carrying the cold air from said ice-bo.\ down to, or near tlie bottom of,

the refrigerator, and admitting it into the relrigerating ch;tmber, and in between the inner and outer cases,

thence it ascends and escapes through the register.

127. Medicated Vapor Apparatus ; Alex. F. Rose, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—Ist, The consti-uction of the mask with a marginal cushion, a single or double back as passages.

2d, The construction of masks for encircling the neck or other part with a l)aiid of wire clotli, or other suffi-

ciently flexible but yet sufficiently stiff material, a marginal cushion, a jxissage box, and an enveloi)ing cloth

of water-proof.

128. Gas Generators ; G. W. R. Seal, Winchester, Virginia.

Claim—The employment of a secondary movable diajihragm applied within the retort, so as to support a
portion of the cellular packing, and to be capable of being raised and lowered with such portion of the pack-
ing.

[Note.—A retort divided into two chambers is emploj'ed, in one of which the substance to be converted
into gas is made into vapor, and in the other the vapor is converted into permanent gas, bj' passing through
a packing of cellular character, so that it comes in contact with a great amount of heating surface. The in-

vention consists in the employment of this cellular packing of shavings or scraps of copper or its alloys, by
whose superior conducting powers the vapors are more rajudly heated and decomposed than when pebbles or
scraps of iron are employed to form cellular jiacking in the retorts. An extra diaphragm is also employed in

the second chamber to support a portion of the packing, and it is movable to vary the depth of the packing
to suit the various materials that may be employed to make the gas.]

129. Churn; N. H. Sherburne, Campton, Illinois.

Claim—The combination of heads, slides, blades, and opposite rotating shafts, constructed as set forth.

130. Gr.ain Cleaning Machines; N. H. Sherburne, Campton, Illinois.

Claim—The concentric and opposite moving fans, in combination with the corrugated head of the upper
screen.

131. Scroll-Sawing Machine ; E. Sirret, Jr., Buffalo, New York.

Claim—1st, The bent levers or bell cranks, h i, attached to the cross-heads of the saw, and operated by
the eccentrics, or their equivalents. 2d, Having the upper lever or bell crank, i, attached to an adjustable

plate operated by a screw, or its equivalent, for the ])urpose of readily and properly straining the saw and al-

lowing the same to be relaxed and removed with facility from tho machine.

132. Rolling Railway Chairs ; J. H. Snyder, Troy, New York.

Claim—Forming or turning the tip or lips of the chairs upon the collar or collars of a roller, by means
of another roller.

133. Butter Cooler ; James II. Stimpson, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim—A butter cooler made with an ice receptacle suspended over the dish, in the manner set forth.

134. Attaching Sleigh Runners ; Wm. W. St. John, Lima, New York.

Claim—The combination of the T-formed slide, cap, and joint, for attaching the hind runner of sleighs to

the body, when said runner is drawn by a connexion to its forward end.

135. Cotton Gins; Joshua Tetlow, Taunton, Massachusetts.

Claim—The rollers, one or more, grooved longitudinally and parallel with their shafts, and grooved also

in a zigzag manner in connexion with the adjustable stationary plates and vibrating plates.

136. Apparatus as Aids in Extracting Teeth ; Charles C. Thom.as, Natchez, Mississippi.

Claim—A dental instrument having the adjustments substantially as stated.

137. Earthenware Dishes ; Alson and Tracy Vail, Berlin, Wisconsin.

Claim—A covered dish with an absorbent lining perforated and unperforated, as specified.

[Note.—This invention consists inmaking dishes porous on their inner surface, so that the moisture shall

be absorbed from hot eatables, and the same kept in a dry and palatable condition. To accomplish this result
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the dish is fnrnied of some porous argillaceous substance and only glazed on its exterior, or if the dish is of
china-ware it uiay bo rendered capable of absorbing moistiire by being lined with a porous perforated sub-
rtance.

138. Kefbioerators; Nathaniel Waterman, Boston, Massachusetts.

Cliiini—The arrangement of the air sujiplyand diHcharge pipes with respect to the cafle and its refrigerat-
ing clianibiT. in which arrangement the supply pipe or pipes are disposed within the refrigerating chamber,
while the dinrharge pipe or pijies are disposed outside of the Siinie. Also, the combination of a series of grooves
or an auxiliary space or sjiaces, ami a discharge pipe, or their equivalents, with the metallic bottom or lining
of the refrigerating chumtK-r,and arranged under the same and within the case or the stojijilngor bottom part
of such case. Also, the arrangement of a space within the cover of the refrigerator, and around the odor dis-
charge pipe.

139. Automatic Mechanism for Operatiso the StmvETOR's Graphodometer; J. M. Wampler, Baltimore^
Maryland.

Claim—The combination with a moving strip of jKiper.or other proper material, arranged on any suitible
vehicle of automatic mechanism lor taking aud recording distances aud courses or distances and levels, or dis-
tances, courses, and levels.

140. Smoke Stack for Steam Vessels; Wm. Webster, JeflTerson Co., Washington Territory.

Claim—1st. The arrangement of two nr more jiipes, Ac, within an outer shell, as described. 2d, The ap-
plication to a double shell smoke stack of the registers, &c.

141. Saw-Mill Block ; Iliram Wells, Florence, ."\lassa(husettfl.

Claim—(>i)erating the dog bar of the block by means of the lever fitted in the underside of said bar, tho
ribbed plate connected with tlie bar by the obliquely slotted plate and pin.

142. Tripod-iiead for Sckveyors; Win. J. Young, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Const meting the head of a surveyor's tripod in such a manner that the portion to which the in-
strument and plumb-line are attached maybe adjustable in any direction horizontally to the portion to which
the legs are jointed, when the usual leveling screws serve the purpose of binding the two portiona of the bead
together after adjustment.

143. Leather Suaving Knife; J. B. Wentworth, Lynn, Massachusetts.

Claim—The leather shaving knife, consisting of a stock with a bevel only on one edge, extending beyond
the centre from v to z, and provided with screws combined with a blade having slots,

144. Self-dlmi'INu Coal Bucket; John Wust, I*hiladelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The employment of the handle attached by pivots below the centre of gravity of the bucket, in
combination with the sliding rod and the spring bolt.

145. Floor Clami-s; II. C. Wight, Worcester, Ma.ssachusetts.

Claim—The toggle formed of the levers connected with a screw which iia.«se8 or works through a pivoted
nut. in combination with the claw-plate and heatl or jaw, attached respectively to the levers, the whole being
arranged aud connected with the frame.

14G. Boot Trees; A. J. Wisuer, Ilomcj, New York.

Claim—The combination of shaft, g, bevel wheels, screw, n, nut, I, screw, f, and yoke, with the tliinshafl',
E, and hinged sole.

147. Device for Secitiixo Lkjhtnino Rods; A'ictor Schrage, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—The spiral spring, as constructed and arranged to the insulator, in the manner described.

148. Radiators for Heating Buildings, &c., by Combustion of Gas or Alcohol; I. H., Assignor to Wm. A'
Chester, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—The radiator constructed with a central o]>ening in its bottom to receive the flame and heated
products of combustion from the burner, and with the surface of said bottom inclining downwards from said
opening towards two openings at the ends, and with the wire gau/.e cylinders, or their equivalent, between the
elides, by which means combined, provision is made for the condensation and free escape of the water of con-
densation, t(>gether with sticli carbonic acid as may be absorbed by it.

149. XUnufacturino Chair Backs; S.E.Foster, Fitchbnrg, Massachusetts, Assignor to Walter Ileywood
Chair Company.

Claim—The rest, consisting of two jaws which are moved an equal amount on each side of a vertical jilano
passing through the centre of the cutters, as the thickness of the stuff varies.

150. Atmospiiekic Regulator for Stoves, Furnace.s, Ac; B. Holly, Asssignor to self and J. T. Edwards, Se-
neca Falls, New York.

Claim—The employment of a pendulum or balance having a movable axis connected with the valve or
damper by the h'ViTs, or tlieir e(iuivalents. in such a manner that the gravitating force shall increase as the
dam|xT do.scs, and <liminish as it opens, lor the purpose of regulating tlie ailmission of air to the fuel. Also,
tho method of hanging the dampers by means of tho convex pivot, iK-aring arm, and sliding pivot.

151. Spinning Framks; .\masa Houghton, Putniun, Cuiinectic4it, Assignor to self, E. D. and George Draper,
Milford, .Massachusetts.

Claim—The apiJicatiou of the cap to the n|U'ight spindle and the holster.so as to o|)erate then'with.

152. Water-wheeij); I). K. Kriuitz. K|)hrata, Assignor to self and I. S. Roland, Bareville, Pennsyh.inin.

Claim—The perforated llaneh which closes the spaces between the upper ends of the series of buckets,
when the perforations in the sjiid llaneh are nuule to open into a close air chamber

153. Hand Stamps; Wni. Morse and .)ohn Hughes, Boston, Assignors to 0. H. and A. F. Dcveretix, ondO.W
and K. K. Barrett, Salem, .Massachusetts.

Claim—Condiining with the stamping mejianisni. a cast off mechanism for discharging the letter or
article to be stamped IVom the bed or the cast off over the same. Also, combining the pad or cuhIuou with, or
arranging it dinvlly uiHin, the ca«t oil" or plate thereof. Also, the combination for oi)eiiiting the cust off. tho
same consisting of the arm, the tripper, the arm, the shaft, and the spring.

164. Machines for Cleaning Grain; Wm. H. Orr, Assignor to Wm. M. Grifliths, Martin's Ferry, Ohio.

Claim.>.-The ajiplication of the auxili;u'y slukft, constructed in the manner set forth.
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155. Cooling Car TTheels; Robert Poole, Assignor to self and G. II. Hunt, Baltimore, Maryland.

01aim The process of regularly cooling car wheels, whereby all strain within the wheel is aroided, the

chill uniiyured, and the web of the wheel is without curve or corrugation.

156. Machinery for PoLisniN'o Thread; Britton Richardson, Assignor to self and the Hayden Manufacturing

Co., Ilaydensville, Massachusetts.

Claim—The conctruction of the dressing and polishing rollers, with ribs covered with flannel, felt, or

material of similar character, and arranged relatively to each other.

157. Furnaces for Manufacturing Zinc Oxide; Joseph Wharton, I'hiladelphia, and Nathan Bartlett, Bethle-

hem, Pennsylvania, Assignors to Jusepli Wharton, aforesaid.

Claim 1st, The construction and arrangement of the furnaces of double the usual length, without any

separating end wall, and with acharging door to each extremity. 2d, The construction and combined arrange-

ment of the conduit, the damper or valves, and the chimneys, in the manner set forth. 3d, The series of tweers

opening into the conduit.

JULY 20.

158. Tube Joints for Condensers ; Iloratio Allen, City of New York.

Claim—Making the joint formed by two metal surfaces (as in the joints of the tubes in the tube sheets of

surface condensers, and other similar instruments,) tight, by inserting between the tube and tube sheet a tube

of seasoned or compressed wood, made either in one or several pieces, relying on the expansion of the wood

after being saturated by water to make the joint tight, and on the freedom of the metal tube to move endwise

without affecting the tightness of the joint, to avoid injurious results from the expansion and contraction of

the metal tube.

159. Connecting the Ends of Railroad Rails ; K. H. Allen, Worcester, Ma-ssachusetta.

Claim—The combination of the rails, elliptical or spheroidal band, chair, and adjustable wedge.

160. Knife Cleaner ; J. J. Banta, Jersey City, New Jersey.

Claim—The combinations of the cushions and hopper with the spring.

161. Combination op Electro and Permanent Magnets to render Telegraphing Magnets east of Adjust-
ment ; Edmund E. Barnes, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—T)ie combination and use in a telegraphic line, or in connexion with telegraphic instruments, of

the permanent magnet with the electro-magnet, to prevent the disturliing effect of atmospheric electricity,

&c. Also, constructing the permanent magnet as an armature of the electro-magnet, with soft iron inserted

therein, to render its action more forcible iu connexion with the electro-magnet.

162. Twine Box ; W. R. Bennett and C. Storer, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—In combination with the box, the eyelets attached to the shaft. Also, the knife guard.

163. Washing Machine; William Brown, Duncannon, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The manner of hinging the forward portion of the rubber to the rear portion of the same.
2d, The manner of hinging the rubber to the uprights, in combination with the manner of suspending the
uprights by means of slots, pivots, and springs.

164. Machine for Sii.uipemng Gin Saws; A. H.Burdine, Chulahoma, Mississippi.

Claim— 1st, The arrangement of the adjustalile feeding pawl, spring file frames, and slotted or jointed ad-,

justable frame. 2d, The particular arrangement of the self-clamping and selt-sustaining frame, in combination
with the pawl, for the particular purpose of feeding old circular gin saws wliile on the shaft and in the grain
frame. 3d, The particular manner shown of airangiug the clamping part of the frame on the upper part of
the frame.

165. Ploughs; G. D. Colton, Galesburgh, Illinois.

Claim—Arranging the frame, B, secured to the axle with the strap, cord, and windlass. Also, this in ar-

rangement with the revolving colters and a double-pointed beam.

166. Machines for Cutting Out the Soles of Boots and Shoes ; John Crawshaw, Rochester, New York.

Claim—Combining the cutter and the pattern with each other and with the wheel, by means of the pat-
tern gear, iiiuion, groove, tongue, cutter carriage, slot, and the cutter stock.

167. Fire Boxes for Locomotive Engines; Leonard Grossman and Samuel Atkinson, Elizabeth City, N.J.

Claim—The arranging of the grate bars centrally in the bottom of the fire box of wood-burning locomo-
tives, and surrounding said grates with dead plates, when said grate bars and dead plates are susceptible of
being removed or replaced.

168. SIanufaciure of Hard Rubber Goods ; Gustavus Cuppers, College Point, New York.

Claim—The improvement in the hardening or curing process of caoutchouc or india rubber and of gutta
percha, by which articles, wares, goods and merchandize may be manufactured into any desired size, form, or
shape, as described.

169. Steam Heater ; Chauncey A. Dickerman, New Haven, Connecticut.

Claim—The arrangement of the chest of steam heating flues, mutually parallel and inclined, in combina-
tion with similarly inclined and parallel air flues heated thereby—both the steam and the air having passed
once through its flue ou passage across the chest, is at once discharged to its final destination.

170. Spring Bolt ; Edward Doen, New Britain, Connecticut.

Claim—The combination with the guided sliding bolt and surface plate, of a loose or freely arranged spring
let into the body of the bolt, and protected or encased thereby tor operation on, at points some distance apart,
and with the bolt and against the surface plate.

171. Grinding Mills ; Gerrett Erkson, City of New York.

Claim—Combining with the two eccentric grinding plates having the said axis of rotation, a male and
female nut, concentric with each other, and attached to, and rotating with, the eccentric plates.

172. Making Watch Cases; Edwin Field, Providence, Rhode Island.

Claim—1st, The use of the rolls, s s, in connexion with the rolls, f f, constructed as specified. 2d, Th«
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peculiarly shaped UireadH, e1 e 2, of the maudrcl, to preveut flattening, and for properly stretcliing the centre
stuck in coiling the Hanie in tlie lirst iuxtaDce, £', and fur Hhaping and importing a prujier incline to the bevel
fltock iu the aecuud instance, e 'i.

173. Carpenteb's Uule; Wm 0. C. Fritschlcr, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—The ajTangenient and combination of the level with the movable arm furnished with as]iirit level
upon the ct-ntre. so that by means of tife arc and the screw the glasses maybe so phiced aa to indicate the pre-
cise position in relation to the -jilumb and level," whatever may he the variutiou of angle the part b may
neces-sari ly a^isume, the said variation being indicated by the scale on the arc.

174. Canal Hoat; James K. Uibson, I'urt Carbon, Pennsylvania.

Claim—In coiubiimtion with canal boats Wiule in two parts, ao coupling the partd together tliat each .shall

have an uj>-and-down movement independently ot one another.

175. Saw-fiuno Machine; lienian llow, CJeorgetown, Ma.ssachu«ctt8.

Claim—The rniiik shaft operating in conibijiation with the slotted, upright or moving frame, the flat .spring,
xnd the round metallic springs.

176. Seed Urjlls; J. W. Kirk, Rising Sun, Maryland.

Claim—A seed hojiper which has at ejich point of discharge two pa-ssages arranged alongside, and one a
tittle in advance of the other, and Itoth useiJ at the same time, in combination with a seed slide which haiitwo
passages similarly arranged, and of e(iual dejith with each other.

177. Macui.ne for I»RE.ssi.Na (Irapes; Henry Krausc, City of New York

Claim—The soft roller, in combination with the adjustable hard roller, by means of the cogged gearing.

178. Casting Ili.NUEii; Conrad M. Lane, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—Ca.Hting Uie knuckles of tlie I'esjjcctive leaves, so that the inner parts or sidi-sof the knuckles will
form piirts of cylinders of smaller diameter than the outer parts, to admit of the easy moving of the joint
without additional labor or tiiiisJiing.

179. Machines for I^hmjno Potatoes; MiUcolm Little, Clyde, New York.

Cliiim—The arrangement of the fork within and in combination with the roller.

180. Mill Stone Dress; George W. Loy, Jetlerson, Texas.

Claim—Having the two stones, a b, provided respectively with straight and curved furrows, disjiosed or
arranged as shown.

181. Casting Iron Kettles; Cornelius McOinniss, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Constructing the inetJillic core of three or more pieces, united by bolts so as to he rca<hly detach-
able, one of whidi j)ieces i.s a narrow centr.il strip, wliich may be removed alter tiie kettle i.s cast, and beloio it

is sufficiently cool to remove the entire core, (or the purpose of allowing the coutniction of the canting without
danger of bursting.

IS-. Vapor Uur.mnu Lamps; >'icholas Mason, Chelsea, Massachusetts.

ClaiiUi—Ist, The tivo holes, q q. in the wick tube, for the purposes set fortli. 2d, My cylindrical sheath,
flTianged and operating in the maimer described. 3d, 1 do not claim cutting off the gas by means of rolling
valvi-s, as this is common in steam engines, and in gits and water cocks, and other lamps:—but 1 claim the
double row or series of rolling valves conUiiiu-d witJiin the moMtli-piece of the burner, arranged and operating
id combinatiuu with each other, and with the throat-piece of the wick tube.

183. Propeller; Dat us K. Merrick, Cleveland, Ohio.

Claim—The 8i»ecial form of the wing, having its angular position upon the shaft, in combination with
tlie flanch having its greatest depth at the central part ol the periphery of the wing, and tapering therefrom
eiu-li way to the edge of the wing.

184. Ureecu-loadinu Kire Arm; James II. Merrill, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim—Converting what is known as the ' Jeiiks' carbine" from a loose powder and ball-loadcr to acart-
ridge loiuler, viz: by iilngging up the verticiU opening through which that gun was luade<l, cutting away iu
rear of the barrel, so as to load at the rear end of the bore, and allowing the lever, toggle, and ]>iston tocoina
far enough back to admit acartriilge to be dropped in behiud the boru,and then run up into the chamber, with
a griN)ve and jiiu to guide the toggle and ]>iston.

18.x Machine for Makinq Chain; Kdwin 11. Perry, Providence, Rhode IslaiuL

Claim—1st, The perforated plate, or its ei|uivalent,iii combination with a former for striking up the Ixxly
of the link, the two so combined performing the function of enabling the link after it is struck up in the die
to be lifted out of the same for the purpose of being de|K>sited in the ne.xt position necessary in the lormatiun
of the chain, liil. The arrangement of th.' slides for bending over the arms of each link after it has been struck
up in the die. 3il, instructing the end ..1 the lube wherein the chain is f>rmeil, so that it shall !>.• enabled
til |H'rl'i>rm the fuiictinti of grasjiing the link when ileposited in it, and retaining it at the sjuue time, holding
it hrnily in place while the arms of the under link luo being bent over it. 4th, Iu coiubinutiou with said
tube the ailju-itable contracting collar, for the purpose of regulating the degree of resistance whiili must ba
overcome in forming the chain, by means of which the chaiu can be, at iileiumre, woveu more or less ixim-
jiactJy.

isa. Method op FBEDiNa the Tool Caruiaue in Turning Lathes; Adam Ilennio, Binghainpton, .New York.

Claim—The ronibination of the lever with the arms, snd the jointed propeller with the nicks, and re-
iH)ectJveJy, for the |iur|iuse of liH-diug the tool currier. Also, the back rest, L, for the purpono described.

187. Machine for .Making Axe Polij; Oeorgo Itoynold.s, .Manchester, New Hampshire.

1 do not cliUm, hroailly, the metluHl described of manufacturing an axe poll, by compressing a bar of
metal between dies or swages projecting from the face of the rolls in which they are set. Neither do I claim
:ui new the use of u die provided with a gnx)Ve or recess in which the head of the axe |>oll is to Ix' formed.

Cliviiu—1st, The use of a drawing die, d', provided with jirnjections, so that the blank of metal when sub-
jecti-d to compression shall be theri'by drawn out f.irthest at the corners, whereby the bit can be niont com-
pletely welded into the pull, and Ihe eye ol the axe in conseiiuence be nnido mure perfivtiy. 2<l. Making th«
lower die, n, with a rivess or groove across its fiu;e of the form, so that the metal which forms the hejul of tha
uxu ]>oll shall be thereby crowdeil toward the edges of the head insteiul of l>eing piled intoa ridge in thi' middle
and at the same time a greater proportion of nietul be forced into the back of the he«td. 3d, The combiuatiua
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i,\ tin; ffo<ling; fiiiRors with orio or more rams, bo arranged that at the propor moment of time, the blank of
)iiet;il ciiu W \>y tin' iiiiu:liiiii- iiutoniatically fed between the dies, tu undergo tlie several dixrations to which
it is t(i !)» Mulrjettcd. 4tli, In cunibiMiitiou with tlio dies or rolls, an adjustable guide and gauge, either with
or without tlie hjiriii;,' liii;,'frs. Otli, Tlie coinpressing clamj) lor holding the axe poll and shaping the head of
the axe during the operation of bending.

188. Straw CuTTKiis; Robert Sinclair, Jr., Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim—The arrangement of the teeth upon the masticating and propelling cylinder, constructed with the
nodular projection on either side, and operating like molar teeth to propel and crush the fodder.

189. Kailroad Switches ; G. K. Smith, Ithaca, New York.

Claim—The rack and pinion at the base of a perpendicular rotating or partially rotating shaft, when
comliini-d with a hpring lever and a circle or ii segment of a circle, said lever being fixed at right angles to said
shaft, and playing on said circle or segment, and into slots in the same, and said segment or circle being hori-
zontal, further, the above named cuiiibination when further combined with a signal lantern, which hiutern
revolves wholly or in part, when adjusted to the top of said shaft, said lantern having difl'erent colored glasses,

and revolving on an a.\i8 drawn perpendicularly through the centre of said lantern.

190. IlEEL SuAVERS FOR BoOTS AND SHOES; Varanes Snell, North Bridgewater, Massachusetts.

Claim—Combining with the stock and the stationary knife the adjustable guard, so arranged as to be
susceptible of being removed from the said stock.

191. Firemen's Trumpets; Wm. Staehlen, Williamsburg, New York.

Claim—The end-piece and body, constructed in paraboloidal form, and arranged relatiyely with each
otlier and the mouth-piece.

192. Clotuks Dryer ; S. II. Tift, Morrisville, Vermont.

Claim—The combination of a shaft, hubs, and arms, and braces, with the sliding collar and catch.

19.3. Machine for Cutting both Bevels Simultaneously on Barrel Heads; A. D. Stewart, Bennington, Vt.

Claim—The arrangement and combination of saws, f g, saw, j, and mandrel, h, whereby both bevels are
simultaneously cut.

194. Steam Stove; J. L. Sutton, Xorristown, Pennsylvania.

Claim—A stove or furnace and boiler, with two or more concentric radiators around or above said boiler

and furnace, and arranged to receive the air heated by said furnace and boiler, and impart additional heat to

it as it ascends around and between them.

195. Apparatus for hanging up and cuirving off Paper Hangings; T. Van Deventer, New Brunswick,
New Jersey.

Claim—Ist, The employment of the intermediate bands, in combination with the hanging-up belts and
carrying-off bands, "id. The springs applied to the lath box.

196. Manufacture of Steatite Articles ; J. Von Schwarz, Nuremberg, Bavaria.

Claim—Preparing g;is burners, or other articles of manufacture, from the natural substance known as

steatite, in such a manner as to give said articles an intense degree of hardness, and also a capacity to resist

Iiigh temperatures.

197. Apparatus for Rectifying; Gardner Waters and J. W. Harnett, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—1st, The use of solid plates with bent pipes, or their equivalents, instead of perforated plates in

the beer column. 2d, The use of the exhaust steam regulator, in distillation, by this or other apparatus,

whereby steam of any degree of tension maybe taken from the boiler, and reduced to any less desired uniform

pressure; and whereby the exhaust steam fiom engines may be regulated in like manner, using the exhaust

steam from boilers, together or separately as may be desired. 3d, The combination of the beer and spirit

columns with the exhaust steam regulator, with or without the whistle valves, acting as described.

198. Ploughs ; Walter Warren, Penn Yan, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of beam and its portion, with the mould-board and its land-side portions, for the

puriHJse set forth.

199. Looms ; Joseph Welch, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

As a multiplier of th<; pattern wheel of looms has been used before, and patented by Barton H. Jenks,

on the 2-lth of Ootober, 1S54, I do not claim, broadly, increasing the capacity of said pattern wheel by means
of a multiplier. But I

Claim—As an improvement in the said multiplying ajiparatus, the arrangement and combination consist-

ing ot the extra ratchet wheel and its pinion, in connexion either directly or indirectly with the pattern wheel;

the adjustable pawls, c' and c", on their iictuating lever, and the prolongation on the usual operating pawl,

f. ot the pattern wheel, the said devices being arranged so as to etfect the changes as desired, in number at any
given point of the pattern wheel during its rotation.

200. Electro-Magnetic House Alarm; Wm. Whiting, Roxbury, Maesachusetts.

Oaim The improved house alarm, consisting of a combination of the following elements, viz : 1st, a se-

ries of electro-magnetic circuits; 2d, an indicator to designate the respective circuits; 3d, an alarm apparatus;

tth, the window or door springs—the whole operating to sound the alarm, and indicate the circuit attacked.

201. Machines for Hulling and Cleaning Rice ; David Henwood and James Stephens, Assignors to selves

and T. F. Rowland, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—Tlie cylinder provided with wedge-shap'-d spiral grooves, inclining outwards and downwards, in

combination with the stationarj' indiii rubber lining, or such equivalent lining that is firm enough to hull the

grain, and yielding enough not to break much of it in the process of hulling. Also, making the top of the

cylinder convex or conical with curved or wedge-shaped grooves, in combination with the stationary adjustable

disk above it, lined with India rubber, gutta-percha, or some eijuivalent substance. Also, a cylinder covered with

wire card clothing, in combination with a cylinder of perforated sheet metal, when both are made to revolve

in opposite directions. Also, the huUer covered by the first claim, in combination with the scourer covered

by the Iburth claim.

202. Flouring Mills ; Samson Wolff, Vicksburgh, Mississippi.

Claim—Increasing or decreasing the effective grinding action or friction of the stones, without the ne-

cessity of changing the distance between the grinding surfaces, by having the spindle of the running stone
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arratij^ed between an unyielding but adjustable stop, and a pivoted weighted yielding lever, ia the ptirticular
luanucr specified.

203. CoTTu.N PRfa.SE8; II. 0. Williann, Ilunnahatcliec, Georgia.

Claim—So arraujjiiig tlie pn-»H iu relation to the screw that any rcfjuired length of levcrfur o;>crating the
press may be oUtaineii, tlie press resting on the upper main sill instead of resting ou the ground sill.

204. Clotues Ka.ck; George Young, Jr., Saratoga Springs, New York.

Claim —The arrangement of the foliling tinib'Ts with the central timber, by which t)ie said folding tim-
bers, when extended, form supporting legs in combination with the lower arm», widened for tlie reception of
the supporting pins.

205. SoLUKRi.xa Iuoji; H. J. Belirens, Assignor to Charles S. Pomeroy, City of New York.

Claim—The use of a hollow soldering iron containing solder, with or without a valve to regulate the flow
thereof. Also, the cnnibinalion of a hollow soldering iron containing solder, with an opening through which
the solder may jiass as reipiireU in t)ie procejfs of soldering, its delivery being automatic to its use.

200. Straw SnAKER.s; Leonard Ellig, Mill Creek, Assignor to Andrew Garrett, Myerstown, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The movable bottom, in combination with the arms and spring. Ud, The movable cap, ad-
justed as described.

207. BURNKR.S AND WiCK TcoES FOB Vapoe Lamps; M. Safford, Assignor to self and Q. P. Kinney, Boston,
Massacliusi'tts.

Claim—The combination of the auxiliary wick with a lifter or rod, or with the same and extinguisher,
80 as to enable such wick to be moved in its tulM-, in manner Hpcclfied. Also, in combination with the \A\mT
generator and its auxiliary wick tube, a closing cap or extinguisher and one or more coiiiliiits a]i|ilied in the
wick tube, in manner ius specified. Also, a foramiiious wick tube, or its equivalent, in its combioatiou with
a main wick and an auxiliary wick, apjilied to it and to operate with it.

208. H0R.SE POWER.S ; Wm. Kider, Assignor to self and J. B. Swectland, Almont, Michigan.

I do not claim broadly, a worm wheel and screw, as that is a well known mechanical device.

Claim—The arran^ern'-nt and combination of the right and left screws placed in the s!iaft, in connexion
with the worm wheels which gear into tlie screw, and are rotated from the driving wheel by means of the
gearing.

209. Fluid Metre ; E. D. Weatherbee, Assignor to self and Lorenzo Harding, Worcester, Msissachusctts.

Claim—1st, The arrangement of the weighted tube, n, the vessels, H and A. when constructed as set forth.

2d, The ci>mbination of the sipboiis, j j. with the vessels, ii n, and tubes, o, with valves, I I.

210. CoNVERTiNd KoTARr isTO Keciprocati\o Motios ; John J. Weeks, Assignor to Susan Weeks, Locust Val-
ley, New York.

Claim—Forming the obliijue arm on the rotating shaft, and placing the collar or hub with rod attached
on said arm, the lower end of the rod being fitted in the slide,

JULY 27.

21L Stone-sawixo Maciunes; Horace L. .Vmold, Elk Horn, Wisconsin.

Claim—The jwirticular means employeil for operating the screws, to wit : the rack and jiinion gearing,
rack shaft, n, riu:k. n', ami the wheel, o', pawl, i. and pinion, p', phiced on the sliait, F. Also, in cunibination
with the above, the racks, m' g',attaclied respectively to the collar.l',aud shaft. (i, and nsed in connexion with
the pillion, h", and palteru, K. Also, the plates, j. provided with inclined planes, <j, and having rods, k, and
allotted bars, t, attaclii-d, which bars are connected with ailjustable arm, c', whereby the saws are tilted or
((lightly raised at the teriuination of each stroke of the frame, and the saws also inclined, as occa:!iou may
reiiuire.

212. Self-adjustimo and Embossing Teleorapiiic Maciune; Edmund F. Barnes, Brooklyn, New Y'ork.

Claim—The use and application of the combined permanent and ekrtro-magnets in the resident magnet.
Also, the arrangi'ment of the sjjrings, or their eijuiv.deiit, in connexion with the circuit breaker shilt and tyjie

wheel shafr, by which the circuit breaker arm and tyjie wheel are caused to returu to a given stiirting jmint
after the completion of each letter, thereby causing the instrument to be kept constantly self-regulated. Also,
the use and arr.tngeMieiit or coiabinatiiu of the circuit breaker wheel, D, with its undulated perijiliery, and
the hainnier and anvil, placed and arranged so that the revolution of the wheel, n, shall alternately connect
and disconnect such hammer and anvil, and also conni^ted with the main battery ami line, for the p.irjioseof
closing and breaking the main telegraphic circuit. Also, the arrangemeul of llie hollow shaft, ami clutch.
And arm, ami the connexion therewith of (he swing fniuie, iiy which the cinlcli wheel is niiule lo lake hold
of such clu^cli (111 tlje biillow shaft to carry forward such shaft, and the circuit breidier and the arm. whenever
any key is de|(ressi'd. Also, the nrraiigi-ment and cumliiuatiou of the vibrating lever and its uipjdi', with the
escapement wh"el conslrnc:ed to cause the typi' wheel shaft to revolve step by step at every vibration of such
levor. Also, the use and arrangement of the s|>ring, I., with its luUnsting slide and adjusting s«-iews. for tho
purpose of regulating the iiclion of the vibrating lever. Also, the arrangement ami combination of the im-
printing cam, the pnpi-r propelling i-ccentric.and the Iy|K' wheel releiusing plane, being att :cli<'d loeacli tiller

and placed upon a common sliafu or otherwise, but so that it is im|K>ssible that Ibey should get into dilTerent
relative |H)sitions. .\lso, in connexion wiih such imprinting cam. and paper projielling eccentric, ami tyiHi
wheel releasing plane. tli<' arrangement and combination of the nsl, z, bar, y. and ijiiprinting pn-wt, x, and
the rod. c'. and the rod.o, «hiili together cause the letter to bo im|irinted. the 'paper lolieproiM-lh'J fir enough
for the next letter, and tie' di-leiit cog-wheel to be forced dotvn, sothat the ty|K' wheel iiiayreliim to itsstart-

ing point, and again forced up to loncli tlie type wheel, and also cause eich of iIii'm- several things to Ih' dona
at and in its proper time. Also, the arrangement of the lu-matiire, constructed of alteriiati' pbites of conduct-
ing and non-conducting metals, wlieii comhined with an electro-magnet, and iisol in connexion with tele-

>;raphic instruments, lor the purpose of securing a more rapid vibration otsiich armaiure. ,\lso, the arrangi"-
jiient of the coileil spring aliout the type wheel shari, such spring being set up to and held at a given tension,
and such tension being iiieri'ased only a certain amount by the friction, for the pur|Htse of st-curing prompt
action lo such sbatt. Also, gi-nerally the arrangement and combination of the said several imrts descriliod.

213. Plouuiis; Samuel It. IJIiven, McDonough, New York.

Claim—The reversible share attached to the shaft and connected with the lever, in combiuatiou with tho
two mould-huurds, the parts being arranged relatively with each other.
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214. Omnibus Register; Louis Braucr, Washington City, D. C.

riaim—The eiuployment of an elastic step, by means of the movable rods for operating the register plato
anfl b< 11.

215. CocPUNO poR Railro.vd Cars; George S. Bishop, Washington City, D. C.

CUim—iKt, The squared clianibiTod bumper block, wlicn made to receive the sliding and block, to over-

come the frictiim on pin and link. 'Jd. The lever, in combination with the pin, and block, ami bnniper lirad,

mid iiin or hanille. od. The peculiar manner of constructing the mouth of the bumper and its connexion with
the V-shaped mouth of the block for licjlding the link to any desircid horizontal angle, and by wltich the block
may ho tipped to prevent the link from being crippled, and also for holding the ssime iu poise at any deoired
angle, the whole operated by lifting the pin.

216. Water-proof Cemknt ; Abraham Brower, City of \ew York.

Claim—^The composition composed of all the ingredients described, and in alMut the proportions ibr tho
purpose set forth.

[Note.—This composition consists of tallow, beeswax, resin, shellac, and glue.]

217. Beari.no Blocik of Truss Bridges ; Albert D. Briggs, SpringHeld, JIassachusetts.

Claim—The method of increasing tlu! bearing surfaces for the bearing bIock.s, by the employment of t)i9

combination of blocks or keys, and bl'.cks, h h, the former being tightly fitted between tlie chord sticks and
tho said bearing blocks, and the latter between the ends of said bearing blocks outside of the chord sticks.

218. Method OF CotjJiTERPOisixa Gasometers; P. T. Burtis, Chicago, Illinois.

Claim—Tho arrangement of the chains.e e,in combination with the weights, dd, and chains, a a, whereby
when there is any tendency on the part of the holder, or the section th'-reof, to which sjiid weights are applied,
to work unevenly, the highest side is relieved from the counterbalance weights, and two of the Siiid weights
are brought wholly into action on the lowest side.

219. rL.\TES FOR Burglar-Pkoof Safes ; Ira L. Cady, Assignor to J. B. and W. W. Cornell k Co., City of New
York.

Claim—Forming a burglar-proof combination plate by the union of a stratum of molten ii-on u-ith one or
two perforated face plates of wrouglit iron.

220. Sewing Machines ; Lumau Carpenter, Oswego, New York.

Claim—The combination of a tilting di^ or cam, F, with its friction spring. H, and pivoted vibrating bar,
G, when operated by the needle bar for feeding the cloth, in the manner described.

221. Axle Boxes, &c.; David Cuniming, Sorrel Horse, Pennsylvania.

Claim—l&t, The peculiar firm of the outer end of the axle and tapering hole in box, T, when the said axl«
and box are arranged relatively to each other. 2d, The combination ol' the two inner portions of the box with
the clasp.

222. Method or Cctttto Boot Fronts ; John Dick, City of New York.

Claim—Cutting a bjot front out of a single piece of leather, or other material, to the fiirm described, or
to any other form, whereby it can be used (in making the same into a boot) without undergoing the operation

of crimping.

223. Paints; J. S. D'Orsey, City of New York.

Claira—The paint composed of carbonate of lead or oxide of zinc ground in oil, mixed with carbonate of
lime, and luduoed by the comjwund vehicle specified, either with or without the addition of pulveriiced sand -

or suli)hate of l>aryta and sulphate of copper.

224. Sewing Machines; Cornelius Donovan, Abington, Massachnsetts.

Claim—The ajiplication or attachment to the sewing machine of the stop motion desaibed, consisting of
the lever, the cogged segment, tlie rack, the b^'It guide, the brakes, tFie crank, the springs, and the Ie\cr, h,
tho Ciim, the pulleys, and the belt running on them, the pulley, e.3, arranged as described,

225. Sawtng Machine; Wm. H. Doane and Carlile Mason, Chicago, Illinois.

Claim—^The armngement of the gearing in connexion with the levers and fec^ rollers, so that the rollers

may be expanded and contracted without at all interfeiing with their rotation Fiu:ther. placing the roller*

on the shafts, having tlie mllei-s hollow, provided with bearings which are fitted on the upper ends of tht^

Bhafis, and also ]irovided with jiendent pins which are fitted over the drivers of the shafts, the upjier journal*
of the rollers bo-ing fitted in adjustalile bearings,

226. OperatiN'J Window Bun-ds; Andrew Fcrljcr, Elizabeth City. New Jersey.

Claim—The rod fitted in one of the stiles of the blind, and provided with pins which are fitted in oMicino
Blots, e, in ]ilales, D, attached to the ends of the slats Also, the rod attached to the slats, in comlnuatiou with
the spring fitted within the mortise and attached to the stile.

227. Harness Tug Buckle ; John H. Feraw, Hinsdale, New York.

Claim—The doulile tonpnie, cog-wheel, and traversing bare, arranged and c^erating in the body or box, in

a manner so as to adjust itself in lengtheuing out and taking up the traces.

228. Railroad Car Springs ; John J. Fields, Brooklj-n, New York.

Claim—The cup or receptacle fiirmed with the larger cavity, the swell or ledge, the sloping or conical

cavity, the elastic hollow cone or sheath, the inverted coue plunger or core part, through all of which the
whole elastic jirinciple or property of the material or substance used is brought into requisition, and theprea-
Bure or weight ajiplied is equalized or diffused throughout the substance employed.

229. Stock for Holding the Cutters in Rotart Planing Machines ; Irei-s Gibbs, Worcester, Mass.

Claim

—

k idaiier arm of the external form, and having both longitudinal and vertical openings through
it, for the pur[)Ose set forth.

230. Apparatus for DiSTRiBcrnfa Steam; Robert Hale, Roxburj-, New York.

I do not limit myself to the exact form of "distributor" described, as it may lie varied without departing

from the spirit of my invention. For instance, if the distributor is placed in a corner of the tank, a quadrant
shape may be found to be better suited to the position occupied byit,a flat cap maybe placed over the funnel-

shaped orifice of the connecting pipe, leaving an annular opening around it, Tlius far I have spoken of my
invention as particularly ajiplicable to heating the feed water of engines, and it is my intention to employ my
distributor in connexion with a method of separating a portion of the exhaust steam of locomotives, for tho
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Knrpose of heating ttio feed water, but it is obviou.s tlint it may be useJ to advantage wlienever w.itci- i^ to bo
cated by tb<! iiijeciion of steam as in batliinK establisbiiiciits and nianufiictoi-ics. I do not tbenlui- limit

raysi'lf to its employnieiit for the purpusc of h'-ating tlie fiM-ii water of steini engines alone, but intend to em-
ploy it wherever it may serve to su'i-om|ilish the enil which 1 have in view.

Claim—The distributor ilesorilxd, or its Kubstnntial equivalent, operating <w Bet forth, for the pui'lMjae of
injecting the steam into the water in a thin slieet.

231. VALVE8 ix Gas Apparatcs; August Hendricks, City of New York.

Claim—In the aji|ilicatiou of water vaivcs to the main i>iiie of gas retorts, the use of a hxise perforated
cover.

232. Wheelwiuchts' MACHHfE; VTm. Hinds. Otsego, New York.

Claim—1st, Combining regular perpenilicnlar ways, both in the mandrel carriage and the head blocks, to
operate coigointly in adjusting the angiTH t<i different positioin for b^iring. 2d. Tin- mi'lhi«l of adjusting tlie

liubs for iHiring l>.v suspending and revolving them on guilgeons in a carriage that vibratos the other way on
a pin, and is set and controllcHl by tbunib-screws, the revolving motion of the hub ln-ing set and cr>ntrolled by
index whei-ls and the latch. 'M, The c-ntire constniction of the sjioki'-holder and carriage, enil>odied then--
Mith, together with the catch or hook for controlling its motion. 4tli, The wheel cirriage and jdates to bo
used on ihe eiiiis of the bub lo confiue the motion of the wheel to the axis of the hub and axle.

233. Apparatds for 1{E(;i;lating the Sui'PLr or Water to Steam Boilers; Z. L. Jacobs, Hebron, Conn.

Claim—Ist, The combination of a chamber having alternate communication, with a reservoir to receive
* fluid. and a boiler or other vessel in which to didiver it. cau<iug the fluid, when it rises to the desired height
in tht latter vessel, to check the passage of air and other aiiiform bodies to the uforesaid chamber,and thereby
to regulite automatically the flow of fluid from said chamber. 2d. The movable ]>ipe, or its equivalent, in

combination with the vessel, for the purpose of changing the line at which the fluid is to be sustained iu the
•ioiler or vessel. ;!<l, The ring and the plug, when coiistructeil in the manner described.

234. "Klusuixo Valve" Trap for Sinks, Sewers, Ac; Samuel Matth"ws, City of .\ew York.

Claim—The combination of the ba-sin and valve with the overflow culvert in the tnip.

235. Maciiixert for Pili.ng Paper; J. C. Kneeland, Xorthampfon. Massachusetts.

Claim— .\ combination com))osed of the follow! ngeleini'iits:—1st, a carrier made of endless holts and rollers,

or their eijuivajents; 2d, holders or holding mechanism, consisting of a rod or roller, one or more flexible
etri|M or bars, or equivalent devices ; 3d. nurhanism to keep each roller of the carrier from revolving, while
euch roller is drawing the pajx'r along over the tal)le ; 4tli, mechauisin to cause the roller to revolve and dis-
charge the sheet of paper at the in-oper lime ; fjth. a tabli!. or its ecjuivalent, to receive the paper from the
carrier. And in combination with the above dcscribeil laying mechanism or combination of mechanical ele-

ments, I claim one or more bars or guards, arranged so as to prevent the sheet of iiajier while being carried
forward from being drawn against the rear edge of the pack ou the table, and being torn or injured thereby,

236. MAyOFACTURixa Nails; John D. Krauser, Rejiding, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The process of making cut nails witli improved points, that is to say, beveling both edges of the
nail plate, so that the blanks shall be wi'dge-shaped at both ends, and forming the head by the action of the
heading tool agiinst the widest end of the blank.

237. SiUNAL Lantern Switches; S. N. Leimon, Deposit, New York.

Claim—.attaching the coIore<l glass plates or slides, two or more of which are pl.aced at each side of the
lantern to a jiendulous frame, pliced within the lanti'rn. and arranged in such relation with the colored platen
or slides as to operate in connexion with the switch lever.

2.'$8. CoMPOUNn Uails for ItAiLROAns; K. E. Lewi.s, W. 15. Dunning, anl C. Whea^Genoa, New York.

C'laim—The cap ami biise rail, constructed as described, and keyed together as specifie<l.

239. Paper Makinu .Machines; Thomas I.indsey, Westville, and Wm. Geddes, Seymour, Couuccticut.

Claim—The expanditig lip or basin, in cDmbiiiation with the adjustable deckles and straps,

2-JO. Ura.n Df.sTERs; S. H. Manning, Allegheny, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The use of a s<'parate chamber covered with coarse wire net work, iu a>ldition to, and in combi-
nation with, the ordinary chamber covered with flue gauze wire net work.

241. CiitlRX; M. K. .Marcell, Dansville. New York.

Claim—1st, In combination with the blower, the dasher, whereby a current of air blown through the
da-sher shaft is caused to issue fjoiu llie dasher below the surfico of the fluid in the cliuru in fine jets. 2d, The
double deflc-cfing plates, in combination with a churn box.

242. IFanoixo Carriaoes for Ciiildhen; (lilbert Maynard. Oreenfielil, Massachusetts,

Claim— Forming the spring-i of the chaise, and the axle beariugs of the wheels of the same, by me.ins of
a single nnl bent ami applie<l to the di-vice, imdesJTibed.

243. (iRATE-s Ki.u Steam IIoilebs; James Montgomery, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—Combining with a boiler formed with a series of vertical water tubes, and the flue space among
the s:ii<l tubes ciimniunicating with tlic> Are ch;imlH>r at one end only, a grate imule the whole, or nearly tlio

whole length of the boiler, anil with the tire <loor at each eml.

24-1. Si'LiiE Pieces roa Uailroah Umi.s: KIIwihhI .Morris, I'liiliulelplija. PennsylvaniH.

Claim—Splicing together the ends of the two rails by means of a plate or plates so bent and fomieil. and
80 «ecnre4l to tlie opposite sidi'S of tlir two rails as to embrace the lowfr flanchi'S of the same, anil have longi-
tudin il bearings agiinst the sides, and at points above and below tlii- narrowest [airtion of the nu'ls, leaving
a longitudinal open space between these |>oints, transversely through whiib sp:iee jim^i the lioltji for securing
the splice.

24S. Sbwino Machinro; CharleH Mimre, BufTulo. New York.

Claim—The elastic com|iression plate constructed with an ofTVet or fee «liirli jirojeits thnuigh the l>e<l

]date, and performs th mbined functions of supporting the cloth equally u|Min all sides against the punc-
ture of the needle, and of pi'iHlucing an equal ju'essure upon the cloth upon IkiIIi sides of the seam or line of
Htiteli when in the act of feeding. Also, tliu i>elf-ex|ianiliiig looping springs, in couibinatlon with the slotted
lianger and sjirings.

240. Closet for .Milk; Kdward II. Nash, Westiiort, Connecticut.
Cluiiu—The box or case, in combiiiution with the rotating shaft aad shclrca, arranged as specified.

2a»
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2-lT. Ste.vm Boilers; Orriii Newton, Pittsburgh, Peiiiisylvatiia.

C'laiiu—Tliu mode dcscii bod, or its eciuivalent, i)ro(lncing u more perfect calorificatioD an(i ex)>an!«ion of
the Htcam after it leaves tlie iiriiiie Hieam generator, and l>elore it enters the cylinders of the steam engine,
by means of two or more steam chambers, construcled !U« descriU-d, separate from the boiler, and heated by
hot air from the furnace ; the steam thus anhydrated passing to the cylinder of the engine from one of these
separate chambers, while tlie steam in the other chamber is being prepared for the next stroke of the engine.

248. Wheat Drills; Edward 0. Bryden, Lafayette, Indiana.

Claim—The combination and arrangement of the cutters and teeth, with the concentric halder holder*
and levers, e e, and the combination and arrangement of the slides and the levers, P v, with the pitmaos and
cranks.

219. Adjusting Mosquito Bars; F. C. Payne, Hebron, Connecticut.

Claim—The application of the slotted projection, the hanging weighted ami, in the manner described.

250. Combination of the Needle and Sun-dial to Ascertain Time; Charles K. M. Pohle, Kichmoml, V».

CI lini—Combining the magnetic needle with tho sun-flial, so tliat the point of comjiass is at all times at

band, and thcrel>y the time of d.iy ascertained from the dial, by holding the dial borizuutal, and due north
and south.

251. Grates for Locomotive Engines ; Josejih W. Pole, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

CUiuu—Tho construction of the tubular bars, with hollow upward projections fitted with movable toi>

pieces, as and for the purpose specified.

252. Gas KEiiUL.VT0RS; J. II. Power.-;, Newark, New Jersey.

Claim—The arrangement of tlio annular pressure cup and reg\ilating valve, in the double annular quick-
Bilver basin, wliose inner and outer channels are arranged at adistauce apart to form Ijetween themapassage,
through which a conmiuniaition is esfciblished between the interior of the cup and the atUKisphero.

253. Compounds for Treating Potato Kot; Lyman Kecd, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim—The treatment of the potato preparatory to planting to the process set fortli, sulijecting it to

solar or aniiicial heat, and then to the action of the liijuid described, or any other aiuUogous or equivalent
thereto.

254. Mode of O.'ERating the Meciianism of Printing Telegraphic JLvchines ; Thoma.* and Joseph Reeve, aaJ
Sidney M. Tyler, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—1st, Arranging the keys in a flat plate or key-lx>ard, in a semi-circular form, securing thereby a
direct connexion between such keys and the swing frame. 2d, Applying the jwints or clutches at a distance

from the shift, and in connexion tlierewith making such a shaft a round i)istead of a square. 3d, The use
and api)lication of an independent IViciion upon the tyi)e wheel shaft, to secure in connexion with the coiled

spring more jirompt and inst intaneous action to such shaft and the type wheel thereon, whenever the magnet
releases the escapement wheel. 4th, Disconnecting the receiving portions of the instruments fi'om the trans-

mitting portions, to assist the operator in transmitting.

255. Brick Macuixes ; S. C. S.Uisbury, Jlilwaukie, 'Wisconsin.

Claim—The large cylinder, in combination with a series of small cylinders, spring guard plates, and die

box. Also, cutting the bricks of the reciuired lengths from the continuously mo\ ing body of clay, by means
of the double kniie passing through the forming die.

256. CouPUNG FOR IIoRSE Kailrovd Cars ; Blaney E. Sampson, Boston, Mas-sacbusetts.

Claim—The method of constructing and applying the pole so that it shall be in position to shackle when
brought against the platform at any conimon angle of presentation. Also, so applying the pole that it shall

be supported Ijy the car, instead of upon the horses, as is usually done.

257. The Production of Illuminating Gas; J. Milton Sanders, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—Carrying the mixeil vapors of water and hydro-carbon, formetl in the manner described, into a
retort, containing carbon at a high red heat, for the purpose of producing an illuminating gas.

258. Clothes Wringer ; Isiuic A. Sergeant, Springfield, Ohio.

Claim—1st. The yoke provided with a suitable hitching arm, the s;\id yoke being adapted to be tempo-
rarily att:iched to a wasli tub, or readily disconnected therefrom, and employed as a be;iriugfor a rotary clamp
for wringing clothes. 2d, In connexion with the j'oke, the movable clamp, and pawl, and dog, by means of
which the said clamp is retained within the yoke, or may be readily removed therefrom at will to be cleansed

or dried. 3d, In connexion with a rotary clamp for wringing clothes, the hinged and yielding hitching arm.

259. M.vchine for Weighing and Registering Grain; J. Scheitlan, Columbia, South Carolina,

Claim—1st, A bucket with two compartments for a grain weighing and registering machine, which is

suFpended freely from the arm of the balance until the weighing is completed, and does not require to be
turned or oscillated to di.slodge the grain, -d, The combination of a bucket with a tipping bottom to open
and close the compartments alternately with a tippinsr tray. 3d, The combination of the roller arm, or its

equivalent, with the scale beam and regi.«tering apparatus, in such manner that the same part of the mech-
anism which makes the count, also re-sets and loeks the tipping bottom, so that no miscount can be made.

2G0. Eeeding Quartz, ic. to Machines for Crushing and Grinding the same: Charles Powell Stanford,
iMount Gregory, California.

Claim—The arrangement of a lever which is adjustable by a set screw in connexion with a shoe, in such
a, manner that said shoe is agitated by the dropping of the stamper, and some of the quartz, or other sub-
stance, is caused to fall into the pan or mortar at such a time and in such a quantity as desired.

261. Corn Harvesters; Albert Stoddard, Tecumseh, Michigan.

Claim—The combination with the main frame of the pinion, E, shaft, 0, pinion, H, cog-wheel, l, saw, j,

shaft, K, reel, L, guard, p. wheel, x, belt, w, shafts, v v, their pulleys, u u u u u u, endless belts, T t T, hop-
per, z, its pivot and slide, 4, bar, 3, and caps, 5, when these several parts are arranged as set forth.

262. Horse Power Machines ; James A. Stone, Koehester, New York.

Claim—The construction of the base when combined with the wheel, i, to form a tru.'.oed arch, whereby
not only is great strength secured, but the length of the shaft and its consequent liability to vibration is

lessened.

263. Compounds foe Protecting Trees fbom Issects ; Wm. W. Taylor, Dartmouth, Massachusetts.

Claim—The application of the bitter water left in the manufacture of sea salt, or its equivalent, to de-
stroy canker worms, and other insects, in their attempts to ascend trees, as set forth.
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264. Seed Plaxterh; J. U. Thomas and P. P. Must, Springfield, Ohio.

Claim—l(it, The u.w of flaring inclined gutter-shaped arms on the shaft, whieh is arranged in the hop-
per, <i, atid litis and agitates the grain, in combination with the peculiar cuu^truction of distributing tilide

descriried. lid, The employment of the above wheat hopper, u, and its attachments, in combination with
a graiis seed hopper, II, and the flaring seed conductors, when said grass seed hopper and flaring conductors
or spreaders are arranged hidiind the wheat hopper, and so loc;ited that the back board of the wheat hopper
shall completely overhang the same.

200. CLOTHE.-i Drykk; .Stephen K.Tift, Morrisville, Vermont.

Claim—The arrangement of the light yielding bars, cords, or ropes, standard and light yielding legs.

200. M.\ciil.>ts FoK Cle.v.m.m; Urai.n; ]1. T. Trimmer, Rochester, New York.

('l;\liii—Giving the screens an unequal, reversible, gyratory motion, for the purpo.se of neutralizing the
centrifugal fori:e of the grain, and retaining it in the centre theri'of.in combination with the vertical vibra-

tory motion, by means of the double rever.ie-aciing cranks, cums, and springs, or their equivalents, ar-

ranged in the manner set forth. Also, the combination and arrangement of the blast generator, triple blast

tul)es, and their valves and removable diapliragm, with the screen bo.x and return spouts, operating con-
jointly for sejiarating, screening, and returning the grain, and for increasing, diminishing, and modifying
the blasts for the various purposes reciuired Further, the ai^jusUible deflector, in combination with the
screen bo.x for returning the lighter grain through the screen, and re-subjecting it to the blasts, or discharg-
ing it as refuse.

207. Tui.\N<itLAR Br.vce FOR LocuNO THE PANELS OF FiELD FENCES; Charles Tan De Mark, Oak's Cornersj
New York

Claim—As an improvement on the patent of June 2d, 1857, the brace, constructed as specified, when
combined with panels formed as set forth, with the end locking pieces, and set together in a straight, or
nearly straight hue.

208. liUTTKK .Maciii.\e; £lly.<;on Terby, Washington City, D. C.

Claim—The slide, as a disconnecting apparatus, when said slide is used in combination with the conical

pan and agitator.

209. Kailroad Car Brakes; Wilbur B. Wait, Portsmouth, Xew Hampshire.

Claim—The combination and arrangement of the frame together with the connecting joints with latch
attached, the shaft, I, with drum attached, conuetling with the shaft, a, by an eye, the belt passing round
the uxle, E, the lever, K, the levers or arms, u, with brake chains and rods attached, the guide bar and slot,

the main shafts with cog-wheels aitached thereto, and the slots and eyes or links, us described.

270. Maki.nu Steel Rollers ; Henry Waterman, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—My improved compound rollers, consisting of the steel shaft, the iron cylinder, and the steel
cylinder, forming the surface when fitted together and hardened in the manner specified.

271. Alarm (Jauhe for Steam Boilers; Joseph Whitmore, Lowell, M.'issachusetts.

Claim—The combination of the steam whistle, w, valve, E, rod, L, spring, K k', and its connexions, and
box, I), when used in couuexion with a steam boiler.

272. Urawi.xu I.vstrlme.nt; Wm. W. Wytheg, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, Causing the adjustable pencil-holder to revolve as the beam is turned on the adjustable
centre, m, by means of tlie disk and endless chain, with the wheels and pulleys (or their equi\alents), act-

ing in coujuuelion with the same. 2d, The adjustable sliding piece, with its spiudle and adjustable pencil-
holder, whm arranged as set forth, od. The spindle, d, with its adjustable bur, .\, and pulley, f, and the
spindle, e, with it<) adjustable bar, .N, and pulley, h, in combination with the adjustable point and endless
chain, the whole being arranged on the beam.

273. Plmps; Uenry Ziaig, Eiizabethport, New Jersey.

Claim—The combination of a loose plate or disk valve with the piston rod in the upper part of the
cylinder.

274. Ma.nules; D. Gumming, Jr., Assignor to D. Cumming, Sen , Mobile, Alabama.

Claim—Tlie omployinenl or use of the cylinder, ii, having i;s axis fitted in fixed bearings, the cylinder
0, having an ellipiieal surface on a portion uf its periphery, and having its axis fitted in shding bearings,
and the winlnes, d u, having weights attached.

276. KsiTTiMi Maciii.ves; Joseph 1'. Deluhunty, Colioes, Assignor to self and KJgar S. Ellis, Assignor to
Clark Tompkins, Troy, New York

Claim— .*>o arranging or adjusting the presser and connecting it with the yarn running to the needles,
that, when the yarn breaks or falls, the pre.ssir will move and cease depressing the barbs of the needles,
and thereby preventing the casting off of the '• quarter" oi web.

270. .Stoviw kor HiR.MNii Soft Coal; Merriniun P. Dorsch, City of New York, Assignor to Peter Dorsch,
frcheuecUtdy, New York.

Claim—The combination of the perforated cone and rosette when arranged with regard to the fire box,
and operating as set f'cirlli.

277. STEA.M Heati.no Ai'I'aratus; Thomas (iordou. Assignor to Charles If. BuUard, Trenton, New Jersey.

Claim— 1st, The application of water juiiits to the safely valve and steam pipes. 'Jd, The oonstriution
of the throttle valve with an inverted eup in a water-joint or c(.'<e. ;id, Cuniieeliug the dome wiih a steam
pipe by a water supjily pipe. 4th, Arrunging at the bottom of the radiator a caloric vahe, us described.

27ti. tiAS Kkiiulvtors : Charles K. HoUer, Assignor to William II. Smith and Wm. Bromwell, I'hiUidelphia,
Pennsylvania.

Claim—The peculiar arrangement of inlet and outlet chambers, the valve, the inverted eup, the spring
Mid guide pin, whereby the spring and the guide ai« elfectually protected from contact with the gas, and
provision is made for the return of all liquid matter thioiigb the inlet pipe.

JJTtf. Skwi.mu .M \ciiinks : Albert H. Hook, .\ssigiior to Union .S'wing .Machine Co., City of New York.

Claim—A narrow space Ixtwecn the looper finger, e, aud arm, in combination with the rough surface
ong.
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280. Illuminating Glasses for Vault Covers; Thaddeus Hyatt, Assignor to George E. Jackson k Co., City
of New York.

Claim—Conibiniiif; glasses of an inverted pyramidal, polygonal, or conical form, witli ILc Hash or me-
tallic portion of an illuininalin); vault cover, or its equivalent, for the purpose of producing a wide spread

and perfect diffusion of the rays of light which may pass through said cover into the apartment beneath.

2S1. Machines for Pegging Shoes; Leander Lackey, Sutton, Assignor to self and J:.lmer Townsend, Bot'ton,

Massachusetts.

Claim—Tlie combination of the heavy inertia block with the weighted lever, and either the last nr the

standard for supporting the last. Also, the arrangement of the inertia Iilock with reference to the lower

bearings of the universal joint—that is, so that a vertical line passing through the centre of gravity of the

inertia block shall fall on one side of, and at a distance from, the axis of sudi bearings. Also, combining

with the inertia block and its universal joint a mechanism for revolving the inertia block twice while a

sole on the shoe last is being pegged, consisting of the flanch, the griper, the connexion bar, the lever, the

pitman, and the cam. Also, so arranging and applying the last standard on the inertia block, that the posi-

tion of the standard may be varied on the block in order to change the inclination or slant of tlie pegs.

Also, arranging and combining with the peg feeding mechanism, a inechauism for receiving each peg and
condensing or compressing it just prior to its being driven into the sole, consisting of the slider, the hook,

glide bar, the toggles, the pitman, and the mechanism for actuating the said pitman. Also, the combination

of the wedged pitman, its side cam, the recessed post, and the stud of the feeder, the same being the mech-

anism for feeding the shoe along. Also, combining with the feeding mechanism a mechanism for imparting

to the shoe last an intermittent, reciprocating, lateral motion, such as will cause the machine, when in

motion, to insert two rows of pegs in the sole, consisting of the pitman, the notch, the recess, the stud,

the heart cam, and the plate

282. B^iiLROAD Car Seats; John McMurtry, Assignor to James B. Clow and John Best, Fayette County,
Kentucky.

Claim—The combination and arrangement of the seat back, foot-board, and quadrants, for the purpose

of making the seat adjustable and reversible at pleasure.

283. BcKNERS FOR Yapor Lamps ; G. W. Randall, Assignor to Reuben J. Todd, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—The application of the valve and its seat to the generator and the button or heat absorlK-r, the

eamc consisting in making such valve and seat tapering, and arranging them in the generator, and main-
taining them in contact by the action of a spring, and connecting the valve with a separate button in such
manner that the button, besides performing its office of absorbing heat from the flame, may serve with the

spring to maintain the valve in place against its seat and to rotate the valve.

284. Kevolvi.ng Fire .\bms; Edward A. Raymond and Charles Robitaille, Assignors to selves, Jno. B.Rich-
ards, and Thomas K. Austin, lirooklyn, New York.

Claim—1st, The manner of controlling the motions of the lever, h, and spring, i, by means »f the spring,

m, roller, q, and lucline, 10. 'Al, Locking the chambers, d, by the end of the lever, h, taking the triangular

recesses in the rear of the chambers, as said lever completes its upward movement.

Extension.

1. Ttpe-Casting Macuines; David Bruce, Jr., Brooklyn, New Y''ork; patented November 6, 1843 ; extended

July 0, 1858.

Claim—1st, The male plate, n, constructed with a nipple protruding beyond its back surface and springs

attached to the plate. 2d, The method of opening and closing the mould and tilting the matrix, by the coin-,

bination and arrangement of the compound vibrating arm, H, and lever, J, arm, M and N, and spring, v, said

lever, J, having a simultaneous vibrating movement on an axis on the vibrating arm, H, in the manner set

forth. 3d, The adjustable muuld block, o, combined with the vibrating arm, u. 4th, The combination of the

adjustable frame, h, with the lower adjustable mould block, o, in the manner set forth. 5th, The combination

of ,the circular collar, perforated with a rectangular opening in the centre, to admit the rectangular shaft or

stem of the uiJper nmnld block with the hinge piece and a4jiistable frame. 0th, The manner of supplying the

melted metal to tlie mrhiUI by a horizontally and vei tically jierfurated piston placed below the level of the bottom

of the metal Jiot, Ijy which the metal is forced into the mould at a lower temperature than heretofore effected,

and the metal remaining in the mouth of the female plate, after the type has been cast, is drawn back into

the seat or chamber of the piston as the piston rises, by which the mouth of the female plate is prevented from

being stopped or choked by congealed metal. 7th, The combined arrangement of these several part«, namely,

the lever, a, cam, v, spring, d, rod, b, and vibrating beam, E, by which the piston is operated, as possessing the

advantages set forth. 8th, Placing the vibrating mould arm, u, between the furnace and the propelUug or cam
shaft, as described.

2. Machinery for Making Barrels ant) other Casks ; Isaac Crossett, Bennington, Vermont ;
patented July

1, 1844; re-issueil March 2, 1858 : extended June 20, 1S58.

Claim—The vibratory block or bed, adjustable gauge, and knife or cutter, arranged relatively with each

other, so as to operate as set forth.

1. Method of A'entilatino Ships, &c.; Rudolph Knecht, City of New Y'ork; patented November 11, 1856

;

re-issued July 0, 1858.

Claim—The ventilating of vessels, houses, rooms, or any other description of enclosed and covered spaces'

by expelling the foul air contained therein, and by simultaneously introducing in its stead fresh air, cooled

air, by a combination and arrangement of two sets of wings on one shaft, acting simultaneously.

2. Machines for Marking Time of Attendance of Workmen; Uenj. T. Harris, Assignor to John McKillap,

Assignor to Mary E. Harris, Brooklyn, New York ; jiatented August 11, 1857 : re-issued July 6.185.S.

Claim—The combination of a registering surface operated by clock-work, with markers so applied as t"

mark on said surface, and indicate the presence or absence of the emidoyeo or workman at or from the peiio<l

of time denoted by the position of the registering surface. Also, a i>erforated plate, in combination with a

slide, or its equivalent, whereby the presence or absence of the emjiluyee or workman to whom each perfora-

tion is alloted, is indicated, upon" inspection, by means of black and white, or dissimilar colors, exliibited behind

said openings. '
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3. Sewini >rACHIXES: \X. 0. Orover, Boston, and W. E. Baker, Roxbiiry, Aiwii^ora of tlie Grover k Baker
Sewing Macliine Co., Bo.ston, MawtitchuHCtts ; patenteil June 22, 1852; rtMssued July 6, 1858.

Claim—Iht, In combination with an uiip<;r needle or eye-jxMn ted pcrfomting instrument. a uon-perforating
cyc-pointed iu.strunietit,i«o shaped and moved tliat it .-liall sjiread a li«jpof tlie tlircad it governs, wiiile ailvanc-
ing through a loop of the upper needle threail. 2d, In combination with an eye-pointed upper neolle. a non-per-
forating instrument having the (unction of c.-irrying the loop of the ujiper ntiedle thread out of the li>cation or
position in which it was originally seized. :JiJ. In combination with an eye-|Kiinted instrument, an cye-|x>int<'d

non-perforating instrument, such a« de.scribcd, and jierforming the two otlices of spreailing a loo|) of its own
thruid while advancing throvigh a l(jo|) of the upper needle thread, and of changing the bs-ality of the l<x>p of
upper threail that it h:is seized, lx>th olfices being performed in the manner descriUrd. 4th. An eye-pointed,
U|)per needle and an eye-puinted needle, so arranged and ojierating as to make a stitch substantially such lu)

is represi'iited, in combination with a feed ap|>aratua, one surCice of which has motion in four ditfereut direc-
tions, in the manner described.

4. Sewtoo Machines ; John A Rucknian, As-signee of J. K. A. Gibbs, Millpoint, Virginia; patented June 2,

1857 ; re-issued July 13, 1858.

Claim—Ist, In the single thread sewing machine, I claim a hook or looper, revolving in one direction only,
being bo constructed as to make a series of chain stitches, wlien operating in connexion with a recipnxating
needle. 2d, The peculiar construction of a revolving hook, whereby while one l<jop is taken from the needle
by the ho<jk,spreail, twisted, and held in the jjath of the needle until another or fresh loop is taken, the former
loop shall be relea»e<l and drawn up during the retreat of the needle.

6. Machine for Folding 1'ai'KR; S. T. Bacon, Assignee of A. H.irdy, Boston, Massachusetts, Assignee of J.
North, Middletown, Connecticut; patented April 15, 186fi; re-issued June 27, 1858.

Claim—Ist, Producing the fold over a stationary knife or straight edge by pressure upon the sheet,
when in contnct with the knife edge. 2d, The use of nippers so coustrucU'd as to fold the sheet over the
knife edge, seize it and carry it to its proper position for receiving another fold. 3d. The method for releas-

ing the sheet from the nipper. 4th, The adjustable check and the mode of releasing its hold by the advance
of the nippers. 5tli, Attaching the stationary knives to the reciprocating carriage, fith. The combination
of the crank, slotted connecting rod, lever, and link, for operating the reciprocating carriage. 7th, Hang-
ing the cutting rollers on a bar vibrated and checked as described. 8th, The arrangement of the levera

with double concentric shafts for operating the nippers from one cam.

6. Casting Skkins for Waoons; Andrew Leonard, Kenosha, 'Wisconsin ; patented February 24, 1 S57 ; re-

issued June 27, 1858.

Claim—The combination of a whole thimble skein pattern with a loose collar pattern. Also, the ver-

tical position of green sand cores for thimble skeins, when moulded and combined at their base with the

mould, in the manner specifi-d, in combination with the adjusting top of the cores by the hand, after the

mould is completed, except the case,' whether core bars, or their equivalents for the purpose, are used.

Designs.

1. Ttpes ; James Conner, City of New York ; date<l July 6, 1858.

2. Printers" Types; James Conner, City- of New York; dated July 6, 1858.

3. Printers' Ttpes; James Conner, City of New York ; dated July 6, 1858.

4. Kanoe Fronts; A. C. B<irstow, Providence, Rhode Island; dated July 6, 1858.

6. Bedsteads; Heinrich Neidig, City of New York; dated July 13, 1868.

6. Cooking .Stovks ; E. J Delaney, Philadelphia, Assignor to II. E. Marsh and Joseph Johnson, Lawrenceville,
Pennsylvania; dated July 13,1858.

7. Stoves; N. S. Vedder, Troy, Assignor to George W. Eddy, Waterford, New York; dated July 13, 1858.

8. Stoves; Garrettson .'^mitli and Henry Brown, Assignors to J. G. Abbott and A. Lawrence, Philadelphia,
I'ennsylvania ; dated July 20,1858.

9. PlTCUERs; George W. fJmitb, Hartford, Connecticut ; dated July 20, 1858.

MECHANICS, PHYSICS, AND CHEMISTRY.

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

Contributions to Metallurffy, No. 1. By Fredk. A. Genth, Ph. D.,

Consulting Chemist and M(.'t:illur<:;ist.

The (lifl'ercnce in the a])pearance of a lot of Chinese coin.«!, which were
lately oflercd for siile in this city hy a native of the Celestial Enijiire,

and the little knowledfre which we have on the subject of Chinese
mctiilhirfry, su^'ixested the idea, that by a careful examination of the

diflercnt kiiid.-^, some new and serviceable alloys mijiht be added to those

already used in the arts ; or, at least, that by such an investigation,

some information might be obtained of the Chinese ores, and the man-
ner of their reduction. With the exception of three or four alloys,

which have been repeatedly analyzed, we know hardly anything of the
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metallic compositions used by the Chinese. I have endeavored to learn

from the works, written on China, how their alloys were manufactured,

what kind of ores they use for that purpose, whether they prepare their

alloys directly from the ores, or by mixing the metals in the proper

proportions, etc. Unfortunately, I have not been able to consult many
books, and these have frequently given statements, which, on account

of the Avant of familiarity with metallurgy of their authors, are unques-

tionably erroneous. So we find that dilferent authors use not unfre-

quently the same name for altogether diflFerent substances.

The white copper of the Chinese, more than any other metal or

alloy, appears to have attracted the curiosity of the writers on China.

John Francis Davis,* Avho generally seems to be very well informed,

speaks of it as an alloy of copper, zinc, and iron, with a little silver,

and occasionally some nickel. The process of its manufacture, as he
gives it, however, directly from the powdered ore, mixed with charcoal

dust, and placed in jars over a slow fire, and the vapors condensed

in water, leaves no doubt that the Chinese furnished him with their

method of distilling zinc.

Of the same substance speaks undoubtedly Father Mailla,f who
observes that the Chinese, besides the common copper, have another

one of a Avhite color, which is obtained directly from the ore, and is

called Pe-tong.| He describes it as being whiter on the fresh fracture,

but very brittle and hard, and mentions it as being frequently used in

China ; that it is necessary, however, to add Tutanegue or some simi-

lar metal to it, in order to render it soft and less brittle. The meaning
of Father Mailla's Tutanegue is unintelligible. The word Tutanegue,

or Tutenag, means zinc,§ but it is frequently, although erroneously,

used for an inferior alloy of copper, zinc, and nickel. The richest alloy,

composed of these three metals, the real Pack-fong, or, more correctly,

Pack-tong, is undoubtedly the most interesting of all. The best kind,

which contains nearly 32 "^ cent, of nickel, has the color of silver of

18 carats ; this alloy is sometimes called Electrum. There exists how-
ever in China a good many varieties, which contain a great deal less

nickel. They are too well known to require repetition.

Another very interesting alloy is that from which the gongs are

made, the so-called Tam-Tam metal. It contains about 80 "^ cent, of

copper and 20 '^ cent, of tin. This composition seems to have been in

use for man}^ hundreds, perhaps thousands of years, for an ancient

cast coffin, found on the east side of the Altai mountains, near the

boundary line of China, gave on analysis the same substances, in al-

most exactly the same proportion. Of the other alloys of tin and cop-

per, that Avhich is called Chinese silver, and which is used for mirrors,

is the most interesting ; we have no analysis of it ; but it has in all

probability the same composition as our speculum metal, which is used

for the construction of mirrors of telescopes or similar purposes ; Davis

says that it contains tin and copper, and perhaps a portion of silver.

* The Chinese. By John Francis Davis. New pflition, London, 1851.

t Histoire g^nfrale de la Chine; traduite du Tong-kien-lvang-nion. Par le I'^re Mailla.

% Arcording to Stan. Julien (Compt. rend, xxiv, 1U69) 1'6-tong is an alloy of copper and arsenic.

'i
HanUbuch der Techuischen Chemie vou Ernst Ludwig Schubarth—Berlin, 1S51.
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Father Mailla states that the alloys used for coins are made from
the materials furnished, since a very long period, from the provinces
Yuii-nan and Koei-tcheou. The coins are called Tschen, and are, ac-

cording; to Davis, composed of copper and zinc, with perhaps some
lead. These are the only coins issued by the Chinese government, and
their value should be equal to one-thousandth of the Chinese silver

ounce or tael, which latter is equal to ^1-40 of United States money.
Their market value however was, when Davis made his observations,

equal to 1240 tschen for one tael fine silver, although the expense of
their manufacture was frequently greater to the government, so that

the Viceroy of Fokien, in a memoir to the Emperor, suggested to close

the mint of that province, and suspend the coinage altogether, until

the relative value of Tschen and silver would approach nearer to a
par. Although the value of one Tschen is not more than about one-
tenth of one cent of our money, and the inducements to counterfeit

the same cannot be very great, still the Chinese cannot resist their

uncon(juerable propensity of substituting something of an even smaller

value, that they forge them and smuggle casts of lead into circulation.

The Tschen have an inscription on both sides : on one the name of the

reigning Emperor, with two words denoting "current value;" on the

reverse, a Tartar inscription. They have a square hole in the centre,

through which they are strung together by hundreds to save counting.

Most of the coins which I have seen were of this description, and they
are certainly the most common. However, there are two other kinds,

which are not mentioned by Davis, and of which I am therefore in

doubt, whether they are government's issue, viz: of cast iron, and of

an alloy principally of lead and copper. Of the cast iron coins I have
seen only one. It had a scjuare hole in the centre, like the Tschen, and
similar inscriptions on both sides. It is very hard, but was so much oxi-

.dized that it was impossible to examine more closely into the nature of
the metal. The other coin appears to be the same, of Avhich Renouard
de St. Croix speaks,* and of which he says, that it is called Patec, is

made of an alloy of copper and lead, has a scjuare hole in the centre,

and only on one side an inscri|)tion. The analyses, No. 7 and 8, are

in all probability this coin : it was impossible, however, to observe any
inscription on either side, but as they are made of a very soft alloy,

this may have been worn off.

All the Chinese coins are casts, and arc not sti-uck or stamped.

Many of those, which I have examined, showed the impression of the

fine sand used for the moulds ; others were li<»llow, others did not fill

the moidd eoinpletcly, or were full of very minute cavities and air-

holes; hence the specific gravity was in some found to be considerably

smaller than it ought to have been.

A pupil of mine, Mr. (reorge J. Popplein, of Baltimore, has at my
suggestion made in my laboratory the following very careful analyses

of the various Chinese coins.

The analytical methods adopted did not materially differ from those

generally in use. It was found, however, that tin cannot be accurately

determined by dissolving in nitric acid, etc. It was therefore always scpa-
• Uonouard de St. Croix' Voyage, vol. lii.
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j-ated in the usual way, but the binoxide of tin was afterwards decom-

posed by fusion with sulphur and carbonate of soda, by which method
the small quantities of lead, silver, copper, and iron were conA'erted

into insoluble sulphides, whilst the bisulphide of tin and sodium was
dissolved by water, etc. All the necessary precautions were also taken,

to insure a complete separation of the zinc from the copper. The fol-

lowing are the results of Mr. Popplein's analyses :

No. 1. Tschen.—Color, pale brass yellow, greyish on the fresh frac-

ture ; very good cast, with very fine grain, and but very few air-holes

inside ; exceedingly brittle. It contains :

Copper,

Tin,
Lead, . .

Zinc,

Cobalt, . .

Iron,

99.84

No. 2. Tschen.*—Color, pale bronze yellow ; the composition was not

homogeneous, and with the magnifying glass two alloys, one of a brass

yellow, the other of a pale copper-red color, could be distinguished

;

the color of the fresh fracture was greyish ; medium grain, brittle. It

containgj,
""'' Copper, . . . = 60'97 per cent.

Tin, . . . = 0-05 »

Lead, . . . = 1-56 "

Zinc, . . . = 35-0.0

Iron, . . . = 2-37 "

Silver and Cobalt, . = traces.

6394 per cent
2-29

6-02 '

26-24 '

trace.

1-35 «

100-00

No. 3. Tschen.—Thick brass yellow coin, very good cast of fine

grain ; not easily tarnishing. Sp. grav. at 25° Cels. = 8-497. It con-

tains :

Copper, .

Tin,

Antimony, . .

Arsenic,

Lead,
Zinc.

Nickel,

= 3-21

= 344
= 1-03

= 32-V4
= Q-bi

Iron, . . . = 2-38

5.5-53 per cent.

0-33

99-20

No. 4. Tschen.—Brass yellow, with a greenish tinge, a very good

cast ; fine grain, brittle ; easily tarnishing. It contains

:

Copper,

Tin,

Lead, . .

Zinc,

Iron,

Nickel, .

Cobalt and silver,

99-87

* H. Onnen (Scheik. Ouderz. iv. 617 ff.) has analyzed a similar alloy from Cbisa, of a copper red color.

59-14 jer cent.

2-71

3-40

29-62
4-83

0-17

traces
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No. 5. Tschen.—Bronze yellow, greyish on the fresh fracture. Spec.

Grav. = 8 •£52. It contains :

Copper, . . = 59'9R3 per cent, (from the loss.)

Tin, . . = 1-204 "

Silver, . . = 0-0fi8 "

Lead, . . == 3-977 "

Zinc, . . ,= 32-114 "

Nickel, . . = 0-552 "

Iron, . . . = 2102 "

Arsenic, . . = trace.

10000

No. 6. Tschen.—Color, bronze yellow, the fresh fracture brass yel-

low ; the grain is coarse and crystalline, with many cavities ; did not

fill the mould well ; very brittle. Spec. Grav. = 8-166. It contains:

Copper, . . . =
Tin, . . . =
Lead, . • • =
Zinc, . . . =
Iron, . . . =

100-74

No. 7. Patec.—Not homogeneous, but a mixture of a grey and pale

copper-red alloy ; full of very small cavities, cuts easily with the knife

;

brittle. Spec. Grav. = 8-517. It contains :

60-19 per cent,

1-81

5-83 "

31 57
1-34 (I

Copper, = 59-88 per cent.

Tin, = 7-90

Lead, = 31-42

Zinc, = 059
Nickel, = 0-18

Iron, = 035
Silver, Arsenic, and Antimony, = traces.

51-20 per cent.

0-03

4-81

42 25
0-23

1-36

traces.

100-32

No. 8. Patec.— Similar to No. 7, but of a coarser grain. Spec. Grav.

above 9. It contains

:

Copper,
Silver,

Tin,

Lead, ...
Cobalt,

Iron,

Zinc and Nickel,

99-88

From these analyses, it is difficult to come to any general conclu-

sions, becau.se tiie Chinese are not guided by certain and invariable

rules in the manufaoturc of their coins, althougii they generally use a

composition which might j)iis.s under the name ''brass." This brass is

certainly made by iiuxing copjx'r and zinc together, and only seldom

directly from the ore, as the ancients have done. We know, from the

descriptions given by Father Mailla and J. ¥. Davis, that they make
zinc, and also know that long before the manufacture of zinc came into

use in Europe, the Dutch brought it from China. The copper, which is

used for their coins, appears to be always very impure, and is evi-

dently made from ores containing iron, sometimes with small quantities

Vol. XXXVI Tuibd Sbiuks.—No. 4.—Octobbb, 1858. »3
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of nickel and cobalt ; analyses, Nos. 3 and 7, indicate the occurrence

of antimonial and arsenical grey copper (Tctrahedritc) in China. Fre*

((ucntly, it seems, that the Chinese take at hap-hazard, what of alloys

and metals they can get, melt it together, and cast their coins from

that mixture. We have seen above, that alloys of copper and tin are

frequently used in China ; now it seems that they add invariably a

small quantity of such alloys for the manufacture of their coins, be-

cause every analysis shows the presence of tin ; but we know that ores

of copper, containing tin at the same time, are not frequently met
with.

It is very probable that the Chinese have had the same kind of

alloys in use for perhaps more than two thousand years ; it was of

interest, therefore, to compare the composition of some ancient Roman
coins with that of Chinese coins. I have been permitted by llev. H. S.

Osborn, for whom I have made analyses of coins of the Emperors

Hadrian and Trajan, for his work on Palestine, Past and Present, to

insert these in this paper.

No. 9. Hadrian Coin.—Of a bronze yellow color; the color on

the fresh fracture is inclining to brass yellow
;
grain very fine. Spec.

Grav. = 8-778. It contains :

Copper, . . . = 86-92 per cent.

Silver, . . . = 0-30 "

Tin, . . . = 0-72 "

Lead, . . . = MO "

Zinc, . . . = 10-97 «

Iron, . . . = 0-18 "

Arsenic and Antimony, . = traces.

100-19

No. 10. Trajan Coin.—The color is bronze yellow, inclining to brass

yellow ; the fresh fracture is greyish ; very fine grain. Spec. Grav.

j=s: 8-745. It contains :

Copper, . . . = 88 58 per cent.

Silver, . . .
=0-21

Tin, . . . = 1-80

Lead, . . . = 2-28

Zinc, . . . = 756
Iron, . . .

-= 0-29

100-72

Both coins were stamped, and not cast like those from China, and

both were pretty tough, which is certainly owing to the smaller per-

centage of zinc and iron in the same. These alloys were beyond ques-

tion made directly from the ore, and only the small percentage of tin

appears to have been added afterwards.

rhiladclpbia, 6th September, 1858.

The Atlantic Gable Apparatus.*

Gentlemen :—We beg to draw your attention to an apparatus we

have invented for paying out telegraphic cables. Our object has been

to render it impossible to have a greater strain on the cable than that

* From the London Mechanics' Magazine, July, 1S58.
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to which tlio machine might be set, no matter how mucli the ship might

pitch or roll. This we confidently believe we have accomplislied, by

making use of that force which now snaps the cable in two, causing it

to case the breaks, and thus allow the cable to run free so long as an

excessive strain continues. This can be easily made plain on inspection

of fig. 1. a, a, is a lever carrying a weight, w, at one end and a friction

pulley, 6, at the other. The cable, c, c, c, on coming from the hold

passes over the pulley, d, on to tlie pulley, g, which carries a break con-

nected to the lever, a, a. It finally passes over the pulley, b, and under

Fig. 1.

tlie pulley,/, into the sea. Now, the principal feature of our invention

is this :—Whenever the strain on the cable is such that it causes a

downward pressure on the pulley, b, greater than the balance weight

on the other end of the lever, a, a, has been adjusted to renist, the

])u]ley, b, must descend, the break end of the lever must rise, and the

])uHey, e, is left free to go round. The use of the pulley,/, is to main-

tain a constant angle between the cable going on to the pulley, i, and
leaving it ; otherwise the strain on the pulley, b, would not correspond

with the strain on the cable.

Fig. 2 shows our break-relieving apparatus, which we have contrived

in pursuance of the same principle, to be applied to the machinery

now on board the Agamemnon and Niagara. Here, when the exces-

sive strain comes on the cable, the pulley, b, descends, and a strain is

put upon the rod, ^, which may be used to take off the breaks from

the pulleys, //, A, of the old machine. Although we have f*h<)wn this

Fie. 0.

last application, we do not recommend it equally with the arrange-

ment before described, but place it before you merely to show how the

principle could l)e apj)rK'd with the present machinery. A very slight

inspection will show the superiority of fig. 1 in its entirety to the one

in question (fig. 2).
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It needs but few remarks to show to your readers, and to the Bhare-

holders in particular, the tremendous risk that is run by allowing a
machine to be used which, in its very nature, allows the cable to re-

ceive the destructive strain before it can be recorded by the indicator,

or the attendant on the breaks knows it is necessary to release them.

This serious defect must be obviated, for the cable should never for

an instant be suffered to endure more strain than is desired.

We here beg to draw your attention to the report of the trials, for

the purpose of illustrating our argument. It will be seen that, with a
pressure upon the breaks of 2000 lbs., the indicator recorded 6000 lbs.

on the cable, proving that the machine carries within itself the very
essence of failure, and affords a very natural reason why the cable

has sometimes parted in the sea ; for, after tugging and tearing through

the machine (supposing it might escape breakage for the moment), it

must be obvious that before it reaches the bed of the ocean it has still

to bear the strain caused by the rising of the discharging vessel, under-

currents, &c. ; and consequently the part which successfully resisted

the strain at first gives way upon this additional and unnecessary trial

of its strength.

It has been suggested by one of your scientific contemporaries that

the cable should have entire freedom. We agree with this to a certain

extent, but still see the necessity of a proper and judicious check on
its otherwise too rapid paying out, entailing a heavy loss by a need-

less expenditure ; though, undoubtedly, entire freedom must be sub-

mitted to in the sudden and dangerous movements which of necessity

will exist.

The important provision for safety, by allowing the cable to run
free at the critical periods of its passage to the sea, we feel confident

would be attained by the use of the principle we have now the honor
to submit to you ; and we have no doubt that, being now fully open to

your criticism and that of your numerous scientific readers, the defects,

if any, will be fairly shown. It is possible that, in carrying out the

details, alterations in the disposal of the breaks and pulleys might be
found necessary, but the principle of the machine we submit with con-

fidence as the only one by which the much-desired instantaneous free-

dom can be given. Experiments would fully prove the truth of our

assertion, but oui- humble position prevents our being able to test it

by such means.

Believing that the splendid idea of conveying a channel for thought

through the mighty waste of waters demanded the attention and co-

operation of all men, we applied ourselves assiduously to the task of

devising a machine combining within itself all the requirements of so

important a preliminary. The result of our united efforts we have now
the honor to lay before you, a description of the same having been
previously published in the Times of the 18th September last, in a

letter signed " Two Working Mechanics," and was also communicated
to the Atlantic Telegraph Company, to whom a model was also exhi-

bited ; but, while eliciting the warmest approbation from many gentle-

men of high scientific attainments, some in connexion with the Com-
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pany and some not, it Avas only partially adopted by an approach to

the principle of self-action; whereas, to he eftectual, it is necessary to

combine the Avhole in the manner now shoAvn.

The growinti; desire and absolute necessity for the establishment of

telegraphic connnunications to all parts of the world, render it impera-

tive that in order to avert the sacrifice of so much valuable time and
capital in the important preliminary of submerging the cable (such, for

instance, as we have witnessed so recently in the case of the Atlantic

Cojnpany), those who arc charged with the onerous duty of super-

vising the operation should endeavor to avail themselves of the wisest

counsels it is possible to procure, regardless of the source from whence
derived, whether emanating from the brain of the hard-handed sons

of labor, or their more eminent and learned brethren. It is but simple

justice to those who have invested their ca[)ital in such important
schemes, that no jealousy should be allowed to intervene to prevent
the adoption of such a plan as Avould in all human probability secure

the great end in view.

Disavowing any desire to condemn in a factious spirit the productions

of others, we beg leave to assert that our sole object is to conduce, if

possible, to the success of the gigantic enterprise now immediately
under notice, or to an}'^ similar one that may hereafter be undertaken.

We are, gentlemen, yours, &c.,

James Mather,
TuoMAS Richards.

Woolwich, 190i July, 1858.

(-'^i an Improved System of Moulding and Casting.'^ Bj^ R. Jobsox.

Amongst the few roads left open for improvement in the economy
•of moulding, increased rapidit}^ of ])roduction appears to be the most
available; but advantage can rarely be taken of this, except where
there is great repetition in the article required, as in the case of rail-

way chairs in all their varieties, shot, shells, castings for agricultural

implements, pipes, troughs, stove and fender castings, c^c. It is to this

class of work, accordingly, that the moulding machine forming the sub-

ject of the present paper is ntore specially applicable.

The general construction of this moidding machine nniy be thus de-

scribed ;—There is a moulding table or bed, consisting of a rectangular
cast iron bo\, open at top and bottom, and furnished with a large i-vlin-

drical axis at each end, turning in bearings on the side franics. The
axes are prolonged at the ends, and counterbalance weights are at-

tached to them by arms, Avhich can be readily adjusted by lengthening
or shortening, so as to balance the tal)le with the mould upon it, leav-

ing it free to turn upon the axes. To this table is fixed a plate, fin*

carrying the moulding box, which is secured thereto by two inclined

<'at(lu'S with handles. 'JMiis ]date forms the ramming board, upon which
the pattern is fixed, and the moulding sand rammed upon it in the ordi-

nary way. The machine is shown as arranged for motdding 8-inch

• from Nowton's LouJon Jouninl of Arts ami Sciences, August ISoS.

23*
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shells, the pattern being a hemisphere; any pattern or form of flask

within the limits of the size of the machine can, however, be readily

employed, the only preparation requisite being to fix each pattern

upon a bottom plate, having bolt holes to correspond with those in the

top of the moulding table. This arrangement is so simple, that after

the machine has been moulding shells, it can be changed and got to

work again at moulding railway chairs or other articles within 10

minutes time.

As soon as the sand is rammed, a cover plate is put on the box, by
sliding it on the inclined snugs, which hold it fast; the whole is then

turned over with the moulding table into the reversed position ; this

being effected by the simple pressure of pushing home the cover plate,

since the whole is balanced, and turns freely upon the axes. In mould-

ing shells, the pattern is then withdrawn from the mould, sufficiently

to make it clear the sand, by means of a screw and hand wheel, with

which the pattern is connected. A rising platform, which slides in ver-

tical grooves in the side frames, is then brought up, by means of a lever,

to touch the cover plate of the box, which is now at the underside, and

the box is liberated from the moulding plate by releasing the holding

catches simultaneously. The platform, with the moulding box, now
descends (by reason of the additional weight upon it) to its normal

position, the platform being counterpoised by balance weights. The
mould is then removed, by sliding it oft" the platform on to a little rail-

way placed at the same level ; and the machine is made ready for

repeating the operation, by screwing down the pattern to its right

place, and turning back the moulding table to its former position,

ready to receive a second empty box.

The principle carried out in this machine, of turning over the whole

moulding table, with the mould and pattern upon it undisturbed, has

the effect of saving all labor of lifting the moulds ; so that boys, who
are sufficient for all the actual moulding work, are able to complete the

process, instead of men being required to lift the heavy weights. An
advantage in average quality of work, and saving of wasters is obtained,

by avoiding all handling and risk of disturbing the moulds in lifting

them off. They simply slide along a little smooth railway from the

moulding machine to the castino; ladle, Avhich is fixed within 7 feet

6 inches distance from the moulding machine, centre to centre. A very

important point is also gained by always replacing the pattern in its

first position while still inverted, thus preventing any particles of sand

from interfering with the working parts of the pattern.

The result of the working of the moulding machine is so successful,

that one mould, consisting of two railway chairs, is readily completed

every minute on one machine; and the machine is found to keep so

completely in working order, that the regular day's work of 10 hours

produces from 1000 to 1100 chairs, being at the average rate through-

out of two chairs per minute. This extraordinary rapidity of moulding

by the machine could not be made fully available with the ordinary

means of casting, on account of the large floor space required for cast-

ing with the necessary rapidity, and the consequent delay and expense
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attondin/x the removal of the moulds over that space ; and a great

o))jectioii experienced at first, in regard to economy of work, was the

large number of moulding l)oxes to keep even one machine going at the

full rate. To meet these difficulties, a casting apparatus was designed

by the writer, which is fixed close to the moulding machine : this is

capable of filling the moulds as fast as they leave the machine, so that

no loss of time or space occurs ; and within two or three minutes the

whole operation of niouhling and casting is completed in each case,

and the box laid out in tlie open air to cool, ready for emptying and

using again on the machine within about six minutes time.

The ladle is placed in a standard frame upon the floor, the sides of

which partly embrace the front of the ladle, and are connected together,

at their extremities by a spindle, which passes through tAvo correspond-

ing lugs, fixed on the front of the ladle, just below the lip. This spin-

dle forms an axis, upon which the ladle turns when pouring, and the

ladle is lifted by means of a shaft fixed under the centre of the ladle,

and connected by links to two hand levers, which are fixed to a common
cross shaft. The weight of the loaded ladle is counterpoised by balance

weights, connected by chains, which are carried over elevated pulleys to

the shaft that passes under the ladle. From the position of the spindle

on which the ladle turns, the lip of the ladle follows the direction of

the stream of metal all the time that the ladle is being turned to its

extreme position, so that the position of the stream of metal is sta-

tionary in all positions of the ladle ; the several moulds are therefore

only required to be brought to the same spot in succession, and the

metal can 1)e poured in at once, without any delay for adjustment of

position ; the moulds being filled as fast as they can be brought up to

the ladle from the moulding machine. The command over the move-

ment of the ladle, given by the hand levers, makes the pouring of the

. metal very steady; and the whole being nearly balanced, the caster tilts

the ladle with one hand, whilst he skims the metal for himself Avith the

other. A supply of fresh metal is brought from the cupola at regu-

lar intervals by a couple of laborers, with an ordinarv double-handled

ladle.

In casting railway chairs by the old system, it Avas considered a good

day's Avork to obtain 300 castings from one man and his boys; and
with the best plan the average does not exceed 480 per day.

With regard to the casting:—by the ordinary ])lan of carrying the

iron and ])ouring it into the moulds, for casting railway chairs, six men
and three boys Avere required to each table, and a long lengtli of rails,

together with a much greater number of boxes ; but by the ncAv ladle

one man is ena))led to cast all that can l)e moulded on one table, and
two metal carriers are suiVicient for tAvo tables; so that tAvo men can, in

this department, do the Avork of nine men and boys, antl Avith less

labor, since they have not to stand in a constrained position Avith a

licaA-y Aveight, as they were conqielled to dt) in filling the moulds by the

ordinary hand ladles. Also, the ecjuality of the heat of the iron is greater

from its being constantly supplied ; and its purity is increased by being

stirred x\\) every time the hot metal is poured into the ladle, Avhich is
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a very important consideration in casting shot and shells. The regu-

larity with which the process is carried on keeps the ground constantly

clear, without bustle or confusion, and no one appears overworked.

The moulding table has been applied to moulding the wedges for

Parson's railway chairs, weighing 4 Jbs. each, 10 in a box ; and the

result has been the production of 5000 wedges per day from a pair of

tables, while, by the old process, only between 900 and 1000 wedges

per day were obtained. The writer understands that, at Ipswich, the

machine has been applied to moulding bullock pans; and the result is,

that four times as many castings are produced, and of better qiiality

than before.

The saving in boxes, and in the breakage inseparable from the old

system, would, the Avriter considers, in a very short time, pay for the

moulding table, casting ladle, and all other extra outlay ; and the com-

mon charges or incidental expenses are brought down to a minimum.
The foundry room required for one set of apparatus for moulding and

casting chairs is only 22 feet by 14 feet, or about 300 square feet ; thus

enabling any foundry already built to produce at least three times as

much work as before in the same floor space. No more skill is neces-

sary for working the machine than can be taught in an hour, and
strength is quite a secondary consideration ; the cheapest class of labor

is therefore available.
Proceedings Inst. Mechanical Engineers, London.

Description of Wrigley' s Friction Coupling for Shafting."^ By Mr.
Bexjamin FoxnERGiLL,

This plan of friction coupling, which is the invention of Mr. Francis

Wrigley, of Manchester, consists of a double set of powerful levers,

each set forming what is called a knuckle joint, directly applied to a

friction surface in motion, which is, by that means, brought into easy

and gradual contact with another corresponding surface at rest, and
there firmly held in jDosition by the levers, without any other retaining

force. By the effect of this frictional contact, any required amount of

power may be transmitted from the prime mover to shafting, gearing, or

other machinery, which has alternately to be set in motion, or brought

to rest; and this is accomplished silently, and without the slightest

shock or concussion to any part of the shafting, gearing, or machinery.

The sliding box (which moves on two fast keys or feathers, let into

the shaft, and to Avhich is applied the forked lever, for throwing the

coupling into and out of gear) is connected by coupling bars to a pair

of side links, which connect two friction blocks together. These blocks

are surrounded by an external friction ring, which is bolted to a bevel

wheel, bored out to fit the shaft, and run free upon it. A strong cir-

cular disk, keyed fast on the shaft, carries the two segmental friction

blocks, their connexion with the disk being b}'' means of snugs cast

thereon, which act as drivers as well as guides for the friction blocks

to slide on. Fitted into the friction blocks are case-hardened bearings,
* From Newton's Loudon Journal of Arts and Sci»nces. August, 1858.
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against which tlie circular ends of the connecting links abut; and tliese

are capable of being lengthened or shortened, by means of adjusting

screws, acting against the case-hardened bearings, by an inclined plane,

so as to adapt the pressure between the friction surfaces to tlie power
required to be transmitted. By this metliod of adjustment, the slight-

est amount of wear on the friction surfaces, or in the joints, can be

compensated for with the greatest accuracy.

When the friction surfaces are brought into permanent or working

contact, they require no sustaining power to keep them there; for to

accomplisli this it is only necessary to bring the inner centres of the

links into line with their extreme centres, thereby forming a column,

having no tendency to move out of line one way or the other. In the

transmission of power, say from 25 horse power upwards, it is con-

sidered advisable, when convenient, to work the forked lever by means
of a coarse pitched screw, for the purpose of engaging and disengaging

the coupling; but for the transmission of a smaller power, a common
hand lever is (juitc sufficient.

AVith regard to friction couplings and their application generally, it

may be observed, that they have not been so extensively used as is

desirable, not only for the prevention of accident, but in cases where
occasionally only a certain portion of the shafting or machinery in an
establishment is reriuired to be put in motion. It appears, however,

desirable that, in all extensive works and manufactories, there should

be a friction coupling at the commencement of every main line of shaft-

ing ; for by their application it is not improbable that many accidents,

which now prove fatal, might be considerably mitigated, if not avoided,

as tlie means would be at hand for stopping a line of shafting, or a room
of machinery, at a moment's notice, without the too often fatal delay

consequent on giving notice to the engineer to stop the engine.

An application of this friction coupling may, it is thought, be made
with advantage, especially in heavy driving, in place of the ordinary

fast and loose pulley, in which a considerable economy in the wear and
tear of straps or belts might be reasonably expected ; as the necessity

for traversing the strap backwards and forwards on to the fast and loose

pulley would be avoided, in addition to which, a further saving would
be etVeeted in the strap ])ulleys themselves, the driving pulley being

required oidy half the width of those at present in use ; for the friction

coupling or driving ])ulley answering the double purpose of fast and
loose ])ullcy, the latter would not be re((uired. Friction pulleys for

this purpose might be made at a comparatively small cost, as they

wnidd recjuire only one set of double levers, with their inner ends
forked, so as to encircle the shaft, and connect the side links or coupling

bars to the forked lever.

In arranging this friction coupling, it has been attempted to combine
powerful and efficient action, simplicity of construction, and an easy

and acciirate system of adjustiiu'iit against wear of the friction surfaces,

witli efl'octual means of increasing the ])Ower transmitted to any limit

within the strength of the materials acted upon, together with cheap-

ness and durability of construction.

rrococilingg Inst. Mechanical Engineers, London.
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Steel Ships.*^

In December, 1850, Mr. Ewald Riepe obtained an English patent
for certain improvements in refining steel, which were described in

No. 1453 of this Magazine, p. 476. f They consisted mainly in subject-

ing bars or lumps of raw or crude steel to the action of heat for about
four hours in a furnace closed to the external atmosphere, the tempe-
rature being kept a little below the melting point of the steel. By this

method of operation, carburetted hydrogen and oxide of carbon are

developed in the furnace in abundance, while the oxygen of the air is

entirely prevented from acting upon the steel, the working door of the

furnace, &c., being carefully luted for this purpose.

This patent, which was permitted to remain in abeyance for some
time, has lately been worked with very beneficial results by Mr. \Yil-

liam Clay, of the Mersey Iron works, the steel produced by means of

it having been found to possess a very fine uniform grain, and to be
peculiarly suitable for the plating of ships. A new steamer of 170
tons, named the Hainbow, intended for the Niger Expedition, has been
constructed of plates of this steel at the building yard of Mr. J. Laird,

of Birkenhead. She was tried on the Mersey on Saturday last, and is

to sail for Africa this week. Her dimensions are :—Length, 130 feet

;

beam, 16 feet. The hull is subdivided, by athwartship and longitu-

dinal bulkheads, into 10 or 12 water tight compartments, for giving

her greater strength, and rendering her more secure against accidents.

Her engine is high pressure and of 60 horse power, working up to

200 horse power, indicated ; and the boilers, which have also been
made of Mr. Clay's steel plates, have been proved up to 200 lbs. on
the square inch, though they will only require to be worked at 50 ibs.

to 60 ft)s. The engine and boiler, as well as the hull, have been con-

structed by Mr. Laird. The advantage of employing this material over

the ordinary iron plates is that, with about half the thickness, they
are said to give equal strength with the best iron boiler plates, so that

vessels are able to be constructed of considerably lighter draft of

water than formerly, a result which is likely to be of incalculable be-

nefit in the navigation of the shallow rivers of Africa and India. It

will be remembered that Dr. Livingstone took out a small steam yacht
the plates for which were formed of the patent homogeneous metal,

manufactured by Messrs. Shortridge, Howell, and Jessop, of Sheflield.

The advantage claimed for the Riepe steel is that, while possessing

equal strength and adaptability for the purposes of ship-building, it

can be more economically produced. Indeed, it is said that the process

of manufacture is so simple, and the cost so little in excess of that of
ordinary iron, that, by the saving of weight in the material, as com-
pared Avith iron of equal strength, it Avill become absolutely cheaper.

AprojJos, of the strength of the steel, we may state that recent experi-

ments, made by Mr. Clay in testing, at the Liverpool Corporation

chain-proving machine, some samples of steel bars manufactured at

* From the London Mechanics' Magazine, July, 1858. \ See page 2V7.
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tbe Mersey Works, showed that their average tensile strength was
160,832 per square inch, while the strength of Russian iron is only
62,044; of English rolled iron, 56,532; Lowmoor, 56,103; American
hammered, 53,913; of tempered cast steel, 150,000, kc.

Church of St. Isaac, at St. Petersburg.*

The consecration of the Church of St. Isaac, at St. Petersburg, took

place on the 10th of June. It was performed with all the Imperial os-

tentation and military pomp usual on such occasions. The pageants

and processions were grand; and good seats, at a window favorably

situated, were paid for as high as 150 silver roubles each. " Mixing
with the thousands who wonder at the splendor of this gorgeous tem-

ple, our eyes," says a correspondent, "are dazzled with the profusion

of barbaric pearl and gold they meet at every glance. "We see no wood,
except in the doors; all the rest is granite, Carrara marble, iron, por-

phyry, malachite, alabaster, lapis lazuli, bronze, silver, and gold. Even
the lightning conductors are of platinum. The five crosses, as well as

the cupola of the building, are guilt with a mass of 274 pounds of gold,

and are seen glittering at a distance of 40 wersts from St. Petersburg.

One of the bells weighs 75,000 pounds. 112 granite columns, with

Corinthian capitals, surround the building. They are each 56 feet high,

and 7 feet in diameter at the base. Each is considered to be of a value

of XI 800 English money. The cost of the whole magnificent building

is reckoned—though this is probably a gross exaggeration—at £13,-
500,000. The interior,—comprising a space of 60,000 square feet, and
taken up neither by scats nor by organs (in the place of the organ
there is a choir of 1000 men's voices),—is very imposing. The St.

, Isaac's Church has been thirty-nine years building. The aged, but still

very active architect, M. Montferrat(who, at the consecration, followed

in the Emperor's procession), has received a present of 40,000 silver

rubles, besides a pension of 5000 silver rubles annually, wliich will also

be j)aid to liis widow, a picture of the Cathedral worked in gold and
set with diamonds, and, lastly, the rank of a real Counsellor of State.

For the Journal of tho Frauklm Institute.

Atlantic Telegraph.

The subjoined Memorial was presented to Congress, as stated in its

heading, ui)on the 2'Jth of January, 1849. It contains the first de-

veloped plan ever promulgated for a telegraphic comnmnication across

the Atlantic Ocean. Horatio Ilubbell, a citizen of Pliiladelphia, was
its original ]>rojector and author of the meni(U"ial ; he was joined by
Col. John 11. Sherburne in bringing it before Congress and the puldic.

The Memorial speaks for itself—the existence of a table land or

plateau is there distinctly announced—and it is there first designated
* >'rom the LonOL AtbcnacuBi, July, 1858.
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as the spot for laying down the telegraphic connexion, as it has since

been carried out, &c. The soundings and surveys of Lieut. Bcrryman,

in the summer of 1853, more than four years after the Memorial had

been published, fully corroborates its positions. A report upon the

soundings of Berryman, and others, was made by Lieut. Maury, under

date of 22d of February, 1854. But no personal survey Avas made by
the latter.

The following memorial was presented to the Senate of the United

States by the Vice-President, the Hon. George M. Dallas, at the

Session of 1849, (XXXth Congress,) and to the House of Representa-

tives by the Hon. Joseph R. Ingersoll. In the Senate it was referred

to the Committee on Commerce. In the House to the Committee on

Kaval Affairs. See Senate Journals for the second Session of the Thir-

tieth Congress, page 157, Monday, January 29, 1849. Also, the Jour-

nal of the House of Representatives, second Session of the Thirtieth

Congress, page 337.

[Certified copy of the Memorial presented to the Senate.]

Memorial.

To the Honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States, in Congress assembled

:

—
The memorial of Horatio Hubbell and John Henry Sherburne, re-

spectfully sets forth :

—

That they are desirous of establishing a telegraphic communication

between this Continent and Europe. Believing this to be practicable,

from many substantial reasons, they ask your honorable bodies to ap-

propriate means by which this great project may be successfully car-

ried through. Your memorialists proceed to say, that from many
observations ivhich have been made, there is incontcstible evidence of the

existence of a submarine table land, extending from the Banks ofNew-
foundland across the Atlantic Ocean to the mouth of the British Chan-
nel. This is proved by the altered color of the sea water, which has a

diflferent appearance in unfathomable places from what it has in shal-

low spots. This, combined with the volcanic construction of Iceland

and the Azores, and the situation of that portion of the ocean that lies

between both these volcanic groups, has led to the conclusion that there

has been a lifting up of the bottom of the sea, through the agency of

a Plutonic power, and that the bottom thus elevated appears to be cut

through in many places by deep water channels. The appearance of

Medusae, Polypi, and other marine creatures seen upon the edge of the

discolored water strengthens this opinion. Your memorialists propose
that these suggestions should be further investigated, and that for this

purpose they be furnished with a vessel, by a resolution of your hon-
orable bodies, in order to make the necessary surveys and soundings.

They also ask, if such shall be found to exist across the Atlantic Ocean,
that they be furnished by the United States government with the ne-

cessary buoys, and the chains and anchors, in order to station the said
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buoys at the necessary distances across the ocean, in order to estab-

lish a line of communication. The distance from Cape Race, in New-
foundland, to the lieadlands of Dingle Bay, in Ireland, being about

14)00 statute miles, it -vvouhl take only three hundred and eiglity buoys,

to have a buoy anchored every five miles the whole distance; while it

is probable that a buoy at every 10 miles distance would be sufficient

—in which case one hundred and ninety buoys would be enough. To
these buoys a coated telegraphic wire would be attached, and sunk at

such distance under water as would protect it from all molestation

—

while in the intervals between the buoys, the wire, if necessary, would

be supported by cork floats attached to it.

Your memorialists think it unnecessary to enter into further details

at the present time to show, for instance, what precautions would be

adopted to prevent the chafing of the wires against the anchoring

chains; or the means of diminishing the size of tiie buoys by sustain-

ing their anchoring chains by lesser buoys or floats throughout the

whole length of the chain, &c. The chief object of your memorialists

at present being to direct the attention of Congress to this important

subject—as your memorialists are of opinion that, though no soundings

anay be found, as indicated above, yet that buoys may be anchored by
means of buckets, properly contrived and let down to a sufficient

depth, so a.s to be clear of till currents moving on the upper surface,

and supporting a column of water, while they re-acted on the water,

so as to counterbalance the drifting movement of the buoys.

And this experiment, they pray may be fully tested; which, should

it not succeed, contrary to the firm persuasion of your memorialists,

"will yet serve to elucidate several important phenomena. Your memo-
rialists advert to the fact that the British Government are now about

adopting the bold project of carrying the telegraph wire across the

Irish Channel, and it remains for our Government, by their prompt-

ness and energy, not to allow themselves to be anticipated in the glo-

rious enterprise of extending a telegraphic communication across the

ocean itself.

All of which is respectfully submitted by your memorialists,

ped,] Horatio Hubbell,
igned,] John Henry Sherburne.

True copy, Y. P. Page,

Jan. 15, 1857. Clk. in office Sec. Senate U. S.

Specification of a Patent Granted to Ewald Riepe, for certain Im-

provements in 111fining Steel.* (A communication.) December 5,

1850.

I take bars or lumps of raw or crude steel (particularly puddled steel),

and in order to the refining of them, place them in a furnace or other

heating chamber, out of the reach of any injurious action upon them
* From the London Mocbasics' M«giuino, June, 18S1.

Vol. XXXVL—Tuiud Sbuiks.—No.4.—Octoubr, 1858. 24
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Ity tlie atmos})lieric air, aiul tliere subject them for a time to a tem-

perature not exceeding the melting point of steeL I use for the pur-

pose a "welding furnace, such as is ordinarily employed in puddling

iron, only that the bed is lowered and the grate brought from two to

four feet below the level of the fire-bridge, and the ash-pit is provided

with an iron door, by which it may be entirely closed when required.

AVhen the furnace is in full heat, I place the bars or lumps of raw or

crude steel on the bed of the furnace, but at distances apart, so that

they may nowhere touch each other; and during the whole of the refin-

ing process, the fire place is kept fully charged Avith coals or other

fuel. Then, in order to exclude as much as may be the access of oxy-

gen, I carefully lute any crevices there may be, in the working door

or elsewhere, M'ith wet clay, and so regulate the draft of the furnace

by means of the ash-pit-door and flue-damper—closing them more or

less, or altogether, as may be requisite—tiat the heat shall never at-

tain to the melting point of steel. A sufficient practical test of this is

furnished by the color of the flame, which is, with this view, carefully

watched through an eye-hole in the working door. As long as it keeps

of a dull or hardly red color, the heat will not be in excess of what is

required. I usually put from 900 Bbs. to 1000 lbs. of raw or crude steel,

in bars 3 inches by 1^ inches, into a furnace of the ordinary size, and
continue the operation for about four hours. By this method of opera-

tion, carburetted hydrogen and oxide of carbon are developed in the

furnace in abundance, while the oxygen of the atmospheric air is en-

tirely prevented from acting on the steel; and the product is steel of

a very fine uniform grain.

And having now described the nature of the said invention, and in

what manner the same is to be performed, I declare that I do not re-

strict myself to the use of any particular form of furnace, nor to the

subjection of the crude or raw steel to the refining process in any par-

ticular quantities or of any particular sizes ; but that what I claim is

the refining of raw or crude steel (particularly puddled steel), by placing

it in a furnace or other heating chamber, out of the reach of any inju-

rious action upon it by the atmospheric air, and there subjecting it for

a time to a temperature not exceeding the melting point of the steel.

Specification of the Patent Granted to Charles Westendarp, Jr.,

for Preparing a Material as a Substitute for Ivory, which he p)ro-

poses calling ^^Artificial Ivory."*—Dated December 9, 1857.

My invention consists in manufacturing a material or materials which
shall be made to imitate ivory, bone, horn, coral, or other similar sub-

stances, natural or artificial, and which may be used in preference to

ivory and other such like substances, on account of cheapness and
adaptability, as the same materials may be moulded or turned to the

various forms or patterns they may be desired to take, and may be ap-
* From the London Repertory of Patent Inventions, No. 776.
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plied (amongst other.s) to the following purposes, viz:—For billiard

balls, door and other knobs, finger-plates, piano-forte keys, rulers, pa-

per knives, knife and other handles, whip, stick, and other mounts,

and in imitation or as a substitute for carved wood, enamelled china,

precious stone works, and a variety of fancy, ornamental, and decora-

tive work, such as figures, pilasters, mosaic pavements, panels, and

other similar purposes, for Avhich ivory, bone, coral, or such like arti-

cles are generally used, and, in order to explain my invention as com-

pletely as possible, I now proceed to describe the best means I am
acquainted with for carrying the same into practical efiect.

I take any certain quantity of small particles of ivory, bone, wood,

glass, cotton, wool, or other similar articles, either in a coarse or fine

powder, or in shavings, according to the imitation which is intended,

and combine them or any of them, or any one of them, or all of them,

or as many of them as I may see fit, according to the purpose required,

with gums or other resinous materials, such as gum dauunar, gum copal,

resin, gum shellac, gum sandrac, Avax, or other glutinous or resinous

materials, also using which of the said gums I may see fit for the pur-

pose the material is required for, either the whole of the said gums,

or part, or any of them ; these ingredients I combine by pressure or

heat, or both, or with spirit, oils, or any similar vehicle or solvent,

forming a mixture of the whole, or any of them, by mollifying, dissolv-

ing, or compressing the said small particles, with the said glutinous or

resinous materials, thereby producing a substance of an ivory or wood-

like appearance, which may be colored, dyed, or stained, during the

process of manufacture or afterwards.

By the combination of the articles aforesaid, a paste will be obtain-

ed, which may be immediately moulded, and become solidified in a short

space of time by means of heat or pressure, or both, or it may be so

iiianufactured as to remain in a pasty condition for a considerable time,

in order to allow it to be carried to any distance, or worked into any
form, for instance, such as decorating in buildings, for mouldings,

scrolls, or similar ornamental work ; the hardening or drying materials

being added at pleasure, according to the requirements of the work
which is being performed.

The application of the material called "artificial ivory," may be very

various besides those already named, as it is capable of being made to

resemble sculptured articles, by means of dies or cliasing, or it may be

turned, carved, sawn, and polished, like ivory, bone, or other similar

substances. In giving a precise description of the manufacture of the

artificial ivory, 1 consider it will be sullicient to ex])lain the method of

making white billiard balls, as the various articles admit of such trilling

variations that every one skilled in any handicraft can easily reproduce

them. For example, I soak ivory dust, say five ounces, and a white

color, say white lead or zinc white, three ounces, in a solution of eight

ouiu;es of white shellac or copal in sixteen ounces of spirit of wine.

After the whole is well mixed, which is best done at a temperature a

little below or above the boiling point of water, the alcohol is partially

or wholly evaporated, and the stiff paste or dry powder pressed into a
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solid mass in a pair of dies or mould, whicli have been previously heat-

ed to about 230 to 280 degrees Fahrenheit ; after being so solidified,

they are worked round and polished like the ordinary ivory balls. The
same purpose is eifected by reducing eight ounces of white shellac,

three ounces of white color prepared of bismuth, lead, or zinc, with five

ounces of ivory dust, bone dust, or any other suitable matter, into a fine

powder, and by mixing this powder in passing it between heated metal

rollers repeatedly, at about 230 to 280 degrees Fahrenheit ; by this

process a soft homogeneous mass is obtained, which can easily be

moulded into any desired shape, and forms, Avhen cold and hard, a very

ivory-like material. Instead of using ivory dust, steamed and finely

powdered bones, porcelain, cotton, and various finely powdered mate-

rials may be employed, and the colors may be varied according to the

tint or shade required ; the ivory or other dust may be dyed similar to

cotton cloth. Gum dammar, copal, mastic, (and if great elasticity is

required, bleached india rubber or gutta percha,) answer the purpose

very well, either with or without shellac; bees-wax, camphor, and tur-

pentine, are good for some of the purposes, and, according to the in-

gredients used, it will be perceived that the preparation must undergo
various modifications, during the process of manufacture.

Experiments to determine the Strength of some Alloys of Ni'cJcel and

Iron, similar in Composition to Meteoric Iron. "^ By W. Fairbairn,

F.R.S., ETC.

The object of the experiments in this paper was to ascertain whether
an infusion of nickel, in a given proportion, would increase the tenacity

of cast iron, as originally imagined from the analysis of meteoric iron,

found to contain 2| "^ cent, of nickel. Contrary to expectation, the

cast iron when mixed with the precise quantity of nickel, indicated by
the analysis of meteoric iron, lost considerably in point of strength

instead of gaining by it. Hopes were entertained that increased tough-

ness and ductility would be the result of the mixture ; but the experi-

ments which follow clearly show that there is a diminution in place of

an increase of strength.

From the first class of experiments recorded in the paper, it appears

that the nickel was prepared from the ore, and melted in the crucible,

as follows :

—

30 lbs. of roasted ore.

5 Ubs. of pure sand.

2 lbs. of charcoal.

2 ft)s. of lime.

These were kept six hours in the furnace, and, after being separated

from the slag, the metal Avas cooled and remelted with half a pound
of roasted ore and a quarter of a pound of pure bottle glass; about

* From the London Repertory of Patent Inventions, No. 776.
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25 1^ cent, of nickel was obtained. 2^ "^ cent, of this was fused with

Ehienavon No. 3 pig iron, and run into ingots or bars, whicli were

then subjected to experiment as follows :

—

Results derived from one inch square bars, subjected to a transverse strain twofeet
three inches between the supports.

Description of Iron.

Breaking
weisjlit

in pounds

CB.;

Ultimate

(leflpction

in inches.

(D.)

Power of

resisting

impat-l.

(BxA.;

Comparative
strength,

Blarnavon
representing

1000. 1

Exp. I. Bar D. Pure Blaeiiavon, No. 3
" I[. " C. Bl-dcnavon.No. 3Nickcl
"111. " B. Pure (;ast Iron, No. 1

"IV. " A. Cast Iron, No. I Nickel
" V. " E. Pontypool, pure No. I

1131

875
861
637
798

•75

•58

•47

•43

-36

848-2

507-5

404-7

276-4

292-1

1000
773
761

563
705

Mean, ... 860 •52 4658 760-2
j

From the above there appears to be a loss of 22 to 2G 1^ cent, as

compared with the Blaenavon No. 3 iron ; and in the next series of

experiments made upon similar mixtures, but with perfectly pure nickel,

the same indications of loss are apparent, but not to the same extent

as in the preceding, as may be seen from the following results:

—

Taking the mean of these experiments, it will be observed tliat tho

loss of strength is not so great as iu the former, it being about IT "<^

cent., or as 100 : 83. In tlie dellections and the power to resist impact,

they are, however, inferior to those first experimented upon, as may
be seen by the numbers, in the ratio of 405 : 280. This in some degree

neutralizes the measure of strength, by a proportionate diminution of

elasticity of the bars emj)loyed in the last experiments.

At the commencement of the paper, the autlior stated that the ex-

periments were undertaken for tlio purpose of ascertaining how far,

and to what extent, an admixture of nickel would improve cast iron

;

and that that improvement had reference, independent of other objects,

to increased tenacity in the metal employed for tho casting of mortars

and heavy ordnance.

24«
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During the last two years innumerable tests and experiments Lave

been made for that purpose Avith more or less success ; but the ultimate

result appeared to be, in the opinion of the author and others, that for

the casting, or rather the construction, of heavy artillery, there is no
metal so well calculated to resist the action of gunpowder as a per-

fectly homogeneous mass of the best and 'purest cast iron when freed

from sulphur and phosphorus.

In the discussion which followed the reading of the paper, Mr. Cal-

vert said that it was highly probable that nickel caused the increased

brittleness of cast iron, just as carbon, phosphorus, and sulphur, Init

that the result with malleable iron might probably be very different

;

and, as meteoric iron is malleable, the trial could only be complete

when soft iron and nickel were united ; nevertheless, these experiments,

as far as cast iron is concerned, were decidedly new and of great value.

Proceedings Manchester Societj-.

Meteors of lOf/i of August.

Mr. Benj. V. Marsh informs us, that on the evening of the 10th of

August, of this year, he saw from 30 to 40 meteors between 9 and lOJ
o'clock, although not observing constantly. Fully nine-tenths of them,

including all the large ones, were referable to a radiant situated ap-

proximately in R. A. 47° 30', Decl. 58° N. ; that is, near the stars

B and C of the constellation Camelopard.

New Material for Moulds, ^c.*

It is proposed to introduce a vast improvement in the casting of

metals, by substituting compressed carbon for the sand or clay usually

employed. The advantage to be derived is, that the same mould may
be used over and over again without injuring the smooth surface of the

cast material. The carbon to be employed, which is manufactured un-

der a patent recently granted to Mr. Biihring, is comparatively pure,

and can be moulded into any shape and form required. The same ma-
terial has been successfully applied to the manufacture of crucibles,

and these crucibles are by many considered superior to any others.

Another purpose to which the compressed carbon is applicable is the

manufacture of battery plates ; and it is anticipated that electric tele-

graph companies would effect a vast saving in the cost of their batte-

ries, by employing carbon in connexion with iron, instead of the zinc

and copper plates now used. The development of Mr. Biihring's pa-

tent is entrusted to a public company, registered under the Limited

Liability Act, and called the Moulded Cai-bon Company. The new
material will, no doubt, be used in many cases in which carbon in any
other form was valueless, or so difficult to apply that it could not be
advantageously employed.

* from the London Mining Journal, No. 1199.
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Trial Trip of the Steamer Scstos.

The new iron steamer " Sestos,'' built by Mr. Harrison Loring, at

the ''City Point "Works," Soutli Boston, yesterday made her trial trip

down the harljor. About a hundred and fifty ^^entlemen, including

many members of the City Government, composed the excursion party.

Tiie iSestos is an iron screw steamer, of about 500 tons burthen, built

for the Americans and a native house in Calcutta, for the purpose of
carrying passengers and towing large ships up the Hoogly river. She
is to be connnanded by Capt. F. A. Sampson, who is a part owner, and
has supervised her construction throughout. The following is a state-

ment of her dimensions, thickness of iron, &c. :

—

•

Length of keel, . . . 135 feet.

*' on deck, . . 150 "

Breadth of l)e;im, . . 26 "

Deplli of hold, . . 14 "

Keel of forced iron, 7 feet by 2^ feet.

Friuncs 3J by 3j} inch; anarle iron, spaced 12 inches apart.

Floors of plate iron, 14 inches tleep.

Garboard strake, 9-lti inch thick.

Bottom for two strakes, ^-incii.

To above turn of bilge, 7-16 inrh.

Kcniainder to wale strake, J -inch.

Wale strake, 7-16 inch.

The steamer is divided into three water-tight compartments, by bulk-

heads, one abaft the engines, one forward of the boilers, and one for-

ward of the coal bunkers, all braced with double angle iron. The deck
beams arc of iron six inches deep. The two engines which operate the

steamer are oscillating in their movement ; diameter of cylinder 38 ins.;

stroke of piston 32 inches. The boilers are "Martin's Patent Vertical

Tubular boilens." The ordinary working horse power is 550; but that

can be considerably increased. Thirty-three pounds of steam is the

amount allowed by the certificate, but several jtounds more can be car-

ried with perfect safety. Upon ocean voyages the steamer will go un-

der sail, having three masts, stjuare-rigged at the fore, and schooner-

rigged at the main and mizzen masts. All the standing rigging is of

coiled wire. In matters of external finish, more regard has been paid

to strength and durability than to l)eauty (»f aj)jH'arance,yet the steamer
wears a very trim and handsome h)()k. Her cabin is fitted up elegantly.

Mr. Loring has forged the iron, framed the wood Avork, put all the

materials together, and completed a whole steamship at his own estab-

lishment, a fact which cannot be recorded of many men, however ex-

tensive their facilities. And all agree that the work has all been well

done.

The trip was in every way satisfactory. The steamer, even in the

roughest water, bore herself well, and her machinery performed its

work smoothly and thoroughly, scarcely moving the ship at all, it being
remarked by all, that there was no ))erceptible noise or jar—hardly
more than would be experienced in a sailing vessel. The arrangements
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for the occasion were complete, and the party were much pleased, the

storm and rough weather being rather agreeable than otherwise.

The following is the record of the steamer's performance onthedoAvn-

ward trip, under less than 24 pounds of steam, the propeller making
an average of 35 revolutions per minute, and against a strong east wind

and heavy sea :

—

h. m.

Passed Grand Junction wharf, . . 12 59
" Fort George, • . . 112
" Long Island Light, . . . 1 32
" Nix's Mate, . . . ' I 35
«« Fort Warren, . . . 1 44
" Outer Light, . . . 1 58

On the inward trip, the pressure of steam was from 24 to 27 pounds,

and the propeller made from 40 to 53 revolutions per minute, but there

was a heavy sea and strong ebb tide.

h. m.

Passed Outer Light, . . . 4 06
" Fort Warren, . . . 4 15
" Long Island Light, . . .4 24^
" Fort George, . . . 4 46
" Grand Junction Wharf, . . 4 59

Thus nine miles were made against a 2J knot tide in 53 minutes.

The " Sestos " Avill make a tAvo days' trip in the course of the pre-

sent week, with afour-bladed propeller; the one used yesterday having

but three blades. Next week she will leave for Calcutta.

ConsumjJtion of SmoTce.*

A short time since, the owners of steam-tugs plying upon the Tyne,

to the number of 150, received notice from the Inspector of Nuisances,

of Newcastle-on-Tyne, under pain of being proceeded against for pen-

alties under a local Act, to consume the smoke emitted by their boats,

which at all times (but more especially on the occasion of busy sea-

tides, when from 100 to 200 vessels have to be towed out at a tide,)

issued from the funnels of the steam-tugs in thick volumes of the black-

est density. The tug owners thereupon consulted Mr. Armstrong,

engineer, of Elswick, and, by his advice, enlisted the services of Dr.

Richardson and Mr. Reed, of Newcastle, under Avhose superintendence

experiments have for some time past been carried on, at ElsAvick,near

NcAvcastle, to prove the practicability of consuming the smoke produced

by the coal raised from the great coal-fields of Northumberland and
Durham.

It was arranged that one of the steam tugs should be placed at the

disposal of Dr. Richardson and Mr. Reed, for the purpose of making
such alterations in the furnaces as they considered Avould effect the de-

sired object, and in order that, in case of success, the other steam-tugs

might be altered in a like manner. The Expert steam-tug, belonging
*From the Lond. Civ. Eng. and Arch. Journ., Sept., 1868.
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to Mr. "\Vm. Melbourn, of North Shields, was offered for the purpose,
and a series of experiments were made upon tlie furnaces, the pLm
adopted being very simple, consisting of a proper admission of air into

the furnace, which, combined with careful stoking, was expected to

consume the smoke. After certain alterations were effected, the tug

was taken to sea, with a party of steam-tug owners, and their solicitor,

Mr. Kewney, and the inspector of nuisances, on board. It was found

that the improvement effected was very great, upwards of 75 percent,

of the smoke being consumed, and the remainder beinji of a character

far less offensive, being thin and light colored. The inspector consid-

ered that the result was very satisfactory.

Dr. Richardson and Mr. Reed were determined, however, to effect

a perfect consumption of smoke, if possible ; and made further altera-

tions. On the 5th ult. tlic Expert proceeded to sea, on a voyage from
Newcastle to Warkworth, a distance of 30 miles, having on board Mr.
Miller and Mr. Taplin, government engineers (sent from Woolwich and
Portsmouth to test the experiments going on at Elswick to consume
the smoke, with a view to re-introduce the Northern coal into the

naval yards) ; and also Dr. Richardson and Mr. Reed, and a party of

steamboat owners and their solicitor. It was found that the alterations,

which were of a simple character and comparatively inexpensive, en-

tirely effected the consumption of the smoke, there being none what-

ever visible throughout the voyage out or home, except when Mr. Reed,

in order to exemplify the efficiency of the system, stopped the admis^

sion of the air, and allowed the production of the smoke at pleasure,

or the entire consumption, as he thought fit.

The other steam-tugs in the association, and the steam-ferries on the

Tyne, will be fitted up with the apparatus forthwith, and it is antici-

pated that a great nuisance to the river and harbor towns of the Tyne,

occasioned every sea-tide by a black fall of smoke hanging over them,

and sometimes entirely obscuring the view of the sea, will be entirely

removed.

On the Influence of Pressure on Chemical Affiniti/.* By Dr.

LoTHAR Meyer.

In the twelfth volume of Poggcndorff s Annalen, there is a note by
Babinet which contains the proposal to use, as a measure of chemical

affinity, the pressure which a gas generated by chemical decomposition

must attain in order that the decomposition may cease. The author

states that for zinc and sulphuric acid the limit is reached when for 0° C,

the pressure of the liberated hydrogen amounts to thirteen atmospheres;

at 25° C, on the contrary, this pressure exceeds the height of thirty-

three atmospheres.

Experiments which I have made in Prof. Werther's laboratory do

not agree with these statements. With the most varied strengths of

sulphuric acid, even in the presence of large quantities of different

*From tho Loiiil. £<Un. uiid Dub. I'hil. Mug., Aug., 1S5S.
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sulphates, and by the use of citric and acetic acids, the pressure of the

hydrogen liberated by zinc far exceeds the limits given by Babinet.

The reason of this appears to lie in the fact that Babinet used copper
vessels closed by a cock, while I used sealed glass tubes.

The decomposition appears, however, to attain a limit ; at any rate

the liquid, even with excess of zinc, has still a strong acid re-action

after standing for months. But what the maximum of this pressure

may be I have not been able to determine, inasmuch as the only tubes

I could obtain which would stand the pressure were too narrow to allow

a manometer to be introduced. The greatest pressure which I observed

directly at the manometer was QQ atmospheres. The acid consisted of

one volume SPP O"*, and three volumes of H^ ; the temperature was
0° C. The tube exploded shortly after observing this pressure.—Pog-
gendorff's Annalcn, vol. civ., p. 189.

On an Experimerit in Melting and Cooling some of the Rowley Rag ."^

By W. Hawkes, Esq.

About 31 cw^t. of basalt was melted in a large double reverberatory

furnace, and after a slow cooling during thirteen days, it presented

an upper stratum of stony vesicular matter, about 1 inch thick, next

a layer of black glass, from 2 to 8 inches deep on that side of the

mass which was exposed to the air from the door of the furnace (else-

where, immediately under the vesicular layer was solid stone, inter-

spersed here and there with air-bubbles). Mr. Hawkes added some
observations relating to the results of experiments which he had made
to ascertain the temperature of melted cast iron, and of melted basalt.

Aluminium.'\

We glean a few interesting particulars respecting this curious metal,

from a work entitled L'Aluminium et les Metaux Alcalins, just pub-

lished by MM. Tissier, gentlemen whom we have several times had
occasion to notice in our accounts of the labors of the Acadamy of

Sciences, and who, in the work alluded to, have enriched the history of

that metal with many important observations of their OAvn. It had gen-

erally been stated that aluminium could resist the highest temperature

without absorbing oxygen, but we now learn that if the temperature be

raised from a white to a welding heat, aluminium will burn with great

intensity until a stratum of alumina be formed on its surface sufficiently

thick to exclude the atmosphere. As regards alloys, that made with

iron is not malleable, but will crystallize. An alloy of 100 parts of

aluminium and three of nickel is more fusible and harder than the

pure metal. Bismuth forms with aluminium, in the proportion of one

to three, an alloy which is very fusible, but also very subject to oxida-

tion when in a state of fusion. If two equivalents of aluminium and
*From the Lonrl. Edin. and Dub. Phil. Ma?.. Sept., 1S58.

f From the Loudon Mining Journal, No. 1201.
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one of oxide of lead be exposed to a white heat, a violent detonation
ensues, the crucible breaks into pieces, and even the doors of tlie fur-

nace are driven to a distance. Similar effects occur with oxide of cop-
per, or tlie sulphates of potash or soda. Aluminium is now much used
for jewehy, especially bracelets, pins, and combs ; in cabinet making,
it is excellent for inliiid work ; its lightness renders it extremely con-

venient for pencil-holders, thimbles, seals, small statues, medallions,

vases, and the like ; for spectacles, as it does not blacken the skin like

silver. But one of its most useful applications consists in using it for

reflectors of gas lamps, since it resists the effects of sulphurous emana-
tions, wliich silver and brass do not.

—

Galignanis Messenger.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE.

Proceedings of the /Stated 3IotithIg Electing, September 16, 1858.

John C. Cresson, President, in the chair.

Juhn F. Frazer, Treasurer. 1 p
I. B. Garrigues, Rec. Sec. j

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.
Donations to the Library were received from the Geographical So-

ciety, Vienna, Austria ; La Soci^te Industrielle de Mulhouse, France;
P. II. Thomson, Esq., Columbus, Tennessee; the City Council, Bos-
ton, Mass.; the Evansville Board of Trade, Indiana ; and from Charles
E. Smith, Esq., Philadelphia.

Donations to the Cabinets were received from Prof. John C. Cres-
son, Philadelphia, and Barnard Shipp, Es-q., Natchez, Mississippi.

The Periodicals received in exchange for the Journal of the Insti-

tute, were laid on the table.

The Treasurer read his statement of the receipts and payments for

the month of August.

The Board of Managers and Standing Committees reported their

minutes.

Candidates for membership in the Institute (6) were proposed, and
the candidates (5) proposeil at the last meeting were duly elected.

Mr. McWilliams exhibited his new design of an axle-boxfor railroad

cars. The improvement consists in the facility with which it can be
taken apart to renew the packing, which frequently forms into a mass
80 solid as to rc(|uire hours for its removal from the boxes. Mr. McWil-
liams' is so arranged that by takiiig out a bolt the lower part, which
forms the packing and oil reservoir, can be drawn outward, entirely

clear, so that the packing is removed without difficulty in one mass.
By elevating the car body, an opportunity is given for the removal of
the brass box upon which the axle runs, while the upper part of the
axle-box remains in its position. The inner end of the lower piece fits

into a rebate cast in the iipper piece, so that it remains in place at the
inner end, while the outer end is secured by the bolt named.
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CIVIL ENGINEERING.

A jeiv Remarks on Boiler Explosions and the Causes to which they

are Attributed. By Edward Strong.*

In theA rfizan for the month of January I endeavored, in a few words,

to brin<i; before the notice of engineers the very unsatisfactory conclu-

sions in many cases come to as to the causes of boiler explosions. Be-
ing aware that the views I hold on this subject were at variance with

those held by many engineers, I felt it necessary at first to enter very
cautiously on so important a snl)ject ; but having had my opinions on
this point corroborated by an eminent engineer—Mr. Roberts, of Man-
chester— I may venture to enter more fully into this.

We may take it as granted, that it is the wish and duty of all engineers,

when one of these unfortunate accidents occur, to use every means in

their power to trace out the true cause of the accident ; and when com-
mencing sucli an iiKjuiry, it should be thoroughly understood that in

all these cases the accident must have arisen from either a defect in

construction, or neglect of the owners or parties in charge of the boiler.

And bearing this strictly in view, I cannot see but that a satisfactory

result should be come to; and the defect or neglect ascertained would
be the information engineers require to avoid and remedy for the future.

Adopting this system, in preference to that of endeavoring to envelope

the case in mystery, we might hope to look forward to boiler explosions

being very rare, instead of every-day occurrences.

Under the head of "mysteries" may be classed two theories: the
From the London Artiziui, Au;;<i8t, 1858.
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first, the supposition of an explosion of hydrogen gas, from the decom-
position of -water, from the j)hitcs of the hoiler liaving become over-

heated ; the second, from the same cause (overlieating of the plates),

the "water having taken the spheroidical form. It will be necessary to

treat these two theories separately before entering into plain, practical

facts.

The opinion, and which I have often heard expressed by engineers,

is that the plates of a boiler (no distinction being made between those

of iron and copper) having become heated to redness from shortness of

Avater, a gas is generated as explosive as gunpowder. Now, it can only

be said, that under such circumstances, hydrogen gas, one of the in-

gredients of an explosive mixture, becomes present in the boiler ; but

in this state it is harmless, as pure hydrogen will neither ignite nor ex-

plode, and only becomes dangerous when mixed with certain propor-

tions of air or oxygen gas, neither of which should be present in boilers

working. It is therefore evident that this theory rests only on suppo-

sitions, commencing at first in doubt as to whether the very fact of the

plates being heated to redness, and thereby weakened, may not from

this cause have given way and caused the explosion ; and ending in doubt

as to whether or not the hydrogen gas could have become explosive by
an admixture of air, and how this air had become present in the boiler.

The whole of this theory should be thrown aside, as at best it can only

be shown to be the result of a prior defect, which defect is the one to

be looked for, as had it not existed the boiler plates would not have

become heated : it is the real cause of the accident. This cause can be

easily traced to a practical fault, namely—either the entire want or

improper condition of the lead plug.

But, although iron heated to redness has the property of decompos-

ing water, it must be thoroughly understood that copper has not, as

copper will not decompose w ater at any temperature ; therefore where
the boiler is constructed of this metal, or, as in the case of a locomotive,

where the fire-box is of copper and the tubes of brass, the decomposition

of water from these parts being heated is impossible, and the theory

must not be allowed to be applicable to such a case. This I saw unin-

tentionally corroborated in an article on the relative evaporating powers

of iron and brass tubes, which appeared in TJie American Railroad Jour-
nal^ from which I make the following short extract :

" Iron absorbs heat

so much more rapidly than copper that many explosions have occurred

w hich would not had copper been used ; although it is admitted, it is

too bad to praise copper for this also, that it will not let a boiler blow

up. Copper cannot be a good medium through Avhich to raise steam

and a bad one to blow up." Now, copper has been proved to be a good
medium through which to raise steam, being superior in this respect to

iron ; and its being a bad one to blow up is from the very fact that it

will not decompose water, when from a defect the metal has become
heated.

Water in the Spheroidical Form.—The supposition that boiler ex-

plosions have been caused by the water in the boiler having taken this

form arises from this. If a plate of iron is heated to the temperature
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at wUlch Avatcr boils, or to certain degrees beyond this, water bein""

then thrown upon it, evaporates in the form of steam, but if the plate

is heated considerably beyond this temperature, the result is different,

as water then thrown upon it ceases to evaporate in the form of steam,

and takes the spheroidical form, which is that of rolling on the surface

of the heated metal in gloliular forms. If this water is allowed to

remain on the metal until the temperature of it is gradually reduced
to the point when water ceases to remain in the spheroidical form, it

then rapidly evaporates in the form of steam. It is therefore said

that the plates of a boiler may have become so much overheated as to

cause the water in contact with it to take the spheroidical form, and
that the heat of the plates has afterwards become reduced to the point

where the s])lioroidical form of Avater ceases, and that then the evapora-

tion of steam becomes so great that an explosion must ensue. It is mere
supposition that an explosion should follow, never having been proved
by an experiment, and there is every reason to believe such should not
result from this, which I will endeavor to show.

Water is said to take the spheroidical form at a temperature of 340°.

Allowing this to be correct, the ordinary working pressure of locomotive

boilers is 120 lbs. : to raise steam to this pressure a temperature of 343°

is re({uired ; therefore water at this pressure must be in the splieroidical

form, and, according to this theory, whenever the pressure falls say to

110 lbs., the water ceases to be in the spheroidical form, and an explo-

sion should follow; which, I need hardly say, in practice does not take
place. ]5ut if there is any doubt in this case, we can go still further.

Engines have been worke<l with perfect safety at a pressure of 200 lbs.,

requiring a temperature of 385°. I have seen the pressure of steam in

these boilers gradually reduced to 100 ibs., without the least percepti-

ble result beyond the reduction of pressure. The pressure of steam in

a boiler has been raised to 300 tbs., and afterwards reduced, without the

least sympton of an explosion. These are facts of themselves sufficient

to prove, that attributing boiler explosions to water having been pre-

sent in the spheroidical form, is an absurd thing.

Water in boilers which are not stationary, must frequently be in the

spheroidical form, without any explosion resulting, as from their motion
it occurs that a portion of the y)late exposeil to tlie fire is left for a time

without a coveiMug of water; this portion of the ])late gets overheated,

and on the position of tiie boiler being again altered the flow of water

returns, and is brought in contact with the overheated plate. I have
never known an explosion result from this, and yet I have frequently

.seen this occur—as, for instance, a locomotive ascending a very steep

ineline, and immediately afterwards descending a steep decline. I

do not mean to say, tliat with ])roper care—keeping the water suflS-

fiently high in the boiler—this would have been; but it is well known
that drivers do often let the water fall rather too low, and that water
in the spheroidical form must freijuently be present in the boiler. But
it is evident that water being present in a boiler in this form, can never
of itself be the cause of an explosion ; and such being found, the theory

should no longer be allowed to be brought forward as a means of account-

ing; for such accidents.
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If tlicse two theories may be allowed to be finally disposed of, the

inquiry becomes a simple affair, as we have thus only to deal with me-
chanical defects, and these may be classed under three heads, which
are, firstly, insufficient strength of boiler (from whatever cause this may
have arisen, whether from weakness in original construction, or worn
so from being long in use, or from a neglected leakage, or plates in-

jured by action of fire, from either an accumulation of dirt in boilers

or insufficiency of water) ; secondly, a defective safety-valve; and lastly,

a defective lead plug. All boiler explosions may with certainty be s^iid

to be caused by one of these three defects.

Insufficient Strength of Boiler.—As regards the construction of

boilers, no rule can be laid down as applicable to all cases—so much
depends upon the pressure and quantity of steam required to be gen-

erated; but, as regards the form of boilers, one rule may safely be

applied to all—that is, to adhere as closely as practicable to the circu-

lar form in all the parts. With the large flat surfaces, weakness may
be said to commence, for however well these parts may apparently be

stayed, they are in nearly all cases the weakest part of the boiler, and

the most likely to become deranged—the strain on the stays is always

more or less unequal. Where the pressure of steam is high, and the

quantity required to be generated great, it is always safer to increase

the number of the boilers, rather than to increase their dimensions be-

yond certain limits. Of the strength of boilers, engineers should not

be satisfied by only having ascertained, by their calculations, that the

boiler they have constructed is of amply sufficient sti'ength for"what is

required of it, when it thus leaves their hands new; but they should

satisfy themselves that there is an excess of strength sufficient to com-

pensate for the wear of the plates during the number of years boilers

are in general considered workable. But even allowing that the calcu-

lations in all points have been correctly made, this is not of itself suf-

ficient to insure strength, as flaws may exist in the metal which the most

practised eye cannot detect, making all calculations valueless. The only

means to insure against these defects is, testing the strength of the

boiler by hydraulic pressure to at least double the pressure it is intended

to be worked at. But for this to be an effectual safeguard against ex-

plosions from weakness of boiler, it is necessary that this testing be

renewed periodically—say annually—which can very easily be done.

One of the most common causes from which boilers become weakened

is a neglected leakage ; it may often be seen how a plate originally fths

inch thick is rapidly reduced to |th inch, by the corroding action of

the water escaping from the faulty part. A leaky boiler may also be

said to be an encouragement to the party in charge of it to allow an

accumulation of dirt in the inside of it, as he finds the leakage less

troublesome when the boiler is in this state, and thus the injury to the

boiler increases, as where the dirt is, the water cannot be in contact

with the plate, and then the action of the fire upon it is very injurious.

This also greatly affects the steaming powers of the boiler, the dirt

always being a bad conductor of heat. The parties in charge of boilers

should be made to understand the great danger which ensues from a
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leakage, however small, being allowed to continue, and also the neces-

sity of keeping tlie plates of the boiler as clean as possible.

JJeft'ctive Safety-valve.—It is absolutely necessary that every boiler

should be fitted with a safety-valve; on no account should one safety-

valve be allowed to act for two boilers, or, as is sometimes the case,

for four or five; in all these cases each boiler is fitted with a stop-cock,

which lias the power of closing all communication between the boiler

and safety-valve. It is therefore possible that, either from accident or

neglect, this cock may be closed in one of the boilers in which steam

is being generated; an explosion would then be inevitable. The danger

of this system of construction is so plain to every one, that it may be

supposed to be sufficient for its own reniedy; yet it is not so, as this

system is extensively in use; and wh;it appears still more strange is,

that even in the Government service it is adopted, or, perhaps more
properly speaking, allowed. On the necessity of every boiler having a

separate safety-valve, I wouhl go still further, and say, each should be

fitted with two, as in a locomotive. It is possible that one valve may
become locked, but it is almost impossible that two can be so at the

same time. I will not attempt to give an opinion as to which is the

best arrangement of safety-valve to adopt, there arc so man}^ different

plans, but those whicii are the most simple should be preferred, being

less liable to become deranged. Explosions are frequently caused by
safety-valves having become locked through a defect; these defects are

various, although all k'ading to the same results. What would assist

in preventing this would be making all the working joints of brass,

which would not thus become corroded by the action of the steam. At
present, the lever and Morking joints are of iron; they become so cor-

roded by the continued action of the steam, that considerable force is

often required to work them. It may be said that a brass lever would
not be of sufficient strength, but this objection might be avoided by
alloAving the lever still to be of iron, and at the working joints to face

and bush it with brass.

Safety-valves often become locked, although in perfect working order

themselves, from a defective arrangement of the spring balance ; this

is an error which is unfortunately very common. If we take an ordi-

nary spring balance, constructed, say to work at a pressure up to 120

pounds, in screwing it down to this pressure it will be seen that the

index finger is brought within ]^i\\ of an inch of the guard at bottom

of balance ; this, with the ordinary arrangement of lever, gives only

^gth of an inch for the valve to rise; and even this is not its most dan-

gerous feature, as if the connecting rod to which the balance is attached

is not adjusted with the greatest exactitude, but left \i\\ of an inch too

short, on the nut of balance being scrcM'ecl home the iiulex finger rests

on the guard of balance; thus the safety-valve becomes effectually

locked. I have known lives lost from an exjjiosion which I could only

attribute to this, which might be thougiit trilling defect. The index

finger should always be at least one inch clear of the bottom guard of

balance, after the nut is screwed home.

One of the safety-valves of a boiler should always be within easy

S5»
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reach of the person in charge, so tliat he may frequently try if the

valve is working freely.

Defective Lead I^lug.—To this cause should be attributed all boiler

explosions from overheated plates. The safety of the boiler depends

as much upon the lead plug being in proper condition, as upon the state

of the safety-valve. Men may neglect their duty and allow the water

to fall too low, but when the boiler is fitted with a proper lead plug,

the most serious result which can follow this neglect is the fire being

extinguished. A lead plug to be in proper condition should be renewed
monthly, and of sufficient size, not less than one inch; where they are

thus used, the overheating of a boiler from scarcity of water is a matter

of impossibility. But notwithstanding this, the lead plug has got into

disrepute, not from any defect of its own, but from neglect or ignorance

of those whose duty it should have been to have seen it kept in proper

condition. The result of this is, that a number of boilers are now not

fitted with lead plugs, or else where they are fitted in at first, they are

afterwards so much neglected as to be perfectly useless when their safe

action is required. The proper use of the lead plug should be insisted

upon as one of the greatest means of safety.

The means to be adopted for preventing boiler explosions may be
summed up in these few words : the strength of the boiler to be annu-

ally tested by hydraulic pressure to double its working pressure ; a

leakage, however small, to be at once stopped ; the boiler kept clean

;

the boiler to be fitted with two safety-valves, and a led plug kept in

proper condition. Where these directions are strictly attended to, a
boiler explosion may be said to be an impossibility.

On the Navigation of Canals hy Screto Steamers."^

By Neil Robson, C. E.

Paper read at the Institution of Engineers in Scotland.

It is not the object of this paper to go into any lengthened history

of the various modes of haulage that have been tried on canals in gen-

eral, but rather to collect and make known to the members of the

Institution some facts connected with recent successful attempts to

introduce screw propulsion on the Forth and Clyde Canal, with which

the author is best acquainted, and which, as is well-known, is one of

that principal arteries of inland navigation in Scotland. And by so do-

ing, to direct the minds of the ingenious mechanical engineers of which

the society is composed to the great importance of the subject, and to

elicit opinions as to its farther development, with a view to improve

the mechanical details and arrangements of the power employed.

But whilst this is the chief object of the author in bringing the sub-

ject before the Institution, he will venture to digress so far as to intro-

duce a few preliminary observations on inland navigation in general,

and will briefly notice a few of the English canals on which this new
mode of haulage has been tried and is now in use. The several experi-

* From the London Civ. Eng. and Arch Jour., Septmber, 1858.
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mental attempts which liave been made to introduce other modes of

haulage on the Forth and Clyde Canal will then be given somewhat in

detail, and the paper will be brought to a close by a description of the

system now being introduced on that canal; reference being made to

drawings illustrative of the boat Tliomas and her engine, with which

the first really successful experiment was made, under the canal com-

pany's more immediate control, with the advice an<l under the superin-

tendence of their officers. In the concluding remarks the author will

contrast the expense of horse and steam haulage, as brought out by
the results so far as they have gone.

It cannot be denied that since the introduction of railways, canals,

which prior to that event formed the principal mode of conveyance for

a very large proportion of the goods and mineral traffic of the country,

have been thrown into the shade ; and that the attention of practical

men has been more devoted to the development of raihvay traffic, not

only as regards the mechanical appliances for its transit, but also as

regards the acquisition and carrying of large quantities of merchan-

dise and minerals, than to the improvement of the more ancient mode
of conveyance.

Tiiere is no good reason however why this should be so ; for although

in some cases canals may be the avowed rivals of railways, in others,

they are or might be made the means of feeding their traffic, or of

relieving them of a portion of the heavy merchandise and mineral traffic

which railways cannot always carry with advantage to themselves. It

does not follow that because a railway may be carrying a large amount
of tonnage it is doing so profitably ; on the contrary, it is to be feared

that in many cases, if the cost were fairly set against revenue, the

result would be found quite the reverse; the rates obtained being inade-

quate to meet the greater wear and tear of the iron road, as com]>ared

with the water-way, and the many sources of expense to which railway

plant is subjected. For passengers and for light and perishable goods,

and for goods re^iuiring (|uick despatch, canals never can or ought to

compete with railways ; but for bulky and heavy goods and minerals,

the author is convinced that they can and will maintain their ground,

provided their managers keep pace with the improvements and require-

ments of the day.

In Great Britain and Ireland, the total length of canal and inland

navigation is about 4000 miles; and it is estimated there has been ex-

pende<l in the construction and improvement thereof at least .£00,000,-

000 sterling. These figures of themselves sufficiently demonstrate the

importance, in a national point of view, of this great interest.

For the most part, canals carry on toll ; that is to say, they are open
to any trader, however small, who chooses to send his own boat with

horses to tow it, on paynient of the fixed rate of toll; and in this re-

Bpcet they are similar to turnpike roads. In a few instances canal com-
panies act as carriers on tbeir own account, but it is (|uestionabk' how
far they do wisely in this. It consists with the author's knowledge that

the Forth and Clyde Company, who ceased altogetiier to be carriers

about five years ago, except to a very small extent, have made more
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money by falling back on their simple province of keeping tlie canal

in repair, and acting as recipients of toll.

It appears that the first attempt to propel boats by the screw on the

English canals was made about twenty years ago between London and
Manchester ; but from the number of locks, there being about one to

every mile, and from the narrowness and want of depth of the canals

which compose that route, it was not so successful as to lead to any
practical result at the time. Within the last three or four years, navi-

gation by screw boats has been introduced on the Aire and Calder

navigation, on the Leeds and Liverpool Canal, and on several others in

that country; and so far with success. The best practical results as

regards speed and economy of working is obtained on those canals of

which the depth is not less than 6 feet ; breadth at Avater level 50 feet,

and at bottom about 35 feet ; but as the majority are of less size, it is

to be hoped that the time will come when screw propulsion may be ap-

plied with advantage on our shallowest and narrowest canals ; and to

that end, the bringing of the subject to the notice of such meetings as

this will no doubt tend.

The first attempt to move a vessel by steam on the Forth and Clyde

Canal was made about the beginning of the present century, and it

appears that Mr. Symington was connected with the fitting up of the

boat. This boat was propelled by two paddle wheels close together at

the stern, with the driving cranks between them. It ran for some little

time ; but its chief merit was considered to lie in its being an ice breaker,

for which it answered admirably. Although the records of the canal

do not mention the fact, there can be little doubt that this was the

Charlotte Dundas, constructed by Symington in 1802, and with which

he made one of his first essays in steam navigation.

In 1828, the Cyclops, a boat for carrying passengers, was fitted up
as a steamer with paddle-wheels at the stern. She was 64 feet long,

16 feet broad, and 6 feet deep ; carried about 40 tons of goods, and

went about 3i^ miles per hour on the canal, and about 6 miles on the

Firth of Forth.

In 1831, the 3Ianchester steamer was built, propelled likewise by one

wheel at the stern. She carried from 50 to 60 tons of goods, and steam-

ed about 4| miles on the canal, and 7 miles on the Firth.

The Lord Dundas was also built in 1831 as a passenger boat. She

had two paddle-wheels, one on each side of the stern, and steamed

about 1^ miles an hour on the canal.

All these boats ceased to be used on account of the cost of working

being greater than horse haulage, and from constant failures in the

machinery.

It was proposed at one time, and actually tried, to haul vessels on

the canal by laying a chain along the bottom, to be acted upon by a

pulley in the boat ; the pulley being worked either by hand or steam

power.

Another experiment was the laying down a line of railway on the

towing path, on which a locomotive engine ran and hauled boats behind

her ; a previous trial for hauling them by a locomotive for common
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roads running on the towing path having signally failed, as might rea-

sonably have been expected.

In 1844, a Mr, Kibble patented a paddle-wheel composed of a num-
ber of float-boards fastened on an endless cliain working round two
drums. It was thought that this mode of propulsion was well adapted
for canals, and a boat fitted Avith a paddle of this description on each
side was tried, but given up on account of the expense.

The late Mr. Smith of Deanston liad a plan which he intended for

the small canals in the West Indian Islands, of having a wheel passing

through and projecting below the bottom of the boat, so as to run on

the bottom of the canal and thus haul the boat. This plan was tried

on a reach of this canal about ten years ago, but did not answer.

In addition to these, the author understands that several attempts

were made to introduce steam on the Union and Monkland Canals,

which communicate witli tlic Forth and Clyde Canal, but are of less

depth and width. In 184G, a steamer with double screws was tried on
the Union. In 1845, a steam-tug built by Mr. Wm. Napier, Jr., was
tried on the Monkland Canal.

From some cause or other it appears that all these attempts, not only

on the Forth and Clvde but on other canals running into it, were more
or less failures ; and that it is only within the last two years that any-

thing like a systematic carrying out of steam propulsion has been ac-

complished. The available depth of water on this canal is about 8 ft.

6 ins. ; average width at water surface 60 feet ; and at bottom from 30
to 40 feet. Its length is 39 miles, and there are 40 locks, the dimen-

sions of which are—lengtli, 70 feet; width, 20 feet; and least depth on
sill, 9 ft. 4 ins. The Monkland Canal, now amalgamated with it, is 12
miles long, but its available depth is only a])Out half that of the Forth
and Clyde ; width at water surface, 40 to 50 feet ; and at bottom, 25
to 30 feet ; length of lock, 70 feet ; width, 13 ft. G ins. The total mer-

chandise and minerals conveyed on the main canal and its Monkland
branch, is upwards of two millions of tons per annum.
At present there are five screw steamers, belonging to different tra-

ders, daily at work on the main line, and one belonging to the canal

company, who are also fitting up another with screw machinery to serve

as an ice-breaker, and have drawings in progress for engines to be fit-

ted to a canal and sea-going steamer.

The ligliter Thoman^ to which this paper more particularly refers,

"was not originally built for being fitted with tiie screw, nor is she of a

class adapted for going out into the Firth, but nevertheless she may
be taken as a fair sample of a largC class of lighters in use on the ca-

nal. She is (J6 feet long; 1(3-^ feet broad; draws about (5.^ feet of water;

and carries from 70 to 80 tons of cargo. The screw lighters belonging

to the traders are larger, and are fitted to navigate the Firths of Clyde
and Forth as well as the canal, and to carry from 100 to 120 tons of

cargo.

The engine and boiler of tlie Thomas are placed in the stern, behind

the bulkhead, which partitions off the stern portion to the same extent

as the stern portion of the other lighters of the class which is used
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for horse haulage ; and this space, small though it is, is found amply
sufficient for the boiler, engine, and coal bunker, with room for attend-

ing the engine and stoking the boiler. The weight of the engine, boiler,

and propeller, including 13 cwt. of water, does not exceed 3 tons. The
dimensions of the boiler and engine are as follows, viz :

—

Inside diameter of body of boiler, 3 feet ; and swelled to 3 feet 5
inches at surface water line. Height of boiler fro^m fire-bars to crown,
7 feet 3 inches. The boiler is furnished with 54 brass tubes of the aver-

age length of 3 feet 5 inches; and tapered from 2\ inches diameter
inside at the fire-box tube plate, to 1|- inches inside diameter at tlie up-
take tube plate ; which give the heating surface in fire-box and tubes

as follows, viz :

—

Square feet.

Fire-box, 2 feet 6 inches by 1 foot 6 inches, . . 11-78
" tube plate, . . . 2-54

Total fire-box surface,

54 tubes 3 feet 5 inches long and 2 inches average diameter,

Total heating surface,

Diameter of cylinders.

Stroke of piston, . . ,

Valves worked by link motion, extreme throw, .

Diameter of screw propeller, . .

Pitch of screw, ....
The engine cylinders are bolted together, forming the steam chest

between them, in the usual way. The cylinders lie on the bilge of the

lighter, and their connecting rods are attached directly to cranks at

right angles to each other on the engine shaft, which is coupled to the

propeller shaft. The screw of 4 feet pitch at 130 revolutions per min-
ute gives a speed of five miles an hour, while the advance of the screw
due to the speed is 5*909 miles per hour, showing a slip of the screw
of y^gths.

It is found that 35 lbs. per square inch of pressure in the cylinders

is sufficient for propelling the lighter with a full cargo of from 70 to

80 tons. In breaking through the ice on the canal in December, 1856,
the boiler was worked up to 85 Sbs. pressure, and at that pressure the

boiler was more than capable of supplying the cylinders with steam.

The contracted area of the water surface gave rise to a suspicion that

the boiler might be liable to prime, and after some experiments with

a glass model boiler, it was resolved to fit in a current plate round the

inside of the boiler shell. Without' estimating the merits of the current

plate, it may be stated that the boiler is quite free from priming with

the steam taken from the crown Avith a \^ inch pipe. The taper tubes

were deemed a desideratum, with the view of obtaining an increased

influence from the fire throughout the short distance it has to pass from
the furnace to the uptake, and also to allow the upper tube plate to be
reduced in diameter, thereby increasing the sm'face of the water in the

boiler.

On a late trial of four trips from Port Dundas to Bowling (a distance
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of 12 mile.'i) and back, making a distance of 96 miles run, passing

tbrougli 144 canal locks, and getting up steam 8 times, the consump-
tion of coal (good Monkland soft coal) was 1 ton 3 cwt. ; -vNiiicli at

average length of runs on the Forth and Clyde Canal might be stated

to be equal to 100 miles steaming by one ton of coals.

As the engines were fitted to the lighter as an experiment, it was
deemed desirable to make them of sufficient power to tow another

lighter of .similar size, which they were quite able to do : but the traffic

the lighter is at present employed in does not afford opportunities for

using the surplus power in towing an additional boat.

The boiler has been proved to be so capable of raising steam, that

the canal company have contracted for two similar boilers with iron

tubes, to supply steam to two 9|- inch cylinders with 15 inch stroke of

piston. Tliese are to be fitted to an ice-breaker, Avhich is also used for

the .surface of the canal works.

The lighter has been constantly at work for the last fifteen months
between Port Dundas and Bowling, a distance of 12 miles, carrying

general merchandise in connexion with the Dumbartonshire Kailway,

and without losing a single trip through any accident, injury, or repair

of the machinery. The only alteration made in the machinery Avas the

substitution of cast iron valves for brass valves, and the only mishap
Avhich has befallen any part of the working gear was the breaking of

one of the arms of the screw propeller. She can easily make three

trips a week, and usually performs the voyage each way in four hours,

when not detained at the locks by the passing trade ; which, including

the detention in passing through the eighteen locks, is at the rate of

3 miles an hour, but when fairly clear of the locks her average speed

is 5 miles per hour.

There is very little additional swell or washing of the banks at this

speed, and on the whole there does not appear to be any appreciably

greater wear and tear of the canal than that arising from the passage

of boats drawn by horses,—at all events, no more than would be com-
pensated for by the saving in upkeep of the banks, in having no tow-

ing ])atli to ujdiold were horse haulage done away with.

Altogether the result proves that by njcans of the screw the navi-

gation of canals by steam is perfectly practicable. But it is still doubt-

ful how far this power can be applied to propel, with advantage, more
than the boat in which the engine is placed, owing to the difficulty of

steering boats towed behind, especially in narrow canals; and to the

circumstance that when the tug with its train of boats apjn-oaehed a
lock, each would have to be disconnected and taken through singly.

The author inclines to the belief that, as a general rule, an engine

nmst be put in each boat. That this can be done with advantage Avith

boats for goods, he thinks he has proved; but the prt>blem has still to

be solved, whether the system can be jiriifitabiy a])plied to boats car-

rying minerals alone on such canals as the Monkland, of which the

Hvaihible depth is only 4^ feet, and the width proportionably small.

These boats, or " scoavs " as they are termed, carry on an average 55
tons ; are in length 66 feet, Avidth 13 feet 4 inches ; cost, built of iron,
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about £250 ; and are usually hauled by one horse. The speed when
loaded is about 2 miles an hour clear of the locks, and going back

empty it is a little more.

It is obvious that if every such coal boat must have an engine for

itself three things "vvill be required. 1. The machinery must occupy

little room, in order to leave space for the cargo. 2. The first cost

must be small. 3. Its working must be economical, both as regards

repairs and consumption of fuel. The author does not despair of see-

ing all these accomplished, and hopes that the time is not far distant

when the haulage even of coal scows will be done more cheaply than

by horses.

Meantime he wishes it to be understood that the following compari-

son of the cost of the two systems applies exclusively to the results

obtained from the experiments with the Thomas, running to and from

Bowling with goods, and being somewhat in favor of steam, may be

accepted as a good omen that better results will yet be obtained. For
although this portion of the canal is favorably adapted for steaming,

so far as depth and width are concerned, yet, owing to the great num-
ber of locks, and detention there, it is in other respects less favorably

adapted than other portions, where the reaches are longer and the locks

fewer.

Comparison of Cost of Horse and Steam Haulage, Horse Haulage to andfrom
Bowling. Goods Lighter.

One master, per week, . . . JEl 1

One mate " . . . . 18

One horse and one man tracking, and making two trips

per week, . . . 18
Ropes for tracking, . . . .020

3 9

Add interest on cost of lighter, £450, at 5 per cent., and
for repairs and depreciation 7i per cent, on same
amount, per week, . . . 1 1 7^

Total per week, . . jE4 10 7^

Thus at two trips per week, X4 10s. 7jcZ. divided by 48 miles gives

Is. lO^d. as the cost per mile per boat load of 75 tons, or j^pths of a

penny per ton per mile.

The same with steam.

One master, per week,

One mate "

One engine-driver ...
Oil, tallow, and gasket, per week,

15f cwt. of coals per week, . .

Add interest on cost of lighter, £450, engine £320, toge-

ther, £770, at 5 per cent., and 72 per cent, on the
same sum for repairs and depreciation.

Total per week, . . £5 5 2^

Thus at three trips per week, .£5 5s. 2^d. divided by 72 miles gives

£1 1

18

1

3 8

5 H
3 8 2}

1 17 oi
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1«. ^\d. as the cost per mile per boat load of 75 tons, or -,V<jtlis of a
penny per ton per mile.

From the slow rate of trackage by horses, no more than two trips

per week are got, while with steam three trips are easily made ; and
hence arises a very considerable part of the above saving in favor of
steam power.

From these figures it appears that the cost by steam haulage is at

the rate of 17 "5 pence per boat load per mile, or yVo^hs of a penny
per ton per mile ; and by horse haulage, 22*5 pence per boat load per
mile, or ,^oths of a penny per ton per mile ; including in either case an
allowance for tear and wear, and repairs, and interest on the price of
the boat, and the same on the machinery in the case of steam. These
rates are calculated on the supposition that the full load of 75 tons is

carried both ways, but as that will not always be so in practice, the
cost will generally be somewhat higher, whether by steam or horse
haulage. And when the boat is only loaded in one direction and comes
back empty, the cost will of course be still higlier.

In tlic discussion which followed, it was remarked by Mr. Robson
that the paper showed how the navigation of canals by steam had been
oftected at a less cost than by horse haulage in one particular instance.

It would be observed, that in tlie Thomas, with which this result had
been obtained, the engine and boiler were put into a very small space
at the stern. If, however, steam power was to be rendered applicable

to canals of very small depth, like the Monkland, the engine and boiler

would have to be squeezed into a still smaller space. He confidently

expected this would be done, and it was one of the objects of his pa-
per to l)ring this point before the Institution, in the hope of eliciting a
suitable plan from some of the ingenious mechanical engineers amongst
its members. If the system was to be ajijilied to coal scows, it was ne-

cessary that the engine, boiler, and propeller should not cost more
than £150.

Mr. Milne, the engineer and superintendent of the Forth and Clyde
Canal, stated, that at the low speed of five miles per hour of the Tho-
mas, no appreciable wave was raised in the canal. If that speed was
exceeded, a wave would rise; but at a sjieed of five miles aiul under,
the canal banks were unaffected. That speed was quite sufficient for

all the purjioses of the traific. The engine of the Thomas was suffi-

ciently powerful to carry a much larger cargo than the present boat
was caj)able of taking. He thought tlie efficiency of the boiler arose in

some measure from the use of the tapered tubes. He had had consid-

erable difficulty in getting such tubes; but he had recently suco(>eded

in obtaining tapered iron tubes, a specimen of which he exhibited, and
he intende<l to use them in future. The heating surface in the Thomas'i
boiler was 1*8 foot per superficial inch of piston, whilst in a number of
locomotives with which lie was ae<|uainted it was on an average 2*8 ft.

It was asked if the different traders could be got to bring their boats

punctually at the time appointed for starting the trains? Mr. Milne
Vol. XXXVI.—Third Skkiks.— No. 6.— NovEMiiER, 1858. 26
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thought that this was one of the great difficulties connected with frains

of boats ; several traders could never be depended on to have their

boats ready at the proper times. But the greatest difficulty with trains

would be at the locks ; the boats would have to be detached and passed

through one at a time, and when boats were passing in the opposite

direction, further delay would be caused ; as if the going boats claimed

the lock each time it was full, the returning boats would claim it each

time it was empty.

It was remarked that, in the comparison given in the paper between

steam and horse haulage, the latter had been put down at^^^^^, per ton

per mile. In the case of minerals, the cost of horse haulage was, in

many cases, not more than \d. per ton per mile.

Mr. Milne stated, that in the case from which the data for compa-

rison were derived, there were only two-thirds of the mileage that was
generally got with minerals. There were three locks every two miles

on the canal between Port Dundas and Bowling ; whilst on the mine-

ral canals where the horse haulage was so Ioav, the number of locks

was much less ; besides, the coal scoavs met with much less detention,

when loading and unloading, than boats carrying a general goods

cargo.

Mr. RoBSON said he was aware of instances where the cost of horse

haulage was as low as \d. per ton per mile. In one set of figures he

had seen it \d. per ton per mile, and he had thought it would be diffi-

cult to do it more cheaply. However, he had seen reason to alter this

opinion. In horse haulage, the number of trips was limited, whilst with

steam, one-third more trips could be got with a boat.

Mr. Milne was satisfied that with steam they would be able to carry

at two-thirds of the cost of horse haulage, under any circumstances.

Horses could not last beyond a certain time, whilst with 7J '^ cent,

set aside for repairs, the duration of an engine might be said to be un-

limited.

Prof. Rankine observed, that Mr. Robson's paper was a most im-

portant one. Canals were the best means of conveyance for heavy

goods of small value for their weight, at low speeds, on account of the

small propelling power required, and the consequent small cost. They
had been neglected of late years, but undeservedly so, and it was grati-

fying to see them again attracting attention. Steam power had been

found advantageous in every other application, and he thought it would

eventually prove so in this. As mentioned in the paper, many schemes

had been tried ; amongst others was that of warping, by means of a

chain lying along the bottom of the canal. He believed this plan had

been used with advantage in tunnels where there was no towing-path
;

but he thought it must be expensive. He thought it a pity that some
other ingenious projects that had been formed had not been tried.

There was one in particular, invented by Mr. Charles Liddell, in which

fixed engines and wire ropes were to be used, and which would proba-

bly give very good results, if the traffic was sufficiently great to keep

the apparatus continually at work. The case of the TJiomas, detailed

in the paper, was one of the first, if not the only instance, in which

Bteam power had been applied with practical economy.
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Diiti/ of Steam Engines.'^

The followinjT interesting practical examples of the diiference between
the actual and the theoretic duty in different descriptions of engines is

extracted from an admirable paper by Prof. Thomson on the dynamic
theory of steam, published in the Edinburgh Philosopliical Transac-
tions of 1850, 1851 :

" 1. The engine of the Fowey Consols mine was reported in 1845 to

have given 125,089,000 foot-pounds of effect for the consumption of
one bushel or 94 lbs. of coal. Now the average amount evaporated
from Cornish boilers by 1 lb. of coal is 8 J lbs. of steam; and hence for

each pound of steam evaporated 156,556 foot-pounds of pressure are
produced.

" The pressure of the saturated steam in tlie boiler maybe taken as

3|- atmosplieres, and conse(iuently the temperature of water will be
150°. Now by llegnault (end of Memoire x,) the latent heat of a pound
of saturated steam at 140° Cent, is 508, and since, to compensate for

each pound of steam removed from the boiler in the working of an en-

gine, a pound of water at the temperature of the condenser (wliich may
be estimated at 30°) is introduced from tlie hot well ; it follows tliat

618 units of heat Cent, are introduced to the boiler for each pound of
water evaporated. But the work produced for each pound of water

156 556
evapoi'ated was found above to be 156,556 foot-pounds; hence, —~-^—
or 25-3 foot-pounds is the amount of work produced for each unit of

heat transmitted through the Fowey Consols engine.
" 2. The best duty on record as performed by an engine at work

(not for merely exjjerimental purposes) is that of Taylor's engine at the
United Mines, which in 1840 worked regularly for several months at

the rate of 98,000,000 foot-pounds for each bushel of coal burned ; this

98
is —^ or '784 of the experimental duty reported in the case of the

Fowey Consols engine.

" Ilence, the best useful work on record is at the rate of 198-3 foot-

198*3
pounds for eacli unit of heat transmitted, and is -^,77-, or 45 ""^ cent.

440

of the theoretical duty, on the suppositicm that the boiler is at 140°
and the condenser at 30°.

" 3. Freneli engineers contract (in Lille, in 1847, for example,) to

make engines for mill power which will produce 30,000 metre-pounds
or 98,427 foot-pounds of w(U-k for each pound of steam used. If wo
<livide this by 618, we find 159 foot-pounds for the work produced by
each unit of beat. This is 36*1 '^ cent, of 440, the theoretical dutv.

" 4. English engineers have contracted to make engines and boilers

which will require only 3J lbs. of the best coal per horse power per
•From tbo Loud. Civ. Eng. aud Arcb. Jouru., ScpL, 1S5S.
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hour. Hence, in such engines, each pound of coal ought to produce

565,700 foot-pounds of work, and if 7 ibs. of water be evaporated by
each pound of coal, there would result 80,814 foot-pounds of work for

each pound of Avater evaporated. If the pressure in the boiler be 3J
jitmospheres (temperature 140°), the amount of work for each unit of

heat will be found, by dividing this by 618, to be 130-7 foot-pounds,

130-7
which is —TT-rT or 29-7 19 cent, of the theoretical duty.

440
^ -^

" 5. The actual average of work performed by good Cornish engines

and boilers is 55,000,000 foot-pounds for each bushel of coal, or less

than half the experimental performance of the Fowey Consols engine,

and scarcely more than half the actual duty performed by the United

Mines engine in 1840 ; in fact, about 25 '^ cent, of the theoretical

duty.
" 6. The average performance of a niimber of Lancashire engines

and boilers have been recently found to be such as to require 12 ibs.

of Lancashire coal per horse power per hour (i. e., for performing

60 X 33,000 foot-pounds), and a number of Glasgow engines such as to

require 15 Bbs. (of a somewhat inferior coal) for the same effect. There

are, however, more than twenty large engines in Glasgow at present,

which work with a consumption of 6J Bbs. of dross, equivalent to 5 lbs.

of the best Scotch or 4 fibs, of the best Welsh coal, per horse power
per hour. The economy must be estimated from these data, as in the

other cases, on the assumption, which with reference to these is the

most probable we can make, that the evaporation produced by a pound
of best coal is 7 ibs. of steam.

" The following tables afford a synoptic view of the performances

and theoretical duties in the various cases discussed above.
" In table A the numbers in the second column are found by divid-

ing the numbers in the first by 8|, in Cases 1, 2, and 5 ; and by 7 in

Cases 4, 6, and 7, the estimated numbers of pounds of steam actually

produced in the boilers by the burning of one pound of coal.

" The numbers in the third column are found from those in the second

by dividing by 618 in Table A, and 614 in Table B, which are respec-

tively the quantities of heat required to convert a pound of water taken

from the hot-well at 30° into satm-ated steam in the boiler at 140° or

at 121°.
" With reference to the Cases 3, 4, 6, 7, the hypothesis of Table B

is probably in general nearer the truth than that of Table A. In 4, 6,

7, especially upon hypothesis B, there is much uncertainty as to the

amount of evaporation that will be actually produced by one pound of

fuel. The assumption on which the numbers in the second column in

Table B are calculated is, that each pound of coal will send the same
number of imits of heat into the boiler, whether hypothesis A or hy-

pothesis B be followed. Hence, except in the case of the French con-

tract—in which the evaporation, not the fuel, is specified—the num-
bers in the third column are the same as those in the third column of

Table A.
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Table A.— Various Engines in tvhich the Temperature of the Boiler is llO*^

Centigrade, and that of the Condenser 30° Centigrade.'

Theoretical duty for each unit of beat transmitted, 440 foot-pounds.

1

1

Z - — "^ = 5 Z 'z •'"• >»
1

lis i|i^ = = 2 "°z i"3
ci.

9 -r~ 1 p ^ w • O CS

Cases. c.~ c -d L'i = -:;

^ S '^

1 -Till -^ ^ .3 — = 2
o 5 w. 5 5 £'- s 3 £<_••=
^ c; o « ^..o- > 0: o a

^-=

Foot- Foot- Foot-

1. Fowey Consols experiment, reported pounds. pounds. pounds.
in 1845, 1,330,734 156,556 2530 67'5 '

2. Taylor's engine, at the United Mines,
working in 1840, . 1,042,553 122,653 198-4 45-1

3. French engines, according to con-

tract, .... — 98,427 159-0 36-1

4. English engines, according to con-

tract. 565,700 80,814 13(^8 29-7

5. Average actual performance of Cor-
nish engines, . 585,106 68,836 111-3 25-3

6. Common engines, consuming 12 lbs.

of best coal per hour per horse

power. 165,000 23,571 38-1 8-6

7. Improved engines with expansion
cylinders, consuming an equivalent

to 4 lbs. of best coal per horse power
per hour, 495,000 70,710 114-4 260

Table B.— Various Engines in which the Temperature of the

that of the Condenser 30°.

Theoretical duty for each unit of heat transmitted, 371

Boiler is 121°,t and

foot-pounds.

Cases.

Work

produced

foreach

pound

of

coal

con-

sumed.

Work

produced

foreach

pound

of

water

eva-

porated.

Work

produced

for

each

unit

of

heat

trans-

mitted.

Percentage

of

theoretical

duty.

3. French engines, according to con-

tract,

4. English engines, according to con-

tract,

6. Common engines, consuming 12 lbs.

of coal per horse power per hour,

7. Improved enginrs, with expansion

cylinders, consuiiiiiig an equivalent

to 4 lbs. of best coal per horse power
per hour,

Foot-

pounds.

505,700

165.000

495,000

Foot-

pounds,

98,427

§j 1X80,814

g 11X23,571

gJ|X70.710

Foot-

pounds.
160-3

130-8

38-1

114-4

43-3

35-0

10-3

30-7

* 1° Centigrade 1-8° Falircnbcit. f Presiure IS Ibe. on the aqumre inch.

26*
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In the following estimate of the theoretical duty of engines worked

with initial pressvires of 150 and 90 ft)s. respectively, and cutting off

at yijj and \ the stroke respectively, Mr. Prideaux has taken into ac-

count the increment of efi'ect due to the infiltration of the expanding

steam with heat from the steam-jacket, and compared the estimated

theoretical duty with the actual performance of the best Cornish and

marine engines.
lbs.

"Steam of 150 lbs. cut offat 1-lOth will exert a mean pressure of . 49r)0

Allow 10 per cent, for increase in elasticity, from steam becoming suh-
^

saturated, with 46° surplus heat, and a tension of 18 5 lbs. at the end / 495
of the stroke, • . . . )

Vacuum, ..... 1200

Total, . . . 66-45

lbs. lbs.

66*45x I44=9568'8 raised 1 foot, by one cubic foot of atmospheric steam4-46° of heat.

vol. of

lbs. steam.

9568-8 X 1669 = 15,970,327 raised 1 foot, by the conversion of 1 cubic foot of water

• into steam of 150 lbs.= the addition to one cubic foot of water at

100° of 1078-8 4- 46° of heat.

lbs.

Steam of 90 lbs. cut off at l-6th will exert a mean pressure of 42-0

Allow 10 per cent, for increasad elasticity, from steam becoming sub-
^

saturated, with 34° surplus heat, and a tension of 18 lbs. at end > 4 2

of stroke, . . . . )

Vacuum, ..... 120

Total, . . . 58-2

lbs.

68-2 X 144 = 8380-8 raised 1 foot by one cubic foot of atmospheric steam -|-34° of heat.

8380 8X1669= 13,987,552 raised I foot by the conversion of 1 cubic foot of water into

steam of 90 lbs.= the addition to 1 cubic foot of water at 100° of

1078-8°-H34° of heat.

A cubic foot of water weighs 62*32 lbs. ; allowing 5 lbs. of coal to

evaporate this quantity (=12-464 lbs. per pound of coal—and 12-9

has been done), we get as the theoretical duty of one pound of coal

:

lbs. of coal. Per
per H. P. centage

lbs. per hour, of duty.

In the engine with initial pressure of ) „ ,„. „„. . , - , „„ inn r^r.

150 Ibsfand cutting offat 1-lOth, J
3,194,065 raised one foot = -62 100 00

In engine with initial pressure of 90
2.797,511 « -70 87 58

lbs. and cutting off at l-6th, >

Utmostdutyknowntohavebeenper.^
3 3^ .. ^,^g

formed by a Oornish engme, )

Common amount of duty for a supe-K^^ „
nor Oornish engine, . )

Average duty of Cornish engines, 750,000 " 2-64 2.3-48
" best marine " 450,000 " 4-4 14-09"

It has been already said that the best expansive engines have never
realized in practice more than 60 ^ cent, of their theoretical duty. As
regards the comjoodtion of such loss of 40 '^ cent. Mr. Pole found, that

if an engine of that kind expanding 3J times were absolutely perfect,
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each unit of heat given out by the combustion of the fuel ought to de-

volopc about 134 units of work ; but the amount actually produced in

the sliai)C of water raised was only about 80 units, or 60 ^ cent, less

than the theoretical result. He had endeavored to discover at what
parts of the engine this loss occurred, and had found it might be dis-

tributed about as follows :

Imperfect comhustion and other causes of waste of heat in the holier, 12^

Heat expended in raising tiie temperature of the feed water to a boil-

ing point, . . . 12^
Frictiot), imperfect vacuum, air pump, &c., or power wasted in work-

ing the engine, . . . .15
40

Useful effect realized, » . . . 60

Total calorific power of the engine, . 100

The friction of the machinery of a locomotive engine has been ex-

perimentally determined by De Pambour at ,',- of the tractive force it

exerts, and this exactly coincides with the results of Mr. Pole's analy-

tical investigation of the friction of the direct-acting marine engine

with slides. This is of course exclusive of the resistance of the air-

pump, and of the friction caused by the pressure (when unbalanced)

of the steam on the back of tlie*slide valve.

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

The Barometer as an Engineering Instrument.

By John M. Richardson, B. S.

One of the first duties of an engineer after taking charge of any
propose<l line of railway, plank road, or canal, is to make himself

-

thoroughly acquainted with the physical features of the country be-

tween the termini of the same. lie should know every forest and cul-

tivated field, every mountain and plain, every river and rivuk-t, every
valley and every range of hills. All these should be as indelibly en-

graved upon liis mind as upon a map. Indeed, he should be as familiar

with every feature of the country over or through which the improve-

ment is to run, "a« though he had passed his hand over every foot of
it." Such pncise information can only be gained by a close and care-

ful instrumental survey, using for that purpof^e the level, chain, and
compass. These sin-veys, however, are very expensive, costing both

time and money ; and as several routes are usually surveyed, whilst

only one is finally adopted, it follows, that if any feasible method can
be suggested whereby the number of these surveys may be diminished
there will be a great saving of both the important elements, time and
money; or, since in this utilitarian and practical age, time is money;
the saving may be regarded as one of money alone.

It is firmly believed that a proper use of the barometer in all recon-

noissances will lessen the number of experimental lines usually survey-
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ed, facilitate tlie location of tlie road or canal, hasten its construction,

and tlms confer a benefit upon the public.

Before setting any survey on foot, it is the usual custom for the chief

to pass over the proposed line and examine it with the eye alone, se-

lecting "guiding" or "ruling" points through which the road must
pass, and gaining all possible information with regard to the country

from the inhabitants alono; the route. The knowledije thus obtained is

of great importance, and its benefit is felt when the more careful and
accurate observers, the level and chain, follow after, noting with the

utmost minuteness every change of grade. But the eye is a very unsafe

engineering instrument, and should not be too implicitly relied upon
when used without the aids Avhich science and art have given it. It is

true that by long practice, some can judge pretty correctly as to the

distance of two objects apart, or as to their relative difference of level

so long as they both remain in sight : but when space, and forests, and
mountains intervene between two stations, A and B—especially if there

be a succession of ascents and descents between the tAvo—an engineer,

aided by the eye alone, cannot say with any certainty when he has arrived

at B, "I am below A," or "I am above a," except in one case, viz : w^hen

he has been following the course of a stream. In confirmation of this,

two facts will be detailed. The writer was once traveling over a very

rough and broken portion of country in company with an experienced

and distinguished engineer ; they passed from the valley of one stream

to that of another nearly parallel to the first, and at about right angles

to their direction. The road along which they journeyed ran over a

succession of ranges of hills, so that they kept ascending and descend-

ing ; but as far as they could judge, the ascents and descents appeared

to balance each other; and when they arrived at the second stream,

they thought they were about on a level with the one they had left.

Upon examination, however, the difierence of level of the two streams

proved to be over two hundred feet ! The engineer alluded to, who was
formerly an officer in the U. S. A., and who is well known as an able

topographer and skilful engineer, exclaimed vehemently against the

reliance of engineers upon the unaided eye in reconnoissances of long

lines. The second fact is quoted from Lieut. R. S. Williamson's "Re-
port" of explorations made by him in California, to aid in solving the

problem relative to the practicability of the "Pacific Railroad." This

Report will be referred to hereafter, though enough will be extracted

now to answer another as well as the present purpose.

I wull now give the results of the surve}^, merely mentioning here

that the profile, as determined by the spirit-level and barometer, agreed

remarkably wxll.

" From the Depot Camp to the point where the Tejon Creek de-

bouched from the mountains was a distance of two and eight-tenths

miles, over unbroken ground. To tlie eije this apjyeared very sUglitly

deviating from horizontcdity . The level showed a difference of altitude

of 483 feet, giving a grade of \1^ feet to tlie mile. The barometer made
the difi"erence of level 15 feet greater. / was surprised at this result,

which taught that very erroneous impressions must generally he con-

ceived ivith regard to differences of level if the eye alone is trusted to."
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The use of the barometer will prevent the occurrence of any such
errors, and it is prol^aljlc that they are numerous. By it the level of
one gap in a range of liills or chain of mountains can be compared with
that of another, and thus the comparative ease or difficulty of connect-

ing the contiguous plains or valleys by passing through one or the
other, ascertained in the shortest possible time and with the least ex-

pense. If merely examined j)ar un coup d'oeeil in the reconnoissance,

experimental lines must be run through both gaps, and the two routes

can only be compared, their relative merits and demerits ascertained,

after a long, laborious, and expensive instrumental survey.

By using the barometer, the chief, after his reconnoissance, can say,

with almost absolute certainty in any case, which terminus is above
the other, which is the highest point along the route, which the lowest,

and where tlic greatest difficulties are to be encountered. The barome-
ter does not indeed give horizontal di.->tances, but in determining the

practicability of any proposed route they are of subordinate importance
compared with differences of elevation. A pedestrian, a carriage, a
locomotive, can accomplish horizontal distances with ease, but they
cannot so easily ascend and descend hills and mountains. " These are

the chief obstacles to the construction of roads and canals, and are the

natural enemies of the engineer." By using the barometer he does not

lessen their hostility to his improvements, but he discovers in the most
expeditious manner where they are weakest, and where he can best

attack and most easily overcome them. This is all that is claimed for

the barometer as an engineering instrument ; and it is enough. Its re-

sults are not so correct as those of the level. They are only approxi-

mations. It goes before, and, as it were, sketches out the work, gives

the outline ; the level follows after and completes the picture. But by
means of the sketch which the barometer furnishes the level, the latter

is enabled to accomplish its work in much less time, and at a vastly

diminished expense. Up to the present time the barometer has been

chiefly used by travelers in determining the approximate altitudes of

mountains, by chemists in ascertaining the specific gravity of gases,

and by mariners as a weather glass. Its utility as an engineering in-

strument has been recognised practically but by few, either in this

country or in England ; on the continent of Europe it has been (such

is the writer's information) more extensively employed.

The recent "Pacific Bailroad Surveys," instituted and carried out

by the General Government, have been instrumental in calling the

attention of engineers more particularly to the barometer, and have
demonstrated beyond the shadow of a doubt, its great value as an en-

gineering instrunu'nt, particularly where the reconnoissance extends

over long lines, and wiiere there are, any where along the line, consid-

erable changes of level.

The reports of the surveys alluded to, and more particularly that

of Lieut. Williamson, afford much valuable information on this subject.

Lieut. W., as already quoted, states that the profiles "determined by
the spirit level and barometer agreed remarkably well." This is import-

ant as bearing upon the relative accuracy of the level and barometer. It
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will be well, however, to examine in some little detail the comparisons

made between the level and barometer by Lieut. W. In the remarks
already quoted, he states that the difference of elevation between two

points as determined by the level is 483 feet ; as determined by the

barometer, 498 feet. Assuming that the result given by the level is ah-

aolutely correct, the error, in that particular case of the barometer, is

15 feet, or + -031056 of the whole, or—-030120 of its own determina-

tion. The result of this comparison is, that the barometric difference

of altitude of two stations must be diminished by about three-hun-

dredths of itself to get the true difference of altitude.

Denoting by ii the true, and h the barometric difference of level of

two places.

H=/i(l—-03012)= -96988 /«. . . . (1)

(1) is the result of a single comparison only, and of course cannot

be relied upon unless it is confirmed by others. It is proposed to ex-

amine the other comparisons made by Lieut. W., and, rejecting only

those Avhich are obviously or probably incorrect, to determine the mean
error of the barometer according to his observations. If the result thus

ascertained is confirmed by other and more extended observations and
comparisons, it can be relied on with more confidence.

Table I.— Tejon Ravine.

Level. Altitudes. Barometer. Altitudes. Differences. Per cent.

(1) C2) C3) (4) (5) (6;

— 2-1 2333-0 . 2327-3 5-7 •002449

— 39-0 2294-0 1-4 2328-7 —34-7 —014901
— 164-2 21298 -127-5 2201-2 —71-4 —032433
—392-8 17370 —401-3 1799-9 —C2 9 —034947
-352-6 1384-4 -411-1 1388-8 — 4-4 —003)68
-226 5 1157-9 —249-7 1139-1 18 8 •016504
—218-7 939-2 -224-4 914-7 24-5 -026784
— 170-3 7 68-9 — 180-6 734-1 34-8 •047405
—243-1 525-8 -270-9 463-2 62 6 •135146
— 136-2 66-2-0 148-3 611-5 50-5 •082583
-173-1 488-9 —116-6 494-9 — 6-0 —012124

Explanation of Table.—This table is taken from Appendix C. of

Lieut, Williamson's Exploration. (See vol. v., " Explorations for a

Railroad Route from the Mississippi River to the Pacific")

Column (1) gives the level-altitude of each station above the preced-

ing station; (2) the total level-altitude of each station above an assum-

ed station
; (3) the barometer-altitude of each station above the preced-

ing one
; (4) the total height of each station as determined by barometer

above the assumed one
; (5) the difference between the corresponding

numbers in (4) "and (1), obtained by subtracting the numbers in (4)

from the corresponding ones in (1) ; (6) the per centage of the baro-

metric error, and is obtained by dividing the numbers in (5) by the

corresponding ones in (4).

The mean result of this comparison is, that the barometer-difference

of altitude is too small by H--032597 of itself. Hence,

ii=(l+ -032597) A=l-032597 A. . • (2)
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Comparing this with (1), it is seen that the errors are just the oppo-

site of each other. Combining (1) and (2) the mean result is,

11=1-0012385 A, (3)

Table II.— Tejon Pass.

Level. Altx. Uarom. Alts. Differences. Level. Alts. Barom AlU. Differences.

(IJ C-i) (3; (*) (6) (6) (1) (2) (3; (i) (S) (6)

69 2 69 2 60-8 60-8 — 1-0 — 1-6 109-7 2405-7 l'25-2 2457-3 — 15-5 — 51-6

239-2 298-4 2;ii-e 292-4 8-6 00 180-7 2592-4 101-4 2648 7 — 4-7 — 56-3

184-6 4H2-9 •205-8 498 2 —21 3 -15-3 202-3 2794-7 1-22-6 2771-2 79-8 1:3 5
217-4 700-3 2-28-6 726-8 -11-2 —26-5 353-4 .3148- 348-1 3119 3 6-3 28 8

217-4 70(»-3 216-7 714-8 0-7 —14-0 689-7 3N37-8 797-7 3917-0 —108-0 — 79-2

16.V2 8ti6-6 20-2-3 917-2 —37-1 —51-7 —58S-9 3248-9 —600-1 3;il6-0 11-2 — 67-1

77-9 943-4 39-1 956-3 38-8 -12 9 —147-6 3101-3 —121-7 3195-2 — 25-9 — 93-9

382-2 132H-6 408-9 1365-2 —26-7 —39-6 . . • . — 68-3 31-26 9 . - . .

1821 1507-7 188-9 1554-1 - 6-8 —46-4 — 93-1 3008-2 — 88-5 3038-4 - 4-6 — 30-2

. . 1471-8 1474-9 . . - 3-1 —290-4 -2717-8 —2-2()-l 2Kl)9-3 — 70-3 — 91-5

1471-8 1439-8 . . 32-2 — 50-9 26W)-9 — 24-7 2784-6 — 3-2-2 —1-23-7

. . 1471-8 1411-3 . . 60-5 —1041 •i556-8 —110-2 2674 4 61 —117-6
1471-8 14^7-4 . . -1.V6 —•228-0 232R-8 -234 2 2440-2 6-2 —111-4

1»«2-1 1507-7 lu-27-0 . . -19-3 —1-20-1 2208-7 —135-6 2304-6 15-5 — 95-9

100-5 1014-2 16440 . . —20-8 —112 209R-7 —121-1 2183-5 9-1 — 86-8

lOVl 1718-3 8-2-7 17-26-7 21-4 - 8-4 — 95-3 2001-4 — 69-0 2114-6 — 26-3 —113-1
57--7 2290-0 605-4 2332-1 —27-7 —36-1 — 00-6 1940-8 — 78-1 2036-4 17-5 — 95-6

Columns (1), (2), (3), (4), and (6) are copied from the table in the
" Report." Column (6) is obtained by subtracting the numbers in (4)

from the corresponding ones in (2); (5) by subtracting the numbers in

(3) from the corresponding ones in (1).

The mean result is, that the barometer-altitude must be diminished

by -020900 of itself.

n=(l_-020909) 7i.= -970001 7i. . . (4)

Combining (4) with (3),

11= -990170 h.

Tarle III.— Canada dr Ins Vvas.

Lcvol. Alts. Barom. Alts. Differences. Level. Alts. Barom. Alts. Differences. |

(1) (2) (3) (*) (5) (0) (1) (•2) (3) W (^) (ti)

319-8 193 4 . . 213-4 . . —20-0 246-1 •2818-6 230-5 2673-8 —10-6 —55-2
100-9 384 3 1903 403 7 06 —19-4 1911-0 2S09-5 194-9 -2.S08-7 — 4-0 - 69-2

3:16-1 7-20 4 325 7 7-29-4 10 4 — 9-0 — 51.1 •272S-0 - 74-7 2794-0 23-2 —36-0

197-3 917 7 200 1 920-5 — 2-8 -J-)? —322-8 243.r2 —:53:i-l 2460-9 10-3 -25-7
138-0 1055-8 1520 10815 -140 >'y7 — 5.V0 22H(j-2 —146-5 314-4 91-5 —;u-2

102-8 1158 6 . . 1-21I5-3 . . -40-7 —14S-8 2131-4 —170-0 •2144-4 21-2 —13-0
102-2 l-2r>0 8 65-7 1-271 36-5 — 10-2 — Kl-0 206S-4 - 719 207-2-5 8-9 — 4-1

1-26-2 13K7-0 145 2 1416 2 -19-0 -29-2 —103-6 217-20 117-7 -2190-2 —14-1 -18-2
79-6 1466-6 65-8 14820 138 —1.V4 —169-3 -2002-7 —1.V2-9 2037-3 —16-4 —34-6

llSl-4 16-28 140 li;22 •21-4 60 — 930 190.1-7 —100-5 rj3i>-8 7-5 —-27-

1

146-4 J774-4 147-6 1769-6 — 1-2 4-8 4-7 1914-4 30-8 1967-6 —261 —5.12
3V3 1809 7 :iS-9 18118-5 - 36 1-2 39-7 1874-7 65-1 191-2-6 -15-4 —37-8
64-3 1874 52 6 1.S61-1 117 12-9 47-6 19-2-2-S 71-0 1983-5 —-23-4 —<-.l-2

571 1931-1 6S5 19-29-6 —111 1-5 — 52-T 1869-6 — 49-7 l9;w-8 — 3-0 -64-2
86-A i«n: 7 4i-4 1971 — 48 — 3-3 — 51-9 1817-7 —108-6 18-25-2 66-7 — 7-5

77-3 2045(1 58 •.J()-290 19-3 16-0 — 67-3 17500 — 5i-5 177-2-7 —14-8 —2-2-3

611 2160-0 1062 213.^ 2 —451 J4-8 — 71-9 1.178-j —133-6 1639-2 61-6 39-3

266-4 2372-5 3031 -2438-3 —06-7 —65-8

The columns in Table III are the same as in II. The per centage

is determined a.s before, by dividing the numbers in column (6) by the

corresponding ones in (4). The mean result is —-000898. Hence,

n = (l—-000898) A = -993102 A, . . (G)

Combining with (5),

H = -9910365 A, (7)
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In the body of the report, pages 23 and 24, are recorded two other

observations, which give as a mean result +-019331. Therefore,

ii=:(l+ -019331) A.= 1-019331 A, . . (8)

Combining with (7),

11= 1-00598375 A, .... (9)

With regard to the three observations taken from the body of the

"Report," pages 23 and 24, viz :

—

Level 483. Barometer 498. Difference —15. Per cent, —-030120
" 2(3G5. " 2G21. " +44. " +-0167«7
" 1308. " 1280. " +28. " +-021875

It is proper to remark, that they do not appear in the tables ex-

tracted from the Appendix, and consequently they enter the calcula-

tions only once, as they should.

Formula (9) is the final result deduced from the observations of Lieut.

W. It shows that the barometer-altitude is too small by -00598375 of

itself. For differences of level less than one thousand feet it Avill be

almost inappreciable.

If (9) be combined with the result obtained from the reputed mea-

surements of Black Mountain in North Carolina, the error will be di-

minished a little.

The following determinations of the height of that mountain have

been going the rounds of the newspapers, and are presumed to be cor-

Barometer 6708 feet. Prof. Mitchell, 1855.
" 6709 " " Guzot, 1856.

Level 6711 " Major Turner, 1857.

(Mean of barometers 6708-5); difi'erence +2-5; f cent. +-000372.

H= 1-000372 /i, (10)

Combining with (9),

H=l-003178 A, (11)

If the above reputed measurements of the altitude of Black Moun-
tain are the ones determined by the gentlemen whose names are attach-

ed to them, formula (10) is valuable.

The results are remarkable, and, as bearing upon the relative accu-

racy of level and barometer important. The altitude of the mountain

was determined by means of the barometer at tAvo different times, by
two different observers, and, probably, with two different instruments.

The results differ by one foot. The third determination was made by
means of the Y-level, by a third observer, and at a different time. It

exceeds the loss of the previous determinations by three feet, the greater

by ttvofeet, and their mean by two and a halffeet. The names of the

observers are a sufficient guarantee that every precaution was taken to

insure the greatest possible accuracy.

A few such independent determinations of the altitude of the same
point are of more value, perhaps, than a number of isolated observations

made to determine the altitudes of different points by the same indi-
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vidua! with the same instrument. And if scientific men, who have op-

portunity, will only multiply the observations with regard to the height

of Black Mountain, the question with regard to the relative accuracy
of level and barometer will be set at rest, at least for such high alti-

tudes.

The Report of Lieut. W. does not state what means were taken to

secure the greatest accuracy, though it is presumed that every pre-

caution was adopted. The survey appears to have been conducted thus:

The party divided ; one portion remained in camp and made hourly

observations with the barometer; tlie other ran a line of levels along
the route to be surveyed and made hourly observations with the ba-

rometer also; the heights of those stations at which the leveling party
made barometer observations, as determined by the level and barome-
ter, were then referred to the station in camp. The three tables ex-

tracted from the Report, give the results of the three lines run to test

the relative accuracy of the two instruments. The observations made
with the barometer in camp and along the route were noted at the same
instant, and thus the party carried out the instructions of Biot on that

subject.

An examination of the tables will show that the difference between
columns (2) and (4) are relatively much less than the diiferences be-

tween (1) and (3). By comparing columns (1) and (3), which give the
level and barometer-altitudes of the stations with respect to each other,

the final error of the barometer is -j- '003252. Hence,

H= l-003252^ (12)

(12) agrees very well with (11). If their mean be taken,

H == 1-003215 7i, (13)

^
Between formulas (9), (10), (11), (12), and (13) there is but little

•difference, and none practically, unless h be considerable.

{"To l*e Continued.)

for the Journal of the Frtinklin Institute.

Submerging of the Atlantic Cable.

The successful laying of the Atlantic cable, which has recently been
celebrated throughout tiio country, is a work that must revolutionize

much of the intercourse that annually takes place between Europe
and this country; but, whatever may be its results in this respect, or
whether it may in time become useless for the purposes intended, the

skill and ability that h.us been developed in constructing the paying-
out apparatus will uot be lost ; and we have reason to be proud, that

to a member of tiie Franklin Institute,

"William E. Everett, Esq.,

Chi(f Engineer of tite United States Navy,
belongs the honor of designing the machines used on board the Aga-
memnon and Niagara. The machines were constructed and erected on
board each vessel, under his immediate direction and supervision, and
Vol. XXXVL—Third «bbik8.—No. 5.

—

Novbmbbb, 1858. 27
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the paying out on the Niagara confided entirely to him. Mr. Everett's

connexion with the enterprise may be stated as follows : In 1857 he

was the Chief Engineer of the Niagara, and ordered by the Navy De-

partment to assist in the operations of that year. On the arrival of the

ship in the Thames, an examination was made, and it was decided that

the Niagara did not possess sufiicient capacity for the intended duty.

This decision was made by the engineers of the company, and a mer-

chant steamer had been selected to take her place. This decision caused

great disappointment to every officer on board, and it was at this mo-

ment that Mr. Everett stepped forward and informed Captain Hudson

that, if he would give his permission, he would make drawings of the

ship, and demonstrate that she had the required capacity. Captain H.

gave his assent ; the plans were made ; the capacity proved ; the Niagara

accepted, and the merchant steamer dismissed. During the operations

of 1857, Mr. E.'s duties were simply those of engineer of the Niagara,

and he had no connexion with the operations of laying the cable.

After the return of the ships to England, having failed in the enter-

prise, a meeting of the company was held, at which the captains of

the vessels, the engineers of the company, and Mr. Everett were pre-

sent by invitation. It was unanimously decided that the paying-out

apparatus was imperfect, and must be completely modified before suc-

cess could be hoped for. Mr. E. advised that the advice of eminent

eno-ineers in England be taken, and he was authorized by them to con-

sult such as he wished, and he called on Mr. John Penn, and through

Mr. Penn's introduction, on Mr. Joshua Field, of the firm of Maudsley,

Son & Field, and Mr. Lloyd, Engineer in Chief of the Royal Navy.

These gentlemen took great interest in the matter, and visited the

Niagara at Plymouth, to examine the defective machine, and subse-

quently returned to London, where it was understood Mr. E. was to

meet them. Meanwhile he prepared a drawing of a machine having

two sheeves, instead of four, as in the old machine. At the subsequent

meeting of these gentlemen the majority did not think the four sheeves

objectionable, and Mr. E. yielded to their judgment, and their joint

report recommends several changes in the old machines. The intro-

duction of Appold's brake, and an arrangement by means of a move-

able shecve and India rubber springs, by which, in case of extra strain,

forty feet of additional cable might be paid out. At this point Mr. E.

supposed his connexion with the company had ceased, and was much
surprised a few weeks after to receive a letter from them, informing

him that they wished his services in the construction of the new pay-

ing-out machines, and had made application to the Secretary of the

Navy for that purpose. This permission was subsequently granted,

and Mr. E. returned to England in January last, when the whole duty

of designing and directing the construction of the new machines was

confided entirely to him. The first five weeks after his arrival was con-

sumed in erecting the old machines, two steam engines and four boilers,

for the purpose of experiment. The month of March was consumed

in experimenting on Appold's brake, before any satisfactory results

were obtained; the difficulty being, that when running with any given
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strain, say 2000 lbs., if the machine was stopped the clin^rino; of the

brake blocks to tlio drum was so great, that to put the machine in

motion would require 100 '^ cent, increased strain, say 4000 lbs. This

would have been fatal to the success of any machine ; and fortunately

it was obviated at the last moment, by cutting the suiface of the brake

blocks into sections of one and a-half inch square. It must be under-

stood that Appold's brnke was a patent machine used in England, and
that Mr. E. only ada])tcd it to this particular duty. From all these

experiments, he became convinced that a machine with two sheeves

would be superior to one with four, and he immediately commenced the

construction of the first machine, which, as soon as completed, worked
to his entire satisfaction. Tiie directors of the company invited most
of the prominent engineers of London to examine it, and suggest any
change that tluy might think would be of advantage; not one sugges-

tion was made. In addition to this, jMessrs. Penn, Field, and Lloyd, ad-

dressed a letter to Mr. Cyrus W. Field, stating that they had fully

examined it, and had not any alterations to suggest, as everything

appeared well adapted to the intended purpose. This letter does those

gentlemen great credit ; for as the machine diftered materially from
that recommended by them, and did not use the movable sheeve con-

trolled by India rubber springs, it shows them to have been above

every selfish feeling, in cheerfully endorsing Mr. Everett's apparatus.

At this time Mr. E. received the following letter from the Secretary

of the Company

:

" Atlantic Telegraph Compaxy,

"22 Old Broad Street, London, April 21, 1853.

"Dear Sir,—As you have roportod to tlie Managiii"; Cinnmittce that the paying-out

machinery lor II. M. ship Aga/iicmnon is coni[)lct(Ml, and tliat it has been working satis-

factorily during the last three days, and that you do not consider any alteration neces-

sary to increase its e/Hciency ; and as another set is required for the United States

Frigate Niagara, the Managing Committee have authorized and instructed me to re-

quest ihatyou will iminediately give directions to put another sit in hand for that ship
;

and I am iurther to request that you will continue your supervision over the construc-

tion of the machinery, and also undertake to buperintcnd and direct its heing properly

fixed and fitted on hoard the Niai^ara.
" I am further instructed to reiiuest, that you will take charge of the operation of cxperi-

tnenting upon, and suhscijuently of paying out, the cahle from the ship; in doing which,

you will have the co-operation of Messrs. W'ooilhousc and Follansbee, and of such other

engineers as yo\i may consider it re<)uisit<' to ap|)ropriate to such service. Vou are also

auihori/.ed to make surh preiiarations and arrangements as are necessary to enable 3-ou

to carry out the foregoing instructions.

"I remain, yours, truly, Geouge Savtard, Secretary.

"To W. E. EVKIIETT."

After this his duties were very clear ; the first machine was erected

on the Agoineninon, and a second one constructed tind erected on the

jSiagttra. The organization of the corp.s imiiie<liately engaged in ]>ay-

ing out the cable was ;is follows: Mr. Everett, assisted by Mr. AVood-

lioiise, took alternate watches in the general supervision sind din-ctioQ

of everything perttiining to the cable, and the ])rocess of paying out.

Chief Engineer, J'ollansbee, and Second Assistant Engineer, Kellogg,

kept alternate watches at the paying out machine, assisted by Mr.
Gooderich and Mr. Hudson, who attended the dynamometer. Li addi-
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tion to the above, there was an oflficer always in charge at the coil,

where were two wire-men as leading men, two splicers, and one gutta

percha jointer. Sixty of the crew of the Niagara were permitted by
Captain Hudson to enter the employ of the Company. These Mr. E.

divided into two watches ; fifteen were placed in the coil to assist the

wire-men ; five were placed near the machinery to clear away the tar,

and the remainder along the line of the cable, from the coil to the

stern-wheel.

From the coil to the engine-room was a speaking tube, through

which were passed all orders controlling the speed of the ship, which

it was necessary to vary continually.

It will be seen, that the submerging of the cable and the navigation

of the ship were two distinct operations, in cliarge of different persons.

Had the cable broken from any defect in the paying-out apparatus,

no one could have blamed Captain Hudson. In conclusion, I would

state that Mr. E.'s machines differ from any before constructed for

that purpose ; that the builders required his signature to every draw-

ing, before putting it in hands ; and that while he is specially indebted

to Mr. Penn for his advice, and the friendly interest taken in his suc-

cess, and also to Messrs. Field, Lloyd, Appold and Amos, for their

aid and assistance, he is to all intents the designer of the paying-out

apparatus, and, be it good or bad, it is his. To his companion and
friend, Mr. Woodhouse, who took alternate watches with him during

the process of submerging the cable, Mr. E. must ever feel much in-

debted.

Description of 3Iacliine.—The machine is placed at the after part

of the vessel, a little on the starboard side, so as to be clear of the

masts. The cable as it comes up from the hold, passes through a
groove, and over a grooved wheel, and from thence on to the drums,

of which there are two ; each of these drums has four deep grooves

in it, and the cable after winding round them four times, passes on
from the last groove over a guiding wheel to a second machine, placed

half-way between the first and the stern of the vessel. This second
machine is for the purpose of indicating and regulating the amount of

tension on the cable, so as to prevent it from running over the stern

too fast, and at the same time not to allow the resistance to become so

great as to endanger its breaking. The engineer applies the amount
of weight he thinks necessary to accomplish the desired object ; this

weight is on a sliding frame, through which passes a rod; the lower
end of this rod is attached to a piston, which works loosely in a cylin-

der of water, and the upper end is secured to a grooved wheel, under
which the cable passes on its way to the stern ; the cable thus sustain-

ing the weight that has been applied on the sliding-frame. The piston

below working in the water cylinder, is for the purpose of preventing

sudden changes ; for as the weight rises or falls, the water in the

cylinder must pass around the piston, either abov^or below it. On
the frame of the sliding weight is an index which gives the exact strain

on the cable. Forming a part of this second machine is a wheel like
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the steering wheel of a ship, with a drum attached to it ; from this

drum a chain passes back to the first machine, and connected to the

levers of four poAverful brakes ; these brakes operate on foiir smooth

wheels or pulleys by means of clamps, which are made to adhere in a

greater or loss degree, as more or less tension is wanted on the cable.

Each one of these brakes has sliding weights applied to its lever, which

may be slipped on or off, at the engineer's pleasure, and they also

have pistons working in cylinders of water to prevent sudden action.

In addition, each brake has Appold's self-acting apparatus for keep-

ing the strain uniform. With these several arrangements, we M-ill sup-

])Ose the vessel in motion, and the cable passing through the two

machines, and over the stern. A man is stationed at the wheel, Avith

his eye on the index. As the ship rolls and pitches, she records the

increased or reduced tension on the cable, and the man at the wheel

tiglitens or slacks off on the brakes, thus keeping the strain almost

perfectly uniform. To prevent the friction brakes from heating, the

pulleys on which they operate work in tanks of water. The success of

the machine may be inferred from its paying out the cable on the

Niagara^ without stopping once. FHANKLIN,

AMERICAN PATENTS.

List of Amkuican Patents which issued from Augist 3 to August 31, 1858,

("inclusive,^ WJTU ExEMPLIFICATIOSi'8.

AUGUST 3,

1. C0l/riVATOR8 ; Willium Ailums, Detroit, Michigan.

Claim—Tbe arningeiiient of t)ie loojt at the juncture of the cross anj side biirs, iu combination with tha

liin'ling pin aud tbe double looped yoke exteadiag tniusvcrsoly firom oue dide bar to the other, for hoKhug thu

liundled.

i OovKUNon FOi Steam ENOiyES; Alban Anderson, Lancaster, Ohio.

Cliiini—The ciniibiiiation of niarhincry and the production thereby, or by its equivalent, Of the resultant

forco dullaed, and the application of such resultant force to the regulation of the movemeut of machiuen oe

t'ngincB.

3. Wheat Separatoes; W. H. Angel and M, Coffeen, Watertown, New York.

Claim—1st, The arrangement of the three perforated plates, having holes of tbe game diameter or are;i,

and phiced at the Hame inclination with the fourth pcrfunited plate, having holes of a less diameter or area

than the othiT plates, and ut a greater inclination. IM, The spring bar or rod and yoke, in connexion witU
the jdaten and bars at the other end of the plate Injx, for giving to the idute \>o\. the comiHjund motion.

4. Knife Siiaiu'KNEK ; John .1. anil Austin T. .Armstrong, UriMiklyn. New York.

Claim—The combination and arrangi'nunt of iwrts described, tjiat i* to say, i«curiDg tbe file by its edgei

liotween the inclines, by which the ailvantages stated are secured,

l>. Steam E.nqi.neh; Henry and K. J. L. Ulaudy, Zanuaville, Ohio.

Claim—The applicati<m to |Mirtable steam engines of a hollow continuous bed plate, for the gupjiort an«|

ikttachmunt of the operative i>arts of the engine, whereby the latter iu working is remlenil indepemleut of tho

rontractlon and expansion of the fornjer, and the boiler relieved from the direct stniiu of tlie engine.

<l Method OF Uemovinu Suumakixk Deposits: Kli Ura/.elton. St. Louis, Missouri.

CI»iDi—Uemoving sand. nunl. or gravel from within sunken wre<-ks. or from suhuierped articles, with it

view of raising the siimi-. by means of a current of water loni-d by any proper metuis through a tube or spout,

by which the current is directed and nnule to lUt at the desiiml spots.

7, Sl!iiSTlTL'TE FOR THE CliANE ; .\aron IlriM>ks, Crawford County, Indiana.

C'laim^A perpendicular pitman and tin' diapensing with a crank by means of the wheel attnche<I to tbo
sh;ift, aud the slide or rollers attached to the pitman, and luoviu^ in the griKive, the said pilmau always mov«
ing perpendicular.

8. i'LOURiNO M1LI.S; Ilobert J. Brown, I'erry, PonnsylTania.

Claim—1st, The combination of cups without b.'icks, with a peHiirated «fmp, for the pnrposo of derating
and discluirging meal. "Jd, Tho combination of a riblMnl pulley with a conveyor on tlie bolting shaft m\. Tho
juraugement of two, threw, or more bolts within uud couceulric with each other, and uiwn the Kuue reel shaft.

27'
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9. Graix and Grass Hartesters; Robert Bryson, Schenectady, New York.

Claim— I'lacing the cam in front of tlie driving-wlieel, an<l operating therefrom by menns of the double

crank and the rodH, when these several parts are constructed and arranged relatively with respect to eaeli

olher and to the bar, in the manner set forth.

10. Metalijc Fence ; William Bush, Uarrisburgh, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The congtiuctiun of the base rail with a continuous dovetail groove, into which are slipped the

panels with a corresponding tenon, and the top rail with continuous groove fitting on the top of the panels.

11. Convektim; Keciprocati.ng i.nto Rotary Motion ; Isaac Chapman, City of New York.

Claim—The ratchet wheel or wheels, in combination with the i)awl8, arranged and operated by means of

a parallel motion. Also, the manner of throwing the pawls in and out of gear with the ratchet, while the

power is in motion, by means of the levers and the parallel spring elide.

12. APPARATO.S FOR JIaki.xs Coffeb; John Deniey and Thomas II. Ileberling, Warsaw, Illinois.

We do not claim the process of scalding coffee and boiling it afterwards by additional heat, or forcing

water through ground coffee resting in a strainer. Nor do we claim the application of a heater to a vessel

containing coffee.

Claim—1st, The apparatus for the forcible expulBion of the water through the bed of the coffee, resting

on the strainer in the mouth of the inverted vessel by the pressure of steam in the npper psirt thereof, pro-

duced when the red-hot heater is inserted in the central tube. 2d, The cup for retaining a jiart of the vfater

around the foot of the heater tube and the tin arch, for the purpose of preventing the joint at the end ol the

heater tube from becoming unsoldered when the rest of the water is driven from the interior of the vessel.

13. Railroad Frog; James >1. Dick, Buffalo, New York.

Claim—1st, The construction of the chairs and arrangement of the parts of the frog upon them, in the

manner by which I am enabled to remove any part of the frog without disturbing the other parts. 2d, The

combination of the underhangiug jaw upon the rail, E, with the rebated chair. 3d, Arranging the frog upon

chairs in sxich a manner as to leave open space below the rails at the point where the rail, E, comes up to the

rail, B and c.

14. Co? Tubes for Shuttles ; James Eaton, Townsend Harbor, Massachusetts.

I do not claim the use of a cop tube of entire length of the spindle, when used alone and unconnected

with the button, or its equivalent, to guide the yarn over the point of the spindle.

Claim—1st, The employment of a button upon the end of the sjiindle or of the cop tube. 2d, In combi-

nation with the above, I claim a cop tube of a length sufficient to hold the entire cop. 3d, A removable spindle

iu combination with the button and long cop tube operating in the manner set forth.

15. Lamps; William Fulton, Cranberry, New Jersey.

Claim—The register formed of the perforations in the top, and the perforated plate placed within the top,

in combination with tlie perforated or air-<li8tributing plate.

16. Sleeping Car for Railroads; Charles L. Harrington, Buffalo, New York.

Claim—The single rods in relation to the berths or couches, Nos. 1 and 2, the said rods being without

collars or projections, and attached at each end to the side of the car, in combination with the shifting seats

with slotted arms, and reversible and convertible backs, the rail, and bed, with the partitions.

17. Tube for Conteting Sound; R. 6. Hatfield, Mount Ternon, New York.

Claim—The mouth in combination with the reflector, the mouth and reflector being of paraboloidal or

appro.Yimate form, and arranged relatively with each other, so as to operate substantially as set forth. Fur-

ther, the plate placed in the elbow, as described, and also the combination of the mouth, reflector, and plate,

•when arranged to act conjointly, as described.

18. Apparatus for Condensing and Purifying Gas; August Hendricks, Assignor to Yictoria Hendricks, City

of New York.

Claim—1st, A gas condenser which has the junction between its upper and lower chambers, accomplished

by means of a water channel formed round the upper edge of the lower chamber, and a flanch formed round
the bottom of the upper chamlx-r, in combination with stationary rods, which sustain the upper section and
adjusting suspension screws, or their equivalents, weights, cords, and pulleys. 2d, The specified arrangement

of condenser and purifier on the s;ime level and within the same chamber.

19. Field Fence; David M. Ueikes, Franklin Township, York County, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The construction of the fence into separate panels by framing the posts, uprights, and rails to-

gether by means of beveled tenons and mortises, and the application of the circular braces, by the application

of which the fence can readily be raised or lowered at one end from a horizontal to any angiilar position, and
the posts and ujirights will in every case stand perpendicular to the ground.

20. Field Fence ; Cornelius Ilorton, Phelps, New York.

Claim—The combination of the staple with the two panels, the braces, and the key or pin.

21. Gas Stoves; Moses W. Kidder, Lowell, Massachusetts.

Claim—The condensing chamber with its trap and pipe, in combination with a combustion chamber.

22. G.AS Burners ; Frederick C. Krause, City of New York.

I do not claim to be the first inventor of a [lorous gas burner, as I am aw,are that tbej- have been con-

structed of wire gauze, and by making beds of such material covered with broken pumice stone, and of some
other substance. But I

Claim—The manufacture of gas burners, or those parts of them from which the gas is to be emitted, of
the porous composition produced by the union of the substances specified, in the manner set forth.

23. Mode of Separating Fibre ; Azel Storrs Lyman, City of New York.

Claim—The mode of separating the fibres of wood, flax, or other fibrous substances, for paper, cloth, or

other purposes, by charging the mass with hot water, steam, comjiressed air, or other elastic fluid, while in a
cylinder or other suitable receptacle, and then causing it to be projected from said receptiicle into the atmos-
phere, or any space where it is subjected to a sufficiently less pressure to cause its disruption by the suddea
expansion of the fluid within it.

24. Preserve Cans; Emmons Manley, Marion, New York.

Claim—The combination of the depression around the mouth of the can, and the cup-formed stopper, con-

structed and operating substantially as described.
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25. Mode of Operating Presses; David L. Miller, Madison, New Jersey.

Claim—The aiiplication of two distinct actions by meuns of tho bevel gearing, endleaa screw gear, barret,

and cylindrical nut, arranged an deMcribed.

26. Pki.nti.no Presses; Frederick B. Nichols, Morrisania, New York.

Claim— 1st, The employment of the poliHlied metallic roller, arranged immediately in front of the inking
roller, and made ailjustablu by set-screws, so as to enable its nmcxjth perijihery to be pressed againut the |H-ri-

phery of the printing cylinder on a line parallel with the axis of both, and with such force as to prevent any
ink on the engraved surlacc of the printing cylinder trom |ias»ing between the two, and thereby removing
the excess of ink from the smooth portion.s of the electrotype or thin plate, and causing the same to dei^eud

over the rising side of the Siiid polished roller into the ink trough. 2d, Arranging the rollers and endl>>s

band over the same, in front of, and in such relation to the periphery of the printing cylinder, as to cause the

descending portion of the endless baml to extend from the same, tangential to a circle smaller than it in dia-

meter, and to bear upon a portion of the periphery with an equal degree of tension over every i«irt which it

touches, and giving to the said part of tho endless baud a zigzag movement by means of the zigzag grooved

drum and lug or arm.

27. Safety Wuiffle-tree; George F. Oulten, Norfolk Co., Virginia.

Claim—The hooks constructed with two diflerent angles, and which allow the traces to commence detach-

ing as scjon ivs they commence revolving, and are released entirely at one-fonrth of a revolution.

2H. Money Table; Wm. Painter, Wilmington, Delaware.

Claim—The combination of the difh or seat with its levers and slotted guide, seated and arranged as set

forth, composed of wood or of a metallic substance, or composed of both wixjd and metal, for the purjiose of
a money-changer or money-receiver; not limiting myself to the exact form of the dish or seat, so that the

construction is sulMtantially the same as to guide the money without any possibility of its falling elsewhere

than into the palm of the hand.

29. UuBs FOR Carkiacie Wheels; Norman Piatt, Jackson, Mississippi.

Claim—The combination of a flanched metallic hub for carriage, wagon, and buggy wheels, with clips to

stay and strengthen the spokes, together with a metallic boxing for said hub, secured by a swelled head screw
and tap,

30. Stoves ; Andrew Ralston, West Middletown, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The arrangement of the side chambers, the centre chamber, and the regulating valves of the
fan on the collar of the stove, where the pipe is usually attached. 2d, The arrangement of the curved l>ear-

iug, the opening, the cam ratchet, the ratchet pawl, the"damper with its three journals, and the division plate,

us de.scribtHl. 'M, The arrangement of the plates with their division pieces, and the openings, and the large

openings for the cooking vessels, as described.

3i. Combined Broiuno Furnace and Cooki.vo Range; Wm. Resor, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—The arrangement of the gnites, passiiges, and dampers, or their equivalents, to temporarily con-

nect the charcoal grate with the main lire, so as to igiute its contents, and afterwards dibconnect them so as to

burn independently.

32. Brakes for Railroad Cars ; John W. Rice, Springfield, Massachusetts.

Claim—1st, The nut and screw, and its arrangement, when used for braking railroatl cirs. 2d, The l«»r

extending from one bnike to the other, the double fulcrum lever, and the ro<ls playing through and again:<t

the double fulcrum lever, and the arniugemeut of the chain and pulley, when used in combiuaUou with each

other.

33. Ox Yokes; Joseph 11. Riggs, Gloucester, Ma.ssachusetts.

Claim—The racks, arranged and operating in the manner substantially as set forth.

34. Chucks for Centering, &c. ; Daniel N. Smith, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—The centering tool, consisting of the chuck operating in combination with the sliaflg.

36. Sewing Macuines; K. Harry Smith, City of New York.

Claim—Forming the stitch by means of the detached looper specified, operating in combination with the
needle, and jHisniiig entirely through the loop, in the manner described. Also, the spreader on the side of the
liK)per, for the purposes specified. Also, the revolving and oscillating lever, when constructed and arranged
to drive the looper.

36. AnoAND Gas Burners; Joseph K. Stanwood, Maiden, Massachusetts.

Claim—Tho impr.ireil Argand burner, iw made with its .leveral supporting tulies of its annular chamhor
extended tlown witliiu the lower or receiving cliamlKT and around its entrance hole or passjige, substantially

in manner as de*:ribed, and for the purpixse of preventing noise or Hinging of the flame when tin' burner is

in oiK-ration. Also, the combination ami arrangement of the (K-rforated partition, with the annular or upiier

chamlwr of the burner, and having its perforations or spaces between tho same, disposed with respect to the

mouths of the inlet tubes.

37. Apparatus for Puriftino Gas; Andrew Walker, Claremont, New Hampshire.

Claim—The construction of tho cover of the horizontal wa«hcr with teeth, aa described.

38. Peouinq Machines; Edgar M. Stevens, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—1st, A peg woo<l Uix or recept.-iclr.s, which is vibrated or reciprocated so as to bring the peg wood

upon the knife, for the pur]>os(i of splitting a peg from the peg wood, and which is «> loaited and arntiig<-<l as

to preMent tho peg to, or directly over the hole in the sole into which it is to Ik- driven. But 1 do not claim,

broiully.any moving peg wood box, which is arningi-d remotely from the awl holcm^ide in the sole, and theru

delivers the peg wimhI or pegs, which \iltimately aro fed to the awl hole into which lliey are to be driven. 2d,

]n combination with the vibniting or recipr.Hating |Mg wm>.l Ihix, s. a stop which i.s a<lju-<table to the length

of the peg wtxKl, and is IiH-ated in the month of s, near the p<'g tube in f and within less distance of the plane

of the edgt' face of the knife than the bigness of one [leg, and whose- function is to liobl the jK'g WihmI against

the action of the knife in Hplitting off the peg, and this I claim whether such stop forms a jiart of the cover

of the |K'g wiKxI box or is separate therefrom. lUl, 1 am aware that it is not new to use a fivd instrument hav-

ing a com|M>und movement like that described f.r m, that, therefore, I disclaim. But I claim the nu-clianical

means, or their equivalents, for pnxiuring said com|><mnd movement of m, the same ctmsisling of the Ull

crank lever, u, hinged to m, and the friction block, w, which is arranged to slide in the slot in u, both u and
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w being arranged to pivot upon x. 4th, The use of a spring (the sjiring on v), or its equivalent, in combina-

tion with a peg wood feeder, m, having a range of feed uiovenient, wlien undbstnictcd, greater thuu the big-

lies.s of a peg, for the purpose of rendering tlie niuvenient <;f tlie feeder, m, self-regulating.

3J. Case Shoe Brush; Charles D. Thum, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The combination of the brushes and case, as sliown, the same being made of suitable material,

such aa wood, metal, India rubber, or its equivalent, and of au3' desirable shape.

40. IIauvesters ; J. A\ Trump, Somerville, New Jersey.

Claim—The combination of the knife guards with the press plate, the finger beam, and the reciprocating

cutters, when these several parts are constructed and relatively arranged as described.

41. Fire Places; \Vm. K. Warden, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—The combination and arrangement of the orniimental metallic frame, B, and vertical slide, F, con-

taining smoke-pipe opening within the tire place, in the manner described.

42. Apparatus for Puriftixg Gas; John Waterhouse, Little Falls, New York.

Claim— Introducing the gas into the purifier underneath a table, or its equivalent, near tlie surface of the

lime water, so that it (the gas;.shall jkiss liorizontally through tlie liine water a suttieient lUstance to effect its

purification, before it can rise to the chamber above, as set fortli. by which means I obviate much of the pres-

sure heretofore encountered in lime water purifiers, and get a better yield at a great saving of retorts.

43. Railroad Rails; M. J. Waldron, Dunkirk, New York.

Claim—1st, Placing the ends of the rails in a suitably constructed chair between two ties, both of the ties

being used as a bearing or supporting surface to the chair. 2d, Tlie bolt in the enlarged recess in the ends of

the rails and the jaws or lapped part of the chairs as an arrangement of means for forming an clastic or spring

joint for the ends of the rails.

44. Looms; Joseph AVelch, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Reducing the normal capacity of the pattern wheel, or its equivalent, 80 as to make it perform ths

functions described, substantially in the manner set forth.

4.5. Sleepi.ng Cars for Railroads ; Kli Wheeler, Elmira, New York.

Claim—In connexion with a pair of car seats wliicli are enclosed within a compartment, and placed at the

proper distance apart, pivoting b^' fixed pivots the backs of said jjair of seats at such jjoints on the arms of

the seat frame, and in such relation to each other, that by turning the backs over in opposite directions, in

the path of a vertical circle, they will both be brought and made to lie horizontally or on a level with the

cushions of the seats within the space existing between the two .seats, and upon a supporting cleat, F, and thus

form a comfortable sleeping couch entirely enclosed within the compartment.

46. Sewing Machines ; Darius Wheeler and Luman Carpenter, Oswego, New York.

Claim—The combination of the notched looper with the needle sjiring pins and cam plate, whereby one

end of the looper talies the loop and the otlier end discliarges it upon tlie needle, while the looper is moving
continuously in a circle. Also, the form of the looper, wherebj' as the looper progresses through the l»op, the

loiip by the combined action of tlie needle and looper becomes shorter than when first taken, and is removed
entirely out of the path of the point of the looper at and after its discharge, so that it cannot be taken again

by the looper.

47. Method of Registering the Motion of Machinery ; S. Lloyd Wiegand, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, Reversing the motion of the zones or indicating dials by friction applied to them in the man-
ner set forth. 2d, The arrangement of the spring, L, to act as a detent in reversing.

48. Seed Planters; James D. Willoughbj', Carlisle, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The arrangement of the rollers placed horizontally with the slide, as constructed, for regulating

the discharge of seed, and the frame for keeping Siiid roller in place, and preventing the lateral discharge of seed.

49. Stoves; J. U. Wilkinson, Concord, New Hampshire.

Claim—Ist, The arrangement of pipe, K, within pipe, E, and damper, L. 2d, Inserting the air chambers,
J J, in the linings of the fire-pot. 3d, The holes, m m, in connexion with the bed plate, o, provided with the
arch piece, s, or their equivalents.

60. Machine for Manufacturing Shoe Pegs; I. G. Worth, Tassalboro', Maine.

Claim—A combination and arrangement, essentially as specified, of a vibrating knife, or its equivalent,
a bench or table, two fluted rollers, and mechanism for imparting to such rollers intermittent feeding motions,
in opposite directions, the same being productive of advantage in cutting blocks into pegs.

5L Electro-Magnetic Engine; Frederick Yeiser, Lexington, Kentucky.

Claim—The employment of a series of balanced beams with bars arranged and combined with the mag-
nets, frame, and rod.

52. Butter Worker ; W. Bancroft, Assignor to self and II. M. Proctor, Burlington, Vermont.

Claim—The combination of the roller, P, with the roller, .i, and share, o. Also, the combination of double
geared shell pinion, D, with the liasin. A, adjustable sliaft, H, socket. E I. and pinion, G, so that by turning the
screw, K, the shaft, H, may be raised or lowered, and the height of the roller, j, altered at pleasure.

53. Mechanical Jack ; Amos Jones, Assignor to self and S. M. Davis, Lebanon, New Uarapshire.

Claim—Constructing an improved jack by comliining a double toothed shank with a suitable head-piece,
when the teeth of said shank are arranged in such a manner as to furnish the necessary fulcrum and catches
for tlie operating lever in the performance of its appropriate functions.

54. Machine for making Beef and other Steaks Tender; Thomas W. Moore, Assignor to Elliot & Moore,
Plattsburg, New York.

Claim—The combination ofjoint, lever, and the jaws, when the devices are so arranged that the jaws ope-
rate in relation to each other, substantially as specified.

55. Centrifugal Gun; C. B. Thayer, Boston, Assignor to self and Charles Robinson, Cambridgeport, Mass,

Claim—The spiral groove, d, arranged as specified. In combination with the spiral groove, d, I also claim
the space, g, and lieel, h, at the extremity of each arm or aperture of the thrower.
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66. Straw Cuttebs; Darius Bubeock, Drydcn, New York.

Claim—Opprating tlif feed rollers tliroiigh the medium of the levers, P p, rods, H n, connected with said
levers by means of the sliding collars, pawls, and crank pulley.

57. Maciiixe por Thresiu.no a.nd Separatino Orai.n ; N. J. Becker and J. M. Ilarvey, Amsterdam. N'. Y.

Claim—The coml)iuatioii of the swinging arm or arms, straw carrier hrackcts or jjh jections, elliow lever,
connwting by links the swinging arm to the separator, pitman, operated by cnink i)in from the fan sliaft to
drive the swinging arm, and fan, ami threshing cylinder pulleys, and drivt-n by the same band or lielt, as set
forth. We do not claim the combination of a reciprocating or independently moving perforated straw carrier
with a stationary bed-plate, but a* gearing the serrated bar frame to the perforated bed-plate and conducting
board, that said latter portion shall give an accelerate)! motion to the bar frame simultaneously with, but in
reverse directions to, the travel of tlie bed-plate; providing the feeding throat of the thresher, or thresher
concave, with a dust spout or outlet above, and furnishing the cylinder I'ace with a dust passage in front, un-
der the feed table.

68. Seed Planters ; Addison Berdan, Macon, Michigan.

Claim—The arrangement of the reciprocating jiieee, adjustable tubes, stationary piece, and top plate, with
hoppers.

59. Harrow; Addison Berdan, Macon, Michigan.

Claim—The combination of tooth bars having projections, with guide, oscillating lever, and frame, the
whole being constructed, arranged, and ojierated aa set forth.

60. Maciii.nes for Kollinq Leather into Bales; Nathan Burk, Fulton, \ew York.

Claim— In combination with the wiu(Ung and clamping shafts, the spring table, with its friction roller,

stops, and string guides.

61. AVixB Guard for Cuimnevs; F. M. Butler, City of New York.

Claim—The arrangement of the pipe, radial guard, iuner disk, and hood, when in substantially the pro-
portions specitied.

62. Operating tbe Teeto of Cylinders por Burbino Wool, Ac; T. B, Butler, Norwalk, Connecticut.

Claim—The application of teeth to a rotating cylinder having an uniform peripherical surface, in snch a
manner as to be projected beyond tlio said surface to latcli the tibrous materials to bi' operated upon, and after-

wards retracted into pockets within the said iieriplKrioal surface, for the jinrpose of holding said material and
presenting the greater jjortion of it upon the even peripherical surfaeeof the cylinder without any obstniction
to the action of strippers, brushes, or other analogous devices for burring, ginning, or cleaning it, operating
in combination with said cylinder.

63. JIachine fob Ciiamferinq and Crozing Barrels; A. II. Crozier and Cyrus Carrier, Oswego, New York.

Claim—The metliod described of moving the crozing and chamfering tools to and from their work, by
means of the differential movenii'Ut of the wheels, q and s. produced in the manner described, when operating
the cam or eccentric which controls the action of the tools.

64. Metallic Lath Surface; John B. Cornell, City of New York.

Claim—The shape of the sheet uietitl sections, which enables them to securely retain coatings of plaster,

when the said sections are secureil to vertii^il supports, and which also enables said sections to be securely
combined with partition studs without the aid of nails, screws, or bolts.

65. Safety Guard for Safe Doors; John B. Cornell. City of New York.

Claim—Arranging a safety guard within the door of an iron safe, in such a manner with relation to the
lock or bjcks, and the fawtening bolts which are combined with said door, that the act of forcibly disphu-ing

the said liM;k or locks from its or their proper position on a locked door, will cause the said sjifety guard to tie

thrown into such a position that it will securely hold the said fastening bolts in an extended position fi-om the
moment that the lock bolts cease to e.\ert a retaining action on the sjiid titstening bolts.

60. Applying Brakes to Hand Trucks; C. L. DaboU, New London, Connecticut.

Claim—The application of the described devices to hand trucks, in the manner set forth.

67. Apparatus for 1'urifvixg Gas; W. F. Danowsky, Alleutown, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The use of the p\irifier, when arnmged and combined with a gas trap, in the manner described.

68. Treatment of Caoutchouc; Austin G. Day, Si'yniour, Connecticut.

Claim— Uuiuiing the heat for vulcanizing elastic hard rubber compounds, «.i set forth, through the sev-

eral grailes uf temperature, and the several intervals of time described. Al.so, making the elastic hard rubber
composition of two parts by weight of rublKT, and one part of sulphur, when such com|Ktsition is made pre-
paratory to the running of the heat through the several gnides of time and temperatuiv, Alsi>, ei)ualizing

the temjierature in the heating apparatus by mechanical means or by a cunx-nt of steam, or its cHjuivalcnt.

69. Bed Bottom; VV. II. Klliott, I'lattsburg, New York.

Claim—The combination and arrangement of briu-es, flexilde strap, slats, and springs, whether the said
braces reach from one outside slat to tin- other, or only to some of the intermediate slat-s. and whether said
braces are attached to the upper or lower siile of slats.

70. Hinges; \V. H. Klliott, I'lattsburg, New York.

Claim—Combining with the table hinge a p(prtion of the rule joint, its 8|)ecified.

71. Harvesters; M. K. Kllsworth, Hudson, Ohio.

Claim—The manmr of attaibiiig the seat to the gi<ar (ilank by means of the rods, or their e<iuivalent.s
liaving a pin or hinge point both upon the «ejir plank ami f.sit-board. in combination with the rods, or their
oi|uivalents. which connect the fisit-boaril directly with the reach-lHiard.

72. .\PPARATU8 FOR TANNING HiDES; L. C. Kuglaud, Oswego, New York

Claim—Causing the li(iuors to circulate among hides, which are kept in fixed positions, for the purposes
set forth.

73. Seed Planters ; H. C. Fairchild, Brooklyn, Pennsylvania.

Chiim—The rotating or gomi-i-otating seed-box, provided w ith the cylindrical ciiso, d, fitted w ithin the coa'.
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C, in connexion with tlie jiliinger oonnected w i tli and operated by tlie movement of case, B, as 8)iown. the plnngpr
case attaclied to case, c, and the seed distributing device Ibrmcd of tlie perforated bottoms uf the cases, b c, and
tlie cut-off.

74. Cultivators ; N. W. Traser and A J. McLellan, Laporte, Indiana.

Claim—The arrangement of tlic fender attached to the shovel standards, the slioves, and the wheels, on
the vertical shafts, the wlujle being arranged for joint operation.

75. Sewing Machines; James E. A. (Jibbs, Mill])oint, Virginia.

Claim—So con.structing and comliining or arranging and operating a revolving hook or loopcr with a re-
ciprocating needle, as that the one loo]) shall be taken from the needle after the fomicr loop shall have Tieen
drawn up on, along, or over the needle during its advance movement, in the manner described. Also, the
conical sleeve, or its etjuivalent. for holding the spool and for revolving therewith, in combination with the
adjustable cones, or their equivalents, for producing the requisite degree of friction upon the conical sleeve
spool-holder, when constructed so as to operate substantially in the manner set forth.

76. Locomotive Steam E.ngines; Ji)hu C. Ilagan, Nashville, Tennessee.

Claim—Ist, Arranging the cylinder of a steam engine so that it is li-ee to move at right angles to the mo-
tion of its piston rod. and in a plane parallel with the plane of motion of the cranks connected with tlie ro<l.

2d, In combination with the cylinder of a steam engine, arranged so that it is free to vibrate. I claim connect-
ing each end of the piston rod with the crankof a driver,and giving motion to both drivers in the same ilirec-
tion, without the interposition of connecting links. 3d, Uiving to the cylinder of a steam engine a positive
reciprocating motion, by combining tlieiewith a secondary engine, or any equivalent Dieehanical device, ar-
ranged 80 ;is to support and move the cylinder in a plane parallel with the plane of motion of the cranks con-
nected with its plstim ro<ls. and in riglit angles to the line of motion of the jiiston rod. 4th. Supporting the
main cylinder in the guides in which it vibrates by means of tninnions, arranged as described, so that the
cylinder may accorfimodate itself to the axles of the drivers on an uneven track. .5th, Connecting the slide
valves of the secondary engine with the quadrant block of the expansion gear of the main engine, by which
means the motion and the changes in the valves of both engines are uniform and siniultaneons. 6th, The
combination of the slotted link, the cam block, the pump hand gear, or any mechanical equivalents, whereby
not only can the length of stroke of the pump be varied during the motion of the engine, but also the pump
niay be worked while the engine is at rest. 7th, Combination of the sliding steam pipes with the main driT-
ing cylinder, arranged for the purpose of admitting steam to the cylinder.

77. Clothes Rack; A. A. Harris, Ravenna, Ohio.

Claim—The radial arms, so jointed or pivoted to hubs that they will be supported by the joints or attach-
ments to the hub, the hubs being loose on the staff so as to revolve, and at equal distaiices aji.iit, to form a
series of horizontal and parallel frames, each of which series may bo folded up separately and the whole be
adjusted vertically by the main staff.

78. Apparatus for Heating and Cooling Air to be used as a Motive Power; W. Hidden and J. Reeves,
City of New York.

Cl.aim—Heating air in one section of a rotating or reciprocating cylinder, and at the same time condens-
ing the exhausted air from the engine in another section of the same cylinder, and at intervals changing the
condensing section into a heater, and the heating section to a condenser, by revolving or reciprocating thd
cylinder so as to alternately have the upper section occupy the place of the lower section in a tank of water,
and the lower section to occupy the place of the ui)per one in proper relation to a furnace flue.

79. Telegraphic Instruments; George B. Hicks, Cleveland, Ohio.

Claim—The described devices, or their equivalents, by means of which two armature levers, one of which
is upon the receiving instrument, and the other upon the recording instrument, are moved simultaneously,
as seen in figures 4 and 6. in order to render it impossible for any portion of the curretit from M"2 or n2 to pass
through the magnets, m M or N x, figures 2 and 5, except when required to change the position of lever, 0, g'.

Also, the described arrangement for so connecting a circuit through the armature levers of the receiving and
recording (local) magnets, figures 4 and 6, that a current may lie diverted tlirongh the magnets, M M or N N,
figures 2 and 5, at the pleasure of a distant operator, and thereby changing the position of the lever, G G, fig-

ures 2 anil .5. for the jmrpose of en.abling the operators npon two distant circuits to transmit intelligence from
one circuit to the other without the aid of an Intel-mediate operator, by the means and In the manner speci-
fied. Also, the employment of the devices named, or their equivalents, whereby a current from the battery,
s, may be diverted from one magnet. M M, to another, N N. as set forth, by means of the arm, I, (upon the lever,

G G, figures 2 and 5,) striking upon z z', as the lever, g g'. is depressed at x or x'.

80. Ship's Windlass ; Peter H. Jackson. City of New York.

Claim—The bit taking the end of the shaft, when combined with the brace, block, and key, or their
equivalents.

81. Cable Stopper; Peter H. Jackson, City of New York.

Claim—The combination of the cam lever or levers with the hinged pawl, in the manner specified.

82. Hanging Window Sash; Ross Johnson, Frederick. Maryland.

Claim—Side boxes constructed on the face of the jamli. and arranged In front and at right angles to the
face of the sash, In combhiatioii with narrow oblong weights, and with pulleys, arranged in a manner adapted
for the use of side boxes and flat weights.

83. Seed Planters; E. \V. Kimball, Ottawa. Illinois.

Claim—The slide placed within the box or case perfiirated at D, and provided with the endless band and
the seed cap attached, in connexion with the elastic or yieliling plate and rest plate or guide, placed at the
lower end of the box or case—it being understood that I do not claim sepanitely any of the parts, but the whole
combined, as set forth.

84. Bathing Apparatus; Frederick Kraemer, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—The tub, constructed of two semi-cylindrical portions connected together, as shown, in connexion
with the steps, supply cocks, and discharge valves.

85. M.vchines for Cleaning Wheat; Jesse Lantz and John Russell, Wheeling, Virginia.

Claim—1st, The additional air tube or arch, F, in connexion with the air tube or arch, E, for the purpose
of receiving the wheat through an a|i<'rture in pipe. F, above the hopijer, v, and from the hopper, G. 2d, The
adjustable reeded rubber, o, combined with the flanch rubber, i.
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86. Rock Drills ; Wm. Lewis, Ilarrisburgh, PennRylvania.

Claim—1st, The combination of the peculiarly constructed lifting jaw, with the peculiarly constructed
vibrating flexible Irmiie and inclined (ilaiiet*, whether ojierated by a lever or other mechanical de'vice. 2d, The
peculiarly coimtructed vibrating flexible frame lor holding the lifters together, and uhifting them out of theuay iilteniHtely liil. The united uhv of tlie lever and strap IV.r ojierating on the lifting jaw, inclined plane for
turning the bar, and flexible vibrating frame, for throwing the jaw out of gear with the drill bar.

87. Machi.vk fob Cori.no and Quarteri.vg Apples; Charles Lounsberry, Jr., Xichols, New York.
Claim—The combination and arrangement of the knife with the movable step, the standard with ita at-

tachment, the cup and i>j)ring being Bubslantially made ad described.

88. Apparatls for Oenekati.vo Gas; Henry Lyles, Washington City, D. C.

Claim—The peculiar arrangement of the perfurateil chamber as constructed with the retort, gauge cock,
Btop cock, and siphon pijie, when they are constructed in the manner specified.

89. Retorts for Distilli.no Oils from Coals; John atid W. B. McCue, Freeport, Pennsylvania.

Claim— 1st, The employment of the connecting i)ipe located in the retort in other thanacentral position,
whereby we iU<! euiibled to conduct ofl' the oleaginous j)r()ducts of the coal, while the said returt partially re-
volves backwiud and forward on its axis. 2d, I'roviding the retort with the lungitudinal ribs, lor the purpose
of agitating the coal and preventing its sliding when the retort turns.

00. .Maciii.nes for Ka.n.ni.no aad Assorti.ng Grai.n; R. Nutting, Randolph, Vermont.

Claim—1st, The arningement of the screens for separating and assorting, when so combined with shoes,
frames, and motive arrangement, that the grain, seeds, beans, ic, are required to pass over them in a sliding
or niUing manner, and not caused or allowed to drop on their surface or fail thereupon vertically, or so as to
dtrike an aj)erture endwise tirst. 2d, The hold-fiist, substantially as described. a»i. The extra-screens box,
Hubstanlially as described, in combination with the drawers. 4th, The percussion bar, substantially as de-
ne ri bed.

91. Cof.NTER .Scalf.s; IL B. Osgood, New Haven. Connecticut.

Claim—The niethixt of bringing the pea t^j standard weight, and to enable it to indicate weight from
nodes on opposite sides of the beam, consisiing of the adjustable pins, in combination with the pe^i, as de-
scribed.

92. EscAPEMEXT FOR TiME-KEEPEBS ; E. Paulug, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The mcHlification of the duplex escape wheel in compressing the upright row of cogs, the manner
of giving tlie im|iulse directly by it with a pin jewel set in the main roller mounted on the balance axis : the
detent with its fork, tfKithed for gearing with the pinion of the resting cylinder, and its particular arrange-
ment on the escape wheel axis: the arrangement of the resting cylinder with its pinion; the particular dis-

[josition of the lilting roller iic-ting in the fork ; the new and more »<did arrangement to hold the escapement
without bridges, but with simple pillars supporting two small plates secured with pins or screws.

93. B.AKE Ove.vs; W'tti. Pcttet, City of New York.

Claim—1st, The arrnugement and construction of an oven with two furnaces, the one being located on
the exterior and the other on the interior of the oven, each communicating with the same series of flues, so
that either one may be used at ple.isure, whereby the heat may be retained within the oven, or diffused through
the apartment. 2d, So constructing the interior of the described oven and its tines, that the entire lining may
be removed f(jr the purpose of clearing the flues, and replaced.

91. I'KiXTixo Ink Rollers; Elisha Pratt, Salem, Massachusetts.

Claim—The employment of an alkali in the manuHicturc of inking rollers, in the manner set forth. Also^

the use of rosin oil, rosin and shellac, in combiuatiou with the other materials employed, in the manner set

forth.

95. Repeating Firf. Arm; Franklin B. Prindle, New Haven, Connecticut.

Claim—The use of two charge tubes (one of which to cimtain the balls and the other the cartridges), in

combination with tJie two chargers ami niniriHl, when constructeil, arranged, and made to receive the charge
and de|K»it it in the barrel simply by Jiulliug the trigger. Alio, the combination of the hammer and sectors

with the chargers and ramrixl ^so that 1 may charge, cock, and fire by simply pulling the trigger), when the
whole is constructed, arninged, and made to oiKT.ite substantially as described.

96. Hat Klevators; K. M. liecs, Norristown, I'entisylvania.

1 do not desire to claim, broadly, the locking of the frame to, and releasing it from, an elevating rtxl, as

»mch a device is descrilH'd and claimed in the imteiit granted to T. T. Jarrett, May 30, 1854. Neither do I ilesire

to claim, broadly, a spring latch for reliMsing and retaining the Irame. Rut I

Claim—The plate with its spring bolt and nxl, in citmbination with the forked ro<I, with its upper end
bent, as dejicrilM'd, ami its projwtion. I, when the several i«irts are constructed and arranged with rcsi)ect to

«M'h other and to the frame, hubstaiitially iis set forth.

97. Stkam Valvb; George Rleseck, Pittsburgh. Pennsylrania.

Claim—1st, The valve, D, with a projeciiug hollow stem, r., which is roiluced so that its end presents an
area only equal, or nearly so, to the jmrts, F. Fl. F2. ti, Gl, 02, in combituition with a main steam chest or
chamber, J, and an auxiliary steam chest or cit^ting. I, liirnishcMl with a stufling-lhix, d. ami constructed so as

to cover the whole of the back of the valve excepting the end of the stem or a |iortion of the Iwick equal, or
nearly tHjual, to the ports in its fare. 2d. In combination with the alsive, the peculiar manner spettfiod of
making the fiu-e of the valve, n, with six ports. K. Fl, F2. G.Gl, G2, three for receiving and lhn'<' for exhaust-

ing, said )M>rt8 being arning<'<l in such ndation to each other, that when the valve is applied to an oscillating;

engine, one reci'iving port always stamls in a liii" with an exhaust port, ami that only lour of the (xirts shall

tx* in use when the engini' is working forward, and the extra two thus kept in reserve, so that the engine may
lie reversed on shifting tlie valvo by the pressniv of steam from a full oia'u purt.

98. SiEKnixo Maciiinks; T. K. Uichmond, Massilloii. Uliio.

Chiiin—The nriprocating slides, o|H-ratetl as shown, in combination with the aips and platcfl, the above

parts iM'ing la-rforated and arranged aa set forth.

99. Harrows; Jeremiah Routh and .\In'1 Vaughn, Orayville. Illinois.

Claim—The combination of the vertical toothed wheel. P. with the horir.ontal toothed whe<'ls, B B, »aid

wheels being counecteil by gearing, as d"seribed, by which we secure the nucessury rotation, without either

aide dnill or dip of the horizontal wheeLs.
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100. Printing Presses ; C. Edward Sneider, City of New York.

Claim—Ist The revolving double segment frame with segments balancingeach other, in combination with

B. rorkinff tvue bed, operated through tlie segment frames. 2d, The rocking tyi.e frame witli eccentric ways

attached working over fixed rollers in the manner described. 3d, The arrangement and the manner of ope-

ratinL' the distributing cylinder, supported between the segment Iraraes upon the shatt to which the segment

fiames are attached, said cylinder being made to revolve in the opposite direction to the motion of the shaft,

and havinir at the same time a side motion communiciited to the said cylinder for the purpose of distributing

the ink unon the inking rollers, in connexion with an arrangement of inking rollers, operated in the manner

upecified. 4th, The arrangement and construction of the jly-motion, in the manner described, operating in

connexion with the nipper.

101. Steam Valves ; AVm. J. Stevens, City of New York.

Claim—The slotted lever, F, the T-shaped lever, o. and the spring. K, arranged in relation with each other

and with the piston rod and the valve stem, to operate substantially as set forth.

102. Machines for Poundi.no Rice ; John Tallon, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Claim—The combination of the pounder, arms, cross-head, connecting rod, and crank, arranged to operate

in relation to each other, as shown.

103 Folding Grikiron; Joseph II. Thomas, Newark, New Jersey.

Claim—The application to a folding gi-idiron of the hinge joint, formed by the slotted stands and the pro-

jecting bearings on the ends of the back cross-bar, or their equivalents; the jointed handle and slotted stand-

ards, or their equivalents.

104. Cement for Roofing Purposes ; Joseph Thompson, North Wrentham, Massachusetts.

Claim—The composition, substantially as described, consisting of an alkaline silicate, oil or oils, coal tar,

or pitch of coal tar, and naphtha (water being added when necessary), such being lor the purpose or purposes

set tbrth.

105. Billiard Cushions; Wm. K. Winant, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—The strip of steei, or equivalent material, inserted into the crea^ or incision in the India rubber

cushion. substJiutially as specified. Also, the metallic bearing bar, between the back of the India rubber and

the cushion rail, substantially as set forth.

106. Variable Boring Bit ; Wm. Tucker, Gloucester, Rhode Island.

Claim The combinition of a tapering centre point or screw centre, and an auxiliary cutter arranged on

*he shank, as described, with a main cutter applied to the shank, so as to be capable of being revolved thereon,

and fixed in position thereon, by means substantially explained.

107. Reducing Wood Fibres to Paper Pulp; Henry Voelter, Heidenheim, Wurtemburg, Germany; patented

in Wurtemburg, August 29th, 1^56.

(-ijajm ;igt The particular arrangement, construction, and combination of the machinery, or the mechani-

cal expedients employed, as herein specified, for reducing blocks of wood, or producing wood pulp, by feeding

them up automatically to a rotating grind or mill-stone, in connexion with the peculiar manner of applying

or locating .-aid blocks ujwn the circumference of the stone, or on a portion of its circumference, by holding

them behind each other, in a position and direction essentially the same as described. 2d, The employment

and the combination of a series of perforated and rotating cylinders with the retlucing expedient, when con-

tracted and connected between themselves, in the manner herein specified, by surrounding troughs and com-

nmnieating channels or reservoirs, all made to operate as set forth, and for the purpose of assorting the fibres

when separated from the wood in the modes described, rendering the pulp fit to be formed into paper of dif-

ferent qualities.

108. Seeding Machines ; S. R. Weldron, Winnebago Station, Illinois.

Ciaini Dividing the hopper into two equal compartments, and using a slide to gradnate the opening, a,

between them, when the hopper, thus arranged, is used in combination with the rotating seed distributing

wheels, flap or back board, and the double walls.

109. Bee-hives ; Thomas H. Windle, Wagontown, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The combined arrangement in the moth trap of the tapering moth tubes and the ventilated

bee escape tubes, when the same are used in combination with the hive. 2d, Making each of the larger bee

apartments with the self-cleaning slide, the said slide being conducted as described, and applied in connexion

with the tongued piece, so as to operate substantially in the manner described.

110. Machinery for Forming Bats for Felting ; Thomas B. Butler, Assignor to Lounsberry, Bissell <5: Co.,

Norwalk, Connecticut.

Claim—The arrangement of rows of teeth upon the calendar or felting roll, to hold the sliver while the

uribration of the roll is changed, and the angle formed. Also, the rods, springs, pins, and cams, or their equiva-

lents, arranged and operating as described.

111. Steam Enoines ; John J. G. Collins, Assignor to self, Wm. A. Rhodes and Thomas Drake, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.

Without claiming, broadly, the superheating of steam prior to its admission to the cylinder of a steam

«ngine, I

Claim—Combining together for joint action, a cooler, regenerator, and steam engine, when the said regen-

erator is constructed and operated substantially in the manner set forth, and when it is furnished with the

devices specified, or any equivalent to the same, by means of which it receives a supply of steam from the

coolers, retains until it is superheated, and delivers it to the engine, at intervals regulated by the movements
of the latter.

112. Burners for Vapor Lamps ; Frederick Heidrick, Assignor to C. F. Clothier, Philadelphia, Penna.

Claim—The employment of the self-adjusting washer in connexion with the burner, button, and wick
tube, in the manner set forth.

113. Ploughs; Joseph Jones, Assignor to Edmund Jones and Joseph Jones, Jr., Wilmington, Delaware.

Claim—The combination of the described gear and levers, when constructed and arranged for operation
conjointly in the manner set forth.

114. Tanning Hides; Theodore Klemm, Pfiillingen of Rentlingen, near Stuttgart, Wurtemburg, Germany,
Assignor to Edmund Moss, London, England.

Claim—The process of treating and impregnating hides, skins, and other animal tissues, by alternately

J
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agitating them in a heated atmosphere or current of heated air, and rubbing or smearing them with the sub-
stances specified.

115. Gas Retoeis; Alfred Marsh, Assignor to self, E. Hall Covell, J. Q. Dudley, and Robert Uulmcs, Detroit,
Micliigan.

Claim—In the construction of apparatus for the manufiicturing of gas from resin or oils, the spiral col-
umn re:(ting on feet with theflue thruiigli tlie centre; iinil iiNo the apertures between the thieadii of the spiral
column, in combination with the case, in the manner m-t furtli.

116. CuLTiVATOES; Kobert Sawyer, Wales, As.siguor to \Vm. 0. Brown, Monmouth, Maine.

Claim— My improved weeding and liilling plough, constructed substantially as described, viz : with a
coulter, a root cutter, adjustable cutters, and tuiiiing shares, apjilied to adjustable iiaudles auda pluugh beam.
117. Cooking Stoves; John L. Stewart, Assignor to Randulph A. Natliur.--t, Nashville, Tennrssoe.

Claim—In connexion with the sunken recesses the use of flues or piuwages, substantially as set forth-

118. J'oini.NG Paper; John North, Middletown, Connecticut, Assignor to American Book and Paper folding
Co., As.'iignor to Ansou Ilardy, Assignor to Steuben T . Bacon, Boston, Massachu.ietts.

Claim—1st, PI. icing the sheet direct in register upon the knife to receive its first foliL 2d, Folding pajier
liy means of a straight edge or knife and reciprocating roUujs. 3d, Hanging the frame with reciprocating
rollers and fulijing knife attiu:hed, to move and reciprocate in the lUx of a circle. 4th, Cau.-iing the rollers to
rotate and cliange iheir motion altoruately. 5lh, Cutting off the iuset for the 12-mo folding, itt the .same time
it is being folded.

119. Pueparj.no Frames for Gildino; James W. Campbell, City of New York.

Claim—The inclined lathe. in combination with the inclined tool, when said tool is arranged sulistantially
as shipwn, so as to be rendered capable of being aciju.ited to the tranie, i>. by the treadle frame, o, ai;d at the
same time allowed a lateral movement or play, to conform to any irregular movement of the fr.;nie due to au
iuiperfect centering of the same on the plate of the lathe.

AUGUST 17.

120. Corn Snn.LSRS ; Calvin Adams, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Cltuin—The combination of the pairs of adjustable and yielding wheels with the pairs of shellin" wheels
«hen Constructed in the manner described. Also, the manner of coiim^etiug the sliafts with their re.spectivo
tog-wheels, by means of the i>ivots and conical hub, or their eijuivalent.'", so that whilst they may revolve to-
gether, the shafts may jday back and forth to adapt the feeding wheels to the various sizes of the ears of com
to be shelled.

121. Wa8U1.no Machine; David Allan, St. Loui.i, Missouri.

Claim—The air chamber or concave top of dasher, or its equivalent.

122. Churx; James S. Apjdeton, White lUver Junction, Vermont.

Claim—Securing the clturinng vessel within a freely swinging frame, when the da-i^her of the cham is

operated by means ot a crank «liaft. pitman, and vibrating beam.

liJ. Cboss-clt SAWiNii Machine; John T. Armstrong, Jacksontown, Ohio.

Cbiim—The combination «f the frame. A, wheel, E, and guide rod, F, with the frame, c, and carriage. L
and saw, i, when arranged in relation to each other, and operated in the mauuer set lorth.

121. Kailuoad Car Seats ; James M. Baird, WheeUng, Virginia.

Claim—Ist, The o.icillating pedestal and the vertical lever stay, in combination with the stationary scat
stand, and the arrangeiucut of the slats in each, by which to adjust the seat to anj' position required with the
wheel, and also the arrangement by which the backs are changed, and held permanently to their places by
the arm catch and the drop catch. 2d, The arrangement of the oscillating foot brace, in eonibinatiou with a
lady's fool-stool. 'M, The arrangement of the spittoon-holder.

125. Metuod of Securino the Cltteks to tub Spindles op Augers; Charles Ij. Barges, City of New York.

Claim—The oembination of the spindle, cutter, and cheek nut, for the purpose of securing the cutter to
the spindle.

126. Corn Pla!<ters; Thomas M. Bedgood, Clevehmd, Indiana.

Claim—The combination of the truck wheel, cam wlu'd, lever, and gauge, when constructed and arraaged
in relaliiju to tiach other ami to the st-rd-box and spout, as de.scribed.

127. .Maciii.ve for Sowing Feiitiuzers; Lyman Bickford, .Macedon, New York.

Claim—A hopper bottom formed of sheet metid. or its equivalent, in which are arranged aperturew, cou-
fltructed as set forth, wlieu combined with a series of vertiaii stirrers, slide or slides, aiiuuged on the inuur
side of the bottom, in the manner de.scrib<'il.

128. PlA)U(!lis; Will. Illai-k, .^I.^nch<•stl•r, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The combining with the |)lough the ai^justable rotary digger, having sharp teeth or picks, sub-
stantially as described.

120. Steam Hkatino Apparatos; Henry 0. Bulkley, KHliuiiar.oo, Michigan.

Claim—The surrounding of the air passages by a steam atmosphere, to which heat is applied after the

steam is generated, for the purpo.m' of incre;isirig the temperature of the stuiuu without high pres.surc, fur

making a rapid. Side, economical, aud wholesome heat.

130. Mill Pick IIoloehs; Jacob P. Braily, Slouiitjoy, Pennsylvania.

Clium—The double s<M-ket pick holder, when constructed us described, and used in combination with th«

diamond-shaped picks, in the manner set forth.

131. Corn Planters; .lolin S. Davis, Arcadia, (Ujio.

Claim—Tlie adjustable guards, truck, and arljustable hoppers, in combination wixh theat^ustablecoDnect-

ing rods, lever, and rod, the whole coinbineil and operating in the iiiauuer described.

132. Brick Machinfji; J. W. Crary, -New Orleans, Lonisianx

Claim—Isf, The comliination of an annular rim or concave moulding surfitce, with a roller or roorac
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pressing snrfaco, so that tlio bricks are moulded by pressure operating toward the circumference, and dfs-

chai'ged in a direction toward the axis of said concave moulding surface. '2d, Arranging a png mill for the
preparation of the dry claj', to work in connexion with said first feature of my iuTention, by means of the
gearing described.

133. Operatin'g Steam Trip-IIammers ; Joseph S. Bonney, Hanson, and Charles W. WiUard, Bridgewater^
Massachusetts.

Claim—The arrangement and application of the parts, the same consisting not only in having a curved
pendulous lever to extend from the hammer shank, or a projection therefrom, and play through and in the

valve rod, as described, but in arranging and applying cams and adjustable bearers with respect to the said

lever, and to operate together and produce a reciprocating motion of the lever.

134. Reyolvinu Fire Arms ; W. W. Elliott, Plattsburg, New York.

Claim—Extending the frame of the breech forward of the supporting point of the cutter pin, and placing

in the part so exteuded the cock and trigger, when these devices are arranged in relation to the several re-

volving barrels, as specified. '2d, The arrangement of lever o, and trigger in advance of dog and ratchet, by wliicb

the barrels are revolved. 3d. The method of operating the cock by means of fly, the same being hinged at or
near the centre of motion of the cock, and moving independently of the cock in one direction, but not in the
other. 4th, The employment of wings when so constructed as to serve the double purpose of bracing the sup-

port of the centre pin, and of protecting the hands from injury by the discharge of gases and pieces of caps

from the nipples, and being a portion of the frame of the breech, as set forth.

135. Pessaries; Wm. Elmer, M. D., City of New York.

Claim—Giving the peculiar form to the curved bar or tube, described and represented, and attached to
its posterior or rear part a ring-shaped cup or inverted frustrum of a cone, in such relation thereto as to en-
able the instrument to perform the ftmctions lor which it is designed.

136. Metallic Bands for Binding Bales ; Wm. Field, Providence. Khode Island.

Claim—Arranging the band over the clasp, and the ends of the band which are bent under to form the
loops by which the band is connected with the clasp, so that the ends lay above the clasp and the band covers

and protects both of these ends, and also the clasp. 2d, Connecting the looped ends ot the band with the
clasp, by means of a double key, or its equivalent, so that the turning of the key prevents the loop from slip-

ping. 3d, Arranging the key or keys on the under side of the band and clasp.

137. Stoves; Cornelius 0. Foley, Troy, New York.

Claim—1st, The arrangement within the outer casting of the stove of the chambers, g d, descending and
ascending flues, and exit pipe, with the open front cumbustion chamber, B, provided with the opening, F, as
described, whereby what is known as the "Franklin stove" is made a good radiator without materially im-
peding its draft, as set forth. Also, the division plates, E, furnished with the opening, F, and constructed and
arranged in combination with the ch inibers, G D, flues, smoke pipe, and fire chamber, b, in the stove.

138. Machinery for Preparing Oval Picture Frames ; Wm. Gardner, City of New York.

Claim—A lathe with a face plate revolving in an oval path, in combination with a scraper adapted to the
form of the desired moulding of the oval frame, when the said scraper is so arranged as to be self-adjusting

laterally with tlie said moulding.

139. Lock ; Fayette Gould, Huntington, New York.

Claim—1st, The rotating plate or boss placed within the annular ledge, and provided with a key chamber
or recess and yielding or elastic pin, in combination with the sliding tumblers, notched or recessed as shown,
the above parts being arranged substantially as set forth. 2d, The rotating plate or boss arranged with the
sliding plate and tumblers, in combination with the check or guard tumblers.

140. Wrench ; Francis D. Haywood, Walden, Massachusetts.

Claim—Combining with the head or upper jaw. when rigidly connected with its shank, a brace and screw
arranged respectively on opposite sides of, and parallel with, the said shank, for the purposes of insuring true
play of the slide or jaw, and of keeping the slide and head constantly parallel.

141. Machine for Cutting Mitres ; Stephen W. Hall, Williamsport, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The use in mitre machines of the flanches and the groove in the frame, for the purpose of
guiding and sustaining the outer .nnd inner edges of the knives, and preventing them from springing. 2d,

The combinaliou together of the flauches, the fianie with the groove and sliding rest, substantially in the
manner set forth.

142. Apparatus for Heating Mash Tubs; Adolph Hammer, City of New York.

Claim—The arrangement on the outside of the mash tun, described, and in combination therti^ith of a
steam heater, in such a maimer that any suitable quantities of the fluid extract of the malt may, at the dis-

cretion of the operator, be withdrawn from the tun through the said heater, so as to be warmed by the latter

as it passes through the same to any suitable receiver provided for the purpose, that it may immedia tely after-

ward be returned into the tun for the purpose of raising the temperature of the mash therein to tlie degree
required, as described; the said heater being connected with the interior of the tun, and the said pipes being
provided with cocks.

143. Nail Plate Feeder ; John W. Hoard and Thomas A. Searle, Providence, Rhode Island.

Claim—1st. The polygonal concave sided and oblique grooved feed bar, applied in combination with the
pins on the feeding shaft, to produce the feed movement of said shaft by its own revolution, and to provide for

variation in the feed. 2d. The arrangement of the feed bar, the driving shaft, and driving gear, and the plate,

for throwing out the stop jiawl of the running back mechanism in the same movable frame, which is liberated

by a latch lever, actuated by the feeding shaft, and thus permitted to be operated upon by a spring, or its

equivalent.

144. Mode of Securing and Adjusting the Steps of Mill Spindles ; Gideon Hotchkiss, Windsor, New York.

Claim—The double fulcrum lever operating outside of the shell and over the base, resting on two raised

fulcra on the shell fitted to said levers, and the suspending the sway bar and pot by means of sway bolts

passing through said lever, in the manner described—also the flanches on the bottom of the pot. Also, the
manner of supporting the regulating screw on an adjustable base or safety lightener, by which the stones can
be quickly raised and returned again to the same position, in combination with the foregoing arrangement.

145. Reciprocating Sawing Machine for Sawing Plank; Wm. C. Huntington, Newark, New Jersey.

Claim—1st, Connecting the saw wheels to the cross-heads by pivots, when the saw is worked without a
saw gate, and is strained and tightened by being attached to a tightening belt. 2d, The combination of the
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cam-shai>efj fi-L-dinp; ;iii(l retaining dogs, operating in opposite directions to each otlier with the flanched disk,

for the purpose of oniniunicating a feed motiou to the lumber being sawed, and retaining the lumber firmly
in place while the saw is cutting it.

14G. CossTRUCTioN OF Canal Boats; Anson Judson, Unadilla, New York.

Claim—The wide openings in the bow and stern of the boat, extending to or near the full width of the
boat, and as low as the bottom.

147. Smut Machines ; J. N. Lester, Oswego, New York.

Claim—The rotating conical plates attached to the hollow shaft, in combination with the stationary coni-

cal plates, rims, cylinder case, and fan, the plates being provided with scouring ledges, and the whole aiTangeU
relativelj' with the fan, induction spout, and blast spout.

148. Bridge; Stej)hen II. Long, Louisville, Kentucky.

Claiio—1st, The conibinatiun of the suspension truss frame with the suspension ajT-h or arches, or the
arch stay, 2d, In coniliinatiou with the truss franii", the auxiliary stays, arranged therein, as a means of
strengthening and fortifying said truss frame, as statetL

149. Amalgamating Gold and Silver; Samuel Longman, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—Masticating or kneading, in the manner set forth, the dry metalliferous powder of the gold and
silversmiths' sweeps, scrajis, and polisliings,or the native precious metals, when so pi-cpared with quicksilver,

when sprinkled with barely sufficient water to cause the mass to a;_'glutiriate.

150. KocK Drills; \V. W. Loomis and John Ilewitt, St. Louis, Missouri.

Claim—The coniliination of the two grooved guide rods with the drill bar and the two i)awl8 and nnts,
whereby the two guide rols are allowed to fall with the drill bar, so as to keep the toj) and bottom guides
sdways the same distance from the end of the drill bar.

151. Excavating Machinks; Wm. 11. JIaffett, Wilkisbarre, Pennsylvania-

Claim—1st, The arrangement of e-xcavating implements on either end of the beam, in such manner that
the weight of one scoojp (vr implement is made to counterbalance and assist the other, tlie said beam being ca-

pable of moxing longitudinally forward or backwawl, and of swinging U) the right or left, or up or down, each
motion being h:u1 soparatelyor in combination, whereby the loading of one digging implement and thedump-
JBg of the other form part of the .same operation. 2d. Constructing and arranging the toothed picker and
fcoopin such manner that they may be turned with respect tothe beam. 3d, In combination with the arranpo-
inent for tnruing the scix)p an<i picker on the beam, I claim attiiching them so that they may sejjai-ately h%
turned on their own axis, whereby tlie toothed picker may be made to perform the duty of both a digger and
SI rake, and tlie scoop tliat of a shovel and hoe or scraper.

162. llEAPiso MACniNEs; C. W, and W. W. Marsh, Shabbona, Illinoi.i.

Cl:iim—The box or receptacle, i, platforms, J, M M, and box, K, provided with the hinged or adjustable
Vottom end piece, I ]), when the above part.* are u.sed in connexion with tlje endless bauds of rakes, D £, and
arranged relatively with each other, a.s set forth.

153. Feed Motion for CEROTTPOHRAPiiy; John McElheran, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—The manner described of causing the type, by their insertion in an adjustable type socket, or its

equivalent, to regulate their own re<inired position relatively to the impression surface.

154. Lantern for BfiiNi.vQ Coal Oil; Max Miller, Brooklyn, New York

Claim—The inverted cup providc-d with the perforated band anil placed over the lamp, the band encom-
passing the wick tube cap, iu combination with the gla.ss cylinder and the tube, or its equivalent.

1o5l Steering Apparatcs; Franklin k. Morley, Sodus Point, New York.

CJaim—The combination of gears and shafts, arranged for operating the rudders of vessels, and at the
same time allow them ampb- room to traverse iieriieudicularly and vibrate slightly horizcmtally. And inconi-
liinatiiMi with the above, 1 claim making the jimrnals of the shaft longer than the" boxes in which it turns, or
olcmgating the hole in the box so the shaft can vibrate horizontally on both of these devices combined to ac-
<'omiuo<late the jiinicms, and make them act with the same power or force ou each of the gears.

158. Carpet Cieaner ; Augustus M'. Noney, Bridgeport, Connecticut.

Claim—The combination and arrangement of said flaps or drags, and the said ekieU^ with the revolving
cylinder brush, box, and dust-pan, in the manner described.

157. Grain Drills; Adam Pritz, Dayton, Ohio.

Claim—1st, The employment of a clistributing slide which has two gets of different character of di,«char<»e
pansages, and a connecting rod having two adjusting notches, in combination with a set-screw which has a.ser-
rated sliding cap, ami with a slotted actuating b'ver which ha.s a serrated rib on its upper side. 2d. In com-
bination with the above, the employment of short tlauchcd metal tubes for securing the tlaiiched gum or
leather comhicting tubes to the drill frame,

158. Machine por Foroino N.uls; S. S. Putnam; Boston, Mn.ssachnsett8.

I do not limit my claims to machinery for any particular cliuss of forging, but intend to apply them to
forging machinery wlnTever they may be applicable.

Claim—1st, llatigiMg tin- springs which adn^ite the hammers at points independent of the pivots \\\vm
whii-h the helves vibrate, and so far removed therefrom that lliey shall bi'ar upon the helves nearer to the
liamnier faces, when Ihe hammers are raised, than at the instant when the blow is given, as set lorth. 2d,
'Hie spring, E. for actuiling the hainmer><, in combination with the si-t plates, f, and screws, v, for regulating
the tension of the same, as set forth, .'id. In combination with the hammers, a, ai\d side pieces, ii. I claim
the adjusting chirk.s, operating in the mnnner iles<Tibed. 4tli, And in combination with a mei-hanical cut.<i(T,

I claim holilingthe hammers out of action and without the reach of the cutters whilst the nail is l«-ing cut
«)H .'illi, I'iTuting the Icrer to any myustabto block, for the purpoae of regulating the motion of the nail rod,
uH set foith.

159- TiiRESHiNO MAcniNES; Samuel D, Reynolds, Lane, Tllinois.

Claim— Arranging a band cntliTig and stalk spreading cylinder, with the threshing cyliuder of a thresh-
ing nmrhine, sultstanlially in the manner set forth.

1(30. Uevolvino KlitE Ai)M; Joseph Uider, Newark, Ohio.

Claim—1st. Comliining the springs with the hammer, the rotating dog, and the peculiarly conftrncted
botched trigger, by means of the reui.-her, coiistructcti, ai)plied, aud operating substantially as" described, to
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make Ihn single Jtpriiig sorve the purposes of main spriiiij. dog spring, and trigger spring. 2(1. TIic combina-

tion of the stop li'ver.l ni. with the notched trigger and tlie ruacher, by wliicU the said stop ib brought by the

dingle spring, s, into operation on the cylinder as the cocking takes place.

161. M'AsniN<i Machi.ne; D. C. Rood, Altona, Illinois.

ri.iini Having the rotating cylinder provided with a fi.ap or door, flap or fastening, ami covered by an

inflated hand or belt or any snitable rloth or fabric, in combination with the yielding concave provided with

the corrugated board and rollers, the whole being placed in a proper bo.\, and arranged Hnbctantially as set

firth.

162. Seed Piaxtf.rs; Jonath.in II. Rose, Tersaillcs, Illinois.

Cldinj The seed distributing device formed of the slide, bent or lowered, ass shown, and the adjustable

bar fi:ted in the seed box, the whole being arranged and connected with the plough for Joint oi)cration.

IGo. Ankirom: J. B. Sargent, New Britain, Connecticut.

Claim—'I'lie construction and arrangement of the legs, the firc^iron, the pillar, all gcciired together by

the bolt in the nut. in the upper jiortion of tlie pillar, all of which can be readily detached when desired.

16-1 Bomb L\nci; : lUifus Sibley, Greenville, Connecticut.

Claim—1st. Uniting the front and base of the bomb or projec'ile by tnbcs or birs in skeleton, substan-

tially as .set forth. 2d, Confining the fuse in the fuse tube by drawing down the end of the tube upon thefn.s'^

after it is placed therein. .3d. Iji combination with the skeleton Kh.ink or connexion, the wings, whether used

in iiairs or singly, but so tlint they may be pressed down into and snngly fit the spaces between the skeleton

rilis, tubes or bars, and be thrown out when the bomb is projected.

ICJ. BUTTEK Bltket; J. W. Stimpson, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim—The new article of manufacture, the same being the double walled butter bucket or kettle, con-

structed as set forth.

166. Operating Chcrxs, Ac. ; Moses Swan, Potter Hill.

Claim—The arrangement of mechanism specified, for combining the chum tub with the wa.sh tub, and
giving the plunder and dasher of the same an up and down movement, and at the same time hnpjirting a ro-

tary motion to both tub.-*.

167. Nail Platk Feeder; James H. Swett, Pittsburgh, Pennsj^lvania.

Claim—In combination with sleeve, E. and rod. f, the c-am slots and pivoted switch for automatically

turning said rod. first in one direction and then in the oppo.^ite one. for the pnrjiose set forth. Also, giving

the rorfand nail jdrite a positive movement during the fii-st of its forward motion by means of the cr.ank, pit-

man, arms, cross-head, levers and tlieir projecting portions, which are then forced apart by the cam wedge,

and then relea.sing them by the action of the springs whilst in motion, so that their momentum will carry

the nail plite np to the gauge. Also, in combination with the nail plate gripers, the spring df>gs, for auto-

matically opening said gripers to drop the end of the nail plate and be ready to receive another one. Also,

in combinatii>n with the rod, F. and swinging plate. Ji, with its stud, the ledge, N, with its openings, for auto-

matically throwing the feed within out of gear, when the nail pbite is used up. and into gear again when a

fresh plate is snjjplied Also, in combination with the plate, M, the traversing projection for catching and
drawing b.ack said plate, when the nail plate is used up.

168. Combination Shoe Tool; D. J. Tapley, Danvers, Massachusetts.

Claim—The combination and arrangement of the " tack hole stamp," " last hook," and " peg cutter."

169. Sewint, Machines; 'Wm. P. Uhlinger, Philadelphia. Pennsylvania; ante-dated May 3, 1858.

CI lim—The vibrating finger, in combination with the needle and looper, arranged and operating sub-

stantially as described.

170. Machines for Digoing Potatoes ; Alex. Wells, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—The rotating spirally flanched diggers in connexion with the clearers, arranged for joint action.

171. Machines for Digging Potatoes ; Luke White, Essex, Vermont.

Claim—The combination of wheel, c, having buckets on the outer edge thereof, with wheels, d, and sepa-

rator, e.

172. Printing Presses ; Daniel Wolfe, Dixon. Ohio.

Claim—Tlie self-emptying spring fiiskets arranged with the springing liames, in the manner set forth,

and these in arrangement with the stationary bed plate, tailing platen frame, bars, and lever, when all are

combined and constructed in the manner set forth.

173. Grain Sep.vrators: L. Wilcox, Hudson, Michigan.

Qaim—1st, The reciprocating feeder bar provided with projections placed at the bottom of the hopper,

and att iclfd to the shoe. 2d. The two seta of .screens placed within one and the same shoe, and arranged

relatively with each other and the hopper. 3d. Giving the screens a vibratory movement independent of the-

Bhake motion of the shoe through the medium of the nxl.s, ni m, screens. H, and rod, o. 4th, The screen at-

tached to the shoe by the rods, m n, provided with the bare, 8, and the rock bar, o.

171. Gas Burners; Wm. Wright, St. Ixiuis. Missouri.

Claim—The adjustable valve, in combination with the chamber in which the said valve seats and the ad-

justing nut around the said valve, vrhereby the joint is made tight in any given position fc«- the purpose
specified.

175. Sewing Machin-e.s; J. S. Bnell and W T. Barnes, Assignors to J. Forsyth, R. D. Rockwell, V. M. Rice,

and W. T. B;imes, Euflfilo, New York.

Claim—1st, The arrangement of the springs with the feeder bar and feeder, each operating in the manner
specified. 2d, Tlie looping apparatus, composed of the fi-amo work, the spear, the hooks, and the guide, ope-

rating substantially in the in inner described.

176. CL0TnF.s' Horse; E. Culver, Jr., Assignor to self and S. M. Blackwell, Shelburne Falls, Massachusetts.

Claim—The combination of the panels. B, panels, c, and connecting links, 1 1', with a self-snpporting pe-

destal, the whole arranged to operate as described.

177. Chuck for Lathes; Simeon Goodfellow, Assignor to self and John Fish, Troy, New York.

Claim—The button or stop attached to the sUde and arranged relatively with the jaw, for the purpose
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specified. Further, arljusting the frame by means of the srrew, when said frame is arranged with the jaws
and screws, whereby the chuck may be used either as an eccentric or concentric one, and nianiimlated with
cijual facility in cither aipiicity.

178. Cawet SwKtP}M; II. If. Uerrick, Assipnor to Lafayette Culver, East Boston, Ma«gachn«;tti'.

Claim—Ist, IiicliMinK or gnxn-ing the hni.-th shaft as at o and k. as described. 2d, Protcctinp: the bear-

ings from dust by melius of the plates, operating in the uiaimer described. 3d, The peculiar ^instruction of
the dust piiD, with its spring lip, in combination with tlie screen, openiting iis ^pt forth. 4tli, Dividing the

Jinish in tliecentre and connecting each half with one of the driving wheels, as set fnrth.in combination with
the metlKsl describc-d of pivoting the inner ends to a 8Uspende<i support, whereby the continuity of the bru.-<h

is not interrupted.

179. Hewi.ng .Maciiises; T. D. Jackson, Assignor to Joseph W. Bartlett, City of New York.

CLiiin—A swinging thread giiide attached to therloth jiresser.and operateil by. and in combination with,

an osrill:itiiig InKiked iir barbed nec.lle.constrtictiMl substantially as described, whereby I am enabled to secure
the tiiking of every stitch, and render a single thread machine etfectual.

180. Steam Valves: Wm. .S. Mackintosh and Samuel Watlsworth, Assignors to Cridgo, Wadsworth & Co.,

I'ittslrtirgh. Pennsylvania.
Claim—Tlie an-angement of three hollow valves with their stems and ports, and the passages in the valve

iinx, in the manner set forth.

181. Addometers; U N. Nutz, Alton, Assignor to I. B. Randle and E. Ilibbard, JIadison Co., Illinois,

Claim—'riie feathered shaft, when combined and arranged with a series of indicators and a set of keys.

euhstantially as desrrilH-il. for the purjKise of enabling the operator to add up and register any uunib-T of

columns of figures in succi-ssinn by means of the s:ime set of keys.

182. Steam Cock: J. I^. Winslow, Westbrook, Assignor to J. X, Winslow, Portland, Maine.

Claim—Arranging the openiting screws at the foot of the plug and its ca.se, so as to tie capable of being
nitatcl therein, wilbont at the sjime time having any longitudinal motion. Also, making the spindle sepiw

late from the plug, and combining with tlu'm and the case the beiu-ing shoulder and the clutch connexion,

AUGUST 24.

183. MAcniXERT FOR Making Rope; Newton Adams, Lansingburg, New York.

Cl'iim—The combination of a revolving flyer containing a capstan and reel, with the revolving strand
flyers revolving around the laying sjiindle. producing and controlling the rotary motion of the strand spindles

or flyers on their own a.\is. by means of the stationary or moving belt, acting on pulleys on the said spindles

or flyers, the pulleys, worm wheel, and stationary or moving endless screw.

184. Vapor Lamp Burxeks; Solomon Andrews, Perth .\mbiiy. New Jersey.

Claim—1st. The combination of the wick tube, the g:is chamber, and the caloric conductors in a gpis lamp,
as duscribeiL 2d, A cotton or other librons wick made hullow by a wire gauze tube, or its equivalent.

185. Lathe por Tl'RSINO Beaded Wouk; Fredi-rick Baldwin, South Wardsboro', Vermont,

Claim—1st, The stationary mandrel jiroviiled with the movable or adjustable dies .and spurs, rotating cnt-.

ter disks, provided respwtively with the cutters, the feeding nut. and the rotating pattern actuating the cut-

ter, through the medium of rod. collars, and plate, 2d, The guide and wheel jirovided with the stop pin. I,

jiin. o. and bar, n. in conne.Ni<m with the slides connected by the spring, the lever, clutch, and collars, providoj
with the pins. 3d, The feeding uut placed in the cutter disk, iu combination with the stationary mandrel and
cutler disk.

180. ItAii.ROAD RAI1.S; Sidney A. Beers, Brooklyn, New York,

Claim—The construction of cast or other iron rails, as set forth, when combined in their formation with
the lugs or cleats, as shown, for the pnr|Mise of receiving a flat iron i)late or wedge for securing the ends of

.the rails evenly together, and giving the rail additional strength at the point of connexion,

187, Spi.nmnu Mixes; James H. Brickill, Taunton, Massachusetts.

Claim—1st, Arranging the winding gear Iik>s<' on a stationary bushing. or its equivalent, which surrounds
lind forms one of the bearings of the winding shaft, and applying a pawl at. ached to said gear, a spring fitted

til the bushing to eng ige the gear with a ratchet wheel, f:wt winding shaft, in the manner described, whereby
the winding shaft and winding gear are permitted to be entirely disconnected during the 0(M'ration <if backing
off. 2d, The condiination of the adjustable cam on tliu rock shaft, the loose pulley, working on the stationary

bushing, or its e(|ulvident, surrounding the winding shaft, the pawl on said pulley.tlie clipspring on thebushT
ing. »nd the ratchet wheel on the winding shaft, to effect the backing off of the yarns—and in combination
with the pawl, I cl:iim the pin H]i|ilied t" disengage said jiawl, and permit the reversal of the shaft to wind
on the yarns 3d, The combiuntiou nf the brake wheel on the winding shaft, the lirake and the tisith on the

belt shippi'r. for the jiurfiuse of stojiping or reducing the momentum of the winding shaft previous to the

oiieralion of Imikiiig off.

188, ADDOMfrrtR; JalH-/. Burna, City of New York.

Claim— 1st, The tiHithed wheels, when arranged in the jmrticular manner described, relatively to the «re

iadex plates, in combination with the tiKithed wln-elsnf the registering cylinders and stop. 2d, The particu-

lar arrangement, in combinatinn witli the aUive. of pins, on the sides of the finger wheels, ttxjthed segments.

And pins, c, on the sides of the registering eylindcrs.

189, CofPMNO FOB llAiLitojiD Cars; Jesso Cumphell, V. B. U'ghtiser, and Patrick Sli.innou, Steubenville,

Ohio.

Clkiin—The link, mide rouuiliuK at the point, with si|uare offsets on each side, in conibitiatlon with the

Jaws, the spring, chain, and band wheel, or lis ei|nivalent,

jlK), Apparatus por Coollnh a.mi Ventiiati.no tlRAlN ; Charles I>, Clark, Chicago, Illinois.

Claim—The arrangement i>f cylinder pro\ide<l wi'h rectangular grutos and the bliut pi]>c, A.and separate

Ing cone, o|H-ratlng in connexion with the blast through the pipe, K.

1*1. BoiiPiNii ('oMPiisiTti)Xs: Abram Davis. (Miicago, lllinnis.

Cl'iim—The nielhnd of applying a cement having the comiwwitlon sot forth, namely, by firrt saturating

canviss, or other suitable fabric for nmfieg, with asphallum, softeni-d and tem|>rred with crude kerowne oil,

or its e(|uivalent, in the manner mentioneil, and secondly, by covering this layer or foundation with a cement
ftjnu«J uf India rubUtr and other ingredients,

88'
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192. Carpenters' 'WoRK-CENcn: Jnstin Dcvoge, Randolph, Pennsylvnnia.

Claim—1st, In roKulii'ing <''e inclination of tliecutlinfc iimtninipnt to the angle reqnirfd. togivo theertgw

of a board a given hovA by raising or lowering one of the jaws of the clamp between which the board is held,

8ubst mtially as described. 2d, The combination of the bevel boards, arranged as described, with the jaws of

the damp.

193. Quartz Crushers; A. J. Doolittle, Nevada Township, California.

Claim—Arranging the stampers of a quartz crusher in such a manner that they are guided in their np-

and-down motion by two springs, which at the same time serve to increase the force of the blow, in coDibina-

tion with the jians which are placed loosely nnder the stampers, so that they are free to rotate under the action

of the blows, and which have openings intheir sides, the size of which is different for different pans, and de-

pends upon the relative coarseness of the quarlz. so th:it the finer parts of the quartz escape, and the coarser

ones are continually exposed to the full force of the blows, the w hole being arranged substantially as set

forth.

194. Writing Desks; John W. Fiester, New Lexington, Ohio.

Cliini—The arrangement of rollers with coiled springs attached, with the horizontal cords on pulley, the

canvass arranged on the rollers and sailes, and the hand board hinged to the desk.

195. Sewing M.\chi.nes; R. B. Fitts and Milton D. Whipple, Charlestown, Massachusetts.

Claim—Ist, Tho '• keel guide " beneath the pressure foot, operating as set forth. 2d, Causing the sliank

of the needle to play vertically in gxiides, and connecting the pitman directly thereto, as described. 3d. Se-

curing the needle in place by means of the pin, when its shank is provided with a notch to insure its proper

position with respect to the hook and the table. 4th, The peculiar arrangement of the bar and its l)08t, with

the bent lever, and sliding plate, and .spring.

196. Car Seats and Couches; I. N. Forester, Fairfax Court House, Virginia.

Claim—1st, Combining with car seats an auxiliary back and bottom, vrhich are adjustable, said auxili-

ary back and bottom, being arranged as set forth. 2d, Tho ratchet teeth and spring pawls, combined and
arranged iu the manner set forth.

197. Seeding Machines; Joseph Fowler and F. M. Bacon, Ripon, Wisconsin.

Claim—The combination of the rotary perforated cylinder, E, board, H, and toothed bars, I, arranged for

joint action, as described.

198. Cartridge for Fire Arms ; Edwin Gomez and Wm. Mills, City of New York.

Claim—The manner specified of forming cartridges for tire arms, and other purposes, by alternate layers

of explosive material and paper, or similar substance, lor the purjjoses. Also, the winding of string, or equiva-

lent material, attaching the case to the base of the ball, for the purpose of removing said case and any refuse

matter from the barrel.

199. Machines for Cutting up Cornstalks in the Field; Francis M. Green, Sullivan, Illinois.

Claim—The knife cylinder constructed and operating as described, in combination with the eupporting

wheels and the mechanism for operating the same.

200. Portable Field Fence ; John B. Johnson, Linden, Indiana.

Claim—T>ie mode of locking the panels at the top, so as to prevent their being drawn apart longitudi-

nally or endwise; and also the mode of locking the panels at the bottom, so as to prevent them from being

pushed or slipped by one another, when the parts are arranged in relation to each other, as set forth.

201. Cross-cut Sawing Machine ; Albert Heth and Gaylon Hall, Adams' Centre, New York.

Claim—The lever and oscillating platform connected by the rods, and attached to the saw bar or beam,
J, by the pendant, the above parts being used in connexion with the beam. A, and cross-bar, B.

202. Metallic Spring ; James Harrison, Jr., City of New York.

Claim—The coiled spring described, having the several revolutions of the coil approximating to the form
of cones, or in other words, having the sides of its several coils inclined to the axis thereof.

203. Seeding Machines ; Paul Hildreth, Beloit, Wisconsin.

Claim—The arrangement of the cone or graduated pulleys and the feed auger, in connexion with the
revolving distributing cylinder and the distributing adjustable feeder.

204. Sewing Machines; Elias Howe, Jr., Brooklyn, New York.

Having described my invention, and the manner in which I have deemed best for embodying it in mech-
anism, 1 wish to be understood that it is not limited to the precise construction described, but that it may be
modified as circumstances may render expedient to adapt it to difi'ereut sewing machines, orto meet the views
of different coustructors. Thus, for example, if a curved shuttle race is employed, as is the case iu some ma-
chines, the arm, r, may be pivoted at the centre of the circle of which the race is an arc, and its extremity
may terminate in the recess at the butt of the shuttle, thus driving the latter directly without the interj)osi-

tion of the connecting bar or diiver, D. I am aware that the shuttle of a sewing machiue has been operated

by seizing by one of its ends in a forceps; but the construction and operation of the mechanism in this case

is such as to render it necessary to apply the driving apparatus to the shuttle, and to disconnect it therefroui

at each movement of the shuttle. I do not, t^refore, cUum imparting motion to a reciprocating shuttle by
seizing one of its ends intermittently by a forceps. But I

Claim—Imparting a reciprocating movement to the shuttle of a sewing machine by the application of a
driver to one point only of its length, substantially as set forth, in such manner that the driver need not be
disconnected from the shuttle. Also, constructing the shuttle driver in such manner that it is guided by iv

race parallel with the shuttle race, or its equivalent, and is at the same time supported and prevented froiu

sinking out of its proper position by pivoting its stock perpendicularly to the table of the machiue, iu a socket
in the arm which imparts motion to it, substantially as set forth.

205. Running Gear for R.ulroad Cars; James IngersoU, Grafton, Ohio.

Claim—^Ist, The manner described of constructing the rollers with long or short axles, so th.it they shall

extend down along the sides of the rails of the railroad, and the axles rest upon said rails. 2d, The employ-
ment of an internally toothed endless chain and an externally toothed driving wheel, in combination with an
endless ellipsoidal guide way, and an endless series of rollers.

206. Washing Machines ; Wm. A. Jordan, Thibodeaux, Louisiana.

Claim—The combination of the tube, c, slotted shaft, f, and pin or key, g, attached respectively to tho
tub, A, and disk or rubber, u.
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207. Music Stool; E<lwin Lfiacli, Norwich, Connecticut.

Claim—The rotU, aiiiiuhtr or Hcrppntine base, boss, nut, and screw, when arranged substantially as shown.

208. Bun Bottom; Hiifua Leavitt. Cambridge, Massachusi-tts.

Claim—The coiiHtiiiction of au elastic bed bottom, by means of a scries of springs, constructed substan-
tially ill the maimer ilcsciibed.

209. Macui.nhs for Bkeakiuu Hemp; Samuel H. Little, St. Louis, Mi.Ksouri.

Claim—In conibiniitiun with the main beating cylinder rotating in a fixed vertical plane on the perma-
nent frame i^f the niiicliiiie, the arranging of tlie feeding apron, breaking and criiHliiiig rollers, and f<ineave in

a second IVaiiK! adjustable on the first one, so that when it biCDnies necessjiry to adju>t theconmve to the iH'ater

cylinder, the parts preceding the concave in the oiK-ration shall always maintain the same relative positions
to it and to each other, as set forth. Also, the arrangeiueut and u|>eratiouot the beater cylinder, the concave,
the reel, and carrying apron, all as described.

210. Rotary Harrows; \Vm. II. .Main, Liverpool, Ohio.

Claim—The manner described of aiusing a harrow to rotate, namely, by means of the standard, the slot

In the bar. and spring. Also, the manner of raising the harrow from the ground by means of the adjustable
bar and recesses. These several devices, combined as described, I claim in combination with a seeding m*-
chino.

211. Rails for Switching Cars off the Track; John C. Mather, City of New York.

Claim—Providing the shoe with two frogs, in the manner set forth.

212. 1IARNK.SSF.S ; Freedom Monroe, Komeo, Michigan.

Claim—The combination of the rigid bow whiftle-trees witli the front coupling bar or tree, connected by
swivel joints, said bows having hooks or other appliances for connecting the ends with an ordinary plough
harness, operating in connexion with the central draft bar or chain.

213. Horse Rakes; .Mirrick Morgan, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

Chiiin—The arrangement of the axle and clearers with teeth, having cuned ends, hinges, and roller, con-
structed for joint operation.

214. Harrows ; Daniel B. Neal, Mount Gilead, Ohio.

Claim—The arrangement of the troughs, B and c. (one oscillating and ai^ustable, the other being station-
ary, anil both provided with balls,) with a revolving harrow.

215. Ice Stand; Henry A. Roberts, Hartford, Connecticut.

Claim—An ice stand, with convoluted angular shape drip supports arranged in an adjustable fi-ame, with
the cross channel, flexible discharging tube, and rollers.

216. £l.istic Fabrics; John W. Newell, New Brunswick, New Jersey.

Claim—An elastic fabric formed by the application of an elastic gum to the side of braid.

217. Ovens; K. Oraves Otis, Yonkers, New York.

Claim—1st, The construction of ovens with the floor upon which the baking takes place running spi-
rally around the inslile of the oven. 2d, The rotary cylinder arranged and operating substitntially as set forth.
3d, Placing the spiral chamber in which the baking is i>erformed in communication with the hot airchamber,
W, above the fire clianilier, by means of the chambers, o, and the openings controlled by the dampers, for tho
purpose of regulating the temperature in the several portions of the said spiral chamber.

218. Met.aluc Banps or Ties for Bales, ic; Increase C. Plant, M.icoii, Georgia.

Claim—The bale tie or hx'k made open at one edge and both ends, so that the band may be inserted in it
edgewi.se, in the manner described.

219. Seedino Machines; D. B. Helper and A. C. Fox, Texana, Texas.

Claim—The comlilnation of tho cmlless band, oscillating arms, and adjustable plate, arranged relatively
with each otheriisshown, whereby the »ee<l is properly agitated aud kept, wheu reduced within the Ihjx, within
tho leach or path of oscillation of the arms.

220. Packahes for Dry Ooods; Alexander Robertson, Upper Holloway, Middlesex Co., England; patented in
Kngland, June 2ti, 185.').

I do not intend to confine mysj-lf to any particular kind or description of wood, although I prefer wood
of closu grain and texture, and in some instances 1 line or cover the inside of the package with tin foil or
paper.

Claim—The new nianiificture and process ami methcMl of manufacture of p;ickages for dry gootis, by tho
combination of wixid and iron, or other metal, and constructed and made in manner described.

221. Steam Cock; KolK-rt Ross and Wlllard Holland, Phllailelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim— 1st, The loose valve ping lilted to the seats above and Indow, as set fiirth. 2d, In combination
with tho l<Kise valve plug and the shoulder on the sti-ni.the nut wiih its plain- and concave faces, as ilescri boil.
3d, The jirojecting stem passing thiongh the l(«we valvi' plug, and fixinl fist to the guides, as set forth. 4th,
In combination with the valve stem, the upper spring valve, as set forth.

222. Machinery for Boltino Floub; llenjamin I). .Sanders, Holfiday's Covo, Virginia.

Claim—Depriving superfine flour of fine offal or impurities by re-lxilting it, after escape from the head of
tho first reel In or by a second reel, apart from the main Uxly of meal or roar-si' meal and coai-se offal in tho
first reel. .\lso, ro-boltlng the ciMirser grades of fine olTal and material admixed therewith, |KLssing off at tho
tail end of tho second reel, by or in a third reel, for restoring to the su|M-rfine flour that which Uduugs to it,
and for tho more perfect He|iaration, without waste, of impurities therefrom.

223. llARi'odN Lance; Nathan .Scholfield, .Newark, Connecticut.

Claim—1st, The several modes descrilx-il of applying the sliding and extension ruses, either with or with-
out spuitt, on the anterior jmrt of a cylliidric projectile, so as to extend either wholly or imrtially without tho
bore of the gun before Its discharge, ami while the projectile is in its ixwition therein. 2d, Attaching the ring
or collar holiling the line of a harpoon buice to be fireil from a gun to the rear end of a sliding case, with or
without spurs, and on which a portion of tin- said line may In- coiled if desired, prepunitory to iH-ing projected.
3d, t^lnnls•tillg a lance head and shank of a h»rpiN)U laiice to U- fiivd from a gun to a cylindrical shell by a
sliding siH-Uet joint, so that when fon ed in, or in place, the joint shall rc-main rigid and inactive, but wheu
drawn or forced out, it shall be susceptible of flexibility by turning on its pivot.
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224. I?OLT MACHl>fE; Elisha Simkins, Allcglieny, Pennnylvania.

Claim—1st. Theflexible connecting rod and the arranKf-nioiit of tlie cylindir, tlie sjiiral springs and nuts,
as d«scritiud. 2d, Tliu an;ingeincnt of tin? lever, the ratchet whi'cl, the lever wheels, the screw, and the cross-

Lead, wlien vised in connexion with the flexible conricctin):; rod, as described. 3d, The arrangement of tlic

compound lever and the pulleys in connexion with thi; lever and stop, as described. 4tb, The arrangement
of the stud, the stop, the levers, and the bolster, as described.

225. Windlass; Samuel N. Smith, City of New York.

Claim—Tlie lever, L, provided with tlie rack, K, which gears into the rack, j, in connexion with the rods,

M M, and levers, N N, connected by the links, o, with the arms, I 1, of the boxes, H H.

220. Gas Keoulatoks; W. G. Sterling, Bridgeport, Connecticut.

Claim—1st, The described adjustable conical-shaped valve seat with its cross-bar, or its equivalent, and
valve attached. 2d, The set-screw, in combination with the valve seat, or any other constniction substantially

the same. 3d, The combination of the movable valve seat, valve, and cros.s-liar, attached in any form or man-
ner to a gasometer, disk, diaphragm, or other device, bj' which said regulator can be cleansed without the least

derangement to the machine, as described, or in any other form or way ecxuivalent thereto.

227. Escape; Owen Sweeney, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—The drum with rope attached, br.ike, and compensating sjiring, and vibrating or tilting platform

or board placed within the box, combined and arranged to operate as set forth. Also, the particular arrange-

ment of tlie rock bar, pawl, platform or board, and strap or brake, as shown, whereby the person tliat descends

solely by his own gravity releases the dnnn from the brake, and causes the car or basket to ascend, and also

by the same means regulates for his descent the pressure of the brake on the drum, as described.

228. Water Metre; Franklin A. Tenney, Concord, New Ilamiishire.

Claim—The arrangement of the shifting weight, the spring valves, and the pins, or the equivalent of said

parts, with the double chambered vesssel.

229. Apparatus Attached to Steam Cons in Vats; John Frageser, City of New York.

Claim—rroviding ratchets in the peripheries of the couplings and pawls, attached to the stationarj' supply

and escape pipes, to prevent the working loose of the coupled joints by the swinging of the coil.

230. Composition for Miniature Cases, &c. ; Mark Tomlinson, Birmingham, Connecticut.

Claim—The composition for useful and ornamental articles, made of shellac, Breckenridge or Cannel coal,

and ivory black, in about the jiroportions and in the manner substantially as set forth.

[Note.—This composition consists of equal parts, by weight, of shellac, Breckenridge or Cannel coal, and

iFory black. The shellac and Catmel coal are iirst finely pulverized, separately, and the three ingredients are

then well mixed together, and fed between a pair of steam heated rollers, and one of which rotates at a higher

velocity than the other, and thereby ground into a pasty ma<is, which, while still hot and plastic, is cut or

divided by a spatula or other instrument into cakes of sufficient size to form the articles or pieces to be made.

'These jiieces are laid upon a plate or tray, and placed in an oven heated by steam or other agency, and allowed

to remain therein a short time, after which they are taken out, and while still hot are placed in steam heated

dies of the requisite form to produce the articles or forms desired, and therein subjected to a heavy piessure.

The pieces or articles are then allowed to cool in the dies to a degree sulticieut to enable them to be taken out

without any di<nger of bending, or otlierw ise injuring their form.]

231. Tempering AVire and Sieel; Henry Waterman, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—The process of hardening steel wire or thin steel inlong sections, being kept under a longitudin.il

etrain by means of the wheels, while passing through the fire in the furnace, the guide to conduct the wire

directly from the fire unto the hardening bath, in combination with such hardening bath, as specified.

232. Corn Planters; Horace Whitman, Kingsville, Ohio.

Claim—The adjustable or articulating frame hinged to the machine, and provided with teeth and blades,

in combination with the rock shaft, weighted lever, and lever, when arranged iu relation to a seeding machiuc,
substantially in the manner specified.

233. Corn Shelling Machines ; Loren J. Wicks, Eacine, Wisconsin.

Claim—The employment of the screen in the apron, in connexion with the tube provided with valves and
grating, when the several parts are constnicted and arranged with respect to each other and to the shelUng

V heel and cylinders, and operated conjointly therewith.

23-1. Attachments to Artificial Legs; Oliver David Wilcox, Elmira, New York.

Claim—Providing for the adjustment of the sack by means of straps and buckles applied substantially as
described.

[Note.—This invention consists, firstly, in a certain system of levers connecting the leg with the thigh

piece and foot, for the piirpose of controlling the proper oijerations of the leg and foot in walking. Also, in

the employment of a spring to give elasticity to the ancle joint. Further, in jiroviding for the adjustment of

the sack, which the inventor patented September 30, 1855, to ;ulapt it to the condition of the stump, by means
of straps and buckles.]

236. Locomotive Engines ; Ross Winans, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim—The combination with the smoke box of a locomotive steam engine of a bla.st pipe extending from
within the lower end of the chimney downwards to near the lower flues, an annular space between the upper
end of tlie blast pijjc and the chimney, a diaphragm near the kiwer end of the blast pipe and between the lat-

ter and the bottom of the smoke box, and a nozzle directing a jet of steam into the plast pipe, the several ele-

ments of the condiination being arranged and operating substantially as described. Also, the constniction of
the diaphragm with its upper surface sloping towards the exhaust nozzle, to cause the coals and cinders to

run down by their own gravity beneath the bla.st pipe, thereby bringing them within the sweep of the draft,

and so rendering their discharge more speedy and more certain.

236. Obsteteic.vl Chairs; C. C. Wings. Newport, Virginia.

Claim—Passing tlie strap or cord through the standard of the portable chair, at a point onalevel.ornearly
80. with the pad and the cord around a pulley in the back of the chair, and a little above the seat of the same,
so that the operation of the straps or cords will be in the direction in which the support is most needed, and
the counter pressure, produced by the action f)f tlie two pads, may have the fullest effect. Also, the adjustable

hand slats and the foot pieces, when arranged and combined with a portable chair.

237. Machine for Setting the Staples in Blind Slats ; James Wyman, Schaghticoke, New Y'ork,

Claim—1st, The arrangement and combination of the vertically sliding punch, spring supporting and
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Btop bar. spring feeJiiig sliile.and Rrooved sliding bar or anvil. 2d, In combination with the above, the ratchet
teeth of thi' sliding b:ir or anvil, dog. spring pawl, and adjustable gauge plute.

238. Lock ; lljalnmr Wynblad, AVcst Ilobokcn, New Jers.-y.

Claim—The arrangement of tumblers provided with cogs and notchea in connexion with a projection on
the bolt, anil operating in the manner described.

239. Water Closet; laaiic Edelman, Assignor toG. W. ?]delman, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The ciwing, pipe, soil pipe, and exterior pipe, whc^n arranged with respect to each other, and when
communicating with a ventibitiiig pijie or flue.

210. Valve Gear of Steam Engines ; James Fergnson, Assignor to self and Lazell, Perkins & Co., Bridgewater,
Mitssachusetts.

Claim—The emplnyment of cams, of the form specified, apjdied in the manner described, to connect the

valve stems with the rook shafts, which receive the tripping motion.

241. Chain .''toppkr; Wm. H. Gray. Dover, Hew Hampshire, Awiignor to self and A. G. Brown, Salem, Ma.«s.

Claim— Ilansing the butt of the pawl on bossings cast on the inside of the two supporting standards or
ears, in combination with the shoulders, h h, on said pawl lx.-aring against said standards, as described.

242. Api'ahatus for Broiunu. Toastixo, 4c. ; H. AV. Harkness and W. A. Terry, Assignor to selves and Jo-
K''ph Sigourni'y, IJriritol, Connecticut.

Claim—The described broiling and toasting apparatus, consisting of case, clock movements, arms, spindle,

pins, ai'rangi<d and operating tiubsttintially in the manner set forth.

243. A>xnoR Ball; II. \V. llarkness, Bristol. Assignor to self and J. W. Bliss, Hartford, Connecticut.

Cl'iim—An anchor ball with flukes, springs, grooved, and staple, substantially in tho manner described.

244. Sewino Machines; T. D. Jackson, Assignor to J. W. Bartlett, City of New York.

Claim—1st. The employra-iit of a yielding roller, con-itruot"d fir the purp'ne of closing the barb of the
needle during its movements, stibstantially as set forth. 2d, .\nd in combination with a yielding roller, tho
swinging thread guide to carry the thread in position for the nerdle to insure the stitch.

245. Cut-off Valves of Steam Engines; John Jackman, Jr., Newburyport, Assignor to self and E. H. Ash-
croft, Boston. Mas.sachu»etts.

Claim—The combination of the levers and the collar, as arranged and applied to the rod of the ball gov-
ernor, and to the slide rod of the inclined plane.

!J46. Uor.'<e Collar Blocks; B. W. McClure and George Marsh, Assignors to B. W. McClure and I. H. Wind-
sor, I'ike Hollow, New York.

Claim—The peculiar arrangement of the mould block and rim setter with the cord and stretcher, when
combined in the manner set forth.

247. Trap for Animals ; Frederick Renthe, Assignor to M. Lath, Hartford, Connecticut.

Claim—The notched ourvcd yoke, and the application and combination of the various parts to form a
rat trap, in the manner described.

248. Carpet Stretcher; Henry Ridley, Assignor to S. P. Thatcher and Walter Stillman, Hartford, Conn.

Claim—The construction and arrangement of the clamps, strap, wheel, ratchet, pawl, in the fiame
work, substantially as described.

249. BuRxi.sniNo JIaciii.ne; L. S. White, Assignor to E. W. Sperry, E. Hurlbut, and J. H. Asbmead, Hart-
ford, Connecticut.

I have described this machine as specially adapted for burnishing spoons. Oval handles. 4c. It will

readily be seen and understood that variations must be made for different kinds of ware, also that the same
motion may be produecMl by difl. rent device. I do not therefore wish to confine myself to the particular
way or mode of operating, as di'seribed, as, for instance, the revolving motion of the jack may be produced
by arms, levers, Ac , uistead of gear.

Claim—The holding or rolling jacks, and the oscillating or vibrating stock, substantially in the man-
ner described.

AUGUST 31.

250. CorPLiNO FOR Bale noop.<?; .John Agnew, Columbia, South Carolina.

Claim—The socket provided with the double taper opening in connexion with the loops at the ends of
the hoops.

251. Hillside Plouoiis; H. S. Akins, .Speedsvillc, New York.

Claim— 1st, Tho reversible mould-hoard and coulter, in combination with a reversible clevis, in the
manner described. 2<1, AltaehiuL' the hook to the lever which oprr.'ites the coulter, thereby making tho
operation of reversing the hook, adjusting ihe coulter, ami fastening Iwith the mould-bo^iril anil coulter in

their respective positions by one and the same hook, and at one operation. 3d. The reversible chain clevis,

for the purpose of producing reversible side draft, when connected in the manner descriN'd.

252. Machine kokCleamm! Hosk, 4c.; John B. Alden, Jr., and E. L. (>ati>8, Worcester, Ma-ssachusetts.

Claim—The combimition and arrangement of the brushes, one or both of which is movable to and from
the other during operation, and the rolls, when construetnl in the manner described.

2.53. Cotton Seep I'lanteiis; H. I'. Allen, Howling Green. Kentucky.

Claim— 1st. The combination of the hook when arranged to reciprocate with rotating hopper. 2d. The
tangentially set shelves when slotted and used on the inner cirouml'ereuce of a rotating hopiH'r, which has
a continuous discharge passage.

254. Uemovino Sparks from the Smoke Stacks of Locomotive EitaiXEs; Jacob A. Alter, Johnstown, Pa.

Claim

—

K scraper, constructed and arranged so as to scrape such parts of the spark arrester, sraoke
stack, and ebimney of locomotive engines, and other furnaces, as reiiuire dean'ng, and clean Ibeui of tho
soot and sparks .Mso, in combination with the said .scrapei. a ratcbel wheel and pawl, or such enuivalent
device as will enable the fireman to operate said semper by band, or conm-ct it to some part of the eugiuo
go that it will be operated by it. Also, the pipe or spout for conducting the soot and sparks from the spark
arrester or smoke stack, substantially as described.
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255. Sewino Machines; Solomon Andrewfi, Perth Amboy, New Jersey.

Claim—The combination of the wedge and lever piece, and feeding foot, constructed in the manner as
described.

256. Securing Plane InoNS to the Stocks of Bench Planes ; Leonard Bailey, Winchester, Massachusetts.

Claim—The application and arranccment of one or more bearers, the clamp lever, and the thumbcaro,
tojjether and with respect to the top surface of the plane iron and the bearing surtkce or cutter seat of the
throat.

257. Looms for Weaving Skirt Frinoe; James Beck, City of New York.

Claim—The employment of shears in combination with the rod around which the fringe threads are
carried, for the purpo.sc of cutting the said threads on the rod.

258. Umbrellas; Charles Bocrnicke, Baltimore, Maryland.

Claim—Constructinp; a pocket umbrella, consistinji of rods. i>, joint lever, collar piece, rod, c, with pro-
jection stick provided with disk.s, and lever with springs, all combined as set forth.

259. Seeding Machines; T. J. Bottoms, Thomasville, Georgia.

Claim—The eccentric pin, lever, spring, valve, spreader, rag-pin, slide, and hopper, the whole arranged
as described.

260. Portable Fence; R. J. Prown, Perry, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Constructing a portable fence without posts, by lockinpr the panels together by means of dove-
tail tenons and gains, in the manner specified. Also, in combination with the above, the use of right and
left-hand screws.

261. Seed Drills ; 0. H. S. Brumfield, Centreville, Indiana.

Clflim—The teeth attached to the rod and placed bitween the drill teeth, when said rod is operated by
the pitman and cranks, so that the teeth will have the reciprocating and rising and fulling movement com-
municated to them.

262. Cotton Presses; T. J. Bottoms and J. A. Bullock, Thomas Co., Georgia.

Claim—The combination of the follower statf, bridle, lever, follower, and the revolving perforated box,
operating as described.

263. Rotary Pump; Levi Burnell, Milwaukie, Wisconsin.

Claim—Operating the double sets of radially sliding pistons in direction at right angles to each other,
by means of the three-sided stationary cam, the rotating cam box, and the cam yokes, arranged in the man-
ner set forth.

264. Manufacturing Shears; Wm. S. Butler, Rocky Hill, Connecticut.

Claim—A pair of shears made of cast iron, with their cutting edges hardened or tempered, in the man-
ner described.

265. Recumbent Chair ; David Buzzell, Charlestown, Massachusetts.

Claim—The arrangement and application of a lever and notched cams to either or both sides of the
seat frame, and to the back and leg rest, substantially as explained.

266. Printers' Composing Sticks; Alexander Calhoun, Uartford, Connecticut.

Claim—The application of the band, in the manner described.

267. Sewing Machines; D. W. Clark, Bridgeport, Connecticut.

Claim—Imparting the necessary intermittent motion to the feed wheel, by means of an endless belt
and vibrating pincers, arranged as described.

268. Seeding Machines; Smith Conklin and George Newton, Sterling, Illinois.

Claim—The arrangement and combination of the plate, guide, bars, and box, as described.

269. Sun Shades; A. G. Davis, Watertown, Connecticut.

Claim—The rod provided with the hub or boss, and the pressure bar and stop, in connexion with the
hollow or tubular rod provided with the ferrule, the above parts being arranged in relation with the frame
and slide, as set forth.

270. Carpet Fastener; Morris Dewey and Ira Phillips, Clarendon, New York.

Claim—The pin and the set, as described, combined and arranged for fastening carpets to floors, in the
manner specified.

271. Railroad Car Seats; John C. DeAVitt, West Broomficld, New .Jersey.

Claim—Sustaining the bottom.«of the car seats on the slotted corners of the oscillating cradles, capable
of being turned on horizontal transveise shafts, and combining and arranging therewith slotted bars, con-
nected at their upper ends to the backs of the seats by bars and oscillating levers, and movable trucks with
tilting platforms, in such a manner as to enable the seats to be sustained and secured in the proper posi-

tion to accommodate the passi'Ugers in a sitting posture, or thi-ir bottoms and backs, to be brought to the
proper angle of imlination with the tilting platforms, and in relation loeach other to form sleeping and re-

clining couches or births,

272. Upsetting Carriage Tire: E. J. Dodge, Port Washington, Wisconsin.

Claim—Arranging the anvil blocks or supports to rock on a centre, in the manner specified, in combi-
nation with the arranging of the jaws of the intermediate guide or support, to be adjusted separately or
both together up and down.

273. Sash Fastener ; R. J. Falconer, Washington City, D. C.

Claim—Extending the cap portion of the catch over and along the front edge of plate to form a catch
opening flush with the edge of plate, so that the window cannot he unfastened without having the point
of the hook withdrawn entirely clear from the meeting rail of the upper sash, and out of the way of the
bars when the lower sash is raised.

27'1. Method of Sending and Receiving Messages Simultaneously over the same Telegraphic Wire; M.6.
Farmer, Salem, Mas.«achusetts.

Claim—The employment of an accessory magnet and an accessory battery to each instrument, in com-
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bination with the main batteried and main magnets, and with a means of reTereing the direction of the
current of <;ach of the main batteries.

2^5. Uan'hxo Mill-stoses; Jos<-ph A. Fori>man. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Cliiiin—The combination and arrangement of dtvic<;8 for hanging and adjusting the bedstone andmn*
ner to the frame and to each other.

276. Car Seats a.nd Couches ; K. Freeman, Fond du Lac, Wiscon-sin.

Claim— Maliing one of the ends of car seats dit.icbalile, and the seats on one side of the car i>othat they
can be biouj^lit in direct contact with those immediiitely opposite, so a.H to trani^fer tlic longitudinal pasKage
way from the centre to one side of the car, and in combination with the said car seats a series of bars and
rods, capable of tieing folded together, and containeil within the lower parts of the seats, or raised and
elongated so a.s to form supports for horizontal single sleeping berths or couches, placed one above the other
at suitable distances apart.

277. Steam Cock; Albert Fuller, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim— I'lacing the elastic plug on the valve stem between the metallic shield and cap, the parts being
arranged relatively with the valve seat.

278. Tup Kolllrs for Spin.ni.no .Michixes; Charles Greene, Salera, MiLssnchusetts.

Claim—The application of a top roller of a spinning machine to ita spindle, so a« to be capable of rock-
ing and rotating ihem.

279. Method op Stretchixo Boots and Shoes; George W. Griswold, Carbondale, Pennsylvania.

Claim— Stretching Ijoots or shoes from the outside, and at any part or point, without stretching other
parts or points, by means of a skeleton last on the inside and a pres.ting apparatus ou the out.side of said
shoe or boot.

280. Portable lIorsE Bell; Albert W. Hale, New Britain, Connecticut.

Claim—A spring hammer tongue provided with a projection, so arranged as to be operated upon by a
pin attached to an arbor.

281. Drawing Boards; Issacher P. Hansell, Springfield, Illinois.

Cliiini—The 8trips placed at each side of the board, and having their outer edges curred or made ofcon-
cave form, and used in connexion with the square having its blade and head arranged r«latively with re-
spect to each other, as set forth.

282. Mills for Sloar Caxe ; Jeremiah Howard, City of New York.

Claim—The employment or u.ie of a pump, water reservoir, and valve, in connexion with necessary
pipes and cylinders, provided with pistons acting on the bearing of the roller or rollers.

283. LocK-joixT Fastener for Stlds, Ac; Ira A. Ives, City of New York.

Claim—The spring hinged pin. in combination with the recess, substantially a« described.

284. Hydrant; James R. Higgs, Utica, New York.

Claim—1st, Tin- cylinder, o. constructed substantially as described. 2d, The combination of the cylin*
der witli the upper valve and its rod. when contained and operated in case, as described. 3d, 'Ihe combi"
nation of the cylinder and valve with the waste rod and waste pipe, as described. 4th, The combiuatiuu
of the cylinder and valve with the lower valve, as described.

285. Apparatus for Prison Alaiim; Wm. 0. Hills, Nottingham, New Hampshire.

Claim—The tubular or chamliored window or door grating, an alarm apparatus and an air pump or
apparatus, as descriU'd, or the equivalent therefor, combined so as to operate together, as specified.

5S0. Sad Iron Heater Cover; Wm. Heath, Bath, .Maine.

Claim—The cover for sad iron heater, constructed as described.

287. LiFTiNO Jacks; Joel C.Jackson, Rochester, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of the screw, slides, and nut, in combination with the bar or fork, in th«
manner described.

288. Harvestixu .MAcniXES; Henry G. Kaufman, St. Louis, Mi.ssouri.

Cliiini—1st. Tin' arrangement and combination of the wheel, with the devices before described, viz; the
levers, turn-talili', and the ratchet and standard, lor the purpose of operating the said wheel so a.s to guide
the machine and rai.ve Ihe knives from the ground. 2d, The combination of the finger plate with the knife
plate and the knive.«, when these several parts are constructed in the manner specified.

28y. Lamps; Jann-s P. and Kllcn Kenynn, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim— 1st, Constructing and arranging the wick tuls'S so that the orifice of the air passage at the
upper ends of said tubes may be expamled or contracted without Ihe necessity of changing the relative po-
sition or location of the lower ends of said tiilx'S to each other. 2d, The band provided with the ears, ap-
plied to the wick tuU's, and used with or without the central strip.

290. .Mktiiod of Attaching ihk Spreader to Saws of CiRcfL.\B Sawing Machines; Wm. D. Leavitt, Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

Claim—Furnishing the side of the saw plate with the groove or recess, when the spreading flanch is

arranged therewith in the manner representi-d, for the purpose of preventing the end of the lumber when
being sawiKl from hutting against or catt hing to the end of the said flanch.

291. L<mks; John P. Lonl, Manchester, .New Ilamp.shire.

Claim—l-it. The application of the guidi'S, or thi-ir e(|nivalents, also the groove and npring. or their
equivalent. 2d, 'Ihe ajiplication of the tongue and guards, or their equivalent, combined with the N, It.

3d. The appliention of the slolt«-d sluil. 4lh. The application of the slotted rotary wnnls, or their equiva-
lent, in comliinatiiin with the driving pins and indicntor. or their equivalent, ftfh, The application of the
driving ward gear and driving lM)lt gi'ar, or their ci|uivalent. 6lh, The application of Ihe key, L, in com-
bination with the ward and liolt gears.

292. Hinges for Wixihiw Blinhs; John l/oudon and Hans Iverson, City of New York.

Claim—The combination of the lever on one part of the hinge with the plat«> on the other part, for the
purposes specifleil. Also, the plates connecu-il with the resiH-etive parts of the hinge by the couiitersiukj,

and holding said hinge in the desired position by the cam lever and notches in the plate.
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293. Method of Sejiuno Preserve Cans; W. TV. Lyman, West Moriden, Connecticut.

Claim—Exhausting and sealing fruit jars and cans, or other similar vessels, by means of the tube, the

cement, and opening, and an exhausting apparatus, by which means the operation is rendered very easy,

simple, and effective, and the closing of the air vent accompliBhed by the game device, through or by which

the air is drawn from the can.

291. Seedinq Machines ; J. B. McCormick, Versailles. Kentucky, and Wm. R. Baker, Boston, Mass.

Claim—The arrangement and combination of the rotating wheel with the stationary plates or shares.

295. Seemno Machines; E. L. Lyon, East Kacdolph, New York.

Claim—The sliding seed boxes attached to the radial bars ami outer end pieces of the seed boxes, being

provided respectively with the recesses and the outer ends of bars projecting beyond the peripheries of the

wheels. Also, in combination with the above-named parts, the covering shares.

296. Machine for Bendino Felloes; John L. Mann, Ravenna, Ohio.

Claim—The arrangement of the mounted forming block and the system of tracks, when used in coic.

V)ination with the apparatus described.

297. Eailroad Car Seats; C. M. Mann, Detroit, Michigan.

Claim The two car seats, constructed so that they may be turned from the ordinary form of seats,

one to tlie right, the other to the left, one-fourth round, bringing the ends next the windows to meet to-

gether, and the backs or hing(^s may be turned ovnr and fall upon the ledge upon which the ends before

rested.' and are held tiiTaly in place as a bed by the pin. Also, the bed formed in combination with the door

4ind pillow, which, being on hinges, opens into place upon the bed for use, or may be instantly shut out of

the way and outo/ of sight at pleasure. Also, the columns, E, each containing and concealing two counter

wei"hts. in combination with the upper ;inJ lower movable beds. Also, the general device, combining the

upp'er and lower beds and seats with the legs and columns, and countt?r weights, all convertible either into

teds or seats for four, at pleasure, so that all, or a part of them, may sit up or lie down in the space occu-

pied by four persona.

298. Children's Carriage ; Wm. P. MeKinstry, City of Xew York.

Claim—The use of three draft bars or handles attached to a child's carriage, and operated as described.

299. Welding Bellows Pipe; A. Pearsall, Nashville, Tennessee.

Claim—The inclined mandrel, clamps, and roller, combined for joint operation,

300. Seeding Machines; Lewis Moore, Ypsilauti, Michigan.

Claim—The combination of the zigzag strip, projecting from the bottom of a reciprocating bar, with
an adjustable gauge plate, whicli has different sized cells, and with a hopper having oblong slots or dis-

chiirge passages in its bottom.

301. Hemming Guides for Sewing Machines; Henry B. Odiorne, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Constructing the pressure pad of a sewing machine with recesses, arranged as described, in

combination with the curved tongue, or its equivalent.

302. Car Seats; Wm. Painter, 'Wilmingtoa, Delaware.

Claim—1st, Jointing the ends of the backs of the seats to the swinging bars at points between the cen-

tres and corners of the same, and combining and arranging the pins or studs on the ends of the backs, and
the pins or studs on the faces of the arm rests, or on the ends of the backs, in such relation to the bars and"
slots as to enable them to fee suspended in the proper relation to the bottoms of the seats, to form the
•usual seats, or to be swung and extended, to form reclining or sleeping couches. 2d, The combination of
the spring bars or catches, having studs at their ends aad segmental slots, with the swinging seat bottoms.

303. Cotton Gins; Uenry C. Parkhurst, City of New York.

Claim—Constructing the hoppers of cylinder cotton gins with the fixed end pieces and movable end
pieces, on the breast board, attachtd by the joint.

301. Horse Rakes ; L. IL Parson and George Houston, Middletown, New York.

Claim—The arrangement and combination of the rake, toothed sector, toothed ring, supplemental
springs, and clearers.

305. SUoHiNES FOR Tightening ant) Securing Metallic Bands for Cotiojj Bales, &c. ; George W. Penniston,
North Vernon, Indiana.

Claim—The construction of my hoop tightener and holder, in connexion with doors, and arms, and
lever, constructed as described.

306. OruNG the Thread for Sewing Machines; Truman W, Pepper, City of New York.

•Claim—The described improvement in oil vessels for Sewing machines, namely, providing the vessel

with the regulating plug, neck or spout, and porous material, over which the thread is drawn.

307. Machine for Making Chain ; E. P. Perry, Providence, Rhode Island.

Claim—The combination of a separating die with the tube, wherein the chain is formed, for the pur-
pose of permitting each link of the chain after it has been struck into form to be transmitted to the tube.

308. Corn IIuskers; C. J. C. Peterson, Davenport, Iowa.

Claim—1st, The feeder. 2d, The butter. 3d, The huskcr. 4th, The farmer. 5th, The receiver, in
combination with the farmer, busker, butter, and feeder, when these several parts are arranged to operate
conjointly as described.

309. Carding M.4CHINES ; Charles E Price and James Haythorn, Thompsonville, Connecticut.

Claim—The spirally grooved or threaded cylinder, E, applied in the manner described, in combination
Kith the doffer and comb, and m ith a tube.

310. Carpet Fastener; Joseph Reynolds, New Britain, Connecticut.

Claim—The hook and plate in one piece, as described.

311. Valve Cocks; J. R. and H. S. Robinson, Clinton, Massachusetts.

Claim—Ist, The construction of the valve, whether in one or two pieces, valve spindle, and valveca.se,

in the manner described, so as to make a straight passage through the valve, spindle, and case. 2d, Mak-
ing the valve in two pieces, for the reasons specified. 3d, When the valve is so made, running the springs

through the spindle, for the rea.80cs specified.
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312. Straw Carriers of Thresoino Machinxs; F. VV. RobinBon, Richmond, Indiana.

Claim—The combination of the perforated platform with the endlces chain of alatg.

31 '3. Shutter Operators ; Isaac Rogers, Oswego, New York.

Claim—The lever, rod, crank, and slide, the whole being arranged on the shutter and window frame,
as Bct/ortb

314. Shears; James 11. Roome, City of New York.

Claim—The combination of the additional connecting rod. F, with the rod, D, and upper slotted handle,
for cnabhng the leverage exerted by the thumb to be iucreased with the cloeiiigof the upper blade.

315. Window Fastener; Irving Root, AuNtiu, Texa«.

Claim—The plate and thimbles, the groove, the spring plate, and cylinder.

310. Apparatus FOR I'ayinu Out TELEfiRAPH Cable; George Scott, Wiscasset, Maine.

Claim—In combination with a delivering roller or a system of delivering rollers, a tilting lever, or its

equivalent, and a brake mechanism, or any equivalent therefor, for arresting or controlling the revolution
of the delivering roller or rollers, the whole being made to operate in such manner as to increase the pay-
ing out or delivery of the cable under increase of tension of it, as described. AI»^o. when the lever i,s applied
to a brake apparatus and a guide roller, essentially as describe<l, combining the guide roller with it by
means of a spring, or making the outer arm or tlie lever a« a spring, tor the purpose of enabling such
spring to operate the lever, in manner and under circumstances as set forth. Also, combining the inertia
weight with the spring lever, so as to cause such to operate, as specified, under a sudden upheaval of the
stern of the vessel.

317. Fare Boxes for Omniruses, Ac. ; I. B. Slawson, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Claim— 1st. The arrangement of an opening in the top of the fare-box, through which outside p.i.s.sen-

gers can deposit their fare, when such opening communicates with a chamber in which the fare first falls,

and is temporarily arrest<'d previous to being dejiohited in the receiving drawer beneath. 2d, The arrange-
ment of the passage block and cx)ver, over the opening in the top of the fare-box,

318. Cusps fob Hoop Skirts; A. Smart, City of New York.

Claim—A hoop clasp constructed with a longitudinal loop, substantially as described.

319. CuURN ; John E. Smith, Galen, and Wrightman Brown, Rose, New York.

Claim—The conibination and arrangement of the cylinder divided into two cfaambcrs by the partition,
.the close interior case, adjustable vane blower and regulator, refrigerating passage, and ventilators.

3^0. Seedim! .Machines ; Joseph D. Smitli, Lancaster. Ohio.

Claim—The arrangement and combination of the spout, wheels, frame, H, and frame, d, as described.

321. Feet Warmin'i Device; George W. Smith, Aurora, Indiana.

Claim—The employment or uise of the chamber when applied to a forge, and heated by steam gener-
ated within a bo.\, or its equivalent, by the force of the forge.

Z2i. Cultivators; Nathaniel S. Smith, Buffalo, New York.

Claim—The use of the double joint piece to connect the gang of hoes to the axle, when said joint piec«
extends beyond the axle, and subserves also the purpose of a loot lever to throw the hoes out of the ground.

323. Propeller for Boats; Le Grand C. St. John. Buffalo, New York.

Claim—1st, The construction and u.se ot a propeller case having three conduits arranged on parallel
lines, so that the water will Ik- received in'o the case through the out.-iide conduits at the same stroke of the
piston tliat water is discharged through the middle conduit, and vice versa. 3d, The arrangement of two
revolving pistons with respect to an enclosing case, whether said case is made single or double, and the
combination thereof with a boat, so that in the ait of propelling, water will be received into the case at an
orifice or channel, and discharged at another orifice or channel through the bottom of the boat. 3d, The
construction of my revolving pistons, partly of waod and partly of iron.

324. Machi.se for Cutting Irreoular Forms; Henry D. Stover, Boston, Mssachusetts.

Claim—1st, The guards and bar, carrying Uiem combined with the revolving cutters and table, in the
manner di'scribcd. 2<l, The guide, so constructed and fitted to the outer surface of the bearing or tube, as
to Ih' vertically adjustable thereon to guide the pattern without wearing it, while the piece secured to the
pattern relieves the shape from the cutting knives immediately alKjve. 'Sd, The combination of the adjust-
able elastic sleeve with the tube or iH'aring luid guide, in the ma/iuer descrilied. 4th, The slabbed spindle,
collars, and the cutter.^, constructed and relatively arranged and operated in conne-viou with each other,
essentially in the maiim^r descritRHl.

326. RoLLiNn Kailuav Chairs; James H. Swett, I'ittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The procifw of rolling railroad chairs, tlie cutting under or info the solid iron for the purpo.so
of forming the jaw, after thi' bar is rolled and bent, and thus avoid tlie raising up and afterwards bunding
down of the part that is In form the jaw, as heretofore done.

326. Bracelets; Francis M. Sweet, Syracuse, New York.

Claim—The employment of the elastic rubber or spring connexion betweon the two parts of the brace-
let, operating substantially as described, and when the parts f and c are furnished with guides, in the mas-
ner set forth.

827. Hat Bodt JIachinf.rv ; Alva B. Taylor, Newark, New Jersey.

Claim—The combination of a disk piciter operating with a perforated former. Also, a disk picker com-
posed of two disks, who.se faces are studded with teeth to pick fibrous material fed into the eye of the picker,
and to discharge the picked fibre at the run then-of.

328. Grain Separators; Jalin D. TiOt, Cuyahoga, Ohio.

Claim—The employment of a circular side valve, in combination with the directing board, when the
parts are constructed and arranged as set forth.

329. Traveling Casket; T. R. Timbey, Medina, New York.

Claim— Attaching the stiff sides of the traveling casket to the intermediate metal or other framing, by
aneans of rubber or other springs.
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830. Ox Yokes; Ocorge AV. Weeks. Boston, MasRaclniHctts.

Cliiiiu iMiikiug ox bows anJ yokes of iron, or other suitable material, hollow.

331. \V.\smNO M.^hine; Thomas J. Tiiidall, City of New York.

Claim—Combining with a suitnble vessel for containing the clothes, &c., to be washed, and the washing

liquid, and the exhausting jiunip, or equivalent therefor, communicating with the said vessel above the

iuteuded charge, to exhaust the said vessel above the charge and relieve the pressure, to effect the circula-

tion of the washing liquid by ebullition below the recognised boiling point.

S32. Rolling and Piling Loos ; AVm. Todd, Cherryfield, Maine.

Claim—The combination and arrangement of the tapered roller with the diagonally arranged cylin-

drical rollers, for facilitating and guiding the movements of logs and heavy timbers, anU piling the same

in ranks or on teams and vessels.

833. Appar.^tcs for Roasting Coffee; Samuel Tower, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Claim Having a portion of each of the journals or axles attached to each sphere or shell, and other-

Wise arranged or combined, so that when the spheres or shells are closed, the axles or journal* will be com-

pleted and°the shells will be locked.

334. Bridge; L. E. Truesdell, Warren, Massachusetts.

Claim 1st, An iron bridge constructed with a series of horizontal chord.s, in combination with yertical

standards and diagonal braces, or their equivalents. 2d, Constructing the clamp in the manner set forth.

335. Seeding Machines; Alexander Turner, Redden Bess, and Ilervey Sloan, Franklin, Indiana.

Claim—The arrangement of the seed boxes, the seed slide, rod, wheels, and ploughs, in the manner speci-

fied.

836. Safety Valte and Pressure Gauge; James H. Winn, Portage, Wisconsin.

Claim The weighted pendulous rods and suspended index, L, applied in relation with each other and with

the dial, and combined with the piston valve by means of a sector, chain, and rod, or their equivalents.

837. Attaching the Prop of Carriage Bows; D. B. Wright and L. Sawyer, South Amesburg, Massachusett*.

Claim—A carriage prop in which the prop, 0, is rendered independent of its plate.

838. Corn Planters; Franklin W. White, Worcester, Massachusetts.

Claim—Operating the seed slides through the rod and its arm, and the hole or holes in the wheel. Also,

in combination with a dropping apparatus and the double muuld-boardsfor opening the furrow, the openings

and guides, for atlmittiug and directing the earth or soil that is to cover the Seed.

339. Trace Fastening; John C. De^ Witt, West Bloomfield, Assignor to self and Terah Benedict, Newark,

New Jersey.

Claim The frame or body provided with the tongue projecting from it at right angles, when the frame

or body is connected with the plates of the tug, by means of the pivots of said plate fitting in oblong slots in

the sid s of the frame or body, so that the same may be shoved forward and backward to admit of its being

locked, and also of being opened.

340. Inkstands ; V. Fogerty, Cambridgeport, Assignor to Francis Honghton, Somerville, Massachusetts.

Claim In combination vnth an inkstand or ink-reijervoir and its mouth, a dipper or vessel so applied within

said resirvoir as to be capable of being within it, and towards and away from said mouth, for the purpose of

takin"' up ink or a liquid from the reservoir. Also, the application of the dipper to the movable cap of the

mouth of the reservoir, so as to be operated by the said cap.

341. Knitting Machines; Thomas Lovelidge, Assignor to self and Wm. Tulfirth, Germantown, Penna.

Claim The pressure plate situated between the two rows of thread guides, and operated so as to press

the loops down the needles.

342. Seed Planters; W. A. Mahaffy, Carimona, Minnesota, Assignor to John Greek, Evansville, Ind.

Claim—The seed slides, in combination with the wheels or cyUnders, arranged for joint action, as set

forth.

343. Regulating the Tension or the Thread in Sewing Machines; John T. B. Rogers, City of New Y'ork,

Assignor to George B. Sloat. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The combination of the cone and conical cap, for the purposes set forth.

344. Cut-off for Steam Engines ; Jacob Windmer, Assignor to self and Howard Gilbert, New Haven, Conn.

Claim—The combination of the bevel gear pinion, operated by the endless chain and rod, with the bevel

gear wheel with its cam.

Re-Issue8.

1. Continuous Sheet Metal Lathing Surface; John B. Cornell, City of New York ;
patented May 13, 1856;

re-issued August 3, 1858.

Claim A closely united plaster, supporting metallic surface of substantially the shape described, when
used in the construction of partitions, Ac, which are designed to be fire-proof and burglar-proot

2. Omnibus Fare-box ; I. S. Reeves, Assignor to J. B. Slawson, New Orleans, Louisiana
;
patented February

23, 1868 ; re-issued August 3, 1858.

Claim—Ist, The gl.iss plates, as arranged in connexion with the apron, in the manner set forth. 2d, Clos-

ing the passage to the drawer below from the chamber above by means of an apron operated by a spring, in

the manner as set forth.

3. Reaping Machines ; C, II. McCormick, Chiaigo, Illinois ;
patented January 31, 1846 ; re-issued August 3,

1858.

Claim—The employment of the projecting ends of the reel ribs to effect the separation of the grain to

be cut from that to be left standing, in combination with a dividing apparatus which effects a division of the

grain to be cut from that to be left standing, by forming an open space between the outer and inner grain for

the ends of the ribs of the reel to act in, in which open space there is no reel post or other obstruction to pre-

vent the free passage of the grain as it is brought back by the ends of the reel ribs to the platform of the ma-
chine, and by which means a separation of the inside grain to be cut from the outside grma to be left standing

is made complete by the action and power of the reel.
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4. KEAFixr, Macui.ves; C. II. McCormick, Chicago, lUiiiuia; patented Januarv 31, 1846; re-Usued August 3,
18.08.

Claim—The downward curre or beudof the beams that Bupport the cutting apparatus to facilitate the dis-

charge of any clu^gin;; matter that may enter.

i. K-M/K P'jtmiKin; W. II. Il'intiain, City uf New York. A.sjigneo of Reuben Shalcr, Madison, Connecticut;
patented Nov. :i8, liAH ; rt-in-iueci AugiiHt 10, 1858.

Claim—The comliination of the hopper, poli.-^bing surface, and apring, or their c<|uivalont8.

6. Pwxn.NO Press; Ueoi-ge P. Oordon, City of New York; patented Januarj- 1, 1858; re-i3»ued August 10,
18.08.

Claim—l«t, The arrangement and combination of a rotating di?k, w, with an annular ring or outside disk,
X.the two revijvliig ei*rh in ;in opjvisite direction to the otli<T. fur the purpime of breaking up tin- ink. ruj tliiit

it sliall by sucli contrary tiiotion.M become erenly di.-*tril)Ut(-d, and tliu.t inijiart"-<l to the rolJiTS which ink the
form of types. 2il. Moving the rollers, '-one or more being u.sed,'' for inking the form fnpui tlie punilb-l po-
sition they ni'CPS'<;iril_v a-sHunie, for this purjiofe changing to an oblinuo fKjsition, which Hhall give to tlii-ni a
lateral motion, when in contjicl with the distributing diskit, or some i'<juivalent. 3d, The arningeuient of a
form bed. wliirb jiltern it'Iy vaj-ie-" its motion during it.-i reciprocating nioTeinent, riz : .irst traveling under
and in contact with :i cylinib'r to give an inipret<.->ion, then being withdrawn from contact with the cylinder,
iiiid reiaiining withdr^twn during the re-movement to prevent an imiiresnioii, such bi-d rcciproeatin;; and at
the same time alternating from one of these positions to the other; thus performing two »e|iarate and distinct
motions, entirc-ly indepenilent of and in contrary direction to, Ciich other, while remaining in gear with th»
cylindi-r. when hucIi bi-d shall bo used with a cylinder, or its equivalent, having a p:irt revolution with a re-

ciprocating moTenieiit. 4lh, -Attaching to the reciprocating form or tyi«? bed. an adjustable nick a.s well iu<a
stationary rack, which two racks shall play into g<-ar. u|)on a cylinder or si'giiient of a cylinder, so that any
and all weAr or variation may at once b«' taken up by adjusting the movable n»ck. ami by this means always
cause the heil ami cylinder or segment of a cylinder to work in harmony with each other, and produce a clear
and sharp impression tree from slur. 6th. I do not claim placing a reciprocating bed in « rertic^d fKwition,
or any given angle t'roiu a horizontal position—but I claim so placing the bed when used with a rotating re-
ciprocating cylinder or iegment of a cylinder, which shall place or pile the sheeta of printed paper upon thtt

tly-board.

7. Tdbsivo AMD Sltwkc, TAniE-s FOR Railroads; Wm. Sellers, Philadeljtbia, Peuneylrajiia; patented March
23, 1858; re-issue.l August 10, 1858.

Claira—Interposing the central part or box between the ends of the tiTisfl rail beams, ia such manner as
to make use of the width of saiJ central part or box as a portion of the length of said beams— when the said
iieams and central box are no constructed and connected a.s to form a table entirely supported from the central
part or box.

5. CofFEF I'OT.'? ; Cliarles B. Waite and Joseph W. Sener, Fredericksburg, Virginia
;
patented April 22, 1S56

;

re-issued August 10, 1868.

Claim—The arraneement whereby the steam from the boiler is discharged into the water in the con-
denser, wliidi absorbs the aroma, in coiubinatiuu with the syphon for returning the contents of the condenser
iato the boiler.

8. Surface Co.ndensebs for ."teaic E.noises ; J. P. Pir-sson, City of New York
;
[>atented April 2, 1S50 ; re-

issued August li>, 1858.

Claim—1st, So enclosing the condensing surfiicea of a surface condenser, within a tank which is con-
structe<l to be capable of acting asa jet condenser, that when the said surface condenser sliall l)ecome clenmged
l«y breiiks or otherwise, resort m.'iy be had to the jet condenser, whereby condensation may be continued and
the vacuum maintained. 2d, The combination of a surlace conden.ser with a box or case, in such niaiuier that
the condensjitiou ottlie steam shall be efllected therein without subjecting the sjiid surface condenser to atma*-
|iheric pres.sure. :i<l. The aperture, w, or its ^i|uiv.'dent, for maintaining the T:icuum. and aa a pa.ssage for any
titeam which may remain uncondensed in the radiating condenser. 4th, Connecting the eva|>orator with the
ch.'unb<-r, h, substantially ia the manner deticribed, whereby the saturated water can be di'awu off from the
Ifotlom of the evaiuratur.

10. Skirt Hoops; David Holmes, Westfield, Maasachnsetts ; patented June 15, 1858; re-issned Aug. 17, 1S58.

Claim— 1st, Connecting the hoops to each other by a series of loops. 2d, Attaching to the hoops the tapes

or other articles by whiib the hoops are siis|KMiiled. by means of metallic cliisps which embrace the hoops.
:kl. Forming eyes in the braiding at the extrendty of the hoops to serve as a slide.

11. Watch Cases: W. K. Itidilwin and E. Bliss, Newark, New Jersey, Assignees of John F. Watson, St. John's
S(|u >re. Clerkenwell, England; patented April 13, 1858; re-issued August 17,1868; patented in Eng-
lan<l, June IC. 18.')7.

Claim— Keversing the inner ca.se containing the works and dial in the outer case to present the dial on
either side. .^Iso. pivoting the inner cajie containing the works and the dial to the ring of the outer c.i«e, or
hy e(|uivalent means, s<i that it CJin be reversed to pix-seut the dial in eitlier direction without disconnecting
it from tile (Kiter ca.se.

12. Watch Cases; W. ¥,. Baldwin and E. Bliss. Newark, New Jersey, Assignees of John F. Watson. St. John's
S<|uare, t 'lerkenweJl, England ; pateut4.'d in England, June Iti, 1657; patented April 13, 1868 ; re-issuetl

August 17, 1S68.

Claim—1st, Attaching a pendant in double ewe watches permanently to the ring of the outer cano. 2d,
Connecting the inner case with the ring of the outer case, so that the inner ca.se containing the W(>ri»s on dial

ran be reversed and held within the rin^ of the outer case to exhibit either the back or the dial through tho
Iii7.7je, aud so that the inuiT ciwe may be h<'lil in the ring of the outer casi' indejiendeiilly of the closing of the
«mter case. ?m\. In reversing tlu' inner case mntaining the works and dial in the outer case to present thn
dial on either side, I cUini sliiltiag the- dial one .(uarter of a circle, or by eipiiviUi'iit means, so that the figures

of the dial III ly be properly locativl relatively to the pendant for either the ordinary o|)en face watch, or thn
«irdin iry liunting witch. 4lh. Korming the ring of tho inner caw with a flanch or ril>, in combination with
n corres|MindiMg llaiirh. rib. or rest un the ring of the outer caw, to give the re<iuired 8Up|iort to the inner cose
within the outer ctuse when ii>vers''<l, to prem'nl the dial In either direction.

13. .MANUK\(TfRK or lUiiD Iti'iiiiBii tlooTis; Uustavus Cuppers, College Point, New York
; patented July 20,

1858; re-issued August 24, 1S58

Claim—The improvements in the hardening and vulcaniiingof india rubber or gutta-percha, by whicb
the uiuuufiicturo of perfirtly shaped articles may be tiicilitsted.
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14. Pumps; Hosea Lindsey, Ashville, North Carolina; patented Dec. 4, 1855 ; re-isfraed Ang. 24, 1858.

Claim—1st, The combination and arrangementof rhe vertical central conducting pipe, hoiizontal douhle
chambered or double valved-receiving and supplying cylinder, two alternately reciprocating pistons or
plungers, and piston connecting and guide rods. 2d, Effecting the reciprocation of the piston or piston.?,

by means of a curved inclined plane, arranged horizontally on the bottom of the well.

15. Harvestkrs; N. Piatt, formerly of Ottawa, Illinois, As!<ignor to W. H. Si'ymour and D. S. Morgnn, Brock-
jiort. New York; patented June 12, 1849; re-issu -d May 23, 1854; re-re-issued Aug. 31, 1858.

Claim—iBt, Combining with a machine for cutting grain and gathering it upon a platform, a raking me-
chanism which at suitable intervals sweeps the grain off the platfjrm, ch.anges the direction of its stalks rela-

tive to the path of the machine, and discharges it upon the ground in gavels. 2d, The emploj-ment of a8W<-e]>

or vibrating rake, oper.ating in such manner that while sweeping tVie grain off the platform and discharging
it upon the ground it will change the direction (jf the stalks. 3d, The method of vibrating a sweej) rake, and
turning its teeth in such manner that they will pass over the grain points foremost at intervals to reach liack

and s'ize the grain and sweep it off the [ilatform. 4th, TIk- method of holding a sweep rake firmly, while
raking the gi-.iin with the points of its teeth, in the pro|xr position relative to the platform, by means of »
latch, or other equivalent thereto, which operating with a giv'ater certainty than a weight, spring, or othe»
fwtening not rigid, more effectually prevents the rake teeth from rising to override the grain, and at the same
time .avoids the necessity of moving a heavy weight, or of overcoming the tension of .a strong spring, in ek--

vating till? rake iirejjariitory to its retrograde stroke. 5th, The construction and arrangement of a sweep rak>'

and the m'^chanism fir operating it, in such manner that it is carried back and forth, and its teeth raiseil ami
hnvered without su|iport at tie- outer end. 6lh, Changing the frequency of the alternations of the raking
mechanism, by means of the shifting ge.ar, or other eqnivalent d'vici s, for producing a varying rate of motion
for the purpose of varying the size of the sheaves as may be required.

IC. Harvesters; N. Piatt, formerly of Ottawa, Illinois, Assignor to W H. Seymour and D. S. Mr/rgan, Brock-
port, New York; patented June 12, 1849: re-issu -d May 23, 1854; re-re-issaed Aijg. 31, 1858.

Claim—The combination of the vibrating sweep rake wth the lever carrying the same, vibrated by gear-
ing located within the inner edge or circle of said platfonn, as »?t forth.

17. Hartesters; N. Piatt, formerly of Ottawa, Illinois, Assignor to W. H. Seymour and D. S. Morgan, Brock."

port. New Y'ork; patented June 12, 1849; re-issued May 23, 1854; re-re-issued Aug. 31, 1858.

Claim—Constmcting that portion of the platfoim of the reaping madiine which is traversfd by a rako
working above it, with a solid floor so shaped as to allow the points of the teeth of the rake to move below the
plane traversed by the grain, Enbstantially as set forth.

IS. H.ARVESTBRs; N. Piatt, formerly of Ottawa, Illinois, Assignor to W. H. Seymour and D. S.Morgan, Brocks
port. New Y^ork; patented June 12, 1849; re-issued May 23, 1854; re-re-issued Aug. 31, 1858.

Claim—The combination of a vibrating 8we.ep rake with a fence or guard, to prevent the grain from being
deflected from the path of the rake by centrifugal force, substantially as set forth.

19. STE.4M Boilers; F. P. Dimpfjl, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; patented April 1,1856; re-issued Augn-^
31, 1858.

Claim—The arrangement of the tubes, and the connexion of one or more receptacles for consuming the
fine particles of coal which are carried by the force of the blast or draft from the tire chamt>er into the flu -s,

the said receptacle being placed below the bottom of the main flue, and communicating therewith, and between
the fire chamber and a check or defl-ctor, or between checks and deflectors in the main flue, to check the mo-
mentum of the particles of coal, and cause them to drop into the receptacle to be consumed. Also, in the
construction of the boiler forming a single flue in the middle, for the passage of the products of combustion
from the main flues surrounding the water tubes to the smoke box, when this is connected with a check or
defl'Ctor placed in the main tube, among the water tubes and in front of the said middle flue, to prevent the
products of combustion from taking a direct course to the said middle flue. Also, arranging the b(-nt up ends
of the water tubes where they are connected with the crown sheet of the furnace, in a series of double longi-

tudinal rows, and leaving spaces between the double rows of greater width than the external diameter of tho
w.ater tubes, to admit of taking out and inserting the tubes, whilst in other respects the said tubes may be
placed as near to each other as may be desired. Also, interposing the net-work or plate between the rear end
of the flue and the smoke-stack, and the exhaust pipe. Also, combining with the d fl"Ctor in the smoke box
the rec -ptiiele for the sparks or fine particles of coal dust, for preventing the sparks fiom being consumed or
accumulating in the smoke box, and interfering with the draft.

20. Mancfactuke of Textile Hose ; L. B. Cooley and James C. Cooke, Assignors to Linns B. Cooley, S. Bait-

cock, and B. G. Cix)ley, Middletown, Connecticut
;
patented March 16, 1858 ; re-issued Aug. 31, 18oS-

Claim—The double tube or hose, woven in the manner specified, and this we claim whether used for hosu
belting, card clothing, shoe soles, harness pads, and traces, or any other purpose.

Besigxs.

1. Can Covers; John F. Bodine, Assignor to sel^ Wm. H. and J. Alfred Bodine, Williamstown, New Jersey;
dated August 3, 1858.

2. Cooking Stoves; K. Ilam, Assignor to Smith, Sheldon & Co., Troy, New York; dated August 3, 1858.

3. Towel Stands; Nathaniel Waterman, Boston, Massachusetts; dated August 3, 1858.

4. Printers' Types; George Bruce, City of New York; dated August 10, 1858.

5. Door Lock Plates; Cornelius B. Erwin, New Britain, Connecticut; dated August 10, 1858; two cases.

6. Door Lock Plates; Henry E. Kussell, New Britain, Connecticut; dated August 10, 1858.

7. Box Stoves; N. S. Tedder and Ilem-y Ripley, Assignor to N. S. Tedder, aforesaid, Troy, New York; d:<ted

August 10, 1858.

8. Cooking Stoves; N. S. Tedder, Troy, New York; dated Augiwt 10, 1858.

9. Parlor Stoves; N. S. Tedder, Troy, New York; dated August 10, 1858; two cases.

10. Stoves : Jacob Steffe, James Ilorton, and John Cui-rie, Ajsignors to David Stewart and Richard Peterson,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; dated August 17, 1858; two cases.

11 Roll Pans ; Nathaniel Waterman, Boston, Massachusetts ; dated August 17, 1858.

12. Cooking Stove ; Wm. P. Abendrotb, Rochester, New Y'ork ; dated August 31, 1858.

13. Screens; James L. Jackson, City of New Y'ork; dated August 31, 1858.

14. Bread Pa:js; Nathaniel Waterman, Boston, Massachusetts; dated August 31, 1858.
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ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS OF RECENT PATENTS.

FROM H. IIOWSON'S PATENT AGENCY, PHILADELPHIA.

For Oie Journal of the Franklia Institute.

Improvements in Surveyors' Tripods. Patent granted to W. J. Young,

Philadelphia, Julj 13th, 1858.

This invention relates to improvements in the heads of tripods used

by surveyors in connexion with theodolites and otlier instruments, and
the invention consists in so constructing the said heads, that the upper

portion of the same to which the instrument and plumb-rule are attach-

ed, shall be separate from, and adjustable longitudinally to, the lower

portion, to which the legs are jointed; the usual leveling screws being

used as a means of binding the above mentioned portions of the head

together after adjustment.

The object of the invention is to dispense with the usual process of

moving and depressing one or other of

the legs in order to bring the plumb-line

to the desired position.

The annexed cut represents a sectional

view of Mr. Young's improved tripod

hea<l.

The lower portion of the head consists

of an annular plate A, from which project

six flanches a. These combined, form
three recesses for the upper end of the

legs i, which are hung to pins e, attach-

ed to the flanches a.

The upper portion of the head consists

of the circular plate D, to the centre of

which is secured the pin E, for receiving

the theodolite or other instrument.

To the pin e, on the underside of the

plate D, is secured the end of the stem e,

which projects from and forms a part of

the hemisphere c, the latter fitting into

the concave socket/, on the plate u, this socket projecting through tlio

central opening in the annular plate A of the lower portion of the head.
The plate B consists of three plain projections, each of which bears
against the underside of the annular plate A, in one of the recesses
formed by two of the flanches a.

Four nuts h, are secured to the plate d, and into these nuts screw
the ends of the leveling screws /, the lower ends of which bear on the
surface of the plate A, the screws being furnished with the usual disks

with milled edges so as to bo easily turned by the finger and thumb of

the operator.

29»
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The plumb-line is attached to a pin y, which projects from t;io un-

derside of the hemisphere c. As far as regards the upper plate d with

its pin E, the hemispherical coupling and leveling screws i, the arrange-

ment is similar in construction and operation to that of tripod heads

in common use. The socket /, however, has hitherto either formed a

permanent portion of that part of the head attached directly to the lega

or a portion of a plate rendered adjustable horizontally by means of

screws independent of those used for leveling purposes. If arranged in

the former plan, the operator must resort to the usual tedious process

of moving in or out one or other of the legs 6, or depressing the same
before he can bring the plumb-line to coincide with a given point in

the ground. Should the latter be of a stony nature, the difficulty and
delay attending the adjustment would be increased. The method of

adjusting the upper portion of the head by means of horizontal slides

and screws, a plan sometimes resorted to, requires a manipulation al-

most as tedious as that above described.

In Mr. Young's improved tripod head, the opening in the plate A,

is larger in diameter than the socket /, which projects through the

opening, and each of the three projections which form the plate B is

narrower than the recesses formed by the flanches a.

Consequently, when the leveling screws i are turned to an extent

sufficient to relieve their lower ends from contact with the plate a, the

plate D with its pin e, the instrument attached to the latter, the level-

ing screws l, the hemisphere C, its plumb-line, and the plate B, all of

which appertain to the upper portion of the head, may be moved hori-

zontally on the lower portion in any direction to a limited extent.

After being adjusted to the desired position, the screws i may be turned

until their lower ends bear on the surface of the plate A, and force the

hemisphere C tight within its socket F, when the two portions of the

head become firmly bound together.

It will now be seen, without further description, that the improved

tripod head affords every facility for a rapid and exact adjustment of the

instrument to the desired position by the hand of the surveyor, after

the tripod has been placed in proximity to the point in the ground,

"with which the plumb-line must coincide. It will also be seen that the

screws i serve the double purpose of leveling the instrument, and of

securing the same in the position to which it may have been adjusted

horizontally, thus enabling the operator to perform two duties without

changing his position, and without the usual handling of different por-

tions of the tripod.

Machine for Preparing Oval Picture Frames. Patent granted to

William Gardner, New York, August 17th, 1858.

This invention relates to an improved mode of laying on to the

wooden bodies of oval and circular picture frames, the coats .of cement

necessary to form the ground-work for the gilding ; and the improve-

ment consists in the combination of a lathe, the face plate of which is
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caused to traverse in an oval path with a scraper formed to coincide

-with the desired moulding of the frame, the said scraper being self-ad-

justing laterally, so that it may accommo-
date itself to any irregular motion of the

frame caused by the latter being placed be-

tween the intervals allowed for the drying

of the several coats of cement in such a po-

sition on the face-plate of the lathe as not

to coincide with the oval path of the latter.

On reference to the annexed cut, a re-

presents the base of the machine, to which ^
are secured uprights B for the spindle, e

is the face plate connected with the spindle

by such devices that it may revolve in an

oval path. In front of the face plate, and
at a suitable distance from the same, are"

erected the two uprights ll and h', which arc connected together at the

top by the transverse bar i. Between the latter is situated an arm J,

which is jointed at the bottom to the rock-shaft K, the ends of which

are allowed to turn freely in the opposite uprights n and n'. The top

of the arm J is furnished with a thin metnl plate, one edge of which is

so cut out as to coincide with the form of the moulding of the frame M,

the latter being attached to the face plate E.

The term ^'preparing'' as applied to picture frames by those en-

gaged in their manufacture, signifies the covering of the wooden body or

foundation with the coatings of cement for forming the ground work
for thegildinii.

Tbe preparation of oval picture frames has hitherto been accomplish-

ed by hand, the coats of cement being laid on at intervals of sufficient

length to allow them to dry between each coat. "When a sufficient body
of cement has been laid on, it is polished with pumice stone until the

desired smoothness is imparted to the surface, when it is ready to re-

ceive the iiildin*;.

In Gardner's improved macliino, the frame is temporarily attached to

the face plate E, the cement applied to the moulding, and the scraper

pressed towards it.

When one coat has been laid on, the frame is removed until partially

dry, when it is again attached to tlie face plate to receive another coat

and anotlier application of the scraper, and this is continued until the

required amount of cement is deposited on the frame, and the re([uired

smoothness attained.

In re-attaching the frame to the face plate after the several inter-

vals allowed for drying, it is almost impossible to place it in the exact

position it previously occupied ; hence, the plan of securing the scraper

to the vibrating arm J, wliich renders the scraper self-adjusting later-

ally to any irregularity in the movement of the frame.

By the above described machine, oval picture frames are prepared

with that rapidity, uniformity, and accuracy which cannot possibly be

attained by the ordinary process of preparing them by hand.
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Note.—The right to this invention formed a subject of controversy
between Mr. Gardner and Mr. J. A. Campbell, who also claimed to be
the original and first inventor.

An interference was declared by the Patent Office, and testimony
taken at Louisville, Kentucky, and in Ncav York.

The Patent Office finally decided to grant patents to both parties

;

to Gardner a patent for the broad claim of a self-adjusting scraper with
face plate revolving in an oval path ; and to Campbell, a patent for a
limited claim restricted to a specific arrangement of parts. H. H.

Improvement in Water- Closets. Patent granted to Isaac Edelman,

Philadelphia, September 1st, 1858.

This invention consists in surrounding the pipe Avhich contains the

basin with a casing attached to and communicating with a pipe or flue,

and this flue with an exterior atmosphere, for the purpose of effectually

ventilating the soil pipe and the well for receiving the soil, thereby
obviating the offensive smells and noxious exhalations common to other

water closets, and without the necessity of employing the usual valve
beneath the basin.

The annexed cut represents a sectional view of the improved water-

closet, a represents the floor of the apartment in which the closet is

situated, and B the well which serves as a reservoir for the soil.

On the floor is erected a box C, in the cover

of which is the usual opening D. Immediately
beneath the latter is situated the basin E of

porcelain or other material usually employed
in their construction. This basin rests in the

1\ enlarged portion of the tapering pipe F, which
is secured to the top of the casing c, and
which projects into and communicates with

the interior of that casing, to the small end
of which is attached the soil pipe H, surround-

ed by a pipe i which is attached to the casing

G, and which, together with the soil pipe, ter-

minates in the well B. A branch pipe a com-
municates with the interior of the casing G, at

a point near the top of the same, and to this

branch is connected a ventilating pipe d^ which
may either be carried up to a suitable height

outside the building, or it may communicate
with a neighboring chimney or flue connected

therewith. The space between the soil pipe H and exterior pipe I, also

communicates with the branch a through a pipe b.

After the basin has been cleansed in the usual manner by a stream
of Avater discharged from a coiled pipe, portions of the soil are apt to

adhere to the soil pipe H, which but for the improved ventilating ar-
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rancement would impregnate the air of the apartments in the neighbor-

hood of the closet with offensive gases.

The rarefied air in the neighborhood of the closet, however, will pass

down the basin and pipe F, into the casing G, and upwards through the

branch a to the ventilating pipe or flue, the foul air from the soil pipe

passing upward into the same casing and out in the same direction.

The peculiar form of the casing g, and its position as regards the

pipe F, branch pipe A, and soil pipe ii, facilitates the free discharge of

all noxious exhalations through the ventilating pipe into the exterior

atmosphere.

is In order to avoid all offensive effluvia, it is necessary that the Avell

which forms a reservoir for the soil should be effectually ventilated.

This is accomplished by the above described arrangement, as the

foul gases generated in the well pass into the space between the soil

pipe ir and exterior pipe i, and from them to the ventilating pipe or

ilue through the pipe b.

MECHANICS, PHYSICS, AND CHEMISTRY.

For the Journul of the Franklin Institnte.

Corrections of Mr. Pirssons Article " On the Durability of Tubes"

in his Condenser. By Thomas Prosser, Civ. Eng.

In the current volume of this Journal, p. 234, Mr. Pirsson has en-

tered upon a defence of his surface condenser, and a condemnation of

all others, which, as mere assertions, may pass for what they are worth,

unsupported as they are by any specific references.

This might not be expected from the caption of the article, but so it

is, and the only exception I take, is the very debatable elaboration on
surface condensers in general, and the fanciful assumption which fol-

lows.

'•'Until the advent of my invention,'' says the writer of the article

alluded to, "want of durability in surface condensers had been the chief

objection to their use;" caused by "pressure, and expansion, and con-

traction."

This assertion is not warranted by any single instance that I know
of, in any condenser worthy of one moment's consideration. Hall's

were put into a great number of vessels, and were highly extolled for

years; but where are they now? I am not ignorant of the array which
Mr. Pirsson can produce in favor of his condenser, but it is far inferior

to Mr. Hall's, and yet, notwithstanding the almost perfect vacuum
which tliey maintained, therelty proving that "pressure, and contrac-

tion, and expansion" had no injurious effect, and further, that they
had no provision for returning to '\jet condensation," (which "new fea-

ture" only proves to me the defective nature of the arrangement, and
that it is not to be dej)ended on,) that condenser was a failure : not from
"pressure, and expansion, and contraction," but from defects inherent
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in the system or principle of air pump surface condensation, which I
have pointed out in former volumes of this Journal, and to which I

invite the attention of Mr. Pirsson, with the view to the correction of

any errors which he may find there.

I can name other surface condensers to which the assertion that, the

"new feature upon which only may surface condensation be safely em-
ployed," does not apply, if, indeed, it does to any.

"When the tubes do give out,"—"the only difference perceivable in

the working of the engine is the loss of fresh water." Exactly so ; I do
not see what else can happen. The condenser being for the express
purpose of securing a supply of fresli tvater, when it fails, I suppose
there is still the sea-water to go to. I did suppose that the additional

air-pump was required on account of the extreme thinness of the tubes

employed, not being able to bear the pressure of the atmosphere, but
such thin tubes having failed, and thicker ones being substituted for

them, I expected that the extra air-pump might be dispensed with,

particularly as one air-pump is always troublesome enough without in-

creasing the evil. This, hoAvever, as it appears, is not the case, and I

can only imagine that it arises from the continual liability of the tubes

to leak the salt water into them. If this is the case, the vacuum may
well be very inferior to that which Mr. Hall's condensers maintained,

and shows conclusively the value of the '•'neiv feature;" for the latter

is recorded at 28*5 to 29-5 inches,* which exceeds any that I have seen

of the former by more than 4 inches.

f

It is but natural, therefore, to inquire if the waters in the boilers are

ever fresh after they have consumed the supply with which tliey leave

port? To come more directly to the point ; is it, or is it not necessary

to pump about 25 '^ cent, of sea-water into the boilers to make up for

waste ? which waste, the patent states, is to be made up by means of

an ^^ evajyorator." In short, is not the ^^ evaporator" a delusion? If

the vapor taken from the sea-water, causes concentration in the latter,

of course the "blowing off" must be resorted to, just the same as if the

concentration took place in the boiler.

The original evil is the necessity of "blowing off" at all, and that

has killed and will kill every surface condenser that can be constructed

with an air-pump attachment.

Upon this and other important points I shall be pleased to hear
from Mr. Pirsson again, but as to the minor one, about the tinning,

which were mentioned incidentally and scarcely worth the trouble of

noticing, (to the exclusion of the main principles involved, economy of

fuel and freshness of boiler water, which are so closely connected as

to be inseparable,) further developments are required.

On the durability of copper tubes, Mr. Pirsson states that "the cop-

per tubes at present in the condenser of the Arago are now (September
19th,) far in the fourth year of their existence." "The same in the

case of the Fulton !

'

'

Now, if my statements are erroneous, I may have a good excuse for

them, in the absence of published documents of authority, but Mr.
Pirsson can claim no such immunity.

* Lond. Mec. Mag., vol. xxxLi, p. 27. t See vol. xxviii^ p. 340, of this Jonrnal.
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The Arago did not commence her first voyage until 3d June, 1855,*

since whicli time she has had a set of copper tubes put into her con-

densers otlior than those slie started with, as Mr. Pirsson acknow-

ledges. I do not perceive, therefore, that any of my statements have

been corrected, except to show that the case is worse than I made it

out to be.

The Fulton has not been to sea as long as the Arago, and it was not

intendcil to put her condensers in until after the third voyage,f so that

she can scarcely have been much, if any, over two years with the con-

densers on board.

I shall pursue the correction of Mr. Pirsson no further, but hope he

"will set himself right in the matter, give dates, kc, and address him-

self fully and fairly to the subject. A few more facts and we shall get

out all that is required.

Certainly it is worth knowing, that Lake Superior copper is so ut-

terly worthless as he represents it to be. It was supposed, however,

that the tubes in the Arago were very thin, and that the new ones

were made thicker, which may have something to do with the matter.

At all events, the quality of the copper should undergo a severe scru-

tiny, and if inferior, it behooves the smelter to introduce more skilful

manipulation.

From tlie manner of Mr. Pirsson, in speaking of condensers known
to be leaky, I presume that he considers that to be the normal state of

them, and I cannot but admire his ingenuity in thus getting over the

old "/(9^ic«," who were used to consider '"'tightness'' rather an essen-

tial feature in a condenser.

Mode of Preparing Liquids of given Specific Gravity, without Calcu-

lation or Previous Trials. Densimeter by M. Spacowsky.

In the laboratory and in the arts, we are often required to prepare

a definite mixture of two liquids, such as sulphuric acid and Avatcr,

alcohol and water, &c., one of two modes is generally employed. 1st,

Given the quantity and specific gravity of one of the liquids, the quan-
tity of the other li([ui(l is calculated. This mode is not always practi-

cable, requires time, and fur alcoholic licjuids especially, the concen-

tration or mixture give^ rise to difficulties frequently insurmountable
;

or secondly, areometers arc floated in the liquors ; but this means, which
is very practicable and very much used, presents great diflSculties in

manufacture, owing to the various temperature of the mixtures.

A densimeter of a new form constructed by M. Spacowsky, of St.

Petersburg, allows the preparation of a liquid mixture with great case
and precision, and without a thermometer.

The apparatus consists of a vessel or areometer of platina. This
areometer is closed above by a very thin partition or metallic plate, such
as that emj)loyed in the aneroid barometers and yielding to the fullest

pressure. At its lower end the areometer is terminated by a tube fur-
* Sec ToL XXX, 9(1 eerlea of Uiii Journal, f Ibid Tol. xzxi, p. 341.
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nished with a stop-cock. It is suspended by a platina wire from one
arm of a delicate balance, and equilibriated by a weight suspended
also by a platina wire from the other arm. The equilibrium thus estab-

lished will evidently be destroyed if the areometer be filled with any
liquid, but will be restored if the areometer and the counter-balancing

weight be plunged in a liquid of the same specific gravity as that

which it contains; and as the thin partition alloAvs the liquid contained

to expand in accordance with the temperature to which it may be sub-

jected, a very simple calculation will show that the re-establishment

of the equilibrium is independent of the temperature. As, moreover,

the metal of which the instrument is made, is very thin and a good con-

ductor of heat, the equilibrium of temperature will soon be established

between the interior and exterior liquid.

Now, to reproduce in any quantity, a liquid of given specific gravity;

fill the areometer with the given liquid, and plunge it and the equili-

briating weight into the heavier of the liquids to be mixed, and add the

other until the equilibrium is restored. The liquids will be rigorously

of the same specific gravity.

—

Academie des Scieiices de Paris, 1 June,
1858.

Foi the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

Particulars of the North German Lloyds' Steamers Bremen and
New York.

Hulls and machinery by Caird & Co., Greenwich. Intended service,

Bremen to New York.

Hull.—
Length on deck from fore part of stem to after part

of stern post,

Breadth of beam at midship section, above the main wales,

Depth of hold,
" " to spar deck, .

Draft of water at load line,
" " below pressure and revolutions, .

Tonnage, . . 2500-
Masts and rig—barque.

Engines—Vertical direct.

Diameters of cylinders, . . ,

Length of stroke, . . ,

Maximum pressure of steam in pounds, 25.
" revolutions per minute, 00-

Boilers—Four—Horizontal tubular.

Propellers.—
Diameter of screw, . . . 17 feet.

Pitch "
. . . 30 to 33 "

Number of blades—three.

Remarks.—Frames, shape and dimensions, "T_? Sxjiths. Distance
apart, at centres, 18 inches. Keel, 11X3^ inches. Plates, thickness,

I to ||th inch. 6 keelsons, 30 X |-inch. 5 water-tight bulkheads.
Beam ties on each deck, 12 x J-inch. Frame ties, 2^ X f, and 12 ins.

apart. C. H. H.

328 feet.

40 « 2 inches.

26 "

33 "
21 "

20 "

90 inches.

3 feet 6 "
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For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

26 "

33 « 3 inches.

16 "

125 <(

22 «

20 "

Particulars of the North Gerynan Lloyds Steamers Hudson and
Weser.

Hulls and machinery by Palmer Brothers &; Co., New York. In-

tended service, New York and Bremen.

Hull.—
Length on deck from fore part of stem to after part of

stern post, above spar deck, . .34.5 feet.

" of deck, . . . 318 "

Breadth of lieam at midship section, above the main wales, 40 "

Depth of hold,
" " to spar deck, .

Diameter of shaft,

I<eni;lh "
.

Draft of water at load line, .

" below pressure and revolutions, .

Tonnage, • . 2703.

Masts and rig—barque.

Engines— V^ertical, direct.

Diameter of cylinders, ... 90 inches.

l,en>;th of stroke, . . 3 feet "

Maximum pressure of steam in pounds, 24.
" revolutions per minute, . 60.

Boilers— Four— Horizontal tubular.

Number ot furnaces—eight to each boiler.

Propelleiis.—
Diameter of screw, . . .16 feet 6 inches.

Pilch "
. . - 29 "

Number of blades—three.

Remarks.—Frames, shape and dimensions, "[_, 6 inches X^-inch.
Distance apart, at centres, 10 inches. Thickness of plates, f to ^-in.

Have 5 water-tight bidkheads. Beam ties on each deck of wrought
iron. Has accommodations for 70 first class, 100 second class, and 4o0
steerage passengers. C. H. H.

On Personal Equation. By Prof. Mitciiel.

[Lutter to the Astronomer Royal.]

At the meeting of the American Association of 1856, I announced
the fact that I had contrived a simple apparatus for the investigation

of the subject of '^absolute personal equation." Sickness in my family,

and other causes, have combined to prevent a full investigation of this

subject until the beginning of the present year.

In case astar could be made to record the moment of its own transit,

the diflerence between the star's record and that of any observer would
be the observer's absolute personal etjuation, or what I shall term here-

after, the " personality of the eye." In like manner, in case a sound
could be made to record the moment of its occurrence, the diflference

Vol. XX.XVI.—Third Sbriks.—No. 5.—Novkmbkr, 1858. 30
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between the record and tliat of an observer would give what I term

"absolute personality of the ear." The same of the sense of touch,

which, as a matter of physiological curiosity, has somewhat engaged

my attention.

As the stars cannot at present be made to record their own transits,

I have substituted what I call "artificial stars," moving uniformly with

a velocity somewhat greater than that of an equatorial star observed

with a power of 200, the power of the eye-piece now used in the transit

telescope. By means of an electro-magnet, these artificial stars (ten

in number) attached to my revolving disk, are made to record the exact

moment at which they transit an artificial meridian line. The observer,

by the aid of another magnet, records the moment of his observed tran-

sit, and tlio difference of these two records corrected for difference of

armature and gross time of the two magnets, gives me the " absolute

personality of eye."

This same quantity has been obtained also from a record of the mo-

ment at which the eye perceives a white " stripe" on a dark ground,

thrown into view by the sudden action of the electro-magnetic armature,

which records the moment of transit of the artificial stars. These quanti-

ties, as will be seen hereafter, are almost identical.

To obtain "absolute personality of the ear," the observer, with his

magnetic key, attempts to record the moment he perceives the sound

produced by the fall of the " time-pen " on the disk, as driven by the

armature of the time electro-magnet, it falls, and makes its "true" dot.

The interval between the dot struck by the time-pen and that struck

by the observer's recording pen, corrected for value of armature time

of the observing-pen, gives the time required for the ear to execute its

office, and for the nerves obedient to the will to execute the record. A
like process, which it is quite unnecessary to describe, gives " person-

ality of touch."

To the practical astronomer the personality of eye and ear are alone

important ; to those who have adopted the American method of transits,

the " personality of the eye "remains as the quantity whose value and

variations it is required to determine.

Our regular observations have been continued daily, with few excep-

tions, through some 60 or 70 days, my assistant, Mr. H. Twitchell,

and myself making an equal number of observations to determine the

following quantities :

—

1. Absolute personality of eye.

2. Absolute personality of ear.

3. Observed moment of transit.

4. Observed moment of emersion.

5. Observed moment of immersion.

These constitute the regular observations. Besides these, I have

obtained the "eye and ear personality " of about thirty persons (not

observers) of eacli sex, and of ages from fourteen to seventy-five years.

Among these individuals I find thus far no hiAV which seems to govern

the personality. The range is small, as the personality of eye varies

between the lowest limit 137 thousandths of a second, and the highest,
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214 tliousandtlis of one second of time. The personality of car has for

its least amount 137 thousandths of a second, and for its greatest limit,

223 thousandths of one second of time; and each of these limits belongs

to the same two observers.

The mean personality of my own eye, as obtained from 255 observa-

tions, is IGl thousandths of a second. The mean personality of my
ear, as obtained from an equal number of measures, is 104 thousandths
of a second. These same quantities for Mr. Twitchell, as given by the

same number of observations on the same days with my own, arc for

the eye, 144, and for the ear, 153 thousandths of one second of time.

My minimum "eye personality" is 139 thousandths of a second, the

maximum readies to lUl thousandths. My minimum "ear personality"

is 143, my maximum " ear personality " is 193 thousandths of one se-

cond of time. The same quantities for Mr. Twitchell are for

s. B.

0-118 maximum, . 0-184
0-129 " OCOl

The ryp, minimum,
' t;tr,

"

Having reached the above results, I was now curious to learn whe-
ther the eye and ear were steady for very short periods of time. For
this purpose my assistant and myself each made five series of ten ob-

servations, each on alternate minutes, which being continued several

days, showed that we were liable to a variation of " eye personality
"

amounting to about two hundredths of a second on the mean of ten
observations. I also found that the difference already establislied be-

tween Mr. Twitchell and myself was confirmed in these observations.

I will simply remark, that the sense of touch gave results almost
identical with those of the eye ; and this fact being soon discovered,

the observations for personality of touch were discontinued.

Thus far we have presented results obtained by the eye, in seizin^^

nn almost instantaneous movement, the sudden darting of a white line

from behiml a black screen.

When acomparison was instituted between the absolute and observed
moments of transits of tlie artificial stars, I found, much to my surprise,

that both my assistant and myself largely anticipated the true time
;

and that in every instance, without one exception, the same faet was
noticed in other persons, who were ignorant of what they were doin"',

while recording their transits.

After learning the faet of this unconscious anticipation, efforts were
made to cure the evil by special attention. To some extent this was
done, but the tendency was to an immediate relapse the moment special

attention was discontinued. I find (on a mean often observations) my
own anticipations amounting to the tenth of a second of time in mor'o
than one instance, wliih' Mr. Twitehell's error is nearly as lar<xe. The
variations iV(»m day to day, and from ol)servation to observation in the
t^ame set, were far larger than I had anticipated.

This gave rise to the observation of " emersions " of the artificial

ptars from behind a dark screen. Here I found a steadiness in the re-

hiults precisely cijual to the performance of the eye as already deter-
mined, whieh for my assistant and myself seems to be the highest limit

of attainable accuracv.
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The experiments of observed immersion exhibited the fact of a strong

tendency to anticipation, and a less degree of steadiness in the work.

I now became anxious to apply the discoveries thus made in some
practical manner to our star transits.

For this purpose I have constructed a diaphragm, consisting of eight

occulting bars, four on each side of a central spider's line. We observe

the emersion from the first bar, both immersion and emersion from the

second, third, and fourth bars, the transit of the central wire,- the im-

mersion and emersion of the fifth, sixth, and seventh bars, and the im-

mersion on the eighth bar ; in this way we make fifteen observations.

These bars are about two seconds of time in width, and their intervals

about four seconds at the equator. By observing emersion and immer-

sion, we hope to avoid any error arising from stars of different magni-

tudes, as the longer stars will emerge sooner and disappear later^ a

mean of the two observations giving us the place of an imagin9,ry wire

between the two bars correctly. I can only say that we have had but

two nights' work with the new method. The results are highly promis-

iu"-. but too inconsiderable to communicate.
Proceedings of the Royal Astrwioiliical Society, Jnne, 1858.

Cincinnati Observatory, May IG, 1858.

Enamel witJiout Lead on Bar and Sheet Iron. By M. Pleischl.

The author gives two recipes for the enamel, viz :

—

silica, from 30 to 50 >arts. 2. Quartz, from 30 to 50 parts.

Flint, 10 to 20 " Granite, K 20 to 30 "

Kaolin, " 10 to 20 " Borax, " 10 to 20 "

Pipe clay, " 8 to 16 t( Glass, " 6 to 10 "

Chalk, 6 10 10 <( Magnesia ti )0 to 15 "

Pulverized porcelain" 5 to 1.5 " Feldspar, It 5 to 20 "

Ijoracic acid, " 20 to 40 " Effloresced carb soda, " 10 to 20 "

Nitre, 6 to 10 " liime. " 5 to 1 .<> «

Gypsum, " 2 to 6 " Sul{)hate of Baryta, « 2 to 8 "
Fluor-spa r,

" 3 to 10 "

Each of these substances to be powdered separately as fine as pos-

sible, mixed carefully and fused with an enamel ; this is again ground,

and applied to the objects, which are then furnaced. The proportions

indicated may vary very much with the difi"erent kinds of utensils which
are to receive it. The coat should be thin, otherwise it will crack in

heating or cooling, and the objects coated should be cooled as slowly

as possible so as to prevent the enamel from shrinking irregularly and
cracking.

—

Bull. Soc. Encour. de VIndus. Nat.^ [Paris.)

Amalgamating Zinc.

M. Berjot has just discovered and communicated to the Academy of
Sciences, at Paris, what he considers a new and advantageous mode of

amalgamating zinc, by a liquid formed by dissolving 200 parts of mer-
cury in aqua-regio and adding hydrochloric acid. If he will wet his
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zinc with the acid, and then rub with nitrate of mercury, he will find

less trouble and equally good results. We can hardly believe that the
manufacturers of galvanic batteries in France have been in the habit

of amalgamating, as M. Berjot states, by immersing the zinc in acidu-

lated water, and rubbing metallic mercury on them with a brush made
of fine copper wire. If they have, they have been unaccountably be-

hind the art, and we would recommend M. B's. process to them.

Oil the Electric Conducting Poiver of the Metals.* By Augustus
Matthiessen, Ph. D.

The following values for the conducting power of the metals were
determined in tlie Physical Laboratory at Heidelberg, under the direc-

tion of Professor Kirchhoff, by the same method as is described in the

^'' Ehilonophical Magazine,'' February, 1857.

Conducting Power at Temp, in Celsius's degrees.

Silver, 100 .

Copper, No. 3, 77-43 18-8

Copper, No. 2, 72-06 . 22-6

Gold, 55-19 21-8

Sodium, 37-43 . 21-7

Alutninium, 33-76 19-6

Copper, No. 1, 3()-63 . 24-2

Zinc, 27-39 17-6

Magripsiuin, 25-47 . 170
Calcium, 22 14 16-8

Cadmium, . 22-10 . 18-8

Potassium, . 20-85 20-4

Lithium, . 1900 . 20-0
Iron, 14-44 20-4

Palladium, 12-64 . 17-2

Tin, 11 45 21-0

Platinum, 10-53 . 20-7
Lea<l, 7-77 17-3

Argentine, . 7-67 . 18-7

Strontium, . 6-71 200
Antimony, , 4-29 . 18 7
Mercury, 1-63 22-S
Bismuth, 1-19 . 13-8

Alloy of Bismuth
Antimony, 1 part

. 32 partfi,

J
0-884 240

Alloy of Di^muih
Tin, I part.

12 parts.
I 0519 . 22-0

Alloy of Antimony2 parts, Zinc 1 par t, 413 25-0

Graphite, No. 1, . 0-0693 . 22-0

Graphite, No. 2, . 0-0436 22-0

Gas-coke, , 0-0386 . 25-0
Graphite, No. 3, . 0-00395 220
Bunscn's IJattery Co ke. 0-00246 26-2

Tellurium, . 0-000777 19-6

Red Phosphorus, . 0-00000123 . . 24-0

All the metals were the same as those used for my thermo-electric

experiments, with the exception of cadmium, which was purified by my
friend, Mr. B. Jegel.

• from the JJond., Edin., and Dub. Phil. Mag., S«pt, 1868.

30*
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The alloys of bismuth-antimonj, bismuth-tin, antimony, and zinc

were determined in order to ascertain whether, as they give, with other

metals, such strong thermo-electric currents, they might be more ad-

vantageously employed for thermo-electric batteries than those con-

structed of bismuth and antimony.

Coppers No. 1, 2, 3, were wires of commerce. No. 1 contained small

quantities of lead, tin, zinc, and nickel. The low conducting power of

No. 1 is owing, as Professor Bunsen thinks, to a small quantity of sub-

oxide being dissolved up in it.

Graphite No. 1 is the so-called pure Ceylon; No. 3 purified German
and No. 2 a mixture of both. The specimens were purified by Brodie's

patent and pressed by Mr. Cartmell, to whom I am indebted for the

above.

The conducting power for gas-coke, graphite, and Bunsen's battery-

coke increases by heat from 0° to 140° C; it increases for each degree
0-00245, '/. e., at 0° C. the conducting power= 100, and between the

common temperature and a light red heat about 12 per cent. The fol-

lowing metals were chemically pure :—Silver, gold, zinc, cadmium, tin,

lead, antimony, quicksilver, bismuth, telluvium. Those pressed were
sodium, zinc, magnesium, calcium, cadmium, potassium, tin, lead, stron-

tium, antimony, bismuth, tellurium, and the alloys of bismuth-antimony
and bismuth-tin. The way in which these wires were made is described

in the " Philosojyhical Magazine," for February, 1857.

Tor the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

Particulars of the Steamer Saxonia.

Hull and machinery built by Caird & Co., Greenwich. Owners,
Hamburgh and New York Steamship Co.

Hull.—
Length on deck, . .

" " over all, . .

Breadth of beam (molded),

Depth of hold,
" to spar deck, .

Draft of water, . .

Tonnage, . . 2500.

Masts, three—rig, barque.

Engines—Vertical, direct.

Diameter of cylinders, . .

Length of stroke, . . .

Boilers—Four—Horizontal tubular.

Number of furnaces—three in each boiler.

Propeller.—
Diameter of screw, . . .12 feet.

Number of blades—three.

Remarks.—Frames, shape, "X, ; depth, 6 ins. ; width of web, |-in.

;

width of flanches, 3 ins. Thickness of plates from keel to gunwale,

IJ to f-inch. Diameter of rivets, |-inch ; distance, 2|-inch—single

and double riveted. Independent steam, fire, and bilge pumps, one.

315 feet.

345 "

40 «

24 "

32 «

19 « 6 inches.

70 inches.

3 feet 6 "
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Boilers, cLiTnney, and smoke pipe protected from communicating fire

by iron and felt. 6 bulkheads. "Water bottoms to boilers. Two fore

and aft stringers on spar and main decks, |-inch by 3 feet ; and two
(inboard), §-inch by 12^ inches. lias four decks, and can accommo-
date 54 first class, 117 second class, and 400 steerage passengers.

C. H. H.

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

Combined Nut and Gland for Screw Stop Valves.

Messrs. I. P. Morris & Co., Port Richmond Iron Works, have lately

applied to their screw stop valves, a neat and inexpensive substitute

for the arch or column and cross-head, generally used to hold the nut

for the thread on the stem. The arrangement, which was designed by
Mr. Lewis Taws, the engineering member of the firm, will be seen in

the cut below, in which it is shown as adapted to a horizontal steam

engine ; a, B, c, being parts of the steam-chest, cylinder, and passage

from the steam supply pipe ; and D d' a brass nut for the screwed stem
of the valve, as well as that required for forcing down the gland iu

the stuffing-box, the threads in both being of the same pitch to prevent

jamming when screwing down the packing with the valve seated.

The mechanic will observe readily the ease with which the nut can
be finished, and the certainty of all the parts being in line with each
other, as all the work can be done in the lathe.

Screw-valves arc often fitteil with a thread and nut between the valve
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and the stuffing-box, but then those parts cannot be lubricated, and are
in contact with the steam ; consequently they quickly wear and cor-

rode. These serious defects are avoided by the plan shown in the cut.

The shape of D d' may be varied to suit the taste ; it is important,

however, that somewhere between the nuts, D and d', apertures should

be made for the escape of any steam leaking through the stuffing-box,

so as not to compel it to pass through the nut, D, thereby rusting out

the thread. J.

Danger of Telegraph Wires in the Vicinity of Depots of Gunpowder.

Report of a Committee of the Academy of Sciences of Paris.

M. le Marechal Minister of War, Avrote to the Academy for the pur-

pose of consulting it on the question whether the passage of telegraph

wires in the vicinity of a powder magazine could be a source of dan-

ger. The committee appointed to prepare a report on this subject,

submit it for the approbation of the Academy.
It considers as certain, that the electric currents developed in the

telegraph wire for the usual transmission of despatches can never pro-

duce accidents ; for supposing even that the wires should be broken
during the transmission, either by the wind or by any other cause, the

small sparks which might appear at the points of rupture would be in-

sufficient to inflame the floating powder-dust, resting on the wires or on
their supports.

But it is altogether different in regard to the atmospheric electricity;

its action frequently becomes formidable, and would be an imminent-

cause of danger for powder-magazines.

If, for instance, it should happen that lightning should strike the

telegraph wires, it is probable they would be fused for a certain dis-

tance, inflamed and dispersed, and that the incandescent globules might

be dispersed very far by the force of the explosion, and still farther

by the wind; moreover, the free ends of the wires in full combustion,

and urged by the same causes, Avould not fail to describe extensive

curves around their points of attachment and to carry the flames to

great distances.

Were this probability even only a possibility, it would be neverthe-

less indispensable to guard the powder magazines against such a danger.

After having passed in review the various precautions to which re-

course might be had, the Committee recommend the following arrange-

ments.

1. To substitute underground wires along that portion of the line

•which is less than 100 metres (100 yards,) of a powder magazine.

2. To keep the underground track outside of the zone within which
it would be dangerous to admit the workmen required to construct, ex-

amine, or repair it.

3. To establish one or more lightning rods, upon poles of 15 or 20
metres (50 to 65 feet,) in height, near these underground wires, so as

to protect their whole length against the direct stroke of the lightning.
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They propose to the Academy to approve of these depositions, which
appear to us to be tiie most suitable to give every security to the ad-

ministration of war, without imposing too great a tax on the adminis-

tration of tlie telegraphs.

Committee.—3IM. Becquerel, Hegnault, Despretz, de Senarmonty
Mamhal Vaillant Pouillet ](i'j)orter.

After some explanations given by the reporter in answer to remarks

of MM. Le Verrier and Piosert, the Report was adopted.

—

Comptes
liendu8, August 16, 1858.

[We do not know that any objection can be taken to the principal

recommendations of the above Report, although they will be entirely

useless for powder magazines, (for which it appears they are intended,)

since we see no reason for supposing powder dust to settle on the wires,

or to be suspended in the air near magazines. Near powder-mills,

no doubt there is utility in the suggestion. As to the lightning rod,

direct experience has demonstrated their danger unless they be con-

nected with the metallic masses which form part of the magazines. If

there be, for instance, an iron magazine, or one in which iron beams
or metal roofing are used, the danger from the vicinity of the lightning

rods near enough to excite induction, but not mctalically connected

with it, will be far greater than from any telegraph wire. Ed.]

Water-proofing Stuffs.

Take a pound of gelatine, -and a pound of neutral tallow-soap ; melt

them in 4^ galls, of water, and add little by little 1 J lbs. alum ; con-

tinue to boil for a quarter of an hour ; wait until the milky-looking

liquid has come down to 113°, then ])lunge the stuff into it, allowing it

to l)ecome well soaked. Take it out, let it drip, and dry it completely by
hanging it up without wringing; wash it carefully, dry it again, and cal-

ander it. The soap must be made with tallow, for no other fatty matter

will remain suspended in the gelatine.

—

Bull. Soc. Encour. de VIndus.
Nat., (Paris.)

Process for Decolorizing the Fatty Oils.* By C. Brunxer.

As in all the fatty oils which he treated, the author remarked, that

after the evai)oration of the other, they were obtained of a much lighter

color than when first employed, in some cases even perfectly limpid,

he endeavored to discover a general process for bleaching the fatty

oils in this way. This object was completely attained in many cases by
proceeding as follows :

—

The oil is made into an emulsion with water, to which the proper
consistence is given by gum or starch-paste, and this emulsion is well

worked up with thoroughly ignited charcoal, coarsely powdered and
freed from fine dust by sifting. To 1 part of oil about 2 parts of char-

• From the London Chemical Oor.cttc, No. 381.
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coal powder are taken. The dougliy mass is allowed to dry thorounrlily

at a temperature which should not exceed 212° F., and the oil is sub-

sequently extracted with ether in the cold in a displacement apparatus.

After this extract has deposited any charcoal powder that may have
passed through during the extraction, it is put into a retort, and the

ether is distilled off in the water-bath. In this way olive oil and wal-
nut oil are completely deprived of color.

It might perhaps be supposed that the charcoal has a direct decolor-

izing action in this case upon the oil, just as in many cases it clears

many aqueous fluids. This, however, is not the case. Oils left in con-

tact with charcoal for weeks together did not undergo the least de-

colorization, even when they were dissolved in ether and digested with

charcoal. The presence of the water contained in the emulsion appears
first to give rise to the action. It is probable that by the preparation

of the emulsion, the coloring matter, Avliich does not belong to the oil

itself, is taken up by the water and afterwards absorbed by the char-

coal.

The action may be similar to that set up in the operation employed
by painters to bleach oils, which consists in agitating the oil sufficiently

with an equal volume of water, and exposing the mixture to the sun.

The water, which soon separates again from the oil, appears turbid,

and often mixed with slimy flakes. The operation is repeated for weeks,
the water being frequently rencAved, until it is no longer rendered tur-

bid, and the oil appears limpid.

In the above process the essential part appears to be the complete
desiccation of the charcoal mixed with the emulsion. If the oil be ex-

tracted with ether before this is the case, it is obtained again with its

original color.

Lastly, it is to be remarked that by this process the oils undergo a
very remarkable thickening. Thus walnut oil is obtained nearly of the

consistence of butter.

—

Bremer Mittheilungen, Dec. 1857.

Mode of Preserving Photographs on Paper. By M. Gaudixet.

" I dissolve a certain quantity of the gutta percha of commerce in

the Colas benzine. I decant in a few days, so as to have only the clear

portion. I plunge my paper, sheet by sheet, in this solution, and with-

draw it almost immediately ; then hanging it by a corner, I let it dry.

I then present these sheets which contain the gutta percha as a powder,

but not as a varnish, to a good fire. The grains of gutta percha unite,

and cover the fibres, forming an interior varnish which is nearly imper-

meable.

I albuminize this paper which has lost none of its transparence (al-

bumen, 100; rain-water, 25; chloride of sodium, 6). I dry it, and ren-

der it sensitive by a solution of 15 '^ cent, of nitrate of silver. I allow

it to drip, and dry it by a gentle fire ; I produce a positive in the usual

way, and fix it by hyposulphite of soda at 10 or 15 '^ cent. ; but this

operation is so much abridged, that in a few minutes the proof is fixed
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like one on glass, and of a beautiful sepia tint. Nothing prevents the use
of chloride of gold if that is desired. The washing may be done in a
quarter of an hour, in place of lasting from 12 to 24 hours, and the
proof is of admirable transparence, the paper also keeping all its -white-

ness.

—

Cumptes Hindus de VAcad. des Sciences de Paris.

On the Anwimt of Caffeine in Coffec-hcans* By Prof. A. Vogel, Jr.

The method hitherto employed for the extraction of caffeine from
coffee beans or tea leaves, is both complicated and uncertain. It con-

sists in extracting the coffee beans witli water, precipitating the tannic

acid from the solution by lead salts, and evaporating only the solution

freed from lead for crystallization. This method is exceedingly incon-

venient, and this is probably the principal reason why the statements

as to the amount of caffeine in coffee differ so much from each other.

Tlie following method appears to tlie author to be much simpler and
to lead to more accurate results. It is founded on the treatment of

powdered coffee beans with commercial benzoic. This extracts two
constituents from the coffee—oil of coffee and caffeine. After the evapo-

ration of the benzole, these two substances may be easily separated

from each other by agitation with hot water, in which the caff"einc dis-

solves, whilst the oil floats on the surface and may be skimmed oiF.

Tlie caff'eine is obtained by the evaporation of the aqueous solution, in

very beautiful crystals, which may be sublimed.

The whole of the benzole may be recovered, by distilling it in a re-

tort, after it has stood about a week upon the coffee beans. The residue

in tlie retort is the oil of coffee and caff'eine, which may be separated

as above by agitation with water, or by treatment with ether, which
dissolves the oil and leaves the caffeine in crystals. By this method
oil of eoff"ee and caffeine might be obtained as subsidiary products in

benzole manufactories.

—

Kmist-und Crewerbcblaft fi'ir Bayern^ 1858.
* From tliu Lonilon C'homiral Gazette, No. 377.

Destruction of Insects.

M. Millot Brule exhibited before the Imperial Central Horticultural

Society, of J'aris, the efficacy of the powdered proto-sulphuret of iron,

(which has been before used for the preservation of timber,) in destroy-

ing noxious and annoying insects.

The powder may be strewed over the ground around the roots of the

tree, or fixed on the surface of a collar surrounding the stem : no in-

sect will pass it, or if they attempt it they are immediately killed. The
proto-sulphuret of iron (black pyrites,) occurs as a mineral in various

partes of France and CJermany, and is manufactured for the purpose of

developing sul])huretted hydrogen, which is undoubtedly the effective

agent in destroying the vermin.

—

Cosmos.
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Locomotive Boiler Explosion at Sharp, Stewart, ^ Co.' 8 Works.*

On reference to our "Notes and Novelties," mention will be found

of a fatal boiler explosion which occurred on the premises of Messrs.

Sharp, Stewart, k Co., the eminent locomotive builders, Manchester,

whilst they were testing the boiler and machinery of an unfinished loco-

motive engine, and by which the life of the highly talented and much
respected manager of the works, Mr. Thomas Forsyth, was sacrificed;

as also the lives of several others wlio were present.

Mr. William Fairbairn having been re({uested by the coroner to ex-

amine the boiler and report thereon, and as to the cause of the accident,

has reported at great length, with his usual ability and care ; and as

his report contains all the more important details concerning the boiler

and connected with the accident, Ave have given it below in extenso.

There is one material ))<)int with which Mr. Fairbairn has not dealt,

although he lias slightly alluded to it, which we think deserves especial

attention by engineers: we refer to the defects in the practice of punch-

ing and riveting plates.

During a discussion which took place some time ago at the Institution

of Civil Engineers, Mr. Etlward IlmiiphrA's, whose extensive practical

experience entitles his ojjinion on any practical scientific question to

the highest respect, called attention to the jirejudicial effects which

arise from the defective construction of punches and bolsters, and from

the subsequent employment of the more powerful means of riveting by
* Front the Lonilon Artiznti, Augunt, 1 868.

Vol. XXXVI.—Third Skuiks.—No. 6.— Decksiuer, 1858. 31
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machinery which are frequently adopted. If wc remember aright, and
our recollection is aided by some remarks which have been made upon
this subject by Mr. Charles May, C. E., the observations which were
made by Mr. Humphrys to which we allude, went to show clearly

enough that the edges of plates prepared for riveting, and afterwards

riveted, were very materially weakened from two causes—first, from
the punch employed being smaller than the hole in the bolster ; and
being round at the point and taper, it very materially strains the iron

surrounding the hole, particularly in the direction of the line of the

row of rivets, and leaves the holes smaller in diameter than the punch
Avith which it has been pierced ; and secondly, by the emploj^ment of

steam riveting machines the edges of the plates are further weakened

;

and the mischief which has been produced by these two causes has
become more difficult of detection, because joints so made are much
neater, closer, and more uniform, than where hand riveting is em-
ployed.

Now, this subject requires the serious attention of boiler makers,
and it will be well for them to resort to other and more accurate and
powerful means of judging of the state or condition of work produced
in the course of pimching and riveting up boiler plates. We have had
within the last few days presented to us some specimens of plate-iron

joints, which, after being subjected to the most rigid examination by
experienced boiler makers, were pronounced as not to be excelled; but

upon filing off the outer surface of the over-lapping edge of each plate,

a powerful lens at once exhibited the greatly strained and weakened
condition of the metal between the rivet holes, and upon applying acid,

the better to develop the structure of the iron, the distortion—indeed,

the disintegration of the metal at the edges of the plates was made
plainly visible without the use of a lens ; and as this specimen is a type

of the most approved joint-making for boiler purposes, we need scarcely

add, that however good originally the whole of the plates might have

been, and indeed the body of the plates appeared to be at that time,

notwithstanding the appearance presented by the edges, a boiler con-

structed of such plates with such joints, would have been torn asunder

at the rivet holes by a pressure somewhere between 100 and 200 ibs.

per square inch, instead of being able to withstand an internal pres-

sure of 480 to 490 fts. per square inch, which a boiler constructed of

plates of the same thickness and quality would have done, if the plates

were in other respects unimpared.

With these observations, we proceed to give an authentic verbatim

copy of the report prepared by Mr. William Fairbairn, F. R. S., C. E,,

who had been appointed by the coroner to make an examination of the

remains of the boiler :—

-

Mr. Fairbairn said, the inquiry into the causes of this lamentable ac-

cident is surroimded with more than usual difficulty. The apparent

contradiction of the facts—on the one side, the lowness of the pressure,

the satisfactory condition of the safety-valves, the entire newness and

supposed strength of the boiler, and on the other, the terrible destruc-

tion of human life—renders this explosion especially remarkable in the
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remark iible records of such events. In pursuing my investigation, two
separate and distinct subjects forced themselves on my attention:

—

First, whether there had been any excessive pressure of steam in the

boiler sufficient to occasion rupture, had everything been sound ; second,

whether t])e material of which the ruptured part of tlie boiler was com-
posed was defective in its manufacture, or had been accidentally injured

in its sub.se(}uent working. To one of these two causes—either an over

accumulation of force in the interior of the boiler, or a defective plate,

must be attributed, in my opinion, the unfortunate casualty under
consideration. In regard to tbe former, there is the evidence of per-

sons who were present from the commencement of the testing until the

explosion, to sliow that the steam was blowing off at both safety-valves

during the whole time the engine was standing, and that the balance
springs and the Scliaeffer's gauge indicated a pressure of 117 ft)s. to

118 ft)s. on the square inch. I have examined with great care the

whole of the valve mountings, and find that the boiler had two safety-

valves, 4^ths incli in diameter, screwed down by levers 38 inches lon^
to spring balances, which indicated the pressure per square inch in

atmospheres. The distance from the fixed end of the lever to the valve,

was 3"54 inches, and from the fulcrum to the end, 34-58 inches, which
gives a leverage upon the valve of about 10*7 to 1. The lever and
spring balance have been carefully tested, and I find a discrepancy of
1) ft)s. per S(|uare inch between the actual pressure in the boiler requi-

site to lift the valve and that indicated by the balance ; or, in other
words, when the balance was screwed doAvn to seven atmospheres=
105 fts. per siiuare inch, the actual weight upon the valve was 114 ibs.

This excess of strain be3'^ond the indicated pressure is not due to any
defect in the spring balance itself, but to the weight of the vrJve and
lever not having been allowed for in the scale graduated upon it. The
.greatest pressiire at which tlie engine was intended to work was eight

jitmosphore8==120 ibs. on the S([uare inch: and the balance it>self was
graduated to indicate that pressure and no more. At the ordinary
working pressure of seven atmospheres, there was a range or lift for

liie end of the long arm of the valve lever of 2^ inches, and this per-

mitted a corresponding lift of ,*(jths of an inch in the valve itself. This
rise opened :in annular space e([ual to 2.^ S([uare inches, or a total of

5i square inches for the two valves, eciuivalent to a pipe of 2^ inches

in diameter.

At thi>s })oint the ([uestion arises whether or no an outlet of 5} square
inches was sufficient to carry off the excess of steam as fast as it was
generated in the boiler V To this ((uestion I would rejjly—Judging
from the immense velocit}' with which steiim at so high a jn-essure

issues from iin ii]»erture, aiid from a knowledge of the daily and usual

working of locomotives whilst standing on railways—that the area of
oj)ening was amply sufficient, and it therefore follows (the safety-valves

being in every respect efficient and excellent in construction) that the
accident did not arise from excessive pressure in the boiler. I am fur-

ther confirme<l in this ojiinion from the fact that tiie Schaefler pressure
gauge, which 1 tested after the accident with water pressui*e, was found
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quite uninjured, and invariably returned to zero after frequent pres-

sures had been applied. We have now to inquire how far the boiler

itself was calculated to ensure safety. So far as the proportioning of

the parts and the thickness of the plates are concerned, there was no
defect ; and it can be demonstrated, that supposing the material per-

fect and the riveting sound, the boiler was adequate to resist a force

of at least 500 ifcs. per square inch. To show this, I have appended
the formula for calculating the strengths, and I may observe that I

have also found, as the result of a series of careful experiments, that

the ultimate tensile resistance of boiler plates is as given in the follow-

ing table* :

—

Mean breaking weight

in the direction of the fibre

in tons per square inch.

Mean breaking weight
across the fibre in

tons per square inch.

Yorkshire plates,

Derbyshire plates, .

Shropshire plates,

Staffordshire plates,

24-765

21-780
22-826

19 563

26-763

18 650
22-000

21-OJO

Mean, 22-519 23037

The mean strength of boiler plates varies, therefore, from 20 to 25|
tons per square inch. The plates in the exploded boiler being properly

proportioned to its size, and the workmanship being everywhere excel-

lent, there remains, in my opinion, but one other alternative to account

for the explosion : the presence, somewhere or other—^in all probability

• It can be easily shown (see "Useful Information for Engineers," page 39) that if

—

rf =: internal diameter of boiler ;

/ = length subjected to bursting pressure
;

/' = length after deducting part punched out for the rivets ;

P== the bursting pressure ;

c = the thickness of the plates ; and
T = the tenacity of the material

;

Then the pressure of the steam to produce longitudinal rupture =«?, /, P. The resist-

ance opposed to this strain is evidently the area of material in the longitudinal section

multiplied by its tenacity, =2 c, /', T, Now, at the moment of rupture the bursting

pressure is equal to the resistance of the material ; that is, d I P= 2 I' c T; or,

2 /' c. T.
P=-Z7— •

• •
(1^

Now, in the boiler under consideration, taking the measurements given upon the draw-

ings of the engines; — rf= 51 in.; / = 37-7 in.; /' =20-6 in.; c =0.5 in.; T = the

tenacity of the material we may take at, at least 20 tons, or 45,000 lbs. per square inch.

Hence, in this case

—

2 X 20 6 X 0-51 X 45,000
P = ^:^^^, =480 lbs.

Or, in other words, 480 lbs. per square inch is the pressure requisite to burst a boiler of

these dimensions. But it is to be observed, that the crossing of the joints in a locomo-

tive boiler increases to some extent its power of resistance. If we take for the tenacity

of the plate 4-667 tons per square inch, or the lowest result arrived at in the experiments

on the exploded plate, we get as above, for the bursting pressure of the boiler

—

2 X 20-6 X 0-51 X 10,450
P-= ^,-^-^^ =113 lbs.

A very remarkable approximation to the alleged pressure in the boiler.
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unseen and not discoverable—of weakness in the plate itself. The fol-

lowing experiments upon pieces cut from the exploded plate, appear to

strengthen this opinion, and enable us to compare its powers of resist-

ance with the above standard of quality. The experiments were care-

fully made, and it will be found, that although one of the recorded

experiments gives a full average tensile strength, and leads me to infer

that the iron of the body of the plate was good, yet the weak powers

of resistance exhibited by the other experiments, especially No. 1, in-

dicate the presence here and there of what I may call patches of inferior

iron, and .show that the plate was not of uniform strength throughout:

Experiment 1.—Breaking weight per square inch of iron drawn asun-

der, across fibre, 10,456 lbs. =4-067 tons.

Experiment 2.—Breaking weight per square inch of iron drawn asun-

der in the direction of the fibre, 45,0o7= 20-114 tons.

Experiment 3.—Breaking weight per square inch of iron drawn asun-

der across fibre, 31,038 lbs.= 13-852 tons.

Now, it is evident from the above, that a plate which yielded to a

force of only one-fifth of what it should have sustained, had some of

its parts very deficient in strength, and this result is confirmed by the

fact that this defect of strength in the plate corresponds precisely with

that which would have been anticipated from the bursting pressure of

the boiler. The snapping asunder of the plate, in the first experiment,

with a weight of 4|^ tons to the square inch, was quite unlooked for

;

the fracture, however, on careful examination, appeared sound, and it

must be inferred that this end of the plate contained some original and
unseen imperfection, such as I have before alluded to; and that in that

part of the iron was what is technically called burnt or red short. In
explanation of such defects of manufacture, Ave have only to refer to

the acknowledged difficulties which iron makers have to encounter in

rolling plates of large dimensions. There is considerable danger of the

ends becoming defective, and this happens with the very best makers.

It is a mistake, therefore, to suppose that increased strength is invaria-

bly obtained by lessening the number of joints in boiler constructions.

Such practice is accompanied by the risk of a want of uniformity in the

strength of the material. A simihir objection applies to very thick

plates, which are seldom of the same tenacity as thinner ones, the lat-

ter being, in fact, much better adapted for boiler making in general,

not only from their superior strength and soundness, but from their

superior conducting powers in the transmission of heat.

There is another rather prevalent custom which I consider it my
duty to caution the public against, now that tliey are fully alive to the

necessity of obtaining increased security against these explosions. It

is a frequent practice to purchase boilers by weight, and amongst the

uneducated and unreflecting, the apparently natural, but very illogical

deduction is made, that the more they get for their money the better.

Now, the contesting after the cheapest rate per ton in purchasing a

boiler, is destructive of every sound principle which should be studied

in their construction, for the maker, often acting under the influence

of a keen competition, is tempted to offer low terms and make up the

31*
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dcficiencj by tliicker plates and increased weight ; and the result is, that

the purchaser often pays more for his boiler of increased weight than

he would for one of superior strength of thinner plates, I make these

observations for the interest of all, and especially those who errone-

ously suppose they are consulting economy in such bargains. Reverting

to the accident under consideration, it is impossible to state with cer-

tainty what part of the joint first gave way to the force of internal

pressure ; but I am inclined to think that the first rupture occurred in

the line of rivets next the smoke box, and close to the corner of the

longitudinal joint, as it was at this point of the plate that the weak
part was found which yielded to the comparatively small force of 4|-

tons to the square inch. Assuming this part to have contained from

the first such an element of weakness, it will at once account for the

fracture at a comparatively low pressure. Moreover, it is stated that

the shock of the explosion forced back the whole mass of the engine,

in the direction of its length, upwards of 30 feet ; showing that the

first rush of steam out of the boiler must have been in the direction of

the smoke-box, and that the longitudinal movement of the engine was

due to the recoil.

In conclusion, I have to state that I cannot attach blame of any kind

either to the manufacturers of the plates or to the makers of the en-

gine. A similar accident might have taken place in my own or any

other works. We are subject to such casualties at all times, and al-

though I do not say it would be impossible to discover certain elements

of weakness in the materials of which the locomotive engine and other

constructions are composed, yet with all the ordinary precautions,

such as are used at the Atlas Works and all other well conducted

establishments, it may happen that a hidden source of mischief may-

escape detection, and that we may have to deplore such an event as

has occasioned this inquiry. Wm. Fairbairn.

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

The Barometer as an Engineering Instrument.

By John M. Richard-son, B. S.

CContinued from page 313.J

Thus far the results given by the level have been regarded as abso-

lutely correct, and those obtained by the barometer as subject to error.

But, after the comparisons which have been made, the question very

naturally arises, which instrument gives the most reliable results ? The

question cannot be decidedly answered at present. Theoretically, both

the instruments give correct results, but each is subject to numerous

errors. The chief sources of error in the case of the level are: (1) con-

struction
; (2) adjustment

; (3) observation
; (4) refraction

; (5) dew-

point, as affecting refraction
; (6) unequal expansion and contraction

of the parts of the instrument
; (7) curvature of the earth.

The errors arising from (1), (2), and (3), can be reduced to their mini-

mum by careful selection, adjustment, and observation; those arising

from (4), (5), (6), cannot perhaps, in practice, be avoided ; that pro-
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duced by (7) can be partially corrected. The principal causes of error

in the use of the barometer are eight, viz : (1) construction
; (2) ad-

justment
; (3) observation

; (4) dew-point, as affecting pressure of atmo-

sphere; (5) unequal expansion and contraction of parts of instrument;

(G) changes of temperature, as affecting pressure of atmosphere
; (7)

agitation of the upper strata of the atmosphere, currents, kc; (8) daily

Variation.

Errors arising from (1), (2), (3), as in the case of the level, can be

reduced to their minimum by careful selection, adjustment, and obser-

vation ; those arising from most of the others can be corrected, but

they are usually small ; and, regarding the barometer as an engineering

instrument, they would not perhaps be corrected, except the one due

to changes of temperature.

The adjustment of the level is a complex and tedious operation, and

requires so much time that it cannot be done before every observa-

tion. Hence an error of adjustment may exist for some time before it

is discovered. The adjustment of the mercurial barometer is simple,

reciuires but a moment, and has to be made before each observation.

The liability to error of adjustment in the case of the barometer, is

not so great, then, as in the case of the level ; but an error of adjust-

ment of the former, although small, will probably cause a much greater

error in the determination of differences of altitude, than an error of

adjustment of the latter.

An error of observation Avith tlie level will usuallj^ vary the result

but little ; but, as a very small change in the height of the mercurial

column corresponds to a considerable difference of level, a slight error

of observation with the barometer may introduce a very material error

in the final result. Upon the whole, then, taking into consideration

the other errors, as well as those to Avhich allusion has been particu-

larly made, the liability to error on the part of the level appears to be

less than on the part of the barometer. Everything, however, will de-

pend upon the care and skill of the observer ; care in avoiding errors,

and skill in eliminating those whicli cannot be avoided.

From this view of the relative liability to error on the part of the

two instruments, and the examination of observations made witli them,

it folbjws, that although the level is proljal)ly the most correct, yet the

barometer, when carefully used, will be a valuable auxiliary to the

engineering profession.

It is to be hoped, however, that more comparative observations will

be made with the two instruments; and it is respectfully suggested to

scientific gentlemen wlio nuiy visit Black Mountain, or who may have

opportunity to do so at any other mountain, to run carefully a line of

levels fri)m the foot to the sunnnit, driving a stake at every station

corresponding to a change of level of fifty or one hundred feet, and

at every station so determined, to make careful barometric observa-

tions. Tiie results thus obtained would probably be of great value,

and would determine whether or n<it tlie hiirometcr-dijferences of alti-

tude are too great irithin certain limits, and too small within others.

fcjomc of the results of the observations quoted from the report of Lieu-
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tenant "VV., appear to indicate the possibility of this being tbe case:

if it is, and extended observations can alone determine it, the limits

between which the barometer-altitudes are too great or too small, can,

and should, be determined.

This paper has grown under the hands of the writer into a length

much greater than he anticipated, when he commenced it ; and the

subject will be dismissed, after making some general observations upon
the method of conducting a barometric survey, and giving a few for-

mulas, tables, &c.

According to Biot and others, in order to determine the difference of

level of two stations by means of the barometer, simultaneous observa-

tions should be made at them : but this does not appear to be strictly

necessary ; for, besides the trouble and expense of having two sets of

instruments and two observers, if the stations are sufficiently near for

the same atmospheric conditions to prevail at them, they will hardly

change during the time required for an observer to record his obser-

vations at one and pass to the other. If the stations are too far apart

for the same atmospheric conditions to prevail at them, it is evidently

unnecessary for the observations to be simultaneous.

How far, north and south, east and west, do the same atmospheric

conditions prevail ? Has observation determined it ? It is believed not.

Here is a fruitful and valuable field for investigation. If two stations

are separated by a considerable distance, and particularly if rivers,

swamps, forests, chains of hills, mountains intervene, it appears to be

very improbable that the same atmospheric conditions, temperature,

amount of moisture, clouds, winds, &c., &c., should prevail at them ; and

in order to apply the correction for horary variation, it is only neces-

sary to know the time of each observation.

In making a survey, however, it will be best to compare only those

observations which have been made under pretty much the same atmo-

spheric conditions. Thus, although it might do to compare together

those observations made on a cloudy, or a windy, or a fair and still

day, it would not do so well, perhaps, to compare those made on a

cloudy day with those on a fair day ; or those made on a windy with

those on a still day, &c. Hence, having concluded the survey for one

day, the survey for the next day should commence at the last station

of the previous day's survey. Connecting the different days' work to-

gether in this manner, the final result, or difference of level of the two

extremities, as determined by this chain of observations, should agree

essentially with the result obtained by comparing together the inde-

pendent observations made at the two extremities. Thus the barometer

furnishes a check upon the observations made with it at intermediate

stations.

It is advisable that barometrical surveys should be made during fair

and calm days only ; and as the observations require but little time

comparatively, and as they need be taken only where there are con-

siderable changes of level, an engineer can so select his time as to

execute the survey in good weather.

Travelers usually employ the " Mountain Barometer" (mercurial)
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for the determination of the altitudes of mountains, and for engineer-

ing purposes, it is perhaps the best also. But the "Aneroid" is so

portable and convenient, and requires such little time for making ob-

servations, that, on these accounts, it is preferable to the mercurial.

The difference between the two is at most but little, and the "Aneroid"
is constantly approaching nearer and nearer to perfection. As bear-

ing upon the relative accuracy of the mercurial and Aneroid barome-
ters, the following mean result of fifty-six comparative and simulta-

neous observations made upon them by Belville, of the Royal Observa-
tory, Greenwich, England, is given: Mercurial, 29-61; Aneroid, 29-59.

Twenty of the observations agreed exactly. The greatest difference

was '03, and it occurred only three times.

Formulas and Tables.

(1.) From Williams's "Practical Geodesy."
Let h= difference of level of two stations ; M and m the barometer-

readings at lower and upper stations ; T and t' attached, t and t' de-

tached thermometer at lower and upper stations ; then,

7i= 68-965517 ^806 + « + «'"] flog M+ log (9600—t+ t')—

log w—3-982271~l .... (14)

Example

—

Thermometers.

Barometers. Attachetl. Detached.

M= 29-98, . . T=63° . . f= 62 lower station.

rn= 26-17, . t'=47 . <'= 45 upper "

Substituting in (14),

h= 68-965517 ^806+ 107"] flog 29-98 + log 9584—log 26-17

—3-982271 ~|

= 68-965517 x 913 x ["1-476832+ 3-981547—1-417804 ^15)

—3-982271
"I

= 68-965517 X 913 X 0-058304=3671-1415

(2.) From Belville's "Manual of the Mercurial and Aneroid Baro-
meters."

Let /t = difference of level of two stations ; a tiie mean height of the
barometers in iiiclies; a their difference; h the number in the following

table corresponding to the mean height of the thermometers; then,

, 30 a 6A—Y- . . • (10)

(16) is the formula of Sir George Shuckburgli ; it is empirical and
gives results ratiier greater than tiiose of (14); but the cxpcrimeuts of
Sir George are regarded as being very exact.
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For tlie Aneroid, Belville gives this formula :

As the sum of the readings : is to their difference : : 55000 : the

difference of level.

Let A= difference of level of two stations; M and m the readings of

the barometer at them ; then,

A= 55000 (m—/«) (M + wr^ . . (17)

The results of (17) correspond pretty well Avith those of (16.)

Table of Sir George Shuckburgk giving the factors corresponding to the mean of

the thermometers.

Therm. Factor. Therm Factor. Therm. Factor. Therm. Factor Therm. Factor Thcr. Factor.

30° 864-4 39° 883-4 48° 902 3 57° 921-4 P6° 940 3 75° 959-3

31 80(i-5 40 885-4 49 904 5 58 923-5 67 942-4 76 961-4

32 8«8-5 41 887 5 50 906-6 59 9-25-6 68 944-5 77 962 5

33 870-6 42 8S9-(i 51 908-7 60 &27-7 69 946-7 78 965-6

34 872-7 43 8917 52 910-8 61 929-8 70 948-8 79 907-7

35 874-9 44 893-8 53 913-0 62 931-9 71 950 9 80 969-9

36 877-0 45 8960 64 915-1 63 9.34-0 72 953-0 81 972-0

37 879-2 46 898-1 55 917-2 64 936-1 73 955-

1

82 974-1

38 881-3 47 900-2 56 919-3 65 938-2 74 957-2 83 975-2

(3.) From Boye's Pneumatics.

Adopting the same notation as in (14), and representing by L the

latitude of the place

,

h==h'+h"—h">+h^^ . . . (18)

7i'=. r log [m [1 + 0-0001001 (32°—t)—0-0000104 (62°—t)]

-log (m[l + 0-0001001(32°—T')—0-0000104 (62°—t')])~|

+ 60158-5; ..... )(19)

A" = 0-00111 («+ ^'—64) A';

A'"=0-0028371 cos. (180°—2 l) (7i' + A");

A^+A-^,-M^52252
^'
=

20886861 ^^' ^^' ~^' )'

(18) is the most correct formula (theoretically,) of the four which

have been given. It takes into consideration nearly all of the errors

which can be corrected in the calculation. For extreme theoretical ac-

curacy, M and m should also be corrected for horary variation.

In applying (18) care must be taken to give to h", h'" .,
and A'^, their

essential algebraic signs, li" is usually positive and varies from -03 to

•06 of It'.

The essential sign of li'" will depend upon the value of L. If L is

less than 45°, cos. (180°

—

2l) will be negative; and the term—A'",

will become + h!" . A'^ is always positive.

If the latitudes of the stations differ, L may be taken as their mean.

li'" and A''^ are usually so small that they may be omitted when only

ordinary accuracy is necessary. Neglecting them, (18) becomes,

A=A' + A'' . . . (20)

The values of A' and li" are obtained from equations (19).
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The formula by •which the results in the "Report" were obtained is

not given. This is a grave oversight on the part of Lieutenant W., or

Jiis computation. The principal reason for instituting the comparison

between the two instruments, was to determine their relative accuracy;

and it is not sufficient to give merely the results of the computations;

processes and formulas should be given in full. Different investigators

have deduced different formulas, and these do not give the same results.

In instituting a comparison between the two instruments, the particu-

lar ibrmula used in the computations should be given, for any other

will not, [)robably, give the same results.

For engineering purposes the formula should be as simple as pos-

sible.

tShould this reach the eye of Lieutenant AV., it is hoped that he
will communicate the formula which he employed.

For more particular information with regard to the philosophy of

the barometer, its construction, &c., the reader is referred to Boye's
Pneumatics, Belville's Manual, Williams's Geodesy, and works on natu-

ral philoso])hy generally.

The following Tables are given as being not devoid of interest, in

connexion with this paper, which treats of the relative accuracy of the

level and barometer

:

C«) (6;

llr.

S. Barom { A. Barom. Hygrom Lev.

llr.

aBa om. A. Barom. Ilygrom Lev.

Biirom. I'h. Baioui. Th. W. B. U. B. Btii'iiin. Th. Barom. Th. W B D B.

7 iH-\H-i 01° 28-9:57 m° 50° 5!ti4°

65V^

4-742 S^ 2y-iuu 8234° 29-250 84° 78° 84° 3-978

8 28-960 68>^l 28-902 65 59>/ 4-736 5 29-110 82 •29-262 84 77>^«4 4-041

» 28964 73 29 000 691^ (i3 70 4 724 - - - - - - - - . . 3-982
- - - - . . . . 4-741 6 29118 82 29-262 86 77 83'/; 4-000

lU 28-970 70 29-025 74 66V4 74 4-770 - - - - 3-985
- . . . . . . - . . 4-734

n a8-950 (8 •2»-(l25 77U 70 78 4-736 («)

Vi\ 2«-»o2 83 29-U2.0 81 71 »/ 81

U

4-725 '% 29-142 76 29-312 75'/2

761^

. - — 4-180
- - 1 . . . - - . 4-732 9 29-200 76 29-312 72}^ 75 4-184

1 1 ab-oao 84 29-012 8314 73 83^ 4-722 10 29-200 T9'/, 29-330 78 -b 1%\4 4-167
- - - - . . 4 734 - - - - - - - - . . . . 4-180

2 28-912 86 29-006 85 74 86 4-711 11 29 212 82 29-350 80H 76 81 4-192
. - - - . . . . . - 4-742 - - - - - - . . 4-184

3 28-000 8&J4 29-000 86 74 85 4-684

4 740

12 - -

::
- -

::
4197
4-184

4 2S-900 85H 29-000 86 74>^ 85 4-716

4 740 (rf)

5 28-900 87"/, 28-981 85K 75'^ 84^ 4 714 3 29-134 87 29-306 86 7814 86 4-083
. . - . 4-836 4 29130 87 29-326 86 77 85'^ 4000

28-9000 182 29-006 86 74 82 4-730 - - . . - - . • - - 3-902

" j..| . . - *

1

" " 4-735 5 29-192 85>^ 29-250 853^79 Ise 4-092

The observations in table {a) were made on the 30th May, 1857

;

all of the instruments, except the level and rod, were in doors; the rod

was kept in the sliade ; the telescope of the level ranged about E.

and W.
The observations upon tlie level were made without any anticipa-

tion of the results which followed. At 7 A. ^L, it was carefully leveled

and clamped ; after which the clamp and tangent screw were not

touched until the observations for the day wore over. The rod was

tK) feet from the level. At 8 o'clock the bubble was observed to be

displaced, but the instrument was leveled by means of the leveling
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screws, before the reading was taken. Afterwards, two readings of

the level were taken at the expiration of every hour ; one before level-

ing, and one after. The numbers at the extremities of the dotted hori-

zontal lines are the readings after leveling. There was a good deal of

wind during the day from the south ; clouds commenced to gather

also, and during the next two days there was much rain.

These facts are mentioned as affecting the barometer-readings

;

they are not supposed to have influenced those of the level. Curiosity

having been excited by the differences of the level-readings, opportu-

nity was taken to verify them by other observations. Those recorded

in \h) were made during the afternoon of August 7th, 1857. The tele-

scope ranged about N. and S. ; the rod Avas 66 feet south of the level.

On the following morning the observations recorded in (c) were
made. The telescope ranged N. and S., and the rod was 66 feet south

of the level.

During the afternoon of the same day, the observations in {d) were
made. The telescope ranged E. and W., and the rod was 66 feet on
the west.

In the notes giving the observations recorded in (5), (c), {d), nothing

is said about the state of the weather, and the presumption is, that it

was calm and fair : such also is the recollection of it.

(e) (/)

Hr.

S. Barom. A. Barom. Hygrom.

Lev. Hr.

S. Barom. A. Barom. Hygrom.

Lev.Barom. Th. Barom. Th. W.B. D.B. Barom

.

Th. Barom. Th. W.B. D.B.

7 •29-310 50° . . . . . 1 29-336 74° 29-412 71° . . 5-020

8 29-330 58 29-342 56° . 4-988 2 29-322 75 29-412 75 - - 5 002
9 29-344 631/; 29-392 62 . 5-252 . . . . . . . . - . . . 5-024

- - - - . . - . . 4-902 3 29-336 76 29-418 77 . - 4-980

10 29-354 661/ 29-408 66 - 5-000 - - - - . - 5-030
- - - - - - - - - 4-982 4 29-336 82 29-462 84 - - 4-940

11 29-350 70 29-425 69 - 4-983 - - - - . - . - - - - - 5-030
. - . . . . . . - - . . 4-973 5 29-330 721/C 29-425 75 . . 5-030

12 29-344 72 29-425 721/; . - 4-973 . . - - . - - - - - 5-037

" " - - - - - 4-980 5^ 29-328 71 29-412 73 - 5-037

Fair, but rather windy.

The observations recorded in (e) were made during the morning of

18th September, 1858 ; those in (/) during afternoon of same day.

The variations of the level-readings are attributed to unequal ex-

pansion and contraction of the parts of the instrument ; but to what-

ever cause they may be due, it is evident that the bubble will not

remain stationary for any great length of time, when the instrument

is exposed to the sun.

It very frequently happens that much time elapses, after a back-

sight has been taken, before the next fore-sight can be made ; during

this time the bubble will probably be displaced, and the question arises,

should the level-man restore the bubble to the middle of the tube

before making the next reading ? The observations with regard to this

source of error have not been suflEiciently multiplied to warrant a de-

cided reply to the question, but the general result thus far, seems to

indicate that he should. This subject merits, and it is hoped that it

will receive, the attention of engineers. Upon the accuracy of the
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spirit-level depends the correctness of their calculations, with regard

to many of the most important and costly operations in railroad en-

gineering. The error due to this variation of the reading, whatever

may he the cause of the displacement of the hubble, will increase as

the distance of the rod from the level is increased. In the foregoing

observations the rod was placed 6(i feet from the level each time.

Calling the error for Q6 feet, a; the error for 100 will be, 1'5 a; for

200, 3a; for 300, 4-5 a; and so on, in arithmetical progression.

It will be observed from the table, that when the telescope ranged

E. and W., the bubble ascended to the west end of the tube in the

morning, and the east end in the evening.

Care was taken to place the leveling rod in the same spot at each

observation. It Avas supported upon a broad and hard bearing surface,

to prevent it from settling in the ground.

Bowdon, Ga.

AMERICAN PATENTS.

List of Amkricax Patents which issued from September 7 to September 28, 1858,

Ci^'CLCSivE,^ WJTH Exemplifications.

SEPTEMBER 7.

1. Retolvixo Fire Arm; Ktlian Allen, Worcester, Massachusetts.

Cluiin—C'oii«tructiii>; that part of the pin, c, thnt projects in front of the cylinder, so as to produce a pro-
jecting Kngle toward the jnuctiou of the barrel and chamber that is being discharged. Also, the guards, when
oouatrui'tfd iis duscribi-iL

2. IIarvestem; IL L. Allen, City of Xcw York.

Claim—EleTating the cutting apparatus and balancing the machine in going over stones, stumps, and
other obstructions, and traversing liill sides, by means of the long raker and drivers' seat, in combination with
lever, P,asset forth. Also, constructing the spring axleof ihreo several pieces, clamped and riveted in the man-
ner set forth. Also, the position of said axle. r. the same being at right angles with the line of draft, and per-
forming the oflice of spring and axle, and fiLstencd by bolt. x. Also, the form of the socket piece for receiving
tUo ends of the spring standard to support the rakers" and drivers" seat. Also, the construction of the double
hboe and sUmdard, adiiptiible to the cutting of grain or grass, the same being in three pieces, the pieces being
))Ut together in a particular way. Also, making the shoe under the mortise thick at edge, a, and thinner at a,

in order to give greater thickness and strength to the finger board along a a.

3. Sewino Machines; H. Atwater, Berlin, Connecticut

Claim—The arrangement of the guide plates with respect to one another, the needle, and the bed plate,

vi/ : so that there may lie a space between the bed plate and the npiier end or notch of the guide plate, and
the two guide plates bo placed so close together as to hold the miildle of the bow of the loop in pi»ition, and
liriilged across the recess of the plate, substantially iu manner for the recejition of the needle by the loop, and
to effect advantages as set forth.

4. Uarrows; David C. Ay res, Lumborland, New York.

riaini—The combination of tubular pi(>ce, globular projections, cutters, and teeth, constructed and «r-

ranged as(lescribi>d.

C. CoiiN Plantek.m; a. 0. Babcock. Oalosburg, UlinoiR.

Claim—The arrangement and combination of the entire machine.

C. Coal OB Asiie.s .SiriKRs; Louis D. llartb-tt, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—Using the annular ring and the cover, in combination with the sieve.

7. Joints for Uailroad Tracks; K U. Benwlict, Uoricon, Wisconsin.

CliUm—The combination of tlto onils of the ruil, with the peculiarly ronstrnrto<l wrnnglit iron T-«hap<><l

jiiint plate, by means of the slirrup bolts which pass from the upper snrbicf of the Imsn of the rail through
the said base, and Ihrougli the lips of the pbite, and amunil the lower edge or {>un of said plate.

8. Watbr-Closet; Guorgo Blanchard, City of New York.

Claim—The armngenient of the swinging frame, the |>edals, the bolt, the scat, the two bars, and the plat-

form, substantially as dewribeil.

9. llANiiiNU Bells; Owrgo U. Mencoly, West Troy, New York.

Claim— Tniting a bell furnished with horns to n yoke, through the intervention of a cap and clevis bolts,

•s that said Hi'll may be turned in its yoke, in tin- manner specified.

Vot. XXXVI.—Third Sbbibs—No. 6.—Dkcbmbbb, 1868. 32
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10. Opr-RATiN'n 'Window Bu<jm; Thoodoro Christian, City of New York.

Cl:nm—Coupling tlio slats together, iis lU^scribed, and connecting a whole panel by moans of a rod, in tlio

iiianner set fortli, grooving the rotl in a straight line. Alno, taking the healings of the teuous upou the inside

iif the channel tlierein, and lieyond the pulley.

11. Cank Seat for Chaiks ; John R. Cannon, New Albany. Indiana.

Claim—The manufacture of chair liottoins, substantially in the manner specified.

12. Grates for Coal Stoves; James Eiisterly. Albany, New York.

Claim—The combination of the grate, the bar, and the clasp, or its equivalent.

13. Machine for Kcling Paper ; J. C. Forman, Cleveland, Ohio.

Claim—The movable bed operated through the medium of the rack and grooved plate, in connexion with

the gearing, or its equivalent. Also, the frisket attached to the bar, k, provided with the bar, q, and used in

connexion with the bar, J, on the pen beam,

l-t. Printing and Numbering Press; George J. Hill, Buffalo, New York.

Claim—The combination of a numbering machine and pawl, or its equivalent, with a printing press, as

set forth. Also, the adjustable plate, in combination with the numbering machine, a« described.

15. Car Seats and Couches; 1!. E. Fowler, Clayton, New York.

Claim—1st, Having a shaft extended from one end of the seat to the other, when said shaft is famished
at one end with a crank, and at each end with a pinion or friction roller, and said pinion or friction rollers work
in connexion with large spur wheels or large friction rollers, which have the arms of the back, d, or the arms
<if the foot boards ]>ivoted eccentrically to them. 2d, Attaching the arms of the foot board to the lower spur
wheel or friction rollers, by means of tui'ning pivots and hiugr joints, in combination with attaching the sus-

pension rods of the foot boards by loose eyes to long staples or brackets, substantially as set forth.

16. Machines for Digging Potatoes ; Nathaniel Gear, Zancsville, Ohio.

Claim—In combination with the scoop for digging, the skeleton wheel for gathering, carrjing, sifting,

and delivering the potatoes into the box or receiver, substantially as described.

17. Cutting Device for Harvesters; C. P. Gronberg, Montgomery, Illinois.

Claim—The semi-cylindrical finger bar, a, concave and perforated fingers, B, and the sickle formed of the

bar, c, and teeth, d, when the above named parts are constructed substantially as set forth.

18. Fruit Box; Nicholas Hallock, Flushing, New York.

Claim—Constructing a fruit liox consisting of two sheets of material, one of which forms the body of the

box, the other the bottom, being ventilated as described, and combining therewith the folding handle.

19. Coffee Roasters; Theodore Hcerman, Mitchelville, Tennessee.

Claim—The employment of two reversely inclined concentrating plates, which have a space existing be-

tween their approximating ends on the iinier circumference of a revolving coffee-roasting cylinder.

20. Window Blinds ; A. Herder, City of New York.

Claim—The wire cloth strips attached to the window lilind, to form a combined blind and insect bar ornet.

21. Machines for Moulding Clay; Thomas Hoadley, Cleveland, Ohio.

Claim—The rotating mould and rods or rammers, in connexion with the rammer elevating plate. Also,

the guides, one or more attached to the shaft, and used in connexion with the elastic bands on the rammers.

22. Convertible Carriage Shafts ; Amos K. Hoffmeier, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st, The combination of the pole hook with its eyes and points, as they fit into the front ends of
the shafts which form the pole. 2d, The arrangement and combination of the shafts operating on joints, that
when closed together form the pole.

20. JIeat Cutter; Jacob R. Hoyer, Reading, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The arrangement of the knives in pairs on the periphery of the revolving cylinder, with their
edges radiating from the centre of the cylinder, so as to operate the same as shears in passing between the
knives of the hollow cylinder.

'2A. Ploughs; Samuel Hulbert, Ogdensburgh, New York.

Claim—The adjustable beam, slot, pivot, spring clevis, and adjustiible handle, combined as set forth.

25. Kneading Machine ; Wm. S. Reinert, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The shaft with its corrugated roller and pinions, in combination with the guides and pinions, when
the whole of the above named parts aro so constructed and arranged in respect to the trough, that they may
have an upward or downward movement controlled by the weight, or its equivalent, independently of the
trough.

26. Apparatus for Applting Soles to Boots and Shoes; Jacob Jenkins, Charlestown, Massachusetts.

Claim—The combination of the elastic bed and the sole .adjusting cavity or space arranged in a press, and
80 as to operate togeth'r as specified. Also, constructing such sole adjusting cavity with sidjustalde sides or
adjustable ends, or both its sides and ends made adjustable. Also, the combination of the lever clamps with
the adjusting cavity and the ela-stic bed, and so as to operate therewith. Also, the combination and arrange-

ment of the tank with the elastic bi-d and the sole adjusting cavity.

27. Escapement of Time-keepers; Joseph Jennet, Meiidville, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The first balance wheel constructed with cogs on its periphery, gearing into the pinion, and the
second balance wheel moved thereby, in the manner described.

28. Iron Safe; Lewis Lillie, Troy, New York.

Claim—The mode of forming the corners of a safe with anchors, also the jamb, as Bet forth.

29. Railroad Indicator; Gardner R, Lillibridge, Wayne Co., Michigan.

Claim—The trap or obscurer, in combination with my peculiar method of exhibiting the number of miles

between stations. Alsn, a movable cradle which contains and confines the cylinder's scroll and friction rollers,

in combination with the screw for regulating the tension of the scroll.

SO. Cultivators; Israel Long, Terre Haute, Indiana.

Claim—The employment of two frames whicli are famished with harrowed teeth at their forward end,
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anfl cultivator te<-that tln-irrear pndB.andconii'Ctci byarcli braces, in comljination with the propelling wheels
arranged on Hhurt crank axles, the tongue, arranged on top of the arch broci'S, and with the adjusting arrange-
lUentH.

3L Machixe for Printing Addrksses on Xewspapers, Ac; James Lord, Pawtuckct, Massachuiiettg.

Claim—l«t, Imprinting the name* and addreRSfsofsiibucriljersandotherSjOnnew.ipapei-s. "•nTelo|>e«. Ar.. by
inHerting type ixprctwing Buch name and addrcsM in boxen ftecured Hjiirally on the p'Tiph<Ty of a revolving
cylindiT, and caii.iing the said newsixipers or envelopes to be succcsoively pn ss. d against the type in the Iioxch

by means of a platen or follower which is niiide to act in concert with the cylind<'r, 2d, The condiination and
arrangement of tlie connecting rod, vlliratlug lever, i)awl, ratchet, and wrew shaft, for giving the n quireil

revolving motinii to tlie printing cylindir, and longitudinal motion to the platen, and n reiving. coiidiKtIng. and
distribnting rolliTs. .'id.Thec'mibination aiidarr-ing-nientof the eccentric cams, longitudinal shaft, and upright
rod for raising the plat« ii (,r f.llower to prodnc- the required imiiressi<m upon the paper. 4tli. Tli • conibiniN
tion and arrangement of the cima reversa formed slots in the ears and ends of thi- branch rods of the curved
bars, with the- distributing and cimducling ink roljirs. 5th, The eoniMnatlon of the adjustablf plate, osciU
lating bar and jilate, betwien which it is si cund. and graduating thumb screws, with the ink receiving roller.

32. Apparatus for Prfparino Eluptical Frames for OaoiNr,; Rol)ert .J. Marcher, City of New York.

Claim— I'rovidjr^ the liar with a frnt or siipport and slitUng plato or tool, when the bar U arranged rela-

tively with its iipriulit gnwved or slotted bar, and the frame.

33. HoiSTiNO am> Dimpi.no Apparatos; George Martz, Pottsville, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The combiMatinn of the car, hnng and controlled in its nji and down movements in the peculiar
manner sprcifi'd, with a sliding gate and stationary frame, which arc constructed and arrang. d In the peculiar
manner si)ecifi il.

[This inviMiliou consists in a car clos'd in at top and back, pivoted to a sliding gate, and governed in such
a manner that its taii-boird lies hurizotital while the car is being loaded, and its iHittom horizontal while tho
car is b Ong iluni|) d. said c;ir anil sliding frame being arranged within a stationary fram*', which is furnisheil
with suitable giid s fir governing its m')vem'-nts and allowing the car to clump, and wiih a suitable shute,
which c.iuipels If t<i tilt and dump aloail, and which also holds it in such a condition that while being lowered
its bottom is cimislbd to stand vertical, and its back lie horizontal when down, and being load.d.]

34. Butter Worker ; Ziba Williams, Ithaca, Xi w York.

Claim—The combination of a trough and a ladle having parallelism Ui the axes thereof for the purpoeo
of working butter, when the same are constructed and arranged in the manner described.

35. Paddle Wheel Propellers; John May, Columbus, Georgia.

Claim—The arrang' raent of the buckets or floats with the guides, with the centre and the frame, arranged
in the manner describiL

38. Governor Va;.vk for Steam Enoi^'es; Stuart B. McCray, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Claim—1st. Having a liollow cylindricrd valve constructed and arranged to work in suspension over a
vertical jiiston, so that it do-s not cum • in contact with any horizontal surface, nor has any point of binding
contact against said vertical piston. 2d, The suspending and working of a hollow cylindrical valve, by mean.s

of an eccentric or other analogous device, which said eccentric is so arranged on the shaft of the slotted ro<k-

ing link that its longest radius is at right angles, or nearly so, with the valve stem, when the valve is clost-d,

luid its shortest r.idius paralb-l, or nearly so, with the link of the governor.

37. Bisdinq Attaoiimext to Keafinq M.^chixes; James Mitchell, Osceola, Iow:u

Claim—1st, Tlio combination of the jaws, arranged as shown, and attached respectively to the slider and
epringH, whereby they are made to receive and gritsp the ends of the band. 2d, The elamp constnicted of two
ftarts attacliwl to the rotating wheel, and us-d in connexion with the sliile bar and h'dgi-, for the ijurjiose of
twistiiij; the ends of the band. 3d, The jaws, clamp, band twisting device, tucking rod, and discharge rod,

combined and Jirrange<l to oi»erate as set forth.

38. Coi'CllES FOR Kailroad Caks; F. K. Myers and F. II. Furniss, Cleveland. Ohio.

Claim—The cnnch with the rods and the collars or the adjustable collars and springs, as nn arrangement
of means for providing such number of couches as, in connexion with such as may be made of the car seatu,

will liccommodate a complement of piuwengers,

39. Calipers and Divideiu; Joseph D. Mojn, Chelsea, Massachusetts.

Claim—Having the parts of tho legs made of circniar form, geared or tfxjthed, and the screw placed Ih--

tw<-en them and gearing therein, the above part8 being fitted within the socket, and the screw provided with
uuts.

40. Kakuio Attachment to H^rve.'ter.s; Jidin Nelson, KockfonI, Illinois.

Claim—The arrangement of the arm and rake cewinected by an articulating Joint, the spring and cord, in

combination with the guide.

41. ScvTilE ilLAm;.s; Kmuiel D. Nelson, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Claim—O-onstnictiiig grass and criulle scythi'S by starting the web of the scythe from one edge of the back,

making the back concave on the upper and convexed on the lower side, leaving the heaviest and thickest i>art

of back on the centre, and to the outside of the convexed side of the back, thereby making the scythe stiffer

aiwt stronger.

42. Harrows; Samuel J. Oranice and (bnirge nridelman, Orayvllle. Illinois.

Claim—The onibinalion of the hanilbs, xt their eijuivalent, with the transverse iK-anis and rollers, ami
till' circular fiam -, by wliicli we are eiiabb <l, by n-gulatiog tho pressure on tin- handb-s, to guide the harrow
ill tlie line of the draft or t|elli<-l it at pleasure.

4;j. Seed Planteius; lleiijamin ()wen, Dayton, Ohio.

Claim—Oiierating the amis and hoe by means of the clisks providiil with tec'th or spnrs, and arningrd as

net fortlu

44. OpKRATiso Valve op .Steam Knoixf.8; H. Uhey and H. A. Luttgens, Paterson, New Jersey.

Claim—Tho cam, or e<pilvalent,incombination with the valve gear. ad iptedtoo|>emtcasingle slide valve.

4.'>. PoRTxfiLF. CoKTixo ,\FPARATrs: Wm. Van Andi'u. Pmigbkee|>sle, New York.

Claim—Tho improved mellio.1 ..f uniting u cylimlrical renioval.le baik cr biibler with a copying back, by
ineaiis of a concave or tubular chanu.'l rut longitudinally with the face of the cylindrical back or holder.
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46. MACnisE FOR Tdrxiso Hubs; Alexander Rickart, Schoharie, New York.

Claim—Kotating the miindrcl of the carriage fi-om tlie cutter shaft tlironRli the m^flinni of the wnrm
wheel ami screw geaiiiif;, as ili scribed— it beiiifi unUersti.od that I do not claim, broadly and in the aliStiarr,

the well known mechanical device of a worm wheel and screw gearing—but the pans aboTe named, when
arranged witli the cutter shaft and mandrel of the carriage, so that the mandrel will bi' connected with tbu
shaft, and discunnected therefrom at the proper time, by the uiovement of the carriiige.

47. BiLLiAKD Balijj; Calyiii B., John, and Wm. C. Rogers, DeepRirer, Connecticut.

>Ve do not claim simply the cementing of a series of jiieces of ivory together, and tnrning the same to
form a billiard ball, irresptctive of the disposition and arrangement of said pieces in vesjiert to each other, as
d.-scribed, for varinu.s articles are formed in sections or of a series of pieces joined tog I her, and tarned or
otherwise form< d into i)rop(-r shape.

Claim—Coi'strncting billia)d balls of a series of piecs, three or more cemented, or otherwise Bcmreil
together, when .sjiid piecis are disijosed or arrangid in relation to each other in respect to their fibre or grain.

48. Coal Stoves; Silas T. Savage, Albanj', New York.

Claim—The combination of the niagazints radiators, and the air chamber at the ba«e of the radiatcH's, as
arrang d in reference to and with each other, substantially as set forth.

49. Coal Stoves; Silas T. Savage, Albany, New York.

Claim—Tlie combination of an open cylindrical or basket grate, with a dome or a cone shaped ooTer placed
within an outer eliamlH r, having a register for tlve admis.-ioM and regulation of a current of air betmven the
grate and the walls of said chamber, arranged near the bottom of the chambers, substantially as the same ii*

diserilii d.

50. Co.NSTRUCTiox OF CoAL Stote LiNiSG; Silas T. Savage, Albany, New York.

Claim—The employment of metallic framing to contain fii'e-clay or other lining Cjr coal stoves, for thf
purpose of pn serving it from injury by adhesion of clinkers.

61. Looms; E. M. Scott, Auburn, New York.

Claim—1st, Operating the shuttle motion by means of the lay, in the manner described. 2tl, The COK-
hination of the sliding .shaft attach< d to the lay, the rollers, or their equivalents, on said shaft, the cam ami
its appendages attached to the Uty for giving longitudinal motion to the shaft, and the dog attached to the
Lreast beam to operate the cam, the whole applied and operating substantially as described, to actuate tho
shuttle motion at one side of the loom only at a time by the movement of the lay. 3d, Operating the harness
motion by means of the lay, in the manner specified. 4th, The combination of the swinging frame and it»

dogs, cams, and turning plate, with the lifting rods below the headle frames, the dog and the lay, to cause the
headles to be operated alternately or in proper order of succession.

62. Hose Casriage; I. S. Schuyler and L. A. Rockwell, City of New York.

Claim—^Ist, Tlie arrangement and combination of two separate and independent rope reels, respectively

and separately with the hearing wheels rotating on the axletree to which the reels are secured. 2d, The de-
scribed method of connecting and disconnecting the rope reels, with the bearing wheels of a fire engine, hose
cart, or other lire apparatus, for the purpose of taking in the drag rope while the apparatus is drawn by it.

53. Machine for Ironing Clothes ; John Shaefer, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The combination and arrangement of the hollow cylinder, with the rollers, the screws and caps,

the spigot, the screw plug, the screw, the tables, all secured in the frame, and operated by the crank and gear
wheels.

54. Carpet Sweeper; Reuben Shaler, Madison, Connecticut.

Claim—1st, The combination in a machine for sweeping carjjetR, of a brush, the biistles of which are set

at an angle of about forty-five degrees from a radial line piissing directly outward from the axis constructed
with a traction roller. 2d, The construction of a traction roller of a sweeping machine, by winding a spiral

flanch of india rubber, or other flexible and adhesive substance, around a cylinder, by which a very powerful
adhesive traction of said roller ia insured, and the roller is much more cheaply manufactured.

55. Seeding Machines; Samuel Stanbro, Salem, Michigan.

Claim—The application of a twisted cord, in combination with measuring tnhes, arranged for the purpose
of measuring and delivering seed.

56. Method of JL^nufactukixg Shingles from the Loo ; C. L. Story, Owensboro', Kentucky.

Claim—The circular 8.aw, rotary and laterally moving cutters, the rotary cutters, and traveling carriage,
arranged and combined, whereby the shingles are cut from the liolt, tapered and jointed at one operation.
Also, the particular means for rotxting the bolt at each termination of the movement of carriage, and thereliv
setting the bolt to the saw, to wit: the screw worm wheel, actuated through the medium of the arm, rod,

bar, rod, and guide ledge.

57. Trap for Animals; K. M. Turner, Woodland, Michigan.

Claim—The tilting platform and treadle connectetl with the spring catch, the platform being placed ivithin

tlie base, and the platform and treadle arranged in relation with the box and bait chamber.

58. Alarm Locks; J. AV. Wells, Pittsburgh, Permsylvania.

Claim—The use and combination of a bell catch in the keeper of a lock.and a spring catch in the locking
bolt, so ananged as to set the alai-m by simply locking the door, and to spring the alarm and ring a bell when-
ever the door is unlocked.

59. Brick Machi.ves : Henry White, Cleveland, Ohio.

Claim—1st, The beveled joints of the mould, as arranged. 2d, The mechanism, when relatively anrangej
in its several parts as set forth.

CO. Method of Allowing for Expansion and Contraction of Fences ; Oily Williams, St. Louis, Missouri.

Claim—The combination of the shaft with the iwst, and the application of the wires to the said shaft,
whereby all the wires are tightened at one and the same time by one and the same weight.

61. Sewing Machines ; J. B. Woodruff, Washington City, D. C.

Claim—1st. The double corrugated yielding spring between which the thread is guided, the same being
regulated by a thumb-screw, or any equivalent device, to bear upon the thread in the manner described, to
produce any degree of tension required. 2d, Making the bowl or shuttle carrier, and attaching it to the slot-

ted driver, in combination with the circular shuttle race. 3d, The application of extension rwls for pitman^

1;
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to Mwing machines, when used in combination witli a liinged foot-piece to be placed upon the floor, and the
machine upon a table.

62. Like-Boat Co.vstrl'cteb or Mattresses; Jalx"/, M. Woodwanl, City of New York.

ClaiiD—iHt, ConfltnictinR Hie mattrensos with tlic utrnnn ciinvasg or duck attached to them with the eye-

let holcH, HO that they can be united at their cd^ort by bmbin;; for the purpose of making a Injat or life raft.

2d, The manner of couBtmeting the berth bottoinH or hujiports info frames in the Hhai)e of, or Himilar to, right

angled triangb-s, in combination witli the n\attrcsseH. ;jd. The combination of the mattresBi-s, caiiTaiiH, and
eyelets, with the bwhingH, diapliragni frames, and spar, arrange<l into tlie form of a l>oat or life raft.

C3. Stamping Milk Ca.mj; \Vni. Mt. Storm, Assignor to Allan CummingH, City of New York.

Claim—The press with the cuuiitcrpart die-bearers, forming s«gmcnt« of two concentric circles to fit the

exterior and interior of the " breast " of a narrow nioutbid win, and having the movable S-»haped bead blisk
c.irryiiig the follower by guide rods, as shown, on the one |)artof a die-bearer, while the couuterjiart die-lx-arer

is provi<ie<l with rcxls with hands that jmish through holes provided in the can to catch upon the heaii block,

the whole being so coii»tructo<l that two iciits of the press may \>c combined and operateil tbroujih the thick-

ness of the can to perform its office, and thereafter be readily separated and removed, the ptiriiose being to

facilitate the marking of such cans after construction is completed.

64. Hewing Machines; M. L. Clinton, Assignor to II. F. Ulbbard, Ithacn, New York.

Claim—The cjuiis on shaft, in combination with sjiring liook, constructed and operated in the manner
descrilwil.

Co. Bullet Machine; C. Young, Auburn, New York.

Claim—1st, The application of elastic rolls, for the purpose of feeding lead wire into the machine. 2<1,

The application of the arrangement or device fur gauging, cutting, and dep<jsiting the lead into the dies by the
Haine instniment, ami the manner of constructing and oi>eratlng this ]>ortlon of the machine, iid. The a]>pli-

catioii of the arrangement or device of lateral punches lor removing the bullet from the dies.

CO. Manipactube of Bru.shks ; Stejihcn Barnes, Assignor to sel^ Henry S. Parsons, and Samuel Rowland,
New Haven, Connecticut.

Claim—The securing of the bristles in separate tnft.s, in the manner described, by the employment of
the tubular block, or Its e<|uivalent.

C7. Sewing Machjnes; S. C. Blodgett, Assignor to Q. B. Sloat & Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—My improved mode of operating the hook about the bobbin, viz : with a comi)ound motion pro-
duced by a crank and an arm or by two cranks, whereby the point of the hook is made to travel cither in an
clllpticiU or circular jMitli, without being reversed or made to point upward and downward during its rotation.
Also, the particular mode of constructing the hook, viz: so that not only the heel part thereof shall lap over
the edge of the bobbin, but the point of the said h<iok extend obliquely, in manner as described, or towanl
the needle, and tut lui to operate tlicrewitb as expbiini'd, and making the said hook with an auxiliary hook or
notch, the same being to operate together as specitled.

68. Flues op Klkvated Oven Cooking Stoves; James Gaatcrly, Assignor to self and D. O. Littlefleld, Albany,
New York.

Claim—Combining with flues, D d, and a centre p.iHsage. arranged subBtanfiiilly as described within tho
dtiive, an elevated oven liaviu!; its flue spate, on its sides and top an open chamber, in connexion with a de-
wending flue with its exit at the base.

fiy. Steam Pkessurr and Water I.ndicator; William C. GiiiUfS, Ass gnor to David Matthew, Philiulcliiliia,

Pennsylvania.

Claim—Constructing and arranging the concentric glass tubes with the conn'Cting pipes. Also, flic man-
ner of constnictiiig anil arranging the connecting pi|«'s with the holler and the branch or e<juilibrium jajaj
between the concentric oonnecling pl|sw at the water line of the boiler.

70. Couch Seats por Uailroad Cails; John Ilartnian, Jr., Assignor to John Ilartman, Sr., PhiLnleljihia, Pa.

Claim—The rnmbiiiJitlon and arrangi-UK'nt of dc-vices wlier.by the seat proper can, at the ideasnre of tho
operator, be arranged and securely maintained either in the horizontal position of a chair sent, or in tlie same
plane with the inclined position of the foot-rest frame as a couch, the same consisting of a pi ilestal. seat. stem,
iinice. and foot-rest frame, or their equivalents, combined so as to 0])eratc substantially in the manner dc-
scrils-d.

71. Diaphragm for Puotoorapuic Cameras; C. C. Harrison and J. Scbuitzcr, Assignors to C. C. HarrisoD, City
of New York.

Claim—The a<|jnstabli' diaphragm or stop, comjKwed of overlapping plates operated concentrically by the
ring, or its e(piivali-nt, wdd ring b 'ing operated from the out«ido of the tube by means of tho lever"or ami,
or other apjiropriate device, as descrilH'd,

72. Uailroad Chairs; Adam Hay, Assignor to self, S. W. and L. B. Miller, Ni wark. New Jersey.

Claim— 1st, Tho lip or projection, formed as represent) il, to support the flanch of the rail, and in turn
to tw supported l)y tlir nppiT isirtion of the wedg.-. ;:,l, A chair liaving an aperture for tho wetlge which will
in Itself contain and si-cure the wedge-, and yit bave it friM- to sujiport the flanrh periH'ndicularlv.and to bind
the rail laterally. :t<l, The combination of thi' Up witli the flancli of tie- rail and the wedge, in" other words.
I claim the support of the (lancli by fhi' lij), and the hiipiH)rt8 of the lip by the wetlge, affording a firm rest flir

the flaiich, at the sanir time prev.'iiting by this rnmbiniition of W(h«I and in'ii all vibration and jar. 4th, Tlio
combination on the chair of tln' wood-n plug aiel the si-rew. in the maniior described.

73. »team Trap; J. W. Hoinl. Assignor to self and (1. U. Wiugln, I'lovidi nee, lUiode Island.

Claim—The combination with thi' outer cas or rhainb -r of the valve, lever, diaphrag^i, mercury holdor>
nnd o|H'nings, constructed ami operating as describ d.

74. Journal Boxes ; II. II. Thayer, .'^ainlwicb. Assignor to J. A. WcKslbury and S. A. Woo<Is, Boston, Mniw.

Claim—Tlie combination of two, or any other snitabb- number of lubricating chamliers ami liearing sur-
fiwes. with on • trough or chaniH'l arranged below tliem, as s|MH'-tliil. .\l»o. the combination of the lnterce|it-
ing chamber at mu-h end of the Ikix, with the oil trou.'b. tli.' lubiicator chambers, anil the bearing surfici-s.
Also, nmklng the opening of the cbanib r of gnatir dianntir than the Journal. In manlier bihvIHi>iI. Also.
In comblnutlou with tho intercepting chamlwr, the Intercepting griKtve, arranged In the cap In the mauinT
RIit<ciilud.

33»
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75. Washing Machines ; Jolin Allen, Galena, Maryland.

Claim—So dressing with zigzag ribs the bottom of tbc tub and under eiirfacp of tlie rubbing disk, tb«t

the ajiproximatiiig anf;les of the ribs of the disk and tub shall form rhumboidal figures, wl.erein the cli.theu

are subjected to an angular squei zing and oblique rubbing acti<in, and the apjjruxiniatiiig knuckle or wedge
shaijed ends of said angles shall, when tho motion of the disk is reverse d, after the rht.mboidal spaces and
puniuu 1 and loosen uj) the clothes, so as to allow a fresh supply of cleansing water to circulate through thim,
and thus prepare thim fur a succeeding angular squeezing and oblique rubbing action.

76. Washing Machine; Wm. T. Armstrong, Sandwich, Illinois.

Claim—The combination of the ruljbcr and the slide with the stationary shaft.

77. Revolving Fire Arm; Fordyce Reals, New Haven, Connecticut.

Claim—Constructing, applying, and arranging the centre jiin and the rammer lever, bo that the former

is locked in jilace by the latter, when the latter is close to the liarrel, and that the former is jiermitted to be

witlidrawn by bringing the latter to a position in which the rammer will not interfere with the cylinder.

78 Ladies' Hoop Skirts; Samuel Beberdy, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The combination of a spiral stay with the fabric which constitutes a lady's skirt, when said stay

is foinied by winding a flexible strip or md made of one jncce or a series of pieci s spliced or unitid together,

Cuntiuuously round the skirt from the bottom to the top of the body of the same.

79. Joints fob T-eails ; E. U. Beuedict, Koricon, Wisconsin.

Claim—The combination of the rails with the side plates by means of the slots in the jilates, tlie recess's

in the bases of the rails, the gibs, and the keys. Also, forming the gib api)lied at the juncture of the rail,

with the dowmvard rectangular projection to serve as a stay between the plates.

80. Manufactdee of Skirting Material ; Ernest Bredt, City of New York.

Claim—The looped faliric described, liaving loops foi med in it at intervals by combining the loop-forming

material with the web in the process of weaving.

8L Endless Sectional Sawing Machine ; Harvey Brown, City of New York.

Claim—1st, The form and manner of constructing the section of my saw. 2d, The mode of ins'Tting the

te«th in the saw, in tlie manner set forth. 3d, The guide plate, constructed and arranged as described, when
usc<l in connexion with the saw.

82. Saw Filek; A. II. Burdine, Chulahoma, Mississippi.

Claim—1st, A file constructed spirally on a revolving axis, so that a space exists between the two end.i

of the spiral or screw thread constituting the file. 2d, The combination of one or two of the above specified

files with two conical rotating files, in a machine of the character specified.

83. Printing Presses ; J. A. Campbell, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Claim—The teeth placed on a portion of the perimeter of the roller, for the purpose of pushing the card

throiugli tlie o)>ening above the perpendicular grooves by the operation of these teeth on the surface presented

hy the front card of the pack, in combination with the rollers. Also, the adjustable plates, as spt cifled, for

tJte puipose of regukiting the opening through which the cards have to pass to the thickness of the card.

Aiso, the combination of the stationary arm, ball and socket, rod, short arm, and the working joint, for the

pixrpose of giving the inking cylinder a lateral motion.

84. Lantern Attachment to Caps; J. C. Cary, City of New York.

Claim—The lantern, con.sti uctcd as shown, to wit ; the fountain and lamp connected by the tube, and
effidosud within the case, which is provided with the handle, bail, and straps, for the purpose of being attached

tfi the •caj).

SdL RjiLBOAB Car CoDPtDfc ; J. W. Corey, Crawfordsvillo, Indiana.

Claim—The arrangement and combination of the hinged coupling hook, slotted connecting link, and double
idtdimed plane.

SC MoDiDS FOE. Making Warp Dresser Guides of Glass or other Plastic Anti-corrosive Material; Alfred

B. Corey, Franklin, Connecticut.

Claim—My improved mould as made with plunger cavities of the kind described in its bed plate, a body
««r badj and flauch matrix, a removable plunger g-uide, or its equivalent, and a plunger provided with a series

t)i projections or cores.

$7. Warp Dressing Guides; A. B. Corey, Franklin Connecticut.

Claim—A oew or improved manufacture of warp dresser guides made of glass, or its equivalent, and by
oaoeildiug it on smooth cores, and subsequently reducing the plate or the bars or projections made by the cores.

Also, maJi:ing a warp dresser guide in several separate sections, combined and applied in one frame.

SS. Steam Hammer; Patrick Daovei-g, City of New York.

Claim—The combination with the reciprocating cylinder or ram, which constitutes or has attached to it

tlao hammer block and the stationary piston, 5, of the piston, 4, and the external steam cylinder, provided

with a proiHjr system of valves.

Sfl. Shingle Machine ; Augustus Day, Detroit, Michigan.

Claim—1st, The butting or squaring knife, operated by the curved arms, and need in connexion with the

Stationary knife and adjusting clamps. 2d, The combination of the riving knife, jointing cutters, planers, and

butting or squaring knives.

SO. Moi'LB Plough ; Adam Defenbaugh, Walnut Run, Ohio.

Claim—^So hanging the beam, wheels, and underground plough to each other as that the conductor of the

aachime may, at any time, wilhuut seeing the plough, raise and lower it so that the ditch shall have a regular

descent regaidless of the undulations of the ground underneath which it is formed, and over which the plough

passes. Aiso, ia combination with the underground plough, the scoring wheel, for forming a secondary trench

in tibe tottom of the ditch, fur the purpose set forth, and the friction rollers for relieving it.

91. THLEGRAi'H Insclators; M. G. Fanner, Salem, and J. M. Batchelder, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Claim—The iron wire supporter or hook, in combination with a screw insulator made of hard india nib-

bcTj and attaclied to the hook or shank.
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92. CoMMXATiOM or A OovEBNOB WITH A SUDE Valve; Richard Gornall, Baltimore, Maryland.

I do not limit niysflf to any particular character of taper steam portg. as various forms of taper porta

ini|;ht be; uiadi' to answer the end in view, nor do I limit the use of my invention to flat surfaced slide valves,

a.-( it can be ajiplied in connexion with a cylinder valve or a valve forming part of a circle with eijual advan-
tage.

Claim—Ist, The combination in the manner specified, of the governor with a slide valve, which is con-

stnicted and operating ii« sjiecified. 2d, Uiving the crunk pin by which the rock shaft is oi)erated, a flaring

or V-Nha|><>, in combination with the oblique ur bevel ends of the slide valve aiid the enlarged slotuf the cuu-

H' cting rod.

93. lioTAnv Steam Engine; John and Ezra Ilarthan, Timbersbrook, England; patented in England, January
20, 1858.

Claim—1st, Tlic system or mode of obtaining motive power by causing steam or air to impinge upon a
scries of chambers with curved bottoms arranged around a wheel at or m ar the periphery thereof. 2d, The
general construction and arratigements of machinery or apparatus for obtaining motive power.

94. Machine fok Citti.no Dovetaiw; T. E., A., and E. King, Cherry Valley, Ohio.

Claim—Th:- parts shown in figs. 4, 5, 7, and 8, arranged and operating as described, for the purpose of
cutting the 'mortises or gains in the drawer fronts. Also, the instruments shown in figs. 9 and 10, arranged
and o|ier!iting .is sp' cifinl, for the purpose of cutting the end pieces of drawers,

9j. 1Ior.se Powers; (!. Hily, Kwhcster, Wisconsin.

Claim—The combination of the sliding levers and the loose conpling bar with the draft chains.

96. Gate IIinoe; T, Ilendrick, Clyde, New York.

Claim—The employment of an angle plate having an olilong slot rut vertically through its horizontal
angle, in combination with a plate which h;iM the pintle or axial pin of the hinge on its lower edge, and a
shifting projection on each of its side ed^es.

97. (lAs Bl'Rneks; L. E. Hicks, City of New York.

Claim—The constniction of gas burners which have caps made with a crown concave internally applie<l

to them, making the outer surface of the crown of the cap flat, or nearly flat, and the orifice through which
the g.is escapes of circular form horizontally and with its eflge curved in the path of two vertical circles,

98. liL'iLDi.vo Walls cynER Water; Wm. II. llorstmann. City of Xew York.

(;iaim—1st, The sack r.r con)|)artinent formed by cloth, or some equivalent thereof to produce slack water
ill a current or other movable water, and protect thecurr.nt from !> ing washed away and wast( d before it is

liardeni'd. 2<1, In combination with a flexible inclosuie. the panels, as above specified, and supporting the
same by spiles, in the manner set forth. 3d, The cement feeder, constructed and arranged substantially as
specified.

9'J. CfTTi.xo Apparatus por Hartestebs; Charles Howell, Cleveland, Ohio.

Claim—Ist, A finger formed with a frog-shaiied concavity on the under side of the knife, having outlets
on its sides in front of the finger bar, in the manner set forth. 2d. A sickle or knife having a series ofcurved
o|>eiiings, or their equivalents, formed on its rear and under side, when used in connexion with guard fingers
provided with a I>-bhape«l rest, or its equivalent.

100. Heating Apparatcs for the Manufacture of Cemented Sole Shoes; Jacob Jenkins, CTiarlestown,

Massachu.setts.

Claim—An improved heating apparatus for the manufacture of cemented sole shoes, consisting of the box
provided with door, glass front, deflector, as describeil, openings, and lamp, or its equivalent, for heating.

101. Churn; Ihiniel John.Hou, City of New York.

Claim—The employment of two or morn rollers when placed horizontal and with their i>eripherie8 touch-
ing or nearly touching one another, in combination with a revolving dasher, which is airanged underneath
said rollers, and in the sjime box or chamber with the same.

102. Kailroad Car Couplings; C. P. Kenyon, Wilson, North Carolina.

Claim—The combination of the grooves, supporting ridges, lateral grooves, pnsher, and blocks, arranged
as d'scrilicd. .\lso, aiyiisting the coupling to suit cars with platforms of different htights, by means of the
elidi' and a bolt pas.siiig through the holes, arrangc<l as described,

103. Door Lock ; Jacob Kinzi'r, Pittsburgh, Pounsylvania.

Claim—The use of a plate on the insidi- of a lock, which, by the insertion of the key,i8 moved to theother
side of the lock and closes the opposite key-hol... Also, the ust-of sjtid plate upon which to raise orfomi circles

or sograi'nts, wards or pins, or their equivalents, which corr. s|)ond to the formation or changes of the key,
thereby ficilitating and cheaiH-ning the nianuficture of the lock,

104. IJULLKT .Machine; J. A. Knight, St. Louis, Missouri.

Claim— 1st, .Arranging the movable mould bars, so that in opening the moulds they move not only away
from the stationary mould b:ir, but to stjiiie extent in a din-ction transverse to the said stationary bars, as set

forth, to produce the dragging action d'sciibid, for the purpose of ksmening the bullets from both |iarts of
the moulds, 2d, .Vrranging the said swinging mould bars between centre screws, ap|>lieil in such a manner
•8 to provide for their oi^justment longitudinally to obtain a perfect registration of the two liolvis of the sev-

eral moulds.

105. Machines for Working Clat; Henry Leguay, St. Louis, Missouri,

(^laim—My invention in mills or giimliiig gears for grinding clay or other substances, making openings

•nd valvis, substantially us desi-rilsd. In the spaces iH'twiun the te«'tli in one or lK)lh p^ars to nreive and lio.d

the diy or substance ground. Also, in combination with the grinding gears, the moulding tube, when these

|>arts are constructwl and arninged for joint o|M'ration.

106. Machine foe Noti^uing and Trimming Hoops; Sanford LIttlefield, W««t Troy, New York.

Claim—The relative arrangement of the cutters moving In ways rectillncarly and obliquely .whereby the

notch is cut and trimmed in one o|>oration.

107. Cutting anb Finishing the Locks or Wooden Hoops; Hiram Littlejohn, Troy, New York.

Claim—The two separate knives, A D, when arranged together with a suitable bed. c, for use In cutting

the locks of Woollen hoops. Also, the knife, d, when arranged in combination with the knives, A B, or their
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substitute, and tbe bed, c, for "barking" the lock while tho hoop remains in the aame place on the bed that

it occujiies during tlie cutting of the lock. Also, the kniff, E, wlinn arranged in combination with the knives,

A B, or their Hubstitutc, and the bed, c, fir trimming the lock while the hooj) is in the same place that it octu-

l)ied during the cutting of the lock.

108. Coating Electrotype Moulds; Henry Lovejoy and Kobert 'Wheeler, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim— let. Suspending the brush bar by the crank at one end, and attaching it to, and operating it by,

the crank of the crank shaft, at the other end. 2d, The combination of the brush and bed with the blower and
wind chest.

109. V.iLVE Cock ; J. C. Macdonald, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—The collar on the valve stum, the guide cap, spring, head, connected with the stem by the liandle

and screw cap, combined as set forth.

110. Bedstead Fastening ; I. M. May, Anderson, Indiana.

Claim—The combination of the plates secured rtspcctively to the post and rails, and provided with the

oblique slots and pins.

111. Tenonino Machine ; John McCreary, Delaware, Ohio.

Claim—The construction and arrangement of the bit-holders, as set forth. Also, the manner of applying

the set screw, as described.

112. Hemp Breaks; H. D. McGeorge, Morgantown, Virginia.

Claim—Breaking and cleaning hemp, flax, &c., by a combination of vibrating blades and stationary blados,

and clearing devicis acting in concert with thim.

113. Meat Cutter ; M. Newman, Oak Hill, New York.

Claim—In combination with the cutters the two branched rack or comb for holding the material against

the cutter. Also, holding the rack or comb in its recess by the clampingof the two parts of the shell together.

Also, the manner of holding and arranging the screw feeder on the bhaft, so that a jxjrtion of the section of

the screw shall be on said shaft.

114. Temples for Looms ; R. Pilson, Laurel, Maryland.

Claim—The construction of temples for looms, wherein is employed an adjustable extension componnd
connecting bar or rod composed of the spindle bars or sections, and the splice lengths, the detachable inde-

pendent tubular sheaths, the sliding yielding brackets or bearings, spring holders and springs, and whereby

a double yielding action of the temples is brought about.

115. Harvesters ; Isaac Reamer and Henry Miller, Conrad's Store, Virginia.

Claim—1st, Arranging the knife on springs and with its cutting edge slightly elevated above its rear

edges. 2d, The employment of an auxiliary adjustalile reel, in combination with the main reel.

116. Clasps for Cotton Bale Hoops; A. C. Richard, Newtown, Connecticut.

Claim—The use of the three rings, in combination with the hoop, as a cheap and convenient cotton baU

hoop.

117. Cooking Stoves; ApoUos Richmond, Brooklyn, Connecticut.

Claim—Extending the oven forward in a curved form and arranging around it the boiler holes, as set forth,

in coml>inatioii with lb ; curved fire chamber.

118. Bed Bottom ; F. Russell, Otselic, New York.

Claim—The combination and arrangement of the rods with the wires, 5, the bolts in the rails, substan-

tially as specified.

119. Spring Balances in CoMBlN.iTiON with a Knife; George H. Smith, Glenwood, Iowa.

Claim—A knife having a spring balance inserted in its handle, as set forth.

120. Lanterns; Stillman C. Spaulding, Rutland, Vermont.

Claim—1st, Constnicting a lanteni by folding the edges of the several parts over wire frames, so that it

can be compressed and packed in a small space on removing the glass s;diB, and in the way set forth, and so

that solder is not niedid to secure the pieces composing the top ai.d bottom. 2d, The use of a coiled wire iu

the manner mentioned, to retain the glass sides in their place, od. Attaching the lamp of a lantern to a hinged
bottom, and connecting the latter to a spring in the top so as to keep the lamp securely in its place when in

orchnary use, yet admit of ready access to it, as described.

121. Corn Huskers; N. T. Spear, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—The combination and arrangement of the toothed beveled wheel, provided with one or more faces,

with the smooth conical rollers, one or more, and boards, when these several parts are united together and
arranged for joint operation.

122. Breech-loading Fire Arm; E. T. Starr, City of New York.

Claim—Opening and closing the rear end of the barrel to insert and inclose tho charge, by a plate turning
on an axis below and in the plane of the rear face of the barrel, when this is connected and combined with a
wedge, or its equivalent, operated by a lever below, so that in the act of drawing out the wedge to liberate the
breech plate tbe rear end of the barrel shall be opened to rcce.ve a chaigf, and by the act of lifting or forcing

up the wedge the charge shall be inclos; d and the lireech-piece secured, while at the same time all the inju-

rious effects of expansion and contraction and of fouling are avoided.

123. Combination Steam Valve ; Robert Stewart, Elmira, New York.

Claim—The valve with the heads as guides or be.irings fitting in chamber, in combination with the outer
chambers and steam head against which valve, e, is pressed up, forming a steam joint operating as a self-

adjusting valve, operating as described.

121. Making Pliers; Chester W Syks, City of New York.

Claim—Connecting the jaws of the pliers or pincers to the portions of the handles above and below the
centre pin or fulcrum, upon whch they move by pins at jio nts d.agoiial with each other, and at equal dis-

tances therefrom, the lower set of the said jiins being in.serted and allowed to traverse (with the opening and
closing of the handles and jaws.) in longitudinal slots in the lower parts of the said jaws.

125. G.ite; William Tobey, Naples, New York.

Claim—Opening and closing the gate by the use of the parallel pivoted levers, when arranged in the man-
ner set forth.
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126. Bedstead; William S. Todd, Mech.-iiiicsTille, Iowa.

Claim—1st, Attaching tlie cndi) of the side railH nf tht- bodatcad to the foot and he.id posts liy the butt
liingBH, arranged in reveree |>osltion.i with each other 80 ;ts to i-nable thn aairl Hide rails and th. liriid and foot

laiU to be fold d together almost parallel with eiich othi-r. 'Jd, The coni')iMati'in of the righi-angleti brace or
rod, groove in wh ch it traverseij, ami turning wini^ed or c.ini chafes, for disenga^^ing the right-angled eud of
the said r(jd from the openings in the projections on th" iunir aides of the side rails.

127. Prixtino I'REas; Ervin B. Tripp, City of New York.

Claim—Ist, The employment in connexion with the typo cylinder of a cylinder or rotary printing press,

of a flattened plate or type bed in which the type, to i)r.jduce I lie printed impression uiwn the paper, are placed,

which plate or type bed is revolved with that cylinder, and i^ so connected with and attached to it as to have
the face of the type contained in it move over tho impression roller in the arc of a circle. 2d, The f.-eding

roll, o|)crated by a positive motion, as specified, when coinbiiu'd with, and elevated and depressed by. the arms
and cams, in the manner described, ad. The feeding guide, o, operating in connexion wiih the feeding roll,

as set forth.

128. I'ORTAiiLE Field Fe.nce; Archibald B. and Madison Vamlemark, I'helpa, New York.

Claim—The placing the ItM-king batten on the same side of the rails with the end batten, and its combi-
nation therewith and with the locking batten and end batten, and forming a lix-k, substantially as described.

129. Mode of Killing AVater Tanks at Kailway Stations; Charles Weed, Milledgeville, Illinois.

Claim—The conibin.ation and arrang-'ment of the yielding track with the compound levers, connecting
bars, or their ennivalents, weighted segment lever, ratchet pinion, and gear wheels. ;is reijuired, for givinij

motion to pump lever.

130. Screw Cutter; Thomas Whitaker, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—The combination of the shaft, the sheaves, the yokes, and the guides with the dies, when arranged
substantially as desci ibed.

131. Apparatus for Raisino Sunke.v Vessels ; Aldridge Windham, City of New York.

Claim—The combination of the rigid and elastic inflatable air vessels, together constituting the raiser

when so united, and so small as to be conveniently carried by any vessel which they can raise. Also, the port-

able shoe, so constructed of wood and iron, or other material, as to ho man igable under water, so tis to Ix)

ea.sily a|)plicable to the sunken vessel to receive the cable for raising, and protect the vessel from abr.ision or
jamming by the cable. Also, the iiitlatablo clastic stoijjier, so constructed as to be easily thrust through a leak
or opening in the vessel, and afterwards inflated with air, which stops the opening, so that the sunken vessel

n\ay be exhausted of water to assist its raising.

132. CiUAnn Kinuei'.s for Harvesters; John W. Brokaw, Assignor to Warder, Broker & Child, Springfield,
Ohio.

Claim—The peculiar construction of the cap, when made of wrought or malleable iron, and connected to
the CiLst iron base and to the finger bar, in the manner set forth.

133. Mode of Launching Vessels; Gordon Conkling, Assignor to W. T. Conkling, Conklingville, Xew York.

Claim—The runners, balls, and ways, combined and arranged substantially as set forth.

13-1. Pressure and Vacuum Valve; M'illiam Hardy and John Parkinson, Assignors to selves and Aaron Bates,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The valve chamber, spring valve, and inner valve, with their respective openings and pa.ssage8.

135. Car Seats and Couches ; Alexander M. Holmes, Assignor to self and Albert G. Pnrdy, Eaton, New York.

Claim—The combination and arrangement of the specific devices sot forth, substantially as described.

130. Sewing Machines; George W. Hubbard, Assignor to self, Walter Uubbiird, W. L. and N.L.Bradley,
Meriden, Connecticut.

Claim—The loopor composed of i\\(: fixed jilate, the elastic plate, and the hook, applied to be operated by,
and to operate in combination with, the needle.

137. Machinery for Drawino and Twisting Wool; John W. Kennedy and John T. Plumnicr, Plainfield, As-
signors to selves and John Batchelder, Lisbon, Connecticut.

Claim—1st. The combination of the tubes, the toothed drawing rollers, and the convolute groove, to effect

the draft anil twist simultaneously, or either alone. 2d, .Making the upp r |)art of the frame which carries
the back drawing rollers and the rollers, or their equivalents, which carry the loving to be drawn and twisted,
adjustable vrticitlly.

13b. Stone-Holding Machines; Eleazor B. Knight, Assignor to self and Nathan Kellogg. Maiden, New York.

Claim— l»t, A box or holder, iletnchable from its guiding or supporting frame, and provided with sets,

and means lus recited for holding stones or other substances, to be openited upon in being rubbed or ground,
iiikI which can !«• ailjusted to plain or lieveled edges, and for aiuular pieces. 2il, The aii;rular guides or stand-
ards, as arninged for ki-epiiig the box or holder in its proper |>osltioii in relat'on to the rubbing bed. 3d, The
a<yustabl« rusts or supports for keeping the box or holder at any |ioint desired.

131). Uakinoand ItiNDiNG APPARATUS FOR HARVESTERS); Alleu Sherwood, Assignor toE. P. Scuter, Albert Goss,
and Daniel W(«>dworth, Auburn. New York.

Claim—The tr^iversing the ilouble rake niaile to rock in its supports, to bring its fingers into and out of
notion, and automatically fasten ••! and releitsed. Also, in combination with the lingi-rs for throwing the ga-
thered gavel up into the concave, tlie arm for carrying the binding wire up and over the sheaf, aihi |ilu-ing
till' wiit« in the slot of the twisting whe.d. Also, in combination with the twisting wheel, the sbiling kiiifo
for cutting off the wire. .\lso, in combination with the cutter bar ami its stud, the cam. for the pur|ioee of
ciinsin:; tlii> eulliT to lu-t, regardless of the diii'Olion in which the shaft that ctrries the cam turns. Also, iu
combinatiim with the wire carrier and guidi's.a twisting wheel, inado and opeiatedus di-smlMil. Also. form-
ing a knot or enlargement on the end of tlu' wire, behind where it is cut off by the cutter, by twistitig that
]iorlion of it by the means substantially as described, sidd twist jiieventiug the end from being drawn through
the slot of the twisting wheel.

1-iO. P1N-.STICKING Machine; Cornelius W. Van Vliet, Assignor to the New England Pin Company, Winsted,
Connect cut.

Claim—1st. The combination of the series of channel ways with the sliding scparnior. when coiistmcteil
as described. 2il, The coiubiuation of the punches with the sUd.ng separator, whuu coiistiucted as set foith.
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3(J, The combination of the crimping bars with the punclies, sliding separator, and channel »¥ay8, when con-
structed as described.

141. Harrows; Sanmel White, Penfield, Assignor to Harlow Ilerrick, La Grange. Ohio.

Claim—The adjustable plates, c c, in combination with the revolving shafts, e e' e", and in conuexiou
therewith the spur wlieel, K.

SEPTEJIBER 21.

142. Lock ; Christian Ackerman, Ni.'warU, New Jersey.

Claim—The use of the frdl and Ijver in th.'ir combination with the eccentric moving bolt, when cou-
structed as set fortli.

143. Gas Regulators; Salmon Bidwell, Chicago, Illinois.

Claim—The cock, oj)erated by the diaphragm, rod, and spring, as described.

144. Brick Machines ; John Booth, Mobile, Alabama.

Claim—The chambers separated by the perforated floor, in combination with the spiing blade, scraper,
and reciprocating mould carriage

145. Shears; Joseph A. Braden, La Grange, Georgia.

Claim—Making the blades of triangular form in their transverse si^ctions and fitting them to the handles,
80 as to be capable of being turned therein to pres 'nt three different pairs of edges in an operative po:<ition.

146. Plough Press akd Drill; T. E. C. Brimliy, Simpsonville, K-ntucky

Claim—The press, in combination with the drill for pressing and drilling the mould-boards of ploughs.

147. Truss Pads; C. CampbLll, St. Louis, Missouri.

Claim—The application of pads made of gutta percha, in the manner described, for the jjrevention of tho
escape of viscera through hernial openings in the human body.

148. Portable Field Fence ; P. S. Carhart, CoUamer, New York.

Claim—Ist, Constructing the ])anels of a portable f/nc", having their bearings on sills, or their equiva-
lents below, shorter at thi-ir tups than their bottoms. 2d, In combination with i)anels constiuct.d as d'Scri bed,
the sills provided with one or more cross blocks, arranged toprcject lietween or on either .side of the end bat-
tens of the panels, to sujiport and guide them. 3d, The employment for tightening up the panels and uniting
them firmly and expeditiously with the sill of the key or wedge, in combination with the brace or strap.

149. Re^ART Pump ; M. R. Clapp, Seneca Falls, New York.

Claim—The combination and arrangement of the revolving toothed pinion and cylinder, with the abut-
ment, or its eciuivalent, cylindrical case, and internal gearing.

150. Nut Machine; R. H. Cole, St. Louis, Missouri.

Claim—1st, The arrangement of two knives whereby they are made to act simultaneously on each side of
tho bar, so as to cut the nut blank entirely off and deposit it between the vibrating jaws or formers. 2d, The
arrangement of the vibrating di-.s or formers, whereby they are made to press the sides of the nut to the re-
quired form while carrying it from where it is cut off to where it is to be punched on the die. 3d. The Sfiring,

as arrang.'d with the aforesaid jaws or formers, whereby tlipy are opened by a yielding force. 4th, I do not
claim facing the dii'S or imiichts with steel, as they are both made entirely of that metal—but I claim mak-
ing thL-m in three separate pit-ces or parts, substantially as described, so that I can renew one part and retain
the other so as to economize material.

151. Raking Attachment for Harvesters ; P. S. Crawford, Marengo, Illinois.

Claim—Th'- combination of the rakes, o P, the firmer b 'ing attached to the box, and the latt?r operated
through the lu'dium of tli:^? gearing plac-d within the box, and the bars and arm. Also, the supplemental or
discharging rake placed over the rake, and ustd in connexion with the springs of rake.

152. Expansible Floats for Life-boats ; Charles Legros, City of New York.

Claim—Constructing the outer sides or side surfaces of the floats of some non-corrosive metal, while the
top and unexplored surface's ar>: formed of rubber or other air-proof flexible material.

153. Roofings Cements; G. W. Cushing, Chicago, Illinois.

Claim—Tlu? roofing cement composed of asphaltum, coal tar, and the residuary gum specified, combined
in about the proportions stated.

[The component parts of this cement are asphaltum, coal tar. and the pitchy residue known as "residnai-y

gum," which is separated from the f;itty substances in the manutucture of stearic acid for what are known as
" star candles," or for other purposes.]

154. Inkstands; Samuel Darling, Bangor, Maine.

Claim—An inkstand, with a dripijing cup or reservoir, arranged and constructed substantially as de-

scribed.

155. Burglars' Alarm ; A. W. Decrow, Bangor, Maine.

Claim—The slides, D E F, tumblers, G H i. bar or bolt, j, and an alarm formed of the clock movement and
bell, combined and arranged to operate as set forth. Also, the particular manner, as shown, of operating tho
timiblere, G H i, from the slides, D E F, to wit : by means of the oblique ledges formed on the slides, and the ad-
justable pins which pass through the tumblers, whereby the tuiublers are not only actuated but changes also
allowed to be made, so as to require a varying movement of the slides in order to throw back the bolt. Also,
connecting the tumbler, G. and bolt, J, with a b;tr, L, to serve as a check or supplemental device to give an
alarm, in c:ise an attempt is made to open the drawer by force, or otherwise, without tampering with tho
slides, D E F.

156. Machines for Sorting Silk or other Thread according to its Size; Ira Dimock, Mansfield Center,
Connecticut.

Claim—1st, A device by which the varying thickness of the thread is made to shift a traversing guide, or
its equivalent, to distribute the thread upon a winding apparatus according to its thickness, consisting of two
surfaces, one of which is caused to receive a reciprocating motion through the agency of variations in thi»
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thickness of the thread passing between them—whether the said surfaces consist of the peripheries of an ec-

centric wlieel and roller, iis represented in the drawing and descrii)ed, or have any other form which permits
of their o|x-ration in an equivalent manner. 2d, The movable carriage with its opening and notches, applied
in combination with the series of spools, and the bobbin or winder on whiih the thread has l>een distributed

and Jirranged accurdind to its size or thickness, and ojierating substantially as described, to stop the winchng
upcralion as the utiwiiiding of the thread from Siiid bubliin or winder varies beyond certain parts thereof.

157. CxoAR Wrappeiw; Henry Durcll, Morisiana, New York.

Cbiini—The removal of the coloring and flavor of the plant, by means described, then reducing to pulp
and til 'uce t^i p iper the tibrous or woody parts of the plant in any known way, and tlien re-charging said

paiier with the solution or volatile matters previously removed therefrom in order to prepare said i>ai»cr to be
used OS wrappers for segars.

158. Macihnks for Washi.no Coal; J. P. Evans, Borough of Ilazelton, Pennsylvania.

Cliiim—1st. Forniinif a series of slits at the lower end of the corrugations, next the triangular openings,
no iis to en ible tin' lliin pieces of slate to discharge themselves automaticitlly through them. 2d, The combi-
nation and arnint;emeutof a tajipet or tappets, with and in tlie relation to the corrujiated bottom of the chutes,

and the sJits, and triangular ojieninga at the lower ends of the same, over which they are suspended, as set

forth, the said tajipet ortapiwts being provided witli adjustable wt iglits to regulate their resistance to the coal.

3d, The arrangement of the upright pipe and right-angled perf prateil pijio at its lower end, in the relation to

the corrugated bottoms of the chutrs described, said perforations being formed on the lower portion of its

periphery, as stilted, fur sulijectiug the co.il to a thorough washing in its descent, as set forth.

159. PCMPS; S. II. Gray, Bridgi'port, Connecticut.

Chiini— II iving the upright or stand of the pump liandle provided with a claw or hook at one side of its

lower end. and having a bolt pass through tlie lower part of the upright or stand, the bolt being provided
with a curved or hook-firmed liead, the above parts being used in connexion with flanch on the upper end of
the pump cylinder. Further, in connexion with the upright or stiind, the cover, arranged as shown, so that
it may be SL'Cured to the cylinder by the upright or stand, as described.

160. Pi'MPS; Foster Hcnshaw, Washington City, D. C.

Chiim—1st, Operating the piston by a curved slot possr'ssing the characteristic features described and
arranged, or formed in a vibrating handle. 2d, In the construction of lilting pumps, the combination of three
<ir more valves. 'M, The arrangement of washers, formed as speciiied, with the series of valves. 4th, Caat-

ing in the well pipe a series of steps.

Itil. Apparatus i'or Applyi.no Soles to Boots asd Shoes; Jacob Jenkins, Charlestown, Massachusetts.

Claim—Tlie application of th" rocker jaws or jaw-hold-rs to the elastic bed, whereby the latter when
forc'd downward is made to draw th'; jaws towards one another, in manner as explained. Also, the combina-
tion of the elastic cushion or sole pressure witli the elastic bed, and a miclianism for forcing the shoe down
upon the said b d. Also, the combination of the rocker-bearer and its screws with the holding lever, or its

fi|uivu.lent, and to operate th-rewith. Also, the contrivance shown in figs. 7, 8, and 9, and as above described,

to be us.'d in mann r specified.

liJ2. Dentists" Ciiaius; Alex. M. Holmes, Morrisville, New York.

Claim—1st, The fool-rest arranged with the slides, i-acks, pinions, and pawls, substantially as descriTied.

2il, Th'' sujiplenieiital back attiu;he<l to links which are fitted in tlie slot of the back, and actuated by the set-

screw, substantially ;is set forth. 3d, The a<yustable head-nst formed of tlie slide, jjinion, plates, arranged
relativi'ly to eacti other and iijiplied to the back, substantially as set forth.

l&J. Smut Mac»i.nes; Hiram 11 ijikins, Eviiiisville, Iiidiauiu

Claim—The scourer constructed of the vertical bars provided with radial projections at their inner sides,

and the arms proViileil with ledges and attached to the shaft, when said scourer thus constructed is enclosed
liy a liox, and arrang'd relatively with the blast spouts and fan, to operate as set forth.

lO-t; Wasiiiso Machine; II. R. June, Millport, New York.

Claim—The combination of the revolving rubber having alt -mate slats and receding boards, as described,

with the rubber. Also, the elastic pivot rod, operating in the manner set forth.

1(>5. Needles fur Knitti.nq Machines; J. K. Kilbourn, Plttsfield, Massachusetts, and E. E. Eilbourn, Nor-
filk. Connecticut.

Claim—The improved knitting needle having a secondary groove in its stem, substantially as set forth.

Itifi. Maciii.vk for Cutti.vg .Metal Bars; D. K. Kiiowles, Centre IJrotou, Connecticut.

Claim—The bed piece jirovid d with the clamp, B, block or rest, c, slide, d, having the cutting tool

uttachi'd anil connected with the lever, o, in combination with the automatic feed movement formed of the
m^ustable lever, ii, puwis, rati'het, and screw shaft, connected with the blix'k or rest, c.

107. Brusb Cvi.iMiKits FOR .SpKKAUEii.H, CoTTON OiNS, &c.; A. M. Laniphrr, Gloucester, New Jersey,

I inn awaie iliat inetnllic fans hive bi-en us'd on the ends of a cylindririil brush in the cotton gin, as de-
ocribed in K. Carver's patent, and I am also iiware that brushes have Ix-eu arranged around the periphery of
the end of the cylinder, and that siirli an arrangement was patented by B. D. Gullet, in IS.'iS—but while I
lielieve 1 can prove priority of invention over Gullet, I (! em my arrangement essentially dilTereiit from an
improvement ii|Hin bis, as it combines the advantages of the fans of Carver, with the protection against fire

uttain'd by Gullet. I therefore

Claim—The brushes on the ends of the cylinder, when arranged substantially as alwve described, for the
purpose of preventing the ninmentHof cotttm or other fibrous substance from becoming entangled in tlic jour-
nals and for preventing accidents by Hro.

ItSS Selp-acti.nq Wauo.n Brake; A. Lnrrowo, Cokocton, New York.

Claim—Constructing the rubbers with the flanches on each sidi' operating loosoly in grctovi^ in l>ar, B,
anil resting on springs, h, for allowing the rublier to rise upon an iuclined plane, and relieve the friction of
the wheels whea backing the wagon and for replacing the rubbers.

109. Horse Shoe; John MmMock, Blooinington, Illinois.

Claim—A nnllless horse shoe, proviili'.l with 1u'/h, or their equ'valonts. formed on the upper side of the
m>le, when used in roiinexion with ennespoiiding prijei-tions formed on the inner side of the upper flanch, the
former being made to fit cavities formed in the boise's lioof, and the latter into grooves formed for their recep-
tion in the sole, the whole lieing 9 cured t ige;hej- in the lunnu r sulistuntially as set forth.
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170. Canal Boat; Jolin McCausland, Kingston, and Jefferson McCausland and James McCausIand, Esopns,
Isew York.

Claim—Th« constniction of canal lioats and otlier flat-bottomed and vertical-sided vessels by, Ist, Inter-

posing the bilge timbers between the floor timbers and the side timbers, substantially as and for the |)uri>ose8

set forth. 2d, Beveling the edge of tln' bili;e timbers and forming a face on either side of the beveled face for

the fitting on of the bilge plank in a gradually rounding line, as described. 3d, The second dovetail in the
Bide liinl). rs, with th- chock betwdn the dovetailed faces and the bilge timber, as an arrangement of means
for adding streuKth to the vessel, as set f jrlh.

171. Machines for Cutting Obass, Ac. ; C. H. McCormick, Cliicago, Illinois.

Claim—Tlie combination of the sickle having the scoUojied or indented edge and serrated teeth, M'ith a
continuous series of fingTS having the back reversed angles for sui)i)ort!ng the gi-ain or gr.'iss to be cut to the
edge of th- s'.ckb', both above and IjcIow the edge or above the ed;ie ouly. Also, cutting out the middle of the
upper part of the fing rs that project over thu sickle, in combination with the vibrating sickle, as described.

172. IIaiivesters; McClintock Ycmng, Jr., Frederick, Maryland.

Claim—The combination of the handle,shaft, ami, pitman, and girde,or their equivalents, when arranged

in the muiner specified. Also, making the gatherers adjustable on the arms of the reel, as speciiitd.

173. Mode of Preve.ntinq Nuts from U.vscrewino; S. Noblet, Halifax, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Preventing bolt heads or nuts fiiim turning by inserting below them a flexible metallic washer,
one etid of wliich is turned against the liead or nut, anil the other held immovable in place.

174. Chur.n; Andrew Ralston, West Middleton, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The arrangement of the openings in the circular part of the fan or beater case, the valve, i, the
gathering valve, h, the conductor, u, as described.

175. Lamps; C. Reichmann, Philadelphiii, Pennsylvania.

Claim—In combination with the lamp, the slotted open bcll-s)iaped cap, when so constructed ivs to allow

light to lje deflected downward, substantially in the manner set forth.

176. Rotary Harrows ; Jal>ez Robins, Boston, Massiichusetts.

Claim—The two liarrows placed on<^ within tin; otlier, and connected by the concave rollers and bead, in

connexion with tho draft beam and frames, provided with the rollers or weights.

177. Water Wheel; Alpha Smith, Sanquort, New York.

Claim—Constructing the bucket with ledg- s or prominences, the buckets being cnrved and fitted between
the shells which form the body of the wheel, and arranged relatively therewith.

178. RoTARV Valve for Steam Exgixes; Thomas Stewart, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—1st. Making a rotary valve with an independent cut-oif applied thereto, constructed substantially

in the manner set forth. 2d, Constructing the said rotary valve with two or more sets of ports or ways therein,

for the induction and eduction of the steam, so as to enable me to cut off the said steam at any required [lart

of tlie stroke, without producing any connexion with the opposite side of the piston when the steam is cut off

Bhort, as set forth.

179. Rotart Harrows ; Salathiel S. Thompson, Heller's Corners, Indiana.

Claim—Attaching the toothed wheels to the frame formed of the bars, hinged together or connected at

their front ends by a swivel joint, and having their back parts attached to bars connected by a pivot and
secured in proper position by the segments and pins.

180. Eyelet Fastenings for Ladies' Skirts; W. S. Thomson, City of New York.

Claim—The use of the H-shaped washer or fastener, or equivalent, in combination with an eyelet as a
means of fastening together the straps and hoops of elastic skirts.

181. Cotton Gins ; John L. Tuttle, Bridesburgh, Pennsylvania.

Claim—So combining a toothed cylinder with an open breast that allows the fibre to pass through it, but
holds back the seeds, as that the cylind-r siiall work against the edge of said open breast, and carry the fibre

past it, whilst the seeds shall roll up against the surface of said breast, and draw the lint that has not been
taken from th'-m up through the openings, whence they are turned over and returned again and again by the

action of the cylinder to the breast until divested of all their fibre.

182. Corn Planters; Charles Van Houten, Sunbury, Ohio.

Claim—1st, The employment of the hinged, adjustable, and laterally sliding hopper and share frames,

furnished with a spring stop or catch, in combination with a long transverse pinion and the propelling axle.

2d, The combination of the hinged grated apron with the sub-soiling covering shares and furrow opener.

183. Machine for Cutting Veneers; Gilbert Bishop, Fairfield, Connecticut, Assignor to Edward White, City
of New York.

Claim—1st, The cutting of veneers from opposite sides of the log by knives, arranged and operating in

opposite directions, so as to cut with the grain of the wood. 2d, The construction and arrangement of the

diagonally-faced side pieces and the sliding frames in connexion with the knives, so as to give the thrust of

the knives into the centre of the log, and thus cut the veneer clear from the log. 3d, The arrangement of the

wheels, in combinaticm and connexion with the sliding frames and knives, so as to produce the drawing cut

at the same time that the knives are being thrust in upon the log. 4th, The combination and arrangement
of cam, the pair of bars, the connecting rod, vibrating arm, and pawl and ratchet, so as to operate in the man-
ner described, to raise or lower the feed screws.

184. Apparatus for Coloring Paper, &c. ; Charles William.s, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Claim—Distributing or laying the color in the process of marbling or coloring paper, by means of an ap-

paratus constructed so .as to operate substantially in the manner described.

185. Skate Irons; C. A. and Robert Williams, and G. A. Morse, Bloomfield, Maine.

Claim—That portion of skate studs (solid to their runners) above the collars, upon which is cnt the screw
thread, in the manner substiintially as set forth.

186. Gas Burners ; A. H. Wood, Boston, Massachusetts.

Claim—The combination with a gas burner of metallic flanches or spreaders, arranged near and above the
orifice of the burner, as described, for the purpose of sprea<ling the flame and consuming the impurities of the

gas, whereby the orifice is kept clear—and this 1 claim whether the conducting rods be used or not.
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187. Saw Mill; John remborton, decctsod, Ansignor to I/>mu'-l Pemberton, Jonrsltorough, Indiann.

Claim—I <lo not cluim as new the dcviceH below enunier.ited, but simply their relative arrangement, M
specified, for the purjiow-H Hrt forth, ^> wit: Int, The roLer. T, rojie.^, t and u, Vt raise the bars, M and m', in

combination with die pin, b, slide, x, lever, w', b ir. x', and rock ehafl, P, with its amis, r. d, q. and lever, q',

the whole being so constructed and arranged as to throw the feeding out, and th-- backing devicen into gear,

l.y o|H'r.iting the lever, e', and move the g't" '"' valve to reduc; the speed of the mill at ihe projier time, or

ult«r the saw cuts tbroU(;h the log. '2d, The arm.", J. rock shaft, »', and bar. s. in combination with the pn.>-

j. ctioii or slop, e, connected to the lever, E, or its e<iuiv.ileiit, to turn the ratchet wheel shaft and traverse th«

rack to set the log, wi describeil. 3d, The ra;cliet wheel, f', Iwnt lever and j) iwl, g, in combination with th«

pill, f, or its equiv.ilent. in the lever, F, to stop the ratch -I wh els whi n they have moved far enough, 8<j as to

prevent tli.' log from being move*! too far when it is set for a new cut. 4.1i, The pin, n, in the he»id bhx-k,

and slide, X, in Ojuibinatioii with the lever, w, which reieas s the hook, v', to let .m' m d fcend to inciease th«

siKH-il of th • mill, iLH d scrib -d. 5th, The nxl, a, and stop, L, in combination with the sl.de, Y, and 1. ver, u, bo

constructed and ojierated as to hold up the bar, M, aft r tlie log is sawed, and
J
reveiit it fioni descending aud

increasing the s|m d of the mill, and at Che same lime stop the apj^aiatus whicli sets the log.

188. Tea I'ots; AVm. Austin, Assignor to self and Wm. Obdyke, I'hilad Iphi.i, Pennsylvania.

Cliiim—The plunder or presser, in conibinatioii with the interior ca-siiig, the whole being arranged in tht

manner set forth, or any equivabiit to the same.

189. Automatic Paper Feeder for Primin'j I'uesses; Wm. Bullock, Ass-ignor to George W. Taylor, Ni waik,
New Jersey.

Claim—Operating the hands, or their equivalents, which off ct the P-d^ng of the sheet of paper, in man-
ner substantially us set f rtli. so that they have a gresitei capacity for niovSng the slieel than is necessjiry f r

the pur|s»«e. .\l«o. cmtiolling the operation of the hands, or their equivalents, upon Ihe i-heets of paj er, by
liiecli iliism whose operation is dependent upon the position of the sheet being fed, so that the lengtli of timr
during whcli the hands, or their equivalents, are permitted to act ujioii luch sheet of pap r does not b-arany
lixod relation to the movements of the other parts of the piinting press. Also, intermitting the oi>eration i.f

the hands, or their ecpi val nts. upon the iiajier, while the lattei- is being draw n into the press by niecbauisni

8c iiig substantially as set forth. Also, effeciing the progressive niovem. nr if the pile of pap r. by mechauism
whose opi ration is deji ndont upon the |Hisit on of the pile. AImj, the combination of the fl:ip gu des and
iioz/.le.s. or V.v ir ei|uivalent8, for stopping the uiov nient of the forward edge of the sheet, and f r releasing

the same in the niann' r described. Also niov.ng sheets of papi r by automatic rubbing hands, or Iheir equiva-

lents, constructed substantially as s<t forth. Also, operating the stiff-cotks of the air cylindtr and the flap

guiiles by a e.im. or its equ'val-nt, whose niiveiiient is co:nc;dent with, or bears a fixed rt.lutiou to, the move-
ment of the fingers which draw the jtajier into the jiress.

190. Sewixo Machines ; Jonas Ilinklcy, Huron, As-signor to self and F. A. Wildman, Xorwalk, Ohio.

Claim—1st, The method of operating the feeding arm or cloth mov. r. by the combined action of the piv-

oted bow, [iressiiig lever. Hexing strap, and vibrating plate, or its equivalent, as set forth. 2d, Mounting the
vibrating plate which imparts motion to the lo<qi-forming liisik and feeding mechanism upon sjuing arms,
arranged at right an'.:les lo a longitudinal spring tor balancing said plate in its vibration. 3d, Mounting th*
spool U|ion u spindle having ellijiticul-shaped springs, which extend into aud through the eye of the sjmxiI, as

tHiecified.

191. Machines for pF.fic.iNO Boots and Suoes; B. F. Sturtevauf, Assignor to self and Elmer Townsend, Bos-
ton, Massachusetts.

Claim—1st, ('ansing the hammer todescenil each time a peg is driven a short distance below the stationary

rest, for the purpose of compressing the soles, as set forth, and of relieving the shoe from contact with the

rest, that it may be fed forward, as described. 2d, The arrang< men! of the hammer. x2. and stationary rest,

II. constructed and operating as desci itied, in connexion with Ihe weighted lever. 3d, The peculiar holder for

the blank, the same having several knife edges lying in the diiection of the feed, operating in the manner set

firth, to hold the last peg of the blink whilst it is being separated from the one preceding it. 4th, And in

combination «ith the lidlder, the pawl, operating uixin seveial points of the blank.', in the manner set forth.

0th, Sawing off the pegs in the maihlne by a saw operating into and through the trough, through which the
pegs are fed, Gth, The spi ing in the end of Ihe trough, operating as described,

SKPTEMBER 28.

102. Corn Siieu.etis; A. Adams Sandwich, Illinois.

Claim—The combination of the yielding plate and guide bar or jdate with the wlieels and spout, provided

with the elastic plate, when these several parts are const incteil and ariangi'd for joint openition, and relatively

with respect to each other and to Ihe discharge passjiges, in the manner set forth.

193. Sekiun'i Machines; (Icorge C. Bunson and Cyrus Uolierts, Belleville, Illinois.

Claim—1st. The employment or use of the cylinder, |>i-ovided with steji-like proji-ctions between circum-

ferential fiamhes. oblique |uirtilions, and zigzag grooves, said cylinder being fitted within a cylindrical case

nt the IsJttom of Is^x, d, and having a reiiprncating rotating motion. 2d. The arrangeniriit of the aiynstabla

tubes attached to the arms, as shown, the rollers and cutters wlien by both the cutters ami tuUs niuy be ad-

justed as desind, and the pressure on the cutters graduated as desired, as idso the depth of the furrows niado

by the cutters,

19-1, Machine Bei.tino ; John II. Cheevcr, City of New York.

Claim—The manufacture of belts or Imnds of a combloation of iniliii rubber or gutta pcrcho with wire

cloth or netting, or striuids of wire.

ly5. Expansive Hit; Win. A. Clark. Bethany, Connecticut.

Claim—1st. The conibiiialion of the follower, iM-veled upon it." under side, in such a manner that drivin);

it home agaiii'<t the culler shall crowd il upward, wllli a lip or sh< ulder aliove it upon Ihe shank, which Up
or shoulder is so formed lliat Ibis U|iuard pressure mentionetl shall crowd Ihe up|>er edge of the follower in

ngiiinst the seat back of it, when Ihe upper edge of the follower is beveled to corresjiond, as set forth, for thn

puijioses staled, Ihe follower being brought home to its jdace by a screw, or in any equivalent manner. 2d.

iio arranging tin- movable anil stationary cutters in relation to each oilier and to the other parts, that all tho

chips made by the iiislrunients shall be delivered upon one and the same side of the shauk of the bit, theruby

allowing the irirk side of the shank of the bit to be left entire.
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JUO. PLOuans; D;;vid Cockloy, I-ancastcr, Pennsylvania.

Claim—The a<ijustable cutter wlieel, cleaner, and ilovices, v s T Z, when arranged with the reg^ilator in

I'ombiiiiition with the biaui Also, the manner of arranj;in>; and lantenint: the point, thare, and laudhide

Willi its cutter, so as to hold them with the short screw and i)late, in eonibiuation with the uiould-board uud

beam,

la;. M.\Kixo Nut Blanks; P.lchard 11. Colo, St. Louis, Missouri.

Q\n\m Prepiring th-j nut blank by driving a punch into it while it is confined ag-tinst a blank surface,

liy means of the mechanism constructed and arranged substantially in the manner set forth.

198. CoucuES FOR K.ULRO.iD Cars; J. B. Creighton, Tiflin, Ohio.

Claim—The combination of the couches, folding partitions, stretchers, slatted supports, hooks, and pins,

Iho whole being arranged in the manner set forth.

193. SoGAR Mills ; Samuel L. Denney, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania.

Q\Mn\ The combination of eccentric bearings, their arms, connecting rod, lever, gliding belt, handpiece,

Slid arch, or their equivalents, substantially in the manner set forth.

200. Attachment for TACKLis Blocks ; George Focht, Reading, Pennsylvan'a.

Cliiini So attaching a tackle block that it may turn freely in all directions, and be retained in the proper

relative position with the rope when the strain on the rope ceases, in the manner deocribtd.

201. Temperinu Steel Car Speinos; Perry G. Gardiner, City of New York.

(^{xxiw 1st, The subjecting the oil or fluid divided into streams or showers to the contact of a blast of cold

air wliile falling, by means of the cylindrical chambers or compartments, and the cylindrical air chamber,

operating as described. 2d, The construction, arrangement, and combination of the cylindrical chamber, G,

the cylindrical chamber for distributing the air, H, and the disk and perforations, as described. 3d, The
arrangement and combination of the tanks, A B, and the coils of tubes or worms, the chambers, <i n.and their

connexions, operating together, so as that at the same moment the oil or fluid is subjected to the cooling by

both air and water, as described.

Ii02. Compound Railroad Axles; I. P. Garrett and Daniel Steckel, Mercer Co., Pennsylvania.

Claim—A compound axle, the main portion of which extends through both wheels, and eqnalfl in length

the width of the track, and is reduced in size from the centre to one end, in combination with a tubular axle

of half its length, in which the reduced partof the main axle revolves, as in a journal, one wheel being sc'curcd

to the main axle, and the other to the tubular part, arranged substantially as described.

203. Metallic Frames for Vault Lights ; Michael Grasz and Peter H. Jackson, City of New York.

Claim—The fi-sbaped metallic bars receiving the glasses, in combination with the wrought iron bars of

a, grating, over which the said fi-sliaped bars set and are,sustained, substantially as specified.

204. Cracker MACniNE ; J. and J. C. Ilolyland, Rochester, New York.

Claim—The arrangement and combination of the socket, arm, spring, and rod, as deBcribcd.

205. Mowing Machines ; George F. and Moses Jerome, Mineola, New York.

Claim—1st, The caster wheel, when attached by the shoes, or their equivalents, by having its arbor pa«8

loosely through a socket attached to the cross-bar, and having a swivel at the upper end of the arbor, so that

by the aid of pulleys, or other guides, and a chain or cord, the weight of the linger bar and sickle will be

transmitted to the caster wheel, and the finger bar and cutter raised and lowered, while the caster wheel ig

allowed to turn freely in any direction without affecting in any degree its concomitant parts. 2d, The lever

and spring, in combination with the chain or cord, caster wheel, and shoes, when the whole are arranged sub-

gtautially as set forth.

206. Combined Cooking Range and Heating Apparatus ; Charles Kane, City of New York.

Claim—The arrangement of an .air chamber under the whole range, with aflneorflues connecting it with

the hot air chamber, together with the double flues in double tiers between the aif chamber and the bottom

of the ovens, through and in which last mentioned flues the combustible gases and smoke circulate beforo

reaching the smoke flues.

207. Balance Sail Rig for Ships; John Lewis, Elizabeth City, New Jersey; patented in England, September
4, ISOo.

Claim—The spring beam applied between the pyramidal frame or shears and the sides of the vessel, and
connected to both the frame and vessel, in .sub.stantially the manner specified. Also, constructing a frame to

receive sails by the horizontal yards, combined with the double ranges of spars and braces, whereby the said

yards are permanently sustained at the desired distances ap.art,and aclear space is leftfrom end to end of said

yards for spreading the sails, without their coming in contact with the said spars and braces. Also, the sail

frame, constructed as aforesiiid. and combined with the pyianiidal shears by the joint near the middle of said

Bail frame, whereby the aforesaid sail and frame are sustained, and permitted to be turned in the manner and
for the purposes specified.

208. Method of Heating Ovens by Steam; Hamilton Lyon, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Claim—The combination of the pipes, chambers, and exhaust, or their equivalents, arranged substan-

tially in the manner set forth.

209. Mechanical Power; Elisha Matteson, Troy, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of gearing, in combination with the shaft, weight, and wheel, Bobstantially as

set forth.

210. Harvesters ; David S. JIcNamara, North Hoosick, New York.

Claim—1st, Constructing the frame of the machine of the bars, end piece, and finger bar, in connexion
with the trusses, substantially as set forth. 2d, In combination with the frame, constructed as aliove, the

shoe, when constructed as described, and secured to the finger bar and end piece, in the manner set forth..

211. Dredging M.vchine ; Abel Minard, City of New York.

Claim—1st, The combination of the spring catch, lever, and curve, with the hd or shutter of the bucket,

for the jiurpose of tripping the lid to empty the bucket of its contents, as described. 2d, The attiichment of

the dredge wheel, the engine, and chute, to the hinged frame or platform, as described, which attachment

allows tlio chute to retain its relative position to the dredge wheel at all points of the latter's elevation, and
the engine to be connected to the wheel to work it at all points of its elevation, without the intervention of

other conuexiona or gearing thati that shown.
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312. Cast Iron Car AVbeels; Iliram W. Moore, Jersey City, New Jersey.

Cliiim—My ilcx^ribed rnHt iron car wheel, the huh of which is made of an inner and outer straight cylin-
der joined togethiT liy concetitrie plates at their ends, and an intemietliate plaie lj<-tween. for inipartin;; Kreat
8trcn);th and dunihility to the wheel, and in combining and uniting such hubs to the rim or tread l.y straichl
plate raili.ating therefior.i, between the end of the hub ami intermediate dislc. or conm-xion oth'-rwlw- formed
in order that every [lortion of the wlieel may be of a uniform thickness to cool even, bo durable, andcheaplr
constructed, and to render hooping of the hub unnecessary.

313. Amdl'Lamce WAf;oN; Israel Moses, City of New York.

Claim—An army ambulance, having ability to transport the sick and wounded under cover, either Ivini;

or sitting, by means of a synteni of sectional folding seats, arranged along the sides, as descrit>ed, as al«> for
carrying the surgeon's medicines and implements in removable cases, fitting in and under said seals, and »r.
ranged in drawers under the body of the vehicle, so that said cases may be used for geuer.tl or detache<l sei^

vice, as re<juired; and also the arrangement of an adjustable door, capable of serving as a tjible, as set forth,
together with the arrang'-ment described of the hammock for one, two, or more persons: and finally, in com-
bining with the vehicle as a central support, the tent necessary for tbo hospital camp, the whole being coin-
bineil anil operating as a cimnected device fur traii3|sirting, subsisting, and protecting tlie sick and wouiided
of an army, and their appropriate attendants, as set forth.

!214. Kkv-iiole Stop; John M<iulson, Philadelpliia, Pennsylvania,

Claim—The conKtmction of a key-hole stop, consisting of two pieces of metal, one to slide into the other,
which, when intro'liiced into a key-hole, first the female and then the male piece, in conjunction with a \h%
on one pi'-ce and u |m(llo<k on its equivalent, through both pieces, all combined as described, or their efjuivii-

lont.s, will (ill the ki^y-hnle and effictually i)reveiit depredations on locks, by preventing the iutroductiou of
any unwelcome key or other instninieut therein.

215. Lamps; W. .Mnlhollaiid, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—The arraiig.-iiicnt of the central air tube, n. extending through the body. A, of the lamp, and
communicating at its lower end with the rack, a, provided with a register, c, and perforated plate, a, with th«
wick tubes, c c, placed at opijosite sides of the air tube, b, and the perforated cap, d, provided with the deflector
f, as set forth.

210. .Macuixe for Plaxing Irregcur Surfaces; James II. Nelson, Oskaloosn, Iowa.

Claim—The coiiiliiiiation of the elastic or yielding frames, B B I, provided rc«p<,'ctively with planers, a «,
and feed rollers, K, and arranged relatively with Citch other, so as to operate as set forth.

217. Ubead a\uCe\cker MAcniXEd; Wm. R. Nevins and Joseph J. Y'ates, City of New York; patented in
Kngland, March 13, IfioT.

Claim—1st, Extending the endless apron, H, for the conveyance of biscuit or crackers, and oval or angu-
lar bar, J, over which it passes, beyond the end of the frame, A. and arranging the game in the relation to th«
hexagonal roller over which the endl"ss metallic apron, u', of the oven pas.-.e3, and which has a corresponding
intermittent progressive motion with the endless apron, n, in the manner described. 2d. Combining and ar-
ranging witli the lower endless apron, ;i, in the relation described, the upper endless apron, D, for separatinif
the ocrajis from the biscuit, as described, the two aprons, ii D, being made to move together by means of thit

ratchet wheels, notched bars, and oscillating arm or bar attached to rock shaft, which may be actuated by an
eccentric or other convenient means, as set forth.

218. Bakers' Oven; Wm. II. Nevins and Joseph J. Yates, City of New York; patented n England, March
13, 1807.

Claim—Tlie combination and arrangement of the endless apron, h', and hexagonal rollers, n to which
an intermittent progressive motion, rorresponding with the motion of the apron of the cracker or biecuit-
cutting machine, is given, horizontal flues and bridge wall between the lower flues and furnaces,

319. Machine fob Anoixo NcMUERtl; John B. Newbrough, St. Louis, Missouri.

Cliiim—The otrtfructing wheel, containing a successive number of slots corresponding to the circles of
figures on the dial, when arranged in combination with the dial, to produce the result as shown.
2J0. Machines FOB Sawing .Mabule, Stoxe, ic; James Norman and Aaron R. McLean, M'est Dres<len, N. Y.

Claim—Tlie carriage, as constructed of the parts, E e' and F f', with the means for holding and adjustinr
the same, and for holding and adjusting the stone thereon, in combination with the endless saw.

2:,'!. Hkvolvixo Fihe Arm; AVm. Palmer, City of New York.

Claim—Tlic combination of the triggr, hammer, seer or hair trigger, and slotteil plate, or ita cqniTalent
whereby the hammer is C(Kked by the pull of the trigger, and then disconnected therefrom, so that the strain
is transferred from the trigger t« the huir trigger, and then the latter i« disconnected by the further puU of
the trigger, as M-t forth.

222. India KiMiDLB Cab PpRiXDg; Panford Peatfield, Ipswich, Massachusetts.

Cliiini—Th<! application hi the coii"trurti( f car springs, of the combination knit and rubber fabri*
pecifiisl, in the following manner, to wit: the combination knit and niblK-r fabric being wound in sevemi
layers tightly round a central ax's or '• former," or placed flatwise, layer uixm layer, over the axis or former
and afl<'rwanls piesw-d and acted ujion by heut until it becomes u comiMict or united universally yielding maM!
OS set forth.

^^

223. Cultivators; Thomas Wm. Pool", nrunswick, Ohio.

Claim—Tlie combination and urrangi'iiient of the hinged arm*, and fixed concentric guards, in the man-
ner spcs-ifled.

221. Clothks Drter; Kniraa T. Porter, Washington City, D. C.

Claim—The combination of the a<|justable frame and supporting braces, with the pivoted stand or foot-
piece, substantially as specilied.

225. Lamps; Wm. Ii. Riu-ey, St. Augustine. Florida.

Claim—Tl use. providi'fl with a c.ip and used with or without the external case, 1, the case and cap
lieing pliued relatively with the frame, us deseiilM'd.

226. Kimiles for Turesiiini] Maciiine.s; F. W. Ilobinson, Richmond, Indiana.

Claim—The plate with lip* ur tongues, as described, in combiuntioD with slata, for the purposes set furtk.
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227. Methoii op Lvtixg SuDMAtiiVE Telegraph Cables; Samuel Sumncls, Brooklyn, New York.

Claim—I'lissing the oalile from the ship or ves.'wl thronsh the hottom thereof, »t or near the \'>\i\t Bfieri-

fieri. Also, the emplnynn'iit. to eooiliict the cable to the lH>ti<>m.i>f the vessel, anJ to exclmle the water from
the opening in tli<: hotNirn where the cable leaves it, of a tube, the whole or the lower part of which has a
riowiiwurd inclin itioii toward the stern of the vessel, as sp.citieil.

228. I'LOUOUs; IJ. B. Scotield, Amlover, Illinois.

Claim—The arnvngcm'Tit and combination of the pivoted bar, share, landsidc, standard, cnrrril rack, pin-

ion, and Ifver, as d'-scribiMl.

[Ths inv"i»tii>n consists in conibiuing a snlkey with a piongh in such a way th.it a p<'rsor» while sitiiiiK

therein, and nunly driving the horses, may plough eijually as well as by griisping the handles of the ordinary

l>lough, and giiid;ng it by that means.]

220. Railroad Switches; Charles h. Spencer, Providence, Rhode Island.

Claim—Th" use of two frog guiding rails, liaving the tread rails immovable, but an inside movable Rcr-

tion of each guiding rail ca!>able()f work ng simnltaiieotisly tngether,for the purpose of inflaencing the course

of a train of c-ars when proceeding in one direction, and of prevent-ng injuiions consequences in cat»e the

•witch is improperly set wlien th..' train is proceeding in the oppoeiile direction.

2-50. KOTARV I'lMp; B. T. Trimm'T, Rochester, New York.

Claim—The construi-tinn of the triangtilar reciprocating hutments, working in grotrps in the case, f f,

iriHi arras clisping around the edge and into the annular recesses of the loose piston, to admit of the bntrnvnt

Rccommodating itself to ecc-ntric acti(m of the piston without materi.iUy obstructing the motion fh rcof, ami
M the sam ' time packing iigainst its seat and the periphery of the piston, by the [iressure of the water on its

double inclined surfaces. Also, the combination and arrangement of the two cylinders or ca.-es, A A. cams,

pistons, and butm nts, wifh the chambers, c E, ami ports, b b and c c. whereby th; parts w.ll operate con-

jointly, for the imrpose described, or eitlier cylinder work independently of the other, snbstautiiilly as iiek

forth.

231. Embroidf-rt and Si^wino Stant); Wm. II. Trowbridge, Saginaw City, Michigan.

CI >im—The comliinitinn of the pl.ite, the spring, the screws, the thnml>screws, the box, the sjiool rack,

lirranged sul>stantially as described.

232. Method of Latino Sddmarixe Cables ; Owen G. Warren, City of New York.

Claim—The us? of a reel imm-rsed in the water to deliver a telegraph cable at the bottom of the sr.-v,

constructed and operated substantially as described. Also, the comliination of the reel boat wiih the reel for

thj convenience of using the brake or ojierating engine, in the manner described.

233. MACHINE for Making Wire Springs for Furnitdre; C. A. and S. AV. Young, Providence, Rhode Island.

Claim—A single grooved roll, in combination with the upright rod, to effect the coiling of the wire. Also,

varying the diameter of the coils to produce a bi-conical form in thn spring by causing the roll to approach

nnd rec -de from the coiling rolls in a direct or curved line horizontally, substantially as specifieij.

2-34. Locks ; T. B. Pye, City of New York.

Claim—The tumblers, slotted as shown, provided with proj'^ctions, and used in connexion with a shackle,

or its equ'valent. in combination with the bar and spring, the above parts being arranged to o])erate as anJ
for the purpose set forth,

2S5. Churn; G. L. Farrington, Assignor to J>. B. Tiffany, Xenia, Ohio.

Claim—The employment of the doulde concavo-convex dashers, constructed in the manner specified.

236. Bund Operator; J. A. Dorman and J. E. Stearns, Assignors to J. A. Dorraan, AVorcester, Mass.

Claim—1st, The coml)ination of the rod, slide p'ece. and spring, with the catch plate and knob, when con-

strncted as described. '2d, The manner of holding the blind down in place by combiuing with the stud, the

projection titting into the recess, as specified.

237. Clothes Dryer; E. G. Gibson, Assignor to II. G. Finkham, Oswego, New York.

Claim—The arrangement of the square or box head lK?tween the pieces of the arms, as described.

233, IIangers and Boxes fob Shafting ; F, AV. Ilowe, Newark, New Jersey, Assignor to the Newark Machine
Company.

Claim—In comliinat'on with such a hanger, the self-adjusting box, in the manner set forth.

2-39, Cutting Threads of AVood Screws; II, L. Kendall and II. P. Hunt, Assignors to the New England Screw
Co., Proviilence, Rhode Island.

Claim—The cutting of the threads of wood screws by means of chasing tools whase cutting edges havo

profiles which are re.^pectively counter parts of the body and sloping portions of the screws, aud whx'ii are

caused to act in succusslon upon the screw blank.

240. Seed Drills; Alexander Turner, Ass'gnor to self. R. Boss, and H. Sloane, Franklin, Indiana.

Claim—The arrangement ijf the seed boxes, the driving, secured as described, and the lever, wheels, rod,

and seed slides, the whole being constructed in tlie manner descrilped.

241. Roofing Machi.ve; E. AVise, Hannibal, Assignor to self and C. L. Wood, St. Louis, Missouri.

Cla'ra—The combinntion of the adjustible wheel, c, with the two wheels, B B, as d .scribed. Also, tho

combinat on of the two connecting rods with the lever and the uxles. Also, the arranging of the wheels, u'

B'Qd h', against yielding bearings, substantially aa described.

Additional Improtements.

1. Revot.vinc FrRE .\r5i; F, D. Newbury, Albany, New York; patented June 29, 1S58; additional dated Sep-
tember 2S, IbSS.

Claim—In the construction and use of the trigger, the slot, also the feather with the pin, substantially

M described.

2. Corn Planters; Nathaniel Drake, Newton, New York; patented February 2, 1858; additional dated Sep-

tember 28, 1858.

Claim—1st, The rib attached to the upper viJve, constructed aa described. 2d, Extending the cliaina
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wbirh ojiomt*' tlip valve« down umlor the jmllcyH biuk of the axle, so as to obviate the slackening and taldn(
up of tliu clutinH liy the t ibrutiuiiH uf the i)luut;hH and tlieir attiu:hmi-nl.s, aii Hct forth.

0. SwiN'J lioi.T piiR KASTEMN'i HiiiTTKRs; J. Ouniicr, Jr., City of New York; patented Sept. IS, 1808; addi-
tional dated September ,iH, 185h.

Claim—Tlic attachment, wkeu used in combination with the lever, hub, and catch plate, fur the porpoM
set forth.

IlE-IS8ur..s.

1. Sidewalk P^vehexts; John H. Cornell, City of New York; patented April 28, 185'; re-issiied Septcmbrr
7, 1S.JH.

Claim

—

(living Hncli a Hliape to thr- d KCribed street glitter CTtion. that its und; r nnrfice will nenirf-Iy em-
l>nu-e the tup of th' wall, wliilnt itH upper mirliiro at the wunu time f rnis a portion of the Btreet putter, ard
aJHo n firm niipporlinK hax for a h. ciion of Htre- 1 eiirltinf;. or iti4 etjuivahnt. Also, fumiluK " HJd'walk paTt-
iiiint of a H riiK of metallic plati^rt, wlicn iUu sa'.tl plutiH are combined with, or form jhji tions of, itectiotmof
III' taliic Hireet nirbin^.

'J. Tkap ton ('\T(iiiN(i Fufis; Joel U. Fuller and Oi orge V,'. I'ierc-, Worcester, Mas.sathusetts; rc-issucd S<p-
t niljer 7, IS-W.

Claim—The combination of the wheel or cylinder, liavinjr a rotary motion, with the box or caw.

3. CAKTttirxiEH; Gilbert Smith, Uiitterniilk Falls, New York; patented June 30, l'io7; r«-lssued September
14, 1H08.

Claim—.Making the cartridge case, or at least the cylindrical portion thereof, of Home imjienneaMe and
elastic mibntance, huiIi uh India rubber or gutla-jM-rcha, »o that it may be exjjanded laterally by the force uf
the explosion of the charge, anrl w,ll toiitract itself alter the explosicju by its own iiihen nt projM rty.

4. Sewi.no .Mtnii.NEs; T. J. W. Uol)ertKon. City of New York; patented May 22,1800; re-iesmd Seiitember
14, 1808.

Claim—Int. So arranging and operating a looper. or its ef|nivalent, that it shall derive its motion from
the movement of the needle 2il, .Moving the looper up to and away from the medle.

o. Sewi.vg M.achi.nes; James Harrison, Jr., City of New York, late of Milwaukie, M'isconBin; patented April
11, 1804; re-issued September 14, 1808.

Claim—Clamping the thread of the neislle at the downward or advancing movement of the needle by the
means that are oprniu-d int rmittingly. Al.su, combining with the clamping means a set-screw, or its equiva-
lent, for luyuHting the clamping means, ho that the tightening of the stitch may be regulated to the degree
reciuin-d. Also, th« combinat.on of the drag bar attaclieil to the shuttle, and containing the eye through
wh ch the thread psusses therefrom, the open. iig for throwing the said bar into jjosition to prevent The delivery
of the thread from the shuttle, and the ai|justable liberating piece, for preventina; the delivery of the thread
from th ' Hhiiltle. and allow. iig tliedesirid ipiantity to be given out. Also, constructing the shuttle in two
parts, vi/ : tin' shell and cap, of which tlir latter is iiisiTted into and withdrawn from the fort;ier. aa described,

0. Tackle; Joel Bryant, lirooklyn. New York; jiutented April 7, 1857; re-issued Sept, 21, 1808.

Claim—The construction and use of winches, wbose liosgcs or drums, turned by cog-wheels, operaK? in
connexion with certain sht-aves, wheels, or pulleys, for carrying, operating, and sustaining the fall or tacklv
used in boistinjr or lowering the Siiils or cargo of vessels on shipboard, substantially as di'scribed.

7. Ktil.ROAD Car Seat; J. H. Creighton, Tiflin, Ohio; patented May 18, 180S; reissued Sept. 21, 1808.

Claim—1st, Th'- emiiloynient of tlie inoviible barks of car seats, when used for the jnirpovo of filling np
the Sluices bftwceu the seats, so that a bid may be loruied—and this 1 claim whether accomplisheij in the iiiaii^

iicT '•iiowM, or in any other manner siil"<t<intially the same, wbireby the same result is accomiilished. 2d, Th»
drscribed mediod of forming and concealing, when not in use, in tlio spaces between the windows, an upper
tii.-r of beds, the same in arrangement with the drvicc constituting the subject of the first claim.

8. TUEATiMi SiLriiiRETs; Alfred Moiiiiier, Canideu, New Jcrsi'y; patented August 11, 1857; re-issucd Oct. 6,
1857; re-re-issued .S.'j)teni).er I'l, 18.58.

Claim—The proci'SH of treatini; n;itive metallic sulphnrets or arsenical sulphurefs, in conne.xion with the
•iib'tiiiifis above ili-scribed, iu oiili-r to expri all or part of the sulphur aud aisenic, for the pui jiose of obtaiQ-
iiig llierefrom sulphuric acid, and the metals, as sulphates or oxides.

9. SuixtiLE Macuixk; James Crury, .Miildleport, Ohio; patented NoveTnber 24, 185T; re-issued Sept. 28, ISM.

Claim— 1st, The use of two or more froes. iirriiiiK'sl substaiilially a.s before descrilK-d, for the |iur|ici«ti of
riving two or more bolts from the bbsk of wo.hI at tin' .same lime, thus pivvcniing the tendency of the wood
to eiit out or split tisi thin at on<- end or at either side. 2d, The use of br.ieu bars, or their e<|uivalent8, m
arnuigiil in ronibination with the liois. as lli:it tlietiiM's will enca.se tlnuiselvis betwe<Ti lh>'m.tlius securing
the perfect separation and delivery of tint bolls from the blis-k. ad. The use of sliding side piecex with con-
veying slots, in cnmbiniitioji with llic u|>riglil griHiyis in the frame in which the wrists of the shaving kniven
are inserted, for Ihe ]>urpitNe of effi'ctlng the griiiliial a|<proximalion of the shaving knives in thi' pro|Hr top< r
of the shiiiKli-s. 4tli, The combination o| lie- IfVi-r with its pin, the projecting cam, 8, and cam. g, on th«
frame, for the purpose ofcommiiniealiii:; Ihe re<|iilsil<' r<hili\e motinn to tli" vibnitiii^ feed bnard.lhe driver,
and frame, » lini'liy oin' Itolt only at a tiiiiu of tJie Iwo, three, or iiii.ri' riven by the froes, is driven outward,
und forcid llii'oiit:li the shaving kiiivis. no niatt'-r how slurl or (bin the bolt may have Utn fiis-d,

10. Maonf.tio I'iuntim; Tkleorm-ii: H. K. IIoih", lllnchampton. New Yoik, fonuerly of the City of N. Y.;
put. lit! d l)"i- 2-*, Ih.'i2; P-i.-suid Sept. 28, Ih.'.s.

Claim—1st, The employment of force d'-rived from an electro-magnet, to govern and regulate a force dr-
rlve<l from tlio use of eompress«sl air or other lliiid, substantially In Ihe nmniier spocifieil. 2d, An electro-
magnet. wIhmi iiunle up of a M-ries of hollow, stutioiiary. and moving uuigiiets. arrang'Hl so as to effect th*
movement of a nsl or axis on which the bitter are moiintid. .Id, A vhIv<'. in coinbinnlion with any electro-
magnet to niovu that valvi-, mid a piston, or itM ei|uivalent, wIhw motions nn> efTerted by the pressure of air
or lluid, whose acliim Is rontrolleil by sie b a valve, tin- combination Ixim; substantially surji as specifieil.

4lli, An endless band, acting as a reservoir of coloring matter, and arranged svibstantinlly in Ihe manner speri-
fifd, in ci>mbiimii..n with papi-r and a s' riis of tyiH's, and a spurred cylinder, so iis to record charucterK when
pressure is applied. 5tb, In couibluution witba ke/-boanliit one locality, aud a printing ap|4kratua at ai^otlivr,

33*
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or in combination with both a key-bonrd and a printing aiipiiratus at each locality, I clnim a detoiit or stop

moved by tliu liaiid of the operator for arresting tin; niotionof a type-wheel at one (letenuined and fixed point,

when there is combined tlierewith a key conespondiii^;. the parts are in proper position with that d. teiniiiieil

and fixed point, the detent and key being substantially .s\ieh 'as specified, tjth, Driving a type-wlieel of a
]>rinting ajjiiaratne, by meansof a friction coniiexiim lietween it and a prime mover, so tliat the motions of thu

former maybe modified, or its motions stopjjcd, witliont causing the motion of the lattei lo b<' stopped or modi-
fied. 7th, Combining witli a wheel of a printing telegraj)!!. which must at timers stop, and at other times bo
in motion, a spring, compressed by tlie action of tlie parts when in motion, and exerting its Ibrce to start tho

wlieel, when released from any detent that may arrest its rotation, the combination being substantially such
as to eftect tho i)urpose set forth. 8th, Causing the paper to be printed to api)roach the type whicli is to im-
press it, by means of a friction connexion with a jirime mover, so that the latter may remain in motion whilo
the former is at rest. 9th, The apparatus, substantially as set forth, for governing the approach of jiaper to

a type-wheel, that at times moves and at others stops, so that the apparatus which brings up the papers shall

act for that purpcjse when the tyite-wheel ceases to revolve for a longer period than usual, loth. In combi-
nation with a type-wheel of a printing telegraph, a spurred or toothed cylinder, substantially such as is sjx ci-

fied, tho latt"r causing the paper to progress, as the ]mr])oscs of i)rinting by the types on the former may
reiiuire—and this I also clidm, in combination with another surface to press the paper upoix such spurs, in the
manner substantially as described.

11. Metai.mc Packing fob Steam Pistons; Daniel Lasher, Brooklyn, New York; patented June 30, 1857 ; re-

issui'd September 28, 1858.

Claim—The bent or folded springs inserted between the piston and packing ring, and taking an even and
extended bearing around the interior circumference of said packing ring, to cause the said packing ring or
rings to take an uniform bearing on the interior of said cylinder, substantially as set forth. Also, two or more
tiers of packing springs jdaced between the jiiston and the rings, as aforesaid, when the said tiers of epriug*
are so placed as to occupy alternate positions or break joints, as set forth.

Designs.

1. Cooks' Oten Stove; Vim. W. Stevens, Westbrook, Assignor to Nathaniel P. Richardson & Co., Portland,
Maine; dated Septvmber 7, 1858.

2. Stoves; Nathaniel P. Richardson & Co., Portland, Maine; dated September 7, 1858.

3. Cast Iron Bedstead ; Philip Tabb, City of New York ; dated September 14, 1858.

4. NuRSERy Bottle; Francis Kern, Sandwich, Massachusetts; dated September 14, 1858.

6. Stoves; G. Smith and II. Brown, Assignor to North, Chase & North, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; dated
September 21, 1858.

MECHANICS, PHYSICS, AND CHEMISTRY.

For the Journal of tho Frankliii Institute.

Bi^iocular Vision.

Of the thousands who gaze with delight upon the magical effects pro-

duced by that small instrument known as the stereoscope, how few
there are who comprehend, or attempt to assign reasons for, the extra-

ordinary optical illusions experienced through its instrumentality.

It is with the view of, in some degree, elucidating the principles of
vision upon which these are founded, that the following article is written.

It will in the first place be well to consider the difference between
monocular and binocular vision. Nature has furnished us with several

means of determining the distance of objects which may happen to

come within reach of our visual organs. One is that of distinctness

;

a greater or lesser degree of which—other things being equal—gives

an idea of greater or lesser distance in the object viewed. The second
is through the change of focus required in the lens of the eye in re-

fracting to a point on the retina, rays of light entering it with a greater
or lesser degree of parallelism, thus producing in the brain a conscious-

ness of unequal distances in the objects from which they emanate.
The means above alluded to, it is evident, are enjoyed in almost the

same degree when viewing with one eye as where both are used.

By far, however, the greatest power with which nature has endowed
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us of discriminating distances, is through the agency of binocular

vision; or in other words, in the sensation produced in the brain by the

different degrees of convergency of the optic axes required in obtaining

distinct vision of the differently distant points of objects upon which
they are directed. It is to this faculty that we are indebted for our

most palpable evidence of differential distances, and for that conscious-

ness of solidity and relief so remarkably experienced in the stereo-

scope.

It is evident, for example, when we are looking at a house or other

object that has depth as well as breadth, from such a point of view as

to eiialdu us to sec two sides of it at once, that we receive a differently

perspective image upon the retina of either eye, or that we must see

more of one side and less of the other with the right eye than with the

left, or vice versa. Thus accomplishing with one view what a person

with but one eye would require two views at positions 2.h inches apart

—the distance between the eyes—to accomplish. These are the differ-

ently perspective views of the stereoscopic cards, and it is the effort

to reconcile these dissimilar pictures by converging the optic axes at

jxjints differently distant from the eyes which produces the wonderful
effect above alluded to, and Avhich enables us to experience all the sen-

sations of delight which would be produced by the contemplation of
the landscape itself.

Tlie stereoscopic pictures will of course never quite correspond.

They are taken simultaneously with a camera constructed with two
lenses, or consecutively with a camera with one movable lens.

The lenses of the stereoscope, besides magnifying the pictures, are

80 placed as to unite certain similar points of them, thus relieving the

eyes of too great effort in uniting them entirely by convergency of the

axes.

The means above alluded to, by which we are enabled to judge of
differential distances, are of course much diminished by the distance

that the objects viewed are removed from us.

Our consciousness of different distances by distinctness is dimin-

ished through decrease of light.

Our judgment through change of focus, is diminished in consequence
of the parallelism of rays from distant objects being so nearly the
same as to reiiuire but little change in refracting them to a point on
the retina. And lastly, the binocular effect is in a great degree im-
paired through the identity of distant views when seen from positions

only separated by a base of 2| inches.

Nature has tiius observed her usual economy in providing for our
necessities alone. It being of little comparative importance to us gen-
erally, to be aci[uaintod with the relative positions of distant objects,

whereas our personal convenience and even safety depend greatly upon
our knowledge of those near at liand. We are therefore provided with
much more ample means of determining the latter than the former.

It may not be out of place here to allude to another subject imme-
diately connected with vision.
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Sir David Brewster says, in allusion to the cause of erect vision from

an inverted image, "That it has long been aproblem among the learned."

And further remarks, " That it is perfectly explained by the law of

visible direction." Now, although it is evidently a consequence of that

law, the question arises, why should we see objects in a direction per-

pendicular to the retina at the point where their image meets it ?

In truth, it is one of those facts that requires no explanation, as there

is nothing inconsistent or irrational in it.

There is no more reason that an inverted image should give us the

idea of an inverted object, than that the reverse should be the case,

or that it should give the idea of a horizontal one. There is no unity

necessary betAveen the direction of an object and the direction of its

image upon the retina. Nature has so associated impressions upon the

retina with impressions on the brain, that an inverted image on the

former is evidence of an erect object to the latter. And we have no

consciousness of anything to the contrary. "VV.

Germantown, Penna.

On the Thermo-electric Series."^ By Augustus Matthiessen, Ph. D.

Being enabled by the method described in the " Philosophical Ma-
gazine " (Feb., 1857), to obtain wires of the metals of the alkalies and

alkaline earths, I have determined their places, together with those

of most of the other metals, in the thermo-electric series.

If A, B, C are different metals, and (AB), (BC), (CA), the electro-

motive powers of thermo-elements formed out of each two of these

metals, whose alternate soldering points are at two different tempera-

tm-es, so is (AB) + (BC) + (CA)= 0, and therefore

(AB) = a—b,
(BC) = b—c,
(CA) = c—a,

where the values a, 5, c, not only depend on the two temperatures, but

also on the nature of each of the metals A, B, C. As the differences

of the same constitute the electromotive powers, the value for either of

these metals may be put = 0.

If the temperatures of the soldering points of a thermo-element only

vary slightly, the electromotive powders may be said to be in ratio with

the difference of the two temperatures, and under the same conditions

the values a, b, and c are also in ratio with the difference of the tem-

peraturee;, and their relations to each other therefore independent of

the same.

If now the value of the second metal relative to the above value of

the first be taken equal to 1, the values of the others, in relation to

these, become constants, and only depend on the nature of each metal;

these values I will call the Thermo-electric Constants. The results

obtained are given in the following Table, where the thermo-electric

* From the Lond. Edin. and Dublin PhUo. Mag., Sept., 1858.
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constnnt of chemically pure silver is taken stO, and that of a certain

commercial sort of copper -= 1.

nisniuth (commercial, pvcsseJ wire), . . . 4--'>'''8l

" (pure jircFseil vvire^, . . • -(-32-91

Alloy of 32 parts of bismuth and 1 part of antimony (cast), . -|-29 06

Ijismulli (pure, cast),.... -I-21-96

(crystal, axial), .... +21-r)9
" (crystal, equatorial), . • . -|-17'17

Cobalt No. 1 (a pressed specimen prepared by Prof. Duflos, and from the

Collection of the lIoidcllHra: Chemical Laboratory), . -j-^*^'''

Potassium (the sanic as used for the determination of its electric conduct-

ina; powers for dilicrcnt temperatures), . . -|-.'5-492

Argentine (wire of commerce, hard^, . . . -|-5 210

Nickel (commercial, free from cobalt, but containing iron, &c.). . +.5()2()

Cobalt No. 2 (from the Collection of the Heidelberg Chemical Laboratory), -{-'^lifi

Pall.tdium (wire, hard, frou) Desmoutis, ('hapuis & (Jo, of P iris). . +3 300

Sodium (the same as used for the determination of its electric conducting
powers for dilTerent temperatures), . . +3091

Quicksilver (pure, fused in a glass tube). . . . +2-521
Aluminium (from Rousseau fiiires of Paris, wire-drawn, analyzed bv Dr.

0. C. Caldwell, and found to contain Si 2-34, Fe 5 89, and Al 91-77), +1-283
Magnesium (wire, pressed), . . . +1-175
Lead (pure, pressed wire), . . . . -f 1-029

'i'in (i)ure, pressed wire), . . . +1-000
CoppCr No. 1 (wire of commerce annealed, containing appreciable quan-

tities of zinc, tin, lead, and nickel), . . . +1-000
Coppe* No. 2 (wire of commerce annealed), . . +0-922
Platinum (wire from Dcs(noutis, Chapuis & Co., of Paris), . . +0-723
Gold (wire, hard drawn, purified by Dr. C. Meyboom), . +0-613
Iridium (from the Collection of the Heidelberg Chemical Laboratory), . +'^*^63
Antimony (wire, pressed specimens, purified by Dr. W. P. Dexter and Dr.

G'. C. Caldwell), • . . +0-036
Silver (pure, drawn, hard), . . . .0 000
Gas-coke (from the Heidelberg Gas Manufactory, the hard mass remain-

ing in the retorts), . . . —0057
Zinc (pure, pressed), .... —0-208

(/opper (galvanoplastically preci[)itated), . . —0-244

Cadmium (a strip of foil from Prof. liOttger), . . . —0332
Antimony (commercial, pressed wire), , . — 1-897

8trotiliui)i (()resscd wire), . . . ,
—2028

I<ithium (pressed wire), . . . —3 703
.\rKcnic (a piece, pure), .... —3828
(Calcium (pressed wire), . , . —4-260

Iron (|)ianu-forto wire No. 4),.... —5-218

Antimony (axial), .... — 6 96.")

" (equatorial), .... —9-435
Red phosphorus (from Prof. Rchrotter, from llie Collection of the lleidel-

Wr^ (Chemical Laboratory), . . . —9600
Antimony (purified a.s above),.... —9-871

.\n alloy of 12 parts of bismuth and 1 part of tin. . . — 13070
2 " antimony and 1 part of zinc, . . —22-700

Tellurium (from M Alexamler Loewe, punlied by M. Hollzmann). — 179-80
Selenium (from the Collection of the Heidelberg Chemical I^aborulory), . —290-00

Tiic method hy which the.^c determination.^ were made is the follow-

in;^:—Two thermo-elements, whose warm and cold solderinrr points
had the same temperatures, Avore compared with each other ; these
formed a circuit with the coil of a miiltijilicator, which surrounded a
majinet rod (of ahout a ])ound wciojht), to which was fastened a piece

of looking-gla.ss, therehy allowing the delle.\ions of the magnet to be
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observed at a distance by means of a telescope and scale, in tlie same
manner as observations are made with the magnetometer. Two com-
mutators were also brought into the circuit ; the one clianged the

direction of the current in the wire of the multiplicator, the other

allowed the currents of the thermo-elements to pass either so as to

strengthen, or so as to oppose each other.

The foregoing experiments were carried out in the Physical Cabinet

at Heidelberg, under the direction of Prof. Kirchhoff, to whose advice

and assistance I am much indebted.

Solar Uclijyse of 3farch, 1858.

M. Quetelet at Brussels, carefully observed two compensating pen-

dulums, in comparison with a chronometer, during the eclipse. The
object was to see whether their vibrations were slower, as Professor

Zantedeschi thought would be the case. The two pendulums were ar-

ranged so as to vibrate, the one parallel, the other perpendicular to the

meridian. The one parallel to the meridian showed no change, but the

other showed a loss of more than a second and a quarter per )iour

during the eclipse. The record of observations made several times a
day for several days, both before and after the eclipse, show that this

was no accidental coincidence ; but many more observations will bo
necessary to establish the connexion of effect and cause between it and
the eclipse.

On the Fixation of Metallic Sulphurets in Cotton-printing.^ By
Dr. H. Sacc.

The number of metallic colors employed in calico printing is so small,

that there is sufficient inducement to seek for new ones, as fashion

daily requires patterns of more varied colors and more effect in the
coloration.

Hydrated oxide of iron, manganese bistre, oxide of chrome, chro-

mate of lead, ultramarine-blue and green, Schweinfurt-green, copper-
iron green, and the sulphurets of arsenic and antimony are probably
all the mineral dyes which are employed in calico printing. Their use

is, however, very limited, because some of them are difficult of fixation

and others furnish unattractive tints ; for this reason the reddish yel-

low, the sea-green from oxide of chrome, and the colors fixed by white

of egg are almost the only ones of the above-mentioned group which
are still employed. From the circumstance that these colors are fixed

with difficulty, the following experiments were made, with the view of

fixing metallic colors upon calicoes by means of a current of steam.

Numerous attempts to fix solid, colored metallic sulphurets of charac-

teristic and fine tints upon the fibre proved failures ; but satisfactory

results were obtained by preparing the hyposulphites of those heavy
metals whose sulphurets are not attacked by the weaker acids, such

* From the London Chemical Gazette, No. 381.
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as cadmium, nickel, copper, lead, and mercury. Sulphuret of bismuth,

protosulphuret and persulphurct of tin, and sulphuret of antimony
"were not adapted for this process, because the soluble salts of these

metals are decomposed immediately when they are brought into con-

tact with an alkaline hyposulphite, and thrown down in the form of

perfectly insoluble sulphurets.

It is necessary that the metallic sulphuret should be formed upon
the stuff itself, so that it must be employed in the form of a hyposul-

phite either in solution, or at least suspended ; consequently, if the

mixtures have been standing too long they become useless, because the

metallic sulphuret is then already formed. After many trials the fol-

lowing proportions of the metallic salt and hyposulphite of soda proved
to be the best.

It is to be noted preliminarily that the solution of gum contains 1
kilogrm. of gum in the litre of water, and the solution of hyposulphite
of soda, 20U grms. of the solid salt in the litre.

Cadmium-yellow.— ;^ litre of solution of gum is heated with 40 grms.
of perchloridc of cadmium, and } litre of solution of hyposulphite of

soda is added to the solution ; the mixture is printed, steamed, and
washed. It furnishes a very beautiful, solid, but unfortunately rather

expensive yellow, which is but little changed even in the madder-bath.
Copper-yrecn.—\ litre of solution of gum is mixed with 25 grms. of

sulphate of copper ; the latter is dissolved by the aid of heat, and then

\ litre of hyposulphite of soda is added. This green is very fine, and
may be put into the madder-bath without undergoing any alteration

;

it is very uniform (when printed on a white ground it is better thick-

ened with leicome than with gum), but it has the disadvantage, that

when printed in warm weather it soon fades.

Nickel-gray.—\ litre of solution of gum, 25 grms. of protochloride
of nickel, and \ litre of hyposulphite of soda.

Lead-gray.— \ litre of solution of gum, 25 grms. of nitrate or 50
grms. of acetate of lead, and \ litre of hyposulphite of soda. This
gray may also be placed in the madder-bath without injury; the nickel
gray acfjuires a somewhat lilac color by this treatment.

Mercury-gray.— \ litre of solution of gum, 10 grms. of pcrchloride

of mercury, and \ litre of hyposulphite of soda ; or, to form chloro-

sulphurct of mercury, 50 grms. of perchloridc of mercury instead of

10 grms.

These latter colors are very solid, but not easily prepared. The ex-
periments will be further continued.

—

Schweizer, Folytechn. Zeittschrift,

1857, Bd. II. p. 175.

Photography on Iron.

M. Van Monchaven introduces witli the collodion a proto-salt of
iron, which forms in the silver bath a reducing agent, Avhieh, by its

slow decomposition, gives peculiar rapidity to the process. The plates
arc very thin; they are simply sheets of Swedish iron varnished by
heat with a bituminous mixture. The idea appears to be American, but
the merit resides in the perfection of the work.

—

Cosmos.
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For tlie Journal of the Franklin Institute.

Particulars of the Steamboat Serehil.

Hull and machinery built by Boardman, Holbrook & Co. Owners,
Louisiana Tehuantific Co.

HCLL.

—

J-enf^ih on deck.

Breadth of beam (molJed), .

Depth of liold,

Draft of water, . .

Tonnage, , •
, 245.

Speed in knots, . . 12.

Masts,—one.

Engines —Inclined direct.

Diameter of cylinders, two, .

liCngth of stroke,

Maximum pressure of steam in pounds, . 7.5.

Boilers.—Two— Horizontal tubular.

I>eng;th of boilers, . .

Breadth " .

Height " exclusive of steam chimney,
Weight of " without water, 32,000 lbs.

Ps umber of furnaces,—one.

Breadth "
.

Jjcngth of grate bars, . .

Number of tubes, . . 122.

Internal diameter of tubes, .

Length of tubes, . . . .

Diameter of smoke pi[)e,

Height
Draft,—natural.

Consumption of coal per diem, . 8 tons.

Paddle Wheels.—
Diameter, over boards, . .

Length of blades,

Depth "

INumbcr «' . . 18.

110 feet.

34 •'

.5 "

2 "

C feet.

20 feet

5 "

7 "

41 i

4 "

5 «
4

1.-5 •'

2 "

24 "

6

18 feet.

5 "

6 inches.

G "

18 inches.

inches.

14 inches.

Depth, 3 inches. Width
inch. Diameter of rivets

Remarks.—Frames, sketch of shape, 1

of -web, f in. Thickness of plates, f to

|-in.; distance apart, 2| inches; single riveted. One independent steam,

fire, and bilge pump. Three bulkheads. Water bottom to boilers. One
lonoritudinal bulkhead for entire length and breadth. C. H. H.

Protection of Plants from Frost.

M. Boussingault has devoted a long article in the Annates de Chimie

ct de Physique to the preservation of plants from frost, by filling the

air with smoke. This is not recommended on nights when the thermo-

meter at a distance above the soil indicates a temperature below 32°,

for it would then have no eifect ; nor on windy nights, for then there

is no frost ; but it may possibly be found of service in protecting fruit-

trees and delicate plants from the late frosts of spring, by which their

blossoms are so often destroyed. Is it not, at any rate, worth trying ?

I
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Poison in Paper-Hangings Colored tvith Arsenite of Copper.*

By G. Phillips.

In the ^^Pharmaceutical Journal " for February last, it is stated

that Dr. Ilalley, of Ilarley street, liad detected arsenious acid in the

atmosphere of his study, the walls of which were covered with green
paper, and that the test he employed was " sheets of paper soaked in

a solution of ammonia-nitrate of silver," and that upon this paper
were deposited numerous well defined crystals of arsenious acid, visible

under a low power with the microscope, and that the form of these

crystals precluded the possibility of a mistake.

Ammonia-nitrate of silver is a test for arsenious acid, but not in

the manner which Dr. Halley seems to suppose, as it does not cause
the deposition of crystals of arsenious aciil (which are colorless), but
produces a bright yellow precipitate of arsenite of silver, provided the

amount of ammonia present in the test be very exactly proportioned
to that of the nitrate of silver ; if such be not the case, no precipitate

is produced. These particulars are mentioned because Dr. Ilalley ap-

pears not to have resorted to any other test, but to have concluded
merely from the appearance of the crystals formed on his test paper,

and without analyzing them, that they must be those of the poison in

question.

In the following experiments, made with a view to test Dr. Ilalley's

conclusions, the interior surfaces of two closets were covered with a
green paper-hanging. One of the closets had a capacity of 17 cubic

feet, and was lined with about 48 square feet of the paper, or 2*8 sq.

feet to each cubic foot of space. The other closet had a capacity of

2G cubic feet, and was lined with 53 squarefcet of paper, or 2-0 square
feet to each cubic foot of space.

These closets had no means of ventilation beyond the chinks round
the doors ; the included air, therefore, would remain much longer in

contact with the paper than would be the case in an ordinary room.
The surface of the paper to the bulk of air inclosed was not less than
14 times as great as it would be in a room 20 feet square and 12 feet

high, thus showing that the conditions of the experiments were highly

favorable to the impregnation of the aii* with arsenious acid, if such
were possible. In each of these closets were placed two basins, one
containing a solution of potash, the other ammonia-nitrate of silver,

and a sheet of paper saturated with the latter re-agent. The smaller

closet was kept as much as possible from the influence of common gas;

but in the larger closet gas was allowed to burn during the day time,

the temperature of the included air being kept by the flame at from
74° to 82° Fahr. The closets were carefully closed for 72 hours, the
gas burning during tliat time 45 hours in the larger closet. The solu-

tions of potash and ammonia-nitrate of silver from each closet were
then examined by Marsli's test, which is by far the most delicate known,
and found to be ([uite free from arsenic.

* From U»o Ix)nd. Civ. Ktip. and Arch. Journ., Ang., 1858.

Vol. XXXVI.—Third Series—No. C.^Deckuber, 1858. 34
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The sheets of paper saturated with ammonia-nitrate of silver "were

also free from arsenic, but had on their surface numerous colorless

crystals, which, when analyzed, proved to be nitrate of silver, the evapo-

ration of the water from the test paper having concentrated the solu-

tion with which the paper was saturated to such an extent as to cause

the nitrate of silver to crystallize out. On the test paper was also

found an amorphous substance having a dingy yellow color, which

speedily became black on exposure to light ; the same substance was

also observed on the surface of the ammonia-nitrate of silver contained

in the basins, being most abundant in that which had remained in the

closet in which gas had been burnt. When analyzed it was found to

be sulphide of silver, the sulphur no doubt having been derived from

the atmosphere of the laboratory, which always contains traces of sul-

phureted hydrogen. This dingy yellow substance, which, without

analysis, might be supposed by some to be arsenite of silver, was formed

in a third closet in which no arsenical com-pounds were present, thus

proving that the green paper had no share in its production.

The green paper used in the experiments is colored with what is

known as emerald or Schweinfurt green, which is a compound of ar-

senite of copper and acetate of copper. The paper contains 11-8 grains

of arsenious acid to the square foot.

The following conclusions may fairly be drawn from the experiments

above described :

—

1. That even when a small bulk of air is allowed to remain, for a

considerable time, in contact with a large surface of the arseni-

cal paper, and that too at a temperature of 80° Fahr. not the

slightest trace of arsenious acid is diffused in the air. Still less

might the air of an ordinary room which occupies a large space

in proportion to the surface of the walls, and which is being

constantly changed by ventilation, be expected to become con-

taminated by the poison.

2. That the products of the combustion of gas do not facilitate the

liberation of arsenious acid from the surface of the green

paper.

3. That arsenious acid is not volatilized from the surface of such

paper except at temperatures too high for human endurance.

It is probable that persons may have been affected by inhabiting

rooms papered with arsenical hangings, not because the arsenious acid

has been volatilized, but from the improper and frequent sweeping of

the walls, by which minute particles of arsenite of copper might be

detached from those portions of the surface of the paper which were

not glazed, and becoming dispersed in the air, might be inhaled by

persons occupying the room at the time. This only som'ce of danger,

which might be obviated by a little management in the cleaning of a

room, and caution in the selection of a paper having but little of its

surface unglazed, appears not to have presented itself to the mind of

Dr. Halley, who seems to have been possessed with the idea that in-

jury to health was to be apprehended solely from the vaporization of

the arsenious acid. Dr. Taylor, on the other hand, ascribes the dan-
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ger to the fact that the color is "put on very loosely," and, therefore,

by inference, easily detached and disseminated through the air, not as

vapor of arscnious acid, but as minute particles of arsenite of copper.

The subject under consideration being one of much importance, I

have felt it necessery to enlarge upon it, and as Dr. Ilalley's state-

ment is calculated to create an apprehension of danger which I believe

has no existence, I beg to make the following remarks :

Dr. Halley states that on two occasions distinct crystals of arsenious

acid were deposited on the surface of his test paper from the air of his

room ; it is more than probable that if he had analyzed the crystals, and
not assumed their composition from their appearance under the micro-

scope, he would have found them to be nitrate of silver. The test paper
which he used had no more effect in causing the deposition of crystals

of arsenious acid than any other surface in the room would have, and
to suppose that crystals of the poison were thus deposited would be to

imply that the air was impregnated with arsenious acid to an extent
which must be fatal to persons inhaling it for a short time. Notwith-
standing his statement that the air of his room furuished crystals of

arsenious acid, ho subsequently says that at ordinary temperatures
with common atmospheric air, even when an aspirator was used, the
amount of arsenic given off was "inappreciably small," omitting to

mention what test he employed to detect a quantity not appreciable.

The purport of his remarks, however, appears to bo that arsenious acid

to an appreciable extent, is only given off from arsenical paper in rooms
in which gas is burnt, and that the products of the combustion of the
gas combine with the arsenic in the paper. If such be the case, it is

difficult to conceive how the arsenious acid can be deposited from the

air of the room in a free and crystalline state.

It may be proper to mention that I and my family occupied a sit-

ting-room three years, the walls of which were covered with paper
heavily laden with arsenite of copper, and that for the same period

my bed-room was also papered with arsenical hangings, yet neither I
nor any member of my family experienced the slightest ill effect from
such paper.

In conclusion, I beg to express my opinion that no danger need be
apprehended from such papers, in which but a small proportion of the

surface is unglazed, provided ordinary care be used when removing the

dust from the walls, and that even if such care were not exercised it

is doubtful whether any pernicious effects would be felt by those inhab-

iting the room.

Unwholeeomeness of Lights.

Recent experiments have proved that lights of equal intensity ob-
tained from different materials, require very different lengths of time
to generate the same quantity of carbonic acid. The following is the
relative time required by the common materials : Olive oil, 72 minutes;
Russian tallow, 75; common (French) tallow, 76; whale oil, 70; stearic
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acid, 77 ; wax candles, 79 ; spermaceti, 83 ;
gas from common coal, 98;

gas from fat or cannel coal, 152 minutes. Coal gas, therefore, and
especially gas from cannel coal, is the least unhealthy of all ordinary

lights; which is contrary to the usual opinion.— Cosmos, June, 1858.

[Here, there is no opinion unfavorable to gas on account of unhealthi-

ness, because uncommon care is taken in this city to have it thoroughly

purified ; but in Paris, the popular opinion is right, for there the gas
contains so much sulphur in various combinations as to be decidedly

both unhealthy and offensive when burned in rooms. The above experi-

ments, which teach only the quantity of carbonic acid generated, in no
way contradict the common opinion there formed. Ed. Fr. Jour.~\

Improvement in Producing Gfas.*

M. J. Alphonse, miner, and F. Canal, Paris, have obtained " pro-

visional protection" for an invention which consists in the use of tar

and other residues arising from the manufacture of gas and other tars,

resinous, or fatty matters, mixed with thin shavings, or chips, or pieces

of wood, and saw-dust of all kinds of wood. This mixture is distill-

ed in ordinary gas apparatus, and the gas resulting purified by ordi-

nary means. By this process a very pure and cheap gas is obtained of

good lighting power. The proportions of the various substances em-
ployed, are as follows :

—

500 parts of the residue of gas or of fatty matter.

1000 parts of saw-dust of any kind of wood.

500 parts of shavings, chips, or pieces of wood of any kind.

In the various experiments it has been found these proportions are

very suitable, but these can be varied according to the nature of the

residue, or resinous, or fatty matter, according to the saw-dust and chips

at the manufacturer's disposal, and also according to the quality of gas
to be produced.

Note on the 3feasurement of Gfases in Analysis.lf By A. W. Wil-

liamson, Ph. D., F.R.S., Prof, of Chemistry in University College,

and W. J. Russell, Ph. D.

In Bunsen's admirable method of gas analysis, considerable time and
trouble are expended in observing the exact temperature and pressure

to which the gas is subjected at the time of measui-ement ; and also in

calculating from these data the volume which the gas would occupy at

the normal temperature and pressm*e. Frankland's excellent apparatus,

on the other hand, protects the gas from the influence of variations of

atmospheric pressure, and, under favorable conditions, even from the

influence of change of temperature ; but the complication of this appa-

ratus, and its liability to derangement, seem likely somewhat to limit

its use.
* From the London Mining Journal, No. 1194.

t From the Loudon Chemical Gazette, No. 377.
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If, when a fall of temperature takes place, we could diminish the

pressure on the gas exactly in proportion to the diminution of elasticity

which it undergoes, such fall of temperature would evidently not alter

the volume of gas in the eudiometer. In like manner a rise of tem-

perature might, if known, be counteracted by lowering the eudiometer-

tube. The same remarks apply to variations of barometric pressure

;

as an increase of this influence might be counterbalanced by raising

the eudiometer, and a diminution by depressing it.

It is therefore a question of some interest to find, for any atmosphe-

ric temperature and pressure, at wliat height of the eudiometer the

enclosed gas will occupy the same volume as at the normal temperature

and pressure. Tiiis is easily found by introducing a standard quantity

of air into a tube over mercury, marking off the height of the mercury
in the tube at the normal temperature and pressure ; then, at any other

temperature or pressure, raising or lowering the tube in the mercurial

trough so as exactly to bring the enclosed air to its normal volume.

The mercurial pressure needed for this purpose is evidently the same
as that needed under the same circumstances for the reduction of any
quantity of gas to the volume which it would occupy at the normal tem-

perature and pressure.

The apparatus we use in applying this principle to gas analysis con-

sists essentially of the ordinary Bunsen's eudiometer, and a " pressure

tube," which is simply a tube of some G or 7 inches in length and about

the diameter of an ordinary eudiometer. It is closed at one end, and
to the other is fixed a smaller tube of about the same length. Such a

quantity of air is introduced into this pressure-tube, that when it is in-

verted in the trough the mercury stands at a convenient height in the

narrow tube. At this point a mark is made, Avhich indicates the height

of mercury needed at any temperature or pressure to reduce the enclosd

air to its original volume. The mercurial trough which we have used dif-

fers only from the ordinary one in being provided with a well at one end,

thus enabling the operator to raise or depress the eudiometer at plea-

sure, so as always to bring the gas which it contains to the same pres--

sure as the air in the pressure-tube. Both the eudiometer and the pres-

sure-tube are held in a perpendicular position by means of clamps which

slide on upriglit rods. Each chunp is provided with a simple kind of

slow movement, by whicli the tube can be raised or lowered by the

operator whilst he is looking through a horizontal telescope at a suita-

ble distance. We place the pressure-tube in front of the eudiometer, and
by means of the fine adjustment bring the column of mercury in the

small tube exactly to the normal mark. Tiie eudiometer is then ad-

justed, also by means of the slow movement, so that tlie top of its me-
niscus (as seen through the hori^jontal telescope) exactly coincides with

the top of the meniscus in the pressure-tube. This is easily done ; for

the diameter of tlie pressure-tube is considerably smaller than that of

the eudiometer, and the meniscus in the latter can be clearly seen on

botii sides of the meniscus in the pressure-tube,

]Jy this method we are able t(; obtain very accurate results with coiit

siderably less trouble than by Buuscn's method, and also without having
34-
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any calculations to perform. The following analysis made during very

stormy "weather, of air deprived of its carbonic acid by potash, gave

results amongst which the greatest difference was only four hundredths

of a -^ cent. (-04).

Volume of air tak en. 14481
After addition of hydrogen, . 234-50

After explosion, . 144 00
Nitrogen, . 79168
Oxygen, • 20-832

100-000

II.

Volume of air taken, 139-55

After addition of hydrogen. . 229-07

After explosion. . 141-89

Nitrogen, , 79-176

Oxygen, • 20 824

100-000

III.

Volume of air taken, 148-1

After addition of hydrogen, . 23604
After explosion, , 143-30

Nitrogen, . 79-139

Oxygen, • 20-861

100-000

IV.

Volume of air taken, 149-14

After addition of hydrogen, . 248-57

After explosion, , 155-28

Nitrogen, . 79-150

Oxygen, • 20-850

100-000

We are still engaged in experiments on this and some other points

of gas analysis, and hope to have the honor of communicating our re-

sults before long.

Professor Forbes on some Properties of Ice near its Melting Point,'*

Prof. Forbes has communicated to the Royal Society of Edinburgh

the results of some experiments made by him on the properties of ice

near its melting point, with particular reference to those of Mr. Fara-

day, published in the Athenaeum for June 1850, to which attention

has been more lately called by Dr. Tyndall and Mr. Huxley in relation

to the phenomena of glaciers. The substance of Prof. Forbes' state-

ment is as follows :

—

" Mr. Faraday's chief fact, to which the term 'regelation' has been

more lately applied, is this, that pieces of ice, in a medium above 32°,

when closely applied, freeze together, and flannel adheres apparently

by congelation to ice under the same circumstances.
* From the Lond. Athenseiun, Aug., 1858.
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" 1. These observations I liave confirmed. But I have also found

that metals become frozen to ice when they are surrounded by it, or

when they are otherwise prevented from transmitting heat too abun-

dantly. Thus a pile of shillings being laid on a piece of ice in a warm
room, the lowest shilling, after becoming sunk in the ice, was found

firmly attached to it.

" 2. Mere contact, without pressure, is sufficient to produce these

effects. Two slabs of ice, having their corresponding surfaces ground

tolerably flat, were suspended in an inhabited room upon a horizontal

glass rod passing tlu'ougli two holes in the plates of ice, so that the

plane of the plates was vertical. Contact of the even surfaces was ob-

tained by means of two very weak pieces of watch-spring. In an hour

and a half the cohesion was so complete, that, when violently broken

in ])iccos, many portions of the plates (which had each a surface of 20

or more square inches) continued united. In fact, it appeared as com-

plete as in another experiment where similar surfaces were pressed

together by weights. I conclude that the effect of pressure in assisting

' regelation' is principally or solely due to the larger surfaces of con-

tact obtained by the moulding of the surfaces to one another.

" 3. Masses of strong ice, which had already for a long time been
floating in unfrozen water-casks, or kept for days in a thawing state,

being rapidly pounded, showed a temperature of 0-3° Fahr. below the

true freezing point, shown by delicate thermometers (both of mercury
and alcohol), carefully tested by long immersion in a considerable mass
of pounded ice or snow in a thawing state.

" 4. Water being carefully frozen into a cylinder several inches long,

with the bulb of a thermometer in its axis, and the cylinder being then

gradually thawed, or allowed to lie for a considerable time in pounded
ice at a thawing temperature, showed also a temperature decidedly

inferior to 32°, not less, I think, than 0-35° Fahr.
" I think that the preceding results are all explicable on the one ad-

mission, that Person's view of the gradual liquefaction of ice is correct

{Comptes Itendus, 1850, Vol. xxx. p. 526)*, or that ice gradually ab-

sorbs latent heat from a point very sensibly lower than the zero of the

centigrade scale.

" I. This explains the permanent lower temperature of the interior

of ice.

rrr J
Bt

«i Q

W^ter Wfvter Ire

Ji I & IB

"Let A B be the surface of a block of ice contained in water at what
is called a freezing temperature. That temperature is marked by the

'Cjuoted by mc in 1851, in my sixteenth letter on Glaciers.
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level of the line Q p above some arbitrary zero. LM is, in like manner,
the pei'manent but somewhat lower temperature possessed by the inte-

rior of the ice. The space, partly water, partly ice, or partaking of

the nature of each, MN O P, has a temperature which varies from point

to point, the portion N O corresponding to what may be called the phy-

sical surface of the ice betAveen AB and a b, Avhich is 'plastic ice,' or

'viscid water,' having the most rapid variation of local temperature.
'' II. Such a state of temperature, though it is in one sense perma-

nent, is so by compensation of effects. Bodies of different temperatui'es

cannot continue so without interaction. The water must give off heat

to the ice, but it spends it in an insignificant thaw at the surface,

which therefore wastes even though the tvater be what is called ice cold,

or having the temperature of a body of water inclosed in a cavity of

ice.*
" The waste has yet to be proved ; but I have little doubt of it; and

it is confirmed by the wasting action of superficial streams on the ice

of glaciers, though other circumstances may also contribute to this

eifect.

"III. The theory explains 'regelation.' For let the second plane

surface of ice a'b' be brought up to nearly physical contact with the

first surface A b. There is a double film of ' viscid water ' isolated be-

tween two ice surfaces colder than itself. The former equilibrium is

now destroyed. The films ABba and a' b'
b' a' were kept in a liquid

or semi-liquid state by the heat communicated to them by the perfect

water beyond. That is now removed, and the film in question has ice

colder than itself on both sides. Part of the sensible heat it possesses

is given to the neighboring strata which have less heat than itself, and

the intercepted film of water in the transition state becomes more or

less perfect ice.

"Even if the second surface be not of ice, provided it be a bad con-

ductor, the effect is practically the same. For the film of water is rob-

bed of its heat on one hand by the colder ice, and the other badly-

conducting surface cannot afford warmth enough to keep the water

liquid.
" This effect is well seen by the instant freezing of a piece of ice to

a worsted glove even when on a warm hand. But metals may act so,

provided they are prevented from conveying heat by surrounding them

with ice. Thus, as has been shown, metals adhere to melting ice.

''Edinburgh, April 19.

"

J. D. F.

"

• "I incline to think that water, in these circumstances, may, though surrounded by

ice liave a fixed temperature somewhat higher than what is called 32°. But I have not

vet had an opportunity of verifying the conjecture.—[My idea is, that the invasion of

cold from the surrounding ice is spent in producing a very gradual ' regeiation ' in the

water which touches the ice, leaving the interior water in possession of its full dose of

latent heat, and also of a temperature which may slightly exceed 32°. By similar reason-

ing, a small body of ice, inclosed in a large mass of water, will preserve its proper inter-

nal temperature below 32° ; but, instead of regeiation taking place, the surface is being

gradually thawed. This is the case contemplated in the paragraph of the text to which

this note refers.]

"

. . . „ . ,,
N, B. The words in brackets were added to this note during printing. 13th May,

1858. J. D. F.
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Telescojric Mirrors.

M. Leon Foucault appears to have introduced a very great improve-

ment in tlic art of makinff mirrors for telescopes, by constructing them
of glass in place of metal. lie finds that a true parabolic figure may
be easily and rapidly given, and the much greater stiffness and elasti-

city of the glass prevents the deformation of the mirror when the plane

of the opening is vertical. The reflecting surface is of silver deposited

on the glass galvanically—and no better idea can be given of the ex-

cellence both of the figure and polish, than by repeating his statement

that by means of a mirror thus made of 33 centim. (13 inches) open-

ing, and 2-2;j metres (7-38 feet) focal length, he "was enabled to seethe

star y Andromedte triple, which no refractor less perfect than the great

Pulkova instrument is able to show.

—

Cosmos, August G, 1858.

Waterglass, as a Preservative of Materials.'^

We are anxious from time to time to lay before our readers some-
what in extenso the particulars of such aids to art productions and
their preservation as it may fall to our lot to investigate ; believing,

that though the means of conducting certain inquiries may not be alto-

gether perfect, and thus we may occasionally arrive at overstrained

conclusions, we are advancing rather than retarding the interests of
practical science when we adduce, to the best of our ability, such mate-
rials for further experiments as circumstances may enable us to glean.

A few months since a considerable space was devoted in our Journal
in exemplifying the process employed by Mr. Poole in endeavoring,

by certain cliemical means ingeniously applied, to arrest the progress
of decay in the monumental remains in Westminster Abbey ; we now
purpose to treat of another preparation, largely used on the Continent,

for which various and important ([ualities are claimed, and the correct-

ness of which it is desirable to ascertain; that if confirmed, so valuable

a medium should secure its speedy recognition far and wide.

Waterglass is a preparation in which silica is a large ingredient, the
composition rcsem1)liiig that of ordinary glass, only that it is soluble

in water. Tiie various properties it contains (under difl'erent modifi-

cations) may be stated as follows: A solution of Waterglass, painted

on any substance which is not too porous, dries very rapidly, and forms
a shining varnish, possessing great durability, more particularly when
it has been mixed with certain pulverized substances, colors, &c.; these
paints will untlergo no change either of atmosplieric influence, moisture,

weak acid, or by the action of fire. Experiments, with the view of test-

ing these last ((ualities, were lately made at Chatham,—under the
direction of Lord Panmure,—on large huts, painted inside and out
with Waterglass in combination with lime wash, which satisfactorily

retarded the effects of fire and moisture.

AVaterglass applied to porous substances, as stone, wood, &c., pene-
* From the LonUon Cir. Eng. and Arch Juur., September, 1868.
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trates partially into the pores, and forms a chemical combination with

them.

The silica, as a component, has the property of combining with lime

and similar substances, and of forming with the mortar or stone a hard

cementing power. The formation of the new and insoluble silicate will

be accelerated in proportion to the atmospheric air admitted, the car-

bonic acid of the atmosphere having a beneficial influence. In proof

of this it appears that a piece of common chalk, immersed for a time

in this solution, and afterwards dried, will become as hard as stone

;

whence it is inferred that a mixture of finely powdered chalk with

Waterglass Avill form a cement of unusual hardness.

This medium is prepared in four degrees of strength, according to

the several requirements for its application, viz : from a weak solution,

which is most generally useful, to a thick syrupy consistence, which is

principally useful as a cementing agent. For the hardening of stone

or cement, and preserving them from damp and decay, the thin mix-

ture is applied to the surface several times, allowing a suflScient inter-

val between each application for drying (about half an hour suffices

for this), and the coatings should be continued till the liquid is no

longer absorbed by the stone, &c., and a good surface is acquired. It

is recommended that the applications of simple solution and paints be

not laid on too thick, frequent and thin coats being better, although

it is desirable that not too many coatings should be given, so as to

produce a glassy surface, since this might interfere with its durability.

A good ground material for Avorking on, when stone is not used, is

mortar composed of lime and sand. This is particularly important for

artistic works, and the new method of fresco painting known as Stere-

ochromy.
Wood, coated with a solution of "Waterglass, assumes a darker shade,

somewhat similar to the effect of nitric acid on it,—the fluid penetrat-

ing the pores, and forming on the surface a glassy impermeable coat-

ing calculated to resist the influence of fire, air, and damp. Other sub-

stances, more or less inflammable, may thus it is presumed be protected

from fire. Paper-hangings particularly, which can also be washed

with soap without injury, decorations for theatres, &c., linen, cloth,

&c., may, it is asserted, be rendered thus fire-proof, while it is also a

useful agent in protecting wood from moisture, fungus, and dry rot.

The following is the process adopted. The timber is first slightly

damped, and then put into a solution of green vitriol ; and, when well

saturated, immersed in a weak dilution of Waterglass. By this mode of

treatment wood is almost silicated, and its durability greatly enhanced.

The introduction of Waterglass for calico printing, by Mr. Kuhl-

man, is an important item in its varied uses. This gentleman has com-

piled several interesting papers on it, which Messrs. Sicherer and

Hausman intend to communicate at some future time.

It remains to direct such of our readers as are interested in the sub-

ject, but are not acquainted with the depot, to the "Metropolitan Water-

glass Works," 17, Eastcheap, London ; where more detailed informa-

tion will be imparted than we have been able here to communicate.
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Lighting from Ceilings.*

A Venetian has invented a new apparatus for lighting theatres.

By parabolic mirrors he concentrates the light over the opening in

the ceiling, and they are reflected down on a system of plano-concave
lenses, a foot in diameter, which occupy the aperture, and convey into

the theatre the rays of light, which arrive at them parallel and depart
from them divergent. It is said to be eflicacious and very cheap, light-

ing the whole theatre. The system of lighting, exclusively from above,

by reflectors, and in connexion with ventilation, has been extensively

practised in churches, halls, and other public buildings throughout our
own country, under the name of " sun-lights."

Photographic Enamels.

MM. Armcngaud in the Genie Industriel announce that " the MM.
Bruder, of Ncufchatel, (Switzerland,) have discovered a process by
which photographs may be developed on white enamel, incorporated
by vitrification, and covered with a glaze of glass also melted and in-

corporated with the enamel. They apply the same process also upon
metiils and wood." M. I'Abbe Moigno, in the Cosmos, claims this in-

vention for M. Lafont de Camarsac, and affirms that medallions,

broaches, &c., ornamented in this way, may be found at the store of M.
Disderi, Boulevard des Italiens, Ko. 8.

On the notation of a Metallic Sphere hy Electricity.
'\

At a recent meeting of the Royal Society an ingenious and curious

apparatus was exhibited, displaying the rotation of a metallic sphere
by electricity. The apparatus was contrived by Mr. Gore, of Birming-
ham, who states tliat his experiments had their origin in a phenomenon
observed by Mr. Fearn, of Birmingham, in his electro-gilding establish-

ment—that a tube of brass half an inch in diameter and 4 feet long,

placed upon two horizontal and parallel brass tubes, 1 inch in diameter,

and feet long, and at right angles to them, and the latter connected
with a strong voltaic battery consisting of from 2 to 20 pairs of large

zinc and carbon elements, the transverse tube immediately began to

vibrate, and, finally, to roll \\\^on the others. Acting upon this, Mr.
Gore constructed a disk of wood provided with tAvo brass rails, level,

uniform, and equidistant ; on these rails a hollow and very thin cop-
per ball was placed, and the brass rails being connected with a zinc
and carbon battery, the ball began to vibrate, and presently to revolve.

In all cases yet observed, Mr. Gore states that the motion of the ball

is attended by a peculiar cracking sound at the points of contact, and
by heating of the rolling metal. When the ajiparatus was exhibited
before the Koyal Society, electric sparks were seen as the ball rolled

from the spectator.
• From tho Lond. Civ. Eng, ivnd Arch. Jouniul, Oct,, 1858. f From the Lond. AlbcDKom, July, 1858.
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LIST OF AMERICAN PATENTS, WITH REMARKS, &c.
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2B8. Iiiiprovernciit in Cultivators,

2(i9 Sugar Mould Carriiipes, .

270. Regulator for Time Keepers,

271. Hulling <& cleaning Clover Seed,

1272. Cigars,

27:5. Staple for Blind Slats,

271. Paper Files,

275. Harvesters,

276. Lubricators for Railroad .\xles,

277. Opening and Closing Blinds,

278. Screw Cutting Machine,
279. Horse Hay Rakes,

280. Manulaclure of Si)ap,

281. Folding Billiard Table, .

2Hi. Tanning Leather,

283. Balance Steam Trap,

284. Printing Presses,

28.5. Galvanic Batteries,

286 Knives for Smoothing Staves,

287. Self-loosening Cattle Tie,

288. Axle Boxes, . )

289. Car Wheels, . $

290. Pneumatic Springs,

291. Cane for Pay'g Omnibus Fares,

29'i. Lighting Uas by Electricity,

293. Testing & Meas'g Car Springs,

294. Slating Coal,

295. Horse Power Machines,

296. Constructing Dolls' Heads,
297. Manufacturing White Lead,
298. Clothes Dryer,

299. Self-waiting Table,

.^00. Sawing Mill,

301. Heating A|)paratus,

:J02. Railroad Car Wheels,

303. Gas Generators,

304. Coating 'i'elegraph Wires,

205. Straw Cutters,

.•J06. (JoHce and 'JVa Pots,

307. Air Heating Furnaces,

308. Churn,
309. Lead Pencil and Eraser,

310. Scissors Sharpener,

311. Diving Bells,

312. Lathe Chuck,
313. Windlasses,

314. Washing Machine,
31.'). Ticket Holders for Railroad Cars
316. Wrench,
317. Desk Seats for Schools,

318. Brick Machine, .

319. Sewing Machines,
320. Railroad Car Couplings,
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Joseph Banks,
Charles E. Bertrand,

Dana Bickford,

I. V.BIackwell,
Thomas Blanchard,

Byron Boardman,
W. Z. W. Chapman,
George E. Chenoweth,
Wm. Clough,
John E. Clokey,

Richard H. Cole, .

Asahel Cowley,
Dairy mple Crawford,
Charles Croiey,

(Clinton Daniels, .

Wm. M. Davis,

G. W. Davis,

George Doyle,

Wm. B. Dunning,
John J. Eshleman,

Wm. B. Fahncstock,

Wm. R. Fee,

Samuel W. Francis,

Samuel Gardiner, Jr.,

Perry G. Gardiner,

T. Garretson,

James Grant,

Ludwig Greincr,

Henry Hannen,
James J. Hamilton,
George W. Hagey,
"Wm Hawkins and Wm. C. Clary,

Francis I.. Hedenberg,
Wm. W. and Richard H. Hubbell,
John (t. Hock,
J. B. Hv.le,

W. W.Hallman,
James M. Ingraham,
T. D. Ingersoll,

John A. Jordan,

H. L. Lipman,
J. C. Loveland, .

Benjamin Maillefert,

John L. Mason,
Joseph P. Manton,
James McVicker, .

M. L. Mickles and L. S. Oimslcad,
Archibald .Murray,

Charles Perley, .

J. L. Ransom,
O. L. Reynolds, .

John W.' Rice,
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321. Improvement in Railroad Brakes,

322 Stoves,

323. Casting Types for Printing,

.324. Applyitig Pindulum Power,

32.5. Tubular Wrought Iron Shafts,

326 Shelling Peas,

327. Cross-(;ut Siiwing Machine,

328. Mastic Composition,

329. Harvesters,

330. Tempering Steel and Iron,

331. Wood Screws,

332, Tonguing and Grooving,

.333. Mills,

334. Seed Drills,

335. Corn Shellers,

336. Railroad Car Wheels,

337. Presses,

338. Manufacture of Hoes,

339. Steering Apparatus,

340. Hand Exercise for Musicians,

341. Permutation Lock,

342. Burring Wool,
343. Plumb and Level Indicator,

344. Seed Planters,

345. Lightning Conductors,

346. Hubs of Carriage Wheels,

347. Cotton Presses,

ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENTS.

1. Improvement in Steam Ploughs,

2. Cutting Flour Mills,

3. Clasps for Metallic Hoops,

4. Hanging Carriage Bodies,

6. Automatic Railroad Car Brake, W. R. Jackson,

John C, F. Salomon, 24

Silas T. Savage, ib.

George Sehaub, . • ib.

Andrew Slevin, ib.

W. A. Stevens and Richard Jenkins, ib.

Wm. J. Stevenson, ib.

George Telford, ib.

Joseph Thompson, 25

Wm. Van Anden, ib.

Horace Vaughan, ib.

Jas. M. Whiting and Geo. F. Wilson, ib.

James A. Woodbury, ib.

Joel Woodward, . ib.

George S. Ball, ib.

Peter Bergen, ib.

Henry C. Bulkley, ib.

Simon Ingersoll, . ib.

Judson Knight, ib.

Isaac Moore, . . ib.

Jules Monestier, . ib.

John H. Morse, ib.

T. Musgrave, ib.

John L. Rowe, ib.

Samuel Thompson, ib.

Oren White, ib.

James M. Whiting, ib.

Henry Shrader, 26

Pierre Klingle, 26

Jonathan Burdge, ib.

James R. Speer, ib.

J. M. Jones, . . ib.

W. R. Jackson, ib.

EXTENSION.

1. ImproTement in Lock Gates, Henry McCarty, 26

RE-ISSDES.

1. Improvement in Making Barrels, &c., Isaac Crossett,

2. Gear for Locomotive Engines, Septimus Norris,

3. Life-preserving Rafts,

4. Gas Tulie Joint, .

5. Lard Lamps, .

6. Making Hat Bodies,

7. Casting Iron Pipes,

8. Grain Separators,

9. Railroad Car Wheels,

Lorenzo Taggert,

Charles Monson, .

Isaac A. Coffin,

Wm. Fasket,

Thomas J. Lovegrove,

John R. Moffit,

Wm. B. Treadwell,

26
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

27
ib.

ib.

DESIGNS.

1. For Carriage Hub and Sand Bands,
2. Copying Press Stand,

3. Iron Bedsteads, .

April, 1858.

1. Improvement in Corn Harvesters,

2. Sewing Machines,

3. Syrup Casters, ,

4. Traps for Animals,
5. Grinding Mills,

6. Apparatus for Roasting Coffee,

James Ives,

Charles H. Clayton,

John P. Kock,

Isaac V. Adair,

Abraham Bartholf,

Edmund Bigelow,

John Le Brabyn,

D. E. Breinig,

Robert Brown, .

27
ib.

ib.

27
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.
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7. Improvement in Churns,
8. Attachinij Lips to Aup;ers,

9. Clasps for Fusteiiinu Bags,

10. Pen and Pencil Cases,

11. Securinq; F*ockct Books, &C.,

12. Hand Corn Planters,

13. Portable Pump, .

14. Saw Guminer,
15. Hardening Iron and Steel,

16. Refrigerators,

17. Cotton Presses,

18. Seeding Machines,

19. Lubricators for K. R. Car Axles,

20. Protecting V^essels from Fire,

21. Pipe 'I'onijs,

22. Puddling Furnaces,

2.3. Boot-jack and Burglars' Alarm,
24. Lanterns,

25. Horse Collar Blocks.

26. Railroad Station Indicator,

27. Converting Motion,

28. Potato Diggers, .

29. Reefing «ails,

30. Row Locks.

31. Coupling Pipes,

32. Stave Machines,

33. Cutting Files,

34 Ice Pitcher,

35. Crimping Tobacco,
36. Piano-Forte Action,

37. Dental Plates,

38. Seeding Machines,
39. Smut Machines, .

40. Vise-anvil for repairing T-rails,

41. Corn Sliellers,

42. P'cnce Post,

43. Harvesters,

44. Threshing Machines,
4.'». Coated Metal Plates,

46. Splitting Wood,
47. Revolving Fire Arms,
48. Planting Potatoes,

49. Cross-cut Sawing Machines,

]^[^ > Seeding Machines,

fi2. Field-Fence,

53. Cotton Seed Plates,

fi4. Wallet Fastener, .

55. Sewing Miuliinc,

66. Grain Separators,

57. Ploughs, .

58. Lock,
59. Railroad Station Indicator,

60. Hand Printing Stamp,
61. Carpet Holder,

62. Ironing Table,

63. Harvesters,

64. Lamp Attachment,
6;'). Ploughs,

66. (^)upling Shafting for Propellers,

67. Pistons for Steam Engines,
68. Locomotive Engines,
69. Grates for Steam Engines,

Harvey Brown, . . 27
Nicholas Clare and John Quiglev, ib.

W H Cloud, A L Hatfield, C H B'urdick, ib.

John Cockburn, . 28
Oliver Cox, . . ib.

Daniel C. Coppin, . ib.

Wm. and Benj. Douglas, . ib»

M. Ernsberger, . ib.

George James Farmer, . ib.

W. Ferris, P. Garrett, & J. Megratten, ib.

Wm Field, . ib.

Joseph Fry, . . ib.

G. W. and J. C. Geisendorff, ib.

W. y. Gill, . ib.

Henry H. Gilmore, . ib.

John P. and John Grove, ib.

F. C. Goffin, . . ib.

A. H. Golden, , ib.

E. D. Gould, . . ib.

N. J. Becker and J. M. Harvey, ib.

Forest H. Harwood, . ib.

Lewis W. Harris, . 29
L. Higgins and A. Brown, ib.

James H. Hills, . . ib.

W. Hudgin, . ib.

A. Hupp, . . ib.

J. N. Jacobs, . ib.

Ernest Kauffman, . ib.

R. Kinsley, . ib.

Henry A. Leainan, . ib.

M. Levett, . ib.

Isaac B. Lutz, . . ib.

Samuel B. Manning, . ib.

Sanford Mason and E. M. Davis, ib.

T. W. McFarlan and L. H. Davis, ib.

R. Merrill, . ib.

W. K. Miller, . . ib.

John R. Moffit, . 30
Edmund Morewood and George Rogers, ib.

Franz Noette, . . ib.

Henry S. North, . ib.

Jesse W. Pelletrean, . ib.

H. H. Potter, . ib.

Thomas Risher, . . ib.

Banning Rowells, . ib !

James Ross, . ib.

Jacob T. Sargent, . ib.

Elliot Savage, . ib.

Francis Schunks, . ib.

Thaddeus S. Scoville, . ib.

E. M. Shaw, . . ib.

Charles J. Smith, . ib.

Benjamin B. Stanton, . ib.

Horace Thayer, . ib.

Wm. Vandeiihurg, . ib.

Isaac Van Doren, . 31
W. W. Wade and Charles Burnham, ib.

J. (". Williamson, . ib.

S Wilmarth, S L Hay, D N B Collin, Jr., ib.

Ross Winans, . ib.
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70. Im
71

72
/3

74
75
70

77
78
59

80
81

82
83

84

85
86
87. —
88 —
89.

—

90
91. —
92. —
93
94

95.—
96.

—

97. —
98.—
99,—
100. —
101. —
102. —
103.—
104. —
105.—
106. —
107. —
108. —
109. —
110.—
111. —
112. —
113,—
114.—
115. —
116. -
117. —
118. —
119. —
120. -
121. -
122. —
123. —
124. -
125. -
126. -
127. -
128. -
129. -
130. -
131. -

provcment in Door Bolts, John Woolman, . .31
— Boliinp, &c.. Flour, Joel Woodward,
— Reciprocating Scroll Saws, JohnC. Ciine,
— Reaping and Mowing Machines, Thomas Harding,
— Straw Cutters, . Joseph B. O. Key,
— Liiinps, . Pascal Plant,
— Lanterns, . . Jacob H. Righard,
— Lamps, . Robert Stcinnnian,
— Giain Separators, . Josiah Turner,
— Portable Gas Retorts, D. L. Weatherhead and J. T. Henry,
— Awls and Tools, . Herrick Aiken,
— Seeding Machines, Charles F. Anderson,
— Sewing Machines, J. E., J. C, and 0. Atwood,
— Reaping and Mowing Machines, Charles Beach,
— Screens torW'innow'g machines, AltVcd Belchamber,
— Sawing Machine, . John L. Beadle,

Double-acting Force Pumps, Eugene Bellamy,
Dredging Machine,
PlouGfhs,

Railroad Car Scat,

VVashing Machine,

E. B. Bishop,

T. E. C. Brinley,

David Buzzeli,

Henry Cassell,

Trimming Edges of Boot Tops, Perez C. Crapp,
Mowing Machines,
Truss Pads,

Corn Shellers,

Bases for Artificial Teeth,
Railroad Car Brakes,

Cop Tubes,
Harvesters,

Cutting Device for Harvesters,

Hay Knives,

Spring Bed Bottom,
• Water and Fire-proof Safe,

Seed Drills,

Railroad Car Couplings,
• Alarm Lock,
• Chronometric Lock,
Wheelwrights' Machine,

- Water Filterers,

Wm. Crook.
Wm. F. Daily, .

A. B. Davis,

George Dielfenbach,

Gideon Dorsch,

James Eaton,

D. W. Entriken and L. H
John Fasig,

Elbridge Foster,

John T. Garlick,

John Harris,

Albert Hebbard,

Horace L. Hervey
A. Holbrook,

Samuel Holl,

A. Jaminet,
— Excavating and Washing Gold, S. Johiison,

Bee-hives,

Bonnet I'Vames,

Throttle Valve,

Constructing Trunk Handles,
Straw Cutters,

Mowing Machines,
Door Fastener,

Grain and Grass Harvesters,

Hoisting and Dumping Coal,

Bar for Securing Bank Vaults,

Kimball P. Kidder,

W. E. Kidd,

T. S. La France,

S. Lagouritz,

John R. Landis,

A. Marcellus,

George W. McGill
H. Marcellus,]

George Martz,

Wm. Maurer,
Illuminating Iron RoU'g shutters, James Mclntyre,

Furnaces, . James McCracken
Stencil Pallet, . J. H. Merriam,
Conduit Joint for Gas Pipe, Charles Monson,
Connecting Metallic Beams, Samuel Nowlan,
Cords for Skirts, . D. Perry,

Driving wheels of steam vehicles, John T. Price,

Extracting Fat Oils from Seeds, John Preston,

Fog-Bells, . A. C. Rand and R
Snow Ploughs, . Samuel Richards,

Carriage Wheels, . B, A. Rogers,

Straw Cutters, . E. P. Russell,

Davis,

R. Johnson,
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132.

133.

134.

135.

13(i.

137.

138.

139.

140.

141.

142.

143.

144.

14.5.

140.

147.

148.

149.

150.

1.51.

152.

153.

154.

155.

156.

157.

168.

159.

160.

161.

162.

163.

164.

165.

166.

167.

168.

169.

170.

171.

172.

173.

174.

175.

170.

177.

178.

179.

180.

181.

182.

183.

184.

185.

186.

187.

188.

189.

190.

191.

1S2.

Improvement in Seed Planters,

Wrench,
Chain Shackle, •

Cooking ^St()vos,

Horse Shoe .Machine,

Uakirig Attachment lo Harvesters,Oren Stoildard,

Thomas Russell, .

E. S. Scripture,

Joseph Sneiling, .

James Spear,

George Stiles, Jr., and S. Kneass

Gas Burners,

Soda P'ountains,

Revolving Fire Arm,
Locomotive Engines,
Rolling Mills,

Preserving Jars, .

Ovens, . ,

Watch Cases,

Rotary Steam Engines, .

I{olling and Cutting Dough,
Steam Generators,

Signs, Door Plates, &c.,

.Making Sjdints for Brooms,
Watch Cases, ,

Burglars' .Marm,
Pre[)aring Manure Beds,

Horse Hay Rakes,

Gearing for Horse Power,
Life Boat,

Dressing Saws,
Sewing Machines, .

Runners of Sleds,

Air-pump and Gasometer,
Rotary Cutters,

Cross-cut Sawing Machine,
Cooling and Drying Meal,

Platl'orm Scales,

Locomotive Engines,
Portahle Invalid Bedsteads,

Burnisher,

Life-preserving Bucket Raft,

Field-Fence,

Wm. Tallman,
C. D. Van Allen and S. Avery,
Rollin White,
Ross Winans, .

John A. Bailey,

J. Borden,

J. S. Browne, .

Elihu Bliss,

Levi Matthews,

Isaac S. Schuyler,

George Scott, .

John T. Well man,
John W. Wheeler,

John F. Watson,
H. Hersh, B. Bauman, and H H
Charles F. Npieker,

IS'elson E. Allen, .

Cyrus Avery, .

Leverett Ball,

Job Batchelor,

Charles Frederick Bosworth,
Silas Bullard,

Samuel t/'hichester,

Edward Conroy,
Richard M. Crosby,

John Deuchfield, .

Charles H. Earle,

John F.Elliot,

Zebulon C. Favor,

Charles Frampton,
Charles French,

Benedict Gabriel,

Treatment of Sulphurefcd Ores, Isaac (iattman.

Rails for Street Railroads,

Clenching Horse Shoe ISails,

Runners of Sleds,

Steam Governor,

Ontrc-Boards of Vessels,

John B. Henck,
James llouck,

John Hoyt,
R. D. Jacobus,

Benjamin Joline,

Operating blacksmiths' hammers, James' W, Kerr,

Umbrellas,

Harvesters,

Coal Scuttle and Ash Sifter,

Potato Planter,

Donjestic Mangle,
Corn Shellers,

Railroail Car Wheels, .

Portable Field Fence,
Operating Sewing Machines,
Railroad Rails,

Catch Latch for Farm Gates,

Cooking Utensils, .

Bit- 11 older,

.Metallic Shoes for Truss Girders, T. B. White,

(Quartz Mills, . L. W. Williams,

Curtain Fixtures, Thomas K. Work,

35'

Henry Kurth,

H. Marcellus, ,

A. McNeill,

F. S. McWhorter,
Samuel Nowlan, .

E. I'arker,

L Pusey, .

L. S. Robison, .

P. J. Steer,

E. W. Stevens and R. Jenkins,
J. Summers,
A<Iam V. Van Hoevenbcrgh,
David 11. Whitmore,

34
ib.

35
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

36
ib.

ocker, ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

37
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

38
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.
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193. Improvement in Seed Planting Iloes,

1"'. T.'nie Kilns,

195. Making Wooden Dowel Pins,

196. . Reapin? Machines,

197. Smoothing and Polishing Iron,

198. Meat Cutters,

199. Manufacture of Leather, &c.,

200. Ventilating Railroad Cars,

201. Casting Car Wheels,

202. Horse Shoe Machine,

203. Corn Planters,

201. Churn,
20."). Retorts for Distilling Coal, &c.

206. Lock,

207. • Inkstands,

208. Miil-stone Dress,

209. Rice Hullers,

3(0. Furniture Casters,

211. Apparatus fur Beating Eggs,

212 Attaching Shafts to Vehicles,

213. Evaporating Brine,

214. Mowing Machines,

215. Cutting Screws, .

216. Turning Down Edges of Cloth,

217. Straw and Stalk Cutters,

218. Card Printing Press,

219. Frogs for Railroad Crossings,

220. . Breech-Loading Fire Arm,
221. Rat Trap.

222. Making Washers,

223. Looms,
224. Blowing Apparatus,

225. Joint for Spectacle Frames,

226. Manufacturing sulphuret carb., )

227. Extractitig Fatty Matters, ^

228. Cotton Seed Planters,

229. Harvesters, .

230. Cotton Gins,

231. Hatchet,

232. Tuyere,

233. Cabbage Cutter, .

234. Ruler,

235. Pencil Sharpener,

236. Railroad Couplings,

237. Liquids for Gas Metres,

238. Roofing Tiles,

239. Pump Coupling, .

240. Rak'g Attachment for Harvest's,

241. Churn,

242 Lock for Doors,

243. Cooking range & gas generator,

244. Pen Clearer and Holder, .

245, Cotton Harvesters,

246. Corn Harvesters,

247. Steam Warming Apparatus,

248. Hose Supporters,

249. Cushion for Railroad Cars,

250. Field-Fence,

251. Life and Treasure Buoy,

252. Breech-Loading Fire Arm,
253. Corn Planters,

254. Toy, .

Samuel Woodruff,

B. Zwart,

Amos H. Boyd,
John W. Brokaw,
Francis A. Cannon, .

Pierre Demeure, .

A. N. Mathieu,
Calvin Pepper,

Robert Poole,

Elwin Shaw and C. Carpenter, J

George Taylor,

James Macnish,
David Alter and Samuel A. Hill,

Ludwig Baier,

John ?4. Batchelder,

Franklin Bellinger,

Horatio N. Black,

Henry D. Blake, .

Wm. Borrnian, .

John A. Boyce,
Dennis Brigham, .

Thomas D. Burrall,

Philip Chaj)in, .

Gilbert H. Chesbro',

P. S. dinger and Cyrus Cremer
Wm VV. Clarkson,

Eli T. Conner,
Calvin Cox, .

Wm. H. Cox,
Richard H. Cole, .

George Crompton,
David Cumming, .

George N. Cummings,

Edouard Deiss, .

I. T. Donnovan and W. J. Fowler
R. Dutton,

John Du Bois,

N. F. English,

George W. Finch, .

Adam Fischer, .

Thiinias Fisher,

Walter K. Foster, .

M. C. Gardner,

H. P. Gengembre, .

John F. Grassle, .

S. H. Gray,

George V Griffith,

T. B. Harper, .

James J. Hamilton.

A. Hendricks, .

Thomas S. Hudson,
Miles Horsford and J. C. Avery,
Adam Hun)berger, .

E. T. Ingalls and J. R. Nichols,

Asa Johnson,

Samuel R. Jones,

Ebenezcr E. Lewis, •

Francis D- Lee,

Thonias Lee, .

Oliver Lippinrott,

Conrad Liebrich, .
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255.

250.

257.

2.')8.

259.

260.

261,

262.

26:j.

264.

265.

266.

267.

268.

269.

270.

271.

272.

27:3.

274.

275.

276.

277.

278.

279.

280.

281.

282.

283.

284.

285.

286.

287.

288.

289.

290.

291.

292.

29:j.

291.

295.

296.

297.

29S.

299.

300.

301.

302.

303.

304.

305.

306.

307.

308.
30').

310.

311.

312.

Improvempnt in Spikn Machine,

ProtectinK Giklin^ on Glass,

Making Horse Shoes,

Wetting Paper, .

Harvesters,

Preparing Stereotype Plates,

Shoe for Truss Bridges,

> Mill-Stone Dress,

.Metal Awnings,
Cotton Gins,

Envelopes lor Letters, &c.,

Convertible Extension Table,

Churn,
Printing Press,

Fly Trap,

Ueilslead Rail,

. Raising Leather from Vats,

Steam Valve,

Constructing CofTins,

Paildle Wheel, .

Bedstead,

lieathor Slicker,

Washing Machines,
Drawer for (Closets, Bureaus, &c. Henry K. Taylor,

Washing Machine, . Edmund Tharp, .

Mill for Grinding Paint, Chauncy Thomas,
Straw Cutters, . John Tittle,

Smut & grain clean'g machine, Jeremiah Tobin,

Caissons of Breakwaters, &c., Edward H. Tracy,

Air Registers & Ventilators, Edward A. Tuttle,

Brick Machine, . Stephen TJstick,

Su()|)lying Tenders with Water, Benjanjin M. Van Derveer

Brick Machine, . L Z. A. Wagner,
Generating Carbonic Acid Gas, 'J'homas Warker,

Michael Loughran,
Peter V. Matthews,
John McC^arly,

John A. Lj nch,

J. B. McCorn)ick,
Jalu. McElheran,
D.ivid H. Morrison,

Gabriel Natcher,

Wm. C. Parisen,

S. R. Parkhurst, .

Charles Phelps,

Micliael Quigley, .

G. S. Riiry,

Thomas S. Reynolds,

Wm. Riley,

Charles Robinson,

C. E. Rubinson and L. D,

1'homas Scott,

Isaac C. Shuler, .

Nathan Smith.

IVoali W. S|)eers,

H. Lee Sulizbach,

(Jharles M.Swany,

Damping Paper,

Folding Mattress,

Washing Botik-s, .

Fire-box of Locomotives,

Boilers "

Furnaces "

Making .Metallic Nuts, .

• Attachments to Harvesters,

Cotton (iins,

Corn and Cob Mill,

• (Jang Piouiihs,

• Washing .Machines,

Sugar Mills,

Fishing I\rt,

Nail .Machine,

Adjustable Seats for Vehicles,

Sanborn,

C. A. W'aterburg,

William Wells, .

Wm. B. White and John Whitford,

• Ross Winans, .

S. W. Wood,
W. A. Wood.
J. N. Wilson and G. W. Payne,
Benjamit) Winter,
G. W. N. Vost, .

Henry Yost,

Frederick E. Dakp,
IMiomas Hall,

H. Greene and W.J. Gordon,
George J. I,ucas,

Bend'g Mould-boards for ploughs, Benjamin Pitcher,

Priming for Fire Arms, . Daniel (i. J{<)llin,

Gas Metres, . 'J'homas Shaw,
Ships* ("ajistans, . James R 'I'aylor,

Syphonic Ra<liator, Charles Williams,

Ovens for Cooking Stoves, James Easterly,

41
ib.

ib.

96
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

97
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

98
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

99
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

1. Improvement in Sawing Mill, .

2. Rollers for Window Shades,
Wm. M. Ferry,

Jacob B. Bailey,
99
ib.
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3. Improvement in Steam Boilers,

4. Grass Harvesters,

6. Printing Machine,

DESIGNS.

Wm. M. and J. B. Ellis,

Jonathan Haines,

Isaac Adams,

Pittock, Richmond and Phelps,1. For Cooks' Stoves,

\ Screens for Steam Pipes, &c., James L. Jackson,

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

May, 1858.

Improvement in Lamps,
Sheltering Band Saws,

Steam Engines,

Bending Wood, .

Hulling Rice,

Railroad Car Coupling,

Making Horse Shoe Nails,

Water Closet,

Seed Planters,

Revolving Fire Arm, .

Nut Machine,

B rick-Kilns,

Feeding Device for Sawing,

Railroad Car Springs,

Ring Bolt,

Sawing Machines,

Casting Car Wheels, .

Harvesters,

. Vapor Lamp Burners, .

Washing Machine,

Braces of Eave Troughs,

Billiard Table Cushions,

Quartz Crushers,

Seed Planters,

Lamps,
Revolving Fire Arm,
Smut Mills,

Seeding Machines,

Corn Husker,

Mowing Machines,

. Punching Metallic Tubes,

Automatic Lathe,

Steam Boilers,

Check for Screw Cutting,

Fluid Metres,

Hoisting Machines,

Cast Iron Pipe,

Arrangement of Gas Engines,

Cements for Roofing,

Shingle Machines,

Sewing Machines,

Ventilating, &c. Railroad Cars,

Gas Generators,

Preventing Smoke, &c.,

Tympans for Printing Presses,

> Harvesters,

L. Baily and R. Thayer,
James Balla, .

Daniel Barnum, .

Thomas Blanchard, .

Francis and Lodowick Burdick,

W. H. Burridge and N. A. L. Post,

Tisdale Carpenter,

Wm. S. Carr,

James Charlton, .

Samuel Colt, •

Richard M. Cole, .

John W. Crary, .

Jeremiah Darling,

Andrew M. De Hart,

George W. Devin,

Wm. M. Ferry, Jr., .

David Finley,

R. H.Fibher,
C. A. Green,

Ashman Hall, .

W. H. Henderson,
G.W. Holman,
Wm. H. Howland,
James J. Johnson, .

Edward F. Jones,

B. F. Joslyn,

John C. Kelly and A. Frost,

James F. Kierstead,

Charles N. Lewis,

H Marcellus,

B. Mackerly,

John McNary,
James Montgomery,
R. Nuttall and John Kirkpatrick,

Wm. C. Perrine, .

Reuben Packard,

C. Pomroy, .

John C. Fr. Salomon,
R. Simons, .

A. C. Sawyer, .

E. Harry Smith,

A. B. Spencer, .

Wm. N. Taylor,

Ralph Thomas,
L. T. Weils,

Lewis Miller, .

Sheet Metal Chains, . James Lancelott,

Sawing Machine, H. S. Vrooman, .

Boot Trees, . Wm. W. Wilmott,

Self-Regulating Grain Measure, George W^. Atkins,
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irovcmcnt in Water Wheel,
- ("burn,

- Dressing and Sizing Warps,
- Harvesters,

- Cutter in Expansive Bits,

- Corn Planters,

- Fasteners for Sleeve Buttons,
- Harrows,
- Cirain Cleaning Machines,
- Hub Machine,
- lloclining Chairs,

- Pipes for Smoking Tobacco,
- Water Wheels,
- Time-Keepers,
- Bee-Hives,
- Preserve Cans, .

- Printing Presses, .

- Paint Compounds,
- Sofa Bcdstuad,
- Cultivators,

- Corn Mills,

- Cans for Preserving Food,
- Wrench,
- Reaping and Mowing Machine,
- Compound Photographs,
- (Cartridge Case,
- Binding Device for Harvesters,

- Cotton Gins,

- Self-inking Hand Stamps,
- Shooting Missdes on Kailroads,

- Sharpening Slate Pencils,

-Cider Mills,

- Harvesters,

Harness Tug Buckle,
- Corn Huskcrs,
- Straw Cutters,

- Harvesters, .

- Brush,
- Harvesters, .

- Lasts,

- riepcating Ordnance,
Washinu: Machine,

- Ironing Table,
- Humors for Vapor Lamps,
- Ships' Sails,

• Water Wheels,
- Fly Nets, .

Metallic Rolline Shutters,

- Railroad Car Brakes,

Sash Fastener,

• Steering Apparatus,

Candy .Machines,

Forks for Flevating Hay,
Utilizing waste vuh-ani/eii rubber

• Finger (iuard for Harvesters,

- Washing Miirhine,

(iuides ti>r Sewing M:icliines,

• Fastening I'or ILime 'J'ngs,

• Opening and closing farm gates,

• Fistening Railroad Rails,

• Hulling and 'I'iiresiiing Clover,

Making Shut,

Jesse Bartoo, 103

\\ in. Brown, . ib.

Win. Bradley, ib.

C B. Brown, ib.

Wni. A. Clark, ib.

Robert J. Clay, ib.

Henry Cogswell, ib.

Jonas C. Conkey, 104

John De Rush, ib.

Lovett Eanies, . ib.

Augustus Eliaers, ib.

James W. Evans, ib.

J. H. Fairchild, ib.

Henry C. Fay, ib.

Edward P. French, ib.

Edwin W. Gilmore, ib.

G P. Gordon and F. 0. Degener, ib.

Win. G. Huyett, ib.

John Irwin, ib.

L. W. Keliey, ib.

Charles Leavitt, . ib.

A. S. Lyman, ib.

James McKenzin, . ib.

L. J.. Wni. S., and C. H. McCorraick, lb.

'J'. Miltenberger, ib.

George W. Morse, 105

George Notman, ib.

Enoch Osgood, ib.

S. E. Pettee and E. G. Cobb, ib.

S. Scattan, ib.

Gerad Sickels, ib.

Michael Stevens, . ib.

Oren Stoddard, ib.

W. Straw and R. H. Amstrong, . ib.

Daniel (^. Sini'h, ib.

SdIoiiioii p. Smith, ib.

Henry C. Smith, ib.

J. H. Tat urn, ib.

John S. 'I'roxel, ib.

Sidney S. Turner, ib.

Grey Utiey, ib.

Miner Van Auken, . ib.

Win. Vandenburg, ib.

Thomas Varney, . ib.

Samuel Very, Jr., ib.

A. Warren and E. Damon, 106

Robert Wilson, ib.

Win. E. U orthen. ib.

George W. Ziegler, ib.

F. W. Brocksieper and J. B. Sargent, ib.

S. B. Cram and C. Weed, ib.

Ci. K. TarringtDii and S. B. Brown, Jr., ib.

C. E. and J. A. Gladding, ib.

,H. L.Hall. ib.

Lewis Milller, ib.

D. E. Rohr, ib.

L. W. Serrell. ib.

J..seph E. Ball, . ib.

Win. F. C. Beatlie, ib.

Sidney A. Beers, . ib.

John C. Bir.lsell, lb.

Alfred Booth, ib.
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iprovement in Reap'g &c. Machines, J. W. Brokaw,
— Escapement of Time Keepers, Samuel Carpenter,

— Corn Huskers, . Joseph Cawthra,
— Cars for Day and Night ser^'ice, J. B. Creighton,

Electric Lamp,
Ballot-Boxes,

Horse Powers, .

Meal Chopper, .

Card Plates for Trunks,
Cultivators,

Barrel Head Machine,
Pencil Sharpeners,

Woven Tucked Fabrics, .

Railroad Car Couplings,

Cooking Stoves,

Corn Sheilers,

Thick Woven Fabrics, .

Heads of Carriage Springs,

Ploughs,

Cleaning Cotton,

i Harvesters,

H. M. Collier and Henry N. Baker,
Allan Cummings,
Jeremiah Darling.

L. A. Dole,

Joseph Dudley,

John EndsJpy and E. Fletcher,

Benjamin Fitch, .

Walter K. Foster,

Thomas France, .

Francis E. Gleason,

Renssalaer D. Granger, .

Ray Green,

John Gujer,

Samuel H. Hartman,
John M. Hall,

Thomas Oliver,

Martin Hallenbeck, .

James Harrison,

Joseph C. Henderson,
Signs,

Stoves,

Reaping and Mowing Machines, Charles Howell,

Zincographic Presses, C. H. Korff.

Grinding & Sizing Paper Pulp, J. Jordan, Jr., and T. Austice,

Hame Tug Fastener, . E. D. Lockwood,

Horse Powers, . B. F. Love and J. H. Frazee,

Safety Drop for Keys, . R. K. Lee,

Block for Repairing T-rails, S. Mason and E. M. Davis,

Toothed Cylinder for Grinding, B. Mackerley,

• Vapor Lamps, . N. H. Macomber,
Spring Rocking Cradle, J. B. Malbert and A. Cheviron,

• Applying Cop Tubes to Spindles, John Marland. .

• File Machine, . F. M. Mattice,

Serving the Rigging of Vessels, P. McLaughlin,
Treating Chinese Sugar Cane,
Aerovapor Burners for Lamps,
Chasing Mills,

Manufacture of Metallic Zinc,

Henry Meyer,
Oscar F. Morrill,

Charles Moore,

Alfred Monnier,

Feeding the bolt in lathe mach's, James Nevison,

Railroad Cars,

Fibre for Paper Pulp,

Slicing Apples,

Burners for Vapor Lamps,
Corn Planters,

Lathe Dog,
Manufac.of Artificial Whalebone, C. Poppenhusen,

Cleaning the coulters of ploughs, Abner Reeder,

H. A. Newhall,

Martin Nixon,

H., J., and B Norton,

John K. O'Neill, .

L. B. Phelps,

Nathan M. Phillips,

L. Robinson,

A. Koesler and C. Frey,

Andrew J. Roberts,

W. G. Ruggles," .

Charles W. Smith,

— Seeding Machines,
— Lanterns,
— Street Sweeping Machines,
— Baking and Cooking,
— Issue of Gas from Burners,
— Affixing P. O. Stamps to Letters, George K. Snow,
— Boot-jack, . O. S. Sikes,

— Construction of Boats, . Nathan Thompson, Jr., .

— Tips for Fishing Rods, J. C. Underwood and T. J. Bargis
— Grinding Mills, . S. Vascow and A. Guiraud,
— Securing Bands on Cotton Bales, P. C. Ingersoll,

— Nail Machine. . John L. Krauser,

— Hand Saws for Squaring «&c., H. Smith, .
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178

17'J.

IHO.

181.

182.

183.

184.

18o.

18«.

187.

188.

189.

I'M).

lyi.

l'J!i.

193,

194.

195.

190.

197.

198.

199.

200.

201.

202.

203.

204.

20.5.

206.

207.

208.

209.

210.

211.

212.

213.

214.

215.

216.

217.

218.

219.

220.

221.

222.

223.

224.

225.

226.

227.

228.

229.

230.

231.

232.

233.

234.

235.

236.

237,

238,

239.

Improvement in Valve Cocks,

Breech Loading Rifle,

Furnace Grales,

Driv'g-wheels for steam engines )

Steam Boilers, . J

Varnisliir)g Leather,

Sounding Apparatus,

Hoisting Ice,

Lathes,

Vapor Lamp Burners,

Harrows, .

Index of Hygrometers,
Ilomitiy Mills,

Keciprocating Paddle,

Flouring Mills,

Machine for Guiding Saws,
Lubricating Car Axles,

Valve Propeller,

Burglars' Alarm Locks,

Harvesters,

Water Wheels,
Wind Wheels,
Hand Saws,
VV'iiidow Spring, .

Railroad Car Brakes,

Knife Polisher,

Carpet Fastener,

Gang Ploughs,

Apparatus for Catching Fish,

Turning Irregular Forms,
Cutting "

Cheese Presses,

Manufacture of Dextrine&Sugar,
Thermostat, .

Omnibus Register,

Wind- Wheels, .

F'urnaces, «Scc.,

Iron Gale or Fence Post,

Production of Electrotype Plates,

Marine Alarm and Fog Signals,

Paper Pulp from Reeds,

Protractor, .

Seeding Machines,
^_^_ «<

Foot Cleaner,

Corn Huskcrs, .

Straw Cutters,

Bid Bottom,
Journal Boxes,

Clothes Pin,

Washing Machine,
Seeding Machine,
Railroad Switch,

Governor for Horse Power,
Washing Machine,
Flouring Mill,

Distilling Spirit of Turpentine.

Lifting Jacks,

Lain|)s for burning coal oil, «Scc.,

Life Boat,

Gas Retorts,

Cumljincd rocking chair «i. cradle

Seth Adams, 110
Charles Wni. Alexander, ib.

A.J. Allen and W.S.Hudson , . ib.

George W. Barnett, ib.

0. S. Boyden and M. C. Frederick, ib<

Richard F Bridwell, ib.

Wm. G. Brower, ib.

Jared T Bunce, ib.

Daniel H. Carpenter, ib.

Vasco M. C bailee, Ill
Charles L. Clark, ib.

James M. C'lark, . ib.

Peter C. Clark, ib.

Edwin Olark, ib.

Wm. Clemson, ib.

John W. Cochran, ib.

Aaron Colton, ib.

Addison Correy, . ib.

J. H. Conklin, ib.

John Custer, ib.

Wm. H. Derrick, ib.

H. Disston and T. L. Morss, ib.

Edward Doen, ib.

C. H Eisenbrandt, ib.

H. T. Field, ib.

W. Filkins, ib.

J. Frye, ib.

Jacob Garl, . 112
N. J. Glover, ib.

J. P. Grosvenor, . ib.

Jacob Hibbard, . ib.

T. A. Hoffman, ib.

S. Hollon, Jr., ib.

R. E. House, ib.

James B. Johnson, ib.

W. D. Jones, ib.

T. E , A., and E. King, . ib.

, Silas P. Knight, . ib.

L. Lewenberg, ib.

Henry Lowe, ib.

Josiah Lyman, ib.

Jose|)h McCammon, ib.

G. M. L. McMillan, ib.

Allan McKeachnie, ib,

B. B. Meacham, ib.

Orel) .\Io.>-es, ib.

James M. Noble, ib.

James A. Norris, ib.

D. Pierce, 113
F. B. Pratt and F. Tylee, ib.

A. M. Pratt, ib.

N. Pullman, ib.

l,.ea Pusey, ib.

A. Quiinlv, ib.

C. RanMsj ib.

Daniel Keid. ib.

A. (;. Rubard, ib.

, (Jeorge Riinmington, ib.

A. L. Mieais, ib.

J. 'J", pilo.in and others. ib.

, \. S. Smith, ib.
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240. Improvement in Seed Drills, .

241. Harvesters,

242. Wrench,
243. Steam Boi' rs,

241. Opening and Closing Doors, &c.

24.5. Soda Water Apparatus, .

246. Artificial Leather,

247. Changing Motion,

248. Power and Hand Drills,

249. Vapor Lamps,
250. Cutting Pipe,

251. Steam Trap Valve,

252. Stoves,

253. Extracting Teeth,

254. Knife Cleaners,

255. Railroad Car Couplings,

256. Rotary Last Holder,

257. Harvesters,

258. Casting Faucets,

259. Railroad Brakes, .

J. C. Stevens, . . 113

J. A. St. John, . ib.

George C. Taft, . . ib.

L. Thorn, . ib.

A. W. Webster, . . ib

E. D. Wheeler, . 114

Samuel Whitemarsh, . ib.

S. L. Wicgand, . ib.

H. Woodman, . . ib.

Horatio Bateman, . ib.

Michael Bower, . . ib.

J. W. Hoard, . ib.

Charles Hoofistatter, . ib,

Jerome B. Francis, . ib.

Wm. Miller, . . ib.

A. Lapham and D. H. Burns, ib.

David Philbrick, . ib.

Wm. H. Seymour and H. Pease, ib.

Oliver T. Wood, . ib.

Joseph Hariis, . ib.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

Improvement in Syrup Castors,

Harvesters,

Bagasse Furnaces,

Receiving Passengers' Fares,

Arithmometer for Adding,

Sawing .Mill,

Seed Planters,

Seeding Machines,

Separating Flour from Bran,

i Manufacture of India Rubber,

Sowing Fertilizers,

Cooking Stoves,

Sewing Machines,

Cutting Device for Harvesters,"^

Mowing Machines,

Edmund Bigelow, . 114

Charles Crook, . ib.

Abraham Hager and Y. Allyns, 115

John B. Slawson, . ib.

O. L. Castle, . . ib.

Wm. Hawkins and Wm. C. Clary, ib.

B. Kuhns and M. J. Haines, ib.

C. W. Cahoon, . ib.

Issachar Frost and James Monroe, ib.

H. B. administrator of N. Goodyear, ib.

ib.

116

ib.

Warren S. Bartle,

Austin Bronson,
T. J. W. Robertson,

Reel supporters " f- Henry Green, ib.

Cutting Device for Harvesters, j

1. For Cook Stoves,

2. Clock Case Fronts,

3. Tool Boxes,

4. Cook Stoves,

5.

6. Parlor Stoves,

7. Stove Doors,

8. Set of Printing Types,
9, Towel Stands,

R. Wheeler and S. A. Bailey,

Samuel B. Jerome,
Herrick Aiken,
T. H. Wood and J. E. Roberts,

! S W. Gibbs,

Jacob Beesley,

George Bruce,

Nathaniel Waterman, ,

June, 1858.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

fi.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Improvement in Musical Instruments, John D. A ken,
Telephoniclndicator for S Boiler,Thomas P. Akers,
Elevating, &c., Grain, . P. Barker,

Lattice Iron Fence, Albert Bettely,

Photographic Cameras, . Arend D. Bolengs,
Operating Semaphoric Signals, Wm. Bjyd,
Attachment for Watches, Malthi;is V\'. Baldwin,
Mantle Bar, . Win. P. Chadwick,
Sash Fastener, . Oliver Charter,

Lubricating Car Axles, John W. Cochran,

116

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

166

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

167

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.
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11
12.-

13.

14.

15.

IB.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

2.5.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

3.5.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52
53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

Vo

Improvement in Pipe Tongs, Aury G. Goes,

Washing Machine, . J. L. Conklin, Sr., and J. Foust,

Sewing Needles, James Cottrill,

Harrows, . John S. Davis, .

Raking Altachm't of Harvesters, D. O. DeVVnif,

Carriage Brake,

Sewing Machines,

Bridges, .

Wood-Burning Stove,

Harvesters, .

Bee Hives,

Springs for Railroad Carp,

Compound Railroad Axle,

Smut Machines,

Horse Power, .

Cleaning Grain,

Sleam Valves,

Shoulder Brace Suspender,

Grain Cleaning Machines,

Life-preserving State-Rooms,

Windlass,

Wash-stand and Night-stool,

Railroad Car Brakes,

Cooking Stoves, •

Signal Lantern,

Cotton Seed Planters,

Manufacture of Brick,

Vibrating Back Band Strap,

Gas Apparatus,

Bedstead, .

Hinge for Cases,

Horizontal Water Wheel,

Straw and Wood Overshoe,

Seed Planters,

Making Horse Shoes,

Pump,
Pump Buckets,

Truss Pads.

Smoothing Iron,

Turning Metal Shafting,

Whitewash Brush,

Gas Retorts,

Threshing Machines,

Cooking Stoves,

S[)ittoon,

Rollers for Railway Bars,

Manufacture of Gas,

Hot Air Furnaces,

Hoisting and Lowering Goods,

Water \N' heels,

Harvesters,

Workinc Marble,

Spoke Shave,

Manufacture of Pliers, •

Horse Power,

Mill Stone Dress,

Wooden Saddle Trees,

Railroad Chairs,

Stoves,

167
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ih.

ib.

ib.

George L. Dickson, .

Martial Dimock, .

Thomas Durden,
M. G. Fagan,
Andrew B. J. Flowers,

Philander J. Furlong,

> Heman Gardiner,

John German, Jr., and S. R. Perkins, ib.

Micah Gillan, . . ib.

J. G. Gcishon and Wm. Powers, ib.

Henry Goulding, . 168
Benjamin J. Greeley, . ib.

Manjuis L. Hall, . ib.

Henry Hallock, . . ib.

David D. Hammond, . ib.

Francis W. Hamilton, . ib.

Thomas Hopper, . ib.

Mnrcus L. Horton, . ib.

William Howard, . ib.

J. S. Huggins and Rowland Chapman, ib.

Thomas James, . . ib.

Robert Janovins, . ib.

E. J. Manville and Samuel G. Blackman, ib.

Wm. B. Johns, . . ib.

E. G. Kinsley and S. A. W. Parker, Jr, ib.

John McCarty,
F. W. Mitchell and others,

Elmon Parker,

C. H. Perkins,

S. S. Putnam,
Emmett (juinn, . .

H. H. Reynolds,

Abraham Rudisill,

Wm Sellers,

D. W. Shaw and Wm. A. Megraw,
W. A. Simonds, .

H. E. Smith,

James Spear, ,

Wm. Staehlen,

E. W. Stephens and R. Jenkins,
John L. Stewart. .

Jacob Stulicr and F. Frank,
George Thompson,
John Tvlcr,

D. B. Waite,
Caleb Warner,
C. H. Weston,
Henry Wilkinson,

T. H.', J. E., J. F., and R. J. Wilson,
Samson Wolll",

F. P. AmbUr, Jr.,

Elizur Barnes,

J. S. Brown,

Apparatus for Distil'g TurpcntineLeonard Bellingrath, Jr., .

Corn Planters, . Aueustus C. Cary,

Railroad Car Brakes, G. W. Cummings,

L. XXXVI.—TuiRD Series.—No. 6.—December, 1858.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

169

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

170

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

36
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73.

74.

lb.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

82.

83.-
84.-
86.-
86. -

87.-

88. -

89.-
90..
91..

92. .

93. .

94. -

95. .

96. .

97..

98..

99..

100. .

101. .

102. .

103.

104..

10i». .

106..

107..

108..

109..

110..

111..

112..

113..

114.

115.

116.

117.

118.

119.

120.

121.

122.

123.

124.

125.

126.

127.

128.

129.

130.

131.

138,

138,

134.

Improvement in Drill for Gas Pipe,

Wringing Clotlien,

Sewing Machines, .

. Railroad Chairs,

Washboard,
Measuring, &c.. Grain,

Harvesters, •

Lock,

Wm. Daggett,

Edwin Hager,

Charles A. Shaw and others,

Theodore Krausch,

Silas M. Barrett and others,

Peleg Barker,

John A. Barrington,

Joseph A. Braden,

Suppiy'g Water to steam boilers, George Brodie, .

Bedstead Fastenings, . George Burket,

Mowing Machines, John Butter,

Attaching Ornaments to the Ear, Wm. B. Carpenter,

Sewing Machines, . David W. Clark,

Washing Machines, Edward B. Clement,

Light and Air through Steps, John B. Cornell,

Preserve Cans, .

Bed Bottom,

Writing Desk,

Cutting Out Stumps,

Manufacture of Beer,

Extension Tables,

Grinding and Cutting,

Stop Watch,
Platform Scales,

Bench Plane,

Attaching Bits to the Brace,

Revolving Fire Arm,
Carriage Springs,

Burners for Vapor Lamps,
Refrigerating Pitcher,

• Piano-forle Action,

Shingle Machines,

Method of Tanning,
Breech-Loading Fire-Arms,
Brake for Wagons, &c.,

• Cutting Irregular Forms,
• Heliographic Instrument,

Umbrella and Head Rest,

Bee Hives,
• Ratchet Presses,

Heels of Boots and Shoes,

Excavating Machines,

Ink Rollers,

Grain Weighing Machines,

Steam Power Metre,
- Harvesting Machines,
- Punching Machines,

Provision Cutter,
• Bedstead,
- Tailors' Pressing Machine,
- Metallic Caps for Bottles, &c.,
- Smut Machines,
- Grain Separators,
- Hydraulic Rams,
Door Locks, »

" Harvesters, ,

" Sash Fastener,
- Planing Machine,
~ Gravers for Engraving Machines, John Hope,
- Finishing Soldered Tubing, Edmund Jordan,
- Extension Table, . George Pratt,
- Sewing Machines, A. W. Sangster,

H. G. Dayton,
Benjamin Griffin,

J. H. Grimsley and P. J. Aukney,
Frederick Kettler,

George Habich,

Wm. Heerdt,

Franklin B. Hunt,
Charles E. Jacot,

J. F. Keeler,

H. L. Kendall,

Samuel U. King,
Moses Kinsey,

David M. Lane,
C. B. Loveless,

W. W. Lyman,
John V. Marshall,

Elijah Morgan,
Jesse Morgan,
George Wettorse,

Benjamin B. Munroe,
W^m. N. Oakes,

John Oakes, .

Charles G. Page,
Thomas Prosser,

Philip H. Raiford,

James H. Roome,
N. Sanders and F. T. Sherman,
A. Schimmelfennig and J. Ende,
Wm. and Thomas Schnebly,
George Schuh,
Wm. H. Seymour and D. S. Morgan,
D. S. Sherman,
Wm. Smith,

Wm. St. Charles,

L. B. Storrs,

Wm. J. Stevenson,

Duncan M. Vance,
A. J. Vandegrift,

J. F. Warner,
L. Whitney
Thomas Wendell,
J. B. Whitherle,

J. A. Woodbury,
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135. Improvement in Hose Couplings,

136. Power of Steam Engines,

137. Manufacturing Gas,

138. Disconnecting Car Axle Boxes,

139. . Brick Machines,

140. House Bell,

141. Cutting Glaziers' Tins, .

142. Galher'g the Toll in Grist Mills

143. Manufacturing Gas,

144. Crushing Stones,

14.'i. Pijics to Water Closet Basins,

146. Quilting Frame, .

147. Sash Hohler,

148. Operating Churns,
149. Heating Holary Boilers, .

150. Seedina: Machines,

J5I. Billiard Tables,

158. Jjime-kiins,

153. Hav and Cotton Presses,

l.M. Hulling Rice,

155. Shingle Machines,

15G. Watch Cases,

157. Windlasses,

158. Hand Printing Presses,

159. Sewing Machines,

160. Manufacture of Burning Fluids,

161. Keducing Wheel Tires,

162. Field Fence,

163. Skirt Hoops,

164. Apparatus for Distilling Oils,

165. Post and Pile Driver,

166. Manufacture of Round Belting,

167. Tanning Leather,

168. Adjust-altle Hanger for Shafting,

169. Retorts for Generating Gas,

170. Corn Huskers,

171. Ivory Frame Composition,

172. Seeding Machines,

173. Fastening for Double Doors,

174. Door Locks,

175. Cotton Seed Planters.

176. Lamps for Lighting Gas,

177. Washing Machine,
178. Metallic Window Blinds, }

179. Cracker Machine, . ^

ISO. Raising Sunken Vessels,

181. Clothes Frame,
182. Invalid Bedstead,

183. Cleaning Grain,

184. Straw Cutters,

185. Car Wheels,
(86. Gas Burners, .

187. Shearing Sheep,

188. Metallic Hubs for Wheels,

189. Distilling Oils from Coal,

190. Construction of Harness Pads.

191. Light Relh'clor, .

192. Weal her Stri|)s for Doors,

193. Furnaces for Burning Bagasse,

194. Ice Pitcher,

195. Harvesters,

Charles Vander Woerd,
Jacob Widmer, .

John Absterdam,
Wm. D. Arnett,

Gerard Bancker, .

Jason Barton, .

John G. Baker,

, Joseph Bartholomew, .

Wm. Beaumont,
Eli W. Blake,

Wm. S. Carr,

Alanson Brown,
Stephen R. Brown,
Addison G. Brush, .

C. S. Buchanan, .

Samuel Burnside,

J. E. (/amc and S. Havens,

G. W, Calkins and H. White,
Lincoln L. Cumrnings,
Philip Dickcnhof,

Elbridge Drake,

James M. Durand,
John Harvey,
Charles A. Haskins,

Abial C. Herron, .

Levi L.Hill,

Iris Hobson,
Thomas Hoge, .

David Holmes,
John Howarth,
Oliver Hyde,
Marshall Jewell,

Horace G. Johnson,
Wm. Johnson, .

Wm. H. Lauback,
Lucius Leavenworth,
J. M. Legare,

D. B. Neal,

George H. Lindner,

John R. Marston,

Arnold McDonald,
Charles Mcintosh, ,

B. D. Morrell,

Charles Neer,

Milo Osborn,

Enos Page,
Joseph Parker,

Wm. Partridge and G. W. Shaw
C. P. Perry,

John Pugh,
A. H. Ray,

D. R. Beed and J. E. Chapman,
S. J. Russell,

T. D. Sargent,

R. M. Selleck,

W'm. F. Shaw, ,

M. M. Shellaberger,

Evan Skelly,

George W. Smith,
S. F. Smith,

174
ill.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

175
ib.

il).

il>.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

176

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib,

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

177

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.
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196.

197.

198.

199.

200,

201.

202.

203.

204.

205.

206.

207.

•208.

209.

210.

211.

212.

213.

214.

215.

216.

217.

218.

219.

221.

222.

223.

224.

225.

226.

227.

228.

229.

230.

231.

232.

233.

234.

235.

236.

237.

238.

239.

240.

241.

242.

243.

244.

245.

246.

247.

248.

249.

2.50

251

252
253
251
255
256
257

Improvement in Brick-kilns,

Clasp for Skirt Hoops,

Piano-Forte Actions,

Locomotive Signals,

Gun Carriage,

Field Fence,

Harvesters, .

Hulling Stone Dress,

Sizing Hat Bodies,

Seed Drills,

Argand Gas Burners,

Rotary Cultivators,

Pro])eller,

Revolving Fire Arm,
Breech Loading Cannon,
Spring Bed Bottom,

Car Wheels, &c.,

Floating Revolving Wharf,

Brick Machine.s,

Reciprocating Rotary Engine,

G. L. Smull,

Thomas Wallace, Jr.,

Henry Steinway,

A. E. Turnbull,

G. J. Van Brunt,

H. S. Wentworth,
S. Williams,

John A. Wilson,
S. W. Wood,
M. C. Younglove,
W. W. Bachelder,

E. T. Bussell,

C. F. Gardiner,

F. H. Harrington,

J. H. Murrill,

George E. Saflbrd,

Webster Willoughby,
Henry Albro,

Francis Allen,

George Ambrose,

Prevent'g cars from run'goH'trackLeverett Ball,

Adjusting Plane Lons, . Leonard Bailey,

Heating Steam Boilers, &c., Gideon Bantz,

Railroad Chair, . E. R. Barnes,

Hemp Harvesters, . Thomas Berry,

Handle for Screw Drivers, Oliver Bond,

Refrigerator, . John D. Burton, .

Railroad Track and Pavement, Walter Bryent,

Railroad Car Scats and Berths, Sidney C. Case, .

Raising Marl, Dirt, «&c., Thomas F. Christman,

Mode of Applying Lever Power, George E. Clay,

Regulators,

Gas Burners,

Car Couplings, .

Corn Harvesters,

Metallic Lath,

. Metallic Rolling Shutters,

Pans for Evaporating Juice,

Cutting Button Holes,

Ploughs,

Coupling Box for Shafting,

John H. Cooper,
Robert Cornelius,

C. B. Cotter,

R. B. Corbin and J. Morris
John B. Cornell,

Wm. W. Cornell,

D. M. Cook,

Charles Currier,

Alexander Dickson,

Wm. B. Dunning,

Repairing Cast Iron Cylinders, Samuel Falconbury,

Metallic Roofing,

Corn Huskers,

Shingle Machines,

Corn Planters,

Air Heating Furnaces, .

Camphene Lamps,
Setting Spokes in Hubs, .

Seeding Machines,

Metallic Wheels for Yehicles,

Corn Harvesters,

Wash-boards,

Horse Shoe Machine,

Gang Ploughs,

. Vapor Lamp Burners,

Vapor Lamps,
Corn Shelters,

Seed Planters,

Corn Husker,
Railroad Car Seat,

Treatm't of Metallic Sulphurets, Alfred Monnier,

J. C. Gaston,

Burton Hazen,
Jerrie R. Hall,

Pascal Hatch,

John P. Hayes,
Elias J. Hale,

A. Hafer and G. Wilkinson,
Samuel F. Jones,

T. McConaughy and J. McCoIlum,
Darius Landon,
Joseph Keech,
Wm. W. Lewis,

Don C. Matteson,

A. M. Mace,

Wm. H. Main.
Joseph McGown,
Lemuel R. Mears,

John Miller,
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258.

259.

260.

261.

262.

263.

264.

265.

266.

267.

268.

269.

270.

271.

272.

27.3.

274.

275.

276.

277.

278.

279.

280.

281.

282.

283.

284.

285.

286.

287.

288.

289.

290.

291.

292.

293.

294.

295.

296.

297.

298..

299.

300.

301.

302.

303.

304.-

305.

306.

307.

308.

309.

310.

311.

312.

313.

314.

315.

316.

317.

318.

Wm. Morehouse,
Samuel Nowlan,
Stuart Perry,

H. M. Piatt,

.1. C. Past,

E. F. Prentiss,

L. H. Proctor,

H. A. Roe,

F. A. Ross and W. H. Marshall,

Robert Ross and Wni. Holland,

H. P. Russ,

Improvement in Seeding Machines,

Ships and other Vessels,

Combination Locks,

Ploughs,

Feeding the Log in Saw Mills,

Cleansing Woolens, &c.,

Sifting Coal Ashes, &c.,

Cheese Vat,

Cabinet for Sewing Machines,

Oil Cup for Machinery, .

Ore Separator,

Furnaces for Boilers and Stoves, S. F. Savage,

Cooking Stoves, . S. B. Spaulding, .

Frame for Drying Clothes, Chester Stone,

Port Folio Files, . P. W. Tay,
Gearing for Machinery, Wm. M^cbster,

Gas Retorts, . Charles N. Tyler,

Masting and Rigging Vessels, Wm. Webster,

Oil Cups for Lubricat'g Engines, S. H. Whitmore,
Replacing Cars on the Track, John White,

Paddle Wheels, . George Wingate,
Picking Cop Waste, A. A. Wood,
Restoring waste vulcanized rubberFrancis Baschnagcl,

Safety Vault Covers,

Valves for Dry Gas Metres,

Skirt Hoops,
Cooking Stoves,

Stuffing Boxes,

Sewing Machines,
Riveting Machine,

Sewing Machines,

E. L. Brown,
C. C. Lloyd,

R. J. Mann,
G. G. Richmond and G. W. Pittock,

H. F. Read,

H. S. Snow,
P. B. Tyler and Wm. Jones,

A. F. Johnson,

Steam coil in evaporating vessels, H. O. Ames,
Sewing Machines,

Drain Plough,

Braiding Cordage,

Braided Cordage, Web'g, &.C.,

Grinding Mills,

Socket for Tool Handles,

Cotton Seed Planters,

Turning Selvages in Cloth,

Rotary Sawing Machines,

Coaling Metallic Surfaces,

Panlographic Telegraph,

Sewing Machine,
Upsetting Tire,

Obtaining Motive Power,
Rolling Railroad Bars,

.\pparatus for Skinning Eels,

Rotary Shingle Machine,

William F. Barnes,

Moses Barrowman,

James A. Brazin, .

Bachus A. Beardsley,

William Bennett,

Edward F. Bostrom,

John Y. Boyd,
Harvey Brown,
Wm. and Wm. A. Butcher,

Giovanni Caselli,

Samuel Comfort,

G. W. Cooper,

Peter Daniel,

Giles Edwards,
Adam Emeigh,
R. Freeman,

Lathe for Turning Oval Frames, John Wm. and George Gardener,

Electric Signal Lights,

Button Fastening,

Pantaloons,

Seed Planters,

Ink Rollers.

Ring Clamps for Engravers,

(Juitivators, .

Horse Shoes,

Typo Case for Printers,

Screw I'icket,

Bank and other Locks, .

S. Gardiner, Jr., and Levi Blossom
Lester Goodwin,
Benjamin J. CJreely,

Richard B. Ground,
Alphcus A. Hanseora,

Thomas R. Hopkins,

William A. Hopkins,

William E. Hubbard,
William A. Hunter,

Oliver Hyde,
William Johnson,

36»

181

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

192
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

183

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

184

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

185

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.
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319. Improvement in Pipe Coupling.

320. Cleaning Daguerreotype Plates,

321. Harvesters,

322 Skirl Hoops,
323. Illuminating Covers for Vaults,

324. Cans for PreservingFoocI,

32.') Bedstead,

326. Knife and Spoon Cleaner,

327 Cartridges,

328 Net for Catching Fish at Sea,

329 Gauge Cock. & Alarm Whistle,

330 Hand Drill,

331. Vapor Lamps,
332 Churns,
333. Manufacturing White Lead,
334. Washing Machine,
33.5. Cooking Stoves,

336 Grinding Mills, .

337. Grain Separators,

338 Fire and Burglar Proof Safes,

339 Stave Machine, .

340 Seed Planters,

341. Sewing Machines,

342 Churn, .

343. Fountain Pens, .

344. Sewing Machines,
345. Brad Punch,
346 Propeller,

347. Re-sawing Lumber,
348. Burning Fluid Lamps, .

349. Cotton Gins,

350. Tubes of Lamp Caps,
351. Seed Planters,

352. Bedstead,

353. Attaching, &c., Propellers,

354. Fire Ladders,

355. Sewing Machines,
356 Dentists' Pattern Plates,

357. Obtaining Sulphurous Acid,

358. Ore Separator,

359. Double-acting Gun Lock,
360. Converting Peat into Charcoal,
361, Sash Fastener,

362. Apparatus for Rectifying,

363. Sewing Machines,
364. Cutters in Planing Machines,
365. Sewing Machines,
366. Quilting Frame,
367. Drawing Rollers,

368. Revolving Fire Arms,
369. Apparatus for Heating Tires,

370. Gearing for Steam Engines,

371. Railroad Car Brakes,

EXTENSIONS.

1. Improvement in India rubber fabrics,

2. Manufacture of India Rubber
3. Felting India Rubber,

ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENTS.

David Kahnweller, .

Charles Kctrham,
William F. Ketchum,
Martin Landenberger,
E. P. Leonard and P. H. Jackson
Azcl Storrs Lyman,
Norman Lamphear,
James McNish,
G. W. Morse,

Benjamin Merritt, Jr.,

Alexander Miller,

H. H. Packer,

William H. Racy,
Alfred Rose,

R. Rowland,
Perry C. Rude,
Silas T. Savage, .

William Scarlett,

H. H. Scely and P. Griswold,
Theodore Sharts,

William M. Sloan,

G. Smith and A. G. Perry,

E. Harry Smith, .

William H. Tambling,
Susan E. Taylor,

John Thompson,
John Thorndike,
William Thurber,
E. H. Titus and John Sharp,
Hiram Todd,
J. Alexander Ventress,
Wm. W. Wade,
Augustus Wales,
C. A. Warner,
Wm. Webster,
Joseph Welte,
H. B. West and H. F. Wilson,
Wm. M. Wright,
Joseph Albrecht,

Hezekiah Bradford,

Eliash Brey,

J. Burrows Hyde, .

S. Carhart and Wm. Moore,
Ethan Campbell,
Thomas A. Dugdale,
Sands F. Forman,
Westley Miller,

John King,
S. P. Spencer, .

F. D. Newbury,
J.J.White,
J. F. Allen,

H. M. Collier,

•I
Charles Goodyear,

1. Improvement in Blast produc'g Chair, Leopold R. Breisach,
2. Watchmakers' Lathes, J. M. Bottum,
3. Tires of Carriage Wheels, R. R. Scott,

4. Shingle Machine, . Elbridge Webber,

188

188

ib.

ib.

ib.
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RE-ISSCES.

1. Improvpinent in Steam Cylinders,

2. Electro-Magnetic Alarms,

3. Sewing Machines,

5. Extracting Stumps,

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8

9.

10,

11.

12,

13,

14,

15

16,

17,

18,

19.

20,

21.

22,

23,

24,

25,

26,

27.

28,

29,

30,

31.

32
33.

34.

35,

36,

37.

38,

39.

40.

41.

DESIGNS.

For Aquariums,
KontofTypes,
(look Stoves,

Ornuineiit for Stoves, &c.,

Sewing Machine Stands,

Stove Doors, •

Printers' Types,
Stove Plate,

Stoves,

^ Cooking Stoves, .

July, 1858,

Improvement in Cutting Corks,

Raking and Loading Hay,
Sewing Machines,
Gathering Stones,

Sewing Machines,

Brecch-Ioading Fire Arm,
Railroail (Jar Seats,

Stopper for Bottles,

Attaching Lamps to Lanterns,

Boring Machine,
Upsetting Carriage Axles,

Corn Planters,

Steam Engines, .

Pump,

Frederick E. Sickles, . 188

A. R. Pope, . ib.

Charles A. Durgan, . 189
\Vm. (). Grover and Wm. E. Baker, ib.

\Vm. W. Willis, . ib.

A. L. Blanchard, , 189

James Connor, . ib.

E. J. Dilany and J. Martino, . ib.

Gt'iirgi' F. Seavey, . ib.

James Wilcox, . . ib.

R. H. N. Bates, . ib.

(leorije Bruce, . . ib.

S. W. Gihhs, . ib.

James Horton, . . ib.

Joseph A. Reed, . ib.

G. Smith and H. Brown, . ib.

Robert P. Abernethey,

R. P. Abernethey & M. M. Wombau
Benton, Behn, and Bastian,

Robert M. Berry,

G. W. Bishup, .

Lyman R. Blake,

E. Brooks and G. Walker,
Zenas Cobb,
Munson C. Cronk,
John Fleming, .

L. A. Dole,

Zitra Doolittle,

Warren Drummond,
John Ericsson,

Gilbert B. Farnum,
Crushing Juice from Sugar Cane, John J. Fearrington,

Attachment for Clocks, Stanislas Fournier,

Pumps, . A. A. Genung,
Faucets, . . Henry Getty,

Nicking Screws, . Ira Griggs,

Ploughs, . I. P. Harris,

Washing Machines, R. H. Harrison,

TesliiiK the Strength of Springs, S. H. Hartman,
Chairs for Railways,

- Lathes for 'J'urning in Metals,

. Running Gear of Wagons,
- Rotary Pump,
- Constructing Iron Railings,

- Cultivators,

- Measuring Faucet,

. Rotating ^Shaft8,

. Skirt IIoo|)s,

Steam Boilers,

"

i Churns,

Dust Pan,
' Attachments to Harvesters,
- Harvesters,

Track Clearers for Harvesters
• Harvester Fingers,

Securing Grain, .

1

Wm. Hall,

G. Henderson and J. Steele,

Jonathan Hibbs,

A. P. Holly,

Luther Homes,
Duncan E. Hubbard,
Gilbert Hubbard,
Simon Ingersoll,

Austin Kelley,

A. K. Ketcham,

James Macnish, .

Thomas E. McNeill,

,
}-John P. Manny,

J

242
gh, ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

243
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

244
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.
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42. Improvement in Burglars'Alarm Clock

43. Hillside Ploughs,

44. Harvesters, .

45. Paring, &c.. Apples,

46. Sausage Filler,

47. Stuffing Horse Collars,

48. Railroad Car Coupling, .

49. Ventilating Mill Stones,

50. Leathering Tacks,

61. Carriage Springs,

52. Leathering Tacks,

53 Sash Holder,

54. Cotton Cultivators, .

55. Planing Mouldings,

56. Breech-loading Fire Arms,
57. Tailors' Measure,
68. Fibre of Tampico Hemp,
59. Continuous Chair Rails,

60. Nail Machine,
61. Rice Hulling Machines,
62, Corn Shellers,

63. Trunk Protector,

64. Hulling Rice,

65. Ear, Cheek, and Chin Muff,

66. Safety Apparatus,

67. Furnaces,

68. Pressing Straw Bonnets,
69. Making Paper Bags,

70. Bedstead Fastenings,

71. Furnaces for Steam Boilers,

72. Railroad Bridge Signalizer,

73. Stopper for Bottles,

74. Water Metres,

75. Horse Hay Rakes, .

76. Valve Regulators,

77. Punch for Perforating Metal,

_„' > Pressure Gauge,

80. Corn Husker, .

81 Lock,
82, Magnetic Steam Gauge,
83. Burglars' Alarm Clock,

84 Faucet,

85. Knitting Machines, .

86. Spoke-shave,

87. Kettles for Rendering Lard,

88. Spring Pulley forWindow Sashes

89. Cutting Paper,

90. Door Plates,

91. Hulling Rice,

92. Dressing Hides and Leather,

93. Propeller for Canal Boats,

94. Rocking Chair,

95. Cutting Barrel Heads,
96. Bustles and Skirts,

97. Cutting Cylindrical Sticks,

98. Force Pumps for Fire Engines,
99. Clothes-Drying Apparatus,

100. Hub for Carriage Wheels,
101. Sawing Machines,

102. Railroad Car Box Cases, (Sec,

103. Washing Machine,

, John Matheuraan,
Modest Mcrk,
Jeremiah Mitchell,

J. J. Parker,

John G. Perry,

Levi Plonk,

J. H. Quackenbush,
L. Racine,

Jesse Reed,

Luther Otway Rice,

Charles L, Russell,

Eliphalet S. Scripture,

Asberry Smith,

Hezekiah B, Smith,

George H, Soule,

W. R. Stace,

Werner Staufen,

C. A-Stancliffand J. Min
Hiram W, Taylor,

John F. Taylor, .

P. P. Taft,

R. M. Wade,
R. P. Walker,
W. P, Ware,
S. W. Warren,
B. H. Washington,
H, E. West,
Francis Wolle,

E. S. Wright,

Henry Yates, .

Amos Burnham,
James Ewing,
\Vm. Darker, Jr.,

John F, Faust,

William S. Gale,

Washington J. Granger,

Wm, C. Grimes,

Leonard A. Grover,

John Philip Lipps,

Joshua Lowe, .

George D. Sargent,

N. P. Whittelsey,

Nelson P. Aiken,

Leonard Bailey, .

John J. Bate,

i,Dana Bickford, .

Milton B. Bigelow,

Jeremy W. Bliss,

Joseph S. Bossard,

J. R. Bumgarner and Lyman White,
Abner Burbank, .

Isaac P. Carrier,

A. H, Crozier, .

Handel N, Daggett,

George Davis, .

John N. Dennisson,

Alonzo R, Dinsmoor,
Nathaniel T. Edson,
H. Weatherstone and P. Engman
Jacob C. GrisendorfT,

B. F. Ghormley,
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irovement in Traps for Animals,
- Printing Presses,

- Fire Escape Ladder, .

- Shinejlc Machine,
- Coppering the Interior of Ships,
- Churns, .

- 'J'ailors' Shears, .

- Pump,
- Machine Pulleys,

- Shoemakers' Edge Planes,
- Adjustable Pile Driver,

- Paper Stock from Reeds,

- Drilling and Splitting Stones,

- Carriage for Sawing Machines,
- Reaping and Mowing Machines,
- Escapement of Watches,
- Boat Propeller,

- Hemp Brakes,

- Cleaning and Polishing Coffee,
- 'i'hreshing Machines,
- Manufacturing Knit Gloves,
- Governor for Steam Engines,
- Refrigerators,

- Medicated Vapor Apparatus,
- Gas Generators, .

- Churn, . . )

- Grajn Cleaning Machines, 5

- Scroll-Sawing Machines,
- Rolling Railway Chairs,

- Butter Cooler,

- Attaching Sleigh Runners,
- Cotton Gins,

. Aids in Extracting Teeth,
• Earthenware Dishes,

- Refrigerators,

Surveyor's Graphodometer,
- Smoke Stack for Steam Vessels,

- Saw-Mill Block,

• Tripod Head for Surveyors,
• Leather Shaving Knife,

- Self-dumping Coal Bucket,
Floor Clamps,
Boot Trees,

• Securing Lightning Rods,

Radiators for Heating Buildings,

Manufacturing Chair Backs,
• Regulator for Stoves, &c.,

Spinning Frames,
Water- Wheels,
Hand-Stamps, .

• Cleaning Grain,

('i)oling Car Wheels,
• Polishing Thread,
Manulacturing Zinc Oxide,

• Joints for Condensers,

Connecting Railroad Rails,

Knife Cleaner,
' Combination of Magnets,
Twine Box,
Washing Machines,
Sharpening Gin Saws,
Ploughs, .

Samuel Gibson, . . 248
George P. Gordon, . ib.

Joseph H. Grimsley, . 249
E. Hall and J. F. Stewart, ib.

Roswell W. Haskins, . ib.

James Hatfield, . . ib.

Bachus Heinisch, . ib.

George Hibsch, . . ib.

Caleb S. Hunt, . ib.

Freeman Killbrith, . ib.

T. W. Ijoveless, . ib.

Henry Lowe, . . ib.

John H. Lyon, . ib.

A. C. Miller, . , ib.

C. Moul, . ib.

Jacol) Muma, . . ib.

Mortimer Nelson, . ib.

George M. Newell, . ib.

William Newell, . 250
Job E. Owens and E. G. Dyer, . ib.

James Peatfield, . ib.

C. T. Porter, . . ib.

Henry Rehahn, . ib.

Alexander F. Rose, . ib.

G. W. R. Seal, . ib.

N. H. Sherburne, • ib.

E. Sirret, Jr., . ib.

J. H. Snyder, . . ib.

James H. Stimpson, . ib.

Wm. W. St. John, . ib.

Joshua Tetlow, , ib.

Charles C. Thomas, . ib.

Alson and Tracy Vail, . ib.

Nathaniel Waterman, . 251
J. M. Wampler, . ib.

William Webster, . ib.

Hiram Wells, . ib.

Wm. J. Young, . . ib.

J. B. VV'entworth, . ib.

John Wust, . . ib.

H. C. Wight, . ib.

A. J. Wisner, . . ib.

Victor Schrage, . ib.

L IL Chester, . . ib.

S. E. Foster, . ib.

B. Holly, . . ib.

Amasa Houghton, . ib.

D. K. Kraalz, . . ib.

Wm. Morse and John Hughes, ib.

William H. Orr, . ib.

Robert I'oole, . . 252
Britton Richardson, . ib.

Joseph VN'harlon, . ib.

Horatio Allen, . il).

K. H. Allen, . . ib.

J. J. Banta, . ib.

Edmund F. Barnes, . ib.

W. K. Bennett and C. Storer, ib.

^\'illlam Brown, . . ib.

\. H. Burdine, . ib.

G. D. Culton, . . ib.
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166. Improvement in (Jutting Boot Soles,

167. Locomotive Engines,

168. Hard Rubber Goods,
169. Steam Heater,

170. Spring Bolt,

171. Grinding Mills,

172. Making Watch Cases,

173. Carpenter's Rule, .

174. Canal Boat,

175. Saw-filing Machine, .

176. Seed Drills,

177. Pressing Grapes,
178. Casting Hinges, .

179. Digging Potatoes,

180. Mill Stone Dress,

181. Casting Iron Kettles,

183. Vapor Burning Lamps,
18.3. Propeller,

184. Breech-Loa(Hng Fire Arms,
185. Making (Jhain,

186. Tool Carriage in Lathes,

187. Making Axe Polls,

188. Straw Cutters,

189. Railroad Switches,

190. Heel Shavers for Boots & Shoes,

191. Firemen's Trumpets,
192. Clothes Dryers, .

193, Cutting Bevels on Barrel Heads,

194. Steam Stoves,

195. Paper Hangings,
196. Steatite Articles,

197. Apparatus for Rectifying,

198. Ploughs,

199. Looms,
200. Electro-Magnetic House Alarm,

201. Hulling and Cleaning Rice,

202. Flouring Mills,

203. Cotton Presses,

204. Clothes Rack,

205. • Soldering Iron,

206. Straw Shakers,

307. Wick Tubes for Vapor Lamps,
208. Horse Powers,

209. Fluid Metre,

210. Converting Motion,

211. Stone-sawing Machines,

212. Telegraphic Machine,

213. Ploughs,

214. Omnibus Register,

215. Coupling for Railroad Cars,

216. Water-proof Cement,

217. Blocks of Truss Bridges,

218. Counterpoising Gasometers,

219. Plates for Burglar-proof Safes,

220. Sewing Machines,

221 Axle Boxes, &c.,

222. Cutting Boot Fronts,

223. Paints,

224. Sewing Machines,

225. Sawing Machine,

226. Operating Window Blinds,

John Crawshaw,
L. Grossman and S. Atkinson,

Gustavus Cuppers,

Chauncey A. Dickerman,
Edward Doen,
Gerrett Erkson,

Edwin Field,

Wm. O. C. Fritschler,

James E. Gibson, .

Heman How,
J. W. Kirk,

Henry Krause, .

Conrad M. Lane, .

Malcolm Little,

George W. Loy, .

Cornelius McGinniss,
Nicholas Mason, .

Dntus E. Merrick,

James H. Merrill, .

Edwin H. Perry,

Adam Rennio, .

George Reynolds,

Robert St. Clair, Jr.,

G. R. Smith,

Varanes Snell, .

Wm. Staehlen,

S. H. Tift,

A. D. Stewart,

J. L. Sutton,

T. Van Deventer,

J. Von Schwarz,

G. Waters and J. W. Harnett,

Walter Warren, .

Joseph Welch,
William Whiting,

D. Henwood and J. Stephens,

Samson Wolff,

R. G. Williams, .

George Young, Jr.,

H. J. Behrens,

Leonard Ellig, .

M. Safford,

William Rider, .

E. D. Weatherbee,
John J. Weeks, ,

Horace L. Arnold,

Edmund F. Barnes,

Samuel R. Bliven,

Louis Brauer, .

George S. Bishop,

Abraham B rower, .

Albert D. Briggs,

P. T. Burtis,

Ira L. Cady,
Luman Carpenter,

David Curaming,
John Dick, .

J. S. D'Orsey,

Cornelius Donnovan,
Wm. H. Doane and C. Mason,
Andrew Ferber,
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227. Improvement in Harness Tug Buckle,

228. Railroad Car Springs,

229. Rotary Planing Machines,

230. Distributing Steam,

231. —— Valves in Gas Apparatus,

232. Wheelwrights' Machine,
233. Water to Steam Boilers,

234. Sinks, Sewers, &c.,

235. Machinery for Piling Paper,

236. Manufacturing Nails,

237. Signal Lantern Switches,

238. Compound Rails for Railroads,

239. Paper Making Machines,
240. Bran Dusters,

241. Churn,
242. Carriages for Children, .

243. Grates for Steam Boilers,

244. Splice Pieces for Railroad Rails,

245. Sewing Machines,
246. Closet for Milk, .

247. Steam Boilers,

248. Wheat Drills,

249. Adjusting Mosquito Bars,

250. Ascertaining Time,
251. Grates for Locomotive Engines,
252. Gas Regulators, .

253. Treating Potato Rot,

254. Printing Telegraphic Machines,
255. Brick Machines,
256. Coupl'g for Horse Railroad Cars,

257. Production of Illuminating Gas,
258. Clothes Wringer,
259. Weighing and Registering Grain,

260. Crushing and Grinding Quartz,

261. Corn Harvesters,

262. Horse Power Machines,
263. Protecting Trees from Insects,

264. Seed Planters,

265. Clothes Dryer,

266. Cleaning Grain,

267. Locking Panels of Field Fences,
268. Butter Machine,
269. Railroad Car Brakes,

270. Making Steel Rollers,

271. Alarm Gauge for Steam Boilers,

272. Drawing Instrument,

273. Pumps,
274. Mangles, .

275. Kfiitting Machines,
276. Stoves for Burning Soft Coal,

277. Steam Healing Apparatus,
278. Gas Regulators,

279. Sewing Machines,
280. Glasses for Vault Covers,
281. Pegging Shoes,

282. Railroad Car Seats,

283. Burners for V^apor Lamps,
384. Revolving Fire Arms, . .

SXTENSiONS.

John H. Feraw,
John J. Fields,

Ivers Gibbs,

Robert Hale,

August Hendricks,
William Hinds,
Z. L. Jacobs,

Samuel Matthews,
John C. Kneeland,
John D. Krauser,

S. N. Lennon,
Lewis, Dunning and Wheat,
Thomas Lindsey,

S. B. Manning,
M. R. Marcell,

Gilbert Maynard,
James Montgomery,
Ellwood Morris,

Charles Moore,
Edward H. Nash,
Orin Newton,
Edward O. Bryden,
F. C, Payne.
Charles R. M. Pohle,

Joseph W. Pole,

J. H. Powers.

Lyman Reed,

T. and J. Reeve and S. M. Tyler,

S. C. Salisbury,

Blaney E. Sampson,
J. Milton Sanders,

Isaac A. Sergeant,

J. Scheitlan,

Charles Powell Stanford,

Albert Stoddard,

James A. Stone,

William W. Taylor,

J. H. Thomas and P. P. Must,
Stephen H. Tift,

B. T. Trimmer,
Charles Van De Mark,
Ellyson Yerby,
Wilbcr B. Wait,
Henry Waterman,
Joseph Whitmore,
Wm. W. Wythes,
Henry Zeng,

D. Cumming, Jr.,

Joseph P. Delahunty,
Merriman P. Dorsch,

Thomas Gordon,
Charles F. Holzer,

Albert H. Hook,
Thaddeus Hyatt,

Leander Lackey,
John McMurtry, ,

G. W. Randall,

E, A. Raymond and C. Robitaille

1. Improvement in Casting Types,
2. Barrels and other Casks,

l)i«vid Bruce, Jr.,

I<aac CroKsett,

256
ib.

ib.

ib.

257
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

258
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

259
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

260
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

260
ib.
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RE-ISSUES.

1. Improvement in Ventilating Ships, &c., Rudolph Knecht,

2. Marking Time of Workmen, Benjamin T. Harris,

3. Sewing Machines,

4.

5. Folding Paper,

6. Casting Skeins for Wagons,

DESIGNS.

1. For Types,
2. Printers' Types,

3.

4. Range Fronts,

5. Bedsteads, .

6. Cooking Stoves,

7. Stoves,

8. "
.

9. Pitchers, .

W. O. Grovcr and W. E. Baker,

John A. Ruckman,
S. T. Bacon,

Andrew Leonard,

. James Connor,

A. C. Barstow,

Heinrich Neidig,

E. J. Delaney,

N. S. Vedder,
G. Smith and H. Brown,
George W. Smith,

August, 1858-

1. Improvement in Cultivators,

2. Governor for Steam Engines,

3. Wheat Separators,

4. Knife Sharpener,

5. Steam Engines,

6. Removing Submarine Deposits,

7. Substitute for the Crank,
8. Flouring Mills,

9. Grain and Grass Harvesters,

10. Metallic Fence,

11. Converting Motion,

12. Making Coffee,

13. Railroad Frog,

14. Cop Tubes for Shuttles,

15. Lamps, .

16. Sleeping Car for Railroads,

17. Tube for Conveying Sound,
18. Condensing and Purifying Gas,

19. Field Fence,
20. "

21. Gas Stoves,

22. Gas Burners,

23. Separating Fibre,

24. Preserve Cans,
2.'>. Operating Presses,

26. Printing Presses, .

27. Safety Whiffle-tree,

28. Money Table,

29. Hubs for Carriage Wheels,
30. Stoves,

31. —— Furnace and Cooking Range,
32. Brakes for Railroad Cars,

33. Ox Yokes,
34. Chucks for Centering, &c.,
35. Sewing Machines,
36. Argand Gas Burner,
37. Purifying Gas,
38. Pegging Machines, .

39. Case Shoe Brush,
40. Harvesters,

41. Fire Places,

43. Purifying Gas,

William Adams,
Alban Anderson,

W. H. Angel and M. Coffeen,

John J. and Austin T. Armstrong,
Henry and F. J. L. Blandy,
Eli Brazelton,

Aaron Brooks,

Robert J. Brown,
Robert Bryson,
William Bush,
Isaac Chapman,
John Denley and T. H. Heberling

James M. Dick, ,

James Eaton,
William Fulton,

Charles L. Harrington,

R. G. Hatfield,

August Hendricks,

David M. Heikes,

Cornelius Horton,

Moses W. Kidder,

Frederick C. Krause,

Azel Storrs Lyman, .

Emmons Manley,
David L. Miller,

Frederick B. Nichols,

George F. Oulten,

William Painter,

Norman Piatt, .

Andrew Ralston,

William Resor, .

John W. Rice,

Joseph H. Riggs, .

Daniel N. Smith,

E. Harry Smith,

Joseph E. Stanwood, .

Andrew Walker,
Edgar M. Stevens,' .

Charles D. Thum,
J. V. Trump,
W^iliiam R. Warden,
John Waterhouse, .

260
ib.

261

ib.

ib.

ib.

261

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.
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ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.
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ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.
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ib.
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ib.
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ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.
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ib.
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ib.

320
ib.

ib.

ib.
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43. Improvement in Railroad Rails,

44. Looms,
45. Sleeping Cars for Railroads,

46. Sewing Machines,
47. Registering Machinery,
48 Seed Planters,

49. Stoves,

60. Manufacturing Shoe Pegs,

51. Electro-Magnetic Engine,
52. Butter Worker,
53. Mechanical Jack,

54. Making Beef, &c., Tender,

55. Centrilngal Gun,
56. Straw Cutters,

57. Threshing & Separating Grain,

58. Seed Planters,

5'J. Harrow,
60. Rolling Leather into Bales,

61, Wind Guard for Chimneys,
62. I Burring Wool, &c.,

63. Chamfering and Crozing Barrels,

64. Metallic Lath Surface,
\

65. Safety Guard for Safe Doors,
ji

66. Applying Brakes to Hand Trucks,

67. Purifying Gas,

68. Treatment of Caoutchouc,
69. Bed Bottom, .

I

70. Hinges, . S

71. < Harvesters,

72. Tanning Hides, .

73. Seed Planters,

74. Cultivators,

75. Sewing Machines,
76. Locomotive Steam Engines,

77. Clothes Rack,
78. Heating and Cooling Air,

79. Telegraphic Instruments,

80 Ships' Windlass, . }

.81, Cable Stopper, . jl

82, Hanging Window Sash,

83 «ced Planters,

84. Bathing Apparatus,

85. Cleaning Wheat,
86. Rock Drills,

87. Coring and Quartering Apples,

88. Generating Gas,

89. Distilling Oils from Coals,

90. Fanning and Assorting Grain,

91. Counter Scales,

92. Escapement for Time-keepers,

93. Bake Ovens,

94 Printing Ink Rollers,

85. Repeating Fire Arm,
96. Hay Elevators,

97. Steam Vnlve,

98. Seeding Machines,
99. Harrows,

100. Printing Presses, .

101. Steam Valves,

102. I'ounding Rice,'

103, Folding Gridiron,

1.04, Cement for Roofing Purposes,

Vol. XXXVL—Tuino SKiiiES.—No.6.-

M. J. Waldron, . 320
Joseph Welch, . ib.

Eli Wheeler, . . ib.

Darius Wheeler and Luman Carpenter, ib.

S. Lloyd Wiegand. . ib.

James D. Willoughbv, . ib.

J. H. Wilkinson, ' . ib.

I. G. Worth, . . ib.

Frederick Yeiser, . ib.

W. Bancroft, . . ib.

Amos Jones, . ib.

Thomas W. Moore, . ib.

C.B.Thayer, . ib.

Darius Babcock, . . 321
N. J. Becker and J. M. Harvey, ib.

Addison Berdan,

Xathan Burk,

F. M. Butler,

T. B. Buller,

, A. H. Crozier and C. Carrier,

John B. Cornell,

,C. L. Daboll,

W. F. Dariowsky,

.\ustin G. Day,

W. H, Elliott,

M.E.Ellsworth, .

L. C. England,
H. C. Fairchild, .

N. W. Eraser and A. J. McLellan
James E. A. Gibbs,

John C. Hagan, .

A. A. Harris,

W. Hidden and J. Reeves,

George B. Hicks,

Peter H. Jackson,

Ross Johnson,
E, W. Kimball, .

Frederick Kraemer,
Jesse Lantz and John Russell,

William Lewis,

Charles Lounsberry, Jr.,

Henry Lvles,

John and W. B. McCue,
R. Nutting,

H. B. Osgood,

E. Paulus,

Wm. Pettet,

Elisha Pratt,

Franklin B. Prindle,

E. M. Rees,

George Rieseck,

T. R. Richmond,
Jeremiah Routh and Abel Vaughn,
C. Edward Sncidcr,

Wm. J. Stevens,

John Tallon,

Joseph H.Thomas,
Joseph Thompson,

-Decemueb, 1858. 37
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rovrmcnt in BilliarJ Cushions,
- Variable Doring Bit,

- Wood Fibres to Paper Pulp,

- Seeding Machines, .

- 13ee-hives,

- Forming Bats for Felting,

- Steam Engines,
- Burners for Vapor Ijamps,

- Ploughs,
- Tanning Hides,
- Gas Retorts,

- Cultivators, .

- Cooking Stoves, .

- Folding Paper,
- Preparing Frames for Gilding,

- Corn Shellers,

- Washing Machine,
- Churn,
- Cross-cut Sawing Machine,
- Railroad Car Seats,

- Securing Cutters to Augers,
- Corn Planters,

- Sowing Fertilizers,

- Ploughs,
- Steam Heating Apparatus,
- Mill Pick Holders,
- Corn Planters, .

- Brick Machines,

Wm. K. Winant,
Wm. 'J'ucker, .

Henry Voelter,

S. R. Weldron,
Thomas H. Windle,
Thomas B. Butler,

John J. G. Collins,

Frederick Heidrick,

Joseph Jones,

Theodore Klemm,
Alfred Marsh,
Robert Sawyer,
John L. Stewart,

John North,

James W. Campbell,
Calvin Adams,
David Allan,

James S. Appleton,

John T. Armstrong,
James M, Baird, .

Charles L. Barges,

Thomas M. Bedgood,
Lyman Bickford,

Wm. Black,

Henry G. Bulkley,

Jacob P. Brady,
John S. Davis,

J. W. Crary,

Operating Steam Trip Hammers, J. S. Bonney and C. W. Willard

Revolving Fire Arms, . W. W. Elliott,

Pessaries, . Wm. Elmer,

Metallic Bands for Bind'g Bales, Wm. Field,

Stoves, . . Cornelius O. Foley,

Preparing Oval Picture Frames, Wm. Gardner,

Lock, . Fayette Gould,

Wrench, . Francis D. Haywood,
Cutting Mitres, . Stephen W. Hall,

Heating Mash Tubes, . Adolph Hammer,
Nail Plate Feeder, J. W. Hoard and T. A. Searle,

Securing Steps to Mill Spindles, Gideon Hotchkiss,

Saw'g Machine for Saw'g Plank, Wm. C. Huntington,

Construction of Canal Boats, Anson Judson,

Smut Machines, . J. N. Lester,

Bridge, . Stephen H. Long,

Amalgamating Gold and Silver, Samuel Longman,
Rock Drills, . W. W. Loomis and John Hewitt

Excavating Machines, . Wm. R. Maffett,

Reaping Machines, C. W. and W. W. Marsh
Feed Motion for Cerotypography, John McElheran,

Lantern for Burning Coal Oil, Max Miller,

Steering Apparatus,

Carpet Cleaner,

Grain Drills,

Forging Nails,

Threshing Machines,

Revolving Fire Arm,
• Washing Machines,
• Seed Planters,

Andiron,
Bomb Lance,

• Butter Bucket,
• Operating Churns, &c.;

Franklin A. Morley,

Augustus W. Noney,
Adam Pritz,

S. S. Putnam,
Samuel D. Reynolds,
Joseph Rider,

D. C. Rood,
Jonathan H. Rose,

J. B. Sargent,

Rufus Sibley,

J. W. Stimpson,'

Moses Swan,
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167. Improvement in Nail Plate Feeder,

168. ConiMnation Shoe Tool,

169. Sewing Machines,

170. Digging Potatoes,

171.

172. Printin;? Presses,

173. Grain Separators,

174. Gas Burners,

175. Sewing Machines,

176. Clothes Horse,

177. Churk for Lathes,

178. Carpet Sweeper, .

179. Scwinjj Machines,

180. Steam Valves,

181. Adtlomfters,

182. Steam (^ock,

183. Making Rope,

184. Vapor Lamp Burners,

185. Turning Headed Work,
186. Railroad Rails,

187. Spinning .Mules,

188. Addomcters,

189. Coupling Railroad Cars,

190. Cooling and Ventilating Grain,

191. Roofing Compositions,

192. Carpenters' Work Bench
193. Quartz Crushers,

194 Writing Desks, .

195, Sewing Machines,

190. Car Seats and Couches,

197. Seeding Machines,

198. Cartridge for Fire Arms,
199. Cutting up Cornstalks,

200 Portable Field Fence,

201. Cross-cut Sawing Machine,

202 Metallic Spring, .

203. Seeding Machines,
204. Sewing Machines,
20.5. Running Gear for Railroad Cars,

206. Washing Machines,
207. Music Stool,

208. Bed Bottom,
209. Breaking Hemp,
210. Rotary Harrows,
211. Switching Cars olT the Track,

212. Harnesses,

213. Horse Rakes,

214. Harrows,
213. Ice Stand,

216. Elastic Fabrics,

217, Ovens,

218 Metallic Bnnds for Bales, &c
219. Serding Machines,
220. Packages for Dry Goods,
221. Steam Cock,
222. Machinery for Bolting Flo
223. Harpoiin Lance, .

224. Bolt .Machine,

22.'>. WinillisH,

226. Gas Regulators,

227. f'scape,

228. Water Metre,

James H. Swett, . 328
D. J. Tapley, . . ib.

Wm. P. Uhlinger, . * ib.

Alexander Wells, • ib.

Luke White, . ib.

Daniel Wolfe, . . ili.

L. Wilcox, . ib.

Wm. Wright, . . il>.

J. S. Buell and W. T. Barnes, ib.

E. Culver, .Ir., . . ib.

Simeon Goodfellow, . ib.

H. H. Herrick, . . 329
T. D. Jackson, • ib.

W. S. Mackintosh and S. Wadsworth, ib.

L. N. Nulz, . . ib.

J. li. Winslow, . ib.

Newton Adams, . . ib.

Solomon Andrews, • ib.

Frederick Baldwin, . ib.

Sidney A. Beers, . ib.

James H. Brickill, . ib.

Jabez Burns, . ib.

Campbell, Leghtiser and Shannon, ib.

Charles D. Clark, . ib.

Abram Davis, . ib.

Justin Devoge, . . 330
A. J. Doolittle, . ib.

John W. Fiester, . ib.

R. B. Fitts and Milton D.Whipple, ib.

L N. Forester, . ib.

J. Fowler and F. M. Bacon, . ib.

Edwin Gomez and Wm. Mills, ib.

Francis AL Green, . ib.

John B. Johnson, . ib.

A. Heth and G. Hall, . ib.

James Harrison, Jr., . ib.

Paul Hildreth, . ib.

Elias Howe, Jr., . . ib.

James IngersoU, . ib.

Wm. A. Jordan, . . ib.

Edwin Leach, . 331
Rufus Leavitt, . . ib.

Samuel H. Little, . ib.

Wm. H. Main, . . ib.

John C. Mather, . ib.

Freedom Monroe, . ib.

Mirrick Morgan, . ib.

Daniel B. Neal, . • ib.

Henry A. Roberts, . ib.

John W. Newell, • ib.

E. Graves Otis, . ib.

Increase C. Plant, • ib.

D. B. Kieper an.l A. C. For, ib.

Alexander Robertson, . ib.

R. Ross and W. Holland, ib.

Benjanun D. Sanders, . ib.

Nathan Schollield, . ib,

Elisha Simkins, , . 332
Samuel N. Smith, . ib.

W. (J. Sterling, . , ib.

Owen Sweeny, . ib.

Franklin A. Tcnney, • ib.
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229.

230.

2;il.

232.

233.

234.

23.5.

230.

237,

238.

239.

240.

241.

242.

243.

244.

245.

246.

247.

248.

249.

250.

251.

252.

253.

254.

255.

25ti.

257.

258.

259.

260.

261.

262.

263.

264.

265.

266.

267.

268.

269.

270.

271.

272.

273.

274.

275.

276.

277.

278.

279.

260.

281.

282.

283.

284.

285.

286.

287.

288.

289.

290.

Improvement in Steam Coils in Vats, John Frageser,

Composition for Miniature Cases,Mark Tomlinson,

Tempering Wire and Steel,

Corn Planters,

Corn Shelling Machines,
Attachments to Artificial Legs,

Locomotive Engines,
Obstetrical Chairs,

Setting Staples in Blind Slats,'

Lock,

Water Closet,

Valve Gear of Steam Engines,

Chain Stopper,

Broiling, Toasting, &c..

Anchor Ball,

Sewing Machines,

Henry Waterman,
Horace Whitman,
Loren J. Wicks,
Oliver David Wilcox,
Koss Winans,
C. C. Wings,
James Wyman,
Hjalmar Wynblad,
Isaac Edelman,
James Ferguson,
Wni. H. Gray,

H. W. Harkness and W.
H. W. Harkness,

T.D.Jackson,
— C ut-off Valves of Steam Engines,John Jackman, Jr.,

Horse Collar Blocks,

Trap for Animals,
Carpet Stretcher, .

Burnishing Machine,
Coupling for Bale Hoops,
Hillside Ploughs,

Cleaning Hose, &c.,

Cotton Seed Planters,

Smoke Slacks of Locomotives,

Sewing Machines,
Stocks of Bench Planes,

Weaving Skirt Fringe, .

Umbrellas,

Seeding Machines,
Portable Fence. .

Seed Drills,

Cotton Presses,

Rotary Pump,
Manufacturing Shears,

Recumbent Chair,

Printers' Composing Sticks,

Sewing Machines,
- Seeding Machines,

Sun Shades,

Carpet Fastener,
- Railroad Car Seats,

• Upsetting Carriage Tire,

Sash Fastener,

B. W. McClure and Georgi

Frederick Renthe,

Henry Ridley,

L. S. White,
John Agnew,
H. S. Akins,

J. B. Alden, Jr., and E. L
H. P. Allen,

Jacob A. Alter,

Solomon Andrews,
Leonard Bailey,

James Beck,

Charles Boernicke,

T. J. Bottoms,

R. J. Prown,
O. H. S. Brumfield,

T. J. Bottoms and J. A. B
Levi Burnell,

Wm. S. Butler,

David Buzzell,

Alexander Calhoun,
D. W. Clark,

S. Conklin and G. Newton
A. G. Davis,

M. Dewey and Ira Philli

John C. DeWitt,
E. J. Dodge,
R. J. Falconer,

Sending Telegraphic Messages, M. G. Farmer,

Hanging Mill Stones,

Car Seats and Couches,

Steam Cock,
Spinning Machines,

Stretching Boots and Shoes,

Portable House Bell,

Drawing Boards,

Mills for Sugar Cane,
Fastener for Studs, &c.,

Hydrant,
Prison Alarm,
Sad Iron Heater Cover,

Lifting Jacks,

Harvesting Machines,
Lamps,
Circular Saws,

Joseph A. Forsman,
K. Freeman,
Albert Fuller,

Charles Green,

George W. Griswold,

Albert W. Hale,

Issacher P. Hansell,

Jeremiah Howard,
Ira A. Ives,

James R. Higgs, .

Wm. 0. Hills,

Wm. Heath,

Joel C. Jackson,

Henry G. Kaufman,
James P. and Ellen Kenyo
Wm. D. Leavitt,

Terry,

e Marsh,

Gates,

Hock,

ps,
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291.

292.

293.

294.

295.

296.

297.

298.

299.

300.

301.

302.

303.

304.

305.

306.

307.

308.

309.

310.

311.

312.

313.

314.

316.

316.

317.

318.

.319.

320.

321.

322.

323.

324.

325.

326.

327.

328.

329.

330.

331.

332,

333.

334. .

335.

336.

337.

338.

339.

340.

341.

342.

343.

344.

Improvement in Locks,

Hinges for Window Blinds,

Sealing Preserve Cans,
Seeding Machines,

Bending Felloes,

Railroad Car Seats,

Children's Carriage,

Welding Bellows Pipe,

Seeding Machines,
Sewing Machines,
Car Seals,

Cotton Gins,

Horse Rakes,

Metallic Bands for Cotton
Sewing Machines,
Making Chain,
Corn Huskers,

Carding Machines,

Carpet Fastener,

Valve Cocks,

Threshing Machines,

Shutter Operators,

Shears,

Window Fastener,

Paying out Telegraph Cable, George Scott,

Fare Boxes for Omnibuses, &c., I. B. Slawson,

John P. Lord,

John Loudon and Hans Iverson,

W. W. Lyman,
J. B. McCormick and Wm. R. Baker,
E. L. Lyon,
John L. Mann,
C. M. Mann,
Wm. P. McKinstry,
A. Pearsall,

liCwis Moore,

Henry B. Ordiorne,

Wm. Painter,

Henry C. Parkhurst,

L. H. Parson and George Houston,
Bales, George W. Penniston,

'I'ruman W. Pepper,

E. P. Perry,

C. J. C. Peterson,

C. E. Price and James Hajthorn,
Joseph Reynolds,

J. R. and H. S. Robinson,

F. W. Robinson,

Isaac Rogers,

James H. Roome,
Irving Root,

Clasps for Hoop Skirts,

Churn,
Seeding Machines,
Feet Warming Device,

Cultivators,

' Propeller for Boats,

Cutting Irregular Forms,
Rolling Railway Chairs,

Bracelets,

Hat Body Machinery,
Grain Separators,

Traveling Casket,

Ox Yokes,
Washing Machine,
Rolling and Piling Logs,

Roasting Coffee,

Bridge,

Seeding Machines,

A. Smart,

J. E. Smith and W. Brown,
Joseph D. Smith,

George W. Smith,
Nathaniel S. Smith,

Le Grand C. St. John, ,

Henry D. Stover,

James H. Swett, ,

Francis M. Sweet,

Alva B. Taylor,

John D. Tifft,

T. R. Timbey,
George W. Weekn,
Thomas J. Tiudall,

Wm.Todd,
Samuel Tower,
L. E. Truesdell, .

A. Turner, R. Bess and H. Sloan

-Safety Valve & Pressure Gauge, James H. Winn, .

Prop of Carriage Bows, D. B. Wright and L. Sawyer,
Corn Planters, . Franklin W. White,
Trace Fastening, . John C. DeWitt,
Inkstands, . V. Fogerty, ,

Kiiilling Machines, . Thomas Lovelidge,

Sii-d Planters, . W. A. MahaflV,

Sewing Machines, . John T. B. Rogers,

—— Cut-olV for Steam Engines, Jacob Windmcr,

REISSUES.

1. Improvement in Lathing Surface,

2. • Omnibus Fare Box,

/ "^^^ > Reaping Machines,

6. Knife Polishers,

John B. Cornell, ,

I. S. Reeves,

C. II. McCormick,

W. H. Horstman,

335
ib.

336
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.
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ib.

ib.

337
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

338
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

33S

ih.

339

ib,

37"
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7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20

Improvement in Printings Press,

Turning Tables for Railroads,

Collee Pots,

Condensers for Steam Engines, J. P. Pirsson,

Skirt Hoops, .

George P. Gordon, . 3.39

Win. Wcllers, . ib.

Charles B. Waile and Joseph W. Sencr, ib.

> Watch Cases,

Hard Rubber Goods,
Pumps,

. I

) Harvesters,

J
- Steam Boilers,

- Textile Hose, .

David Holmes,

W. E. Baldwin and E.

Gustavus Cuppers,

Hosea Lindsey,

Bi

N. Piatt, .

F. P. Dimpfel,

L. B. Cooley and James C

For Can Covers,

Cooking Stoves,

Towel Stands,

Printers' Types, .

Door Lock Plates,

Box Stoves,

Cooking Stoves, .

Parlor Stoves,

Stoves, .

Roll Pans,

Cooking Stoves,

Screens,

Bread Pans, .

September, 1858.

1. Improvement in Revolving Fire Arm,
2. Harvesters,

3. Sewing Machines,
4. Harrows,
5. Corn Planters,

6. Coal or Ashes Sifters,

7. Joints for Railroad Tracks,

8. Water Closet,

9. Hanging Bells,

10. Operating Window Blinds,

11, Cane Seat for Chairs,

12. Grates for Coal Stoves,

13. Ruling Paper,

14. Printing and Numbering Press,

15. Car Seats and Couches,

16. Digging Potatoes,

17. Cutting Device for Harvesters,

18. Fruit Box,

19. Coflee Roasters, .

20. Window Blinds,

21. Moulding Clay, .

22. Convertible Carriage Shafts,

23. Meat Cutter,

24. Ploughs,

25. Kneading Machine, .

26. Boots and Shoes,

27. Time Keepers,

28. Iron Safe,

29. Railroad Indicator,

John F. Bodine, .

R. Ham, .

Nathaniel Waterman,
George Bruce,

Cornelius B. Irwin,

Henry E. Russell,

N. S. Vedder and H. Ripley,

I N. S. Vedder,

J. Steffe, J. Horton and J.

Nathaniel Waterman,
Wm. P. Abendroth,

James L. Jackson,

Nathaniel Waterman,

Ethan Allen,

R. L. Allen,

B. Atwater, .

David C. Ayres,

A. G. Babcock,

Louis D. Bartlett,

E. U. Benedict, .

George Blanchard,

George R. Meneely,
Theodore Christian,

John R. Cannon, .

James Easterly,

J. C. Fornian,

George J. Hill,

R. E. Fowler,

Nathaniel Gear,

C.P. Gronberg, .

Nicholas Hallock,

Theodore Heerman,
A. Herder,

Thomas Hoadley,
Amos K. HofTmeier,

Jacob R. Hoyer,

Samuel Hulbert,

Wm. S. Reinert, .

Jacob Jenkins,

Joseph Jennet,

Lewis Lillie,

Gardner R. Lillibridge,

Cooke,

C urrie
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30. I

31.

3-i.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42. -

43..
44.-

45. -

46.-

47.

48.-

49.

50.

51.-

,V2.

63.

54.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

V2.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

82.

83.

84.

85.

86.

87.

88.

89.

90.

91.

mprovcmcnt in Cultivators, Israel Long,

Printing Addresses, . James Lord,

Preparing FramcB for Gilding, Robert J. Marcher,

Hoial'g and Dump'g Apparatus, George Martz,

Butter Worker, . Ziba Williama,

Paddle Wheel Propellers, John May,
Governor Valve for Engines, Stuart B. McCray
Heaping Machines,

Couches for Railroad Cars,

Calipers and Dividers,

Raking Attachm'l to Harvesters, John Nelson,

James Mitchell,

F. R. Myers and F. H. Furniss,

Joseph D. Moon,

Samuel D. IVclson,

S. J. Orange and George Bridelman,
Benjamin Owen,
H. Uhey and H. A. Luttgens,
Wm. Van Anden,
AlexancU-r Rickart,

C. B., John, and Wm. C. Rogers,

Silas T. Savage,

Scythe Blades,

Harrows,
Seed Planters,

Valve of Steam Engines,
Portable Copying Aj)paratU8,

Turning Hubs,
Billiard Balls,

Coal Stoves,

Coal Stove Lining,
' liOoms,

Hose Carriage,

Ironing Clothes,

Carpet Sweeper,
Seeding Machines,

• Manufacturing Shingles,

Trap lor Animals,
• Alarm Locks,
- Brick Machines,
- Expansion, &c., of Fences,
- Sewing Machines,
- .Mattress Life-Boat, .

- Stamping Milk Cans,
- Sewing Machines,
• Bullet Machine, .

- Manufacture of Brushes,
- Sewing Machines,
- Oven Cooking Stoves,
- Steam Pressure Indicator,

- Couch Scats for Railroad Cars, John Hartman, Jr.,

E. M. Scott,

I. S. Schuyler and L. A. Rockwell
John Shaefer,

Reuben Shaler,

Samuel Stanbro,

C. L- Story,

R. M. Turner,
J. W. Wells,

Henry White,
Oily Williams,

J. B. Woodruff,
Jabcz M. Woodward,
Wm. Mt Storm,

M. L. Clinton,

C. Young,
Stephen Barnes, .

S. (;. Blodgett,

James Easterly,

William C. Grimes,

Photographic Cameras,
Railroad Chairs,

Steam Trap, .

Journal Boxes,

Wa.shing Machines,

Revolving Firo Arm,
Ladies' Hoop Skirts,

Joints for T-rails,

Skirting Material,

Sawinj? Machine,
• Saw Fder,

• Printing Presses,

• Lantern Attachment to Caps,
Railroad Car Cou|)ling,

Warp Dresser Guides of Glass, ) . .^ , r. ^
A.r 1, 1' I / Alfred B. Co

C. C- Harrison and J. Schnitzcr,

Adam Hay,
J. W. Hoard,
H. H. Thayer,
John Allen,

William T. Armstrong,
Fordyce Beals,

Samuel Beberdy,

E. Vi. Benedict,

Ernest Bredt,

Harvey Brown,
A. H. Burdine,

J. A. Campbell,

J. C. Cary,

J. \V. Corey,

^— Warp Dressing Guides,

Steam Hammer,
Shingle Machine,
Mould Plough,

Telegraph InsulatOM,

/ jviireii u. »^orrey,

Patrick Donvers,

Augustus Day,
Adam Defenbaugh,

M. G. Farmer and J. M. Bachcldi

874
375
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ib.
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92. Improvement in Governor & Valve,
93. Rotary Steam Engine,
94. Cutting Dovetails,
95. Horse Povyers,
96. Gate Hinge,
97. Gas Burners,
98. Building Walls under Water,
99. Cutting Apparatus for Harvesters

loo. Cemented Sole Shoes,
101 Churn,'
102. Railroad Car Couplings,
103. Door Lock, .

104. Bullet Machine, .

105. Working Clay,
106. Notching and Trimming Hoops,
1 07. C utting Locks of Wooden Hoops
108. Coating Electrotype Moulds,
109 Valve Cock,
110. Bedstead Fastening, .

111. Tenoning Machine,
112. Hemp Breaks,
113. Meat Cutter,
114. Temples for Looms,
115. Harvesters, .

116. ^-^ Clasps for Cotton Bale Hoops,
ll7. Cooking Stoves,

118 Bed Bottom,
119. Spring Balances and Knife,
120. Lanterns,
121. Corn Huskers,
122. Breech-loading Fire Arm,
123. Combination Steam Valve,
124. Making Pliers,

125. Gate,
126. Bedstead, .

127. Printing Press, .

128 Portable Field Fence,
129 Filling Water Tanks,
130. Screw Cutter,
131. Raising Sunken Vessels,
132. Guard Fingers for Harvesters,
133. Mode of Launching Vessels,

134. Pressure and Vacuum Valve,
135. Car Seats and Couches,
136. Sewing Machines,
137. Drawing and Twisting Wool,
138. Stone-holding Machines,
139. Harvesters,
140. Pin-sticking Machines, .

141. Harrows,
142 Lock,
143. (jas Regulators,
144. Brick Machines,
145. Shears,
146. Plough Press and Drills,

147 Truss Pads,
148. Portable Field Fence,
149. Rotary Pump,
150. Nut Machine,
151. Rak'g Attachment for Harvesters,

152. Floats for Life Boats,

153. Roofing Cements,

Richard Gornall,

John and Ezra Harthan,
T. E., A,, and E. King,
G. Hely,

T. Hendrick,

L. E. Hicks,

Wm. H. Horstmann,
,Charles Howell, .

Jacob Jenkins,

Daniel Johnson, .

C. P. Kenyon,
Jacob Kinzer, .

J. A. Knight,

Henry Leguay,
Sanford Littlefield,

,Hiram Jjittlejohn,

Henry Lovejoy and Robert Wheeler,
J. C. Macdonald,
L M. May,
John McCreary,
H. D. McGeorge, .

M. Newman,
R. Pilson,

Isaac Reamer and Henry Miller,

A. C. Richard,

ApoUos Richmond,
F. Russell,

George H. Smith,

Stillman C. Spaulding,

N. T. Spear,

E. T. Starr,

Robert Stewart,

Chester W. Sykes,
William Tobey, .

Wm S.Todd,
Ervin B. Tripp,

Archibald B. and M. Vandemark,
Charles Reed,

Thomas Whitaker,
Aldridge Windham,
John W. Brokaw,
Gordon Conkling,
W. Hardy and J. Parkinson
Alexander M. Holmes,
George W. Hubbard,
J. W. Kennedy and J. T. Plummer,
Eleazor B. Knight,

Allen Sherwood, .

Cornelius W. Van Vilet,

Samuel White,
Christian Ackerman,
Salmon Bidwell,

John Booth,

Joseph A. Braden,

T. E. C. Brimby,

C. Campbell,

P. S. Carhart,

M. R. Clapp,

R. H. Cole,

P. S. Crawford,

Charles Legros,

G. W. Cashing,
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154.

155.

156.

157.

158.

159.

160.

161.

162.

163.

164.

165.

166.

167.

168.

169.

170.

171.

172.

173.

174.

175.

176.

177.

178.

179.

180.

181.

182.

183.

184.

185.

186.

187.

188.

189.

190.

191.

192.

193.

194.

195.

196.

197.

198.

199.

200.

201.

202.

203.

204.

205.

206.

207.

208.

209.

210.

211.-

212.

213.

214.

215.-

Improvement in Inkstands,

Burglars' Alarm, .

Sorting Silk, &c.,

Cigar Wrappers,
Washing Coal,

Pumps,

Boots and Shoes,

Dentists' Chairs,

Smut Machines,
Washing Machine,

iVcedles for Knitting Machines,
Cutting Metal Bars,

Cotton Gins, &c.,

Self-acting Wagon Brake,

Horse Shoe,

Canal Boat,

('utting Grass, &c.,

Harvesters,

Prcvent'g Nuts from unscrewing
Churn,
Lamps,
Rotary Harrows,
Water Wheel,
Rotary Valve for Steam Engines,

Rotary Harrows,
Fastenings for Ladies' Skirts,

Cotton Gins,

Corn Planters,

Cutting Veneers,

Coloring Paper, &c.,

Skate Irons,

Gas Burners,

Saw Mill,

Tea Pots,

Paper Feeder,

Sewing Machines,
Pegging Boots and Shoes,
Corn Shellcrs,

Seeding Machines,
Machine Belling,

Ex|)ansive Bit,

Ploughs, .

Making Nut Blanks,
Couches for Railroad Cars,
Sugar Mills,

Attachment for Tackle Blocks,
Tempering Steel Car Springs,

Compound liailroad Axles,

Frames for Vault Lights,

Cracker Machine, .

Mowing Machines,
Cooking Range, &c.,

Balance Sail Rig for Sliips,

Heating Ovens hy Steam,
Mechanical Power,
Harvesters,

Dredging Machine,
Cast Iron Car Wheels,
Ambulance Wagon,
Key-hole Stop,

Lamps,

Samuel Darling, . . 382
A. W. Dccrow, . ib.

Ira Dimock, . . ib.

Henrv Durell, . 383
J. P. Evans, . . ib.

S. H. Gray, . ib.

Foster Henshaw, . . ib.

Jacob Jenkins, . ib.

Alexander M. Holmes, . ib.

Hiram Hopkins, . ib.

H. R. June, . . ib.

J.K. and E. E. Kilbourn, ib.

D. R. Knowles, . ib.

A. M. Lampher, . . ib.

A. Larrowc, . ib.

John Maddock, . . ib.

Jolin McCausland and others, 384
C. H. McCormick, . ib.

McCIintock Young, Jr., . ib.

, S. Noblet, . ib.

Andrew Ralston, . ib.

C. Reichmann, . ib.

Jabez Robins, . . ib.

Alpha Smith, . ib.

, Thomas Stewart, . ib.

Salathiel S. Thompson, . ib.

W. S. Thomson, . . ib.

John L. Tuttle, . ib.

Charles Van Houlen, . ib.

Gilbert Bishop, . ib.

Charles Williams, . ib.

C. A. Williams and others, ib.

A. H. Wood, . ib.

John Pemberton, . 385
Wm. Austin, . ib.

Wm. Bullock, . . ib.

Jonas Hinkley, . ib.

B. F- Sturtevant, . ib.

A. Adams, . ib.

George C. Bunson and Cyrus Roberts, ib.

John H. Cheever, . ib.

Wm. A. Clark, . ib.

David Cockley, . . 386
Richard H. Cole, . ib.

J. B. Creighton,' . . ib.

Samuel L. Denney, . ib.

George Focht, . . ib.

Perry tJ. (Jardiner, . ib.

I. P. Garret and Daniel Steckel, ib.

Michael Grasz and Peter H. Jackson, ib.

J. and J. C. Holyland, . ib.

George F. and Moses Jerome, ib.

Charles Kane, . jb.

John Lewis, . . jb.

Hamilton Lyon, . ib.

Elisha Mattcson, . . Jb.

David S. McNemara, . ib,

Ahel Minard, . . ib.

Hiram W. Moore, . 387
Israel Moses, . . ib.

John Moulson, , jb.

W. Mulholland, . . ib.
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216. Improvement in Planing Surfaces,
217. Bread and Craciier Machines,
218. Bakers' Oven,
219. Adding Numbers,
220 Sawing Marble, Stone, &c.,
221. Revolving Fire Arm,
222. India Rubber Car Springs,
223. —— Cultivators,

224. Clothes Dryer,
225. Lamps,
5i26. Threshing Machines,
227. Laying Submarine Cables,
228 Ploughs,
229. Railroad Switches,
230. Rotary Pump,
231 Embroidery and Sewing Stand,
232. Laying Submarine Cables,
233. Wire Springs for Furniture,
234 Locks,
235. Churn, .

236. Blind Operator, .

23V. Clothes Dryer,
238 Hangers and Boxes for Shafting,
239 Wood Screws,
240 Seed Drills,

241. Roofing Machine,

ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENTS.

James H. Nelson, 387

Wm. R. Nevins and Joseph J. Yates, ib.

John B. Newbrough, . ib.

James Norman and Aaron R. McLean, ib.

Wrn. Palmer, . . ib.

Sanford Peatfield, . ib.

Thomas Wm. Poole, . ib.

Emma T. Porter, . ib.

Wm. H. Racey, . . ib.

F. W. Robinson, • ib.

Samuel Samuels, . 388

B. B. Scofield, . ib.

Charles L. Spencer, . ib.

B. T. Trimmer, . ib.

Wm. H. Trowbridge, • ib.

Owen G. Warren, . ib.

C. A. and S. W. Young, . ib.

T. B. Pye, • ib.

G. L. Farrington, . ib.

J. A. Dorman and J. E. Stearns, ib.

E. G. Gibson, . ib.

F. W. Howe, . . ib.

H. L. Kendall and H. P. Hunt, ib.

Alexander Turner, . ib.

E. Wise, • . ib.

1. Improvement in Fire Arms,
2. Corn Planters,

3. Fastening Shutters,

RE-ISSOES.

F. D. Newbery,
Nathaniel Drake,

J. Gunner, Jr.,

provement in Sidewalk Pavements, John B. Cornell,

Trap for Catching Flies,

Cartridges,

Sewing Machines,

Tackle, .

Railroad Car Seat,

Treating Sulphurets,

Shingle Machine,
Magnetic Printing Telegraph,

Packing for Steam Pistons,

Joel B. Fuller and George W. Pierce,

Gilbert Smith,

T. J. W. Robertson,

James Harrison, Jr.,

Joel Bryant,

J. B. Creighton, .

Alfred Monnier,

James Crarj',

R. E. House,
Daniel Lasher,

383
ib.

389

389
ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

ib.

390

1. For Cooks' Oven Stoves,

2. Stoves,

3. Cast Iron Bedstead,
4. Nursery Bottle,

5. Stoves,

Wm. W. Stevens, • 390

Nathaniel P. Richardson & Co., . ib.

Philip Tabb, . ib.

Francis Kern, . . ib.

G. Smith and H. Brown, ib.

Aluminium,—Gerhard's process for obtaining . . 212
,—On the production of . . .64
,—Remarks on . . . 286

Amalgamating Zinc, .... 352

Artificial Ivory, .... 278
Atlantic Cable,—Apparatus for Paying out . . . 266

,—Remarks and Description of Apparatus Constructed by W. E.

Everett for Paying out . . . 313

Atlantic Telegraph. By H. Hubbell, . . .275
Axle Box for Railroad Cars,—Notice of McWilliam's . 287
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Barometer as an Engineering Instrument, . . . 307,366
Bars in Rivers and Harbors,—On the Formation of . . 73
Bibliographical Notice,

Geological Survey of Kentucky. By D. Dale Owen, . 138

Binocular Vision,—Remarks on . . . 390
Bismuth as a Re-agent for Grape Sugar,—Basic Nitrate of . 213
Blast Furnace,—Description of Alger's new Form of 51

Blowing Engine and Rolling Mill at Dowlais Iron Works, . 133
Books,—On Photographic Illustrations for . . . 63
Brass or Unoxidizabic Cast Iron,— Composition of White . 135

Bremen and New York,— Particulars of the Steamers . . 348
, Particulars of the Steamer . . . 122

Brick Press,—Notice of Wagner's . . .67
CalTeine in Colfec Beans,—On the amount of . . 359
Camera-Obscura,—On the relief of the Image on the Ground Glass of the 54
Canals by Screw Steamers,—On the Navigation of . . 294
Casting,—Improved System of Moulding and . . 269
C^hemical AlHnity,—On the influence of Pressure on . . 285
Church in Paris,—Notice of a Wooden . . 65

of St. Isaac in St. Petersburgh, . . . 275
Coal and Human Power,—On English . . 212
— Rate of Evajwration from Engine Boilers,—Consumption of . 13

Mines,—On the Explosion of Hydrogen in . . 61
Sales by Machinery,—Description of Check Grieve for Registering . 63

Cochineal,—Researches upon ... 66
Condensers,—On the Durability of Tubes in Pirsson's . 234, 345
Cooking Stoves,—Description of Granger's . . 42
Corn Shellers,— Description of Davis' Improvement in . , 189
Cotton Printing,—On the Fixation of Metallic Sulphurcts in . 394
Cupola,— Description of Mackenzie's . . .48
Curves for Mechanical Draughtsmen,—On Forming . 78

Eccentric,—Report on S. L. Wiegand's Adjustable . . 69
Electric Conducting Power of Metals,—On the . . 353

Light and its cost compared with Gas, Oil, and Candle Light,—Notes
upon the .... 204

Lights,—Remarks on . . . .119
Electricity,—On the Rotation of a Metallic Sphere by , 407
Electro-Telegraphic Progress, . . , 208
Enamel with Lead on Bar and Sheet Iron, . . 352
Equations,—On Personal .... 349
Evaporating Power of Brass and Iron Tubes,—On the Relative . 78
Evajjoration from Engine Boilers,—Consumption of Coal and Rate of . 13
Explosion of a Locomotive Boiler at Sharp, Stewart & Co.'s Works, 361
Explosions of Hydrogen in Coal Mines, . . .61

of Steam Boilers and its Causes,—Remarks on the . 289

Feed Pipe Connexions,—Fenton's Improved . . 84
Fire,—On the Protection of Wood from . . 193
Flour and Milk,—Analysis of , , .60
Franklin Institite.

Proceedings of Monthly Meetings • • 66,136,213,287
Minutes of Board of Managers—Death of .\. Miller, Esq., . 138

CommUtce on Science and the Arts.

Report on S. L. Wiegand's Adjustable Eccentric, . 69
J. L. Gatchell's Lightning Rod and Points, . 216

Friction Coupling for Shafting,— Dcscrijition of Wrigley's . 272
,—On the Diminution of Sliding . . .76
of Metals in Motion,— Necessity of further Experiments on Friction,

especially upon IJailroad Friction or . , 217
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Frost,—On the Protection of Plants from

Furnace Applicable to Intense Heat,—New Construction of

Description of Alger's New Form of Blast

Furnaces,—On Prevention of Smoke in Steam Boiler and other

Gas Apparatus,—Description of an Improved

, Improvement in Producing . .

, Process for the Purilication of « . •

Regulator,— Notice of J. H. Cooper's

Retorts,—Mode of Preventing the Rapid Desl ruction of

Gases in Analysis,— Note on the Measurement of

Gauge Cocks,—Notice of C. M. Cresson's

Gauges,—Hodge's Patent Triangular Scales and

Genth, (Dr. F. A.),—Contributions to Metallurgy-

Geological Survey of Kentucky. By 1). Dale Owen,—Notice of

Glass of the Camera-Obscura,—On the Relief of Images on the Ground
Grand Trunk Railway of Canada,

Grape Sugar,—Basic Nitrate of Bismuth as a Re-agent for

Hay Elevators,—Description of Rees's Improvement in

Howard, (D. S.) On the Formation of Bars and Harbors,

Howson (H.) On Forming Curves for Mechanical Draughtsmen,

Hudson and Weser,—Particulars of the Steamers

Hydrometers,—Method of Graduating

Ice near its Melting Point,—On some Properties of .

Ice,—On some of the Physical Properties of .

Insects,— On the Destruction of .

Iron,—Composition of White Brass, or Unoxidizable Cast

,—Notice of Jones & Lauth's Manufacture of Bright Steel and

Ore,—On two new Metals in the Swedish Magnetic

Similar in Composition to Meteoric Iron,—Experiments to Determine the

Strength of some Alloys of Nickel and

Ivory,—Process for Making Artificial

Jacquard Mechanism.—Cards for

Jonval Turbine of 300 H. P. at New Harmony Mills,— Description of a

i ,—On the High Pressure

Lights,—Unwholesomeness of

Lighting Railway Trains with Gas,—J. H. Thompson's System of

Ijighting from Ceilings,

Lightning Rods and Points,—Report on J. S. Gatchell's

Liquids of given Specific Gravity without Calculation or Previous Trials,

—

Mode of Preparing

Lithographic Plates,—Registering Frame for Printing Chromo-
Locomotive Boiler Explosion at Sharp, Stewart & Co.'s Works,— Engines and Tenders,—New Water Connexion between

Magnetic Iron Ore,—On two new Metals in the Swedish

Matting for Protecting Horticultural and Agricultural Produce,

Metallic Sphere by Electricity,—On the Rotation of a

Metallurgy,—Dr. Genth's Contribution to

Meteoric Iron,—Experiments on the Strength of some Alloys of Nickel and Iron

similar to . . . . 280

Meteors of 10th of August, 1858. . . . 282

Meteorological Tables, . . . 72,144,216,298,360,408
Milk and Flour,—Analysis of . . .50
Morris (E.) On Railroad Friction, . . . 217

Moulding and Casting,—Improved System of

Moulds, &c.,—New Material for .

Mowing Machines,—Cook's Improvement in
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Navigation of Canals by Screw Steamers, . . 294

Nickel and Iron,—ExpcrimenU to Determine the Strength of some Alloys of 280

Ocean Queen,— Particulars of the Steamer . . 203

Oil Cups for Machinery,—Description of J. H. Cooper's, . . 136

Oils,—Process for Decolorizing the Fatty . . 357

Orizaba, No. 2,—Particulars of the Steamer . . . 121

Paraselenes Observed April 27th, 1858,—Description of . 52

Paving,—On Plank . . . .165
Personal Equations,—On . • • 349
Photo-Lithography by Mr. Rehn,—Notice of Specimens of . . 137

Photographs on Paper,—Mode of Preserving • . 358
Photographic Enamels, . • . 407
Photographical Illustrations for Books, . . 63
Photography on Iron, .... 396
Picture Frames,—Machinery for Preparing Oval . . 342
Pipe Connexions,—Fenton's Improved Feed . . 84
Pistons,—Description of an Improvement in • . 80
Planes of the Mine Hill and Schuylkill Haven Railroad Company,—Hoisting 86
Plants from Frost,—On the Protection of . . . 396
Poison in Paper Hangings Colored with A rsenite of Copper, . 397
Propellers,—Hope's Thrust Bearing for Screw . . 84

,—Penn's Apparatus for Taking the Thrust of Screw . 81

Prosser (T.) On a method of ascertaining the Absolute Power of Steam, . 4

On Steam and its Condensation, . . 88

Railroad Cars,—Notice of McWilliams' Axle Box for

Chairs,—Wixted's Press for Making
' Company,—Hoisting Planes of the Mine Hill and Schuylkill Haven

Friction,—Necessity for Further Experiments on
Rails,—Formula for the Friction of Cars on
Railway Accidents in Great Britain in 1857,

Joints,—Remarks on E. Morris' Fish Splice for

of Canada,—The Grand Trunk
— Trains with Gas,—J. H. Thompson's System of Lighting

Register for Recording the Number of Bushels of Grain, &c.. Passed over it,

—

Notice of .\tkin8' ....
Richardson (J. M.) On the Barometer as an Engineering Instrument, 307,
Road Paving,

Robinson (J. R.) On the Relative Evaporating Power of Brass and
Rolling Mill and Blowing' Engine at Dowlais Iron Works,
Rowley Rag,—Experiments in Melting and Cooling some of the

Saws,—Disston's Improvement in Hand
Saxonia,— Particulars of the Steamer
Scales and Gauges,—Hodges' Patent Triangular
Screw Propeller,—Hydrostatic

Propellers,—Hope's Thrust Bearing for

,—Penn's
Steamers,—On the Navigation of Canals by
Stop Valve,—Combined Nut and Gland for

Serchil,—Particulars of the Steamer
Smoke in Steam Boiler and other Furnaces,—On Prevention of
• On the Consumption of

Solar Eclipse of March. 1858,
Steam and its Condensation. By T. Prosser,

Boiler Explosions and their Causes,—Remarks on
Boilers,—Consumption of Coal and Rate of Evaporation from— •,—Improved Construction of Upright
Engines,—Duty of .
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Steam,—Method of Ascertaining the Absolute Power of . 4
Safety Valve Guard, . . . .19

Steamer Sestos,—Trial Trip of the . . . 283
Voyageur de le Mer,—Final Success of the . . 132

Steamers,—Particulars of the

Bremen, 122 Orizaba. No. 2, 131

Bremen and N. York, 348 Ocean Queen, 243
Hudson and Weser, 349 Saxonia, 354
Japanese, 50 Serchil, 396

Steel and its Uses,—On the Manufacture of Puddled or Wrought . 122
Iron,—Notice of Jones & Lauths' Manufacture of Bright 214

Suitable for Plating Ships,—Reipe's Process for Refining . 274, 277
Stereomonescope,—Description of Claudet's . . 56
Stove,—Description of Granger's Cooking . . .42

for Heating Apartments,—An Improved . . 61
Sulphurets in Cotton Printing,—On the Fixation of Metallic . 394
Surveyors' Tripod,—Description of W. J. Young's Improved Head for 137, 341

Telegraphic Cable,—Apparatus for Paying out the . . 266
,—Remarks and Description of Apparatus by W. E. Everett

for Paying out the . . 313
,—On Submerging . . .152

— Progress,—Electro . . . 208
Wires in the Vicinity of Depots of Gunpow^der,—Danger of 356

Telescopic Mirrors, .... 405
Thermo-Electric Series,—On the . . . 392

Multiplier,—Study of the ... 65
Timber,—Modes of Detecting Decay in . . .52
Tubes in Pirsson's Condensers,—On the Durability of . 234, 345

,—On the Relative Evaporating Power of Brass and Iron . 78
to Collapse,—On the Resistance of . . 145,227

Turbine of 300 H. P. at the New Harmony Mills,—Description of the Jonval 164
,—On the High Pressure Jonval . . .12

Valve Guard against Excess of Steam Pressure, . . 19

Valves,—Combined Nut and Gland for Screw Stop, . . 355
Vision,—Remarks on Binocular . . . 390

Water above the Freezing Point,—Contraction of . .64
Closet,—Description of Campbell's . . 46
Closets,— " Edelman's Improvement . . 344
-Description of an Improved Method of Purifying . 192

Proofing Stuffs, .... 357
Window Frame,—Improved Cottage... 63
Wire Ropes,—Experiments on the Strength of . . 201
Wood from Fire,—On the Protection of . . 193
Waterglass as a Preservative of Materials, . . . 405

Zinc,—On Amalgamating . . . . 352
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